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EDITORIAL NOTE.

Tiirs Monograph on Deep-Sea Deposits forms the penultimate volume of the

Official Reports on the Scientific Results of the Challenger Expedition.

The work connected with the examination and study of the samples of

Deep-Sea Deposits, and the preparation of this Report for the press, have

occupied a very large part of my time and attention for nearly twenty

years, and my colleague, Professor A. F. Renard, has also given much of his

time to the same studies during the past fourteen years. We hope the

completed work may be regarded as an interesting contribution to our

knowledge of the ocean, and prove useful to a large number of scientific

men, as it is the first attempt to deal systematically with Deep-Sea Deposits,

and the Geology of the sea-b throughout the whole extent of the ocean.

There are three Appendices to the volume,-the first containing an

explanation of the Charts and Diagrams; the second a Report on the

Analysis of Manganese Nodules, by John Gibson, Ph.D., of Edinburgh

University ; and the third Analyses of Deposits and materials from the

Deposits, by various Analysts.

The final volume of the Challenger Reports will give a detailed list of

the organisms procured at each of the Observing Stations, together with

other summary matter dealing with general questions of Oceanography, and

will in all probability be published dulling the course of next year.

JOHN MURRAY.

CUALLENUER Ovtci, 45 FREDERICK STREET,
EDINBURGH, Ntiwniber 4, 19l.
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PREFACE.

DURING the Voyage of the Challenger, the collection, examination, and

preservation of all the samples of deposits were undertaken by Mr. Murray.
Mr. Murray had also charge of all the work carried on by means of tow

nets in the surface and sub-surface waters of the ocean, and gave much

attention to the part played by pelagic organisms in the formation of marine

deposits. During the voyage he submitted the results of his work in this

direction to Sir Wyville Thomson, and the results are referred to in several

of the Reports of Sir Wyville to the Hydrographer of the Admiralty,

published in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of London.'

Towards the close of the Cruise a Preliminary Report was prepared by
Mr. Murray on the Deposits and Surface Organisms, and published in the

Proceedings of the Royal Society of London!

On the return of the Expedition to England, Mr. Murray continued the

examination of the large collections that were brought home, and published
some papers dealing with the results of his work.3

In the year 1878 Professor Renard was invited by Sir Wyville Thomson

to assist Mr. Murray in the examination and description of the Challenger
collection of marine deposits, especially with reference to the mineralogical
and petrographical aspects of the subject. Subsequently it was arranged
that a Report on all available samples of Deep-Sea Deposits, whether

collected by the Challenger or otherwise, should be published conjointly by
Mr. Murray and Professor Renard.

During the years 1881 and 1882 Professor Renard spent several months

in Edinburgh, when a large number of the deposits in the collection were

examined in great detail, and the methods of examination and the order of

See Prow. Roy. Soc., vol. xxii. p. 423; vol. xxiii pp. 32 and 245; vol. xxiv. pp. 33, 463, and 623.
Proc. Roy. .Soe., vol. LXIV. pp. .171-5.14, 1870.
"On the Distribution of Volcanic Debris over the Floor of the Ocean," &c., Proc. Roy. Soc. Edüi., vol. ix. pp.

247-261, 1876; "On the Structure and Origin of Coral Reefs and Ishinds, ibid., vol. x. pp. 5U5-518, 1880.
(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS CIJALL. EXP.-1891.)
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the proposed publication were arranged. For the past ten years the work

has been continuously carried on, and in the interval we have published

preliminary papers dealing with our results.'

At the outset it was proposed to give a detailed description of every

sample of deposit from depths greater than 100 fathoms, together with all

that was known of the physical and biological conditions of the waters at

the Stations from which the specimens were obtained. Nearly all the

Challenger samples, and a very large number of samples collected by other

Expeditions, were in fact thus examined and largely prepared for publi
cation, with names of the species of organisms and all other particulars. It,

however, became necessary to curtail the descriptions, and to limit them to

the Challenger collections, so that the work ultimately assumed its present
form.

The details with reference to the various samples of deposits collected by
the Expedition are presented in tabular form in Chapter II. The more general
conclusions and descriptions are given in a series of chapters dealing with

the composition and distribution of the different types of deposits, and in the

preparation of these chapters we have made use of all the materials in our

possession. Professor Renard thinks it should be stated that Chapter IV.,

dealing with the materials of organic origin, has been written wholly by
Mr. Murray.

We are much indebted to our friends, Sir William Turner and Mr. Robert

Irvine, for reading different portions of the proofs, and giving us the benefit

of their suggestions, and we have to thank the various analysts and other

scientific men for valuable hints during the progress of the work. We desire

to acknowledge our indebtedness to all those assistants who have aided

us in the practical examination of the deposits, especially to Mr. Frederick

Pearcey, who accompanied the Expedition and was afterwards assistant in

the Challenger Office, and to Mr. James Chuinley, who not only helped in

the practical examination of the specimens, but has also rendered great
assistance in the preparation of this volume for the press.

' "On the Microscopic Characters of Volcanic Ashes anti Cosmic Dust, and their Distribution in Deep-Seat
Deposits," Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xii. 'p. 474-495, 1884; "On the Nomenclature, Origin, and Distribution of Deep
Sea Deposits," ibid., pp. 495-529.
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INTRODUCTION.

ALL the notions concerning the sea among ancient peoples were vague and elementary;
the few facts known with reference to the phenomena of the ocean were limited to mari
time nations like the Phoenicians. Among the learned men of antiquity two doctrines

may be said to have prevailed with reference to the distribution of land and water.

What may be called the Homeric School-to which Eratosthenes 1 and Strabo2 belonged
-held that the three continents of the old world formed a single island surrounded by
the ocean. On the other hand, what may be called the Ptolemaic School regarded the

Atlantic and Indian Oceans as enclosed seas like the Mediterranean, and maintained that
the east and west points of the known world approached each other so closely that, sail

ing west from Spain, a ship might easily reach the eastern extremity. Thanks to
the influence of Ptolemy,3 this mistaken notion was perpetuated, and led about fourteen

centuries after his time to the discovery of America by Columbus.
The ancients cannot be said to have had any definite conceptions of the deep sea.

Experienced mariners, like the Phoenicians and Carthagethans, must necessarily have

possessed some knowledge of the depths of the waters with which they were familiar, but

this knowledge, whatever its extent, has been wholly lost. In the writings of Aristotle
we meet with the first bathymetrical data. He states that the Black Sea has whirlpools
so deep that the lead has never reached the bottom; that the Black Sea is deeper than
the Sea of Azov, that the .gean is deeper than the Black Sea, and that the Tyrrhenian
and Sardinian Seas are deeper than a]] the others.'

Polybius,° in estimating the time it would take for the Sea of Azov and Black Sea to
be filled up by the alluvium brought down by the rivers flowing into them, states that
the greater part of the Sea of Azov is only 5 to 7 fathoms in depth. Similar depths are
shown on modern hydrographie charts. 7

Posidonius8 states that the sea about Sardinia had been sounded to a depth of 1000

fathoms-the greatest depth that had ever been attained.' This is the first record of a

deep-sea sounding, and it would have been interesting had the writer given some infor
mation as to the methods employed by the ancients in these hatbymetrical measure-

270-106 u C. ' Born about CO n.c. 8.Lived about the middle of the second century t.n.
284-322 n.o. Ariot., Meteor., 114, § Qu. 0 204-122 n.e. Polyb., iv. 39-42.
Born about 130 ac 0 Posidon. ap. Strab., i. 3, 9, p. 54 ; see E. H. Bunhnry, History of Ancient Geography,

vol. ii. p. OS, London, 1883.
(nEgp.SEA DEPOSITS CUALL. EXP.-1891.)
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ments; before we meet with similar definite statements on deep-sea soundings centuries

pass away. Plutarch 1
says:-" The geometers think that no mountain exceeds 10 stadia

(6067 feet) in height, and no sea 10 stadia in depth." Cleomedes2 says:-" Those who

doubt the sphericity of the earth on account of the hollows of the sea and the elevation

of the mountains are mistaken. There does not in fact exist a mountain higher than

15 stadia (9107 feet), and that is also the depth of the ocean."

The documents of the Middle Ages relative to orography and bathymetry are

indefinite and unimportant. The wide-spread opinion among sailors, that the greatest

depth of the sea is found near the steepest coasts, appears to be very ancient, and is

partly founded on fact. Ibn Khaldoun, who, in the fourteenth century, wrote his famous

history of the Berbers, remarks that if the highest mountains are situated near the sea, it

must be regarded as a providential arrangement to arrest the invasion of the ocean.'

Nicolaus (Jusanus, who lived in the first half of the fifteenth century, invented an

apparatus consisting of a hollow sphere, to which a weight was attached by means of a

hook, intended to carry the sphere down through the water with a certain degree of

velocity. On touching the ground the hook became detached, the weight remained

at the bottom, the sphere ascended alone, and the depth was calculated by the time it

took to return to the surface." This apparatus was afterwards improved by Püchler,

Alberti,5 and Hooke, but the various instruments produced were not satisfactory, as

regards sounding in the deep sea.

Science, and in a special manner what may be called the Science of the Globe, plays
a large part in the intellectual and moral changes which characterise the transitional

period known as the Renaissance. The thirty years from 1492 to 1522, through the

discoveries of Columbus, Vasco di Gama, and Magellan, added a hemisphere to the

chart of the world. Not only did these voyages double at a single bound all that

was previously known of the surface of the earth, but by creating new ideas, enlarging
the field of research, observations, and studies, they contributed more than anything
else to the progress of the past four hundred years, and the rapid development of

modern civilisation. The existence of the Antipodes, and the spherieity of the earth,

were no longer scientific theories, but practically demonstrated facts; the fundamental

principles of all scientific geography were for ever established.

During his voyage across the Pacific, Magellan' attempted, for the first time, to

sound in the open ocean. Navigators at that time had sounding lines of only 100 and

200 fathoms in length. With these Magellan did not reach bottom between the coral

islands of St. Paul's and Los Tiburones, and he somewhat naïvely concluded that this was

Flourished towards the end of the first century A.D.
Flourished probably in the second century A.)).
Pm Kimidoun, ilistoire de.,, Berbers, trad. de I'Arnlje par M. le Slam, torn. i. p. 11)4, Paris, 1862.
For description of this apparatus see Poggendcivf, (kschicht dcr Physik, p. 116, Leipzig, 1879.
1404-147 A.D. 11 1633-1703 A.D. 1470-1521 A.D.
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the deepest part of the ocean.' Although the oceanic phenomena revealed at the surface

of the sea were eagerly studied during, and immediately after, the time of the great.
discoveries to which we have just referred, the phenomena of the deep sea catinot be

said to have engaged the attention of navigators and scientific men till after the lapse
of several centuries.

In the first half of the seventeenth century Kircher reviews the doctrines as to the

depth of the sea accepted in his time. He says:-" In the same manner as the

highest mountains are grouped in the centre of the land, so also should the greatest

depths be found in the middle of the largest oceans: near the coasts with but slight
elevations the depth will gradually diminish towards the shore. I say coasts with but

slight elevations, for if the shores are surrounded by high rocks, then greater, depths are

found. This is proved by experience on the shores of Norway, Iceland, and the Islands

of Flanders. "'

The first attempt to represent the bottom of the sea by isobathic curves is to be

found in a map by Philippe Buache in 1737. These curves are intended to show that

certain elevations of the sea-bottom correspond with the orography of the neighbouring
land. In an essay on physical geography, published in 1752, he develops his ideas on

this subject.'
Unsuccessful attempts were made by Captain Ellis in 1749, by Lord Muigrave in

1773, and by Scoresby in 1817, to sound the ocean. Sir John Ross was more fortunate

in 1818. During his first Arctic expedition he brought up 6 lbs. of mud from 1050

fathoms in Baffin's Bay. Soundings were correctly obtained in 1000 fathoms in Posses

sion Bay, and worms and other animals were found in the mud procured. Sir James

Clark Ross, during his Antarctic expedition," after a number of unsuccessful attempts
with the sounding lines in use, made a new line on board his ship, 3600 fathoms in

length. With this a satisfactory sounding was obtained in 2425 fathoms in the South

Atlantic, and another off the Cape of Good Hope in 2677 fathoms. On two occasions

no bottom could be found with over 4000 fathoms of line. He also dredged successfully
in depths of 400 fathoms. Some beautiful specimens of Corals, Corallines, FiL8tra, and a

few Crastaceous animals were obtained.

A great impulse was given to deep-sea soundings when Lieut. Brooks, an officer in

the United States Navy, invented his sounding machine in 1854, by which, applying

Cusanus' idea of a detaching weight to the sounding line, the sinker was detached

when the weight struck the bottom. This instrument was modified and improved by

Commander Dayman, who employed it while sounding across the Atlantic in the region

through which the Atlantic cable would require to pass. The introduction of steel wire

I Pigaffetta, Premier voyage autour du Monde, p. 53, Paris, I'an ix.
Kircher, Mundus Subterraneus, p. 97.
Buache, "Essai dc giogiaphie physique," &c., Hist. de I'Acad. des Sciences, 1752, P. 399.

4 From 1839 to 1843.
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by Sir William Thomson in 1870 was a still further improvement, and, indeed, since the

commencement of submarine telegraphy, the process of taking deep--sea soundings has been

rapidly perfected. Many submarine telegraph ships, surveying vessels, and even private

yachts,. have now been fitted with the most improved apparatus for sounding; so that,

when it is desired to know the depth only, this can be ascertained expeditiously and

with great accuracy.

During the past thirty years the ocean has been sounded in all directions, and we

have in consequence a very correct notion of the general form and relief of all the great
ocean basins and enclosed seas. Not only in a knowledge of the bathymetry of the

ocean, but in an acquaintance with all the other conditions of the deep sea, there has

been a rapid and important development, thanks to the investigations of the Challenger

Expedition, as well as the previous and subsequent expeditions of this and other

countries.

This Report being limited to a consideration of the sedimentary deposits of the deep
sea, it seems desirable to indicate the views that have at different times been held with

reference to marine sedimentation.

Herodotus' discussed the formation of alluvium at the entrance of the Nile, and

the relations subsisting between land and sea, but on these it is unnecessary to dwell.

Plato,' in the myth of Atlantis, supposes a great extent of land situated in the

external sea to have disappeared in one day and one night beneath the water of

the ocean. Since that time, he adds, the Atlantic Sea has ceased to be navigable; its

waters have become muddy and charged with clay derived from the engulfed land.'

Skylax of Coryanda,4 in speaking of the sea which bathes the west of Europe,
limits his remarks to saying:-" Beyond the Pillars of Hercules there are many

Carthagenian commercial stations, much muddy water, high tides, and open seas."

Aristotle' has no new views with regard to the great external ocean, which, he

states, in accordance with the ideas generally admitted in his time, is muddy and

little agitated by the winds.

Polybius points out that in the Sea of Azov the rivers bring down considerable

quantities of sediment. He estimates the time it will take for this fluviatile alluvium

to fill up, not only the Sea of Azov, but also the Euxinus or Black Sea. The ideas

of Polybius, from a geological point of view, are most reasonable, but the rate of

encroachment has been much slower than he supposed during the 2000 years which

separate us from the time when he wrote. The modifications in these seas have

not been very appreciable.
Strabo 8

says: Running water works profound modifications on the surface of the
1 484-408 B.c. 2 Born 429 s.c. Plato, Timtuus, e. 5, 6, and Critias, c. 3, 8.
'Flourished in the middle of the fourth century n.e. 6 Skylax, Periplu, j II 384-322 B.C.
204-122 s.c. 'Born about 60 s.c.
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land, and these changes are subordinate to the nature of the country through which
streams and rivers pass. Torrents descending from mountains have a great erosive

power, and the same is the case with rivers which flow over soft or sandy ground;
both spread out on the plains and transport to the sea immense quantities of
alluvial matter. The sediment from rivers is not transported to great distances,
for matters in suspension are arrested by the movements of the sea; the bed of the
ocean is not in consequence filled up so rapidly as one would think, but the places
near the coasts are loaded with sandy materials, and. it is here that the greatest
modifications take place. He rejects the view that the sediment brought to the
Black Sea by rivers could have had any considerable effect in filling up that sea and

causing it to overflow. Strabo likewise attributed an active part to the winds in
all the changes taking place at the surface of the globe. To the combination of all these
forces he attributes what has, since his time, been called the sculpturing of the continents.'

Seneca2 says: In virtue especially of its persistence and continuity, water acts on the
solid bodies which constitute the land by dissolving and disintegrating them, and even

transporting them, sometimes far from their place of origin. All rocks, even the
hardest, are penetrated by water, which dissolves them at least partially. Seneca
attributes the solvent action to the presence of a gas (spiritus); thermal springs
possess the power of dissolving minerals in the highest degree. Among those which
resist the least, he enumerates salt, sulphur, nitre, alum, bitumen, and lime. The
matters dissolved by water are deposited again, and this precipitation is especially
abundant when the waters are thermal and gaseous. He likewise explains the formation
of calcareous tufas. He points out that the saline substances, held in solution by the

aqueous clement, may be absorbed by earthy layers, which in a way serve as a
natural filter. What has just been said upon the chemical action of water shows
that Seneca had clearly recognised those hydrothermic phenomena which play so

important a role in geology.
Seneca's ideas regarding the mechanical action of water are not less just. The

hardest rocks are not able to resist the repeated force exercised by a drop of water,
and the erosive effects of water are most pronounced when the forces in play are
those of rivers and the currents and waves of the sea, as may be observed in the
beds of rivers and on bold coasts; everywhere on the land, water is to be seen

victoriously attacking and destroying rocks. Its chemical effects often precede the
mechanical action; this last finds its work half completed. Streams and rivers

transport at all times, but especially during floods, clay, sand, and rocks picked up
from the layers which they traverse. The erosive power of waves is, however, even

See H. Fi8cher, Ueber elnige Gegenstiindc cler physischen Oeogrnphie hei Strab, als Beitrag zur Gcscbichte der
tlten Geographic, Wernigerode, 1879.

2 Born a few years nc.
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greater than that of running water: cliffs broken and smashed into ruins are

unquestioned witnesses of the work of destruction effected by the sea on coasts.

Running waters deposit at their mouths the matters which they carry in suspension,
thus forming the deltas of rivers. In their turn the mineral particles in suspension
in marine waters are deposited at the bottom of the sea, often at considerable distances

from the coasts. Among the factors which play a part in marine sedimentation, tides

and currents are enumerated. Seneca points out, besides, that all waters, and especially
those of the ocean, possess the power of cleansing themselves from all impurities; they

may be said to wash the coasts and lay down near them all matters in suspension.

During a series of centuries the lines of coasts undergo sensible modifications.'

A few notions regarding the geological action of water, the sediments carried into the

sea arid then solidified, are met within the works of Kazwini,2 and other Arab writers.

We find in Maçoudi8 examples of the carriage of fiuviatie sediments, whose

accumulation causes the sea to retire. He had been profoundly impressed by the

sanding up produced by the Tigris and Euphrates; he cites the case of the city of

Hiza, formerly a sea-port, which, after the lapse of 300 years, was situated far in

the interior.

Albirouni 11 embraced the idea, previously expressed by Megasthenes, according to

which Bengal has been formed bythe accumulation of sediment deposited by the Ganges.
The writings of this author also show that he had observed the distribution of materials

transported by water; he points out that the larger fragments are deposited at the

upper parts of rivers, that gravel is found lower down in their course, and finally,
that sand and the finest particles are carried into the ocean.

In Italy, in the fifteenth century, Leonardo da Vinci wrote that the sea changes the

equilibrium of the earth, that the shells accumulated in various layers have necessarily
lived on the spot which the sea occupied. The great rivers, he says, carry into the

ocean the waste of the land, and the deposits thus formed have been successively covered

by others of various thicknesses, and finally the bottom of the sea has become the top
of mountains.'

The Dane, Steno7, endeavours to show that the carapaces of Orustacea are formed of

matter secreted by the animal's body; be establishes the connection existing between

fossils and the sedimentary layers which contain them, and the true origin of both. lie

was the first to distinguish the layers formed in the sea from those deposited in fresh

water, and to notice the character of the shells in both instances. He concludes, from

I See A. Nehring, Die geologischen Anchauungen des Philos4ophen Seneca, Wolfcnbüttel, 1873 and 1876.
Flourished about 1263 A.D. 'Flourisjwtl about. 915 .n.
Maçoudi, Les Prairies d'Or, texte et tracluct. par MM. Meynard et Courteille, Paris 18(31 ; see in v1tic111ar the

anecdote of Haled and Abd-eLMeçih, torn. i. c. ix. pp. 216, 222. Flourished about 1000 A.D.
6 See Venturi, Esaai our lea ouvrnges phyaico-rnathtniatiqncs de Leonard Ia Vinci, Paris, 1797.
Dc solido intra solidurn uattuuliter contento disaertatioiiis 1,tot1i'otttts, Florence, 1(3(39.
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his observations on the original character of these deposits, that the layers now found

perpendicular, or inclined to the horizon, were horizontal at the time of their formation.
In 1740 Ant. Lazzaro Moro developed a system in which he attributes to frequently

recurring submarine explosions the formation of mountains, plains, and islands. Accord

ing to him the globe was primitively covered with water; on the third day of creation

the crust which formed the bottom of the sea was raised. The mountains resulting from
this upheaval are the primitive rocks, in which no fossils are found. At a later period
there arose from the interior of the earth lava and other substances which accumulated on

the bottom of the sea, and were upheaved in their turn through the same agency. With

this second phenomenon were introduced diverse substances, such as salt, sulphur, and

bitumen. As a natural consequence the water became salt, animals were developed in

it, the earth became peopled about the same time, and the eruptions continuing produced
an alternation of sedimentary and eruptive deposits.'

Arduino divided the Pacluan, the Vicentin, and the Veronese mountains into primitive,

secondary, and tertiary. The secondary mountains are for the most part formed of com

pact limestone in continuous strata, and contain petrified organised bodies. These strata

vary in hardness, fineness of grain, composition, colour, and in the species of marine

bodies they contain, since, according to him, there is but one kind in each stratum.'

Marsilli3 makes a few observations on the bathymetric knowledge then possessed

concerning the nature of the bottom of the sea; he admits that the basin of the sea

was excavated at the time of the creation out of the same stone which we see in

the strata of the earth, with the same interstices of clay to bind them together." He

adds that we should not judge of the nature of the bottom of the basins by the

materials which seamen bring up in their soundings. They dredge almost always on

a muddy bottom, and very rarely on a rocky one, because the latter is covered with

slime, sand, sandy, earthy, and calcareous concretions, and organic matter. These

substances, he says, conceal the real bottom of the sea, and have been brought there

by the action of the water. These substances always cover stony masses. "Lastly,"
he adds, "to explain myself briefly, I may compare the bed of the sea to a cask,

which, having long held vine, seems from the inside to be made of dregs of tartar,

though it is really of wood." In the profiles which accompany his work, he has

marked with clotted lines the stony parts of the bottom. In sea-bottoms of

great extent, he distinguishes those which are covered with fine sand, or with a sandy

conglutination; the part covered with fine sand is always that exposed to the flow
of rivers.

De orotacei e degli altri marini corpi, che si trovano sui monti, Venice, 1740.
Di 'ario minere di metalli c d'alire specie di fossii delle montane provincie Venetac, &e;, Mem. Soc. leal., tow.

iv. 1788.
1-lisloire physique ck la mci', pin' L. F. comte de Marsilil, traduit par Boerliaave, Amsterdam, 1725.
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The observations of Donati' on the bàttom of the Adriatic led him to think that it is

hardly different from the surface of the land, and is but a prolongation of the superposed
strata in the neighbouring continent, the strata themselves being in the same order.

They contain marble, stone, metals, and in some places sand, gravel, or clayey soil. He

attributes to the nature of the sea-bottom the presence of certain substances in one

place and their absence in another, and acids that he thinks this observation will

explain why the earth has mountains and plains entirely destitute of marine bodies,

whilst in other parts a great many are found, and why in some spots many varieties are

found, and only one in others. Among the rocks formed in the Adriatic, Donati mentions

marble, breccia, and calcareous tufa. The bottom of the Adriatic is covered with a layer
formed by crustaceans, testaceans, and polyps, mixed with sand, and to a great extent

petrified. This crust may be 7 to 8 feet deep, and he attributes to this deposit, bound

together with the remains of organisms and sedimentary mineral matter, the rising of the

bottom of the sea, and the encroachment of the water on the coasts.

In the great works of Wolfgang, Knorr, and Walet (1755-1773) we already find a

distinction established between the fossil remains of pelagic animals and those of

animals found on the sea-coast, and they express an opinion that the existing analogues
of those that have not been found must exist in the deep seas as yet unexplored.

Beccari, towards 1729, created a new branch of conchology by the discovery of a small

kind of polythalamous shell of nautioid shape (Nautilus beccarii, Linn.). The coils of

he helix and its transverse divisions give it a great resemblance to the ammonite-a term

of comparison which was long adopted for all the other analogous Foraminifera, so

plentiful in the mans of North Italy. Beccari counted more than 1500 in two ounces

of this micaceous silico-calcareous sand.2

Ten years later G. Bianchi (better known by the name of J. Plancus) announced that

be had found on the shore of Rimini the living analogue of the small fossil ammonite,

and that its dimensions were such that it required 130 of them to equal the weight of a

grain of wheat. He found a great many other species, which lie still classed along with

the nautilus and ammonite, on account of their internal divisions. His work contri

buted much to increase our knowledge on this subject, and at a later period he pointed

out, within a mile of Sienna, a bed of microscopic shells analogous to those found on the

shores of Rim'ni.

Later on Soldani examined the clay of the tufa and sands of North Italy, and pro

duced his work on the nautili and ammonites of Tuscany,' enriching science with a

Essai sur l'hisLoire naturelk de la mer AdriaLique, par le Dr. Vituliano Donati, avee tine kttre du Dr. L. Sesler,
traduit de l'Italicn, h la Haye, ehez Pierre de Hondt, 1757, p. 6.

Conan. Bonon., vol. i. p. 02.
Dc couchia minus notie in littore Ariminieui, Venice, 1730.
Saggio orittogrufico ed oservazioni sopralc terre itautiliche ed aiunioiiitiehe di Tscana, with 25 plate,

Sienna, 17S0.
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multitude of shells belonging to very small marine animals, then considered as nautili
and ammonites-an error which lasted till 1835. As he assigned no particular names to

the diverse forms, which he described and figured with care, and even grouped according
to certain analogies, Soldani did not advance the knowledge of them as much as he might
have done had he applied the then well-known nomenclature of Linmeus. In 1789-1797
he produced another very considerable work 1 on the microscopic shells found on the

shores of the islands of Giglio, Elba, Massa, &c. He observes in this work that these
small bodies are not young specimens which grow with age, but are perfect adults. The

various species occupy various depths, and this explains, he adds, why those in a fossil

state are not found mixed indifferently in all the strata..

In 1836 Professor C. G. Ehrenberg produced his first works. His name will ever

remain inseparably connected with the discoveries relating to the microscopic organisms of

the sea. It would be impossible to enumerate here the numerous memoirs and important

publications of this micrographer, who devoted his whole life, with extraordinary activity,
to microscopic organisms, to atmospheric dust, to the examination of material brought up
from deep soundings, and to all questions appertaining to the sea. We must touch on one

salient point, viz., the connection he established between certain classes of living micro

scopic organisms, and the part they played in geological times. As early as 1836 he

showed that the siliceous strata, known as "Tripoli," found in various parts of the globe,
especially at Bum in Bohemia, were but an accumulation of the skeletons of Diatoms.

Sponges, and Radiolaria; he pointed out that similar strata were formed now-a-days by
Diatoms in the subsoil of Berlin. In 1839 his observations at Cuxhaven revealed the

presence of living Diatoms and Radiolarians on the surface of the Baltic, of the same

species as those found fossil in the Tertiary deposits of Sicily and Oran. He showed,

moreover, that in the Diatom layers of Bum the siliceous deposit had, under the influence

of infiltrated water, been transformed into compact opaline masses. Starting from these

facts, he concluded that rocks similar to those which play so important a part in the

terrestrial crust are still being formed on the bottom of the sea.

Humboldt addressed a letter to Lord Minto, First Lord of the Admiralty, with

reference to Sir J. C. Ross's Antarctic Expedition, calling attention to the importance of

studying the microscopic organisms, which Ehrenberg had shown played so important a

role in the constitution of terrestrial strata. Dr. Joseph Hooker, who was attached as
naturalist to the expedition, observed 2 that the waters and ice of the Antarctic regions
swarm with Diatoms to such an extent that they give the water a brown tint. Between

lat. 50° and 70° S. prodigious quantities of them were found, and in 80° S. lat. all the

surface ice, the sides of the icebergs, and the base of the great Victoria Barrier within the

limit of the waves, were coloured brown by these organisms. He remarks that the siliceous

Testaceographia et zoophytographia parva et niicroscopica, with 179 plates.
Brie. A88. Report for 1847.

(DEEP-sEA DEPOSITS CHALL. EXP.-1891.) d
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skeletons must, after the death of the organisms, form siliceous deposits of considerable

extent around all coasts bordered with ice, at depths between 80 and 400 fathoms.

Opposite Victoria Barrier the bottom was covered with a white or greenish mud, consist

ing principally of Diatom frustules. In very deep water, opposite Victoria and Graham's

Land, the mud was very pure and fine grained, but in shallow water, near the coast, it

was mixed with sandy and gravelly particles. Hooker considered that these microscopic

plants were intended to maintain in the south Polar regions the balance between the

animal and vegetable kingdom, and also to purify the vitiated atmosphere, performing in

Antarctic latitudes the part of vegetation in other regions. He states that Diatoms exist

in every latitude from Spitzbergen to Victoria Land, Iceland, Great Britain, the Medi

terranean, North and South America, and the islands of the South Sea, and that the

frustules of species living in the Antarctic have contributed to the formation of various

strata during geological periods. He estimates that the deposit formed principally of

Diatom frustules extends continuously for more than 400 miles off Victoria Land, at

depths of about 300 fathoms. The existence of remains of Diatoms, including a few

Antarctic species, in volcanic ashes, pumice, and scori, led him to suppose that organic

substances covering the bases of active volcanoes, like Mount Erebus and Vesuvius, might

be ejected from the craters along with volcanic products.

In 1840 Edward Forbes joined, as naturalist, the surveying ship "Beacon" while in

the Mediterranean, and for eighteen mouths he studied the igean Sea and its shores,

taking more than one hundred dredgings at different depths down to 130 fathoms. Before

Forbes' time the bathymetrical distribution of marine animals had been investigated to a

certain extent, but the works of Audouin and Miiie-Edwards (1830), Sars (1835), and

Oersted (1844), applied oniy to the more superficial waters of the sea. Forbes studied

the question with regard to animals inhabiting deep water, and in 1844 published his

memoir, "On the Light thrown on Geology by Submarine Researches." He maintains

that the dredgings show the existence of distinct regions at successive depths, having

each a special association of species. He remarks that the species found at the greatest

depths are also found on the coasts of England, and he concludes, therefore, that such

species have a wider geographical distribution. Forbes divided the area occupied by

marine animals into eight zones of depth, in which animal life gradually diminished with

increase of depth, until a zero was reached at about 300 fathoms. He shows that in

Cretaceous and Tertiary layers similar zones may be distinguished, and that depth must

have been in former times, as it is now, one of the factors in the distribution of marine

organisms. He found fewer species in the deep zones than in the shallow ones, and

supposes that plants, like animals, disappeared at a certain depth, the zero of vegetable

life being at a less depth than that of animal life. Forbes concluded that, as nearly all

marine basins are over 300 fathoms in depth, most of the sedimentary beds must be void

1 Edinburgh New Phil. Aunt., vol. xxxvi. p. 318.
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of organic remains, and the absence of organisms in certain strata convinced him that

they had been formed at great depths or deposited prior to the existence of organisms.
He observed that the number of organisms belonging to colder regions increased with the

depth of water, and in the deeper zones of warm latitudes species are noticed which are
inhabitants of the littoral zones of the highest latitudes. Forbes also showed that all
sea-bottoms are not equally fit for the development of life, for in all the zones he found
areas less peopled than others, these areas being mostly formed of ooze and sand, and
inhabited only by creatures whose remains were not likely to be met with in a fossil
condition. He explains the alternation of layers with and without fossils by changes in
the level of the sea-bottom of the time. The science of Oceanography was greatly
advanced by the researches of Forbes, more especially with regard to the distribution of
marine animals,' and in this respect Lovén also materially contributed to the science.

In 1845 Professor \V. C. Williamson described some Foraminifera, Diatoms and

Sponge spicules from some Mediterranean muds, and, in discussing the origin of
limestone strata in. shallow and deep waters, be suggests that the whole of the
calcareous organisms may be removed by carbonated waters.'

In 1846 Captain Spratt, R.N., dredged from 310 fathoms, 40 miles east of Malta,

eight species of Mollusca, and he expressed the opinion that life exists at much more
considerable depths; later, when surveying the Mediterranean between Malta and. Crete,
he obtained fragments of shells from a depth of 1620 fathoms. Both Spratt and Lovn
arrived at conclusions which proved the influence of temperature on the distribution of
marine animals.

In 1851 Professor J. W. Bailey applied himself to the microscopic study of the sound

ings collected by the U.S. Coast Survey within 100 fathoms,-' and he showed the important
part played by Foraminifera in the deposits some distance off the coast of New Jersey.
Owing to the abundance of these calcareous organisms the deeper deposits differed con

siderably from the shore deposits, in which mineral particles, especially quartz, predomi
nated. In 1856 he made known the nature of the soundings collected by Brooke in the
Sea of Karnchatka in depths of 900 to 2700 fathoms.' He remarks that in all the samples
mineral matters diminished with increase of depth, and that while the mineral particles
decreased the organic remains increased. Of organic remains Diatoms predominated,

I In 1850 Forbes presented his first general Report on the Marine Zoology of the British Islands to the British
Association. This Report was of great importance to science, and in it he indicated the desirability of prosecuting
further researches in the North Atlantic, opposite the Hebrides, around the Shetlands, and between the Shetland and
Farce Islands, thus pointing to a field of exploration which twenty years later became the scene of the investigations of
Carpenter, Thomson, and Gwyn Jelfreys, and still more recently of Murray and Tizard.

"On some of the Microscopical Objects found in the Mud of the Levant and other Deposits," &c., Mera. Lit. and
Phil. Soc., MaHC1ILstcr, vol. viii. pp. 1-128, 1847.

"Microscopical Examination of Soundings made by the U.S. Coast Survey off the Atlantic coast of the United
States," SmiilImiw Contributions to Knowledge, vol. ii., article iii. Pp. 1-15.

Amr. Journ. Sci., ser. 2, vol. xxi. pp. 284-285, 1856.
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Sponge spicules and Radiolarians being also present, while the calcareous tests of Fora

minifera were absent. These deposits of microscopic organisms, in their richness, extent,

and high latitude, resemble the siliceous deposits of the Antarctic already noticed by

Hooker. Bailey's researches proved that localised deposits were formed in the high seas,

in which not calcareous, but siliceous, remains predominated. The excellent state of

preservation of these siliceous organisms, and the fact that many of them still retained

the soft parts, led him to conclude that they must have been living up to a very recent

period, not necessarily at the great depths where they were found, but probably drifted

from shallower deposits.
About the same time Bailey published his work on the origin of greensand and

its formation on the bottom of modern seas.' Ehrenberg had long before observed a

pseudomorphism of the calcareous shells of Foraminifera in the Chalk into silica. As

early as 1845 Bailey had called attention to the casts of Foraminifera in the Eocene marls

of Fort Washington.' Mantell stated in 18468 that casts of Foraminifera and their soft

parts were preserved in flint and limestone, and that the chambers of the Foraminifera

were often filled with calcite, silica, or silicate of lime. But Ehrenberg was the first to

show the connection between greensand and the Foraminifera, and to throw light on a

point which had long puzzled geologists. In 1855 he says that, in all the examples he

had examined up to that time, greensand must be considered as due to the filling up of

organic cells of Foraminifera, like a lithoid mould.' Bailey verified Ehrenberg's results

from the examination of a number of Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks of North America.

Pourtalés in 1853 announced that he had obtained from a depth of 150 fathoms, in

lat. 31° N., long. 79° W., a deposit formed of almost equal parts of Giobigerin and

black sand, probably greensand. Bache showed these and similar samples, taken in the

region of the Gulf Stream, to Bailey, who found in them casts of organisms, some of

which were "well-defined greensand, others reddish, brownish, or almost white."' He

concludes that these glauconitic casts have not been transported from ancient formations,

but have been formed where they were found in the same manner as in geological forma

tions. He states that his own and Ebrenberg's researches prove that other organisms,

besides Foraminifera, may serve as moulds for the greensand, and he notices that with

the well-defined casts are associated green grains less regular in form, "having merely a

rounded, cracked, lobed, or even coprolitic appearance." The phenomena accompanying

the decomposition of organic substances, he says, are closely connected with the formation

of this mineral-a green or red silicate of iron or almost pure silica.

In 1856 Lieut. Berryma.n, in the steamer "Arctic," sounded across the North Atlantic,

and obtained samples of the deposit from thirty-four points between St. John's: New-

Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hit., vol. v. pp. 364-368,1856. 2 Amer. Journ. Sri., vol. xlviii. p. 341.
3 Phi!. Trans., p. 466, 1846. Mouatsb. d. k. Akad. Wis. Berlin, 1855, p. 172.

Report U.S. Coast Survey for 1853, App., p. 83. U Loe. cit., p. 367. Loc. cit., p. 368.
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foundland, and Valentia. These deposits were described by Bailey,' who, from. the fact
that the mineral particles were angular, concluded that there is little movement at the
bottom in deep water, otherwise the mineral fragments would be rounded. He observed
the abundance of calcareous matter due to the accumulation of microscopic shells, which
fall to the bottom after the death of the organisms. Bailey also observed the presence
of volcanic ashes in the deposits, and remarked that the Gulf Stream had spread these

"plutonic tallies" over thousands of miles. Some doubt having arisen as to whether
these ashes might not have been thrown overboard from passing steamers, Bailey com

pared the two, and arrived at the conclusion that the substances found on the bottom of
the Atlantic were really of volcanic origin; Maury supposed that this dust might have
been carried by the wind from volcanoes in Central America or from extinct volcanoes
in the Western Islands. By treating the deposits with acid, Bailey showed that there is

always a small quantity of mineral particles in organic calcareous sediments, though
veiled by the preponderance of the calcareous element, and that the calcareous organisms
increase in abundance as the Gulf Stream is approached. He found only imperfect casts
of Foraminifera in the deposits off the northern coasts, the green casts being generally
met with in the more southerly soundings.

Lieut. Mau.ry, in the latest (9th) edition of his "Sailing Directions," 1858, gives an

abstract of the knowledge of marine deposits possessed up to that time. He estimated

the part taken by calcareous or siliceous microscopic organisms in pelagic deposits, based

upon Bailey's observations. He agrees with Bailey that the animalcule, whose remains
are found at the bottom of the sea, lived in the surface waters; but he carries the idea
too far when he asserts that the absence of light, low temperature, and pressure preclude
the possibility of life in very deep water. Ehreriberg held the opposite opinion regarding
the habitat of these microscopic organisms, based upon the presence of organic substances

in the shells dredged from the bottom of the sea, and argued that he distinguished forms

in the deposits to be found nowhere else; but tow-net observations have since proved
that forms identical with the most abundant of these shells from the bottom live in the

surface waters.

In 1857 Captain Dayman sounded across the North Atlantic in H.M.S. "Cyclops,"

along the great circle between Valentia and Trinity Bay, Newfoundland, a little to the

north of Berryman's line of soundings. He states that in his deepest sounding the de

posit consisted of a plastic floury substance or ooze, which stuck to the line when drawn

up.2 Daman's soundings were examined and reported on by Professor Huxley,3 who

found the samples obtained between 1700 and 2400 fathoms to be remarkable for their

uniformity; in the bottles containing them Huxley observed a viscous substance, and

1 Amer. Jowrn. Sd., ser. 2, vol. xxi. pp. 284-285.
' Deep-Sea Soundings in the North Atlantic, made in H.M.S. ,Cyclops," in June and July 1857, London,
pub-lishedby the Admiralty, 1858.

'Appendix to Dayinan's Report.
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small round corpuscles soluble in acid, which he called Ooccoliths, and which he regarded
as the skeletal parts of a supposed gigantic Monera-Bat/iybius--.-wide-spread over the

sea-bottom. When dry- the deposit looked like chalk, and he observed that the calcareous

organisms formed the principal part, Globigerina shells making up 85 per cent. of the
mass; siliceous organisms were also present, including Coscinodiscus and other Diatoms.
He considers the Globigerina Ooze to be of high scientific interest on account of its extent,

depth, and resemblance to the Chalk, and discusses the question of the habitat of the

Foraminiferous shells constituting the major part of the deposit. He does not express a

decided opinion as to whether the shells have been transported from shallower water,

whether the animals lived in the surface waters, from whence, after death, they subsided
to the bottom, or whether they actually lived at the bottom in deep water, but seems to

prefer the last hypothesis, concluding by saying: "I abstain at present from drawing any
positive conclusion, preferring rather to await the result of more extended observations."

Dr. Wallich, in 1860, accompanied H.M.S. "Bulldog" as naturalist when surveying in
the North Atlantic for the American cable. In discussing the results of his examination
of the deposits obtained' he endeavours to trace a connection between the Globigerina
Ooze and the Gulf Stream, pointing out that the shells are abundant in the deposits be
tween the Faroe Islands and the east coast of Greenland, and in a large portion of the
direct line between Cape Farewell and Rockall, but are absent or rare in the deposits be
tween Greenland and Labrador. In the southern hemisphere calcareous deposits had been
found on the Agulha.s Bank at a depth of 90 fathoms, in which the Globigerina. shells
made up 75 per cent, of the sediment; he suggested that the area covered by this deposit
depended on the current flowing round the Cape from the east. Wallich came to the
conclusion that many of the fossiliferous strata, hitherto regarded as having been deposited
in shallow water, may possibly have been deposited at a great distance from the surface.

A considerable quantity of mud from the North Atlantic, 2500 fathoms, was handed by

Huxley to Professor Gflmbel,2 who found it to consist of Foraminifera, with Radiolarians,
Diatoms, Sponge spicules, Ostracodes, and mineral particles. Gümbel expresses the

opinion that these mineral particles were transported by currents, and concludes that if
such heavy materials could have been conveyed so far from the coasts, clayey matters

would have been transported at the same time, and that the clayey deposits of ancient
formations might have a similar origin. He confirmed Huxley's observations on (Jocco
liths, and found similar bodies in numerous geological strata; he also agrees with Huxley
as to the existence of the Monera, Bathybius.3

' The North Atlantic Sea-bed, London, 1862. 2 See Nature, vol. iii. pp. 16, 17, 1870.
.&ahybiiu was believed to be a gigantic Monera., covering with a network of organic matter the whole of the sea

bottom in the greater depths of the Indian and Atlantic Oceans (see 1-IuxlcY, (JuarI. Juani. Micros. Sri., N. S., vol. viii.
p. 203, 1868; Proc. Roy. (icayr. Soc., vol. xiii. p. 110, 1869). Mr. Murray has shown that what was supposed to he a
gigantic Monera (Bathybiu) consisted of the gelatinous sulphate of lime thrown down from the sea-water, with which
the specimens of the ooze were impregnated, by the alcohol used in the preservation of the samples (see Narr. Chull.
Exp., vol. i. p. 039).
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The dredgings and soundings along the coast of America, taken by the U.S. Coast

Survey in 1867, were subsequently examined by Pourtalês. He found among the

deposits two well-marked varieties, siliceous and calcareous; the siliceous deposits

extended along the coast as far as Cape Florida. The calcareous deposits are divided

into Coral and Foraminiferous formations, the latter found in the greatest depths. He

also distinguished a muddy deposit, which he considered quite subordinate and related to

the Tertiary formations.'

PourtaJés also gives a description of the different stages in the formation of glauconite.

He says:-" We find, side by side, the tests perfectly fresh, others still entire, but filled

with a rusty-coloured mass, which permeates the finest canals of the shells like an

injection. In others, again, the shell is partly broken away, and the filling is turning

greenish; and finally we find the casts without trace of shell, sometimes perfectly

reproducing the internal form of the chambers; sometimes, particularly in the larger

ones, cracks of the surface or conglomeration with other grains obliterates all the

characters. They even coalesce into pebbles, in which the casts can only be recognised

after grinding and polishing."' Pourtalés observes that these glauconitic grains are

deposited in depths of 50 to 100 fathoms near the coasts of Georgia and South Carolina.

L. Agassiz discussed the results of Pourtalès' observations, and states that what he

had seen of deep-sea deposits seemed to indicate that no recent or ancient formation ever

occurred in very deep water. He concludes that the present continental areas within

the 200-fathom line, as well as the oceans, have preserved their outlines and positions

from the earliest times.'

In the Reports of Carpenter, Wyville Thomson, and Owyn Jeifreys, on the cruises of

H.M.SS. "Lightning," "Porcupine," and "Shearwater,"4 there are many references to the

marine deposits collected in the sounding tube and dredges. A comparison is especially

drawn between the White Chalk and the Atlantic mud or ooze; in the earlier Reports it

was suggested that "we are still living in the Cretaceous epoch," and in later ones that

the Atlantic mud "might have been accumulating continuously from the Cretaceous or

even earlier periods to the present day."'
In 1871 Delesse published his work "Litbologie du Fond des Mers," treating more

particularly of coast sediments from the seas of France; it forms an important contribu

tion to our knowledge of marine deposits, and contains lithological charts founded upon

the official charts published by the European and American Governments.

The Challenger Expedition left England in 1872, and during the cruise, which lasted

nearly three and a half years, many preliminary notices were published by Wyville

I Report of the Superintendent of the United States Coast Survey for 1869, pp. 220-225, Washington, 1872.
Lot'. ca., p. 224.
Bull. Mw. Comp. ZoiiZ., vol. i. pp. 368, 369, 1869.

' From 1868 to 1870; published in Proc. Boy. Soc.
Thomson, The Depths of the Sea, p. 470, London, 1874.
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Thomson, Murray, and Buchanan,1 dealing with the nature and origin of the marine

deposits procured in the various sounding and dredging operations.
Since the return of the Challenger Expedition very many samples of marine deposits

have been collected from nearly all regions of the ocean basins by the surveying vessels

of the British Navy, by the telegraph ships belonging to the India-rubber, Gutta-percha,
and Telegraph Works Company, and to the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance

Company, and by Norwegian, Italian, French, German, and American Expeditions. The

great majority of these samples have passed through our hands, and have, along with the

Challenger collections, formed the material for our investigations.
In the present work we have endeavoured to point out the composition and mode of

formation of marine deposits in general, as well as the distribution of the different types
over the floor of the ocean. In many cases we have indicated the resemblances and

differences between these deposits and certain geological formations, but we have not

discussed in detail the wider geological bearings of the results arrived at from these

researches. If it be remembered that, previous to the recent scientific explorations of the

great ocean basins, we possessed no positive knowledge concerning the organic and minera

logical components of the deposits now forming over more than one-half of the earth's

surface, the importance of the Challenger's discoveries, as to the nature of the sea-bed,

on all inquiries regarding the past history of our globe will be readily appreciated.
The large amount of material at our command has enabled us to divide marine

deposits into two great categories-Terrigenous Deposits and Pelagic Deposits.
The Terrigenous Deposits include those now forming along the littoral zone, in

shallow water, and on the continental slopes beyond the 100-fathom line. They are,

for the most part, composed of materials washed down from emerged land, the various

components exhibit abundant traces of mechanical action, and the accumulation is

relatively rapid. Among these te.rrigenous deposits it is possible to recognise an accumu

lation of materials analogous to those forming certain schistose rocks, shales, marls,

greensands, chalks,' phosphatic and other limestones,8 volcanic grits, quartzites, and sand

stones of geological formations.'

'See Proc. Roy. Soc., vol. xxiv., 1876
2 The nature of the mineral particles and pebbles of the chalk, the evidences of mechanical action, the variability

of the residue of the chalk, the chemical analysis, the character of the organic remains, and the position of the Cretaceous
sea, all point to the white chalk being formed near shore, and not in the abysnial regions of a deep ocean like a typical
Olobigerina Ooze (see L. Cayeux, "La Craic du Nord de la France et la Bone a Globigrines," Ann. Stk. gri. dn Nerd,
torn. xix. pp. 95-102, 1891, and other papers by the same author). The saiiie renimirks are applicable to certain calcareous
and siliceous rocks of the Alps (see F. Wiihner, "Aus der Urzeit uliserer Kalkalpen," Zti(se/,r. d. Ikutsclun wud Oesfrrr.
Alpenvcrcin., Bd. xxii. pp. 87-124, 1891).

In some terrigenous deposits there appears to be distinct evidence of the coflhindncement of dolornitisation.
' The area covere1 by terrigenous deposits (from the coast line seaward to an average distance of about 200 miles,

and down to an average depth of about two miles) has been called by Mr. Murray the Transitional Area. It covers
about one-seventh, while the laud surface occupies two-sevenths, and the pelagic deposits four-sevenths of the earth's
surface. Mr. Murray holds that all the marine stratified rocks of the continents have in past times been laid down in
regions corresponding to the Transitional Area.
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The Pelagic Deposits are formed in the deep water of the central regions of the great
ocean basins, and consist of organic oozes and a reddish clay. They are chiefly made up
of the calcareous and siliceous remains of organisms that have fallen to the bottom from

the surface waters, along with clay and volcanic debris in a more or less advanced state

of decomposition. There is little or no trace of mechanical action on the components of

these Pelagic Deposits, their accumulation is relatively slow, and among them there do

not appear to be any accumulations of materials identical with the marine stratified rocks

of the continental areas. It seems doubtful if the deposits of the abysmal areas have in

the past taken any part in the formation of the existing continental masses.'

An inspection of Chart 1, showing the horizontal distribution of deposits, and an

examination of the accompanying descriptions, will show that the various types of

deposits pass insensibly the one into the other, and that a slight alteration in the

depth is frequently sufficient to produce a marked difference in the character of the

deposit, the other conditions remaining unchanged. So slow does the growth of the

deposit in some red clay areas appear to have been that not more than a few inches

have accumulated since the Tertiary period. The various components have consequently

undergone much alteration, and numerous new secondary products have been formed.

In these abysmal deposits, as well as in those close to the coasts, it will be seen that

synchronous deposits may thus differ widely in their mineralogical and biological com

position, even when the conditions at the surface of the ocean are almost identical.

'We have examined band specimens of Tertiary or 'recent rocks from the Barbados, the Solomon Islands and
other oceanic islands of the Pacific, which approach closely in character to Pteropod Ooze, Globigerina Ooze, Red Clay,
and Radiolarian Ooze (see Harrison and Jukes-Browne, "The Geology of Barbados," published by authority of the
Barbadian Legislature, 1890; H. B. Guppy, "Observations on the recent calcareous formations of the Solomon group
made during 1882-84," Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xxxii. pp. 545-581, 1885).

(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS CflALL. Exr.-1891.)



CHAPTER I.

ON THE VARIOUS METHODS OF OBTAINING, EXAMINING, AND DESCRIBING

DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS.

a. METHODS EMPLOYED ON BOARD SHIP.

THE various instruments employed on board ship for the purpose of obtaining infor

mation with reference to the deposits now forming on the floor of the ocean have

been described in detail in the Narrative of the Cruise.' In this place it is, however,

proposed to refer briefly to these instruments with the view of pointing out the quantity
of these deposits procured by. the different methods, under various conditions as to

depth, locality, and nature of the bottom.

The ordinary deep-sea sounding lead, from 12 to 14 lbs.2 in weight, armed with

lard, often gives valuable and reliable information concerning the deposits in all depths
under 100 fathoms.' This is especially the case where the bottom is hard, sandy,
or rough, and if the lead be used frequently over a considerable area, and the particles be

examined by the microscope after being freed from the grease by means of turpentine or

naphtha.
The Cup Lead (Fig. 1) is a modification of the ordinary deep-sea lead (A), with an

iron spike (0) driven into its lower end; at the bottom of this spike is an inverted hollow

iron cone (B), and above the cone is a sliding iron disc (D) movable up and down the

spike between the bottom of the lead and top of the cone, and just large enough to cover

the opening of the cone when resting upon it. During the descent of the lead the

disc is raised off the cone by the friction of the water, so that on reaching the bottom the

cone is forced into the mud, and is filled with the mud or other loose material forming
the deposit. On the lead being drawn up through the water, the friction of the water

forces down the sliding disc (D) on the top of the cone (B), and thus prevents the

contents from being washed out.

The Valve Lead (Fig. 2) is another modification of the deep-sea lead, fitted at its

base with an iron cylinder (A) having a common butterfly valve (B) at the bottom.

This form of lead was found in practice to be the best for all ordinary soundings in

depths under 300 fathoms." The cylinder being made to unscrew, the contents can be

collected expeditiously, and usually without much los. Even when the cylinder
contained no specimen from the bottom, an examination of the lower edges would often

'Narr. ChaD. Exp., vol. i. pp. 56 c seq. 55 to 64 kilogramines. 183 metres. 1 549 metres.
(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS ORAT.T EXP.-1890.) 1
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indicate the nature of the rock or other hard substance upon which the instrument had

struck. In sounding in enclosed arms of the sea, such as the lochs of the west of

Scotland, where the deposit is a soft mud, although the depths are usually under 100

--B

Fias. 3, 4.-Buchanan's Improved Sounding Lead.
L and B, brass tube 1 inch (254 mm.) in diameter in two pieces,
at lower end of the upper piece a shoulder C, with a thread
screw, receives the corresponding shoulder D of the lower
piece. The leaden weight M or N rests on the shoulder C.
When used, tube B is hued with a plug or cylinder of the mud,
the upper part containing water. The plunger P is used to

Plo. 1.-The Cup Lead. Fm. 2.-The Valve push out the plug of mud from B when the latter is unscrewed
A, ordinary deep-sea lead; B, in. Sounding Lead, at D. The weight M is 14 lbs. (6'4 kiograinmes), the weight
varted hollow iron cone; C, Iron A, iron cylinder; B, N, 3 lbs. (]'4 kilograinmes). A comb valve may be fitted at
spike; D, sliding iron disc, butterfly valve, the lower end of the tube if necessary (see L, Fig. 7).

fathoms, a modification of this tube is desirable, so as to procure a section of the mud by

plunging the tube deep into the deposit. Such a modification was devised by Mr.

Buchanan and is represented in Figs. 3 and 4.

The Hydra Sounding Machine, or the Ba'illie Sounding Machine, represented in the
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cuts Figs. 5 and 6, were always used on board the Challenger for the deeper soundings, the

latter being exclusively employed during the hat two years of the cruise. In these the iron
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FIG5.-Hydra sounding Machine. FIe. 6.-Bailhie Sounding Machine.
A, brass cylinder with butterfly valve B at a, iron cylinder with butterfly valve / at the
the bottom and a sliding iron rod C at the bottom and brass tube b at the top; c, cylindrical
top; D, stud over which the wire attached iron weight sliding backwards and forwards in b,
to the washer B, and thus supporting the regulated by the slit d; e, iron weights.
weights or sinkers F, is passed.

weights or sinkers (F) which surround the iron cylinder serve to carry the line down and

to force the tube into the deposit, but being detached on striking the bottom, these sinkers
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are left at the bottom of the sea, while the tube containing a specimen of the deposit is

hauled to the surface and on board ship. During the first

months of the cruise the diameter of the tube was not more

than 1 inch,' but this was replaced by one having a diameter

M of 2 inches,2 and latterly the tube was made to project fully

18 inches' below the weights. When there was reason to

suppose that the bottom would be a tenacious clay, no

butterfly valve was used at the lower end of the tube, as

this valve is a great impediment to the entrance of the

deposit into the tube. In these cases the tube sometimes

sank 18 inches or 2 feet 4 into the clay, and brought up a

b section to that depth and over a quart' bottle full of the clay.

/ /
F

It not being always possible to know beforehand the nature

( of the bottom, it was found by experience best to have the

H
tube always fitted with the butterfly valve when sounding,

for a Globigerina Ooze or other less tenacious deposit was not

retained in the tube without the valve. To facilitate collect

ing the mud or other deposit brought up by the tube, the

U lower half was made to unscrew, and this was then taken into

the laboratory, the butterfly valve removed, and the roll of

mud or other deposit taken out at the upper end, or allowed

to slip out by its own weight, on jerking or on striking it

gently on the table. The arrangement, colour, and general

1 appearance of the different layers, if any, were then carefully
r*.

noted. Even when the whole of a more or less granular

cleposit appeared to have been wholly washed out of the tube

on its way up through the water, still a small quantity of the

deposit or a few shells or stones would usually be found

I inside behind the valves. The method of sounding with these
B

machines is very satisfactory from the point of view of the

study of Deep-Sea Deposits, for the largest specimens of the

deposit are thus obtained; the method of sounding with

wire, now chiefly employed, where the weights and tubes are

very much less, is less satisfactory in this respect.

Buchanan s combined sounding tube and water-bottle, as

Fm. 7.-Buehanan'e Combined Sound- used by Mr. Buchanan with success on board the telegraph

Ing Tube and Water-Bottle. ships, is represented in Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10, and has the

advantage of utilising the weights in pushing the tube into the ground, with the

1 254 mm. 2 631 mm. 451 centimetres. 61 centimetres. 5 1-1 litres.
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view of procuring specimens of the deposits below the superficial layers. With it

good samples of the mud and. of the bottom water are obtained without trouble. The

instrument consists of the "water-bottle" A, a tube about 18 inches 1
long and. 2

inches2 in diameter, of about one litre capacity. It has at each end a valve, H, K,

made of india-rubber, on a metal seating, opening upwards. Above the upper valve H,

the shank C is screwed into the tube A, and below the lower one K, the mud tube B,

which is 12 inches' long and 1 'in diameter, is screwed to A. Into the lower end

of the mud tube B can be inserted the valve L, which consists of a piece of thin sheet

brass, cut out like a comb, and bent round into a cylindrical shape. It is soldered. to a

stouter piece of brass tube, which fits into the end of B and is retained by a bayonet

joint. At the upper end of the shank C the tumbler D supports the weight E by the

sling F, and is in its turn supported by the sounding line M.

The details of the tumbler are shown in Figs. 8, 9, 10. It will be seen that at its

L

Fig. 8. Mg. 9. Fig. 10.

Disengaging Apparatus for Buchanan's Sounding Tube and Water-Bottle.

upper end it has the hole a, into which the eye of the sounding line is spliced. At the

lower end it has three notches, b, a, and d. If it is not wished to detach the weight, the

sling supporting it is hooked into the notch d, which is considerably below the suspend

ing axis. Consequently, when the tube reaches the bottom and the sounding line

above slackens, the tumbler still preserves its upright attitude, and on heaving up, the

sinker is recovered along with the tube. If the sinker is not to be recovered, the sling

is hooked in the notch b, which is above the axis. When the tube reaches the bottom

and the sounding line slackens, the pressure of the sling upsets the tumbler, which falls

1 457 centimetres. '5735 mm. ' 3O48 centimetres. 26,4
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over into the position Fig. 9. In getting into this position the weight drags the sling

out of the notch b, and it falls into the notch C.

Here it remains as long as the tube is at the

B bottom, exerting all its weight in pushing it into

the ground. On heaving in, the tumbler is drawn
1 into an upright position; when the sling slips free

and the tube is brought up without the sinker.

When it has been brought to the surface, it is

j
found that the mud tube B is filled with a corn

pact cylinder of mud, which by its weight has
1

kept the india-rubber valves closed by drawing
them tight down on their seats, and has therefore

( insured that the water enclosed at the bottom has

not been contaminated by admixture with other

water on the way up.
The localities, even in mid ocean, where the

A bottom is "hard ground," are by no means rare,

and if the tube just described be dropped on it

with a 50 lb.' sinker, the mud tube will be much

H H disfigured; but if there be any loose material at

all, such as gravel or coral, a little of it will

probably be entangled behind the comb valve.

In the absence, however, of a mud plug, the

B bottom water will be valueless. As a rule, the

bottom of the deep sea consists of mud sufficiently
soft and tenacious to fill the mud tube throughout
the greater part of its length with a compact plug,
and if the tube B be screwed water-tight into the

' lower part of the tube A, it is retained in it just as

(j a liquid is retained in a pipette. In soft ground,

clays and most Globigerina Oozes, it is better

SCALE c r to discard altogether the comb valve L, because

Fxo. 11.-The Slip Water-Bottle.
6-4- L-4 I

it always offers some resistance to the entrance

A, brass cylinder sliding up and down the metal shank of the mud, and is not wanted to keep it in.
B, attached by a wire to the slipping arrangement B,
fixed to the end of the rod F. When the apparatus The instruments are fitted with mud tubes of two
reaches the bottom the cylinder 18 released and falls . .
down to the lower part, where it rests on the lower of sizes, namely, the smaller 1 inch" in diameter, and
two accurately ground valves C and D; the water
enclosed is removed by the tap G. the larger 1 inches3 in diameter. In the ordinary

routine work of running a line of soun.lings the smaller size should be used and without

122-8 ki1ograniues. 24 nnu. 4445 mm.
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the comb valve. It is screwed into A on the top of a thin leather washer to make the

DredgeRope

Suriurt

Dredge Chain

(I/




f B
C

(p /




\

Fia. 12.-The Dredge.
A, A, arms of the dredge, connected together with iron screw bolts B, B, B, and between them an iron tongue C, with

a swivel-ring D at its upper end, to which the dredge-chain is fastened; E, E, B, two knife-edged pieces of iron on
the long sides of the framework, having an outward inclination of about 10' from the perpendicular F, sack of
the dredge made ofnetwork of soft line, and lined inside with cotton cloth; G, 0, iron bar, suspended by the ropes
H, H, to the framework, and supporting the flat-headed swabs K, K, K, K, K.

joint tight. At each sounding a sample of the mud and of the bottom water will be
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obtained. When the tube is brought on board, the mud tube is unscrewed, any water

that may be on the top of the mud cylinder is poured off, and the mud cylinder itself

pushed out by a metal plunger, which just fits the tube. The water is simply poured
out of the bottle into any convenient vessel. If the gases dissolved in the water are

to be examined, then it must be drawn off by a

siphon passed through the upper valve and down

to the bottom of the tube.

This sounding tube has been very successfully
used on board the ships "Dacia" and "Inter

national" belonging to the India-rubber Gutta

percha, and Telegraph Works Company, while

surveying the route for the cable from Cadiz to

/ the Canary Islands. It has the advantage that on
" board such ships, where rapidity of work is of the

-: J greatest importance, good samples of mud and of

. bottom water are obtained in the course of the

ordinary routine work, and without having to use

any extra instruments. The weight of the sinkers

1/ used was 60 lbs.,1 but 50 lbs.2 is quite heavy

/1 enough When the sinker is to be recovered, its

j. / weight should not exceed 30 lbs.3
" In some of the telegraph ships four small

tubes were at one time fitted to the lower part of

:. the sounding instrument, and broughtup four little

rolls of the deposit. Other slight modifications have

j/ been introduced in the form and size of the tube

and valve for retaining a specimen of the deposit,
but these do not differ widely from those which

have been noticed above.

A water-bottle, called the slip water-bottle
Fzo. 18.-The Beam-Trawl used in deep-sea work.

(Fig. 11), was almost always attached to the line

when sounding on board the Challenger; this bottle closes on striking the bottom, and

it frequently happened that it was partly filled with mud or ooze, thus giving, in

addition to the sounding tube, indications as to the nature of the deposit.

In the dredges and trawls (Figs. 12 and 13) used on board the Challenger, a large

quantity of deposit was frequently brought up from the greatest depths of the ocean.

1 272 kilogrammes. 227 ki1ogmnirne. 1:36 kiogrammea.
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The iron framework of the largest dredge was 5 feet 1 in length, 1 foot 3 inches 2 in

breadth-its weight being 137 lbs.;8 the next size, which was made much stronger, was

4 feet4 in length, 9 inches in breadth, and weighed 259 lbs. ;6 the smallest was 3 feet

in length, 1 foot" in breadth, and weighed 85 lbs.° The smallest was generally used in

great depths, and with it a successful haul was obtained in 3875 fathoms.'°

The trawls were of the kind known as beam-trawls, the length of the beams

being 17, 13, and 10 feet;" the smallest was used in very deep water. Into the

bottom of the bag of the dredge and into the bottom of the net of the trawl fine

cloth was usually sewn, so as to retain some of

the fine ooze or mud, as well as to capture very
small animals. It frequently happened that many 1/
hundredweights of Globigerina Ooze, Diatom Ooze, I
or other deposit were brought up in the dredge
and trawl, especially when a fine cloth was placed
in the bottom of the bag or net. On the other .
hand, the greatest hauls of manganese nodules,0
sharks' teeth, bones of whales, fragments of rocks,

mixed with red or chocolate-coloured clay occurred




Flu. 14.-The Sieves.
when no cloth was placed in the bag or net;

on these occasions the fine clay evidently passed through the meshes, while the larger

fragments were retained in the netting; there was occasionally a sufficient quantity of

the above materials in the trawl to fill a 30-gallon cask."

When a large quantity was procured, the ooze or clay was passed through sieves of

various sizes (Fig. 14), by working them up and down in large tubs of clean sea water;

all the larger particles from these sieves were then carefully collected and placed in bottles

with spirit, and labelled "coarse" and "fine washings."
13 A quantity of the deposit, just

as it was taken from the dredge or trawl, was also preserved in bottles for examination at

home. The operation of sifting the deposits took place on the dredging bridge imme

diately after the trawl or dredge was landed on board; the more detailed examinations

were carried on in the laboratory on the upper deck.

The ordinary surface tow-net (Fig. 1.5), used for catching pelagic animals, made of

coarse cloth of various kinds, the iron hoop having a diameter of 1 foot or 18 inches,"

I 1524 metres. 2 381 centimetres. 621 kilogrammes. '1219 metres.
S QQ.9 centimetres. 0 1174 kilogramxnes. 914 decimetres. 3048 centimetres.
D 386 kilogrammes. ° 7088 metres. 11 5184, 3964, and 305 metres. '2136 litres.
13 The ooze which had been passed through sieves was sometimes sent home from the "in9 and earlier

expeditions without being properly labelled, or without a statement that all the finer particles had been washed away,
hence some samples were described as Orbulina ooze, some of the siftings consisting largely of these Foraminifera.

1 3048 or 457 centimetres.
(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS OHALL. lap-1890.) 2
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was frequently attached to the beam of the trawl and iron frame of the dredge, and

gave in most cases information of the immediate surface-layers of the bottom that could

not be obtained by the trawl, dredge, or sounding tube. A tow-net was in like manner

N




-




FIG. 15.-Ordinary method of using the Tow-Net.

sometimes fixed to the weights that were placed on the trawling line, some 200 to 500

fathoms' in front of the dredge or trawl. This net occasionally came up filled with mud

or ooze.

In another way, however, the surface-nets gave still more valuable information.

During almost every day of the cruise these nets were dragged at the surface and in

depths of 10, 20, 50, and 100 fathoms,' either from the ship or from small boats lowered

for the purpose. Occasionally they were sent down to and dragged at depths of 500,

1000, and 1500 fathoms.3 The contents of the deeper nets were carefully compared with

the contents of those dragged at the surface and in shallow water. Again, the organic

remains found in the deposits at the bottom were carefully compared with the animals

captured in the tow-nets on the same day or in the same region. Hundreds of observa

tions of this kind, repeated day after day, led to a very accurate conception of the part

played by surface organisms in determining the nature of the deposits now forming on

the floor of the ocean at different depths and in different latitudes throughout all parts

of the world.

On every occasion during the cruise when the anchor was heaved on board, it was

carefully inspected, and specimens of the mud which came up on it were examined and

preserved. Recently Air. Buchanan anchored one of the telegraph ships in 1600 fathoms4

with an anchor specially arranged to bring up a specimen of the deposit (see Fig. 16).

This was a Tropman anchor, weighing 5 cwts.,5 the flukes being connected by a

frame to which a canvas bag was laced; with this he obtained over 1 cwt.° of

Globigerina Ooze.

The various contrivances have now been indicated by which information is obtained

concerning the deposits now forming on the floor of the great oceans and inclosed seas.

Although there are many modifications in the trawls and dredges not here referred to,

these are not of any essential importance as regards the information furnished about the

366 to 914 metres. ' 183, 366, 915, and 183 metres. 914, 1828, and 2742 metres.
' 2926 metres. 6 2537 kilogrammes.

0 501 kilogrammes.
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deposits.' The specimen of a deposit brought up at any particular spot may be very

small, yet when studied with the light thrown on the subject at other stations where a

large quantity was procured by the dredge or trawl in addition to that taken in the

sounding tube, a very correct idea of the nature of

a deposit can be formed even from the examination

of such a small sample.
As soon as a specimen of a deep-sea deposit

was procured, it was examined on board by Mr.

Murray, and notes of the quantity, colour, and the

general physical characters were entered in a

journal. A small quantity of the deposit was then

shitken up in pure sea water and separated by

three decantations, each of which was examined

in the wet and dry state by the microscope
2 the 14.1

organisms, minerals, and other substances present
were then noted so far as possible. The carbonate -

of lime in the specimen was subsequently removed

by dilute hydrochloric acid and the residue ex-

amined with the microscope. In order to examine .."

specimens of the deposit and the various decan

tations in the dry state, it was found to be a great

saving of time to saturate these with spirit of wine Pie. 18.-The Anchor Dredge.
and then burn this off. The appearance of the

manganese nodules, teeth, bones, and other materials were also carefully noted on being

taken from the dredge. Mr. Murray's notes, as well as the large number of specimens

brought home with so much care, were all available in the more detailed examination

which has since been carried on at home during the past fourteen years.

b. METHODS ADOPTED FOR THE STUDY AND DESCRIPTION OP THE DEPOSITS IN THE

LABORATORY AFTER THE RETURN OF THE ExpimmoN.

In the preceding section the various contrivances for raising specimens of marine

deposits from the bottom of the sea, together with the methods employed in

1 For an account of more recent modifications in deep-sea apparatus, see Alexander Agaseiz, Three Cruises of the
United States Steamer 'Blake,' Boston and New York, 1888; Sigebee, Deep-Sea Sounding and Dredging, Washington,
1880; Prince Albert de Monaco, Recherche dee Animaux Marine, Compte-Rendu de Sc?ancee du Congrès International
de Zooicgie, p. 133, Paris, 1889; Thoulet, Océanograpbie (Staticiue), Paris, 1890.

2 The microscopes used most frequently by Mr. Murray were a Boss binocular with low powers and a Hartnack with
high powers; these were firmly clasped to a small table, fired securely into the deck of the ship. The seat again was
firmly fixed between this table and. the wall of the cabin. By this arrangement he could work with advantage even
in rough weather when the motion of the ship was considerable.
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the first sorting and examination of the materials on board ship, have been

indicated.

It is now proposed to explain in detail the plan adopted in the subsequent detailed

examination and description of these deposits,-to point out the chemical manipulations
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Fm. 17.-Dredging and Sounding arrangements on board the Challenger.

and microscopic analyses by means of which the biological and mineralogical nature of

the deposits was determined.

The history of a marine deposit is in general very complex, comprising as it does an

account of the origin of the deposit., the causes which have brought the varied elements
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to the spot, and the modifications, physical and chemical, which these have undergone in

the course of time. Each of the constituent elements, whether organic or inorganic, has,

again, its own history, and this we have endeavoured to trace by studying their nature,

form, dimensions, and their relations to each other at the spot from which they have been

collected by the dredge or sounding tube. For this purpose the chemical and micro

scopical methods recently introduced into the study of geology have been largely made

use of. A knowledge of the various particles forming a deposit led to a rational classi

fication of marine deposits and to a definite nomenclature, of which we will have to

speak further on.

At the outset, the difficulties which surround this kind of study may be pointed out.

In the first instance the quantity of a deposit procured in the sounding tube may be very

small, and this, especially whenever of an incoherent nature, has undergone a kind of

sorting in the tube itself, owing to some of the finer or coarser particles being washed out

while being hauled up through the water. Again, the specimens preserved in spirit or

water have undergone sorting by being shaken up during the voyage, so that the contents

of the bottles are often arranged in layers, the heavier portions being at the bottom and

the lighter on the top. The specimens artificially dried, when not first washed in

distilled water, often contained crystals of sulphate of lime and other sea salts. In the

case of samples from the dredge or trawl there had been, it was evident, much washing

away while the apparatus was being hauled up through the water; indeed often all the

deposit was washed away, and only manganese nodules, teeth, bones, and rock fragments
remained in the net. It is thus apparent that considerable care was necessary to ensure

that, in making analyses or in choosing a sample for determining the percentage of

carbonate of lime or other elements present, we were working with an average sample.
As a rule we took for this purpose the specimens collected in the sounding tube and

dried on board ship. When a difference was noted in the upper and lower layers in the

sounding tube, these were preserved and examined separately. The results of an

examination of the specimen from the sounding tube, frequently small in quantity, were

compared with those obtained from an examination of a very large quantity procured in

the trawl or dredge at the same spot, often amounting to several hundredweights.
It is evident, then, that to make the descriptions as clear as possible, it became

necessary to follow a systematic plan and not to deviate from it. The method finally

adopted was chosen, after many attempts, as the best, and the one most likely to be

followed by others in describing deposits that may be hereafter obtained from the ocean's

bed. This method will now be referred to in detail, and will be at once rendered intel

ligible by reference to the Tables in Chapter IL, where the particulars regarding each of

the Challenger specimens are presented in synoptical form.

In commencing the examination of a deposit, attention was first given to the

macroscopic characters. By means of the naked eye or a hand lens, the substance was
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inspected in the wet and dried condition, and its general aspect, colour, grain, and

greater or less plasticity in the former state, and its brittleness, cohesion, colour, grain,

and the streak of the clayey matter in the latter state, were noted. It seemed necessary

to distinguish the differences in the characters of the substance in the wet and dry

condition, as these are often considerable, the colour being often deeper in the wet

material, the condition in which it is usually seen by seamen when brought on board

ship. Macroscopic examination itself permits a classification of deposits into certain well

defined categories, in accordance with their mode of formation and composition. It

shows in a general way the composition of the deposit, and especially the part taken in

its composition by organic and inorganic elements. Colour in this relation is important,

as it frequently enables us to distinguish at once an organic ooze from a mud or clay

made up chiefly of inorganic materials, especially when taken in combination with the

grain and other physical peculiarities.
The colour and other physical characters of the RESIDUE left after the removal of the

carbonate of lime are likewise important, for they frequently enable us to trace the con

nection between a typical Red Clay and the residue present in a Globigerina Ooze, the

colour of the residue in such an ooze being often entirely masked by the abundance of

the calcareous shells; the colour of this residue is noted, in the tables, in the same column

as the name and physical characters. Plasticity points out the greater or less abundance

of clayey matter; the farinaceous aspect indicates abundance of Diatom frustules; the

grain tells as a rule whether the deposit comes from near a coast, from the open sea,

or from a region affected by floating ice.

The fundamental characters of a deposit revealed by a macroscopic examination

become much more definite and precise when followed by a detailed examination of its

component particles, commencing with a microscopic examination of the calcareous

organisms, which were separated by decantations into finer and coarser portions, and

examined in the wet and dried conditions. This was accomplished by placing the wet

substance in long clear glass wash bottles, and shaking up with abundance of clean water,

so as to separate the particles one from another and free them of amorphous matter.

Subsequently the various products of decantation, when dry, were passed through sieves

with very fine meshes. The genera and species of the organisms could in this way be

determined with great accuracy, and their relative abundance could be estimated. In

over a hundred of the deposits all the calcareous organisms were carefully picked out by

means of a moistened camel-hair pencil from under the microscope, and then mounted

on separate slides when the species were determined; this was a work requiring great

care and patience, and was latterly most successfully and expeditiously performed by Mr.

Frederick Pearcey, who accompanied the Expedition, and was subsequently assistant in

the Challenger Office. In this way the Molluscs, Foraminifera, fragments of Polyzoa,

Annelid tubes, Corals, otoliths of fish, and other calcareous fragments underwent careful
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examination. The smaller fragments, which could not thus be picked out and

examined separately, were searched for under high powers, and the presence or relative

abundance of Coccospheres, Coccoliths, Rhabdoliths, and amorphous and other particles

was noted.'

Under the heading CARBONATE OF CALCIUM in the Tables, Chapter II., the general

character of these organisms is indicated in two columns. In the first of these the

Foramini-fera are named, beginning with the pelagic Foraminifera, which make up the

greater part of the carbonate of lime present in most deep-sea deposits. These organisms

live on the surface of the ocean in vast numbers, and the dead shells accumulate at the

bottom, forming, when in great abundance, the well-known Globigerina Ooze; the pro

portion which these make of the whole deposit is estimated after inspection, and the

figures indicating this proportion are placed in brackets ( ). In like manner, the

percentage of the shells of those Foraminifera which live at the bottom of the sea is

estimated and placed beneath in the same column. In the second column the kind and

percentage of other calcareous organisms present in the deposit are indicated in the

same way.
In front of the two columns giving the names and estimated quantities of the different

carbonate of lime organisms, is another smaller column under the general

heading CARBONATE OF CL&Lonm, which gives the total percentage of

carbonate of calcium present in the deposit. This is obtained by a quan

titative determination of the carbonic acid by attacking the sediment

with dilute hydrochloric acid. What is considered as a fair representa
tive sample of the deposit is taken, finely ground, and dried thoroughly t

in an air or water oven at a temperature (in the case of the air-oven)

of 10O-110° C., and transferred to a sample tube. A portion, about

05 to 1 gramme, is weighed directly but quickly, and transferred to the

large bulb of the carbonic acid apparatus (see Fig. 18).
This apparatus consists of a bulb (a) of about 3 ozs. (100 c.c.)

capacity, an acid bulb (b), and a calcium chloride tube (c). The bulb j Fm. 18.-Carbonic

provided with two openings, one as ordinarily is the case, and another
Acid Apparatu&

smaller one blown in the side of the neck. Into the larger opening is fitted an india

rubber stopper, through which passes the limb or delivery-tube of the acid bulb. This

acid bulb is fitted with a ground stop-cock, and holds about half an ounce of dilute

hydrochloric acid, 1 in 3. Into the smaller opening is fitted another india-rubber

stopper, into which is fixed an upwardly-inclined calcium chloride tube, filled with

fragments of fused calcium chloride, to dry the evolved carbonic acid gas. The calcium

The minute organisms and amorphous calcareous matters here referred to ore not, of course, included in the term
"fine washings" (p. 23), which we use exclusively to indicate the finer portions of the deposit after the remova of the
carbonate of time.
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chloride is first subjected to a stream of dry 002, so that, when used in the estimation

of the 002, no error may be introduced by the absorption of the gas. The calcium

chloride tube is fitted with an india-rubber stopper, in order to exclude the outside air

when cooling and during the process of weighing.
The weighed sample is placed in the large bulb, a little water added, the different

parts adjusted and finally wiped dry, and then the whole is weighed by suspending
from the beam of the balance by a fine platinum, wire. The acid is then run in little

by little, until all effervescence has ceased; the contents of the bulb are heated with

constant shaking to near the boiling point, cooled, and finally weighed, and from the

loss in weight (weight before experiment minus weight after) the percentage of calcium

carbonate is calculated. When these analyses were first made, Ludwig's apparatus was

used, but this was modified to the present form by the substitution of an ordinary
calcium chloride tube for the circular basal one, as there was a certain amount of

inconvenience experienced in heating.
It may be urged. that the determination by carbonic acid, unaided by the oxide of

calcium test, indicates but approximately the quantity of carbonate of calcium, for the

deposit may contain carbonates of magnesia and iron. It is sufficient to observe that

these bodies are only present in very small quantities. Besides, the composition of a

deposit at the same station and even in the same sample varies sometimes by a quantity

greater than the error committed. It is true that small quantities of iron, alumina,

phosphates, &c., are always dissolved in the above process, but this partial dissolu

tion has no marked influence on the biological or mineralogical determinations that

require to be made. This method was then sufficiently exact for our purpose. Complete

quantitative analyses were made of many of the deposits, but the length of time

required to do this for all samples was not compensated by any real utility in the

investigation, while in many cases the quantity of a deposit was insufficient for such an

analysis.

By thus removing the carbonate of lime with dilute hydrochloric acid from each

deposit, our descriptions are conveniently divided into two parts, one dealing almost

exclusively with materials of organic origin-the shells and skeletons of carbonate of

lime secreting organisms,-and another referring to the part in which the mineral element

predominates in the great majority of cases; in some localities, however, there are

associated with the minerals properly so called, the remains of siliceous organisms,

together with the silicified casts of calcareous organisms, and these may together or

separately make up the greater part of the deposit after the removal of the carbonate

of lime.

That part of the deposit which remains in the vessel after the removal of the carbonate

of lime is called in the descriptions RESIDUE. In the examination of this residue the

heavier particles were separated by decantation and examined by reflected light in the
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wet and dried states, and subsequently mounted on microscopic slides for examination

by transmitted light. As a rule the residue from about 1 gramme of the substance

was taken for examination, so that the evaluations of the various elements present might
be comparable in different deposits, but often very large quantities of a deposit were

taken and the carbonate of lime all removed, in order to have a considerable quantity
of residue for more thorough examination and study.

The processes made use of in lithology for isolating mineral species by means of

strong acids, by the action of electro-magnets, by liquids of high density, by sifting, &c.,

have all been used. by us with varying success, especially when we desired to get a

sufficient quantity of a substance for quantitative examination.

Liquids of high density, such as the compounds of mercury and potassium, and

borotungstate of cadmium, were useful when dealing with a coarse deposit, but not so in

dealing with an ordinary deep-sea deposit, where the grains are exceedingly fine, so much

so, that as a rule it appears to the naked eye as a homogeneous mass. With an ordinary

magnet and an electro-magnet we were most successful in extracting from a mud or ooze

all the magnetic particles, such as magnetite, fragments of meteorites, with particles of

magnetic metals. This was accomplished by placing the magnet, covered with thin

"iron" paper, in a porcelain basin, in which the mud or ooze had. been well mixed up
with water, and moving it slowly about, keeping the magnet as near to the bottom of

the vessel as possible without touching it; it was then removed into another basin,

the paper taken carefully off, and the particles washed into a clean basin to clear

them from extraneous matter, then re-collected on a slide for examination under the

microscope.
The deposit was, after great dilution with clean water, also passed over fixed electro

magnets, to collect the magnetic particles, but this was not so convenient in practice as

the above method with movable electro and permanent magnets.
The very simple process of fractional decantations, practised often and after a regular

system, proved to be in the end the most useful and expeditious way of preparing the residue

for microscopic analysis, and it was this process that we followed in all our examinations.

In this way we were usually able to separate sufficiently the RESrDUE into the three

portions noted in the table under the headings: 1. Siliceous Organisms; 2. Minerals;

3. Fine Washings. The decantations were performed with glass or porcelain vessels

and abundance of water. The whole was kept in motion for some time, and then the

finer particles were poured off carefully, after continued stirring and shaking. The first

of these decantations gave us the fine washings, in the second the siliceous organisms

predominated, while the heavier mineral particles remained behind. Each of these were

mounted on microscopic slides for further examination.

The figures in the first column of the tables under RESIDUE give the percentage in

the whole deposit, and is found by subtracting from 100 the quantity of carbonate of

(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS CUALL. EXP.-1890.) 3
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calcium as determined by analysis. The numbers within brackets in each of the other

columns before siliceous organisms, minerals, and fine washings, give the estimated

abundance of these in the deposit, as in the case of the relative abundance of the various

carbonate of lime organisms under the heading carbonate of calcium; in short, all the

numbers in the tables within brackets ( ) represent the estimated quantity present after

examination, in contradistinction to those numbers without brackets, which are the result

of quantitative determination.

1. Siliceous Organisms.-These consist generally of Diatoms, Radiolaria, and Sponge

spicules of various kinds. The enumeration of the genera of these would much exceed

the limits necessarily imposed by the style of the table, but full particulars are given in

the special reports, to which the reader is referred. Under this heading are also grouped
those Foraminifera, the tests of which are for the most part made up of the inorganic

particles found in a deposit, like the Astrorhizida, Lituolidie, &c. There are also placed
under this heading the glauconitic and other casts of marine organisms which are

occasionally found in considerable quantity in some deposits, and remain in the residue

after the removal of the carbonate of calcium; these cannot, of course, be classed

among siliceous organisms in the same sense as Diatoms, Radiolarians, and Sponge

spicules, but their mineralogical characters are indistinct, and for descriptive purposes
this appears the best place to note their occurrence. These casts bear distinctly the

impress of the calcareous organisms, but their chemical composition has not been in all

cases determined, though in many instances they are probably either a silicate corre

sponding to glauconite, or of a phosphatic nature. When glauconite is present with

well-defined characters, it is placed among the mineral particles.
2. Minerals.-The fragments of minerals and rocks were examined on slides, first

by reflected light, dry, and then by transmitted light, under the mineralogical microscope.
Sometimes preparations were mounted in Canada balsam, or the particles were cemented

together by gum copal, and then rubbed down till thin and transparent, by a process

analogous to that used in making thin sections of rocks.' But this was possible only in

certain cases, and generally we had to examine the mineral fragments on a slide with

water, this mode of observation allowing the particles to remain free, and rendering easy
chemical reactions under the microscope. The mean diameter and form of the mineral

fragments are stated in all cases, as this is a matter of considerable importance in giving
a clue as to the agents at work during the formation of the sediment under con

sideration. The order in which the species are mentioned in the tables is, generally

speaking, that of their importance or abundance in the deposits. The characters which

have guided us in diagnosing the mineral species most commonly met with in the deep
sea deposits are briefly stated below; the characters noted under the various species refer

I See F. G. Pearcey, Method of Consolidating and Preparing Thin Sections of Friable and Decomposed Rocks,
Sands, Clays, Oozes, and other Granulated Substances, Proc. Roy. P/tys. Soc. Edin., vol. viii. Pp. 295-300, pL xi., 1884.
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always to the examination of isolated crystals or fragments of minerals such as are found

in the deep-sea deposits. There are many characters which are passed over in silence,

though no less important than the others, but these properties are only shown when the

minerals are cut into numerous sections in various directions, and therefore but rarely
seen in such isolated grains. It should also be remembered that the determination is

much more difficult because these particles are of very small dimensions, are mixed

with a large quantity of amorphous substances, are generally decomposed and altered by
chemical or physical agencies, and in this isolated state do not present the associations

which are met with in crystalline rocks. Only those mineral species that are well

defined and individualised are mentioned, and their characters given in the following
short descriptions. When speaking of the "fine washings" we shall indicate some

of the principal characters of the amorphous matters which are present in the deposits,
such as clayey matters, oxides of iron and manganese, organic substances, phosphatic

grains, &c.

An'n1Bor.-ffornblende.-Although minerals of the aniphibolie group are more or less frequent in the

deposits it is rather difficult, except in the case of glaucophane, to distinguish the varieties owing to the
minuteness of the grains and to their elastic nature. We have generally to deal with common or with basaltic
hornblende. The fragments of these two varieties are generally prismatic, with a perfect cleavage of 124°

parallel to the prism, high relief and interference colours, the greatest extinction angle rarely exceeding 20°.
Common hornblcnde, more or loss distinctly prismatic individuals, generally greenish, rarely brownish, colours of

pieocbroism green. Associated with quartz, epidoto, feispar, and other debris of older crystalline rocks. In some
cases fragments of aetinolite are found as columnar or fibrous aggregates with debris of crystalline or actinolite
schists. Basaltic hornblende, fragments of well-crystallised individuals, sometimes regularly bounded crystals
coated with volcanic glass, well-marked cleavage, high lustre on the planes of cleavage, black by reflected and
brown by transmitted light, strong pleochroisni. and absorption, small angles of extinction, vitreous inclusions,
in some cases coating of magnetite and characteristic corrosion.




Glaucopltane.-This mineral is somewhat rare in the deposits; it is observed in the form of small

prismatic fragments and is distinguished by its highly-pronounced violet-blue colour, and by the angle of the

prismatic cleavage, which is the same as for amphibole. The extinction angle on the klinopiuakoid does not
exceed 7°. Strong pleochroism: blue, bluish violet, yellowish grey. Occurs with land debris and fragments
of mica-schists and gneissic rocks.

APATTTa.-This mineral, rarely found in the deposits, is observed inthe form of hexagonal columnar

fragments, sometimes in elongated or rounded grains. The surface is corroded and full of small cavities,
extinction parallel to the length, colourless, or but slightly coloured, in this case pleochroic, high index of
refraction, considerable relief. Readily soluble in acids, tested by microchemical reaction with molybdate of
ammonium and by sulphuric acid. These microchemical reactions were also need in the determination of

small phosphatic concretions and of grains of the same nature. Apatite was found with fragments of older

crystalline rocks (see chapter on phosphatic nodules).
CALCITE.-Besides the great number of the remains of organisms or skeletons formed of calcite or of

aragonite, this mineral is often observed in the deposits bounded by the cleavage planes or as radiated or fibrous

aggregations. These fragments or concretions of calcite are generally characterised by the twinning parallel to
- R, or by the cleavage parallel to R, colourless, sometimes coloured with limonite, bluish, yellowish, and

occasionally milky or almost opaque. Small relief, between crossed nicole presents characteristic irisation, high
interference colours, stronger absorption of the ordinary ray; is distinguished by the facility with which it is

attacked by cold hydrochloric acid.. Calcite of organic origin can almost always be distinguished by its form
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and microstructure; sometimes, as in the case of otoliths of fish, Foraminifera, and Mollusc shells, one observes

between crossed nicole the black cross of spherulitic aggregation.
Cm.oiuru.-Under this name are included all the minerals of the chlorite group. Lamell or scales more

or less curved, with irregular outlines, often with parallel structure, sometimes forming fibro-radiated aggregates.
Also observed in the form of minute amorphous particles attached to various minerals or coating rock frag
ments; perfect cleavage parallel to the basal plane; colour green, more or less dark, index of refraction low.

The lamell parallel to the cleavage are isotropic, extinction parallel to the cleavage, interference colours

bluish, pleocbroic, fibro-radiated aggregates give the interference cross of apherulites, easily acted upon by
acids, microchemical reaction of magnesia, iron, and alumina; becomes opaque, brown, or blackish when heated

on a platinum foil. Generally found with debris of schistose and of older crystalline rocks, principally

amphibolic or gneissic, also as coating of some specimens of continental rocks and minerals.
CanohnTE.-Often in small octahedral crystals, more usually as irregular grains; fine splinters are trans

parent, reddish brown, or brown. In reflected light black metallic lustre, not mugnetic, not attacked by acids,

reaction of chrome before blowpipe. Found with debris of crystalline rocks, especially of olivine rocks.
" Dr.EsSiTE.-Fibrous or fibro-radiated aggregates, often zonary structure, green, yellowish green, brownish,

double refraction weak, slightly pleochroic. Often observed on fragments of basaltic rocks, of tachylite, or of

palagonite. Easily acted upon by acids, when heated becomes black or brownish.
DOLOMITE.-Sometimes found as aggregations of crystals, which have almost always the outlines of the

fundamental rhoxnbohedron R, forming small rock fragments, with saccharoidal structure; colourless or

brownish, not acted upon by acetic acid or cold dilute hydrochloric acid, mierochemical reaction of magnesia.
Occurs in the deposits as fragments of dolomitic rocks associated with blocks or gravel of older crystalline and

sedimentary rocks transported. by icebergs.




EPm0TE.-Generally occurs as fragments of crystals, mostly prismatic, rarely with sharp crystallographic
faces, elongated parallel to the axis of symmetry, cleavage cracks following M. Several crystals often found

attached parallelly, sometimes more or less radiated aggregates or grains. Yellowish green colour, sometimes
almost colourless, uneven surface and strong relief, high interference colours, strong pleochroism: yellow,
brown, green; extinction parallel to the cleavage, unattacked by cold acids. Occurs with debris of eruptive
or schistose rocks.

FELsP&Rs.-(a) Monoclinic.-Generally fragments bounded by the cleavage planes, following P and M,

intersecting at right angles, colourless or coloured by interpositions, dull or sometimes opaque, in other cases

glassy. Weak double refraction, low interference colours, no pleocbroisin nor differences in absorption,
extinctions of the monoclinic system, twins following the Carlsbad, Baveno, or Manebach laws. Sanidine,
often in crystals more or less fragmentary, with glassy habit, colourless and transparent, presenting the ordinary
crystallographic form, tabular parallel to M or prismatic parallel to the edge P/M, separation-planes parallel to

the orthopinakoid, glass inclusions often regularly disposed. Associated with recent volcanic products, often
covered entirely or partly with a glassy coating. Orthoclase, fragments bounded by cleavage planes, often

irregular grains, no glassy habit, dull and milky, no glass inclusions, intergrowth with quartz or with trielinie

felspar, decomposition into kaolin or muscovite, rnicrochemical reaction of potash. Associated in the deposits
with debris of crystalline schists and of older eruptive rocks.

(1,) Tridinii.-IIIieroc1ine, colourless or dull grains or fragments often bounded by the cleavage planes

parallel to P and M, polysynthetic lameth following the albite and pericline laws. In parallel polarised light
characteristic cross-hatched appearance produced by twin lamella, parallel and perpendicular to PjM.
Extinction of 150 30' on I, alterations as for orthoclase. Associated with debris of older eruptive and schisto

crystalline rocks. Piagiociae, under this designation are included all the triclinic felspai's with the exception
of niierocline. As a rule, in the deposits, the specification of plagioclase by optical determination it; difficult
or uncertain; when a specification of the plagioclases has been made it is stated in the descriptions. They
occur in deep-sea deposits in most cases as fragments of crystals often bounded by the cleavage plaiies ; when

they are imbedded in glassy or palagonitic matter, as is frequently tile case in the true pelagic. deposits, they
present the ordinary crystallographic forms or are crystallised in very thin tables parallel to Al. Pulysyntbefic
twinning following the albite law with frequent repetition, and following the pericline law', sometimes Carlsbad
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twinning together with the twinning according to the albite and peridinc laws. Extinctions of triclinic minerals,
zonary structure. The plagioclastic fragments present two kinds of habit: dull and cloudy with the debris of
older eruptive rocks, glassy and colourless with those of more recent eruption and in volcanic ashes; alteration
into zeolitic matter, kaolin, mica, and saussurite; miorochemical reaction of lime and soda. When it was
altogether impossible, on account of the alteration or of their minuteness, to determine whether the felapathic
fragments were to be referred to the monoclinic or the triclinic feispars we use the general term fel8par.

GARNET.-Often in rhombododecahedral crystals or in grains either quite round or angular, irregular
fracture without cleavage, numerous inclusions of various minerals, occasionally coated with green ohioritic or
serpentinous substance or with phyllitic matter. Generally little altered, isotropic, reddish by transmitted
light, unacted upon by acid, high index of refraction, strong dispersion. The most frequent varieties in the
deep-sea deposits are common garnet, almandin, and pyrope; they occur generally with debris of older crystal
line and sohiato-crystalline rooks.

GLiucoNITE.-Grains more or less rounded, sometimes split, often retaining the form of Foramjnjfera or
other organisms in which the glauconite has been moulded. The colour by reflected light is yellow, more or
less dark green, black or reddish; by transmitted light it shows greenish or reddish tints. Between crossed
nicols aggregate polarisation spotted with bluish and yellowish tints, in some cases appears isotropic, numerous
inclusions, reaction of potash (see description of glauconitic deposits).

Gypsum.-Generally regularly-bounded crystals, sometimes rounded, perfect cleavage following the
klinopinakoid, transparent, colourless, greyish or brownish from numerous inclusions of clayey and. other
substances from the bottom. Double refraction strong; axial plane in the plane of symmetry. In some cases,
if not in all, these crystals were formed in the bottles containing the deposits preserved in alcohol.




HEMTITE.-Generally found as red hematite, as flakes or small granules coating or colouring other
mineral particles, sometimes isolated in the deposits. Often transparent, red to yellowish. Soluble in strong
hydrochloric acid. In the deposits this earthy red hematite is very difficult to distinguish from biown he,natite
or linionite, the former being frequently altered. Brown hematite, often associated with manganese, is the
most frequent in the deposits as brownish amorphous colouring matter, easily soluble in hydrochloric acid.

MAGNETITE.-Readily extracted with a weak magnet, angular grains frequently in the form of octahedral
crystals, sometimes twinned following the spinel law, frequent skeleton crystals and groups of irregular grains,
opaque, black, with a characteristic bluish metallic lustre. Occasionally a zone of limonite covers the surface of
these magnetic particles; often imbedded in volcanic glass, and associated in the same fragment with other
volcanic minerals such as felapar, augite, hornblende, &c., more rarely with debris of older schisto-crystalline
rocks and cosmic sphorules. Titaniferous magnetite or ilmonite is often found in irregular jagged grains; it is
distinguished in some cases from true magnetite by a coating of leucoxene. Acted upon by hydrochloric acid,
it is slowly dissolved, giving a yellowish green solution.

MIOA.-The minerals of this group are generally distinguished by the naked eye in the deposits; they
are seen as shining flakes, particularly when the water is being decanted. As it is difficult, or almost im.
possible, to distinguish the various species of the micas in the deep-sea deposits, we have taken into account
for a broad distinction the following characters. The particles of mica do not show crystallographic outlines,
except on the cleavage plane, which is shining; they are perfectly cleavable in thin ]amdllm parallel to the
basal plane. More or less transparent in various colours from light yellowish or almost colourless to green,
brown, or almost opaque, showing brilliant interference colours, optically negative, extinction parallel to the
cleavage. We divide all the miens into: (a) Blade mica, flakes parallel to the cleavage deep brown or green,
also red or almost black, in convergent light biaxial character scarcely determinable, very strongly pleochroic,
the rays vibrating parallel to the cleavage strongly absorbed. Associated with debris of schisto-crystalline
and metamorphic rocks, and of old and recent eruptive rocks. This subdivision comprises biotite, and probably
anomite and phiogopite in some cases. (1k) B7ite mica, with a silvery lustre, transparent, colourless, light
yellowish or greenish; no pleochroism, but absorption of the rays parallel to the cleavage. Intense coloration
between crossed nicols, large axial angle. In some cases &ricite is met with in the soundings associated
with fragments of porpb3'rokls or phyllites; it is observed as irregularly-bounded flakes, bent and twisted; the
latuciltu are irregular. The other characters are the same as for white mica. The white mica is commonly found
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with debris of altered sedimentary or gneissic rocks or with minerals derived from the disintegration of granite.
It is possible that under the name of white mica not only muscovite and sericite, but other varieties, and also

altered black mica, are included. Generally speaking, the micas are the less altered of the silicates of the

deep-sea deposits.
Ouvzwi. -Almost always irregularly-bounded grains, except when coated with volcanic glass; in this case

olivine has the crystallographic forms of this mineral in recent eruptive rocks; often skeleton crystals. Im

perfect cleavage following the brachypinakoid and cracks following the macropinakoid. Transparent, colourless,

greenish or reddish by alteration, without pleochroiem, and with feeble absorption, high relief; colours of

polarisation very bright green and red, even for the smallest fragments. Numerous inclusions of fluid, of

vitreous grains, of magnetite and picotite. Decomposes into aerpentinous matter, but generally the alteration

of olivine in deep-sea deposits is accompanied with a deposition of ferric oxide or hydrous oxide of iron.

Gelatinises with sulphuric acid. Olivine is found in some exceptional cases with debris of crystalline schists

or older eruptive rocks, but generally with elastic volcanic minerals and fragments of basalts, limburgite,

tachylite, and in volcanic ashes.
PYRITES.-Sometimes observed in cubic crystals or in the form of pentagonal dodecahedrons, sometimes

with the characteristic striss of oscillatory combination, sometimes in irregular grains, opaque, yellowish metallic

lustre or bluish black in reflected light. Occasionally transformed into limonite.
Pmoxx.-(a) Rhombic, lamellar aggregates, generally large fragments, are found with older eruptive rock

debris, short prismatic fragments with products of more recent eruptions. Cleavage following the prism of about

90°, in some cases also another cleavage parallel to the brachypinakoid. Index of refraction high, low inter

ference colours. Extinction parallel to the pinakoidal cleavage. .liJnstatite, colourless to grey, yellowish, not

pleochroic. Bronzüe, often fibrous, yellowish to greenish, pleochroic, greyish green, yellowish. These two

pyroxenes often contain metallic inclusions, intergrowtli. with monoclinic pyroxene. Associated with older

rock debris, principally with peridotic rocks, and with volcanic ashes of andesitic or trachytic nature. In this

case the fragments or crystals have often glass inclusions, but do not show intergrowth with monoclinic pyroxene.
This or the previous variety found also in cosmic spherules. Hypersihene, greenish, red or brownish fragments
bounded by cleavage planes, prismatic when associated with the debris of more recent eruptive rocks, inter

growth with monoclinic pyroxene. In the massive variety characteristic tabular inclusions, strong pleochroism.
Found rarely with debris of older eruptive rocks, in some cases with lapihi or minerals of andesitic or trachytic

eruptions.




(b) Monodinic.-Augite, fragments irregularly bounded or with cleavage planes, often crystals of the

ordinary form, coated with volcanic glass, twinning parallel to the orthopinakoid, cleavage parallel to the prism
of 87° 6', greenish, yellowish, brownish, purplish, high index of refraction, strong double refraction, oblique
extinction of 36° 4'. Weak phochroism: green, yellow, brown; in some cases not pleochroic. Gaseous or

glassy inclusions frequent encloses also crystals and grains of magnetite. Found frequently in the. deposits
with debris of basalta, andesites, &c., in volcanic ashes. Diallage, grains bounded by cleavage faces, cleavage
parallel to the orthopinakoid, fibrous structure; greenish or brownish, tabular inclusions, double refraction

strong, maximum extinction angle of about 400, cleavage plates show one of the systems of polar rings. Associated

with debris of older eruptive rocks.
QUARTZ.-It is generally in the form of quartz that free inorganic silicic acid is found in the deposits;

particles of jasper, chalcedony, &c., are relatively rare. Only in exceptional instances was quartz observed as
small crystals bounded by the planes of the hexagonal prism and pyramid. As a general rule the grains of
this mineral are without any crystallographic outlines; they are angular or rounded, massive, without cleavage

planes, with a characteristic conchoidal fracture. After cleaning with acid, the grains are transparent and

colourless; some are clouded with inclusions, no traces of alteration, not attacked by acids. The latter

characters: absence of cleavage planes, conchoi'ial fracture, rounded or angular form, without crystallographic
faces, absence of any decomposition, distinguish at first sight this mineral from feispar. Interference figure of
monaxial crystals, positive double refraction, in parallel polariseil light bright colour, when the fragments
attain, as they do in some deposits, a certain thickness. In many cases this mineral is cliaracterised by its
inclusions, sometimes arranged in planes or irregularly disposed, by liquid inclusions, some with carbonic acid
or with small cubic crystals; sometimes these quartz grains contain needles of tourmaline, rutile, scales of
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hematite, chlorite, &c. The minerals associated with the quartz grains give a clue as to the matrix rock:

quartz fragments derived from granite are generally characterised by numerous liquid inclusions, some with
cubic crystals, the grains have not crystallographic outlines. The same may be said of quartz derived
from crystalline schiata. Quartz of porphyritic rocks, which is very rare, is distinguished in some rare cases

by its more or less regular outlines, corrosion, and by glassy geometrical inclusions; moreover, liquid inclusions
are not so often met with as in granitic quartz. The quartz of elastic rocks is angular or rounded, the micro
structure of the grains being the same as that of the same mineral in the rocks in which it was originally formed.
Vein quartz presents irregular grains or aggregations of grains containing numerous liquid inclusions, sometimes
fibrous or milky. Fragments of chalcedony are fibrous with a radiated structure, the fibres being very thin;
double refraction negative, aggregate polarisation or sphernlitic interference cross.

The silica derived from organic remains, which, like quartz, plays a very important part in marine deposits,
behaves, between crossed nicols, like an isotropic body; to this character must be added the property which
this variety of silica possesses of preserving, notwithstanding its tonuity or disaggregation, a special organic
structure (Radiolaria, Diatoms, Sponge spicules). This structure enables us in numerous cases to determine
the organisms from which the siliceous particles are derived. This variety of silica is soluble in caustic

potash.
RUTIL]L-This mineral is very rarely found in isolated prismatic crystals or in small grains, it is generally

imbedded in fragments of rocks. In some shore deposits rutile is observed in the form of fine needles, or

fragments of microscopic prismatic crystals often twinned as in the slates. Sometimes these small crystals are

arranged in groups (8agcnile), brown or reddish in colour. Double refraction very strong, high relief and brilliant

polarisation colours for the smallest particles, not acted upon by acids. Associated with debris of older schisto

crystalline rocks, slates, &c.




SERPENTINE.-Compact or fibrous grains, in some cases mesh- or lattice-structure, yellowish, greenish, or
brownish; in the veins, secondary deposition of metallic oxides; remains of the primitive mineral imbedded in
the serpentine, birefrangent, colours of chromatic polarisation generally weak; in polarised light the fibrous or

special structure appears most distinctly. Attacked by hot hydrochloric acid, and by sulphuric acid, with separa
tion of gelatinous silica.

TouaLrriE.-Often found in small prismatic fragments or hemimorphic crystals. Transparent, brownish,
bluish grey, reddish or greenish. Strong pleochroism, the ordinary ray very much absorbed, extinction
parallel to the length, no cleavage but cracks somewhat parallel to the base, tolerably numerous inclusions
often grouped together. Unattacked by ordinary acids. Almost always associated with debris of crystalline
sehists1 granitic rocks, slates, &c.

ZE0LITEB.-Sonletimes granular aggregations, isotropic (analthn), or with rhombohedric cleavage (chabasite),
more frequently divergent or radiated aggregations of small prismatic crystals, exceptionally isolated crystals or
fragments of crystals bounded by prismatic and pyramidal faces, generally attached to fragments of rocks or
of volcanic glass; colourless, transparent;, low polarisation colours. Easily acted upon by hydrochloric acid, with
formation of gelatinous silica. It was only possible in some exceptional cases to give a specification of the
various zeolites, by microscopical examination or by microchemical reactions (see chapter on formation of
zeolites in the deep-sea deposits).

ZIRcoN.-Small quadratic crystals more or less rounded, prismatic but generally short, with indications of
pyramidal faces. Colourless, yellowish, reddish, strong double refraction, relief very marked, colours of
polarisation bright red and green, no pleochroism. Sometimes zonary structure, liquid and other inclusions.
Reaction for zirconia by fusing with bicarbonate of soda. Found with debris of crystalline schists and of older
and recent eruptive rocks, associated also with quartz grains, and other minerals derived from the disintegration
of sedimentary rocks.

The above are the minerals most frequently met with in. the deposits, and the micro

scopical characters on which we rely for their determination. It is true that all the

characters used in lithological investigations are not indicated in the foregoing short
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descriptions, but, as already stated, the nature itself of the deep-sea deposits does not

allow us to make a practical application of all the resources of microscopical analysis.

Some other mineral particles composed of lapilli and fragments of rocks, manganese and

iron concretions, phosphatic nodules, cosmic splierules, &c., will be described at length in

the following chapters.
3. Fine Washings.-It remains now to point out the characteristics of the third part

of the residue, that denominated "fine washings." This portion comes away with the

first decantations; although in these decantations the substances composing the deposit

are separated, as a rule, according to their specific gravity some particles of a higher

density are always carried away with the lighter substances on account of their form

and their very small size. Hence it may be expected that the fine washings obtained

in this way will be a mixture of various substances in which predominate nevertheless

the lightest and the smallest particles of the deposit. The somewhat vague term of

fine washings appears to be preferable for this part of the residue to a mineralogical
name, such as clay, for instance. The fine washings are connected intimately with the

two other groups of materials composing the residue-the siliceous organisms, and the

mineral particles; but the small size of these siliceous remains and of the fragments
of minerals do not, as a rule, permit them to be classed with determinable species, and,

on the other hand, in this part of the residue the amorphous matter predominates,

forming, to the naked eye, a kind of homogeneous mass of a decidedly clayey character.

Under the high powers of the microscope one observes that infinitesimal particles of

organic and. inorganic nature are imbedded in this argillaceous substance, which forms,

so to speak, the substratum of the whole. Hence in this heterogeneous aggregation,
which comes under the name of fine washings, may be distinguished

a. Argillaceous matter, forming small lumps with indefinite outlines, not reacting
between crossed nicols, coloured or slightly tinted by other substances, reddish grey,
brownish, &c., no gelatinisation with cold acids, after treatment with hydrochloric acid

becomes more or less colourless, soluble after ebullition in sulphuric acid, heated on a

platinum foil becomes red, yellowish, brownish, through the decomposition of the organic
substances and dehydration and oxidation of the iron. Reaction of alumina with cobalt

solution. The microstructure of this clayey matter is very indefinite, having, in wet

preparations, a more or less gelatinous aspect in many instances. The colouring
substances are manganese and iron, or one of them. The hydrated peroxide of

manganese, in small microscopic concretions or as a pigment, is brownish, transparent,
and dissolves in strong hydrochloric acid setting chlorine free. With the manganese are

generally associated, as the colouring matter of the amorphous substances, oxides of
iron, chiefly limoDite, which are dissolved in cold dilute hydrochloric acid. When this
iron is not combined with the clay, it appears as small lamellEe, as confused aggregations.
giving to the clayey substance an oclireous or yellowish brown colour. With reflected
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light, limonite is reddish or deep brown; after heating these particles become black,

opaque, and magnetic. Although we can rarely distinguish limonite from red hematite,

it seems probable that in some cases the latter is represented in the deposits. The

distinctive characters are that hematite is not at all so soluble in acids; it is red in

reflected light and in transmitted light slightly transparent with a reddish tinge. These

argillaceous matters are mixed up with :-

b. Organic substances, heated on a platinum foil they disappear or leave cinders,

not decomposed by hydrochloric acid; soluble in caustic potash. Generally no organic
structure is to be seen; amorphous, colour greenish, yellowish, brown, or grey, between

crossed nicols behaving as isotropic bodies; in some cases when exhibiting an organic
structure they are birefrangent.

c. Siliceous organisms, owing to their low specific weight (r9 to 23), and their small

size, these are carried away with the fine washings, and are fragments of the siliceous

organisms found in the deposit.
ci. Mineral particles, fragments of the same species as mentioned under ' minerals."

We see thus that what goes by the name of deep-sea clay has no complete analogy
with what should be included under the name of pure clay. It is not chemically or

physically similar to kaolin, but is more nearly allied to bole-clay, rich in iron and

manganese, and the clayey matter in the fine washings plays a much less important

part than might be suspected before microscopical examination. Further on it will be

shown that the proportion of silica in these clays, and therefore the proportion of silica
in the fine washings, indicates generally free silica. This is to be attributed to the

presence of remains of siliceous organisms, or small quartz particles. The fragments of
minerals which pass away in the first decantations are always less than 002 mm. in
diameter; their diminutiveness thus makes them float suspended in the water for some
time, when the latter is agitated by shaking. Particles of this size might perhaps be

determined in a rock section under the mineralogical microscope, but this is not possible
with minute, isolated, irregular, chemically and physically altered, fragments, generally
without any crystallographic outlines. There is, however, one exception in the case of

splinters from pumice stone and vitreous volcanic rocks. The structure and form of
these glassy particles makes them much more readily distinguishable than other mineral

particles, so that particles even 0002 mm. in diameter can be recognised. This can

easily be tested by grinding a piece of pumice to powder in an agate mortar, when it
will be found that the abundance of gaseous bubbles, the filamentous structure, curvi
linear outline and jagged appearance due to the presence of be bubbles, enable the
ininutest fragments to be detected. The fragments from basic and acid pumice can
even be detected in some cases; the latter yields elongated and nearly colourless

fragments, while the former shows darker particles, and some of the bubbles are of a
circular form rather than elongated.

(DEEP-sEA DEPOSITS CULL. Exr.-1890.) 4
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To sum up, then, with reference to any one of the examples taken from the Tables

in Chapter II., it will be observed that the number of th station is first given, then

follow the date, the position, the depth from which the specimen was obtained, and the

temperature of the water at the surface and. bottom of the sea, when these are known.

The name given to the deposit is then stated, with the general physical characters, and

the colour of the residue after the removal of the carbonate of calcium is also noted in the

same column. The footnotes in the tables give the numbers of the analyses of substances

from each station; these analyses will be found tabulated in the subsequent chapters.
References to the specimens figured in the plates are also given in the footnotes.

Under the heading CARBONATE OF CALCIUM there are three columns, the first giving
the percentage of this substance in the whole deposit, the figures having been obtained by

quantitative analysis. In the second column the general designations of the Foraminifera

which secrete lime are given in two groups, the first including those which live on the surface

of the ocean and whose dead shells accumulate at the bottom of the sea and form by far
the largest part of the carbonate of lime in oceanic deposits; the second group includes

those lime-secreting Foraminifera that pass the whole of their lives at the bottom of

the sea. Before each of these groups will be found numbers within brackets, giving an

estimated percentage of the part each plays in making up the whole deposit. In the third
column will be found an indication of the remains of other lime-secreting organisms
observed in the deposit, such as pelagic and other Molluscs, otoliths of fish, fragments of

Echinoderms, calcareous spicules of Alcyonaria, Corals, Ostracodes, calcareous A1ge, &c.,
and the number before this group gives the estimated amount of these in the whole

deposit. Except when the shells of pelagic Molluscs are present, this group does not
make up a large part of any deposit in water over 200 fathoms' in depth.

Under the heading RESIDUE the first column gives the percentage of the residue in
the whole deposit, the figures here being obtained by subtracting the weight of Carbonate
of calcium found by analysis in 100 parts of the deposit. In the following column is given
the general designation of the siliceous organisms or their fragments, and the estimated

percentage of these in the whole deposit. Under this head are included those Foraniini
fera which build their tests by cementing together the mineral particles of the. deposit,
as well as those internal casts of calcareous organisms which have usually more or less of
a glauconitic character. In the next column is given the mineral and crystalline
fragments, with their mean diameter in millimetres, and the estimated part these as a.

whole take in the formation of the deposit. As a rule, the order in which the various

species of minerals are stated gives an index to their abundance in the deposit, the most
numerous being stated first, the least numerous last. In the fourth column, under this

heading, will be found a statement as to the bulk and character of the flue washings of
the residue. The constitution of these is very complex, but is fundamentally of an

1 366 metres.
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amorphous clayey character, with exceedingly minute fragments of all the mineral

particles and siliceous organisms with oxides of iron and manganese.

In the last column of the table will be found additional observations with reference

to the nature of the bottom at the place where the deposits were collected, with other

brief details. For more easy reference there is placed along the edges of the tables a

statement as to the regions of the ocean to which the descriptions refer, and at the upper

left-hand corner of each table there is a reference to the charts and sections in which the

stations are represented.

c. CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF THE DEPOSITS.

During the cruise of the Challenger, Mr. J. Y. Buchanan frequently made qualitative
tests of the deposits and of some of the substances found in them, but no detailed

quantitative analyses could be attempted. In the foregoing sections it has been stated

that we have not always had recourse to complete and elementary chemical analysis,

preferring as a general rule microscopic analysis, for these deposits not having a constant

and well-defined composition, did not require for their classification the long operations of

quantitative analysis. As previously stated, the quantity of carbonate of calcium has in

every case been determined, as this afforded a ready and certain means of classing the

various kinds of deposits. In a great number of cases we have applied quantitative
methods of chemical analysis with a definite end in view while engaged in the examina

tion of the various samples, and in typical examples of all the deposits complete

qualitative and quantitative analyses have been undertaken by ourselves or other chemists

acting under our directions. The plan adopted by MM. Renard, Sipöcz, Hornung, and

Klement, in the laboratory of Professor Ludwig of Vienna, or in M. Renard's laboratory
at Brussels, may be here referred to in order to prevent repetition.

Following the method generally adopted at present for the analysis of silicates, three

samples of the substance were taken. The first served to determine the water, silica,

alumina, oxide of iron, manganese, magnesia, lime, and eventually cobalt and nickel.

With reference to the direct determination of water, this has always been effected
aa




fter the method which we vwe to Dr. Sipöcz. The substance is dried at 1100 C.,

weighed, mixed with three times its weight of alkaline carbonates, and placed in a
small platinum boat; the latter is then introduced into a porcelain tube and exposed to
the action of a heated stove, all the precautions prescribed by Sipbcz being taken during
the operation.' Under the influence of the heat of the furnace, the solvents act at
the same time as the water frees itself; this latter is driven off by a current of dry air
and collected in a U-tube containing pumice stone saturated with sulphuric acid,

previously weighed. When the disengagement of the water ceases, the increased weight
1 Sipöcz, Sitzungsberichtc der Wi'ner Akadeinie der Wissanechaflen, Bd. ixvi. p. 51, 1877.
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of the tube shows the quantity of water collected directly, and the solvent process is now

complete. The boat is withdrawn from the tube and contains a vitreous mass. The

silica is separated in the usual way after the evaporation to dryness of an acid solution.

The iron and alumina are precipitated in the form of hydroxides by ammonia. Ebulli

tion is maintained until the complete disappearance of the excess of free ammonia, so

as to keep the manganese in solution; when the latter body was present in rather con

siderable quantities, the separation was effected by means of succinate of ammonia.

The oxides of iron and alumina weighed together are redissolved in hydrochloric
acid; the small quantity of silica which is left undissolved in the acid is then treated

apart, and the weight of it added to that of the silica obtained before. The iron is

separated from the alumina by potassium hydrate; to the filtrate, after the separation of

the iron and. alumina, the direct addition of sulphide of ammonium gives a precipitate
of sulphide of manganese, which is weighed after calcination in the form of mangano

manganic oxide. The calcium is afterwards precipitated in the form of oxalate of

calcium, and weighed as oxide of calcium. In the filtrate separated from the precipitate
of oxalate of calcium, the addition of phosphate of ammonium and ammonia produces
a precipitate of ammonio-magnesia phosphate. Finally, the sulphuric acid is treated in

the form of sulphate of barium in the last filtrate.

The second portion of the substance was destined for the determination of the

protoxide of iron. The substance, dried and weighed, is introduced into a hard glass

tube in an atmosphere of carbonic acid gas, and. mixed with hydrofluoric acid and

sulphuric acid. The sealed tube is submitted to a temperature of about 1000 C. until

the substance is entirely decomposed; the solution is then titrated with permanganate.
of potash.

The third and last portion of the substance is used for the determination of the

alkalies. This part, weighed and dried, is submitted to the action of sulphuric and

hydrofluoric acids in a platinum capsule; after evaporation with acids and calcinatiou,

the substance is treated with hydrochloric acid. The manganese is precipitated by

baryta, and the excess of baryta by ammonia and carbonate of ammonia. A solution

is thus obtained, containing the alkaline chlorides and excess of carbonate of ammonia;

the latter is got rid of by calcination. The last traces f magnesia are eliminated by

oxide of mercury; the chlorides are weighed together. To the solution containing the

chlorides of sodium and potassium is added chloride of platinum, in order to separate the

potassium as chloro-platinate, which is weighed in a glass filter after dessication. From

the weight of the chioro-platinate of potassium, the quantity of chloride of potassium

is deduced. The weight of chloride of sodium is obtained by difference.

In certain cases, when it became necessary to estimate quantitatively the various

substances forming the residue, a large quantity of the deposit was treated with very
dilute hydrochloric acid, taking care that the operation should take place without
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exceeding a weak acid reaction; after the elimination of the carbonates, phosphates, and

sulphates, the residue was analysed as described above.

A considerable number of sharks' teeth, bones of Cetaceans, and manganese nodules

were selected by Mr. Murray and sent to Professor Dittmar, F.R.S., for analysis. This

able chemist has himself given an account of the methods he has employed, and these

will be stated in the various places where his results are discussed, throughout the body

of this Report. The same chemist also made, at the request of the editor of the reports,

experiments to establish the state of oxidation of the manganese in the deposits, and

gives a full account of his methods.

Soon alter the return of the Expedition, Mr. Murray selected, at the request of the

late Sir C. Wyville Thomson, a rather extensive series of typical deposits, rocks,

manganese nodules, and other substances, which were all sent to the late Professor

Brazier of the University of Aberdeen for analysis. These will be found interpolated

throughout the body of this work. These various deposits and concretions were analysed

by submitting the substances to the hydrochloric acid test; the part dissolved in the

acid was analysed separately, and the residue of this experiment was afterwards treated

by solvents.'

ci. MATERIALS AVAILABLE AN)) MADE USE OF DURG ThE INVESTIGATION.

It seems desirable, in concluding this introduction on the methods we have employed
in this research on the nature and distribution of deep-sea deposits, to say a few words

on the specimens and collections at our disposal during the investigation. While many
thousands of samples of deposits have been examined by us from nearly every part of

the great ocean basins, only those collected during the voyage of H.M.S. Challenger
have been described in detail in the following tables. After much reflection it was

deemed advisable to limit the descriptions to the Challenger collections, as they formed

the basis of the whole inquiry. All the specimens were collected and labelled with great
care immediately after they were brought up from the bottom of the ocean, and the

conditions under which they were found were carefully noted. The quantity of the

deposit procured at each station by the sounding tube, the trawl, and the dredge was as

' Professor Brazier says :-"The deposits in these analyses were treated as earths by me, and after digestion in

hydrochloric acid, were evaporated to dryness and subsequently re-dissolved as far as possible; the insoluble residue,
after weighing, was treated with boiling caustic potash, and so muchof the residue as was then dissolved was looked upon
as silica of easy combination, and classed alongwith the bodies soluble originally in hydrochloric acid. Where Diatoms
and other siliceous organisms were present, I was puzzled. to know in what state the silica existed at the bottom of the
ocean, for in the analyses of these deposits there was little for it to be combined with. In such cases the silica dissolved

by caustic potash must very closely represent the siliceous organic matter present. I need not mention that the silica,
with alumina and iron remaining insoluble in the potash, was simply rocky grit. Apparently, some allowance should
be made for small portions o. silica derived from easily decomposed minerals yielding sesquioxide of iron and
alumina."
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a rule much larger than in the case of any other collection of deep-sea deposits, and

they covered such a wide area in all the principal ocean basins that they must be

regarded as fairly representative of all the deposits now forming on the floor of the

ocean. The detailed study of these large samples has thrown so much light on the

subject that it has been possible to interpret with great certainty the nature of the

deposit in those regions where only a relatively small quantity of the mud, ooze, or clay

has been obtained by other expeditions. Indeed, the number of samples of deposits that

have been sent to us from British and foreign ships and expeditions, which we have

examined in the manner set forth in the following tables, greatly exceed those collected

by the Challenger; in all, these have amounted to many thousands, and will be made

use of in verifying all general conclusions.' In this way we have had an opportunity of

examining personally deposits from nearly every region of the great ocean basins, and

from nearly all the enclosed or partially enclosed seas. An investigation, extending over

so wide a field and occupying so long a time, necessarily involved a great amount of

labour and patience, but led in the long run to a great familiarity with and knowledge

of deep-sea deposits as a whole, and their distribution in existing seas.

e. LEADING CHARACTERISTICS OF DEPosITs FROM DIFFERENT LOCALITS.

After a careful examination of a deep-sea deposit, following the method explained in

the foregoing pages, it is even possible to state with a very considerable degree of

certainty the region of the ocean in which it was formed, as well as to state approxi

mately, the depth and distance from laud at which it was procured by the sounding tube,

dredge, or trawl. Indeed, we frequently requested our assistants to select for us a sample

1 In addition to the Challenger collections, the following among other collections have passed through our hands:
-The very large and important collection made by the U.S.S. "Tuscaroa'a" throughout the basin of the great Pacific
Ocean in 1873-78; a collection by the U.S.S. "Gettysburg" in the Atlantic in 1876; a large and important collection
made by the U.S.S. "Blake" in the Caribbean Sea, Gulf of Mexico, and along the eastern coasts of America, 1877-82;
a very extensive collection from the steamships "Silvertown," "International," "Dacia," and "Buccaneer," belonging to
the India-rubber, Gutta-percha, and Telegraph Works' Company, Silvertown, 1884-86, along the western coasts of
Africa, around the Cape Verde and Canary Islands, and about the West Indies; several large collections from the ships
of the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company in 1879-85, along the eastern coasts of Africa, in the
Indian Ocean, and in the Pacific Eastern Seas, and in the South and North Atlantic; many valuable and important
collections received through the Hydrographer of the Admiralty, from Her Majesty's surveying ships "Sylvia," Red
Sea, 1886; "Seine," Indian Ocean, 1885; "Egeria," Indian Ocean, 1887, and South Pacific, 1887-89; "Myrmidon,"
Coral Sea, 1887 ; "Rambler," Indian and Pacific Oceans, 1888-91); "Valorous," North Atlantic, 1870-75; " Investi
gator," Bay of Bengal and Indian Ocean, 1886-89; "Alert," South Pacific, 1880; "Flying Fish," Indian Ocean, 1887;
"Stork," Indian Ocean, 1888; "Triton," Furoe Channel and North Sea, l88-84; "Bulldog," North Atlantic, 1860;
"Porcupine," North Atlantic, 1869-70; "Lightning," North Atlantic, 1868; "Nassau," Indian Ocean, 1876; "Argus,"
North Atlantic, 1879; "Swallow" and "Dove," Yellow Sea, 1865-66'; "Dart," Pacific Ocean, 1857. We have also
received specimens, or have been permitted to examine them at different times, from the Norwegian North Atlantic
Expedition, Nares' North Polar Expedition, Ross's Antarctic Expedition, "Talisman" Expedition, "Oazefle" Expedi
tion, "Hassler" Expedition, and the U.S Fish Commission, as well as from other sources.
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from among several thousands, but not to give us the slightest indication of the ocean or

depth from which the specimen was obtained. After examination, we have then marked

regions on the chart in which we believed it was collected, stating at the same time the

probable depth. In the great majority of cases, in about nine out of ten trials, the

position could be stated within a few hundred miles and the depth within a few hundred

fathoms. A few of the considerations on which we relied in making such determinations

may fitly terminate this chapter on the methods of study.
The presence of large numbers of Pteropod and Heteropod shells indicates tropical or

subtropical regions, and relatively shallow depths. Abundance of the shells of pelagic
Foraminifera indicates the same regions, but when found without the shells of pelagic
Molluscs they indicate a. greater depth than when these latter are present. A very few

fragments of these pelagic organisms, and consequently a low percentage of carbonate of

lime, with abundance of the red and yellow oxides of iron and the black oxide of

manganese, point out again still greater depths in the tropical regions. The presence
or absence, and the size, of Rhabdoliths, Coccoliths, and Coccospheres give important
indications as to latitude and depth-the first predominating in tropical regions,
the two latter being better developed in temperate regions, and all disappear from the

deposits as the polar waters are approached. Take again the remains of those lime

secreting organisms that habitually live at the bottom of the sea, such as Fortminifera,

Polyzoa, Ostracodes, Molluscs, Corals, Annelids, and Algae. The greater or less abund

ance of these in a deposit give most useful indications as to the depth and the distance

from land at which the specimen was collected. These organisms are as a whole more

abundant and better developed in shallow water, and in both these respects a change is

observed in their fragmentary remains in greater depths and at a greater distance from

land. Some species, however, denote, when present in abundance, ranges of depth. The

greater or less abundance of some of the remains of the pelagic species give indications

as to longitude; for instance, some pelagic species of Foraminifera are much more indi

cative of an Atlantic deposit than of a deposit from a similar latitude and depth in the

Pacific.

In the same way the remains of siliceous organisms may furnish information as to

depth and locality. The frustules of the large Diatom Bthmodiscus, Castracane, is quite
characteristic of some of the deepest tropical Red Clays and Radiolarian Oozes far from

laud; it is quite absent in temperate and polar regions. A typical Diatom Ooze is only
found in the neighbourhood of the great Southern Ocean surrounding the Antarctic

continent, although some deposits that might be called Diatom Oozes are found in the

most northern parts of the Pacific. A typical Radiolarian Ooze is limited to certain of

the deeper tropical and subtropical portions of the Indian and Pacific Oceans.

When we consider the mineral particles, they too testify as to the conditions under

which the deposit was formed. Typical glauconite and glauconitic casts appear to be
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limited to deposits now forming in relatively shallow depths in more or less close

proximity to continental land, and especially along those high and bold coasts that are

removed to some distance from the embouchures, of rivers bearing abundance of fine

silt into the ocean. Phosphatic and glauconitic nodules appear also to be indicative of

deep water off continental shores.

In typical oceanic deposits, should there be any casts of the calcareous organisms,
these are with few exceptions imperfect or mere skeletons, and are always of a reddish

colour from the presence of ferric oxide. Quartz particles are relatively rare, or absent,

in deposits far removed from the continents, with the exception of those regions affected

by floating ice. They are, however, abundant along many continental shores for many
miles seawards. Small round wind-borne fragments of quartz and other minerals are,

however, found in the deposits many hundreds of miles to the west of the northern

shores of Africa and off the shores of Australia. The size and nature of the mineral

particles in an organic ooze, as well as the colour and amount of the amorphous clayey
matter, or fine washings of our descriptions, very frequently enable us to tell the

position from which the specimen was collected. Volcanic fragments, and especially

glassy fragments and pieces of pumice stone, are in many cases markedly indicative of

a deep-sea deposit; for instance, when these have undergone decomposition and are

associated with nodules of manganese peroxide, sharks' teeth, bones of whales and cosmic

epherules, we are sure that the specimen must have come from the greatest depths
of the ocean, far removed from large masses of continental land.

Such are some of the main points on which we would rely for determining the position
and depth from which a specimen of any deposit might have been procured were these

unknown, but there are many, others which have not been touched upon. Enough has

been said, however, to show that at the present time a careful study of a deposit enables

us to state with much precision the conditions under which it must have been laid down.

The application of the same reasoning to those geological strata which resemble

modern marine formations is at once apparent.



CHAPTER II.

ON THE NATURE AND COMPOSITION OF THE SPECIMENS OF DEEP-SEA

DEPOSITS COLLECTED DURING THE CHALLENGER EXPEDITION, AND

THEIR VARIATIONS WITH CHANGE OF CONDITIONS.

IN this chapter each specimen of marine deposit collected during the Challenger

Expedition is described with considerable detail in a series of Synoptical Tables, and

these Tables are followed by observations indicating the more striking variations which

these deposits undergo with a change in the depth, in latitude, in the temperature of the

surface waters, and in the distance from continental and other lands.

a. SYNOPTICAL TABLES.

In Chapter I. the methods followed in the macroscopic and microscopic examination,

as well as in the chemical analyses of the deposits, have been pointed out. The results

obtained by the application of these methods to the study of the Challenger collections

are set forth in the following Synoptical Tables, which form a methodical repertory of

the facts observed at each of the Challenger's sounding and dredging stations in so far

as these refer to the deposits now in process of formation. The descriptions follow the

order in which the specimens were collected during the voyage. The specimens have all

been treated in a uniform manner, and it is believed that these Tables contain all essen

tial details regarding the characteristic properties of each specimen of the deposits. The

numbers of the stations correspond to those on the charts and diagrams at the end of the

volume, in which the temperature conditions and the geographical and bathymetrical
distribution of the deposits are represented. The reader is referred to the previous

chapter for a definition of all the terms and headings made use of in the tables.'

The facts summarised in these Tables serve as a foundation for the descriptions in

Chapter III., where each type of Deep-Sea Deposit is considered in its ensemble, and for

the conclusions in subsequent chapters where the origin of the materials which make up
these deposits is discussed. In. addition, however, to the Challenger collections, a very

large number of samples from other expeditions and from many other regions of the

ocean, have been examined in a similar manner, and have likewise served as a foundation

for all general conclusions.




' See page 26.
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Temperature
. of th, SOD.' CAIUI0NATR OF CALOIUM.

Date. Position. J
water Designation and Pbyeical Characters.413

z Q4 Bottom I Surface Per cent. For mitera. Other Organisms.

1872 a 0 to U
1 Dec. 80 41 58 0 N. 1125 ... BLUR MUD, . . . . ... Olobiycrizuz, Fuluinulina. Coccoliths, Coccoepherea.9 42 0W.

1873
IA Jan. 1 40 25 0 N. 825 520 570 '

9 38 80W.

In ,, 1 40 24 0 N. 780 490 57'O HARD GROUND, . . .
9 45 0W.

10 ,, 1 40 23 0 N. 950 ... 57-0
943 0W.

ID ,, 2 89 65 0 N. 1075 570 ... ...
10 5 0W.

II ,, 13 88 10 0 N. 470 SPO Gums MVD, green-grey when [40'OOJ (1O00 %), Globigorinidm, Pul- (15'OO Otoliths and teeth of
9 14 0 W. dry, granular. viuulina. fish, Unsteropods, Ciri-ipedia

(15'OO 7), Miliolidte, Teatu1aria, plates, t)stnwodea, frngtneuts
Lagonidic. of Echinodernis, Coccoliths.

ILA ,, 18 38 6 0 N. 1270 ... 57-0 Gn,na MUD, . . . .
989 0W.

lIe ,, 14 88 81 0 N. 84 ... 67-0
931 0W. I




.Gin Mue, . . . ... A few Globigorinidm and other Fragments of Gasteropods.TIC ,, 14 38 28 0 N. 280 , 570 I Foraniinifera.
985 0W. J

.2 lID ,, 14 88 26 ON. 560 620 57-5 GaEz2 SD, greenish grey when 31,81 (12'OO %), Globigerinida, Pu!. (481 %), Lamdflihrauchs, Oiitra-
9 38 0W. dry, finely granular, earthy. rinulina. codes, Echinoderm fragineuts,esLdue dark yellow-green. (15.00 %), Tcxtulnrida, Lagouidie, Polyzoa.

Rota1idn, Numuiuliuidie.

lIz ,, 14 88 22 80 N. 1290 ... 570 Bum MUD, grayish when dry, 19'OO (1000 %), Globigerinidw, Put- (400 Echinoderm fragments,9 44 0 W. plastic, coherent, lustrous vinulina. Polyzoa, Coccoliths.
streak. (500 Textu/aria, Ut'sgcriua,

Residue rod-browu. Xo,iioninu.

hr ,, 14 88 14 25 N. 1476 875 57'S BLUE MUD, light grey when dry, 26'bO (20'OO %), Globigeriuidte, Pal- (5-50 Eehinoih'.rin fragmi'iits,
9 49 42 W. very coherent, plastic, lustrous t'iuulina. Coccoliths, a few Rliati,Julith.

streak. (1,00 %), Uvigcrisia, Diseorbina.
Residue red-brown.

110 ,, 14 38 0 43 N. 1380 88'O 57.5 BLUE MUD, light grey when dry, 28'86 (20'OO %), Globigeriuida, Pal- (780 Eehiiii lilt's, Cocco.
9 48 0 W. very coherent, plastic, earthy. rinulina. litlis, ithabdulitlis.

Residue rod-brown, tioccu. (l'00), Uvi'gcriiia, Truncatuli,w.
lent.

liii ,, 14 37 56 0 N. 1800 370 57'O BLuit Mun, grey when dry, 19'88 (1000 %), (hibigerinidw, Pot. (SS 1', Ostrneodi's, E'hinn,I,rni
10 8 0 W. 1)155tI1, cohareut, earthy, vur' cia ,iIisuz Iriigiiit'iut . C'uct'uli I hs, a tw

title grained, breaking'up in (1 00 ), Itotalidit. hiILLI)tLoI it its.
water.
Residue red-brown.

HJ ,, i 37 1 45 N. 1000 395 60"5 UItaIN -- when d, i's ('Oo Pal- (4-88 ), (a.stirnpotts, N.tpiila,9 23 45 \V. plu.'iti'. c,,hertut, earthy, break- 1-ill alma. Lain&'tli branlis,
in
Qduo

in water. (8 '00 ), Jliliilio, Tt'xtularida', Ehi uisiuriis fragments, Poly.due yullow.browu, for- Lag'ii La', liotalida', \ on Loll ill (I. zoa, Coi'oli t Its,
cukut.
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Aromoiai Osuavszosa.

int. siHecous Organisms. MineralL Fine Wa.Iilngs.

Small mineral particles. Much amorphous clayey matter. On this occasion the first sounding and dredging were
taken by the Challenger; they were quite successful,
the dredge bringing up several Echlooderins and Crus
taceans, but this and several of the subsequent sound
ings were trials of the apparatus, and frequently none
or the deposit was obtained or preserved..

In each of these soundings the tube brought up no indi-
cation of the nature of the bottom. The dredge, which
was put over in 1000 fathoms, came up empty.

Both the sounding line and dredging line broke In
heaving in.

[6000] (4000%), 1ponge epicules, As- (lO00%), Quartz, mica, foispar, (1O'O0%), Amorphous matter, Over one hundredweight (50 kilogrammes) of this deposittrorhuzihv, ffzp1ophrrmiuin1 glaucornto. mineral and siliceous re- was obtained by the dredge. The prcentngte have
ghiueonitio casts, a few Din- maths. been approximated, there being too little preservedfor analsis. Light green glauconitie casts of the

Poramimfera remained after treatment with acid.

The dredge brought up mud much the some as at 470
fathoms, which was twenty-five miles further east.

Many mineral particles with Amorphous matter. Those deposits contained a good deal of glanconite, but
glauconito. none was preserved for subsequent examination.

6819 (1000 %), Sponge spicules, glau- (4000 in. di. 0,20 mm., (IBID %), many minute mineral The shells of the larger organisms in this deposit are




conitlo casts, Diatoms, angular; quartz, foispar, gisu- particles, clayey and organic fragmentary. Many beautiful glauconitto castsof Fern
conito, mica, magnetite. matter. minifera and other organisms remained after treatment

with dilute hydrochloric acid.




28100 (5'OO %), ghuiconitic casts and (10O0 7), in. di. 0,10 mm. (66O0 %), amorphous matter, This deposit contains much amorphous claycy matter.a few siliceous epicuks of angular; quartz, dark anti fine mineral particles and AU the Foraminifera are very small and much broken. '
Sponges. pate glauconito, folapar, mien, minute fragments of siliceous Glauconitic matter is less abundant than at previous

magnetite. spienles. stations.

73,50 (3-00 %), a few glauconitic casts, (500 70)1 in. di. 007 mm., (65'lIO %), amorphous matter Some two or three bright green imperfect casts of Foin-
arenaceons Fonuniniforn, and angular; quartz grain; mica, and numerous flue mineral ininiforn remained after treatment with dilute acid.
siliceous Sponge spicules. foispar, a few glauconitic particles. Coecoliths are abundant and large.

particles, tourmaline, a tow
glassy volcanic fragments.

7114 (100),a1IicnousSponospicules, (5'OO %), in. di. 0,06 mm., (0514 %), amorphous matter, One or two dark green glauconitic casts of Fonuninffi'rn
arenaceous Foraminifora, a few angular; felsinr, mica, somo many minute mineral par- remained after treatment with dilute acid. Coccoliths
gltiueonitic casts, glassy volcanic particles, one tieh,s. are abundant and large.or two quarLz and glauconitic

grains.
8012 (I'OO a few siliceous Sponge (10,00 %), in. di. 000 mm., (6012 7), amorphous matter, No glauconitic matterobserved in this deposit, although in

apieuloe, PJiadam,niiw. angular; foispar, augite, horn, many fine mineral particles, shallower water nearer shore it is relatively abun.dant.
bloudo, mica, magnetite, a few minute. fragments of
quartz, tourmaline, a few siliceous organsms.
glassy volcanic fragments.

8112 (2-00%), glauconitic casts, (2500 70), in. di. O'08 mm., (5112 7), amorphous matter, The mineral pnrtiele8 of this deposit are angular, except
Sponge spicules, fl'czp1op/. angular and rounded; quartz, many line mineral particles the

It",
and some of the large quartz grains,

rnJ?1IiU1U. folSpar, mica, magnetite, an- and minute fragments of which are inure or less rounded. Many glonenmtic
git.o,glaueonite,glasayvolcanic siliceous organisms. grains and casts of Forinninifera and other organisms
fragments. remained after treatment with dilute acid, chiefly of a

dark green colour.
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-Tompernturoof the Sea. CL1LEONA1E OF OALOIVM.
Date. Poiltton. water

Doalguation and Phyafcal Characters.
Is (rahr.).

04 Bottom Surface Per cent. Foraminifera. Other Orgnhm'

( 1878 0 I II 0 -
" II Jan. 15 86 58 50 N. 525 540 600

9 14 20W.

III ,, 15 37 2 0 N. 900 ... 600 GzutnN S&ms, . . . ... Gobigerinids and other Fora- Fragments of Echinoderms, Mol-
9 14 0W. minifora. lusca, &o.

IV ,, 16 36 25 0 N. 600 ".. 600
812 OW.

V ,, 28 85 47 0 N. 1090 33-5 61 -0 CLODICEIUNA OOZE, pale yellow 6084 (60'OO %), G1obigerinidn, Put- (584 u/a), Ostracode8, Echini
8 23 0 W. with rose tinge, slightly co. vinulina. spines, Coccolith, Itliabdo

hereut when dry. (1 O0%), BliocuZina, Toxtulnrid&e, litha.
Residue rod. 2'runcaiu/.ina.

VA ,, 29 36 13 0 N. 2500 " 590 ...
10 7 0W.

VI ,, 30 36 28 0 N. 1625 36-0 580 GLontoEnn Oozn, red-grey 6754 (6000 %), Globigerinidte, Put- (654 %), Ostracodes, Echini
11 18 0 W. when wet, white with pink rinulina. spines, Polyzoa, Coccoliths,

tinge when dry, finely granu. (100 %), Biloculina, Toxtu. lihabdoliths.
lar, slightly coherent, breaking larkttu, Luycna.
up readily in water.

Residue red.

VII ,, 31 35 20 0 N. 2125 370 60-0 GLOBIOEUINA OOZE, . . .
13 4 0W.

VIli Feb. 1 34 4 0 N. 2250 370 610 GLonIar.nINA OOZE, yellow when 7477 (6500 %), Globigerinidtn, Pu!. (817 %), Echini spines, Polyzon,
14 18 0 W. wet, white when dry, finely vinulisw.. Coceoliths, Rhabdoiths.

granular, pulvorulent. (1 .()() Bilocidina, Textularidc,
Residue red. Lagunidn, Rotalide.

Vile ,, 2 32 43 0 N. 2225 870 63-0 GLOBIGERINA OOZE, yellowish, 5313 (4500 %), Globigerinidw, Pill- (713 %), Lamellibntneh, ()tra.
15 62 0 W. granular, slightly coherent, vinulina. codes, &-liini spines, l'olyoa,

breaking up readily in water. (1O0 Milioli&e, Toxtularidie, Coccoliths, Rbabloliths,
Residue red-brown. Lageiiida, TruncatuU,uz, Xoui.

on.ina.

YlIc ,, 2 82 21 0 N. 670 468 630 CALCAREOUM SAND, brown, coarse. 9627 (500 Glohigeiinkhe, Put. (8S'27 ), Ot,nliths and tt't'tii of
16 24 0W. Residue red.brown. vinulina. fish, .rpu/cv, Gwtropoils,

(300 M ilrnlidit, Toctiiliir[da', LahIltllibr1iuLhs, l'leri ioili,
1agliIid[e, ilotalida-, Po/y1tiin- II ttiropiil s, thtracodt's, cirri.
c/ia. Is, Echi, imleii ii fragine ii

(orals, l'olyzia.

Vim ,, 2 32 16 0 N. 1150 ... 640 VOIAANJO AIM), mile grey when 8810 (2500 ), UlubigeriniIa', Pill. (1040 ), thL4ternpil8, Limlli-
10 28 0 W. dry granular, >ulverukut. I'm u!ina. hiiiinhs, Pteiuiiiiils, II s.t.iu.

eaidue brown-grey. (0i.i ), T.xtuliiridu, (riyirina, lids )stiiieodis, Eshini
Trunetrtutill a. I S)iIie5, Pulyzoii, Ctn'coliths.

VIlE ,, 2 32 20 15 N. 930 43-S 635 Vi,uxii Mvii, grey-brown, 2920 (200 ), (lobigitinii1a', Put- 16,20 , (nster4ipnils, Litnii.lli.
16 32 0 \V. granular, slightly coherent, rini,!inu, Isranebs, Ptt'rojwiils, Ost imnih.s,

earthy. (I "Ot) . ), M iliulkh&, llotii'i,ui E'Iiiiii spini's, I'tshyzuu, C.j.
Residue red. 7'runcululi,us. culiths, Rhabdoliths.
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ADbiyioiijL OuauvATioJa.

Percent. Siliceous Otyanluma. Mineral.. Fins Ws.lilng..

Sponge spiculea and Diatoms. Quartz, félapar, glanconito, mica, Amorphous clayey and organic The deposits in these soundings were nearly the mme as
magnetite. matter. 10at 560 fathoms on January 14 (Station lID), but nonewas preserved for subsequent examination. From 900fathoms the dredge came up full ofmud.

33'16 (200 a few Radiolaria and (200 %), in. di. 0,00 mm., (2916 %), amorphous matter, A few imperfect cuts of pelagic Poraminifea remained
Sponge spicules, one or two angular; feispur, augito, horn- many minute fragments of after treatment with dilute acid. Only one or two ofnronacoous Foraminifern, a few blends, tourmaline, glassy minerals and siliceous organ. the organisms are macroscopic.
imperfect casts. volcanic particles, quartz lame.

sometimes rounded.




No deposit obtained; line carried away.

$246 (100 %), a few Radiolaria, (&'OO %), in. di. 007 mm., (2046 %), ferruginona amer. A few particles of volcanic rocks niessued 0-15 mm.
Sponge spicuies, Lituolida. angular; Inpilli, folspar, phone matter, fragments in diameter or larger. Much magnetite and manyaugite magnetite, glassy vol- of minerals and line par. brown altered glassy particles wore observed.came fragments, pumice. tions of siliceous organisms.




Deposit quite similar to the next Trawl brought upseveral specimens.
2528 (P00 %), Rodiolaria, a few (3-00 %), in. di. 006 mm., (21,23 %), amorphous matter, Among the minerals were a few rounded quartz grain;Sponge spicules, ffaplophrizg- angular; quartz, felapar, many minute mineral parti. some of which were covered with limonite.nium. lapilli, augito, glassy volcanic cbs and fragments of aifle.

fragments. eons organisms.
4687 (1-00 %), Radioltiria, Sponge (6-00 %), in. di. 0,13 mm., (4087 70)) amorphous matter, A few brown casts of the Foraminifera remained

spicuica, Hyperammina, Hap. rounded and angular; frag. minute fragments of minerals after treatment with dilute acid. The Cocoolitha are
lopliragrnium, a few imperfect ineuta of volcanic rocks, and siliceous organisms. notably large.coats. plagioolase, magnetite, ortho

clase, manganese grains,
augito, oliviuio, glassy vol
canic particles, quartz, horn
blonde.

373 Sponge spiculos. (1-00 %), m. di. 025 rem., (273 70), fine mineral fragments The organisms and minerals had mostly a slight coatingangultirand rounded; basaltic and some amorphous matter. olmanganese. Somefragalontsofrocks measured nearlyrock fragments, glassy vol. 1 em. in diameter.- conic particles, olivino,
augito, magnetite, felspar.

61,60 (P00 a few Sponge spicules. (40-00 %), m. di. 0,07 mm., (2060 %), fine fragments of Some of the Gasteropods, Lamellibranchs, Pteropods, and
angular; lapilli of vesicular minerals, amorphous matter, Hetoropods in this deposit are macroscopic; muchbasalt, IelHpar, augite, mag. and a few minute fragments olivine and magnetite present.netitt", olivine, glassy volcanic of Sponge spioules.
particles.

70,80 (P00 Sponge spicules, As. (1i00 ), In. di. 0,06 mm., (5480 amorphous matter,
tTorllizjdft?. angular numerous lapilli a inatiy munfl fragments of

vesicular basalt, augite, utag- minerals, a few fragments of
netito, felepar, glassy volcanic siliceous organisms.
particles.
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Temperatureof the sea. CARBONATE OF CALCIUM.
Date. Position. Designationwater and Phyalcal Characters.

Bottom Surface Per cent. Poranilnifera. Other Organisms.

1873 0 SI 0
Vllr Feb. 2 32 27 0 N. 1500 630 VOLCANIC Mui, brown, slightly 3003 (170O %), Globigerinidie, Ail- (1703 %), Otoliths of fish,

16 40 30 VT. coherent, gritty. t'iitulina. Gasteropods, Laiuelhbranchs,
Residue brown. (200 %), Milivli,uz, Toxtularithu, Pteropods, Hoturojiods, Ostra-

Lagenida', Rotalidw, Num- codes, Echinoderm fragnieits,
muliuidu. Folyzoa, Coccolitlis, Rhabdo.

titus.

Vilu ,, 3 39 32 46 N. 1150 390 630
16 48 0W.

VIm ,, 3 32 35 0 . 700 45-0 62-8 VOLCANIC Muns, . . . Globigerinidm and other Fore- Fragments of many calcareous16 . miaifora. organisms.
VIII ,, 3 32 86 15 N. 490 ... 63-0

166315W.

VII ,, 6 29 19 0 N. 1975 36-2 62-5 GLoBIoEnuA 00z8,
1638 OWJ23




YIIL ,, 10 28 28 0 N. 278 ... 64-0 VOLCANIC ANDS, brown, earthy, 1036 (About 500%), Globigorinidw, (About 5-00%), Otoliths of
16 12 30 SV'. - slightly coherent, gritty. Pult'iiiulina. fish, &ipu!n, Gusteropods,

VIIM ,, 10 23 28 0 N. 630 450 64-0 ) Residue red-brown. 1184 (About lOO %), MilioliuIa,Textu- Lamellibranehs, i'ttrolmhtM,
16 10 0 VT. 1aridt', Lagenidw, Rotalidic, iluteropods, Ostracolis, E'1iiui

Nummu1inida. spines, Polyzon, Coccoliths.
Rhabdolitlis.

VIIN ,, 10 28 80 30 N. 975 410 64-0 VOLCANIC MUD . . . ...
10 330W.

4 VIlo ,, 10 28 88 0 N. 660 46-5 64-0 VOLCANIC Mun, brown, earthy, 261)3 (51)0 %), Globigcrinida, Ail- (161)3 %), Otoliths of fish. "0,,'.-
16 4 0W. slightly coherent, gritty. vinuUvui. pula, Castern1inds. Liidlj

Eeaidue red-brown. (41)0 %), Miliolidn, Tcxtularidie, Urunehs, L'kropsifs. I I '1 'flIf uSls. I
Lagenithe, 1(otalidw, Nuzu- Ostrni'o'lt', Eu'liiii spin.-s,
mulinidtu. Ptilywa, Cot'col itlis. h'IiaIdu.

litbs.

Viii' ,, 10 28 35 0 N. 78 641) VOLCANIC SAND, mottled, black, 461)9 (151)0 4ifiUotina, Poly(re;na, (301)0 %\ fiagiiieitts of C1.118.
16 6 OW. white, and red. Nuuunulinidw. ' tact.nus, S(1JJ1(/u J)rutal,om,

Residue black., sandy. Ga5tIiq1Lls, Liciiulli I raiii-hs,
I'i(O5( IS Il iiii Sf lice's,
l'oly/,oLI, (lC1tlt'UUS .%Ige.

VIIQ ,, 10 28 38 0 N. 179 ... 64-0 RAID GROUND, . . .
16 5 OW.

V118 ,, 10 28 41 0 N. 640 458 64-0 VOLCANIC Mun, brown, earthy, 3110 (22-00 %), Olobigerinidie, i'iil. (810 Otoliths of fish, &-r-
16 6 0 \V. slightly coherent, gritty. rcnnlina. jssi/c:. (:istoropods, Lnn,dli

.esidue rud.browu. (100 Miliolide'. Text ulcii'ictt', brain'hs, I 'ti-iuposls,IItti.to-
Lzigonidn, RutiLlidie, Niuci- pi.ils, (uiitnir,sk.s,
mul.iniiltc. 81411e4, I ".'Jvzia, Coecojitlis,

Rhahdohitlej,

]0 28 45 () N. 1300 38'S 83-0 VOLCANIC MUD, . . .
16 7 OW.




See anal. 68.
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AnDlYzoz.s.L O1auvâiou.

Per cent. SIHoooui Orgnnhsms. M1nerai. Pine Waihing..

0307 (l'OO
°%), a few Radiolaria and (4000 %), m. dl. O'iO mm., (2207 70), amorphous matter, Some of the orgenismi are macroscopic. The mineral

Sponge spicules. angular; lapilli and ecoriin, many minuto mineral frag- narticles form a red-brown volcanic sand. Trawl line
magnetite, olivine, sanidino, meets, a few remains of sill, broke in heaving in.
niagroclaso, augito, born- coons organisms.
blonde, glassy volcanic par.
tides.




above, the mineral particles being larger nea
Many volcanic mineral particles. ... The deposits were in oil these soundings similar to the

No deposit preserved; the small quantity on the tube
indicated a Globigerma Ooze.




J

89,04 (About 1'OO 70), a few Sponge (About40 0070), in.dLOO8 mm., (About 48'OO 70), amorphous These two soundings are practically the same. The size
picnles, Haplophragrnium. angular; lapilli of vesicular matter, numerous minute of the mineral particles is a little less in the deeper

88,16 basalt, augito, sanidino, la. fragments of minerals, and a sounding, viz., 680 fathoms, and here the pelagic Fore
gioclaso, magnetite, olivine, few remains of siliceous minifent make up the greater part of the carbonate of
glassy volcanic fragments, organisms, calcium. The same remark holds good for all these
glauconito. soundings off the Canary Islands; the deeper ones

might be called Globigerina Oozes.

No deposit preserved.

7407 (l'OO %), a few Sponge spionlos, (4000 70), in. di. 0,10 mm., (33-077.), amorphous matter, This deposit resembles those of Stations Viii.. and
ffaplopliragmium. angular; Iiipilli of vesicular many minute mineral parti- VIIM.

basalt, augito, senidino, la- des, and a low remains of
gioclaso, magnetite, olivine, siliceous organisms.
glassy volcanic fragments.

549] ... (531)1 70), in. di. l'OO mm., (11)0 70), amorphous matter. The carbonate of calcium is made up for the most partrounded; fragments of basaltic of rounded fragments of Molluscs, 8siula, Echino.
rocks, augito, black glassy dorms, Polyzoa, and Foraminifora.
particles, magnetite.

No trace of any deposit obtained.

883D (I'OO %) a few Sponge apiculco, (301)0 70), in. di. 01)6 mm., (371)0 7), many minute frog- This deposit is similar to those at Stations Viii.. and
Iftiplophrayrnium. angular; lapilli of vesicular monte of minerals, amorphous VIIM., so far as the inorganic constituents are con

basalt, augito, sanidino, plc. matter, a few remains of corned.
gioclaso, Magnetite, uhvmuo, siliceous organisms.
glassy volcanic particles.




No deposit preserved.
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See Charts 5 and 6, and Diagram 1.

"
Date. Position.

Temperature
of the Sea
(j Designation and Physical Characters.

CARBONATE OF CALCIUM.

Mao Bottom Surface Per cent. Poraminifora. Other Organisms.

WIT
1878

Feb. 11 28 42 0 N. 1750 876 63,0 VOLOLNIO MUD, grey when dry, 3660 (3200 70), Globigerinidin, Put- (350 70), Ostracodos, Eeliini
17 8 0 W. slightly coherent, earthy, vinulina. Spines.

gritty. (1,00%), Bolit'ina, Lagtnui,
Residue dark rod-brown. Truncatulina, Noaionincz.

V11ir ,, 11 28 20 0 N. 1340 385 650
1784 0W.

VOLOANIC MUDS, . . .
V11v ,, 11 27 58 0 N. 1020 875 650

17 39 OW.

tVIII ,, 12 28 3 15 N. 620 .. 64-5 VOLCANIC Mtin, grey - brown 2902 (l700 70), Globigorinidm, Pal- (902 70), Otolitha of fish, Den.
17 27 0 W. when dry, slightly coherent, vinulina. (aliu,,t, Gasteropods, Lamel]i-

gritty, earthy. (8-00 70), Miliolidie, Textuhirithe, braneha, Pturopods, Heturo-
Residue brown. Chiiustmttdla, IAgenidw, Ru. pods, Ostracode', Echinodorm

ta1ide, Pvlyxtun.cIla. fragments, Polyzoa.

,, iS 27 24 0 N. 1890 3(P8 645 GI.ornoEniwA OOZE, gray when 5000 (4500 70), Olobigerinidm, Put- (500 70), Ptoropods, Ostracodes,
10 55 0 W. dry, slightly coherent, earthy. vMuIi,uz. Ecliiui spines, Coccoliths,

RhabdolithaResidue brown.

§2 ,, 17 25 52 0 N. 1945 36,8 670 GLOBIOLUINA OOZE, white with a 64-55 (5500 70), Globigerinithe, Put- (756 70), Otoliths of fish, Gas-
19 22 0 W. yellow tinge, slightly Co. vinulina.

Textu1aride,
teropoifs, fragments of Ptero.

horent, finely granular. (200 %), Miliolidte, gods Ehiuodcrms and Corals,
Residue red-brown. Lageuidw, Rotalidn.. t..oecoliths, Rhabdoliths.

,, 18 25 45 ON. 1526 3V0 65-0 PTErioPon OOZE, light brown (70-00] (50-00 %), Glohigorinidie, Pal- 200070), Otolithsofflsli,Ga.qtero-
20 14 0 W. with pink tinge, very slightly i'i,iutina. pods, Lunivllibraiiclts, I'nffa.

coherent, granular. A few specimens of .Boliuiiia. pods, Heteropoils, Cirriptdia,
Residue red. Echinoderm fragments, Coral

fragments, Coecoliths, Rhat.
doliths.

4 ,, 19 25 28 0 N. 2220 860 ...
2022 OW.

&5 ,, 21 24 20 0 N. 2740 370 680 RED CLAY, plastic, light red- 1200 (900 70), Olobigcriuidie, Ail. (200 °), f]astoropod and Larnel-
24 28 0 W. brown when dry, aublustrous vuinlina. 1i1mueb shells, Ostracodes,

streak, coherent. (1 00 70), Miliolida,, (Iauilry- Echini spines, Coceoliths,
Residue brick-red. jug, La1na, Truncatulina. L{liabdolitjis.

6 ,, 23 23 14 0 N. 2950 870 692 Ran CL&1, A few G1obigerinida.
28 29 0 W.

,, 24 23 23 0 N. 2750 36-0 680 RED CLAY, plastic, homogeneous, 411 (30() %), broken shells of Wobi- (1-11 small teeth of fish.
31 31 0 W. unctuous, drying into coherent ycrinu.

red coloured lumps which
break up readily in water,
lustrous streak.

Residue brick-rod.

I

I




'See anal. 69. t See anal. 70. See anal. 33. See anal. 34. II See anal. 06, 97; P1. III. figs. 1, 2, 8. 11 See anal. 1, 2. "eo anal. 3.
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ADDITI0saL OB8nvATOIu.

Per cent. filliccoul Orgmiisin.. Mineral.. Fine Waihingi.

08'SO (11)0 %), a few Sponge apicules, (25'OO °f,), Tn. 11. 01)6 mm., (37'50%), many fine mineral
Haplophragrniurn. angular; lapilLi of basaltic particles, amorphous matter,

rocks, plngloclaso, saniitiiie, a few remains of siliceous

t canic origin,. these deposits might equally well be
luigLo, olivine, magnetite. aploulos. Except r the large number of mineral particles of vol.

J

called Globigorina Oozes.

I

701)8 (21)0 Sponge spieiñes, frag- (40O0 °/,), m. di. 01)8 nun., (281)8 0/j, minute fragments of This deposit contains very many particles of volcanicmeets of llad,olaria, Astror- angular; laiiilli of basaltic minerals, amorphous matter, sand and a considerable quantityof amorphous matter.hizidie, Cyclaunnina, Textu- nicks, scoriaceous fragments, many minute. fragments of There are also many coloured particles, some altered




E

Iaridm. felspar, augito, olivine, horn- siliceous organsms. to palagonite. Some of the Foraminifers are macroblonde, magnetite, glassy vol. acopic. Dredge brought up a large quantity of the
cante particles, mud.

&ooo (21)0 0/,), Eadiolaria, Sponge (151)0 °/,), in. di. 01)7 mum., (331)0 */.),.amorphous matter, The carbonate of calcium is made up almost entirely of
epicules, Diatoms, angular; quartz, eanithue, many minute fragments of pelagic Foraininifora. Among the minerals am some

divine, augite, lapilli, mug. minerals, romaine of siliceous rounded grains of quartz covered with limonite.
netito, fragments of pumice. organisms. Dredge came up empty.

35.45 (1,00 "/i. Sponge spicules, (21)0 °/,), m. ill. 0,07 mm., (82-45 0/0), amorphous matter,Some of the quartz grains are covered with limonite andRadmolaria, Astrorhiziihv, angular; quartz, monoclinic ninny tine mineral particles, measure about 1 rum. in diameter. Some o theTro.chamniina,afew imperfect and triclinic feluipars, magno. a few fragments of siliceous rganisma are macroscopic. Dredge half fall of mud;Mots. tito, olivino, augito, glassy organisms. nothing found on aifting except otoliths of fish and
volcanic particles. Pteropodtshel]e.

301)0 (201)0 0/,), Sponge spiculos, (101)0 0/), in. dL 010 mm., Amorphous matter. Two soundings were taken, and on each occasion no
Radiolaria, thin imperfect angular; felspnr, black mica, deposit came up in the tube. The dredge brought up acasts of Foraminifora and augite, numgancsn grains, large Sponge, Poliopogor& anmadou, and a small quantityother organisms, Ilypcran&. glassy volcanic particles, red- of the ooze was obtained attached-to the basal portion.
inina. coloured altered fragments. In the dredge there were manganese nodules and

many fragments of a dead Coral covered with a thin ;
coating of black shining manganese. Many of the
organisms are macroscopic. a.

0No deposit obtained; sounding line broke in hauling in.

881)0 (11)0 Radiolaria, Sponge (11)0 rn. di. 01)6 mm., (8a00 a great many fine Dredge full of clay, on sifting which a few shells of Mel- P
ajilcules, Asclurnonclla, Litno- angular and rounded; quartz mineral particles, amorphous loses were found in.addition to the Foraininifora.lidm. covered with limnonito, magna- matter, fragments of siliceous

tite, folapar, augite, pumice, organisms.black mica.

A few mineral particles. Much amorphous matter. A small quantity of the deposit came up in the tube.

D5'81) (1-00%), Siliceous spicules, (l00 %), m. di. 01)6 mm,, (9389 %), amorphous matter, This deposit was of a brown-yellow colour when taken
Haptophrag:uium. Angular; felspar, black mica, many minute fragments of from the tube, smooth and homogeneous.

fragments ol pumice, a few minerals, and a few remains
small rounded grains of quartz of siliceous organisms.covered with linmonite, zircon,
Irmanganese grains.

(DEEP-SE1 DEPOSITS OILLL. EXP.-1890.) . 6
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See Chart 6 and Diagram 1.




Temperature
91 of the Sea- CARBONATE OF CALCIUM.

Dato Rceltfon. J




water Designation and Physical Characters.

Z Bottom Surface. Per cent YonunJnUuriI. Other Organisms.

1873
'8 Feb. 25 23 12 0 N. 2700 37-0 67-0 Ran CLAY, plastic, unctuous, 1642 (16O0%),Olobioriuidu.P1ZkiflU- (142 ennui teeth of 1mb.

32 56 0 W. homogeneous, drying into co- huts, and their broken parts.
herent red coloured lumps A few Truneatithna pyjuuEa.
which breakup readily inwater,
lustrous streak

Residue brick-red.

i9 ,, 26 23 23 ON. 8150 368 6OO RED CLAY, plastic, unctuous, 3-11 (9-li %), Oto&igcriua, Fuirinu- (100 small teeth of fish.
85 11 0 W. homogeneous, drying into light hiua.

red coloured coherent masses
which break up in water,
lustrous streak.
Residue dark red-brown.

10 ,, 28 23 10 0 N. 2720 36-5 71i) RED CLAY, light rod, plastic, 1830 (121)0 %), Globigerinidte, Ad- (13O %), small teeth of fish,
38 42 0 W. unctuous,honiogoneous,lustrous t'iuuliua. Echini spines.

streak.
Residue brick-red.

§11 Mar. 1 22 45 0 N. 2575 36,5 722 GLouioEunA Ooza, light yellow- 5116 (501)0 %), Globigerinidre, Put- (116 %), Echini spines, Cocco.
40 31 0 W. red when dry, slightly coherent, vinujina. liths, Rhabdoliths.

earthy.Residue red.

1112 ,, S 21 67 0 N. 2025 869 781) GLOBIGEIUNA OOZE, granular, 4488 (40-00%), Globigerinidie, Put-(488 ), FragmentsofPteropnda,
vinuhina. Echini spines, Coecotiths,43 29 0 W. many black particles.

Residue red. ithabdolitha.

&13 ,, 4 21 38 0 N. 1900 86-8 721) GLOBIGERINA OOZE, light reddish 7450 (66-00 %), Globigerinidm, Pu!- (6iO 1, Otoliths of li.h, .'.riuIo.
44 39 OW. yellow, slightly coherent, viuuuliua. Casteropoti and Lanidlil'iancli

arLtty,
dryitig into friable (2-00 %), Aliliolidw, Textularidie, sliells, Pteropod fragnieuts,

p'. Lagenidie, Rotalidie, Coceoliths, ithabdoliths.
Residue red.

"14 ,, 6 21 1 0 N. 1950 368 741) GL0DIGETUNA OWE, light i-ethuish 7043 (67'00%), Globigerinidie, Ad- (348 °', Echinotlerni Iragnwnts,
46 29 OW. yellow, slightly coherent, gran- 'iuuhina. Coecoliths, Rlt:ibdolitli.

ular.
Residue red.

ff15 ,, 6 O 49 0 N. 2325 36-2 721) OLOBIGE1uINA OOZE, pale yellow. 67-60 (00-00 %), Globigorinidie, Pu!. 71)0 ', Otolith- ,,f fish, O.itra
48 45 0 W. brown, granular, slightly cc- vinulisw. E,liiu.'(riii Iriiginduls.

bert-nt. Ct.eci'liths, lihialitlolitlis.
Residue red.

4:16 ,, 7 20 39 0 N. 2485 362 74-0 Gr.onIoaiuNA OOZE, light yellow. 6222 (401)0 ), (ilobigeriiiidte, Pill- (52 , E-hincnl'rm frugmentu,
50 33 OW. brown, grauulnr, slightly co- viuuhin.t. Cuic,iljths, hhiabdoliths.

herent. U00 %), Miliohida-.
Residue brown.

,, 8 20 7 0 N. 2385 301) 74-0 (JL0nIOEUINA OOZE, light red- 58,40 (511)0 (lubigeriiii'Jo, Pal.((No "t, Ealiiiii.ht'rin fragment-.4,
52 32 0 W. brown, granular, slightly en. i,inuliwv. Uociu1iths, lihabtlulitlis.

heront, breaking up readily in (11)0 ), Miliolidie.
water.
Residue brown.

1.




See anal. 4. t See anal. 5, 24. See undO. § 5,-a anal. U. 11 See anal. i6.1"
11 See anal. 37 ; P1. XI. fig. 5. See anal. 35. tt See anal. 30. See anal. ID, OS. § See aflal. 11.
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ADDmoLu. OsssEvavoni.

Vcret,flt. B&llceouu Organisms. Mineral Fine Washings.

8358 (1 00 %), Spongospicules, Haplo- (1'00%'), in. di. 00O mm., (81 58 %), amorphous matter, The (llobigeinidffi are very much broken, and have a
am-angular;fragments of mono- minute mineral particles, and roiled appearance. The rounded quartz grains are

clinic and trielinic fohipars, a few fragments of siliceous almost certainly wind-borne. Dredge was empty,
aught', hornblende, magnetite, organisms. probably never reached the bottom.
black mien., rounded grains of
lluartz covered with limonite,
manganese grains.

90-SO (1 -00 Sponge apicules, Soro- (1 00 %), in. di. 006 mm., (9489 %), amorphous matter, Only a few points of effervesoenoe wise noticed on neat
sphicra, 1kop1wa itugutar and rounded; felapar, minute fragments of minerals ing a portion of the deposit with dilute sold. The

ningnotite, black mica, migito, and siliceous organisms. deposits have been graduaUy alterini in character,
pumice, rounded grahils of becoming less rich in Poramlnifork is deposit con
quartz covered with Innonito, siats almost entirely of Red Clay in a state of fine dlvi
manganuso grains. sion. Dredge one-fourth full of the clay; soundingtube penetrated ama foot(8048 cm.) into the deposit..

8870 (1 Spongeapicuka, Radio. (1-00'V), m. di. 0'OG mm.,. (8410 %), amorphous matter,. Note the increasing percentage of carbonate ofLime with
lana, Hap!ophra pnlU1n. angular; felapar, )iornblonde, minute mineral particles, and the lesser depth.




iungnitite, black mica, glassy romaine ofsiliceous organisms.
volcanic particles.

48-84 (F0O Sponge apicuk's. (200 %), in, di. OilS mm., (4584 %), amorphous matter, Dredge came up empty.
angular; samnslino, angite, line mineral particles.
Inhignetito, glassy volcanic
particles.

55,12 (rOO Radiolaria. (3000 in. di. 080 mm., (2.112 %), amorphous matter, The finer portions of the deposit seem to have been
rounded and angular; grains minute mineral fragments, washed away in pulling up the tube. The large qn.n
of manganese, red and yellow a few siliceous remains. tity of manganese and palagonite is remarkable, and
fragments of paingonite, accounts for the lamp pereontagoand sizeof tlieminerala
dine, augito, pumice. Some of the organisms are macroscopic. Dredgeempty.

25-50 (1-00%) Spongespicules, Radio. ( )Ø %), m. di. OilS mm., (23,60 %), amorphous matter, The deposit is remarkably pure as regards the carbonate
latin, Astrorhizuirn, Lmtuolidw. angular; inpilli, samnilint', many line mineral particles, of calcium being chiefly made up of the remains of

nugile, magnetite, palagonite, a few. fragments of siliceous pelagic Fomminifera. Some of the organisms are
glassy volcanic particles, a organisms. macroscopic. Dredge contained a smell Quantity of
ft nitihiganese grains. the ooze.

29'57 (1,00 Radiolaria, a few mi. (1 'O(i ), m. (IL Oil? min., (27-57 %), amorphous matter, Although the primordial chambers of the Poraminilera
perfect red casts of the Form- angular; monoclinic and triO minute mineral and siliceous are abundant, no Coccospherim were observed;. Cooco.
minifera. clinic feispars, augilo. horn- rdninius. lithe are abundant and large. Water-bottle contained

blndo. inngnetite, glassy vol. some ooze, but there was none in the trawL
canic particles.

3240 (1-00 ), Radiolarin, imperfect (1-00 %), in. di. 006 mm., (3040 %), amorphous matter, Note the decrease of carbonate of limo with increasing
red casts of Pelagic Foramini- iuigiiinr ; ssniilino, riugite, him mineral and siliceous depth, and consequent increase of amorphous matter in
fern. niaguctite, pumice, man- remains, this and time not sounding.

ganeso grains.
47,78 (1 -00 %), Thuliolaria, red impor. (P00 %), in. di. O'06 mm., (4578 %), amorphous matter, The dredge brought up some concretions covered with

fect; casts o1 Foranuitifera. aiigiilar; sanidino, magnetite, ninny fine mineral particles, manganese, two or three sharks' teeth and valves of
angito, pumice, manganese and remains of Eacliolaria. S'calpelluin also covered with a thin coating of man-
grains. ganose. The manganese grains found ainomig the residue

left on treating the doposit with acid were round, and
had a diameter of about; 01 mm.

41,60 (1,00 7,), Riuhiolaria, Sponge (1 .(VJ %l, m. di. Oil8mm., angu. (BOilO %), amorphous matter, The deposits are becoming more clayey with increase of
f' imperfect casts br; monoelinic and triclinic fine mineral particles, and depth (see next station).

of Fo&a.uaiuifora. felapars, lapiUi of basaltic siliceous remains.
rocks, mignetite, luigite,
pumice, brown glassy vol
canic particles.
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*4 Ad
Tomuoraturo

13 1
of the Sea. CARBONATE OF C&LCWIX.water.01 Date. Pouftion pj Designation and Physical Oleunctors.

Bottom Surface Per cent. ForautinUera. Other Organisms.

1873 0 to




0
'18 Mar. 10 10 41 0 N. 2860 360 740 Run CLAY, light red-brown, 16-78 (1200 %), Globigeriitidc, Put. (2'78 %) Coccoliths and Rimabdo-

55 18 0 W. ninstie, coherent when dry, vinutina lithe.
Iroaking up readily in water, (1'OO %), Miliotina, Truncatu
lustrous streak. lina.
Residue dark brown.

1-10 ,, 11 19 15 0 N. $000 85,15 750 Run CLAY, light rod-brown, Co. 149 Globigcrina (fragments).
57 47 0W. herent, breaking up in water,

lustrous streak, plastio and
unctuous when wet.
Residue red-brown.

20 ,, 12 18 50 0 N. 2976 301) 751) Run CLAY, light red-brown, 350 (250 %), Globigerinidum, Put- (11)0 %), small teeth of fish.
59 35 0W. coherent, lustrous streak, vinulina.

breaking up in water, plastic
and unctuous when wet.
Residue rod-brown.

3




§21 ,, 18 18 54 0 N. 3025 355 761) RED CLAY, light red-brown, 244 (i44 Gld.tigcriiw. (11)0 %), fragments of Echini
61 28 0 W. coherent, brenldng up readily spines.

in water, lustrous streak,
plastic and unctuous when wet.
Residue dark brown.

022 ,, 14 18 40 0 N. 1420 884 760 PTEROPOD OOZE, white, very 801)9 (471)0 %), Globigerinidie, Put- (301)9 %), Casteropods, Lanmefli.
oherent, granular. vinulina. branebs, Pteropods, iktero62 56 OW

Liiue brown. (3-00 %), MiUolüia, C'assidulina,
bode,

Eehthi spines, Folyzoa,
Truncatutina. oceolitlis, Rhabiloliths.

123 ,, 15 18 24 0 N. 450 76-0
")

6828 o W. I
I I Pranoron Oozzw, light brown, 8427 (44,00%), GlobigeriniLin, Put- (35-27 %),Otolitbof1ish,Castero-

23. ,, 15 18 26 0 N. 460 760 - granular, slightly coherent, vinulin1r, pods, Lanellibrauchs, More.
633140 16W. i chalky. (6-00 %),Miliolidio, Toxtularide, nods, Hotoro1iotts, OstracudiM,

I Residue brown. Ianouidoi, Rotnlida, Num- lehinotkrrn fragments, Corals
23n ,, . 15 18 28 0 N. 090 7610 J nmuiiuidft. and their fragments, Polvzoa,

Z I 63 36 OW Alcyonarian spicules, Coccu
= lithe, lthLlbdulitits.

'24 ,, 25 18 38 30 N. 390 700 PranoroD OOZE, light brown 7388 (30-00',,,'), Glol.iigeriniihe, Fri. (408 Otolitlis of Ibib, Ci.pha
65 5 sow. when dry, slightly coherent, t'IflUliil(i. lopui.L beaks, &rpula, L),',,I,,.

earthy. (3.00 ')), M iliolithi, Tex tuliiriihi, tin in, (nstiroiiot1s, Linnel Ii.
d Residue red. Lageniilw, liotalidie, N urn- bnuiebs, I'tcropotls, l1.ter

mulinidu,. oltoils, tI)st 'iti ides, 1':ehinodi'irn
fragments, Corals and their
fragments, Polyzoa, Coceolitlis,

O lhabtloiitlis.a-




25 18 43 30 N. 625 701) PTEUOPOD Oozn, light yellow 0818 (301)0 ), 'ilu1igeriiiiiht, Pail- (358S ), Cizisteroliols, Lainilli.
65 5 0 W. when dry, slightly coherent. ri"uIinzl. liriuiehs, Pteropods, I bum

Residue light yellow. (3,00,V), Mitinlihe, Textultu'ithv, jn,d, Ostracudes, Eclijiti
Lageitidic, iloizilidie. spines. I 'ilyzon, CuetuliLlis,

ithabduliths.

See anal. 7. t Sec anal. 8. 11 $eu anal. P. See anal. 10.
See anal. 60., & See anal. 61 ; Pt. XI. 11g. 0.See anal. 02.
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ADDIYZOSAL OuUVroja

Ph'i' cent Slilcoflus OnauIime. MnernL.. Flue Wnshlngs.

84-22 (100 %), a few spiculos of Radio- (100 7), in. di. 007 mm., (8222 %), amorphous matter, The small fragment, of quartz covered with limonite,
lane. angler; sanidino, magnetite, minute fragments of minerals believed to be wind-borne which are very common in

augto, pumice, a few grains and Radiolaris. the soundings on, and to the east side of, the Dolrhinof manganese. Ridge, are, apparently, quite absent in this an(the
following soundings on the western aide.

9811 (100 7), Radiolarin. (1 *00 %), in. dl. 0-0? mm., (0611 %), amorphous matter, No effervescence was observed on treating a portion withangular; fragments of sani- fine mineral particles, and dilute acid, and only one or two fragments of pelagicdine, augite, magnetite, glassy broken pieces of Radiolaria. Foraminifem were observed on microscopic axamtnn-
volcanic particles, a few tion.
manganese grains.

g 10 (100 %), Sponge apicules, Radio- (1,00%), in. di. 010 mm., (94"50 %), amorphous matter, The dredge brou?ht up a large quantity of the Red 0iny. a
lane, Haplophragrniuna. angular; Mapar, magnetite, manyntinutominendparticles, On passing this through fine sieves many small worm

augito, lapihi, fragments of and fragments of siliceous tubes (Mrioc1ide) were found. Then were composed
pumice. organisms. of the minute mineral particles mentioned and Sponge 3

and Radiolarian spiculas; many of the tubes eon
tamed living worms. Some of the volcanic particles
are partially transformed into zeolitic matter.




9716 (100 %), Radiolaria, Sponge (00 %), in. di. 010 mm., (9316 %), amorphous matter, The calcareous organisms are much decomposed and




I

apiculos, ffaplophragmfum. angular; felepar, augito, minute mineral particles, broken up.horublende, magnetite, lapilli, fragments of siliceous or
glassy volcanic particles. ganisma.

1931 (200 %), Sponge spiculea, Radio- (200 %), m. di. 007 mm. (1581 %.), amorphous matter, Most of the finer particles in the deposit aunear to be
levis, imperfect red and brown angular; monoclinic 5d minute fragments of minerals fragments of Ptcropoda and other pelagi& Mollnsean
casts of Foraminifera, Hap- triclinic folapars, magnetite, and siliceous organisms. shells. In this respect it differs very considerably
iophragmium. augito, borublendo, black from a true Olobigot-ina Ooze where the finer particlesmica, lapihi. can be observed to be formed chiefly of Coecoliths,

Ithabdolitha, and the smaller fragments of Olobi
gerinidLe. Very few of the Pteno'ods are perfect.
Many of the organisms are macroscopic.




0
15'73 (2'OO %), Radiolania, Sponge (2O0 7), in. di. 00? mm., (1173 %), amorphous matter, The finer portions of the calcareous material appear to

sniculce, Astrorhizidam, Litu- angular; annidino, nugito, minute mineral and siliceous be composed chiefly of fragments of Pts'ropods and
oidem. plngiocla.se, magnetite, lapihli, remsius. other pelagic Molluscs. Coccoliths and Rbabdoliths .

nornblondo, a few glassy vol. are present but rare. A large number of the organ.conic fragments. lame are macroscopic. A large quantity of the deposit
and a large number of animals belonging to all the in-
vertebrate groups were obtained in the drodgings at
these depths. p.

26'12 (2OO 7), Radioluria, Sponge (1-00 %), in. di. 0,08 mm., (23i2%),rodamorphous matter,
spicuks, Astrorhizidm, Lit- angular ; quartz, folapar, fine mineral particles, frog-




The washinge procured by passing the ooze through fine 1nohidn, imperfect brown casts. iiuglto, magnetite, mica, ments of siliceous organisms.
hornblende.




sieves are composed almost entirely o1 I'terouod aiid
Heteropod shells, and a large part of tim finer n
portions of the ooze seems to be made up of the corn
minuted fragments of the halls of them pelagic
Molluscs. l'lic Coecolitho and Rhuabilohiths are ainsli '
and rare. Many of the or nnisins are ninoroseopie.
Three hauls were taken with the dredge on this date, '31-12 (100 ), Sponge spienlos, and (1O0 m. di. 010 mm., (20 12 %), amorphous matter, and yielded a large quantity of the deposit and manyimperfect brown casts, angular; sanithino, plagioclasu, minute mineral particles, a

hiorublondo, augite,magnotitu, few fragments of Sponge I
animals.




pmica. spicules.
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See Chart 8 and Diagram 2




'e
Ofof the Boa- CARDONATB 4 C&LOnm.

Date. Position. j (P*thr).
water

Designation and Physical Characters.

Ilottum Surface Per cent. Foranithltera. Other Organisms.

1878 0
25 Mar. 28 19 41 0 N. 8876 ... 76'O Ran CLAY, grey when dry, 7,15 (4'00 */), Olobigorinidn?, Pal- (2'15 %), Gasteropods, Lamelli.

66 7 0 W. coherent, breaking up in water, ui:i,zlina. brnuclis, Itchina spines, Poly-
lustrous streak. (l'OO %), Lagenidn3, Truncatu- ins, Coecoliths.

Residue brown. lina, Amp) te4fiua,.

26 ,, 27 21 26 0 N. 2800 78'O Ran CLAY, red-brown when dry, 600 (4-00 %), O/uigwina, Put. (1'OO '4), fragments of Echini
65 16 0 W. very coherent, dried portions vinulina. spines, Coceoliths, Eluibdo.

breaking up quickly in water, (100 %), .J!ilioliim, Tetularia, lithe.
lustrous streak, plastic and l{otalidw.
unctuous when wet.
Residue dark brown.

27 ,, 28 22 49 0 N. 2960 862 75'S R.nn CLAN-, grey when dry, very 325 (125 ), (Ilobigerina. Two or three Coccolitha only65 19 0W. coherent, plastic, unctuous, (2'OO /), Truncatisluia. observed.
homogeneous, breaking up in
water, lustrous streak.
Residue dark red.

28 ,, 29 24 89 0 N. 2850 868 75-0 RED CLAY, red-grey when 1810 (15'OO %), Globigeriiiidte, Pal- (119 %, smell teeth of fish,
65 25 0 W. dry, unctuous, homogeneous, tuialisia.

plastic, lustrous streak. (2'OO '/0), Truncatiduia.
Residue dark rod.

*29 ,, 81 27 49 0 N. 2700 864 720 RED CLAY, red-grey when dry, 21,84 (15'OO %), Globigeriuidn?, Pal. (4 'S4%), Otolithsand tI'('tlI oflish,
64 59 0 W. unctuous, plastic, homo. C'.a-steropiitls, Lanti'llibraiielis,

geucolls, lustrous streak. (2'OQ 4luilioliiur, 7'cxlulitria, Ostrncodcs, Echini spines, a
Residue dark red. Lap',w, Rotalidie. few Coecoliths.

80 April 1 29 6 0 N. 2600 36'S 72-0 RED CLAY, rod-grey, plastic, 28'88 (2000 '4), (flobigcrinithv, Pal- (t88 ), fragmonts of Lunwlli-
65 1 0 iN'. unctuous, lioningonuous, sub. t'ifluIifld. btitueli stiolls, Otiat'uiI,.s,

lustrous streak. (8'OO ), Jfiliolina, T.rlularia, Ethini spines, Cocoliths,
Residue red. Lu!jclui, Trim,icatalma. R haLiloliths.

31 ,, 3 31 24 0 N. 2475 30-5 60'S (;L1)DIOEILINA ()ozji, dirty white 5410 (48'OO ), Ckbigerinitla', Pal- (1010 '1, teith "I' fish, t)stra-
65 0 0 W. or grey, pttlvernlent, slightly vinulinu. codes, a few nhjuulte l'riigiiiinls

plastic. (U00 Milioltd,u. of aharenus Algae, Coecolitb,
Residue red brown. Rhabdoliths.

82 ,, 8 31 49 0 N. 2250 361 680 GI.onroanncA Ooia, dirty white, 69'Gl (45'OO °), Globigoriiiida', Put- (21 ('Ifoliths of flab, (his-
64 66 0 W. pulveruleut, hotuoguticous. vinulinu. Iuroiotls, ( istrocodes, Eliini

Residue red-brown. (3101), 1'). Miliolnin, Jtrsrqiii uluzu, slilla's, l'olvzoa, tuaiiy frog.Itotalidtu, Nainin uli,ui. Hunts of t'ali'n n"iiis Algae, CocLolitlis, lthabilolithe.
32A ,, 3 82 1 0 N. 1820 ... 68'O CORAL Mt,'v, white, chalky, 8186 (0000 Clobigui'iuiihe, l'ul. (41-80 Otoliths of fish,64 51 0 W. putvuru li,ii t " gramiilur. rio ,i tisia. Xe rjisi (is, (:iist I'Iof ILItI s, Lnini'l Ii'

Residue dark brown. (lU'OO ), Milioli,lic, Tt'xtuhiridir, braiichs, Pt''ropods, }li'toro
Nvdosarju 1tofLlid&c, .iVn,n- pods, 0.4t rticoiles, Ei'hini
In U/f 0(5. 5}0UtS, l'olyziiii, Aleyotniriaii

sjitcnlus, cali'areouei Algo',( o&'rotttlis, ltli&ibdoiiths.

Sec anal. 11. * See anal. 25.
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ADDmOXAJ OflflTwarion.

per cent.
-

Slilcuolis Organturni. Mineral.. Pine Wssldng,.

9286 (I 00 %), Radlolaria, Sponge (201)0%), m. di. 010 Turn., (71-85 %), amorphous matter, In this sounding-which is the deepest taken by the
apicules, JU4al'daminina. angular; fclapnr, siiglto, minute mineral particles, Challenger in the Atlantio-tbe deposit was red on

magnetite, glituconito, a few few remains ofsiliceous organ. the surface, while the deeper layers were greyish, and
glassy voluanic particles. inn. appeared to contain more carbonate of lime than the

upper. The dredge contained a red coloured mud, but
no organisms, other than a few dead shells of Foramin.
item. A sounding tube which was sent down attached
to the dredge gave on the outside some tram ofa blue
mud. The deposit brought home contains some Ptero-
pods and other Atoliuscan shells and Foraminlfera,
which appear to have come 1çm a previous dredging,
possibly from the mine dredge having been used.
Daring the early part of the cruise there was not so
much care taken as later. There are, however, some
things which indicate two distinct layers In this
deposit

94'OO (11)0 Radiolaria and Sponge (11)0 %) m. di. 0,07 mm., (921)0 amorphous matter, Note the increase of amorphous matter with decrease of
spicuics. angular; sanidino, augitc, with minute fragments or carbonate of lime in these soundings. The organisms

magnetite, tourmaline, epi- minerals and siliceous organ. are few in number, and are in a more or less fragment.
dote, zircon, glassy volcanic jams. ary condition. The manganese grains are relatively
fragments (some altered to rare.




palogonito), manganese grains.

0615 (11)0 7), one or two siliceous (11)0 %), in. cli. O'06 mm., (9415 %), amorphous matter, Only slight offervescents was observed when the deposit
epicutee, and fragments of angular; felspnr, magnetite, with many minute fraguienis was treated with dilute acid. Even in the washings of
Radiolaria. glassy volcanic fragments. of minerals, and a very few a large quantity of the deposit there were few cal

fragments of siliceoue organ. careous organisms.
jams.

81,21 (P00 %), a few Sponge spicules (P00 %), iii. di. 01)6 mm., (7921 %), amorphous matter, The organisms observed in this deposit are very minute,
and one or two arenaceous angular; felapar, magnetite, manyminutemineral particles, and in a more or less fragmentary condition. Dredge
Forarninifora. minute pieces of pumice, one anti a few fragments of aili- empty.or two manganese grains, coons organisms.

78'16 (P00 7), Radiolaria, Sponge W00 %), m. di. 01)6 mm., (76'lO %). amorphous matter, A large quantity of the deposit came up in the dredge.
apiclos, Astrorhizidm, Hap. angular; a few fragments of fine mineral particles, and When this was

Sate
assd thmngh line sieves a few pellets

kpliragrnium. felapar, augito, pahngonito, fragments of siliceous organ. of manganese, one millimetre in diameter, were
volcanic glass, manganese isme. obtained, also some pieces of palagonite, and one piece
grains, of pumice.

7112 (I'QO %), few sponge spicules, (100 m. di. 01)6 mm., (61112 %), amorphous matter, The deposit in the sounding tube indicated the same kind
one or two Radioluria, ifuplo. aiigulur; few frninents of iflitiuta mineral particles, anti of clay as in preceding station.
ihragrniuin. anidiiio, magnetite, and a low fragments of .ailicoous

volcanic glass. organisms.
48'0 (11)0 7), Sponge spicales, Haplo- (1.00 %), as. di. 0.06 mm., (43-30 amorphous matter, This deposit contained much amorphous matter. Note

phrayrniurn.. angular ; felepar, volcanic minute mineral particles, and the increase of carbonate of limo with decreasing depth
glass, magnetite. small. fragments of siliceous in the last few soundings.

organsms.
30'39 (11)0 %), Radiolaria and Sponge (11)0 m. di. 01)6 mm,, (28.31) 0%), amorphous matter, Some of the organisms are macroscopic. The presence of

spiculea, Trodzammimw.. angular; fragments of fulspar minute mineral particles, and fragnionts of ealeareous Algie shows the approach to
and volcanic glass, magnetite, fragments of siliceous organ- shallower water.
augito. mine.

18'14 (2-00%'), Radiolaria, Sponge (1,00"'/0), rn. di. 01)6 mm., (1514 %), amorphous matter, Many ofthe organisms are macroscopic. Between 10 and
stt'nlem,R/af1dumna,Lmna,liaplu. angular; a few fragments of small. fragments of siliceous 20 per cent. of the carbonate ut calcium contained in
pit raymiicnl, a few Diatoms. folspar. organsms and minerals, this deposit is made up of flhiTneFOUs fragments of cal

careous Algin, a Me indication of sudden shallowing of
water, which the following soundings show.
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See Chart 8 and Diagram 2.
_ Temperature0 of sea- CAYW0NATB OF CALCIUM.waterDale. Position. (FA). Dealgwitlon and Phyalcal Characiera.

Bottom Surface Per cant. ForamluUera. Oilier Orgaulama.

" 1878 °' U 0 0
'82u April 8 82 10 0 N. 050 ... 680 CORAL MUD, white, chalky, 8936 (3600 ), Globigarinidie, Put- (48$6 %), Otoliths of flab,

o 64 62 0 W. granular. vinuUia. &rpulu., Gnstoropod.s, Lamolit
Residue brown-black. (600 %), Miliolidte, Toxtula.ridw, brailehe, Pteropods, Jjetoro

Lageuid, Rotalido, :Num- pods, Ostracodes, Echinoderm
o 1 mtilinidtu. fragments, Polyzoa, Aleyon

ariauspicule. calcareous A1gn,
Coccolitbe, Ithabdolitbe.

t82D ,, 4 32 19 0 N. 380 ... 670 CORAL MUD, white, chalky, 8068 (1500 %), Olobigerinidie, Pal- (5968 %), Otoliths of fish,
64 40 0 W. puivarulent granular. t'inuflna, C,ifll)U1opOra &rpu/a, Dankztium, Gastero-

Residue brown-black. (1500 %),MiliOliIl(n,TOXttIlftridlU, pails, Larnellibrancha, Ptero-
Chilostomell ida., Lagenid&, pods, 1-leteropods, Ostracodes,
Itotalidie, Nnmmu1iuiik. fragutents of Echinoderms,

Polyzoa, Rathyaceis and other
Madreporeria, Aleyouariuu
spicules, calcareous Algie.
Coccolitha, a few Rhabdoliths.

83 ,, 4 82 21 30 N. 486 ... 68,0 CORAL MUD, white, chalky,
64 85 55 W. puiverulent, granular.° Residue brown-black.

,, 17 1 mile from 200 ... ... COTLAL SAND, white, with red 9814 (500 %), GIobigerinida, Pal- (5314 %), Otolith of fish,
reef. ftW_ mouth. viuulina. &!pzlfu, Gastetopods, Lamulli

esithiegreen coloured, with (3500 %), Mi]iolidw, Toxtu- briuiclia, Pturopods, Ostracodes,
organic matter. laridw, Lagenidw, Rotalidw, Echinodorm Iugmeuts, Poly.

Zen,Zen, Corals, Alcyonariin
apicules, calcareous Algw.

32 24 0 N. 9 ... ... CORAL MUD, white or grey, very 95.43 (4000 Milio1idie. (5543 7), &rpula, Gnsteroiiods,
64 44 0 W. slight!)' coherent. Lamollthmuuhs, Ostracoiles,

Residue brown. Echiuoderiu fraguiunts, eel
caroons A]gw.

g




82 21 10 N. 5 ... ... CORAL MUD, white, with green 91,00 (4000 M.iliolidte, Potyslorndfla. (5109 %), &rputa, Gnsteropotls,
64 32 30 W. tinge, somewhat coherent, Lunidllibrauehs, Ostineodes,

plastic, chalky, granular. Echinotk.na frugintnte, Poly
Residue brown. sos, Corals, calcareous Aigme.

82 18 31 N. 4 ... ... CORAL SAND, mottled grey and 9018 (1000 %), Miiolithe, Rotalidn, (8018 %), &rpula, Gasteropods,
64 51 45 W. white, granular. Fe!ystonulIa. Lmuuellibraiwhs, Ostriicoilcs,

-14 Residue brown. l'olyzoa, Corals, Alcyuuariau
sjieules, calcareous Algie.

32 22 80 N. 6 ... ... CORAL MUD, white, with yellow 8617 (3000 %), Milioidie, Rutall, (617 %). &rpula, Gasteropods,
64 42 10 W. tinge, coherent, chalky, gritty, Polysttnnclitz. Lainellihrauchs, Ostraiodes,

plastic when Ecliiiiodem-m fragnIoDt8, cukar-
Residue dark green-brown. . COUS Alga.

" $5.t ,, 22 32 39 0 N. 2450 365 071 GLODIOERINA Onzi, dirty white, 0000 (4800 ), Globigerinithr, Pal. (1500 %),Uastoropods, Ptoropods,
65 6 0 W. granular, slightly coherent, tine!urn. I'olyzoa, enleareous Alga,. . chalky. (3-00 %), Miliolithe, Truncalu- Coecolith, Ithabdoliths.

Residue red-brown. line.
ifl

See P1. Xiii. figs. 2a, 21i. $ See FL XIII. fig. 4. Sea F!. XLII. fig. 1.
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AnDmosai OBSUVAVofl.
-

M1no-alL Ptno Ws1binR..Per Cold. Siliceous Organisms.

10-04 (1 '00 5nngc apienlea, Radio- (100 %), in. di. 006 mm., (8-84 %), amorphous matter, Some of the organisms are macroscopic. There is a great )
fuIsj)ar and volcanic glass. isniti, and a few fragments of

lana, ,ituo1tdce, a few aiigtilar; it few fragments tir fragments of siliceous organ- deal of amorphous calcareous matter in the deposit.
ininemla.




J

io32 (1-007,), Stongospicu1os, Radio. (1-00%), in. di. 0-08 mm., (8'32 %), amorphous matter, Many of the shells and hgments of other organisms are
lana, Lituolidtc, urdnaceous angular; feispar and volcanic with fragments of 8iliCCoue macroscopic, the latter varying in size from 1 to
Toxtularidu?, Diatoms. gloss. organisms and minerals. 20 mm., the majority being front 4 to 6 mm. in

length. The washings which remain after passing these
deposits through the sieves consist chiefly of the shells
ofpelagic Molluscsand Foraminifera, with brokenpiecesof large calcareous Foraminifera, &ipula tubes,
Folyzoa, Corals, calcareous Algie, &c. The percentsgeof carbonate of lime is the mean of the analyses of the
two samples.

... Dredge half full of chalky Coral Mud.

6-06 roo %), Radiolarin, Sponge (1-00 ), in. di. 0'OG mm., (416 some amorphous The majority of the particles making up the sand are
spicules, Lituolida, one or two angular; feispar and volcanic matter, minute fragments of about 1 or 2 mm. in diameter, but some are much
Diatoms, glass. minerals, siliceous apicules, larger. Although nelegie Molluscs and Foraminifera

and organic matter. are urosont the carbonate of calcium .is mostly made
up oI the shells of bottom-living organisms.

4,57 (1-00 %), Sponge spieule.s, im- (1 *00 %), m. di. 0-15 mm., (2-57 %), a small quantity of This deposit is chiefly made up of calcareous Algm and
perfect casts of Foraminifora, angular and rounded; quartz, amorphous matter, fragments fragments of Gastoropod and Lamdllibranch shells.Diatoms. fol.par, a low glitesy volcanic of siliceous spiculus and The fitter jarts appear to be chiefly derived from thefragments, black mica. Diatoms, a few limo glassy decomposition of calcareous Alga.

particles.

8-91 (1 1)0 %, Sponge apicnles, a few (1,00 %), in. di. 0-40 mm., (6'91 %), fine floeculent finer- The depositis made up chiefly of calcareous Algce and their
imperfect casts of Foramnini- angular; a few particles of phoua mutter, siliceous and broken down parts, with a few of the other organismsfera, Diatoms. quartz and glassy volcanic mineral remains. mentioned; these latter are fragmentary. The wholo

fragments. forms a coarse cement-like mass with a greenish tinge.
Many of the organisms are macroscopic.

982 (11)0 ), Suonge spiculea, one or (P00 %), in. di. 0-50 mm., (7-82 %), a small quantity of About 50 per cent of time carbonate of lime in the sand istwo imperfect cnsts of Fora- angularand rounded; particles amorphous matter, siliceous made up of calcareous Alga, the particles measuringmimitmilem, Diatoms. of quartz, glassy volcanic and niim,rid remains, from 1 to 10 mum. in diameter. Many of the organismsfragments. are maoreseopic.
13'23 11)0 Sponge spiculos, 21)0 %), in. di. 0,80 mm., (10'23 %), amorphous matter, The residue contained ninny fragments of coal, it isDiatoin. rounded; quartz, hornblende, fragments of Sponge spicules nossiblo that at least some of the minerals found bore

J
glassy voh'iniic particles, and Diatoms, small mineral imave been discharged from passing ships.

particles.
31 00 (1'Ofl %), Radiolarin, Spongo (P00 %), in. di. 0-07 mm., (32-00 %), amorphous matter, The Foraminifera obtained in this deposit are mostly of

s1'ienl.'s, angular; sanidine, plagioclase, minnie fragments of minerals pelagic origin. Note the decrease in the quantity of
blentle, niugnetite. from the reefs.

one or two Diatoms. volcanic glass, augite, horn- and siliceous organisms, carbonate of limo with increase of depth and distance
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See Charts 8 and 9, and Diagram 2.

.8
Temperatureof the Sea

water c&nnou. or CALcIUM.
ion
pit

Ditto. PoaJtlon. (FU). Designation and Physical Characters.
d

Bottom Surface Per PonIfllfaIj. -
Other Orgnn(*mN

85n
1878

April 22 82 28 0 N. 2100
0

865
0

68,0 GLOBIOnItDrA Oozu, dirty white, 7713 (4500 %), Globigerinidm, Pal. (2713 70), Otoliths of fish. Ser
(35 9 0 W. granular, chalky. vinulina;.

Miliolidm, Toxtu-
pula, Gastoronods, PtoroT)ods,
Echinoderm fragments, I'oly-Residue red.6rown. (5-00-%),

laridm, Rotalidw, Nw.nniu- zen, caloareona Algw, Coeco-
linidis. liths, Rhubilolitbe.

35o ,, 22 32 16 OK. 1950 ... 680 GLOBIOERLNA Oozu, white, 8131 (5300 70), Globigorinida3, C'9mba- (2531 70), Otoliths of fish, Scr-
65 8 0W. ohalky, granular, slightly lopom paM, Dnitalium, Gas toropods,

coherent. (3'00 70), MiJ.iolidm, Textu" LnmeUibranchs, Ploropods,
Residue brown. laridw, Logonidm, Rotalidw, Ostracodo valves, fragments of

Nummuliuide. Echinoderms, Polyzou, cal.
caroou.s Algm, Coccolitlis,
Rhabdoliths.

23 Challenger 32 ... ... .." ... Large specimens of Crjllaria
other

Fragmouts of Echinoderms,
Molluscs, &c.Bank. Fornniinifera.and

$7 ,, 24 32 18 0 N. 2650 86-5 680 GLODIOExt1NA 0"z, brownish 62-47 (50130 70), Globigorinidie, Ad- (10-47 %), Otoliths of fish,
65 38 8W. when wet, dirty white when t'iituljna. Lamollibmudis, Ptoropods,

dry, slightly coherent, gran. (2,00%), Vcrncuilina, Lagonidw, Ostracodes, liehini spines,
ular. Truncatulina. Polyzoit, calcareous AIgm,
Residue red. Cocooliths, Rhabdolitha.

88 ,, 25 33 3 0 N. 2600 36-5 70-0 OLODmEIUNA Qozu, brown when 60134
(46-007,,,),

Clobigcrinidtn, Pal- (484 70), small teeth of fish,
66 32 0 W. wet, dirty white when dry, vinuli?uz. Cocculith, Rhabdoliths.

granular, slightly coherent (1-00 %), Cassiuliiliiuz, Trunca2u.
Residue rod. lisa, .tTouionina.

39 ,, 27 84 8 0 N.
67 82 0 W.

2850 385 65-0 Run CLAY, grey when by, 28-31 (20-00 70), Globigerinidw, Ful (6-31 70), small teeth of fish,
Ostracodea, C'oceoliths, (owcoherent, earthy, aublustrous vinulina. a

streak. (2130 7), Vcrneuilina, Pulknia,
Rot.a.idte.

Rhabdoliths.
Residue red.

40 ,, 28 84 51 0 N. 2675 ... 695 omort Oozn, grey when 46133 (40130 70), Globigerinidie, Put. (4133 70), small teeth of fish,
68 30 0 W. dry, with a pink tinge, slightly i.thiulina. Cophilopot1 beaks, Pioropod

adherent, gritty. (1130 70), Miliolina, .Pullcnia, fragments, Eebini spines,
Residue dark brown. Tnsiuaeuiina. Coccolitha, a few Rhabdoliths.

42 ,, 30 35 58 0 N.
70 36 0 W.

2425 8613 65-0 BLUE MUD, dirty grey when 2434 (20130 %) Globigorinidte, Pal- (334 70), Cophalopod beaks, (rag
inonts of Echiuodernis, Cucco.dry, plastic, coherent, home. vi-it ilina.

gonoous, earthy. (1-00 70), ()audryina, Truncatu- lifts, one or two Rhabdolitlis.
Residue brown. jina.

43 May 1 36 23 ON. 2600 302 5813 ...
71 4(3 0W.

44 ,, 2 37 25 0 N. 1700 ... ... BLUE MUD. with reddish upper 24,61 (18130 70), Globigorinlthe, Ad- (4131 70), Otohitlia of fish, Lamel.
71 40 0 \V. layer, blue-grey wlIe!1 dry, viunhLn(L, hbuuueh shells, Echinoderm

plastic, contaunug gritty parti. (2130 70), ?ihuioIula, Textularithe, fntgiiitnts, Cuct'olitbs, Coccu-
des earthy. Lagenithe, Rotalidie. s1ihcvus, a few Ritubduliths.
Residue dark brown.

*

I




" Sec P1. XII. hg. 3.
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BsmuL
ADDITIONAL OBaZavAois.

Per cent.
-

Slilcooni Orgnnisuis. Minerals. Fine Waihings.

2287 (100 %), Radioleria, Sponge
Lituolidin,

(tOO di. 007 mm.,
angular; folapar, volcanic (20-87d.), amorphous matter,

of minerals
With the exception of the Foraminiferu the organisms

of themostlyone orspioulos, smafragments are fragmentary; some hagmonta nra
two Diatoms. glass, augito, magnetite. and siliceous organisms. macroscopic.

1869 (tOO °/j, Radiolarin, Sponge (POll %), m. di. 007 mm., (1069 %), amorphous matter, 'some of the shells are macroscopic. The peisgic organ.
apiculca, Astrorhizidm, Litu. angular; foispar, volcanic many minute fragments of isms hero predominate over the fragments of caloareaus
olidrc, one or two Diatoms, glass, nugito, magnetite. siliceous organisms, and small Algn, Polyzon, kc., washed from the reefs. The finer

mineral particles, portions contain many more Cocooliths and Rhabdo
lithe than the deposits nearer the reefs.

This bank iscovered with Corals, &rpula, and calcareons
pebbles.

37.53 (1 *00 %), Sjtongo epiculos, one (1 *00 %), in. iii. O O7 mm., (35'53 %), amorphous matter, With the exception of the Foramlnlfem all the other
or two Kadiolarin, Aschcmo. angular; foispar, augito, vol. minute fragments of minerals organisms are represented by minute fragments; some
ndla, Lituohdiu. castle glass, maguotito. and siliceous organisms, of these are much corroded as if being slowly dissolved.

Dredge contained a quart bottle (overa litre) of deposit.

4O16 (l'OO %), a few Sponge apicules (200 %), in. di. O08 rain., (46 18 7), amorphous matter, The organisms in this deposit are very much broken up
and Radiolarla, one or two angular, a few rounded; sani. with minute fragments of and decomposed. One or two grains of manganese,
specimens of ffapkplirag. dine, plagioclaso, augite, horn- minerals and siliceous apicules. 1 to 3 mm. in diameter, were observed.
niurn and Gaudryina. blendo, Magnetite, volcanic

glass, black quartz,
grains.manganese grains.

71,69 (tOO %'t, one or two fragments
of siliceous

(6'OO %), in. di. 0'lO tam., (65'OO %), amorphous matter, The minerals are mostly angular; a few of them approach
decreaseepicules, Litu

ohdw, angular; quartz, monoclinic with a great many minute of carbonate of0-4 mm. in diameter. Note
ThisDiatoms. and triclinic felapars, tourma. fragments of minerals and a lime with increasing depth. deposit is inter-

line, augito, hornblende, few fragments of siliceous mediate in character between a Red Clay and Blue
mica, manganese grains, organisms. Mud; the mineral particles are ice-borne.
glauconite.

6417 (P00 %), Sponge spiculos,, two
three Radiolaria, few

(3O0 %), m.di. 0-06 min., angu.
lay; hornblende,

(5017 %), amorphous matter,
mineral

No deposit was obtained in the sounding tube, but a
in the Thesmall of the ooze cameor a feispar, particles,many tine dredge.quantity up

imper0ct casts, Lituolidin. angite, magnetite, mien, and a low fragments of sill, mineral particles are chiefly angular, but among them
quartz, glaiiconito, glassy oeous organisms. are many rounded quartz grains.
volcanic particles, coloured
altered particles, a low man-
ganese grains.

75'6O (t00 %), Spongespiculos, Radio. (40'O0 %),ni. di. 020mm., angu. (34-06%), amorphous matter, This deposit had a reddish aurfaco layer. Rhabdolitba
lana, lUutb,larn,nina, Litu- lar; monoclinic and triclinic with minute fragments of have almost entirely disajpearod, only a few being
ohidw, Diatoms. foispara, augito, hornblende, minerals, a row fragments of recognised on the examination of a large quantity of

fewThe mineralsquartz, tourmaline, lapihli, Radiolaria and Diatoms, are mostly angular; athe deposit.
mica, glauconito, a few man- are rounded.
ganeso grains, pyrites, mag
notito.

In first sounding line parted; in second no bottom at a
depth exceeding 2600 fathoms.

75,30 (tOO %), a few Sponge apicules, (40'OO %), in. di. 0'20 mm., (34'39 %), amorphous matter, The minerals are mostly angular; some fragments of
Radiolana, Astrorlnzide, angular; feispar, augite, hem, many tine mineral particles quartz unit gileissic rocks are about 1 mm. in diameter.

obtained in the washiinsLituolida', Diatoms, blonde, quartz, ujica-schist fragments of Sponge spieulc evoral rounded pebbles were
and other rooks, some of them ana Diatoms, from the dredge, measuring from '2 to (1 cm. In
chioritie, iuaguetite,ghauconite. diameter, also a few irregular fragments of hardened

deposit, forming a conglomerate of a yellow-green
several roundedthose compactwerecolour; amongst

chalky nodules, apparently formed of the deposit,
measuring from 1 to 3 cm. in diameter.

0

I
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To- are
91 of the Sea- CARaONATE OF OAWIUM.

Position. . water
(Fur.). Deulgantlon and Physical Characters.

Bottom Surface 11 cent. Foraniluifera. Other Organisms.

1873 0 I 0 9
45 May 3 38 34 0 N. 1240 372 495 BLIn Muo, blue-grey when dry, 1459 (1000 %), Globigorinidw, Put- (359 Otoliths of fish, Limel-

72 10 0 W. coherent, earthy, containing ri,Udi,ui. librauch shells, Ostracodo
gritty particles. (1 1)0 %), MilioJid, ToUu1aridw, valves, Echinoderm fragments,

Residue dark grey. Lngeiiid&e, 1(otalidw, Nuui- Coccolitbs, Coccospheres, one
muliuid.w. or two lihabdoliths.

46 ,, 6 40 17 0 N. 1350 37,2 40-0 BLUE Min, blue-grey when dry, 1540 (8-00 %), Globigorinidie, (540 Otolitba of fish, Lamol-
06 48 0 W. coherent, earthy, with gritty viuvUna. libruuehs, l'turopods, Echino.

j)articlea. (21)0 ), Miliolidw, ltutalid&e. dottn fragments, Cocuol.iths,
Residue dark grey. Coecospheres.

47 is 7 4114 0 N. 1340 ... 421) BLUR Mim, bhio.groy when dry, 6,68 (31)0 %), Globigoriuidu?, Pill- (°68 %), Cephalopod beaks, Ei'hi-
05 45 0 \V. coherent, earthy,' coathng viiiw. UO(lerlfl fragments, Coccolitlis,

many gritty partieIo (11)0 ), Miliolidw, Tuztularidw, ('occoapheres.
Residue 'dark brown. Lagvuidm, Itotalidie.

1 48 ,. 8 43 4 0 N. 51 381) Rock, gravel, stones, &e. ...
64 5 0W.

49 ,, 20 43 3 0 N. 85 350 405 Gravel, atones, &c.
6339 0W.

50 ,, 21 42 8 0 N. 1250 380 45-0 BLUE Mrn, blue-grey when dry, 1625 (101)0 %), Clubigorinidtc, Put. (3'25 %), Echinoderin fragments,
63 39 0 W. coherent, earthy, containing rinu!uta. Coecolitha, Coccospheics.

gittri y particles. (8-00 %), _lfiliolina, Tr(ularia,
Residue dark blue-brown. Laguuidte, 2'runcautina.

51 " 41 19 0 N. 2020 361) 59'O BLUE Mui, dirty grey when dry, 2775 (20-00 %), Glubigorinidw, Put- (5'ifi %), Echinoderm fragnieiits,I, -




68 12 0 W. containing sandy particles, vinulj,ut. Coecolitha, Coccospliorea.
earthy. (20u ), Miiolide, 'Fextu1aiidu,
Beiduo brown. Lageuidw, ltotalidw,AVonivni:ztt.

52 ,, 23 39 44 0 N. 2800 36'2 672 BLUE Mon, brown-grey when 251)2 (20'O0 %), Globigerinidm, Put- (31)2 %), fragments of Erhino-
63 22 OW. dry, coherent, containing gritty dorms, Cocculith, a few Cucco,

iartieles, earthy. I (21)0 lfiliolina, Lageuidu, spheres.
1 Residue brown. I 2'ruiwztiz1iaa.

53 ,, 26 36 30 0 N. 2650 363 73-0 BLUE M('n,brown-grey when dry, 31,88 (251)0 0), Globigurhiidte, rul- (488 %), fragments of Echiuo
63 40 0W.




coherent, earthy, containing rinaiina.. dorms, etecoliths, Coeeo-
gritty particles. I (21)0 ), MilioUuu, Text,iluiu, spheres, a few Ithabdoliths.
Residue red-brown. Rouitidw.

54 2'




34 51 0 N. 2650 .,. 701) Bt,ui WD, grey when dry, co- 2456 (1800




10), Clohigerinidie, Put- (414 Echinoderm fragments,
63 59 0 W. horent, homogeneous, earthy. i'inutiiuz. Coccohths, one or two ithabdo-

Residue red-brown. (2-00 2;), Miliolisur, Layciw, liths.
Tiuncatulinn.

55 2°,, 33 20 0 N. 2500 ... 701) CLonloitlusA OozE, grey, pal- 54-81 (.151)0 ), Cflibigeliriitla?, Put- (681 %), fragments of Echino
64 87 0W. verule,,t, howogoitcous. I'iflU(W( dorms, Coeco1ith, ithabdoliths.

Residue brown-red. (31)0 ), MiIiohida', .Vutizni,ur,
2',uiijtii1jiu.z
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ADDITIasAL OBnIVATIOWS.

Per cent. SflIcet,tts Organisms.

8541 (200 ), a fcw Riuliolariti, (41POO in. di. 010 mm., (.i341 ), amorphous matter, The coarseraUtinga of this mud, of which a large quantity
Spongt'apicnka, Astrorhizidtv, ruigular aced rouiielt,d ; quartz, minuto fragments of Diatoms came up in the dredge, consist or a grey gravel, some
Lituófldi, Dictums. nioiiotlinio and triclinic and minerals. of the pebbles or large grain. measuring froi 1 to 6

lebipars, fragnicuits of mica- em. in diameter. One of these pebbles is a quartzite
chist, dinhns., &e., maguiu- containing zircon, tourmaline, rutile, knoliniseti felepa;t1tc, glauconite, mica. anti chioritic matter; others are diabazea, basalts, and

dolomites.

8460 (2-00 70), Raliolaria, Spongc s150O °, m. iii. 012 mm., (37-60'/.), amorphous matter, The mud from the dredge contained a good many rounded
epienles, Astrorhizidn, Litu. ahigeilar anti rtnuitloti ; mica, many minute fragments of and angular pebbles from a millimetre to a centimetre
olidie, Diatoms, quartz, lelaliar, magnetite, minerals and siliceoua api- in diameter, composed of quartziferous diabase, mica"

toununline, garnet. euks and Diatom.. schist, &e., the same as at the lest station. Traces
of manganese are found on some of the pebbles
Rhabdoliths have quite disappeared; on theotherhand,
there are a good many Coccospheros.

93.3.) (t.00 70), Riuiiolaria1 Sponge ('OOO %', m. di. 015 mm., (1712 7,), amorphous matter, No deposit was obtained in the sounding tube; desorip
spicules, Astrorhizithe, Line- rounded anti angular ; quartz, with fragments of minerals, time taken from mud obtained in dredge. A large

a few glaucouitit casts, fragments of older volcanic Sponge sjiieules, and Diatoms, block of syenito came up with the dredge. It weighed
Diatoms, and other rocket, feispar, about 5 cwts. (2&3'7 kilogrammes), and was jammed

1iurni, glaucouitt', mague. between the mouth and arms of the dredge. Some of
tito, &c. the muieral fragments measure over 1 mm. in diameter

Many of the quartz grains are covered with linmonite.

8315 (3'OO %), Iladiolnria, Sponge Some of the Tnineralq measure over I min. in diameter




ia (20*00 ~'), m. di. 0-10 min., (60*715) amorphous matter,
lfles, anguloar and romidell ; 171.1spar, many 11ito mineral particles, Fnigmunts of older ery-tallino rocks are also found,
iictlonis. pulecie.', quartz, glaucoicita, anti fragments of Railinlaria, chatty covered with chlorite,

acigite, liorublun'it', mug. Sponge spicnle, and Diatoms.
uii'titc.

72'25 (3-00 0/) Ruliolaria, iThub- ('2000 70), u di. 008 mum., (49,25%), amorphous matter, The minerals are mostly angular, but a few are rounded
dizmuzina., Hup!euihrag,iiiuse, angular; quartz, nic.noeiiiiie many line mineral particles, and measure about 1 mm. in diameter. Dredge line
brown imperfect casts, Diii. and triclinic Ielspnrs, frag. and Inugenenta of Diatoms. broke.
tones, mnonts of older cIyst4cllinu and

otherrocks, glauconite, angitL.,
horubkmcdt'.

71°JS (3'00 70), Ruiehiolarin, Sponge api. (25-00 70, en. di. 015 mum., (4(P98 70), amorphous matter, Oi'iqi-riiia, which has been* very common or abundant in
cu!es, Astrorluizitlie, Truck- roniutled and angular ; inommo- with fiagiuwuts of minerals all the soundings lately, is hero very sparingly re"
ammimiiui, gbtuconitie casts, cijuuje and triclinic 5lspars, and Diatoms. presenteil ; time pelagic Foraminifera are, on the other E
Diulouiu, quartz, fragments of rot-ks, humid, larger and more numerous.

uligite, helen, hornlilensiu',
inagucetite, glanconito.

0S12 :) 0' ', limlinluiria, Songe api. (l000 70), iii. di. i)'03 mm., (55'12 70), aniorphcuns matter Many of the larger Fonaminifera, as Pult'iiiulina maca-
emilus, 1:/iibdima,ni'sa, brown angulni ; inonoehimije and tn- fragments of minerals anti arUi, &e., are much perforated anti corroded, showing
uu.ptrlect casts, Diatoms. clinic felspars, quartz, rock siliceous organisms, well the solvent action of sea-water. This, together

fragments, nuigite, hornbiunth,, will. the preceding and following deposits, are in some
volcanic glass, Heagneuti', respects lieu Clays or (ilobigeerina Oozes; the presence
ghaucoumito. of ancient rooks places them among thu Blue III Ittis.

I 7541 (200 70), fragments of Radio- (2-On di. 0.07 mm., (71'44 70), amorphous matter, This deposit contains much amorphous .'hiycy matter, and
luuiii, and Sponge sticuks, angular ; monot'linie neuti frageitemuts of minerals, Radio. was formerly classed with the Red Clays.
H1u1 Iurajuu .a in, 11 kw trkliiuiu! feispars, quttrlz, lane, and Diatoms.
Duuctocuis. volcuciuji, glass, glauconite,

ituiguetite. Illicit.

.15-ill (1-no ), a few Ratliolne-un uuei,l (1,00", Ill. di. 007 turn., angut- (43'l 0 70), amorphous matter, A few of the mineral particles are about 3 nun, in
1ticults, Lituttli,hc. Imir ; klsiu.r, enugite, horn. with frogimients (if minerals diameter, and are probably ice-borne.

lult'n,Ie, in:uguiet ice, gliessy and si1iceüu organisms.volcanic fraginecu is, mica.
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TOMDeratnrc
c the Sca CAB.DOLLTE OF CALOIuM.

Date. Position.
pit N (Fnhr.).

water
Designation and Physical Characters.

Bottom Surface Per ant. Foranilnifora. Other Organisms.

1878 11? 0
55n May 29 82 7 86 N. 1825 72,0 CORAL MUD, white, pulvcnilont, 8000 (5600 %), Globigorinithe, Pul. (280() 7), Scrpula, bGaateropods,

64 58 46W. chalky. vinulina. Lanl.3llibranchs, Ptoropods,
Residue brown. (200 %), Miliotina, Trtularia, Hoteropods, Ostracodos,

Lagonidw, Rotalithe. Echinoderm fragments, Poly
zoo, Alcyonariau apiculee, cal
careous AIgw, Coccoliths,
Rhabdoliths.

66 ,, 29 82 8 45 N. 1075 38,2 725 CORAL MUD, white, chalky, 83,02 (40O0 %), Globigorinidm, Put- (8902 %), Otoliths of fish, Ser-
64 59 85 W. pulvorulont. nidi,ui. puta, Casteropod and Lanwl

Realms brown. (F00 %), Miiolklw, Tcxtu1aridn, libranch shells (larval), Ptero
Launidw, Rotalithe, Numuin- nods, Hotoropods, Ostracodes,
Iimdw. 1chinodorm fragments, Poly.

ron, Aleyouariau spiculos,calcareous Algw, Coecolitbe,
Ithabdolitlui.

57A ,, 80 32 9 30 N. 1260 73'O CORAL MUD, white, chalky, 8416 (40-00 %), Globigorinidw, Put. (4015 %), Otoliths of fish, 8cr
05 7 85 W. pulverulont. vinulina. pula, GasteropoLluud Lamt1li.

Residue black. (400 7), Miliolida',' Textu. branch shells (larval), Ptoro0 laridn, Rotalidw, Nummu- pods, Hotci-opods, Ostracodes,
linida,. ti-a 'meats of Echinoderms,

PoIzou, Alcyonarian api
cuiw,, e.ilenrt'oits A1gn, Cocco
lithe, Rhabdulithe.

57u ,, 80 82 9 45 N. 1575 730 CORAl. MUD, dirty white, pul- 89,11 (3500 %), Globigerinkhe, Put- (49,11 %), Otoliths of fish, 8cr
65 10 50 \V. veruient, granular, chalky. vinulina. Ptcropods, Hutoropoda,Residue red. (5-00 %), Miliolidw, Textu- Oatracodes, Ecb.inoderm frag.larithu, Lagen.idiu, Rotalithe, menta, Polyzon, Alcyonarian

Numntulinidn. -
RpICUICS, cnlcaroous Alga.,Coccoiths, lthabdolitlie.

58 June 1$ 82 37 0 N. 1500 872 78'S CORAL MUD, dirty white, chalky, 77-88 (38-00 %), Globigerinklie, Put- (3938 %), Otoliths of 641'64 21 0 W. pulverulout. ViflUhtfla. (asteropods, Fterouods, Eietor.
Resume dark brown. (5-00 %), Milioliciw, Toxtularida., opods, Ostracodes, 'Echiiiodorm

Lagenidie, ltotalidw. fragments, Polyzoa,Akyoiiariuii
spicuiee, calcareous Alga,, Ccccoliths, Rliabdohtlis.

59 ,, 14 82 54 0 N. 2360 863 74-0 GLonlonnniA OOZE, with a rose 5459 (4600 %), Globigerinida, Put. (759 %), EciLiui spines, Cocco-
08 22 0W. tint, light brown when dry, vinuUna. litha, Rbabdolitha.

slightly coherent, earthy. (2-00 %), Mitiolina, To,..tularidni,
Residue rod-brown. Rotalida

60 ,, 16 84 28 0 N. 2575 30'2 715 GLomGnnn4.& OOZE, light brown, 8138 (25-00 %), Globigerinidw, Pict-(.J38 %), Echini spiucs, Coeco-
68 50 0W. slightly coherent, earthy, pro- vinulina. lithe, ithabdoiths.N sentin small white spots to (200 %), .ilfitioliita, Truncate.-1 the naked oyo. tina..2 Residue red.

61 ,, 17 34 54 0 N. 2850 36,2 71,0 RED CLAY, coherent, earthy, con- 802 (500 %), Globigeiiuidn, Pal- (102 Echini spines, Cocco-
50 38 0 W. tainin&j gritty particles. vinulina. liths.

Residue rod. (1-00 %), Lagcnidw, Rotnlitlie.
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RESIDUn.




ADDITONAI OIV&TIOI8.

Per cent. Siliceous Organisms. Minerals. Fine Washings.

14"OO (1"OO %), Sponge spieuloa,Radio. (100 °/), m. dl. 000 mm., (1200 %), amorphous matter,
]aria, 1htthdamrnina, Lituo. angular; one or two fragments with small fragments of sill-
11dm

.
Diatoms, of 1]epar and volcanic glass. coons organisms and minerals.

1O"98 (OO %), Spongo epiculca,Radio- (100 %), in. di. 0,07 mm., (14'98%), amorphous matter,lana, Astrorhizidtn, Litno. angular; a few fragments of with fragments of Eadiolarialidw, Diatoms. folsier and volcanic glass. Sponge apicules, minerals, and
Diatoms. These deposits off Bermuda, togetherwith thawtaken inMarch and April, as well as many others not describedbut which are marked on the accomimnyingchart, showthat the quantity of carbonate of fine increases as theI reefs are approached, aid the water shallow.. The car

1 bonate of lime is, ness the reef, almost wholly derived1525 (100 %) Sponge spicules oneor (l00 7,), m. di. 0,10 mm., (l$25 %), amorphous matter, from the reef organisms; as the distance from the reef Rtwo iadtolania, Astrorhizithe, angular; feispar, augite, with fragments of siliceous




increases the remains of pelagic animals become moreLituolidre, Diatoms. pumice. organisms and minerals, and more abundant, the remains of the reef organisms,on the otherhand, diminishing. The Coral Sand passesinto a Coral Mud, this into a GlobiRerlna Ooze, and in
very deep water far from the reefs to Globigerina Oozeis replaced by a Red Clay; some ofthe deeper depositsin this series might be called Globigerina bores. Sec
Plate XIII., which shows the variation of the deposit10,89 (P00%), Spone spicules, Radio. (P00 %), m. di. O'07 mm., (8'89%), amorphous matter, with depth and distance from the reef.laria, Lituolidw, Diatoms, angular; feispar, quartz, fragments of siliceous organ.

Pumice. isms, one or two fragments
of minerals.

22'62 (P00 °), Sponge spicules, (P00 di. 007 mm., (20,62 %), amorphous matter,ilatholania, i.ituolidm. angular; felbpar, augite, mag- with fragments of siliceous
notito, volcanic glass. organisms and minorals. j

45'dl (100 7,), Sponge spicules, one (100 0/,), m. di. 0'07 mm., (43'41 %), amorphous matter, This deposit, which is about 60 miles from the reef,ortwo fragments ofRadiolarin, angular; fmmontsofsanithne, with minute fragments of does not appear to contain any fragments óf roofLituolidre. augito, hornblende, maguctito, minerals and siliceous organ- Organisms.
glassy volcanic particles. Inns.

08'02 (100 7,), Radiolaria, Sponge (3'QO %), in. di. 008 mm,, (64'82 7,), amorphous matter, The quartz rnina are covered with limonite, while
spicules, Haplophragu&iun. angular and rounded; mono- with minute fragments of there are also, among the minerals, fragments with

clinic and tniolinio felepars, ininorals and siliceous organ. chioritic coatings. Trawl bad not reached the bottom.
quartz, magnetite, horn. iamb.
blonde, glassy particles,
glauconitc.

91 98 (1 00'%), Sponge spiculos, (60'OO%), m. di. 015 mm., (30'98 7,), amorphous matter, From the largo porcentage of minerals this deposita few Railiolanin, glauconitic an&, ar and rounded; mono. withwith fragments of minerals, might equally well be ealied a Blue Mud; the minerals
casts, Diatoms, clinic and triclinic folspnrs, Radiolaria, and Diatoms. are evidently all ice-borne. Glauconitic casts of some

quartz, gluuconite, fragments of the organisms remained after treatment with acid.
of niica.achist and older vol. -Note the decrease of carbonate of limo with increase
canIc rocks, garnet opidoto, of depth. Trawl brought up no deposit, but some
magnetite, augito, actiirolito, concretions covered with manganese.
volcanic glass.
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Tom
.91

a
nersture
the Sea- CARBONATE OF CALCIUM.

Dale. Position. water
5 Designation and Physical Characters.MA prahr.

~BottomSurfaceFarcant.YonunlnLfera.OtherOrganisms.

1873 0
62 Juno 18 35 7 0 N. 28716 364 70-0 RED CLAY, plastic, homogeneous, 1012 (7'OO %), Olvbigerina, Pulvinu- (272 %), Echini spines, Cocco

52 32 0 W. coherent, eublustrous streak. lina. liths, a few Coccospheres.
Residue red. (P00 %) Rot.alidtc.

68 10 35 29 0 N. 2760 ... 7P0 GLOUtOEItINA OOZE, light brown, 3893 (2500 Globigorinidin, Put- (693 %), Echiul spines, Cocco-
50 53 0W. slightly coherent, plastic. visiulina. lithe, Rhabdoliths.

Residue brown. (200 Toxtularidw, Lagena,
Rotalidm.

64 ,, 20 36 86 0 N. (2700) ... 760 GLOUTOF.IUNA OOZE, light brown, $500 (2500 %), Globigcririidm, Put- (500 %), Otoliths and tooth of
60 27 0 W. slightly coherent, homogcuo. ,.inuli,u. fish, &!pltIa, one or two

ous. (500 ), Miliohidn, Tcxtulniide, fragments of akodora pyra
Residue brown. Lagenidie, 1tota1idn, Numuiu- inkiata, Ostraeodus, fragnients

hinithe. of E,thiijotlcrins, 1'olyzos,
Coccoliths, Rhabdoliths.

65 ,, 21 86 88 0 N. 2700 362 725 Run Ci.ay, light brown, slightly 2759 (20-00 0,1), Globigerinidre, Put. (459 %), Echini spines, Cacao.
41 58 0W. coherent, bomogenonus, sub- riuuina. litha.

lustrous streak. (3-00 ), Textularia, Lagenid,
Residue brown. Rotulidn.

66 ,, 22 37 24 0 N. 2750 36'5 700 GLOBroERLN,t Oozz, light brown, 3531 (25-00 %), Globigerin.idie, Put- (7-81 %), a few fragments of
44 14 0 W. homogeneous, slightly 00- tinulina. Eehiui spines, Cuccohe.

Residue brown. Rotalidre.
67 ,, 28

horent. (300 %), Milioliaa, Lagenidxe,

37 54 0 N. 2700 80.3 700 GLoutoEiuwk Oozn, with red 54-30 (d6Ct0 %), G1obigeriuid, Put- (6-30 Ostracodo valves,
41 44 0 W. tinge, slightly coherent vinidina. Echini spines, Coecoliths.

Residue brown. (2-00 %), .3filiulina, LugenidLe,
Rotalida.

68 ,, 24 38 8 0 N. 2175 36-2 70-0 GLOBI0RRINA OOZE, with rose 7116 (6000 %), Globigcrinidw, Put- (870 %), Ostrncodes, Echinoderm
89 19 0 W. tint, chalky, slightly coherent. vinuli,za. frniaonts, Coccoliths, Rhub.

Residue brown. (300 %), Miliohidie, Lagcna, doliths.
Rota[ide, Nonimina

69 ,, 25 88 28 0 N. 2200 36-2 7F0 GLoinoEuIw, OOZE, white with
37 21 0 W. rose tint.

70 ,, 26 38 25 0 N. 1676 ... 70-0 GLouTaEun Oozn, dirty white, 8381 (70OO 0/s), Globigorinidie, Put-(10-31 %), Otoliths and teeth of
85 50 0W. pulverulent, granular, chalky. vinulina. fish, Gastero1lod8, Linnt4li.

Residue brown. (3-00 %), idihiohithe, Ttn- liranebs. Pterptiils, Ostriuides,
laridu, Lagenide, Rotalithe. Eduinutlerut figments, Coco-

lithe, Rliahdolit he.

71 ,, 27 38 18 0 N. 1675 363 71O Gr.oBIouuIwA Oozs, dirty white, 88,31 (70-000n, Globigerinithe, a" (1:1-81 , Otoliths of fish,
34 48 0 \V. inilvurulont, granular, chalky. l.utliIOllil'TaiicIiN, PteropnuLs,

Residue brown. (5-00 ), Miliohiula3, Toxth.lavidio, Iloturuipods, Ostrn.-odt's, Edt
Lagouidw, Rutalidw. inluilurni Iraguiemits, Polyzoa,

Coceolitha, Rhabdoliths.

I




See atial. 42.
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67

ADDmOJLL Onmyarioje.
Per cont. SilIcooni Orgiwlims. Minerals, Fine Wnahlng,.

89'28 (1,00 /), a (ow Sponge spiculos (2'OO %), in. dl. 0,10 mm., (8028 %), amorphous matter, Most of the organisms are fragmonthry. Many of theand biatoms. angular; monoclinin and tn. with fragments of minerals, mineral particles are evidently Ice-borne.clinic folupars, quartz, mica, Itatholaria, and Diatoms.
hornblondo, ginsay fragments,
glouconito.

aa'o7 (11)0 %), a few Sponge apiculas, (100%), in. di. 010 mm., (011)7 %), amorphous matter, Some of the Globigerinidia have grains of manganeseRadiolaria, Lituolidie. angular; féhipar, volcanic with fragment. of minerals scattered over end' adhering to their surfaces. Imor.glass, angito, mien, magnetite, and siliceous organisms,, phone clayey matter partially fills some of the Porn.manganese, pumice, glen. minifein. In the wabiugs from the trawl one smallconito. piece of pumice, containing a large cryaW of ,dMn0,was obtained.
05'OO (11)0 %), a tow Sponge spicules, (11)0 %), in. di. 0'07 mm., (631)0 %), amorphous matter, Glanconithin these depths is unuual and is only repre-Radiolaria, Astrorhizida?, angular; aanidino, nugite, many line mineral particles sonted by a few grains. Dredge contained one hundred.Litno1idn, Diatoms. magnetite, fragments of fragments of Radiohirla anI weight (60 ldlogrammes7 of deposit, in which .werepumice, glanconite, quartz. Diatoms, some pellets of manganese.

72i1 (1,00%), Sponge spicules, (P00 %), in. dL 0,07 mm., (7041 %), amorphous matter, The organisms are, for the most part, fragmentary.Radiolaria, Haplop1inujmitm. angular; felspar, nugito, with minute fragments of There is little difference between this and the previousmagnetito, volcanic glass, minerals and siliacons organ- and succeeding deposits, though this is classed asaledone or two small particles of isms. Clay.




quartz covered with limonite,
manganese grains.

84'09 (1-00%) Radiolaria, a low (1-00%), in. di. 010 mm.. (621)9 %), amorphous matter, This deposit is similar to that obtained at Station 65,Sponge apiculos, Aatrorhizido, angular; monoclinic folapar, fragments of fladiolaria and except in having a higher percentage of cerboate ofLituolidie. augito, pumice, lapifli, rung. minerals, lime.notito.

45'70 (P00 %), Radiolanin, Sponge (1'Oo %), m. di. 01)7 mm. (4810 %), amorphous matter,
apiculos, Astrorhizidie, Litu. angular; monoclinic and fragments of minerals andolidm. triclinic felapiu's,, augite, mug- siliceous organisms. The rise in the parcentago of carbonate of Inns withnotite, volcanic glass. decrease of depth is here again illustrated. The

appearance of the pelagic PoramanifOra is different from28'24 (P00 %), Radiolania, Sponge (100 %), in. di. 01)7 mm., (2624 %), amorphous matter, that in tropical deposits.spioulea, oneor two arenaceons angular; a tow fragments of fragments of minerals andForaminifera. folapar, maguotito, volcanic siliceous organisms.
glass.

Only a small quantity of the deposit came up' in the
tube; the examination of this quantity, however,
indicated a deposit, in some respects, similarto that at
Station 68.

161)0 (1-00 %), Radiolania, Sponge (1.00 %), in, di. o'lo mm., (141)9 %), amorphous matter, In the washings of a large quantity of the deposit from
spicules, Aatrorhizidn1 Litu. angular; a few fragments of fragments of minerals, Radio- the trawl there were a gnat many Ploropod shells andolida, a few Diatoms. sanidine, volcanic glass, meg. Inns, and Diatoms. fragments, also concretions of the ooze with black

notito, manganese grains, spots.

111)9 (2'OO Radiolaria, Sponge (11)0 %), in. di. 0']O mm., (8'69 %), amorphous matter, rn the trawl there were several aggregations of the oozeapienles, Aatrorhizidtn, Litu- angular; fragments of pumice, with minute fragments of from 8 to 4 cm. in diameter, perforated by worms and(lithe, imperfect brown casts, feispar, lapilli, magnotito, minerals and siliceous organ- coated with a deposit of manganese; also a fragment ofa tow Diatoms. augito, manganese. lems, compact volcanic rock more or less rounded and about
7 cm. in longest diameter; this fragniont has a slight
deposit of manganese over the whole surface, with a
Serpula.tnbo attached. There was also a fragment of
sandstone, containing mica and stained with limonite,
and a large cinder, evidently from some ocean steamer.
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See Charts 6 and 10, and Diagram 3.

Sig
Tomnorutura
of the Sea CAILBOKATE OF CALOIU3E.

Date. water




Doalgilation and Phyalcal Characters.

Bottom Surtaco Per cent. l'ornmlntfera. Other Organisms.

1878 0 IS 0 0
72 June 28 88 84 0 N. 1240 878 7r0 PTRBOPOD OOZE, white with 8159 (6000 %), Globigorinidw, Pul- (16159 %), Otoliths of fish, fag.

82 47 0 W. yellow tint, slightly coherent, vinulina. month of Pteropods and iletero.
finely granular, oha'.ky. (500 %), Miliolida, Lagcnidtu, pods, a few Ostracodoa, Echini
Residue brown. Rothlidw.. Opines Polyzoa, Coccoliths,

Rbabdoliths.

F 78 ,, 80 88 80 0 N. 1000 89,4 690 PTEBOPOD Oozn, white with 73,20 (3500 %), Globigorinithe, Pul- (8320 %), Otolitha of flab, &r-
81 14 0W. pink tint, chalky, slightly vinlLUna. pula, Dcnkslium, Gasteropotis,

coherent (50D 7.),. Miliolido3, Textularida, Lumollibrancho, Ptororods,
Residue brown. Lagothdn, Rotalidie. Hetoropods, Ootracodos, t'oly-

zoa, Cocoolitha, Rlzabclolithn.
1




74 July 1 38 22 0 N. 1350 698 PrEnoron Ooz, yeflow, white 73150 (50O0 Globigerinidw, Pal- (20150 0/), Otoliths of fish,
21) 87 0 W. when dry, chalky, slightly vinulina. Liunetlibrancha, fragments of

coherent. (300 %), MilioIid, Lngeththe1 Ptoropods, Ostracodos, Echini
Residue brown. Rotalitho. spines, Coceoliths, Rhabdoliths.

,, 2 Between Psyal 50-90 .. ".. Voroaxno 8M", mottled black 08.78 (10'OO %), Globigerinidtu, Put. (53'73 %), S'erpuia, Thrn¬aUurn,
and.Pico. brown and white, very coarse. vinulina. Oastoroiods, Lamellibranehs,

Residue brown. (6-00 %), Miliolidin, Toxtulorithe, Ostraeoka, Echinoderm fag-
Lagenldio, Itotalidce. meats, Polyzoa, calcareous

Algie.

76 ,, 2 38 88 0 N. 450 7Q. VOLOI&NTO Mum, dark grey when 2059 (6'OO %), Globigerinidm, Puivnu- (10159 %), Otolith.s of fish, 8cr.
28 28 SOW. dry, slightly coherent, gritty, lina. pizZa, Dcntczli'un&, Gasteropodsi,

earthy. (400 %), Miliolidn, Taxtularidw, LrLmollibranohs, Ptoropoth,Residue dark brown. Lagenidia, Rotolidia. Heroods,Oatracodcs,Echi.no
dorm tiagments, Polyzon, cal
careous Alga, Coceolithi,
Bliabdoliths.

76 ,, 8 88 11 0 N. 900 400 700 PTEBOPOD OozE, light grey 6222 (2800 %), Globigorinidai, Put- (22'22 %), Otoliths of flab, Den-
27 9 0 W. when dry, slightly coherent, vinujina. (alium, Qasteropoda, Litnielli

chalky. (200 %), Mi]iolidto, Textularidsi, branchs,Ptoro ioda,Iletoropods,Residue brown. Lagenit]iu, Rotaiidte. Ostracoclos, Echiiii 8pineil,
Polyzoa, Coccoliths, Cocco.
8phcres, Rhabdoliths.

78 ,, 10 87 26 0 N. 1000 71'O VoLo.uno MUD, grey, very 7158 (800 0/) Globigerinidru. (2158 %), Otoliths of fish,
25 13 0W. fine grained, very slightly (200 ), Milio1the, Toxtularidie, fragwents of Pagu,'u3 and

coherent. Laonidue, Rotalido, Nwm.nu- other Crustaccans, &pula,Residue brown. limdai. .Dc,iLallu.m, Qasteropod,
Lainollibrancha, l'toropods
Fletoropoda, Ostracodes, Ech
inodorm fragments, l'olyzoa,
Corals.

79 ,, 11 36 21 0 N. 2025 35.9 71'S GLonzozlLIwA OozE, dirty white, 56,05 (45150 o), Globigerdie, Put- (8155 %), fiugmenta of Echiuo-
. 1 23 31 0W. sli coherent, chalky. Wnu1na. duinis, Coecoliths, Rhitb.

I.

no red-brown. (200 %), MiiioUna, Lagona, doliths.
Truncatulina.
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ADDITIONAL OBsaavA!Iou.

For cont. Slil000ul Orsnnh.Tn. MInom1s. Pine Washing,.

l8"41 (2'OO %), Iladiolaria, Spougo (100 %), in. dl. 010 mm., (1541 %), amorphous matter, A few rounded fragments of pumice, from 1 to 6 mm.
spiculos, Astrorhizidn, Litu- angular; aulto, magnetite, minute fragments of minerals, in diameter, were obtained in this deposit; some
olidre, imporfeol brown casts, folapar, sarndlino, lapilli, Radiolaria, and Diatoms, of these are much altered and decomposed. Much of
Diatoms. pumice. the amorphous calcareous matter is apparently derived

from Ptoropods and Hetaropod.e.

26"80 (1-00%), Radiolaria, Sponge (l0'OO %), in. dl. Ol0 mm., (1580 %), amorphous matter, In the washings of a large quantity of the deposit from
spienles, Astrorhizidre, Litu- angular; monocinio end tn- many fine mineral particles, the dredge there were many shells of pelagic and other
olidan, a few Diatoms. clinic folapars, Ispilhi, magne. fragments of Radiolarm and Molluscs, and a great quantity of pumice, the piecestito, augitc quarts, pumice. Diatoms. varying from 1 mm. to 6 cm. In diameter. They are

all of the light-coloured felspathlo variety and much
altered; some of the fragments are Orugwwfl by
Bepukz and other organisms.

2060 (1'OO %), Radiolania, Sponge (100 %), in. di. 010 mm., (2F50 %), amorphous matter, PuvinuUna ,nenardii appears to be alniostr ifnot quits,apioulos, Astrorhizidre, Litu. angular; minute fnimonta with minute fragments of absent from this deposit, as wen as from most of the




olidll2, a few Diatoms. of volcanic rocks, plagioclase, minerals and siliceous organ. deposits in this region.sanidine, magnetite, augite, mine.
horublendo, volcanic glass.

8127 (4O0 %), Sponospicules, arena (20-007.), m. di. 100 mm., (727 %j, a small quantity of About a bushel of this calcareous saud came up in theceoua Forammifera. angular; pumice, magnetite, amorphous matter, fine dredp, mixed with many rounded fragments of
feispar, augito, hornblende, mineral particles, and frag. pumice and volcanic rock, measuring from 1 to 6 cursanuline, and many fragments monte of siliceous spioules. in diameter. Many of these are completely coveredof volcanic rocks. with &rpula, calcareous Algm, or Polyzoa. Fully 80

per cent of the carbonate of calcium is made up bythe fragments of Poly= alone, while Zfrema
inniacc,m is very abundant

7941 (200 %), Radiolaria, Spongo (60'C0 %), in. di. 016 rum., (1741 %), amorphous matter, In the washings from the dredge many Pteropods, Gas
epiculos. Astrorhizidre, Litu- angular; fragments ofvolcanic with many minute fragments toropods, Lnmellibrancbs, &!puia, and large antitiesolidre, Diatoms, rocks, pumice, plagloolaso, of minerals, iladiolania, and of broken fragments of Folrzoa were obtained, also

sanithiio, black mica, augito, Diatoms, numerous round and angular fragments of pumice and
magnetite, horublonde. volcanic rocks, from 4 to 6 cm. in diameter. In

many instances the pumice fragments were completelycovered with £'eipula-tubes, Alger, and Polptrema.

4718 (100 %), Radiolanla, Sponge (5'OO di. 0,10 mm., (4118 %), amorphous matte; The washings of the mud from the dredge consisted
spiculea, Astrorhizidre, Litu- angular; fragments of volcanic with runny minute fragments chiefly of large Carelinia frtspinostz and other Pteropodolidre, a few Diatoms. rooks, pumice, monoclinic and of minerals, and ailiceous shells, with many fragments of pumice varying from

triclinia felapara, a(igito, horn- organ,. 1 mm. to 1 cm. in diameter.
blondo, black mica, olivino.

0212 (1'OO 7), Sponge aiculca, hag- (75"Oo %), in. di. 0,20 mm., (16-32%), amorphous matter, The washings, on passing the deposit through sieves, con-
monte of Ratholaria, As- angular; pumice, plagioclase, with minute fragments of sietod of fragments of pumice (usually about 3 cm. in
trorhizidte, Lituolidte. azuudine, augite, magnetite. pumice and other minerals diameter end smaller) and Pteropod shells. Many

and siliceous organisms. of the pumice nodules have Serpulam and Foraminilorn
attached to them.

4415 (U00 %), Radliolaria, 'Sponge (20'OO %), in. di. 0'16 mm., (2315 %), amorphous matter, The dredge brought up a small quantity of the ooze the
apictiles, Diatoms. angular; pumice, fragments with minuto fragments of same as indicated by that in ttmo sounding tube,

of volcanic rocks, foispar, pumice, siliceous spicules, and

-
magnetite, augite, divine. Diatoms.
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See Oliarta6and6,andDiagraine3andl.

Date. Position.

Temperatureof the Boa.
Water
(Vsi DoalgnaUon and Physical Characters.

CARBONATE OF CALOnJ)L

Bottom Surface For cent. Foraminifeni. Other Organism

1873 "
80 July 12 36 3 0 N. 2660 368 71'O GLOBIOItILIWA OOZE, white with 6643 (55°00 7), Globigarinidw, Put- (943 %), Ostracodos, Echinoderm

21 25 0 W. rose tinge, slightly coherent, vi&uUiuz. fragments, Cocooliths, Rhabdo-
chalky. (200 %), Miliohna, Luycius, lithe.
Residue red-brown. Rotalidw.

81 ,, 13 34 11 0 N. 2675 $7O ul"0 GLOBIOLItINA OOZE, white with 6213 (5000 %), Globigerinidw, Put- (1088 %), Ostracodes, Eohino.
19 52 0 W. rose tinge, slightly coherent, vinutina. dorm fragments, Coccoliths,

Rhabdolichalky (200 Miliolidw, Textu-
Itáidue rod-brown. Iaridte, Lagena, Rotalidtu.

82 ,, 14 33 40 b N. 2400 306 701 GLonlomlixA Oozn, white with 7919 (69-00 %), Globigorinidin, Put- (779 %), Echinoderm fragments,
19 17 0 W. rose tinge, slightly coherent, t'inulina.. Coccoliths, Rhabdolitlis.

chalky. (3-00 %), Miliolido3, Toxtularidin,
Residue brown. Lagoni&e, itotalidie.

83 , 16 83 13 0 N. 1650 87-0 71-0 GLOBIOnIUNA OOZE, white when 709 (60-00 %), Globigerinidm, Put- (909 %), Otoliths of fish, &r-
18 18 0 W. dry, slightly coherent, chalky. vnu1uw,. puZa, ikialalium, Gasteropode,

Lamellibrauchs,Residue red-brown. (2-00 %), MiJ.iolithe, Toxtularida3, Pteropods,
Lagethda, Rotelidie. Ostracodos, Echinoderm frag-ments, Pclyzoa, Coccoliths,

Rhabdoliths.

85 ,, 19 28 42 0 N. 1126 092 VuLcuito MtrD,browu with white 654 (2-00 %), GlobigeTinidte, Pulvin,u- (3-64 %), Otoliths of fish, Ptoro-
18 6 0W. spots, slightly coherent, liuz. rods, Roteropods, Echinodorm

earthy. (1-00 %), Miliolidtu, Toxtultu-idin, Iragments, Coceoliths, ithabdo.
Residue brown-black Lageuidw, Rotalidw, Niuimrnl- lithe.

inidLu.

86 ,, 21 25 46 0 N.
W.

2300 3tP6 710 GL0BIGEIUNA OOZE, with yellow 57,77 (6000 ), Globigerinid&u, Put-
vinutina.

(677 Ostracodo valves,
20 34 0 ting slightly coherent, Echini spines, Coccoliths,

chi Iky. (1-00 %), Miliolidis, Textularia, Rhabdoliths.
Residue red. Trunsatnlina.

87 ,, 21 25 49 0 N. 1676 720 Nearly thesamespot asStation 3,
20 12 0 W. February 18, 1878, whore in-

dications were found of a
PraLtoroD Oozn.

88 ,, 22 23 58 0 N. 2300 864 72-0 GiornoaIuNA OOZE, white with 64-38 (6700 %), Globigeriniihc, Put- (6$S %), fragments of Eehino.
21 18 0 W. a rose or yellow tinge, slightly yin ulina. dorms, Coecolithe, ithabdo-

coherent, chalky. (1-00 %), Miliolida3, Toxtularido,
RotahidEC.

lithe.
Residue rod.

89 ,, 28 22 18 0 N. 2400 86-0 73-6 GLO1mICEILINA Oozn, yellowish red 58,50 (5001) %), Globigerinidw, Put. (7'60'/,'), fragments of Echino-
22 2 0 W. tinge, slightly coherent, t'i.uulina. dorms, Coccoliths, Ithabdo-

chalky. (1,00 %), Rotalidte. lithe.
Residue red.

f

0

I
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ADDITIONAL OnsIflyLflofl.

per cout. SiliceousOr5anhImL

3357 (11)0 %), fragments of Endin- (21)0 7), *in, di. 0'10 mm., (3057 %), amorphous matter,The majority of the organisms in this deposit are in a
Inns and Sponge spiculos, angular; pumice, folapar, with minute fragments of fragmentary condition.
Ljtuolidw. magnetite, augito. minerals and siliceous organ.isme.

3702 (11)0 %), one or two Radiolaria, (1-00 %), m. di. 01)7 mm., (8562/), amorphous matter, The deposits at this and the preceding stations are
jituolida, Diatoms. angular; pumice, augito, with minute fragments of remarkable for the relatively small number of perfect

felapar, magnetite, some smell minerals, Radioloria, and shells of pelagic Foraminirera; those present are
rounded grains of quartz Diatoms. fragmentary. Pulvinuhna msnard appears to be
covered with limonite, mica. nearly, if not quite, absent in this part of the Atlintic.

A quantity of ooze came up in the water-bottle.

2021 (11)0 %), Eadiolunia and Sponge (100 7), ni. di. o"oa mm., (1821 %), amorphous matter, Note in these deposits the oomplete, or nearly complete,
spiculea, Lituolidw. angular; pumice, lapiUi, with minute fragments of absence of the shells of Pteropode and Reteropoda in

fclsar, magnetite, augite, minerals and siliceous organ. the deeper soundings.
olivine. laws.

281)1 (100%), iladiolaria, Sougo (21)0 mu. di. 01)8 mm., (251)1 %), amorphous matter, The washings of the deposit, on being passed through
FLU,

Astrorhmzidce, Lituo- angular; pumice, lapifli, with fragments of minerals sieves, contained many small round fragments of
lithe, a few Diatoms. monoclinic and triclinic fol- and siliceous organisms. pumice, about 1 cm. in diameter, also a good many

spars, mnngnetito, black mica, otolitha of fish and fragments of Pteropods and other
augite, olivine. Molluscan shells. Some of the pumice nodules are

overgrown by &ipuZsi.




9340 (11)0 %), Radiolriria, .ts&or. (751)0 %), mu. di. 010 mm., (1746 %), amorphous matter, The washings obtained by passing a large quantity ofthe
hizidto, Lituolicke, a tow angular; pumice, fragments with fragments of minerals mud through sieves were almost wholly made up of the
Diatoms. Of volcanic rocks, ecomiaceous and siliceous organisms. dead shells of Pteropods and Heteropoda, with these of

lapihi,monoclinic and triclinie a few bottom-living There were severallarge
foispars, magnetite, augito, fragments of a Gorgonoid Coral coated with manganese.
oilvine, palagoulto,manganese All the coral was dead and in the same condition as at
grains. Station 8. Them were in addition some fragments of

volcanic rocks, about 1 cm. in diameter, she coated
with manganese.

4223 (11)0 %), a few Badiolaria, (21)0 7), m. dL 01)8 mm., (3923 7), amorphous matter, PuivinuUna ,nenardii appears in this deposit; it Is
JJqp1op1ragmum, imperfect augtar and rounded; small with minute fragments of absent in the soundings to the north of this station.
brown casts. rounded grains of quartz, minerals and siliceous organ.

felsjtar, hornblende, mnag- isms.
notite, mica, volcanic glass,
manganese grams.




" A piece of a Oorgonoid Coral covered with manganese
came up in the sounding tube; there were also some
pieces token in the dredge. There was nothing further" to indicate the nature of the deposit (see Station 3).

$662 (11)0 one or two Radiolania, (POD %), m. di. 01)7 mm., (33112 amorphous matter, The manganese in the last three soundings shows that it
Sponge apiculca, Lituolidin. angular and rounded; small with minute fragments of must be abundant over a large area.

uarta grains covered with minerals and siliceous organ- .
limonite, folapar, augito, jams.
hornblende, pumice, inag,
notito, mica, a few grains of
manganese.

41.50 (11)0 %), Sponge spiculos, (100 %), ni. di. 007 mm., (39,60 %), amorphous matter, This deposit contains a considerable quantity of amor.
Uaeliolarin, a few aronitceous angular and rounded; quartz with minute fragments of phone clayey matter. The specimens of fuZrnnuhna
Foramiiinifera. grains covered with linionito, minerals and siliceous organ. rnc,wrdii obtained hereare verylarge, some macroscopic.

mnonoeJinic and triclinic jams.
feispars, magnetite, augite,
hornblende, volcanic glass.
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TOMnierature
water

I

of the SO5 C1UJONATE OF CALCIUM.
Date. Position. Designation and Physical Cbazotei.

34 Bottom Surface Per cent. ForamlnUcra. Other Organlmna.

1878 a? U B a
90 July 24 20 58 0 N. 2400 80,5 ?40 GLOBIGEBJIIA OozE.

2257 0W.

91 ,, 25 19 4 ON. 2075 865 740 Gwrnonnnr Oozn, with red 6095 (5200 %), Globigerinidu', Pitt- (795 %), Ostracodos, Echinoderm
tinge, slightly coherent, t'inuUna. framonth, Coccoiths, Rhab-24 0W.

red.
(1O0 %), Miliolina, Rotalidte. doliths.

92 ,, 26 17 64 0 N. 1076 ... 741 Gr.oBIonuxwA OOZE, red tinge, 6715 (5000 ), Globigcrinkhe, Rid- (615 %), Ooliths of fish Ostra-
24 41 0 W. &J bUy coherent, chalky. vinuina. codes, fragments of Echiuo

L5Idue rod-brown. (100 %) Miliolidie, Toxtularidtu, dorms, Coccoliths, Rhabdoliths.
" Lagumdm, Rotalidw.

93 ,, 27 17 12 45 N. 1070 ... 750 Voicrua Mm), brown, slightly &29 (400 %), Olobigortuidm, .rui- (229 %), Ostracodes, Echino-
24 55 45 W. coherent, earthy. i,inulina. dcrm fragments,

Residue brown-black. (200 7), Miliolide, Totulari&e, 1thabdolit'
Coccoliths,

Lageuidai, Rotalidin.

93A ,, 27 17 8 30 N. 1000 .. 760 VoLoIo MuD, brown, coherent, 1365 (600 %), Olobigorinidie, Lul- (565 7), Gasteropods, Lamelli-
24 53 0 W. earthy. vinulina. brencha, Pteropods, Hotcro-

Residue brown-black. (300 %), Milioidm, Textulaxhhs, nods, Ostracodes, Echinodorin
Lagoniche, Rotalidw. fragments, Polyzoa, Coccoliths,

Rhabdoliths.

93n ,, 27 16 59 16 N. 465 434 760 Vowi.rio Mm), brown with 1368 (500 %), Olobigerina, Fulvinu- (563 %), Se,pula, Gasteropods,
24 57 45W. white spots, coherent, earthy. liiuz. Lamellibrancha, Ptoroods,

Residue brown-black. (300 %), Miiolid, Tertularidn, Echinoderm fragments, oly-
Laenidw, Rotalidin, Num- sea, Coocolitha, 'fihabdoliths.
mulinida,.

930 ,, 27 16 57 15 N. 52 ... 76-0 Con.&Lu S4inr, mottled white 9420 (400 7o) Globigorinldw, Ful- (7020 %), &pula, Gasteropods,
2.5 1 0 W. and rose. vinulina. Lamcllibra.nchs, Pteropods,

Residue brown. (20-00%), Miliolidie, Textu. Ostracodes, Echinoderm frag.
laridw, Laenida, Rotalida, moats, Folyzoa, calcareous
Nwnmuliniute. A]go.

80 Harbour, 7-25 ... ... C&IoanBoua S6", white. 8947 (200 %), Globigerinida. (3247 %), Gasteropode, Lamelli
St. Vincent Residue brown. (5500 %), Miliolidm, Lagethdtn, branchs, Ostracodes, Echino

Rota1ide, Nuiumulinidu3. dorm fragments, Polyzoa, cal
careous Alga.

93r Aug. 5 16 60 O N. 260 ... 780 Voi.onio Mm), groy.greeu with 5669 (30'OO %), Globigorinidm, pj. (2159 %), Otolitha of flail,
25 8 0 W. manywhite fragments, slightly tnnu ma. Scrjnda, Gasteropods, Lamelli

coherent (500 %), Miliolidte, Toxtularidm, brauchs, Ptoropods, Hetero
Residue greenish black. Lagonida, Rotalidw. pods, Ostrucodos, Eehiuoderin

fragments, Polyzon, Coccoliths,
Rhabdoliths.
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ADDITIONAL OBmyATzoIs.

Fur conL SlUocofli Organism.. Mineral Fine Washing




Only a small quantity of ooze came up in the soundingtube and proved to be in all respects the same as that .at Station 89.

soO5 (100 a few Radiolaria and (100 di. 008 mm., (37O5 %), amorphous matter,All the pelagic Foraminifem found in this deposit areSponge apiculea, Hoplophrug- rounded and angular; quartz with minute fragments of large and well developed, especially Pulcinulinapnium. grains covered with limonitu, minerals and iliceoua organ- incnardii.
monoclinic and tricinio isnis.
foispara, augito, hornblonde,
mica, magnetite, pumice,
vol-canicglass.

4285 (l00 %), a (ow Radiolana and (100 %), in. di. 010 mm., (8685 %), amorphous matter, Some of the shells are macroscopic. The dredge didSon o spicules, Asfrorhizidw, angular; fragments of vol. with fragments of minerals not bring up any of the deposit. The increase In theLLtuoiidia. came rocks, monoclinic and and siliceous organisms. minerals point to the approach to the island of St




I

triclinio foispars, volcanic Vincent.
gloss altered to palagonito,
magnetite, augito, hornblende,
olivine.

1)111 (P00 %), a few Badiolaria and (7OO0 %), m. cli. 010 mm., (2071 %), amorphous matter, A vow groat many particles of volcanic sand of a red,
Sponge apicules. angular; fragments of vol. with minute fragments of blak and yellow colour are present, derived from thecanierocks and volcanic glass, minerals and siliceous organ- disintegration of the rocks of the islands.olivine, angite, horublonde, inns.

magnetite, faispar, blackmica,
quartz.

8615 (110 %), a few Sponge spicalos, (6510 %), in. di. 0,10 mm., (2015 %), amorphous matter, A few of the organisms are macroscopic. With. the
Diatoms. angular; fragments of vol. with minute fragments of exception of the Fomminifora all the organisms are,

conic rocks, some of them minerals and siliceous organ. more or less, in a fragmentary condition.
glass7, au0to, Magnetite, isxna.
Smau crystals ofolivine, horn.
blonde, blackmica, palagonito.

863? (110 7), a few Sponge spiculee. (7010 ), in. di. 0'15 mm., (1517 %), amorphous matter, Some of the organisms are macroscopic. though chiefly
angular; fragments of vol. with many minute fragments friigmentary. Many of the lapilli are highly altered.
conic rooks, volcanic glass, of minerals.
lopilli, (eloper, au ito, meg.
netito, olivine, black mica.




0

580 "". (310 70). in. di. 020 mm., (210 %), flocculont organic This deposit is chiefly composed of calcareous Algce of a .
aJ

i
fragments of volcanic matteri with amorphous white and pink colour, which make up fullj.40

pern
cq I assyparticloa, folspar, matter. These w tO and: 8,roe a cent of the carbonate of odciunL

augito. pink particles measure from 1 to? mm. in diameter.

10,63 (1'OO %), in. di. 0'lO mm., (913 %), organic matter, am. The moan diameter of the particles making up this
angular; fragments ofvolcanic orphone matter, and minute sand is 2 mm. Nearly two-thirds of these particles
rocks, folepar, nugito, volcanic fragments of minerals. are made up solely of Amphirtsghza kaconü the re
glass, magnotite. majuder of a few OrbioIiks and other ForaminiIera,

fragments of Polyzoa, Echinoderms, and calcareous
Algts.

43,41 (310 Sponge spicules,
(26'00:_

), in. di. 0,15 'mm., (1541 %), amorphous matter, With the oxception of the Foraininifora, the majority of
Radiolaria, Lituoidzc. angar and rounded; frag- green flocoulont organic mat- the organisms are in a fragmentary condition some

mouth of volcanic rocks and tar, minute fragments of mine. are macroscopic. The Caettiropods and Lainollibrancha
volcanic glass, foispar, olivine, rids and siliceous organisms, appear to be chiefly larval forms.
magnetite, augito.
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See Charts 11 and 12, and Diagrams 4 and 7.

Date. Position.
3

Temperatureor the Sea.
wator Designation and Physical Characters.

C&nBoium OF CALCIUM.

Bottom Surface Per cent. Foraminifera. Other Organisms.

93o
1878

Aug. 6
0 P B
16 46 0 N. 875

0
780 VOLCANIC MUD, grey, coherent, 39,26 (2000 %), Globigorinidie, Pal- (1426 %), Otoliths of fish,

26 10 0W. earthy. vinulina. Girnteropods, LamolJibranchs,
Residue rod-brown. (500 %), Miliolidic, Tcxtu1nrida, Ptoropods, Ostracodos, Echino-

Lagouidw, Rotalidie. dorm fragments, Polyzoa,
Coocolitha, Rhabdolitha.

94 5 16 42 0 N. 1150 ... 780 VOLCANIC MUD, light brown, 47"52 (3500 %), Globigeriuidw, Pal- (952 7), Otolithsoffish, Lamelli-
25 12 OW. coherent, earthy. vinuUna. brancha (larva'), Pteropods,

Residue rod-brown. (3O0 %), ifilioiina, Toxtu- Ostracodes, Echinoderm frag.
laridw, Lagonidto, Rotalithe. month, Coccolithe, Rhabdoliths.

05 10 18 86 0 N. 2800 865 790 GL0mCRTUNA OOZE, with rose 5429 (48o0 %), Globigorinidrn, Pal- (529 %), fragments of Echini,,
22 40 0 W. tint, slightly coherent, chalky. via uZisui.

Milioli;uz, RotalirIn. spines, Coceoliths, Rhabdo
hths.Residue brown. (1-00 %),

97 18 10 26 0 N. 2575 80-8 78i) GLonToEiu]A OOZE, yellow tinge 8015 (2500 %), Globigerinidm, Pal- (415 %), Oatracodcs, fragments.,,
20 30 0 W. when dry, granular, pulvoru- vinu1ina.. of Echini spines, Cocooiths,

lent, eart'hy. (1,00 7), Miliolidu, Toxtularidxu, Rhabdoliths.
Residue red-brown. Rotalida3.

08 ,, 14 9 21 0 N. 1760 801 78-2 GLODIGEUTNA OOZE, grey with 6222 (5500 %), GIobigerinida, Pal- (522 %), Otolitha of fish, I'toro-
18 28 0 W. blue tinge, finoly granular, vinulina. pods, Ostracodus, Echiuoderm

Rhab-slightly coherent.. (200 Miliolida, Toxtuinrithu. fragments, Coccoliths,
doliths.Residue brown-black.

101 io 6 48 0 N. 2600 36-4 79-2 BLUE MUD, blue-grey, coherent, 622 (400 Globigorinidai, Pal- (1-22 7), a few Coccoliths.,,
14 20 0W.. unctuous, lustrous streak. vinulina.

Residue blue-black (100 %), Rotalidre.

102 21 3 8 0 N. 2460 86-4 78-0 GLOBIOERRTA OOZE, light grey, 60-27 (60-00 %), Globigerinithe, Pal- (427 Laniollibranaba, Ostra-,,
14 49 0 W. granular, slightly coherent. vinulna. codes, Echinoderm fragments,

Residue grey-black. (200 %), Miliolidie, Lageuidiu, Coccoliths.
Rotalithe.

103 ,, 22 2 62 0 N. 2476 36-0 770 GLOUIGEnIZrA Oozir. ...
17 0 0W.

104 28 2 25 0 N. 2500 36-0 780 GLOBIGEIttNA OOZE, grey, finely 7110 6500 7), G1obigerinid, Pal- (510 %), fragments of Rehini,,
20 1 0 W. granular, slightly coherent vinulina. spines, Coccoliths, Rh abdo-

Residue brown-black. (100 %), iiiiolina, Rotalidto. liths.

105 ,, 24 2 6 0 N. 2275 860 18-0 GLODIOETLLNA OOZE.
22 68 0 W.

106 ,, 26 1 47 0 N 1850 366 780 GLODIQEILINA OOZE, grey, finely 89-47 (80'00 %), Globigorinida, Pal- (P47 %), Pteropods, Echino-
24 26 0 W. granular, pulveruleut. rinuljug. dorm fragments, Coccoliths,

Residue brown-black. (200 %), .Jfiliulina, Rotalidie. lihabdoliths.

107 ,, 26 1 22 0 N. 1500 87,0 78-8 GLonlanluNA OOZE, grey, pul. 80-47 (70-00 %), Globigorinithe, Pal- (847 %), Ptcropods, Ostracodes,
26 86 0 \V. verulcut. l?inuiiua. fritgiuents of Echini spines,

Residue brown. (200 %), .Miliolithe, RotnJidtu. Coecoliths, Ithabdoliths.

108 ,, 27 1 10 0 N. 1900 868 78,0 GLOBIQEUJNA OozE, grey-white, 8490 (7P00 %), Globigerinidre, Ail- (G00 %), fragments of Eeliini
28 23 0 W. granular. vinulina. spines, Coecoliths, Rhabdo-

Residue brown. (1 00 %), JJiluculi,w, Rotalithu. liths.
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MOM I
ADDiTIONAL Oauzva?Ioss.

Per cent. sWcooni OrgRnl!1ns. Minerals. Fife WaihInt.

6016 (80D %), Radiolaria, Sponge (lOfl0 %), ni. tli. 015 mm., (4V76 %), amorphous matter,
spicules, Diatoms. angular; felopar, utugito, mag- with fragments of minerals, 0

notito, volcanic glass, frog. Rrliolrtrin, Sponge spiculea,Some of the shells of Foraininifera and fragments ofothermontsofvolcaiiio rocks, olivine. and Diatoms.
organisms are macroscopic. The fine washings are 'g
chiefly made up in these deposits, as well as in many .462"48 (2OO %), RSdIOIOTIC, Sponge (600 m. di. 010 aim., (4548 %), amorphous matter, others similarly situated, of minute mineral partioleaapiculoa, arenaceous Fern. angular; fragments of volcanic with minute fragments of

nunifors, Diatoms. rocks and volcanic glass, minerals and siliceous organ-
less than 0,02 mm. in dizuneter.

olivine, felapar, magnetite, isms.
augite, black mica.

46-71 (1O0 %), a few Radiolaria and (100 ), m. di. 0,08 mm., (4311 %), amorphous matter, All the pelagic Foraminifera, of which this deposit is
Diatoms. aiigiiliir, except a few rounded with minute fragments of chiefly composed, are very large and well developed

fragments of quartz; frog- minerals and siliceous organ- forms, especially Puisinulina menardii. Many of
month of volcanic rooks some jams, these Foraminifera appear to show striking Indication
of thorn vitreous, augite, horn, of having been acted upon by some solvent.
bleado, magnetite, olivine,
palogonite, manganese grains.

6915 (1-00%). a few Radiolaria, (1-0070), m. di. O'OO mm., (6715 %),much flocculent amor- Fine washings more than half made up of mineral




Lituoliduo, Diatoms, angular; foispar, augite, horn- phone matter, with minute month less than 0'02 mm. in diameter. This debtblonde, magnetite. particles of minerals, Radio- might be called a Red Clay.lana, and Diatoms.

$718 (1-00%), Badiolaria, Astror- (1-00 %), in. di. O07 mm., (35,78%), amorphous matter, The dredge brought up some dark coloured ooze, the
hizidcc, Litholidie, imperfect generally angular; feispar, with minute mineral particles colour being due to laud detritus. There were small
brown coats, Diatoms. liornblondc, round green (rag, and fragments of siliceous yellow grains in the deposit, which on micro-analysismonth resembling glutuconito. organisms. were found to be phosphate oflimo.

9818 (P00 %),Badiolaria and Diatoms. (35OO %), m. di. 010 mm., (57'78 %). flocculont amorphous This deposit contains much amorphous clayey matter and
angular; foispar, pingioclase, matter, ninny minute mineral many fine mineral particles. The glauçonito in the
quartz, mica, horublenda, particles, fragments of sill- deposit at this and the last station is represented byzircon, glauconite, a good coons organisms. one or two grains.
many small manganese grains.

as
33.73 (100 70), a few Ratholarizi, (200 70), m. di. 0'08 mm., (8013 70), floeculont amorphous Only a small quantity of this deposit came up. The ''

Astrorhiziduo, Lituoliduo. angular; sanidine, horublondo, matter, with many small subjoined analysis was made with less than half a
inagnotito. mineral particles. gramme. The specimen does not appear to be quite sodark coloured as that obtained in 1876 at nearly the

same place. As at Station 98 the specimens of Put.
vinulina naenardii predominate.




as
Some traces of deposit on outside of the tube.

2810 (2'OO 70), iladiolaria, Lituolidte, (P00 70), m. di. '018 ThIn., (2510 70), amorphous matter,This deposit still shows traces of land detritus.
Diatoms, angular; feispar, augito, mag- with minute mineral particles.

notito, afuw nanganeograins.




Some traces of deposit on outside of tube.

10'53 f,1-00 70), Itadiolania, Lituoliduo, (P00 %), m. di. 0'06 aim., (8'63 70), amorphous matter and Note the increase of carbonate of lime in the lessor depths.
Diatoms, angular; fragments of sani- minute mineral particles. Some ooze in the trawl.

dine and pumice, manganese
-us.

1953 (P0070), a few Radiolaris. (1-00 70), in. di. O'l5 mm., an- (1753 7), clayey matter and Owing tosome rnstyparticlcsfromtheaonndingtnbebocom.
gular; sanidine, augitu, glassy fine mineral particles, lug mixed with the deposit, the percentage of carbonate
volcanic iiarticlos, magnetite, of calcium in the accompanying analysis is probably less
one ama
observed

Ii piece of pumice than it ought to be.

15'lO (P0070), Ilatliobirin, a few arena. (P00 70), in. di. 0,07 mm., an (1310 70), amorphous matter, Mineral particles evidently from St. Paul's Rocks.
coons Foraminifora, Diatoms. gnlar; olivino, magnotito, en' with many minute mineral I

atatito, actinolite, chroinito, 1)arbcloa.'
'

sorpolitiuc.
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See Chats 12, 13, 14, end 15, and Diagram 4.
I Temperature

Of the BoA C&1nowATE OF CAZOZtThL
. water

Date Position. j Designation and Physical Characters.mha
Z Bottom Surface Per oen YoramthUura. Other Orgmilsina.

1873
1090 Aug. 29 0 58 28 N. 780 ... 765 GL0BIQ3ItI!A OOZE, grey, finely 5784 (5000 Globigerinidm, Pal- (634 Pter7oda,

Oatracode8,
29 92 16W. granular, pulvorulent. vinu i,uz. Eohuiodorm romeuth, Cocco-

Residue grey with green (200 %), MilioUna, Textularkim, liths, Rhabdoli e.
tinge. Lngenidw, Rotalidm.

109D ,, 20 0 56 4 N: 1426 ... 770 GLOBIGEUnrA Oozn, grey, finely 7217 (6000 %), Globigenidm, Pal. (917 %), Ptoropodn, Osooden.
29 25 2W granular, pulveruleut, chalky. vinu ma. Echiul epinos, Coccoliths,

Residue grey with green (300 %), Miliolina, Textularidta, Rhabdoliths.
tinge. Lagcnidw, ltotalidw.

Ia0




110 ,, 81) 0 9 0 N. 2275 34-8 776 Gi.ouiozun OOZE, white or 72i)$ (8500 %), Globigerixiitlte, Pal. (693 %), Ostracodes, fragments
80 18 OW. light grey, finely granular, via uUna. of 'ohini spines, Cocoliths,

pulverulont. (1-00 %), .JLuliolina, Lagenithu, Rhabdoliths.
Residue brown. Rotalidin.

111 ,,. 31 1 45 08. 2475 831 78,0 GLODIOEILIN& OOZE, with rod 3606 (3200 Globigerinidm, Pal- (308 %), Ostracodes, Echino.
12 80 58 0 W. tinge, slightly coherent. vinu ma, dorm fragments, Cocoolitha,

Residue yellow-brown. (100 %), Afiliolina, Rotalidte. Rhabdoliths.

0-a

E 112 Sept. 1 8 83 08. 2200 340 780 GLODIORRINA Oozr, of a dirty 8127 (75-00 %), Globigerinidte, Pal- (5,27%), fragments of Echini
32 16 0 W. white colour, granular, pul. vinulina. spines, Coccoliths,Rhabdoliths.

verulont. (100 %), Miliolido, Lageuidtn,
Residue brown. Rotalithe.

.




113& ,, 2 8 47 08. 25 ... 78'O Ci.oA1tnous Sum, mottled red 92'28 (5-00 7.), Globigerinidu3, Fiji- (67-287.), Gasteropoda, Lamelli-
82 24 30 W. and white. t?in.lLlina. hranc'hs, Echinodorin frag-

Residue greenish brown. (20 '00%), Miiolithe,Toxtuinrithe, meats, Polyzoa, ealcaruous

-'3 Rotalidam, Nuuimulinldte. Algte.

115 ,, 8 4 2 OS. 2150 ... 78'O GLOBLOERISA Oozs, with a very 79'30 (70-00 %), Globigoriuitltr, Pal. (8'30 %), fragments of Ehini
82 47 0 W. eli ht ro 8 tiDge, granular, vinulbia. 9, Coccoliths, Rhabdo-

Pvernle'nat. (1*00 %), - Miliolina, lAgenidie, "Cout v a.
Residue brown. Rotalidte.

Ua




116 ,, 4 5 1 OS. 2276 343 78'O GLoDIoiitINA OOZE, rod tinge, 05'04 (57'OO Globigorhmithe, Put-(P04 %), Otolithsand enrnll tooth
83 60 0 W. granular, pulvorulent, earthy. vinu ma, of. fish, Ostracodes, Echini

Residue red-brown. (1 -00 %), Miliolithe, Lagenidw, spnes, Coccoliths, Rhabdo
Rotalkin. lithe.

a




117 ,, 6 5 56 08. 1375 ... 78-0 GLOBIORRINA Oozu, yellow-brown 6659 (40'0O %), Globigerinidtu, Put-
34 45 0 W. when dry, slightly coherent, minulina. pods, Lumullibrtuielni, l'tt'ro

Z cam-thy gritty. (500 %), Miliolidm, Tc.rCularia, VodH, Heteropods, Ostracodes,
0




Residue red-brown. Lagonithu, Rotalida. iragmonts o Echini spines,
Rijabdoliths.

lilA ,, 6 6 4 OS. 500 78'O REDMuD,gro -brown, alighmtlyco. 00,79 (15'0O ), Globigcrinidm, Pal- (4019 %), fragments of Lnmolli-
34 51 0 \V. herent, 1inuy granular, earthy. vi,iu ma. branebs, I'tol'opoil8, lIotcro

Residue yellow-brown flue (5'OO %), Miliolkhv, Toxtularidtn, pods, Ostiacoilt's, EcIiiiii
clayey sand. Lagouidw, Itotaikh. spines, Coccolith8, Rhabdo-

lithe.
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RESIDUL
ADDrrrolIal. 0nauv&?iosa,

For oonL SlUocofli OTIflhlItflI" MinornlL Fine Washings.

ii"eo (1'00 %) a few Rad.iolaria and (3000 7o). in. di. 017 mm., (1106 %) amorphous matter, The mineral particles are chiefly from St. Paul's RooksDiatoms. rounded; olivino, enatatite, with minute mineral particles. and consist of grains of olivine, numerous fragments ofserpentine, magootito, aotlno- micaceons scales, finely lmellar, yellowish with. bronze mhte. or silver lustre,-of which the microscopic characters
those of oustatito or bronzite,-sometiines having '

2728 (10o one or two Radiolaria, (1500 %) in. di. 0,18 mm., (11 23 %), amorphous matter brown linear inclusions following the prismatic E.
Sponge spicules, Lituolida. rounded; olivine onstatito, and minute mineral particles. cleavage. There arc also present fragments of

serpentine almost colourless or slightly green. A fewserpentine, notinolito, folepar, of the organisms are macroscopic. Might be ]1edaugito. Pteropod Oozes.

2707 (2OO %), Radiolaria, Lituolida, (1q00 %), in. di. ooo mm., (2407 %), amorphous matter, Note the absence of shells of Pteropods at thin depthsDiatoms, angular; folspar, hornblende, with minute mineral particles, and the less amount of carbonate of lime in the at
augito, magnetite, pumice, with reference to the depth.
glassy volcanic particles, 02
grains of manganese. Ft

3"p4 (p00 %), Radiolaria and Din- (10D %), in. di. ooo mm., (0194 %), amorphous matter, This deposit contains much amorphous clayey matter a
tome. angular; feispar, magnetite, minute mineral particles, compared with those at Stations 110 and 112 in lesser d




hornblende, augite, glassy fragments of siliceous organ- depths. The majority of the organisms which makeupvolcanic particles. jams, the carbonate of calcium are in a fragmentary con
dition. Might be called a Red Clay.

1813 (O0 Radiolaria, Snonge (1-007.), in. di. 010 mm., (1018 7e), amorphous matter, Many of the Fomminifern, especially Puivinulina gm-
lost Astrorhizidtu, Lituo- angular; plagioclase, folapar, with minute mineral particles. ardli, are macroscopic.

lidm. pyroxone, black mica, zircon,
magnetite, glassy volcanic par-

0
tides.

772 A few Sponge spiculca. (1'OD %), m. di. 0'60 mm., (012 %), a small quantity of The individual particles which make up this deposit vary
rounded; fragments of vol. floeculout organic matter and from 2 to 3 cm. in diameter, and are chiefly composel
canic rocks, quartz, felspar, fine mineral particles, of calcareous A1g53 of various species, some of these
glauconito, magnotito, angito, being bright rod in colour. Volcanic pebbles were
hornblcnde, glassy volcanic numerous in the dredgings.
fragments.

2010 (1-00 %), Radiolaria, Sponge W00%), m. di. 0,10 mm., (1810%), amorphous matterand Some of the Foranminifora are macroscopic. Black mica
spicules, Lituolidw. rounded and angular; quartz, "small mineral particles, is rare, but magnetito in isolated crystals and as in

folapar, angito, hornblende, elusions in other minerals is abundant; some of the
black mien, mognotito, glassy glassy fragments are reddish, and transformed into
volcanic fragments. palagonite.

34.9(3 (1 -00 7), a few Radiolaria and (1 '00 di. 0'06 mm., (8296%), amorphous matter and Many of the shells of Foraminifera-Pulvinsdina men ,.
Sponge spicules, Lituolidw. angular; quartz, folsnr, fine mineral particles. nrdii, &c.,-aro macroscopic ; some of the quartz par- °

nugito, hornblende, mica, tides are rounded. til
inagnotito, glassy volcanic
particles.

43'41 (100 %), ono or two fragments (50O %), in. di. 0'lO mm., (37'41 %), amorphous and floe- The pelagic Molluscs do not seem to be so abundant as
ot'R.ailiolaris, Sponge apicules, angular and rounded; quartz, culont matter, many fine in the sounding at 500 fathoms, nor are the mint'ral '
LituoUdu, imperfect, brown foispar, augito, magnetite, mineral particles, and minute particles so large. Some of the shells are macroscopic.
casts. nuca. fragments of siliceous api-

oules.

8921ules, Astrorhizidw, Litu- rounded and aDgular; quartz, with many small mineral in a fragmentary condition ; some of them are macro-
lis. scopic. The folspar is kaolinised.0 11.1. miea, fc-Ia ar, homblondo, particles.

olivino, episote.
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See Chart& 12 and 16, and Diagram 4.




Tomneraturo
of CABDOlAT2 OF CALCIUM.

Date. p4).lttnn water.




Designation and Physical Obarseteri.

liottom Surface Per cent. ForanilnUera. Other OTgaflIJfl3L

1878 ' U 0 0
118 Sept. 8 7 28 0 S. 2050 352 77,15 GLonraEnnA Oozu, with yellow 3718 (261)0 %), Globigorinidtn, Pal- (918 70), Otolitha of flab, frag-

84 2 0 W. tinge, finely granular, sfghtly vinulina. ments of Fteropoda and liotero
coherent, earthy. (31)0 %), Miliolitbu, Lagouidte, pods, Ostracodes, Echini
Residue yellow-red. Rotalidiu. sinos, Coccoliths, Rhabdo-

liths.
.8




119 ,, 8 7 39 0 8. 1050 372 771 GLODIOBIUNA OOZE, yellowish, 4811 (301)0 %), Globigerixiide, Pul- (1511 7), Otolltbs of Ush, Ptero-
84 12 0 W. finely granular, slightly co- vinulina. pods, icthropods, Echini

horent. (31)0 %), Miliolidiu, Toxtularidre, spi.ues, Coccohtlis Rhabdo-
Residue rod. Rotalidre. htha.

'120 ,, 9 8 87 0 8. 075 780 Thin MUD, rod-brown, ranular, 881)3 (251)0 %), Globigorinidro, Pal- (1198 %), Otolitlis of fish, 8cr
34 28 0 \V. pulverulont, earthy, with white vinulina. pula, Casteropods, Ltunelli

calcarcous spots. (2-00%), Mifiolidre, Toxtu. brancbs, fragments of Isis,
Residue yellow. laridre, Lagonidte, Rotalidie, lanthina, fragments of Lepas,

Nununuliukhe. Brachiopods, Ptoropods, Ho.
toropods, Ostracode valves,
Echinoderm fruguiente, Cocco
lithe, ithabdolitha.

121 ,, 9 8 28 0 8. 500 780 RED MUD, red-brown,arenaceous, 8815 (30,00%), Globigorinida3, Pal- (5107.),0tolithsof fish, Gastero.
84 31 OW. presenting white calcareous vinuli,za. oUs, Larnullibrancbs (larval),

spots, pulverulent, earthy, sub- (31)0 %), Muliolidie, Textularidre, toropods, Hutoropods, Ostra"
lustrous streak. Lagonidni, RoUilidte. codes, Echinoderm fragments,
Residue yellow and sandy. Coccolitba, Rhabdolitlis.

122 ,, 10 9 5 0 S. 350 771 Itan thin, yellow-brown, arena- 4215 (10,00%), Globigorinidre, Pal- (2715%),OtolitksoftishCinstero
34 50 0 W. coons, pulvoruleut, dotted with tiiuulina. pods, Lamethbranehe, I'toro-

white calcareous spots. (51)0 %), Miiolidre, Toxtu]aridw, pods, Heturopods, Osti odes,
Residue light brown, sandy. Lagenidie, Rotalidw. chinoderm fragments, Poly

zoo, calcareous Algw, Rhab-
doiths.

.1J4)




122A ,, 10 9 10 0 S. 120 771 RED Mim,red-brown,aronaceous, 4910 (151)0%), Globigerinidui, Pal- (2610 %), Otolitlis of fish,
84 52 0 W. With white calcareous spots, vinu ma. Scipula, Gasteropods, L:unelii-

s1ihtly coherent, earthy, (81)0 %), Miliolidre. Toxtulnràliu, branelis, }'tiropods, Hetero-
gritty, sublustrous streak. Lu onidie, Rotalidre, Nuin- pods, Ostvacodes, F.ehiuoderm
Residue red-brown. uninidre. lraginents, Polyzoa, i few

Coccoliths and ithabdoliths.C

CC)




122n ,, 10 0 9 0 S. $2 ... 771 RED SAXmY Mun, with shells.
3453 0W,

0




122c ,, ii) 9 10 0 S. 400 ... 771 RED MUD, similar to that of .
34 49 0 W. Station 122t.

123 ,, 11 10 9 0 3. 1715 37'O 77-5 GLOUIOETUnA Oozn, yellowish, 5412 (861)0 0/fl, Globigerinidre, Pal- (1612 %), Otoliths of fish, Ptero-
35 11. 0W. slightly coherent, earthy, vinutina. pods, ]letcroisitls, OMtraeodes,

gritty. (30(1 %), MiIiolidii, 'I'cxtularidoi, Echinodorni fragments, Cocco-
Residue red-brown. Lugunidte, Rotalidie. liths, Rhaljduliths.

I..




'Sec anal. 54, 55.
- - -
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REBIDou.




ADDITIONAL Oznvois.

Per cent. L_
sw000uaorgantsln8. Minerals. Fine Waihtns.




aa
za

62'82 (100 %), Spongoapiculca, Litno. (15'OO %), in. di. 015 mm., (46'82 %), amorphous matter The mineral particles are angular and rounded and




Ye uIidW. angu ar and rounded ; quartz, with many nunuto mineral abundant. With the exception of the Foraminife n'pmica, hornblende, augito, fel. particles, the organisms are all fragmentary.spar, zircon.




5
a51'89 (P00 %, a few Radiolaria, (l0'OO %'i, in. di. 0'lO mm., (4039 %), amorphous matter, The Foraminifera in some instances give internal casts, 8Sponge spicuie8, one or two angular ; quartz, mica, horn. With many nIniuto mineral which are hollow and imperfect, black or red, the Iimperfect casts of Fommini. blonde, feispar, zircon. particles, colour being due to iron or carbonaceous matter,fora, Lituolido. Most of the organisms are fragmentary; 80m0 are

macroscopic.

6l'07 (i"00 %), Spono aiicu1cs, As- (25'OO %), in. di. 010 'mm., (35'07 %), amorphous matter, Many of the shells are macroscopic. The particles oftrorliizide, Lituolidie. rounded and angular; qiartz, with many inmate mineral quartz are mostly angular, but sometimes rounded andfeispar, mica, horab ondo, particles, covered with limonite; felspam are kaolinised; zirconzircon. is rare.

Ø1 44 (P00 %), Sponge spicules, As- (15 00 %), in. di. 0,12 mm., (45'44 %), amorphous matter, The percentage of "other carbonate of lime organisms" 0trorhizi&o, Lituolida. rounded and angular; quartz, with many nunuto mineral appears low when compared with preceding and fol.
plagioclaso, zircon, particles, lowing .stations, but the specimen examined did not

seem to justify a higher estimate.




0057'85 (P00 %), Sponge spienles, As. (15'OO %), in. di. 0J0 ram., (41 '85 %), amorphous matter, The washings of the mad from the trawl and dredge gave ca0trorhizidiu, Lituolida'. rounded and angular; qmrtz, with a great numberofminute a great many small Ge.eteropod and Lameihorononmica, folapar, horahiende, mineral particles, shells, fragments of Echinoderms, Sponges, Polyzoa, "
tourmaline, glassy volcanic kc. The minerals are generally angular, but in the '
particles, washings from the trawl there were large rounded

grains of milky quartz. The felapar is sometimes 1.
kaolinisod.

a
50'OO (1-00%), Sponge spicules, (25'OO %), in. di. 0'SO mm., (24,90 %), amorphous matter, Both the trawl and dredge were worked in depths which




a
Astrorhizidw, Lituohulw. rounded and angular; quartz, many fine mineral particles, probably varied between the 350 fathoms of Station a

mica, nugito, tourmaline, a anti a few minute fragments 122, and 120 fathoms of this station. Some large "
B(ow glassy volcanic particles. of siliceous 8pLcules. rounded grains of milky quartz approaching 4 inn', in




pdiameter were obtained in the washings of the trawl.
Many of the pelagic and bottom-living organisms are




amacrosco lie; thelarger of those are chiefly framontary. a0
Among tire minerals the quartz is very abundant.




aa-
All the deposits along this Brazilian coast have a red




a
I colour; seine of the (Jiobigerina Oozes might, from the E'
I naturo and abundance of minute mineral particles, be

J
called Red Muds.

454S (100 ), Sponge spicules, one (P00 %), m. di. 010 mm., (43'48 %), amorphous matter, Sonic of the shells are macroscopic. A few red coloured
or two Batliolatia, Astror- angular; quartz, mien, felspar, ficicculent luinuer, many line discs of the pelagic Forauminit'ora were obtained in tliit
bizitl;c, Lituohitlie, imperfect. horubleude, augite, a few mineral pnrt.it'les, intl IIIinU(U residue after treatment with acid.
casts, volcanic particles some of fragments of ilicous apicuks.them glassy.
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See Charts 12, 15, and 16, and Diagram 5.

13 Tomporaturoof tflo CABBONATn OP CALOZInX.
p..o (Fahr.). Dealgirntlun nod Physical Churactaru.Dote. Po.ltIon. 0 Water.
ft" Bottom Surface Per cent. Foramlutfera. Other Organisms.

1873 0 S IS 0 0
124 Sept. 11 10 11 0 S. 1600 ... 775 QLoslonEn& OOZE, yellowish, 4003 (2600 %), Globigsrinidie, Pal- (1268 70), Clasteropods (larva'),

35 22 0 W. slightly coherent, earthy. vinulina. Ptoropods, Hotoropods, Ostra-
esfdue red-brown. (3'oo %), Miliolidtn, Rotalidtc, codes, Echini spines, Cocco.

lithe, Rhabdolitha.

125 ,, 12 10 46 0 8: 1200 ... 770 RID MUD, red-brown, slight] 2019 (10'OO %), Olobigerinkiw, Pal- (819 7), fragments of Ptoropoda,
86 2 0W coherent, finely granular, wit1 vinitlina. larval Gastoropods, Echini

white calcareous spots, sub- (200 Afiliolina, RotalidLe. spines,Coccoliths, EJiabdo-
lustrous streak. lithe.
Residue reddish yellow.

126 ,, 12 10 46 0 S. 770 ... 77'0
rod-brown,earthy, 5-76 (3,00 70), Olobigeriiud, Put (1-76 70), fragments of Ptero ode,

1 granular, slightly coherent, iiuuliua. Echini spines, Coccollths,
3




eubluefrous streak. (1100%), MiUoiiua, Toxtu. Ehubdoliths.

128&. ,, 12 10 45 0 a 700 770 J
Residue rod-brown. larithe, Lageuidw, Rotalida3.

30 9 OW.

a




127 ,, 18 11 42 0 S. 1015 385 770 RED MUD, red-brown, slightly 2812 (10'OO 70), GIobigcrinida, Pal- (1512%), Pteropods, Iloteropods,
37 3 0 W. coherent, earthy, finely grauu- i'iuutina. Ostracodes, fragments of

lar. (3'OO 70), MiliolitiLe, Tcxtii- Echini spines, Coecoliths,
Residue rod-brown, with laride, Logenitlie, Rotalidie. Rhabcloliths.

many glistening scales of mien.

0
' 128 ,, 14 13 8 0 S. 1275 76'S GLoInoEnrA OOZE, with a 50135 (30'OO %), Globigorinidm, Pal- (1765 70), Gastoropods (htr

38 7 0 \V. yellowish tinge, slightly oo- vinuUna. vnl), Fteroocls, Hetoropod.,
lierent, earthy. (3'OO %), Miiolithe, Textu- Echini spines, Coecoliths,
Reehlno yellow-rod. larides, Rotalidin, Ntunnju- Rhnbdoliths.0

linidie.

0 ... ,, 16 Off Bahia. 10-17 ... ... Qu.&zu'zwnuous MUD, of a light 3090 (15 '00 %), litiliolithe, Textu- (1590 70), S'crpula, Gatnropods,
greenish grey colour, slightly larnia3, Laenido, Rotalidm, Latuellibranelis, Ostracudes,
coherent, granular, presenting Nurnmuliniine. EchinodorLa fragments, Poly.
white calcareous spots. zoo, Aleyonariaii bpieules.
Residue brown, sandy, with

black specks.
129 ,, 30 20 13 0 5. 2160 34'2 74-0 Gr.omogsmA Own, drying into 46-43 (40'OO 70), Globigerinidin, Pal- (5,43 70), small teeth of fish,

35 19 0 W. clayey masses of a dirty red vinulina. Echini spines, ('occoliths,
colour, fine grained. (1 '00 70), MiliuUna, Lagenidie, Rhabdoliths.
Residue rod-brown. Rotalidie.

130 Oat. 3 26 15 0 S. 2350 341 89'O GL0BIOEmNA OOZE, greyish rod 85.93 (2P00 70), Globigerinidw, Pu.!- (703 70), fragments of Echini
32 50 0 W. when dry, finely granular, co- viuuli,ui. spines, Coccoliths, Rhabdu-

horeut. (P00 70), MitioUna, Lagena, Rota- hit,
Residue reddish. liLiw.

131 ,, 6 20 35 0 S. 2275 34'O 05'O GLorncnnrNA OOZE, yellow- 55'63 (4500 70), Globigorixiithn, Pal- (S'63 70), fragments of Echini
28 9 0 W. brown, drying into coherent vinulina. spines, Coeculiths, itliubdu-

masses. (2,00 %), Miliolidw, Lagciia, Lithe.
Residue rod. Rotslidw.
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iLEBIDVE.




ADDI?IONAL OasnyATIoaj.

Per cent. Slitceoni Orgnntimi. t.Unontl.. Pine Washings.

5917 (100%), a few Sponge epiculee, (100 %), m. di.. 0,12 mm., (5717 %), many very fine Many oftbeshells are macroscopic, bntnremuch brokenone or two Radiolaria, Litu. angular and rounded ; quartz, mineral particles mixed with up. Some of the mineral particles attain adlametarofolidic, imperfect brown casts. hornblende, felspar, mien, amorphous matter, and a tow 2 mm.auito, magnetite, a towgla'my minute fragments of siliceous
volcanic particles. apiculea.

7921 (1OO %), Sponge epiculea, Litu
(25-00:')

, m. di. 008 mm., (53 21 %), amorphous matter Quartz is the principal mineral in this deposit; the smallerolid&e. angar and rounded; quartz, mixed with many fine mineral particles are angular, but when the grains are largemien, feispar, honiblendo, particles, they are rounded. Mica is abundant, and plagloolasepumice, glassy volcanic par. is present in some quantity; pumice rarely ocaura.tides. Some ofthegrains Attain asize of1n.

9425 (100 %), a few fragments of (25'OO %), m. di. O13 mm., (68,25%), amorphous matter, The felepar is generally knolialsod.
Sponge apionlea, Lituohidm. angu ar; quartz, mica, feispor, many fine mineral particles,horablendo. a tow minute fragments of

eiiicooue spicules.

7l28 (1OO %), a few Sponge spicules, (2500 %), m. di. 0,07 mm., (4628 %), amorphous matter The amorphous matter inthis deposit is small in quantityAstrorhizida, Lituolidin. angular and rounded; quartz, very many minute minora compared with the mineral particles; these latter fbrmmica, felepar. particles, a few fragments of the essential part of the residue, and their dimensions




siliceous apioules. vary from 1 to 0,02 ram. The quartz particles are
generally angular, rarely rounded, and are the most
abundant of the minerals in this deposit. Mica is also
abundant; feisparis frequent and sometimes kadunisad.
Many of the shells are macroscopic although much
broken up.

4935 (1-00 %),a few Sponge epiciiles, (10O %), m. di. 0,15 mm., (47'35%), amorphous matter, A few of the pelagic shells are niscroscoplo. The felrcarLituolidte. rounded and angular; qmrtz, many minute mineral par. in some oases is kaohnised. Note that in all ho
mica, folepar, honnblouuo. tides, and a few fragments of deposits along this coast Radiolaria are exceedinglysiliceous spiculos. rare, and glauconite nearly, ifnot quite, absent.

6910 (1-o0%) Sponge spioulos, and a (45'oO %), m. di. 040 mm., (23l0 %), amorphous flocculont In some p1acee the denosit lea quartz sand; in others a
few Diatoms, rounded and nuguliu'; quartz, matter, many minute mineral mud conteuningall the abovenientioned material, along

folapar, magliotite, horn. particles, and fragments of with fine amorphous matter. Many of the organismsblonde; mica, minute rook siliceous organisms. are macroscopic.
fragments, grains of glau.
courts. j

5357 (1'00 %), a few siliceous (1'OO %), m. di. 0'OO mm., angu- (5157 %), amorphous matter Some of the qarts grains are rounded and covered with
apiculee, red casts of pelagic lar; quartz, mica, monoehinic and very many tine mineral hnmonite. ho narticles of feispar are in some cases
}omminilera, Asfrorhiza and trielinio folspars, horn" particles. kaolinised. Scales of mica are abundant, having someblonde, glassy volcanic frng. times a diameter of O2 mm.; some silver-white scales

month, augito. are probably muscovite. Drodgo.ropo carried away.
6407 (100 %), a few fragments of (10O %), in. di. 0'Ofl mm., angu. (62'07 %), amorphous matter, Many of the quartz grains are rounded and have a diameter

Spongo apicules. her and rounded; quartz, tel- with a great many fine miii- of 0-2 mm. The trawl was hauled up just to the ship's
spar, augito, hornblende, oral particles, side when the line parted; judging from the extension
pumice, a tow grains of man- of the accumulators, it was apparently heavily laden.
ganeac.

4437 (100 iladiolaria, Lituolide. (1'OO %), m. di. O'oa miii., a (4237 %), amorphous matter, This deposit contains much amorphous elayny matter.
few 1iartielos have a diameter with ninny very minute The trawl lu-ought up the earbono of a Ziphins,' having
of 0-20 nun., angular; brown mineral partielea and a few a very slight coating of manganese; growing on it was
and roil lassy volcanic par. fragments of siliceous organ- a polyp, to which an egg capenie was attached. There
tides, foispar, nugito, horn- isms. was also a rounded piece of pumice, 3 to 4 cm. in
blonde, mien, a few grains of diameter, white coloured andvery fibrous, and contain.
quartz and pumice. ing small crystals of magnetite and horublonde.

' See Zool. Cliall. Exp., pr. iv. p. 39., p1. ii. fig. 10.
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See Charts 16 and 17, and Diagrams 5 and 0.

Data. puluan.
.5

Temperature
of the Sea

water.
(FaIm). Designation and Physical Characters.

CARBONATE OF CALCIUM.

Bottom Surface Per cent. ForaInIflhforn. Other Organisms.

1873
182 Oct. 10 85 25 0 8. 2050 350 580 GLOBToRUtNA OOZE, white with 8504 (76'OO 70), Globigerlnithe, Put- (904 %), fragments of Echini

28 40 0 W. a rose tint, drying into vinuZina. spines, Coecoliths, Rhabdo-
white chalky masses, slightly (100 %), .8itoculina, Ilotalidre. lithe.
coherent, finely granular,
homogeneous.Residue rod

183 ,, ii 86 41 0 & 1900 354 68,0 GL0rnOEIUNA Oozu, white with a 8804 (75'00 %, GIobigeriuidn, Put- (904 d/), Otoliths of fish, one or
20 65 0 W. Blight rose tint, when dry vinuUnir. two fragmoutsof larvalGustoro-

forming white chalky masses, (2O0 70), Miliolidn3, Textu1arida, pods and of Pteropods, Ecu-
friable, pulvcruiont, home- Lagouidtu, Rotalithu. noderm fragments, Coecoliths,
geneous, granular. Eliabdolithe.
Residue red.

134 ,, 14 36 12 0 S. 2026 860 535 GLOBIOERTNA OozE, grey-white, 5918 (5000 70), Globigorinidw, Put- (818 70), fragments of Echlni
12 16 0 W. when dry forming grey chalky i'in.uina. spines, Coccoliths, Rhabdoliths.

masses, homogeneous, very (100 7), MiZiolina, Toxtuiandm,
Rotoide.slightly coherent.

Residue dark brown.

136 ,, 15 87 1 50 S. 380 ... 635 VOLCA1.uo SAND, when dry form- 093 (300 0/s), Globigorini&e, Put- (208 70), Denfaliurn, Gastoro
Lawelhbrnuche, Ptero-12 19 10 W. ing a red-brown dust or ash, ithsutina. pods,

very slightly coherent. (l00 70), Miiolidn, Lagenidte, pods, Ostracodea, Echini
Residue grey-brown. Rotalidtc. spines.

135A ,, 16 87 10 60 8. 76 ... 64,0 EL= Gitoum, shells and .
12 45 16 W. gravel.

185u ,, 17 37 22 80 8. 485 ... 53.5 HARD Gnoinrn, shells and
1288 o W. gravel.

1350 ,. 11 87 25 80 S. 110- 540 Co&nazi Sinuzv Borro. 0600 (500 70), Globigerinidtn, Put. (7600 70), Scrpuia, Gasteropotis,
12 28 30 W. 150 t'inulina. Lameltibranchs, Brachiopods,

(1500 70), lIiliolida3, Toxtu. Ptoropods, Echinodorm frag-
laridw, Legenidn. inonts, Polyzon.

1 35n ,, 17 87 25 0 S. 72 ... 540 Co&nsn SHE= BorroM.
123030W.

1852 ,, 18 37 21 0 8. 1000 ... 535 HARD GnouiT), shells arid
12 22 30 W. gravel.

185w ,, 18 37 14 45 S. 1100 ... 535 Etrir' ND
12 20 15W.

1850 ,, 18 37 10 60 8. 550 54-0 HARD Gn0UND. ...
12 is BOW.
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RESIDuE.




Annmoin. OD8Inyiow.------------
flceotis Organisms. Minerals. Fine Wnshtng

14-96 (1110 %), Rarliolarin, Sponge (1110%), m. di. 0116mm., nngu. (1296 %), amorphous matter, Glassy volcanic particles are abundant in this deposit,spioules, Lituolidte. Icr fragments of folBpar, fine mineral particles, and many of them pale green or red owing to decomposi.glassy volcanic particles, minute fragments of siliceous tion. Plagioclase, hornblende, and augito fraginontsaugito, hornblonde. organisms. are rare. The Fornminil'era are exceptionally small, and
Puivinujina menardli was not observed.

"j (p00 %), Radiolaria, Sponge (1110%), m. di. 0116mm., nngn- (11116 %), amorphous matter, The trawl brought up IardJina shells occupied by Pug-spicules, Astrorhizida', Lituo- bar; quartz, felspar, horn- many fine mineral particles, urua. The Foraminifera are very minute and all thelidni. blonde, mica, volcanic glass, fragments of siliceous typical tropical forms have disappeared. Rounded
spicules. grains of quartz are very rare.

40-82 (1110 %), a few Radiolaria and (5110 %), in. di. 0116 mm., (34'82 %), amorphous matter,
Sponge spiculos, Litholida'. chiefly angular, a few rounded; ninny fine block and other

quartz, feispar, hornblende, mineral particles, and a few
magnetite, black mica, fragments of siliceous organ.
pumice, red and, brown lame.
rounded glassy particles.

93117 (1110 %), a few Radiolarin, (80110 m. di. 050 mm., (12117 7), many fine mineral Some of the fragments of volcanic rooks found in thisLituolidtu, Diatoms. angular; magnetite, augito, partiiles, amorphous matter, deposit have a diameter of from I to 3 nun.; fmg.hornblendo, pumice, volcanic a few fragments of Radiolaria month of febspathic rocks are numerous. Some of'the
glass sometimes altered to and Diatoms, shells are macroscopic.
paingonite.




The dredge brought up a few volcanic rock fragments.

The material brought up by the sounding tube indicated
a hard shelly bottom.

4110 (1-00 %), Sponge spicules, Litu- (2110 %), m. di. 0'30 mm., an- (l'O() %), a small piantity of There are one or two frninente of basaltic lava from
olidzu. - gulnr and rounded; saniitino, fiocculont organic matter, 3 to 4 cm. in diameter, in which can be distinguished

pingioclaso, augite, horn- minute mineral particles, crystals of augito and magnetite ; these are surrounded
blonde, black mica, olivine, a few fragments of siliceous by a red zone of decomposition. It may be safely
glassy volcanic particles, spienlos. said that the bulk of this deposit is made up of Polyzoa
magnotito, lapihi.




I
Similar in every respect to the above.

- The dredge brought up several large pumice stones.
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See Charts 16 and 18, and Diagrams 8 and 8.

Date. Position.
01

Temperatureof
Designation and Physical Characters.

CARBONATE OF CALCIUM.

Z Bottom Surface Per cent Foratutnifera. Other Organisms.

1813 SI 0
186 Oct. 20 36 48 0 S. 2100 852 640 ...

7 is OW.

23 35 50 0 5. 2550 34'5 501 GLODIOEIuNA Coza, when dry 3S22 (2500 %), Globigorinitln, Pi!. (922 %), Osacodes, Ecliini
1 34 0 E. forming yellow-grey clayey vinuli,ia. spines, Polyzon, Coccolithe, a

masses, homogeneous, pulveru- (1'OO %), Atiliolina, Rothlidn. very few Rhabdoliths.
lent.
Residue red.

138 ,, 25 36 22 0 8. 2650 851 56'2 RED CLAY, red-grey, drying 26,22 (20'OO %), Globigerinidw, Pu?- (522 ), small teeth of fish,
8 12 0 E. into innrlyma&sos, finely granu. i'inulinn. fragments of Echini spines,

lar, slightly coherent, earthy, (1 -00 %), Miliolina, Rotalidw. Cuceoliths.
sublustrous streak.
Residue red-brown.

139 ,, 27 85 85 0 S. 2325 341 562 OLoiuouIuwAOozE,gre, drying 415 (35-00 %), Globigorinidte, Put- (10,15%), small teeth of fish,
1(1 9 0 B. into chalky masses, with a fine inuiina. Ecliiui spines, Coccolitbs,

grain, pulverulent. (200 %), Miliolina, Lagenidw, Rhabdoliths.
Residue dark grey, sandy. Rotalkhe, Nunrniulinidw.

140 ,, 28 85 0 0 5. 1250 ... 590 GLOBIOEIUNA OozE, greenish. 50,26 (40'OO %), Olobigerinidw, Pal- (928 0/c), fragments of Echini
17 57 0 B. grey, drying into slightly co- vinulina. spines, Coccoliths, Rijabdo-

horont grey coloured masses. (100 %), Miliolina, Textularida?, lithe.
Residue greenish brown. Lugenidfe, Itotahithe, Numniul-

inidir.

Doe. Simon's Bay, 20 .,. Suuw.x QUARTZ SAND, yellow- 2217 (IcrOO %),Miliolidm, Textulorithe, (1217 %), S'erpula, Gastei'opods,
Cape of Good green when wet, greenish Lagenidtn, Glot'igcthta, Rota- Lanwtlibranchs, Ostracodes,

Hope. coloured when dry. lid, Nuinmuliuidw. Echinodorm fragments, Poly-Residue green. ZOa.

141 ,, 17 34 41 08. 98 49'S 865 GiutxN SAND, with white spots, 4946 (1500 Globigorinid&e. (9'46 %), Custei'opods, Lainolli-
18 86 0 E. - grey-green and slightly co- (2500 ?diliolidw, Textularida, branch; Ostracodes, Echino-

herent when dry, granular. Lacnida, Rotalidw, Nummu- (term fragments, Polyzon,
Residue green. lirndw. Coceolitlis.

1142 18 35 4 08. 150 47-0 65'S GREEN SAND, green, presenting 0716 (i0'OO %), Olobigeriniclm. (2215 ), Otoliths, teeth, and
18 87 0 B. White spot, calcareous, flue (1500%), Miliolidw, Textularidie, fragments of bones of fish,

grained,slightly coherent when Louidte, Rotalidte, Nutunuu
La-dry.

Strpula, Gastoropads,linidie. tuellitritnebs, Pteroiods, (istru-
Residue green. Codes, Ecu luoderni fragments,

Polyzoa, Coceoiths.

0)
a

00

0
0)

I

I

a
0)

0)
04,0)
a

00
4-0
0)




See anal. 60. t see anal. 72; P1. XX. fig, 1; P1. XXIV. 11g. 1.
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Ruarnuli.




ADDrnOaAL Oasuv&T!oze.
Minerals. Pine Washing.,SiitccOuI OrganismPer cuni..




--




There was nothing in the sounding tube to indicate the
nature of the bottom. The dredge came up empty and
without any marks or material to indicate the natureof the deposit.

o4"78 (I"OO °,'), Radiolaria, Sponge (1'OO %), m. di. O'07 mm., (62,78%), amorphone matter, The quartz grains in some cases are rounded, and about 1
Diatoms. angular; quartz) fehipar, many very minute mineral mm. In diameter. The pelagic Foniminifera are much

magnetite. particles, fragments of broken, and composed entirely of the dwarfed, heavy,Diatoms. and tbick-slielle forms ; there is no great variety.The bottom-living forms are very rare; there are a few
macroscopic fragments of Polyzoa.

1318 (100 %), Radiolaria, Sponge (2OO di. 007 mm., (7018 %), amorphous matter The pelagic Foraminifera are fragmentary; the botti.
apiculea, Diatoms. rounded and angular ; quartz, with many minute mineral living forms are very rare. Several of the quartzorthoclase, hornblondo, angito, particles and fragmonts of grains arc rounded ana have a diameter of 1 mm.

tourmaline, magnetite, grains atlicuous apicules. 01
of manganese. 0

p

52"85 (0G %), Radiolarla, Sponge (800 %), m. di 007 mm.,(4385 %), amorphous matter Some of the bottom-livin
spiculos, Astrorhizidw, Lituo. angular; quartz, glanconito, and very fine mineral particles. The felepar is kaolinise.

are macroscopic.
lidie, Diatoms. plagioclase, augite,born0

blonde, magnetite.




0a

4074 (POD few Radiolo.ria, (100 %), m. di. 0'lO mm., (4774 0/), amoruhona matter The pelagic Foraminifera are dwarfed in character. °
Sponge spictiles, Litholithe, angular; quartz, glauconito, and no ininora'l particles. Olauconito is abundant; glanonnitie casts of the P
ghiueonitic caste, Diatoms. felepar, augite, magnetite. Foraminifera were observed. Note the appearance of

glauconito on approaching a continental shore.

7783 (POD Sponge spicules. (7000 %), m. di. 2'OO mm,, (683 %), amorphous matter, Many of the organisms are macroscoplo. Quartz is the
rounded ; quartz, folapar, flocculont organic matter, and principal mineral, many of the grains ofwhich aremilky
augito, glauconito, mica, ning- minute fragments of minerals, and rounded, some of the largest having a diameter of
notito, hornblende. 1 cm. There is also present a quantity of amorphousfloceulont claycy and organic matter, which gives a

light green tinge to the deposit.

60,54 (000 Sponge spiculos, white (40*00 %), m. di. 0'35 mm., (464 %), greenish coloured mat- The quartz graills in many eases are rounded and the
and paic green casts of Fern- rounded and angular; quartz, ter (possibly organic), frog- felepar knolinised ; all the minerals are more or loss
minift'ra and other organisms, glaueonite, ft,lsziai, garnet, monte ofminoralsaiidDiatoms. covered with a greenish substance. Small glauconitic S

-ILituolithu, Diatoms, black mica, korn'blende. concretions contained phosphate of lime.




00

C
a8225 (6'OO Sponge apienles, grey (20OO %), m. di. 0'20 mm., (625 %), amorphous matter, In the dredge there were a few glaneonitia conerotions

awl groi'n exists of Jl'orarninl- rounded; quartz, glauconito, fragments of minerals and measuring from 2 to d mm. in diameter. There was
lini, Astrorluzidtu, Lituolid&e, felepar, hornblonde. siliceous organisms, with hero, as at the last station, much green coloured
t)iutoina. some green particles. amorphous matter in the mud. Suno portions ooii,ed E

like vegetable tissue ; when hinted on platinum it
gave off an organic smell. This green aubst*uieo
and the gliuicouito ire the green colour to the
residue. There were a good many phosphatic con
crotious, some of thorn over a centimetre iii diameter. p.
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See Charts 18 and 19, and Diagram 8.




TOM
019019e Sea- CARDONATB Or CALCIUM.

Date. Position. p> Designation and Physical ObaracterLwater.

Bottom Surface Per cent. .ForanilnUera. Other Organisms.

1878 '
148 Dec. 19 36 48 0 S. 1900 351 73-0 Gz.onrnEanA OOZE, dirty-white, 9014 (7010 %), G1obigerinida, Put- (1514%), Otoliths of fish, larval

19 24 0 E. s1ir coherent, granular. vinutina. Gasteropods, larval Lanidlli-
due yellow-green, with (5-00 %), Miliolidtu, Textuinrithe, branchs, Tcrcbraeuta, Ostra-

black grains. LaSenid, Rotalidni, Nummu- codes, Echinoderm fragments,
lirndie. Polyzoa, Coecoliths.

. .1
o

0




144 ,, 24 45 67 0 8. 1670 861 481 GLoutaEaut& Oozn, white, granu- 0214 (80-00 %), Globigerinithe, Pul- (1014 %), Ostracode valves, Ech-
34 89 0 E. lar, slightly coherent when vinuUua. ini spines, Coceoliths.

dry. (2-00 %), Miliolide, Lagenida,
ftesidue yollow.groy. Rotalitke, Nummulinide.

:




144A ,, 26 48 48 0 S. 50-100 ... 41'Q VoxoAwio St", black, fine 20'13 (510 '), Globigerinidie. (1813 %), &rpula, Dentalium,
87 49 30 E. rained, but mixed with (5-00 2 Mffiolidte, Torthiurithe, Brachionoda, Gustoropods,

large fragments of shells, 8cr. aenidw, Rotalidw, Nummu- Lamellitranohs, Ostracodes,
pula, and Polyzoa. linidia. Eehiuoderui fragments, Poly-

Residue black. ZOS.

145 ,, 27 46 48 0 8. 86-140 41-0 VOLOLNIO SL". ...
38 480 B.

I
0




145A ,, 27 46 41 0 8. 810 ... 41-5 VOLCANIC SAND.
88 10 0 B.

1-146 ,, 29 46 46 0 S. 1375 3511 431) GLOBIOE1UNA OOZE, white, fine 86,30 (761)0 Globigerinidw, Pal- (916 7), tubesof &rpulz. and0N 45 31 0 E. grained, slightly coherent. vinuU,uz. other Aunelicis, Ciasteropods,0




Residue yellow-grey. (21)0 %), Miliolitlw, Textulaiidte, Latnellibrauchs, CfrlipeLliIt, Os-
Lagen.id, Rotalidie, tutcolles, Echinoderlu frog-

. month, Polyzoa, Cuecoliths.

I




Sue anal. 73,74; P1. XX. figs. , 3, 4. t tt anal. 4.
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ADIUIIOLtL Oselnv&Tloaa,
8l1lcoI1s 01.nia Pine Waih1ns.Por cent.




-




19

9'3 (100 %), a few Radiolana, (30D %), m. di. 012 mm., (568 %), amorphous matter, This deposit contains but little fine calcareous or clayey
Sponge spiculee, white and rounded and angular; quartz, fine mineral particles, floecu. matter and is almost entirely composed of isolated

r
oil imperfect casts of folspar, pingioclase, glau- lent matter, and frogments of white Fomminifern shells. There were in the dredgeoM(Iminifem, Astrorhizidiu, conito, grams of manganese, siliceous organisms. many small, irrenlar, phosphatle concretion; 1 to °

LjtuolIdfl?, Diatoms. 4 centimetres in distaste; coated with manganese, and
containing glauconite and Foraminirera.

(u00 Sponge spiculos, (P00 ), m. di. 0,12 mm., (6-66%), amorphous matter, This deposit, like that obtained at Station 143, is remark- .
Radiolaria, Astror'hizidme, angular and rounded: mono- with minute mineral particles able for the small quantity of minute end amorphous
imperfect casts, Diatoms, clinic and triclinic fispara, and fragments of Diatoms. rticIea. Some rolled fragments of quartz attain a

ongite, hornblende, magnetite, diameter of about 1 rum. The pelagic Forsmlnll'ema Iolivmo transformed into sor- are of the small and thick-shelled varieties Qecullarpentino, bronzite, fragments to the colder waters of the ocean, although they '
of volcanic glass and allied are not of the typical Arctic and Antarctic varieties,rocks, manganese grains, Glohigerina buijoides predominating.
quartz.

73'87 (P00 %) a few Radiolaria, (65'OO %), in. di. 0i5 rum., (7'87 %), minute fmagmnts of Pour hauls were taken with the dredge, two at 50, one,
Sponge spicules, Lituolicho, angular and rounded; nlagio. minerals and Diatoms, amor- at 75, and one at 100 fathoms. The bottom was
Diatoms. clime, Mspar, augite, o'livme, phone matter, vegetable mat- covered with Poluos of several species, the swabs and

magnetite, small lapiil of tsr. dredge being filled with them, together with the
vitreous basaltic rocks, remains of a great many other animals.




0
Two hauls of the dredge were taken, one in 85 and the

other in 140 fathoms when a small quantity of deposit,
similar to that described at Station 144.s,, came up.
The animals were similar to those obtained on the
previous day when dredging nearer to Marion Island

A little mud in the dredge indicated the same kind of
deposit as in the shallower depths on tho same day.
One ofthe most successful hauls of the cruise was meao
with the dredge, it being filled with animals.

13'04 (3'flO lladiola'ria, Astror- (l'OO rn. di. 010 mm., (9'64 fragments of Diatoms,No Rhabdolitha or Orbuilnas were observed in this 1
hi7idv, Lituolida', many angular; felapar, plagioclase, a little amorphous matter deposit; their southern limit seems to have been passed i
Diatoms. mierocline, hornblende, rung- and a few mineral partlolea. at this point There was a fragment about 1 cm. in ,

notite, garnet, tourmaline, diameter chiefly formed ci a lmnnellar mineral, probably
pumice. bronzito, with inetllo1d lustre, extinction parallel to

the direction of the cleavage, hardly fusible. It was n.
attached to some pale green serpentinous matter. The
trawl was misud and one of the best hauls during the
cruise wits obtained, the bugbeing tilled with animals.

I In the trawl were live irregular scoriaceous Lipil
from I to 5 centimetres in diameter ; they are more or N
less porous, like pumice, but the vitreous substance is '

deep brown.
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See Charts 18, 20, 21, and 22.

Date. Position.

Temperatureof the Sea
water. Designation and Physical Obaractere.

CAnBONArS OF CALCIUM.

Bottom
"
Surface Per cent. Fornntlnllcru. Other Organisms.

187$ 0 H 0
147 Dec. 30 48 10 0 8. 1000 842 41 0 DIATOM Oozs, grey, very fine 3463 (3000 %), Globigerinidm, Pal. (363 %), Echinoderm fragments,

48 27 0 ed, very slightly ca. vinuhna.
Rotalidtc.

Coccolitha.
email grams recog- (100 %), Miliolidte,

nisable to the touch.
Residue brown-black, lighter

portions white.

1874
147A Jan. 1 46 45 0 S. 800 420 DIATOM Ooza, gray, pulvorulent, 8634 (30-00 %), Globigorinithu, Pul- (534 %), Ostracodes, Eohiui

50 42 0 E. mineral particles perceptible vinulina. spines, a few Coocolit.lis.
to the touch. (100 %), Miliolidte, Rotalidte,

Residue, licavior portions
black, lighter portions
white.

148 ,, 3 46 47 0 S. 210 ... 4l0 Hiu GROUND, gravel, alieNs.
6137 OR.

148L ,, 3 46 53 0 S. 650 410 HAnD Guouwn, gravel, sholls. ...
51 52 0 E.

149 ... ... Guanw Muns, when dry grey. 100 Miliolithe, Textularithe, Lagen- Scrpula, Gasteropods, Lamelli-
149A green, slightly coherent, idn, G1obierinide, Rotalidu, braucks, Ostracodes, Reline-
149u earthy. Nuinmulinithe. deem fragments, Polyzon.
149c
149D a 0 Residue dark green.
149K
149F

I0ci
1490 .
149u 0
1491
149K

150 Feb. 2 52 4 0 8. 150 852 37.5 CO4UI.SK Ga4tvat. (The deacrip- (2000] (300 Globigeriuid&e. (1600 %), 2'crdira!u.lr, Ostra-
71 22 0 E. . tion is made from material (1O0 Miliolithe, Lituolidw, codes, Eehiuoderms, .itfelkpora,

obtained in the dredge. The Textularidw, Lagenithe, Rot. Polyzoa.
percentages are approximated.) slide.-.

151 ,, 7 5 50 30 S. 75 ... 362 YiLcw1o Sun, black, line 258 (100 %), Miliolidt, Textularidn, (1,58 %), tubes of &rjnda aud
73 33 30 E. grained. Lagonida, c4lobiguriuithe, other Auiiuljds, GIu3ttropods,

Residue black. Rotalithe. Lamollibrauehs, Ostracoths,
Echinoderm fragments, Poly-

r

zo.

'V

g

I
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ADDITIONAL Ounavarioi..
MIuntIa. - - WashingI .. -- ......




(2500 Itaaiolarin, Sponge (!1OO %), m. (Li 012 mm., (W37 0/n), fragments of Diatoms Very little of the deposit was obtained. There were
spicuks, numerous Diatoms. angular and rounded ; leispar, and minute mineral particles. several pebbles.in the trawl; one fragment, about 3 .

plagiocliuo", fiugita, horn in diameter, is angular ; some of them are vesicular Iidoudo, olivine, niagriotite, augito-andesitos, with a vitreous base. In additluabrown anti rod decornposed there were other fragments covered with and cemented
glassy vokiiiiie fragments, cute by manganese; these consist of lapifli, brown in a 0
or two rounded quartz grains, colour and much decomposed.brown cml rut! mitmintilated
fragments.

63-66 (2DOO Radiolitria, casts of (250O %), iii. di. 0l2 mm., (l8O0 amorphous matter, There are in this deposit very fine and perfect casts of
calcareous organisms, Dia. angular and rounded ; feispar, very many fragments of Foraminifera, fragments of EcIiini, &c. The carbonate
tome. phtgioclasc, black mica, horn. Diatoms, and minute mineral of lime organisms arc white or of a pale straw colour;

blonde, augite, niagnetito, particles, with reflected light they am shining and honiogeneon,;olivine, glassy volcanic parti- with transmitted light some are opaque, some trans.cbs, red maintuillated 1mg- parent and yellow-brown. There are no green cuts or
nionts. glauconitic particles in the deposit. It is unusual to 0




island. Some of these casts show aggregate polas4z&.
find such perfect caste in the deposit off a volcanic

tion.

There were two dredgings; many animals, but no
deposit, were obtained. The bottom seemed to be .91
hard and composed of gravel, Polyzos, and shells.

The dredge brought up a few specimens of Aphroaslii.dea.
The bottom appeared to be of the same nature as that
at the previous station.

9O00 (ö0O0 %), Sponge spienles, (2000 7a), in. di. 0'lS mm., (20O0 a small quantity of During the month of January 1874 the Challenger took
Lituolidw, frustules of Din- angular; plagioclasa, augite, amorphous matter, floccnlont many soundings and drodginga in the bays, and several
twos. magnetite, hornl,bondu, olivine organic matter, many fine miles oft' the coast, of Serguelen, in depths varying

(in some cases altered), lupilli, mineral particles, fragments from 20 to 150 fathoms. In all oases the deposit was
pumice, brown volcanic glass. of sponge spicules and a Green Mud, with a strong smell of sulpburotted hydro- 0

Diatoms. gen, composed principally of mineral particles and the
skeletons of siliceous organisms. GeneraBy these muds -02
did not effervesce with acid; sometimes a few spots
were observed. The carbonate of lime never appeared
to make up more than i per cent. The larger sized cob
mineral particles were found in the soundings nearest
the coast, while siliceous organisms seemed to be most
abundant in the soundings furthest from the coast. p.
In some asses the deposit was almost entirely made up
of the basal portions of siliceous sponges, e.g., Rosseila
antarctica. 'The dredgings along this coast gave many
animals.

[800o] (l500 ), many Sponge apionles (O0'QO volcanic and other (5'OO amorphous matter A large number of atones were brought up in the dredge.
and Itadiolana. pebbles, and fragments of siliceous These are fragments of rocks of irregular form and

organisms, varying in diameter from 1 to 7 cm. They are blue
black and. much overgrown by Sponges, Scrpula,
Polyzoa, Foraminifera, &o.; some of the pebbles are
granite, augito-andesite, basalt filled with dolessite.

I 171,42 (500 %), Itadiolaric, Sponge (8000 ), m. (Ii. 0.30 mm., (1242%), many fine mineral This deposit is essentially composed of black volcanic
spienles, and Dititoms. cingular; fragments of brown. particles, a small quantity of sand and remains of organisms. The Ira moats of

and reddish volcanic glass amorphous matter, fragments glass are vesicular, and often decomposed. ho dredge &

olivine, plagivelase, augito, Diatoms.
often enclosing microlitha of of Sponge spiculca and was used three times and brought up many animals.

Magnetite.
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See Charts 28 and 24, and Diagrams 0 and 10.

Temperatureat the Sea- CAIU3ONATE OF CALCIUM.
Date. PosLtlou. Designation and Physical Clioractere.

-
Bottoml Surface Per cent. Foramluifera. Other OrgaWanw.

1874 ' 0 0
152 FA 11 60 62 0 S. 1260 ... 845 DIATOM 001K, pale straw- 22-47 (20-00 ), Globigarinkhe (147 70), Gnsteropoda, Lamelli

80 20 0 E. coloured when wet, when dry (100 ), Miliolida, Rotalid&e. brauchs (rare).
white and presenting the
appearance offlour, very fine.
Reaidue white or pale rose,

very slightly plastic.

153 ,, 14 65 42 0 S. 1675 ... 295 BLUE Mm), grey when dry, 350 (200%), Globigorinidie, a few (1-50 70), Gastoropods. Lamelli-
79 49 0 E. unctuous, sticky, coherent, Toxtularidw, lageuidrn, Rota- braucha, Ostracodes, Echino

containingmany lutrd particles. lithe. darni fragments, Polyzoa.
Residue grey.

.01




154 ,, 19 64 87 0 8. 1800 ... 32O BLUE Mm), grey when dry, 100 Globigoiinida and Afiliolina.
85 49 0 E. coherent, sublustrous streak,

presenting hard particles to the
- touch.

Residue dark grey.

155 23 6418 0 8. 1300 ... 31-0 BLUE MUD, grey when dry, 11-34 (9-00%), Olobigorinidie. (1-84 70), fragments of Echini
94 47 0 E, unctuous, coherent, sublustrous (1 i)0 ), Aliliolida, Lagenuhu, spines.

streak, earthy. Rotahdte.
Ridue brown.

156 ,, 26 62 26 0 S. 1975 330 DIATOM Oozs, brown when wet, 208 Chiefly Olobigerina, a few Trim-
96 44 0 E. white or dirty white when dry, cu(uliiur.

soft to the touch, resembling
flour.
Residue yellow-white.

'157 Mar. 3 53 55 0 S. 1950 32-1 37-2 DIATOM OozE, straw coloured 19-29 (100070), Globigerinidfe. (6-29 70), Otoliths andteeth of
108 3 0 E. when wet, white when dry, (400 70), Miiolidoˆ, Toxtularithu, fish, worm tubes, Cisteropoits,

g very light, extremely fine Logonithu, RotLlidtu, Num- Liunellibnuwh, Ostiat-titLes,
particles, soft to the touch, iuu.li.nidn. fruguietits of Echini, Polvzoa.
coherent under pressure, and

o resembling flour in many
respects.

Residue white.

+158 ,, 7 60 1 0 S. 1800 335 46-0 OLoinonrsA Oozs, white with 85-31 (75-0070), Globigerinidtu, Fl. (8-31 %), Scales of fish,worm
123 4 0 E. slight rose tint, granular, pul. i'inuli,za. tubes, OstracoLle valves.

vcrulent. (2-00 ), Miliolidi, Textularidie, Echinoderm fragments, Cocco.
Residue yellow. LaueuiLtIu, Rotuiithu, Nuni- liths.

iuidw.

159 ,, 1') 47 25 0 S. 2160 34-5 615 GLODIOuKINA OOZE, grey with a 8790 (7500 %), GloIigeriuidie, Pitt- (11 -90 70), Ostracode valves,
130 22 0 E. red tinge, granular, slightly i'inidina. Echini spnws, Coccolithis,

coherent. (1-00 70), Miioliih', Textularida, ithulitloliths.
Residue brown. Rotalith'.-, Nuiniuuliii id&e.

See anal. 31, 32 ;I'l. XV. figs. lu lb. t See P1. XII. fig. .1.
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Annmoiul, On Vavois.

Per cent. 8lllccouu Orgnnlsms. M hIernR. Mite Washings.

77"53 (5000 %), Ratliolarin, Astroilii- (5OO O/ ra j O'lO ii (12'53 a little amorphous The trawl came up fouled, but contained a few animals
,idiv, Litnoihla', numerous iingnliir uliifti'tr. 'i,nt itnea niiutti'r, a few mineral and pebbles, the latter varying in diameter from 5 mm.
Diatoms. t'oloui'iiI Fell, initioi'liiiii and parlli'les, but principally to 1 cm.; one of the pebbles is a granitite, containing

irit'liiiie l.quir, uuti"ia, horn- fragments of Diatoms. quartz, plagioclase, orthoclase, borublende, black or
bleiitlt', tonruiitiino, nriiet, green rniea; another is a flne.gralued chloriticsandstone
rnagui'tite, Zircon, glnsy vol. with lelusper. The minerals, as well as the rock frag.
cank particles. glauconite. nielitfi obtained at this station, appear to indicate that

they come from rocks belonging to older formations.

oo (15'O0 ), Railiolarin, Sponge (20'OO ), in. sli. O'lO mm., ((II '50 %), amorphous matter, The dredge brought up many rocks and pebbles, to which
spiculea, Astrorlsizitla, Lituo- angular; qnrurtz, fulapar, minute fragments of minerals an Aseidian and an Actinian were attached, end a few
Ihire, Diatoms. plagioclase, horubleude, glint. end Diatoms, animals. The quartz grains are sometimes rounded and

conite, garnet. covered with limonite. Among the pebbles are granitie
ros'ks, containing orthoclase, plagioclese, quartz, and
black mica; arophibolite with large grains of green
hornblende end quartz; metamorphic quartzite speckledwith black mica; fine grained micaceous sandstone
passing to a schist; and red sandstone.




09'OO (3 -00 %), Radiolaria, Sponge (20'O0 %), in. (Ii. 010 mm., (7600 %), amorphous matter, Some particles of minerals attain a diameter of 1 or 2
spiculos, Diatoms. atigislar; quartz, f'lapar, horn, line mineral particles and mm.

blonde, mica, epidote, garnet, Diatom remains.
glauconite.

88'lO (3-00 %). Radiolaria, Sponge (20'OO ), in. di. 00 mm., (05'lO %), amorphous matter, The dredge came up without showing any signsof having
spiculea, Lstuohdsn, Diatoms. angular; quartz, plzigioriase, minute mineral particles, been at the bottom. It had to be hauled in soon, on

hornblende, nugito, nsagnc- fragments of Radiolaria and account of a strong wind rising, and the ship being eur
tite, mica, garnet., tourmaline, Diatoms. rounded b' icebergs. Some of the fragments of granitie
glaneonite, fragments of and tuoplubolic rocks attain a diameter of 2 cm.
granitic and aniphibolic rocks.

O7'92 (60'OO many R.at!iolnria, a (l0'OO %), m. di. 0'20 mm,, (27112 %), essentially composed The trawl brought up a number of animals, reeks, and
few Lstuolith.u, chiefly Din. angular and roususileul ; quartz, of i)iatomu fnignit'ntzi, with a pebbles. The rocks and pebbles include granite, con
tome. ortoolase, rural pluugiocinse, hub amorphous matter and tusining orthoclase, phagioclese, quartz, horiublende, and

hs,rnblemitlu, illicit, magnt'titt', it few minute mineral par- mica ; gneiss composed of quartz, black and white
a few small glassy volcanic ticks. mica, and garnet; chloriticqnartzite; fine-grained mica
fragments. ecoutu sandstone; slate formed of sericito with micro.

liths of rutilo; treehsytic pumice with sanidine and
milgito; liniburgito partially transformed into pairs
gonito; and some other ancient and recent volcanic
rocks all very much altered.

80'71 (50110%), many Runliolaria, some (3110 %), m. di. O'07 mm., (2711 %), composed essentially Only a small quantity of the deposit came up in the
Sponge uspiculca,Astrorhizulze, angular ; quartz, felspar, of fragms.nts of Diatoms, a sounding tube. In tho trawl there were several pebbles
Lituolithu, principally Dia- hoi-nl'k'ntle, a few mngnt'tie small quantity of amorphous and one large picee of rock alone with many animals.
tome. ptrtiu'lu, small fnugmcuts of matter and minute mineral One fragment o grey gneiss weighed 20 kilngrammea,

palagoni to, pumice, much particles, and some similar fragments had glacial markings; there
altered volcanic rock with was a basaltic fragment 6 cm. in diameter, and thirty
ophitic structure. pieces of pumice from I to 3 cm. in diameter.

1' (10-00 %), Ilashiolaria, Astror- (U00 %), m. di. 0'07 .mm., (3119 %), a little amorphousThe trawl bronght up pumice atones, pebbles, and many
luizidue, Lituolidie, chiefly angular ; quartz, felepar, matter, with minute mineral animals. There were fifteen fragments of pumice,
Diatonus. puniit.u, glassy volcanic particles and fragments of generally all rounded, and varying indiameter front 2 to

lmILrttcleS. siliceous organisms. 6 cm., and also one flattened angular fragment of pain.
gonite, 3 or 4 cm. in width, and 1 cm. in thickness.
Some of the quartz grains are covered with ijuumoulte.

1210 (2'OO %), flauhiolai'ia, Sponge (100 %), m. di. 0'07 mm., (l0 amorphous matter, The trawl was put over, but conic up without any of the
sl'iciik's, Lituoliduc, Diatoms, angular ; fohisprur, horublomlo, line mineral particles, and deposit or any bottom-living animals to show that it

mnguu't it'.', pumice, red glossy fragments of siliceous organ- had ever touched the lint toni. Tho presence oft. occolitlis
volcauiol'ragnwuts, uuuugznzcse istus. and Rhutbdohths in this deposit is worthy of notice, as

grains, quartz grains (rare). they have been absent in those to the south of let. f,5
The greater abundance of (.)rhuumlmas and Pnlvumuhnas
in the last two stations should, also be remarked.
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Sea Charts 24, 26, and 26, and Diagrams 10 and 11.

Date. Position.
91
J

Temperatureof the Sea
water
(Ii'ahr.). DeslgnaUon end Physical Characters.

Ck"04ATH OF CALCIUM.

Bottom Surface Percent. Furuniintlera. Other Organisms.

1874 ' N
'160 Mar. 13 42 42 0 S. 2600 339 550 RED CLAY, when wet chocolate 1856 (1200 Globigerinidtu, Pui- (556 %), Teeth of fish and some

184 10 0 E. coloured, reddish when dry, co. viunlina. pieces of bone, Brachiopods,
lierent, breaking up with thIli- (1.00 0/), Miliolidte, Textulamidte, Ostracodes, EehJ.noderiu frog-
eulty in water. Laiienidis, Rotalidtu, Nuin

inu'liuidw.
meuta, Polyzoc, a few Cocco
liths.Residue reddish.

- 161 Apr. 1 38 22 80 S. 33 ... 635 Sunux SANDS, mottled yellow 829 (l00O %), MilioIido, Toxtula- (7229 %), Serpmtla, Onsteropods,
144 38 30 B. and brown. ridn, Lngenidw, Rotalidme, Lamellibranclis, Ostracodes,

162 2 39 10 30 8. 38 ... 032 Residues dark and pale Nummuliuida. Echinoderm fragments,,, 146 37 0 B. brown. Polyzoa.

163 ,, 4 86 67 0 8. 2200 845 720 GLouIoniuNAOozE,grey, lnatio,
colcrout,

6117 (250O 0/), Globigerinidm, Pu!- (3117 0/), &upula, Pteiopods,
150 84 0 } green when dry, viuiulina. Ostracodos, Echinoderm frog-

tine grained. (500 0/), Milio1ids, Textula. ments, Alcyunarian spiculos,
Residue dark green. ridie, Lngenidw, Rotalidrn, Coccoliths, Coocospheres.

Numwulinidm.

,, 4 38 59 0 S. 150 70 Qnnnt-MUD(?).
16020 O B.

4 Port Jackson. 2-10 BLUE SANDY MUDS, with frog- 4236 (100 0/), Globigerinidn. (3636 %), &rpula, Brachiopods,
6-15 nients of shells, in other cases (500 ), Miliolidte, Textularidme, Gestetopods, Larnellibra,ehs,

7 a rhelly deposit with many- Lageuid&e, Rotalidw, Numuju- fragments of Echinoderms,
aendy particles. liaidte. calcareous Algmc.

Residues mottled brown.

163n June 3 33 51 16 8. 35 630 69-0 "..
151 2.2 15 E.

1630 ,, 12 33 55 0 8. 85 622 675 HARD GROUND, shells.
15135 OE.

163i ,, 12 33 57 30 8. 120 680 GREEN SAND. G1obigoriuidn, P&frmnulina. Gastoropoda, Pleropods, frag-
151 39 iS E. Miliolide, Textularidie, LagolL. meuts of Eehiuodorius.

iLiLu, Rotalid.e.

163E ,, 12 34 0 15 8. 290 702 GREEN SAND.
151 44 15 B.

I0$F ,, 12 34 3 15 5. 850 40-8 702 CImnr.N MUD, green, coherent, l732 (3fi00 0/), Globigerinidue, rid- (10"32 Otoliths of fish, frng-
15]. 51 30 E. granular, earthy. i:Fiuitr. mneuts ut (:msteto1otls. Lamelli-

Residue dark green. (200 Miliolkhe, 'I'extularide, bnmui'h shells, Echiuotlerin
Lmgeuide, Rotahdiu. frtugmnL.nts, Coecoliths, Coco.

01

5

sj'hores, Rhubdohths.

IC
C




" Soc anal. 12, 99, 100, 101; Pl. 11. Jigs. 3, 3(1, 85; P1. VIII. figs. 10, 11; in. XVI. fig. 2 11. XVII. fig. 3; P1. XXVIII. figs. 1 4-, S
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ADDITIONAL Oiainviiop,

Per cent 5IttoOOi! Orgnnlims. ?flnern1 Fino Wsahlnga.

81'44 (l00 a few Radiolaria, (1-000/0'), m. di. 0,08 mm., (7D14 %), amorphous matter, The sounding tube brought up about half a litre of the
Astrorhizida,, Litnolidm, one angular and rounded; fuispar, minute particles of minerals, deposit. The trawl came up with the netting much
or two Diatoms, quartz, black mice, angito, fragments of volcanic glass. torn, but in the bag there were a large quantity of red

magnetite, punifro, many or chocolate clay, many manganese nodules and animals.
fragments of volcanic glass, The nuclei of the nodules are in some cases fragments
magnetic aphorules, man- of Idapathic basalt, black and opaque; in others they
r

illjoo grAins ; there is n. arepieem.)i basoit-giass coatedwith a palagonitioreddish
arge number of minute frog, or yellowish zone of decomposition. The upper layersments of quartz covered with of the deposit from the sounding tube contained appa.
lintonite, apparently wind- rently many more Foraminifera than the lower. 'The
borne from Australia. clay mixed up with the nodules, most probably came

from the surface layers on account of thelarge quantityof carbonate oflimo asfound by the analysisofasampletaken from the trawl.

1718 (3'OO a few fragments of (5'OO %), in. di. O'70 mm., (9'78 a small quantity ofThe major part of these deposits is made up of fragmenta
Sponge spicules, caste. rounded; quartz, mica, mono amorphous matter, much of Polyzoa with fewer ofthoother organisms mentloned,

clinic and triclinic fehipars, brown floconiont organic the majority of the fragments being a little more than
augito, horablende, magnetite. matter, a few minute mineral 5 mm. in diameter. There wero a few greenish casts

Earticles,
and fragments of of the carbonate of lime sheUL

ponge spienles.

3823 (l'OO %), Sponge spicules, Rod- (5'OO %), in. di. 012 mm., (3223 %), amorphous matter,Only a small quantity. of the deposit came up in the
Diatoms. angulurand rounded; quartz, minute fragments of minerals sounding tube.

feispar, volcanic glass, horn, and siliceous organisms.
blonde, magnetite.

57'64 (1'OO %), Litnolidie, a few Dia. (50-OD %), m. di. 080 ram., (6'64 %), a small quantity of The carbonate of lime in these deposits is chiefly corn
toms. rounded; quartz, felapar, frog. amorphous matter, iniunte posed of the fmgmentsofMolluscnn shells. The mineral

iiits of mica-schist, horn, mineral fragments and coal particles consist chiefly of rounded fragments of quartz
blentle, magnotito, ougite, dust, some flocculent organic and particles of foispar.
olivine. matter.




A small piece of shell was all that came up in the
sounding tube.

Sponge ailenica, glanconitic Quartz, feispar, glauconite. ... A small quantity of mud came up on the grease of the
casts of l'oraminifora. sounding tube, and gave the organisms mentioned,

but there was insufficient for analysis.

A small quantity came up attached to the grease of the
sounding tube, much the same as that obtained at the
last station, but it contained more Foraminifora and
many more glauconitic casts and glouconito particlesof a dark green colour. There wus insufficient for
analysis.

52'GS (50O ), Sponge apirules, one or (2600 m. di. 012 mm., (22'OB %, (Inc mineral particles, The pelagic li'oraminifora are very abundant in this
two fladiolaria, pals casts of angular and rounded; quartz, with fragments of siliceous deposit, a great many of them being filled with pale
FornminifLsrn, Astroi'hizidte, felapar, mica, hornblentlo, organisms and amorphous yellow and green glaucornto. Some ofthe Foranunifera
Litiiolidte, Diatonic. nmguutite, augite, glauconitu. matter, are macroscopic.
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Sue Charts 20 and 27, and Diagram II.

TemperatureIt Use 8L51- CARBONATE o CALCIUM-
Date.




. (Fahr.). Designation and Physical OhurseterLDaLo. Position. wutor

Bottom ISurface For cent. PorumLutfera. Other Organhnn&

1874 0 I St 0 0
104 Juno 12 34 8 0 8. 950 865 695 Omtsw Muu, grey-green when 48'15 (3500 %), Olobigerinisire, Pill-(11 15 %), Otoliths of fish, frag-

152 0 0 E. wet, coherent, granular, earthy. vinulina. nionts of Lamoltibrauch shells,
Residue green. (200 %). Miliolidn, Toxtularithu, Oistracocles, Echinodorru frag

Lageiiidw, Rotaltdw, Nunitnu- utonts, Coceuliths, Coceo.
linithu. spheres, Rljabdoliths.

iOtA ,, 13 34 9 0 8. 1200 ... 702 GittrE? AND, grey-green, gratin- 4050 (3600 %, Globigeriuii1a, Pul- (051) %), fragments of Ptor-

Residue green. (200 %), Miliolidu,, Textuluritlie, spines, Coccolitha, ithabdolithis.151

Lagonidw, RotMtd, Nummu-A6

OR mr1 slightly coherent. rma. upods, Obtracodes, Echiiii

knidw.

104n ,, l 34 13 0 S. 410 69'O Oi&irir ML'n, green when wet, 60,31 (85-00 ), (ilobigorinidie, Put- (1031 %), Otolitlis of fish,
D 15.1 38 0 E. greenish grey when dry, liul. vuuIina. &ula, lknfaliun&, Gastei'o

veruleist. (5-00 ), Miliohidie, Tetu1nridw, pods, Larnclhitsrane.hs, Nor-
Residue green. Lngonidw, Rotaiidn, Numniu- opods, Ostracodes, licbiuo

hiuidLO. dorm fragments, Polyzou,
Corals, Coccoliths, Rhabdo
lithe.

165 ,, 17 .34 50 0 8. 2600 345 64,15 liso CLAY, plastic, homogeneous, 654 (2-00%). Olobigerinidur, Put. (154 %), Teeth of fish, Echini
155 28 0 E. drying into hard lumps, Ins. VilIulin(Z. spines, Coceohiths.

trous streak, breaking up with (300 ), Milioliun, Lagenidir,
difficulty in water. Rotithidur, Nuuunulinidte.
Residue rod-brown.

F165A 19 36 41 0 8. 2000 844 625 RED CLAY, homogeneous, plastic, 19'l$ (1000 %), Globigorinidur, Put- (813 %), a few small teeth of
168 20 0 E. drying into lumps, which break vnu1iua. fish, Ostracodos, Eehiui

tits with dilticulty in water, (300 %), Miliolidm, Lagenidie, spines, fragments of Polyi.oa,
lustrous sti oak. Rotalidie. Coccoliths, a few Rhabtioliths.
Residue rod.

165u ,., 21 37 53 0 S. ]975 347 59-5 Oionicsuns OOZE, white with 7659 (65-00 %), Clobigerinidse, Put- (1059 %), Otoliths offish, Echiui
163 18 0 E. rose tinge, slightly coherent, viusilina. spines, Coccoliths, Cucco-

chalky. (1 00 %), Miliohidse, Textuhiridar, :Pines, Rhabdoliths.
Residue grey-white. Lagossidur, Rotalithe, Niun

mulinidur.

loSe 22 88 30 0 8. 1100 364 58,2 GLODTOEItINA OOZE, white, fine 8189 (7500 ). Globigerinithe, Put- (8-89%), Ostracoihi's, Echini
166 86 0 E. grisuied, giving an almost im- rinulina. spines,Coeeoliths,ithabdoliths.

iiaI,a11i10 powder, very slightly (10O ), Miliolithe, Textularidie,
coherent, chalky. Lu tuidte, Rotalidw, Num
Residue red-brown. nn1itridte,

166 23 38 50 0 S. 275 50-8 585 OLODIGEIIINA OOZE. 88-46 Mil iohiihe,Toxtulatidsu,Lugeuidur, Fragments of Ptero1soda, Gastero
169 20 0 E. Globigurinld, itotalidie. pouts, and Lnniellibruuchs,

Ostracodos, Echiuntlorm frog.
lilt-tits, ('orcoliths, Cocco
sph.res, Ii It abdoli tits.

lOOn ,, 23 89 8 0 8. 400 ... 58-5 \ GLOnIOnBINA OOZES, dirty 8220 (flO00 G.lobigeriuidse, Pail. (2720 ), fragments of Chistero-
170 43 0 E. I white, granular, very slightly ri,iulina. pods and Lutredhibrajiths,

lOOc ,, 24 89 21 0 8. 400 .. 580
J

coherent, soiling ibo fingers. (500 %), Miliolidur, Tuxtularidie, Ostracoules, Echissi spin,s,
171 28 0 & Residues dirty white. Lagunidur, RuLahidur. Cocuohiths, Coccospheres, 1(hab

dolithia.

See anal. 67, 84, 85, 80, 87; P1. XXIV. fig. ; Pi. XXV. fig. 1. t See P1. XXVI. fig. 3. Sec Pt. XI. fig. 3.
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Annioiqu, OsaUYAzoue.

per cuut. MiIioeoU Organisms. Minerals. Fine Wa.lthg*.

&l'85 (200 %), Sponge spicules, one or (1000 %), in. di. 0,12 turn., (3D85 %), amorphous matter, This deposit is much like that obtained at Station 163y,
two Eadiolarla, pale castR of angular and rounded; quartz, with minuto fntgrnente or but there is considerably more amorphous clayeymatter.
Poraminifuru., Aetrorbiziihn. fehapar, horablendo, augito, minerals and siliceous organ

maglietito, volcanic glass, istne.
glaneonito. 0

5341 (200 , Sponge spienlts, a (1000 ), m. di. 0,12 mm., (41 41 tine greenish coloured This deposit, except for the glanconite and other mineral
few lta.Iiolaria, casts of Forn- anguiir; quartz, monoclinic amorphous matter, frameuth particles, might be called a Globigerina Ooze.
ininilera, Astrorhizida. and triclinio folepara, augito, of minerals, fiadiolarm, and

horublende, mica, glassy Diutomø. 4
volcanic fragments, magnetite,
opidote, glaucouito.

49,69 (15-00%), Radiolaria, ninny (500 ), in. di. Olö mm., (919 7,), amorphous matter The trawl brought up a quantity of mud, some pumice,
casts of Foraiimiuifera and angular; quartz, folspar, plug, and line mineral particles, pebbles, am! animals. Six pieces of pumice are
other organisms, Astrorbizitlie, icelase, glauconito, horn- with a green-brown substance rounded, and a rounded fine-grained frsment ofsand
Lituolidme, Diatoms, blonde, nugito, white or green often cementing the particles stone is 2 cm. In diameter. Olanconitac particles are

mica, epidote, tourmaline, together. numerous.
glassy volcanic fragments,
mrmgnotito.

9346 (1'OO 0/,), a few Sponge spicules, (2010 in. di. OiO mm., (72,46%), amorphous matter, This deposit contains a great amount of amorphous
liatholarimi, Lituolidin. angular; quartz, fuispar, with minute mineral particles matter; the pelagic Foraminifem are chiefly in a

Imorublonde, mica, magnotite, and some siliceous fragments, fragmentary condition.
glassy volcanic fragments,
pumice, grains of manganese.

8017 (1-00%), Radiolaria, a few (1,00"), in. di. 018 mm., (7817 7,), amorphous matter, Among the minerals there are many mall rounded par
Sponge spicuics, Lituolidm. angular; quartz, felspar, born- with many minute fragments tides of quartz the same as at Station 160, probably

blende, mica, glassy volcanic of minerals and some (rag- wind-borne. Most of the pelagic Foranilnilera arefrag
fragments, magnetite, man- meats of siliceous organisms. mentary, as at station 165.
ganeso grains, zircon, glau
conite.

28'41 (p00 7,), Railiolaria, Sponge (P00 7,), m. di. 016 mm., (21.1l 7,), amorphous matter, This deposit contains a considerable quantity of flue
spiculos, Lituolidm, Diatoms. angular; fragmonte ofpnmleo, with minute fragments of amorphous calearcona matter, and relatively little

feispar, magnetite, augite. minerals, liadlolarla, and clayey matter. Note the increase of carbonate of llama
Diatoms. with decreasing depth.




1511 (P00 llndiolaria, Lituoliulw, (110 7,), m. di. 0,06 mm., (1311%), amorphous matter and The quartz particles are few in number, small, rounded, '

one or two imperfect white angular; pumice, augito, fel- small fragments of minerals and wind-borne. The volcanic mineral particles have 0
casts of Foramiuilura, a few spar, plagioiaso, green mica, and siliceous organisms. often a vitreous coating. The small inpilli are basaltic,
Diatoms. mnagnotito, quartz. much altered, and filled with delesatto; some are

vesi-cular,others quite massive.




F-

11.55 Lituoliilm . ... ... A small quantity of the deposit which came up in the
sounding tube indicated a Globigerinu Ooze, and con
tained the organisms mentioned. The trawl brought
up a small quantity of the deposit, with the finer parts
washed away, from which the analysis was made.

1710 (3O0 7,), white and pale green (P00 in. di. 012 mm., (13'80°Q, amorphous matter and Those deposits are somewhat remarkable for the large
casts Of the Ftirntiminlfera, omigniar; pumice, felspnr, small fragments of minerals number of Ooccolmths and Coccosplieres they contain.
Lituoliulm, a few Radiolaria, plagioclaso, augite, mognotito, and siliceous organisms. The average diameter of the Coccolithe is 0115 mum.,
one or two Diatoms. ginuconito, quartz, garnet, aTid that of thu Coccosl,herea 0,025 mm. We estimate

manganese grains, that these orgunisnis and their broken parts make up
from 15 to 20 per cent. of the deposit. The shallow
depth And relative absence of land debris probably
account in some measure for the atiundanco of these
organisms in this place. Although the white and pale
green casts of Foraminifera are numerous, true gIna
oonitic particles are exceedingly rare.

- - - -
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Sao Charts 27 and 28, and Diagrams 11 and 12.

Date. Position. .
Temperatureof the Sea

water
Designation and Physical Characters.

CAUJOEATK OF ('ALcIVM.

Mto
Bottom Surf!we Per cent. Fuflufliuhlorik Other Orgaulama

107
1874
JuM 24

'
31) 32 0 8. 145-

0
...

0
585 BLUE MUD, coherent, earthy, 2611 (1000 %), Globigerinida, Pitt- (611 %), Otolitba of fish, Larnel.

librauehs, Ostracodes, Echini171 48 0 E. 160 homogeneous, fliwly granular,
many, drying into light grey

vinulina.
(1000%), Miliolida!, Tetularidtn, spines, Coeeoliths,Rhabdoliths.

lumps witb sublustrotw streak. Lugeuidw, Rotalidie, Nuni-
Residue blue-green. muliuidw

25 Off D'Urvillo 32-52 ... ... BLUE Mtns sandy, slightly 811 (100 ), Globigerinidw. (311 %), fragments of Lainelli-
Island. coherent, granular, the sandy (400 ,), Textularidie, Lagonidie, branch sheUs, Echini. Spines,

particles becoming more Rotalidin, Nuuuuulinidi. CoccoIitb.
numerous and coarser in the
shallower depths near to the
shore.
Residue green-grey.

168 July 8 40 28 0 8. 1100 372 57,2 Burn MUn, green-blue when wet, 1011 (500 %), Glohigorinidia, Put- (311 Otoliths and vertebrw
177 43 0 E. grey-blue when dry, hue vinulina. of fish, worm tubes, Gastero-

graincil, coherent, breaking up (200 %), Miliolidu, Textularidm, pods, Lamellibmuchs, Ptoro-
with difficulty in water, sub. Lagenidie, Rotalid, Nuw- pods, Echinoderm fragments.
lustrous streak. mu inithe.
Residue blue.

169 10 57 84 0 5. 700 400 582 Burn MUD, blue-grey when dry, 43O (l00 %), Globigerin.idm, Puivinu- (F36 %), Otolithsof fish, Oustero-,,
179 22 0 E. slightly coherent, flue grained, tina. pods, Lanidllibrauehs, Ptero-

a;
~ blustrounstroak.ai

tl;6,cs
u (2-00 Miliolidro, Texhdaridie, Heteroliods, 0stravotles,

vc(111'iue blue. Lageuidw, Rotalidw, Num- ni spines, Coccoliths,
muLinidw. Rhabdoliths (rare).

170 ,, 14 29 55 0 S. 520 480 650
17814 0W.

VOLcANIC MUDS.
171 ,, 15 28 83 0 S. 600 305 665

}177 50 0W.

171A ,, 17 25 6 0 S. 2900 343 720 Run CLAY, plastic when wet,
172 56 0 W. light brown when dry, earthy'fracture, breaking up with

difliculty in water, subiustrous
streak.

'172 22 20 58 0 5. 18 ... 750 COUAL SAND, white with red 9010 (500 %), Globigeiinidie, Put- (4510 %) Otoliths of fish,
'p

175 9 0 W. coloured fragments. VtIlulffl(l. &rJ)ufti, Gasthropuds, Lauwlli-
Residue red. (4000 Miliolitltc,Tcxtu1uritln, briiutha, Ostnwodes, Eeliiuo-

Litgcuida., Rotuhidu!, Nuin- dciiui irugnitmta, L!oiu1,l'ulyzus,
j niulinidie. eulcaruons Alguu.

0
4




I

I

I

I




See anal. 71; P1. XIV. 11g. 2.
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AnurrIowAl. Ouswwv-Arrowe.

ror rent. Siliceous Organisms. Minerals. Pine Washings.

7829 (100 %), a low small fragments (200 %), m. di. 008 mm., (7029 %), amorphous matter, This deposit contains a great many glanconite grains, '.
of Sponge sicules, Astror- angularnud rounded; foispar, with ninny minute mineral which are mostly irreuFnr in form, bat would appear g
bizidie, Lltuohdm, a few pain quartz, nugito, magnetite, particles, to have been at one time perfect caste of Yoruminifera '
and dark green casts. divine, mica, ninny grains of and other organisms. In some cases the transition

glauconite. can be traced by microscopic examination.

9r29 (200 %), a few fragments of (t3OOO ), in. cli. 015 mm., (292D %), amorphous matter, A few of the mineral particles measure 1 or 2 mm., and
Sponge spiculce and Diatoms, angular and rounded; quartz, many line mineral particles, several rounded pebbles 2 to 4 cm. in diameter. P.

mica, miignotite, feisper, and a few fragments of
augito, many fragments of siliceous organisms.
elastic rocks.




I

8O2D (I OO %), Radioluna, Astror- (2OO 0/c), m. di. OSlO mm., (81329 %), amorphous matter, The bag of the trawl was nearly filled with a brownish
hizida, Litnolidie, Diatoms. angular; monoclinic and tn- many minute fragments of mud, in which were many large lumps of stiff blue

clinic felepara, quartz, augito, minerals and siliceous organ- ôlay, and several pumice stones more or less rounded
hornblende, magnetite, oh- lame. and of the light coloured fibrous variety. The beam
vine, very many small fra- of the trawl bad many lumps of stiff blue clay attached z
monte of pumice and volcanic to it. There was a thin watery red coloured layer in
glass, which the calcareous organisms appeared to be more

abundant than in the stiff blue layers beneath. Many
of the bottom-living Foraminifera are macroscopic. r
The fragments of pumice and volcanic glass have some-




times a diameter of 1 mm.. some felepar and quartz
fragments also attain nearly the same size.

9504 (P00 %), Radiolania, Astror- (25'OO ), in. di. O'lO miii., (0964 amorphous matter,The trawl brought up a large quantity of the mud, some
hizidie, Lituolida', Sponge angular, but some rounded ; ninny minute fragments of pumice atones and animate. The surface layer was red
spiculca, a few Diatoms, quartz, lelapar, plagioelaso, minerals, a few siliceous frog- and not so compact as the stiff blue layer beneath.

green mica, bornblendo, ginu- monta. The washings of the mud were chiefly made t' of
conito, pumice, magnetite. arenaceous 1' oraminifera, many of which were macro- z

scopic.

Only a small quantity of these deposits was obtained in
the sounding tube. In the trawl there were several °
large pieces of pumice.

10000 (1 .()Q Thuholaria and one or (5'OO ), m. di. 0'Oi nun., (9400 7), amorphous matter, There were several pieces of pumice stone in the clay
two Diatoms. angular; plagioclase, magno. small fragments of minerals brought up by the sounding tube, one of which was

tito, liornhlende, quartz, end siliceous organisms. 1 cm. in diameter. Before the blow-pipe the deposit
pumice, rod glassy particles, fuses into a grey magnetic bead. No effervescence is
fragments of basaltic rocks, observed when treated with acids. The fine washings
manganese grains, are chiefly composed of minute fragments of pumice.

9I0 (P00 Sponge spicules, (3'O0 %), m. di. 0'50 mum., augim. (&30 %), a small quantity of The dredge brought up a large quantity of the Coral Sand o
Astronijizidmu, Lituoida,. 1cr ; monoclinic And trielinio amorphous matter, associated with some large fragments of Corals, many Orliitoliks,

fulspitrs, nugite, hornblende, with tioceulent organic nmattcr slmOllt4, ke. The diameterofsonic of time particles making
magnetite, pumice, glassy vol. ih'riveil from the l'oramiuifena, up the sand cxeedrd 1 cm. The mint-nil particles 93caui fragments, lapilli of Alga!, &c. are remarkable for the perfection of their crystal lo-
1inaItic ned traclmytic rocks, graphic form ; the fclspar often has the form of
red-brown granules. rhombic tables. p
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See Charts 27, 28, 29, and 30, and Diagrams 12 and 13.
-. TemperatureO of the.g Of Sea- CAIUI0NATI OF CAWIU3L.s waterDate. Position. j Designation and Physical Characters.
Oto we




Bottom Surface Per cent. Poramliilfom. Other Organisms.

1874
'172A July 22 20 50 0 8. 240 750 CORAL SAND, yollow-grey,slightly 86,44 (2500 %), Olohigorinidw, Pu!- (2644), Otolithsof flab. castcro

175 11 0 W. Coherent when dry, line grainod. rjnutjna. pods, Leniellibranelis, Ptero
Residue light yllow-browu. (3500 Miliolidie,Textuiaridw, pods, Ediiuodcriu fragineiit,

Lageuidw, Rotalidw. Polyzna, Coral liiguouth, Al
cyonarian apicuks, calcareous
Alga, a few Coceoliths.

178 ,, 24 19 9 35 S. 815 :. 76-0
179 41 50 K }-CORAL MUDS.

178A ,, 24 19 9 32 8. 310 ... 770 J
179 41 65 E.

,, 20 Off Levuka. 12 ... ... CORAL SAND, coarse, chiefly corn- 9030 (5000%), Miliolitiw, Texhtlaridw, (40'30 ), Serpuki, Gasteropods,
posed of large white and yellow umanuliuidw. Liuiwllibninelis, Pteropods, Os
OrbÜoliI.es and other Forarnini- tracoiks, carapace and oilier
bra. parts of Crustaceans, fragments
Residue ycUow-brown. of Eeliinodoims, Alcyonarinu

spicules, Po)yzou, Corals, cal
careens Aigw.

174 Aug. 3 19 6 0 3. 140 .. 71-0 CORAL M171), cream-white with 86-41 (25,00 %), Clobigorinidw, Pal- (281170), Otolitlis of fish, Castera.
178 14 20 . rose tiue, slightly coherent., viauliua. pods, Lamdllibrouclis, Pttro

fine grained, presenting no (3500 7o). Milmolidme,Toxtuleridw, pods, Ostracoilus, Echinoderm
macroscopic elements. Lagcuidw. lagiimeuts, Polyzon, Coral frag
Residue yellow-brown. uwuts, calcareous Alga.-, a Few

Coccoliths.
174A ,, 3 19 8 82 S. 160 ... 770 CORAL Mon.

178 16 20 K.

174B ,, 3 19 6 45 8. 255 77-7 CORAL MUD, cream-white with 8631 (2500%), Globigorinidw, Put- (2631%),Otolithaoffish, Castero
178 17 0 K. rose tinge, slightly ohoreut, vinulina. pods, Laluellil,rI,nL'hs, Pure

fine grained, presenting no (3500), Miliolidme, Textulitrithe, iotla, Ostracodes, Ethinohi-in
miterosenpic elements. Lageuidw. ftngiiients, L'olyzou, Coral tiimg
Residue yellow-brown. meiit-s, calcareous Algu', a few

Coccoith.

tine ,, 3 19 7 50 8. 610 890 78-0 Gi.oBlozinwA Oozz, with rosy 79-85 (40,00 %), Globigerinidme, Pal. (29 %), Otoliths offish, Cast era-
178 19 85 K. tinge, flue grained, plastic ,inuiina. pods, Limnicllibiaiiclis, l'toro

."litrn vet, pulverulent when (1000%), Mthohthe, Textularidme. pods, Ht'teropntts, Echini
dry. fragments of Corals,

Residue light. brown. Cocco1it1i, Rhabdoliths.

1741) ,, 3 19 5 50 S. 210 . 7V7 _CORAL MUD, cream coloured, 80-97 (1000 %) Globigerinidme, Pal- (3697 %), Otnljtlis of fish, &r-
178 16 20. K. slightly coherent, fine grained. . rinulinu. puhr, Gustemopods, Laiiiollj

Residue brown. (400O %), Miliolidme, Textulariulme, brarwlum,Pteit,pod, Iiotio-
Lageniula, RoLu.lidw, Numumu- polls, Ostnieu utica, Ediinodtriu
ljnjdu. fraguieiits, Polyzoti, Cotaul 1l-g.motits, Ale oiitiriun unieu1ts,

calcareous Algw, Coceoliths.

175 ,, 12 19 2 0 S. 1350 36O 775 GLOBIaEIUNA OOZE, with much 441$ (36-00"), Globigorinidie, Put- (713 ), Otoliths and small h'etli
177 10 0 K. clayey matter, red when wet, riiuItita. oftili, Ostmacoule shells, Echutui

red-brown when dry, coherent, (2-00 %), M iliolidw, Textuluridie, spines, Coecoliths, lUmabulu'
earthy. Lageuidw, Ruthlidte, Nummu- lii ha. It is rt-iiiarkubk that no

Residue chocolmite coloured. Iiuidw. shells of Pteroimods, fulcra.
or other pelagic Molluscs,

are found in this tk1uusit,
although till-3, weto appitrimithyinoic a luuiiuht, ul than the Cloh.
geriiiidae in the surface water.

Sec PL XIV. hg. 1. i Sec Pt. XLV. figs. 3u, i&. See P1. XIV. figs. ia, 41'.
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ADDITIONAL OseenvAviole.

Perocat. Siliceous Organism.. Minerals. Moo Washings.




0

13-56 aoo %), Sponge spiouios, lAin- ($00 %), m. di. 040 mm., (850 %), a small quantity of Bore also the mineral particles are remarkable for the
OUdm. angular; feispar, plagloc4aso, fine amorphous matter and perfection of their crystallographic form.

augite, magnetite, fragments minute fragments of minerals E
of brown and black volcanic and siliceous organisms.
glass. T

There was insufficient for subsequent examination.

9.70 (1-00 %), Sponge epicules, Litu- (300 %), m. di. 060 mm., an. (510 %), amorphous clayey and This deposit is composed of very largeshells ofOrbiloh
olidm. gular; foispar, plagloclaso, other matter (organic), minute compianaAz, with fragments of Molluscs, Corals, &o.

augito, magnetite, fragments mineral particles, and some
of volcanic rocks, fine siliceous romaine.

1359 (2-00 %). Sponge spiculos, Litu- (100 %), m. di. 006 mm., an. (1059%), small quantityofainor- The Sponge spiculss are derived chiefly from the genus
obdie. gular; fragments of altered phons matter, with a consider- Qeodsa.

volcanic glass, folepar, horn, able number of fragments of
blends, augite, magnetite, siliceous organisms.black mica.




There was insufficient for examination.

18-69 (2,00%), Sponge spicules, Litu- (1-00 %), m. di. 0,06 mm., an- (10-69 %), amorphous matter, ...
olidm. gular; fragments of altered with a few mineral fragments p

volcanic INS, pumice, plagio. and remains of siliceous or.
claso, oliviuo,hornblendo,black ganisms.mica, augite, magnetite.

2036 (800%), Spongospiculos, Radio. (2-00 %), in. dL 008 mm., an- (1636 %), amorphous matter, A few imperfect brown coloured casts of some of the cal.
lana, Aatrorhizidm, Litno- gular; borublendo, feispar, minute mineral particles, and careous organisms were observed. There are large
11dm, brown casts. Inagnetito, black mica, white smell fragments of siliceous pieces of pumice present in the deposit. The percent

and black glassy volcanic organisms. ago of particles from the reefs is much less than in the
partioles. other soundings nearer the reefs.

13-03 (200 %), Sponge sioules, As. (1-00 %), m. di. 0-08 mm., an. (10'03 %), flocoulent amorphous In the dredge there were several iecea of grey pumice
trorhizidir, Litnohdie. gijiar; folspar, plaØoclase, matter, minute fragments of stone overgrown with (Jarpsnteria end &rpula. One

hornblonde, magnetite, pu. minerals andsiliceous spiculee. of those pieces of pumice was as large as a hen's egg.
mice.

5557 (10O %), Radiolaria, Astror- (p00 %), in. di. 0,10 mm., an- (5857 %), amorphous matter, The trawl brought up a branch of a tree which was in ':
htzidm, Lituolidm, Diatoms. gular; felspar, plagioolaso, with small fragments of mine- parts carbonised, also many fragments of pumice and

black mica,augite,hornblcndo, rala and siliceous organisms, some animals; most of the animals were found on the
magnetite, many fragments of piece of wood. The felepar and auite have sometimes
pumice, glassy volcanic par- vitreous inclusions and are covered with glassy aeon
ticks, lapiUi of basaltic rocks, aceons matter. The pumice stones are all more or less
manganese, rounded and vary much in size, the largest being 8 to '

8 cm. in diameter, and are all covered with a layer of 10
hydroxides of iron end manganese which penetrate
them more or loss deeply. The pumice is to be re- c'
ferred to augite-andosite; it contains plagioclase and
augito.
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See Chart 27 end Diagram- 13




Temperature
of the Sea.

Date. Position.
PS

(J] Designation and Physical Characters.
Z Bottom Surfaco Perceut. Foraminifern. Other Oqwdsms.

1874 0 0 0
178 Aug. 15 18 30 0 8. 1450 362 776 GLornoKIuiA Oozu, reddish when 6211 (5500 %), Globigoriiiidtu, Put- (641 Otoliths of fish, Ostra-

173 52 0 K vat, rod-brown when dry, viflulj7ta. code valves, Ecluiu spines,
slightly coherent, breaking up (100 %), iiolidm, Textuljiridte, Coccoliths, Rhabdoliths.
in water. Lagenidn, Rotalidce.
Residue chocolate coloured.

177 ,, 18 16 45 0 S. 130 ... 781 VoLoIo SA.ND, with concro. 13,14 (200 0/0), Clobigcrinidte, Pal- (814 %), Sputa, Gastoropods,
168 7 0 K tionay masses ofa dark brown riwuti,us. Pteropode, .Balanus, Echino

colour, coherent, gritty. (3-00 %), Miliolidie, Toxtularidw, dorm fragments, Polyzoa,
Residue brown, with rod tinge. Laonidw, Rotalidm, Nununu- Corals, Alcyonarian spicules.

linidtu.

1178 ,, 10 16 47 0 S. 2050 85,8 79,0 RED CLAY, chocolate coloured ...
165 20 0 E. when wet, yollow-brown when

dry, coherent, breaking up in
water, fusing easily before the
blowpipe, aubluetrous streak.

170 ,, 21 15 58 0 S. 2325 360 79,0 GLODIGERINA Oozg, pale yellow- 8229 (2700 7)' Cilobigorinidie, Pal- (429 small teeth of fish, Ech-
160 48 0 K brown, shihtly coherent, home- viiiuliia. mi spines, Coecoliths, lthab.

geneous, hue grained. (100 %), Biluculin.a, Rotalidin. doliths.
Residue red-brown.

180 ,, 24 14 7 0 S. 2450 360 800 REl) CLAY, grey-brown, plastic, (1'OO] Fragments of Globigerinidre and
158 43 0 B. homogeneous, fine grained. Rotalidw.

Residue red-brown.

181 ,, 25 13 60 0 8. 2440 36,8 800 Rnn CLAY (top layci'), light rod. 642 Mostlybroken fragments of Olobi-
161 49 0 B. grey when dry, coherent, line gariniihe, one or two Truncalu

gramed, lustrous streak, plastic, lisa pygnuna.
unctuous, brown when wet.

Residue brown.
(Bottom layer), light red-grey, 32,28 (2800 %),Globigerinide,Puluiiiu. (428 °%), Coccoliths, ithab-
aomowhat coherent, breaking lisa, very many more perfect doliths.
up readily in water, brown (but suds than in the upper layer;
lighter shade thnu the upper) one or two Lagcna orbignyana.
when wet.
Residue brown.

182 ,, 27 13 6 0 S. 2275 358 78,5 GLomoEuu4A OOZE, yellow-grey, 49,90 (4000 %), Clobigerinidte, Pitt- (790 %), Ptoz'opod fnigwouts,148 37 0 E. chalky, slightly coherent, line i'Ii,u. Ostracodos, chini
grained, breaking up readily in (ti00 ), lie!ithue diZaleta, Alcyonarian spieulos, Coeco.
water. Numiiiuliuidte. lithe, Rhabdoliths.
Residue red-brown.

Sue anal. 44, (,6 ; Ph. XI. fig. 1; P1. XXIV. 11g. 4. t Hee 1>1. XXVII. fig. 2.
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AnD1TIo1aL Onsiavaioss.

Pareunt. I SUloanni Orgnnan1. MtnrnIi. Pine Washings.




C
37.59 (lo-00Y.), i few Rndiolnria, (10)0%), m. di. 0,10 mm., (17119 %), minute pumice and The Foraminifora of this sounding are worthy of notice,

principally red coloured casts angular ; f.lspar, augito, other mineral fragments, as while some of thorn are puts white and rose t
of elngic Fornminifora, Lift. olivine, many Fragments of amorphous matter, and re- coloured, others are deep brown or black and have in
01i al, a few Diatoms. pumice, Innilli, volcanic g)nss nutine of siliceous organisms. some cases a deposit of manganese on their surfaces.

triuiafonno'l into pnlagonite, Very many of thorn are ftlled and covered with a red
manganese grains, siliceous matter, which remains as external and in

ternal caste on removal of the carbonate of limo. On
breaking one of those shells three distinct zones are
observed: internal cost, shell, and external cast

8686 (300%), Sponge spiculca, a few (6500 0%), m. di. 0'30 mm., an (18'86 0%), amorphous fernigin. Amongst the mineral particles are fragments of rocks
glauconitie"like casts of calca. gular; black vesicular glassy otis matter, verymany mineral and pumice from 0'5 to 1 cm. in diameter. Of the
roona organisms. fragments. Tiumico, plagio. particles, and ci tow fragments mineral particles many are often surrounded with

chine, augito, magnetite, more of siliceous spioulos. volcanic glass. Casts of some of the organisms in a
or loss altered lapilli. green matter remain after treatment with acid. The

concretions are overgrown with Corals, SeupuZa,
Po)yzoa, and Carpenter-ia.

lOO'OO (5'OQ 0%), Ratholarin, Sponge (20'OO 0%), m. di. 0-06 mm., an (76-00 %), amorphous matter, This deposit does not show any sensible effervescence with




spiculeci, a few Am nxli'ic113 gnlar; feinpar, plagioclase, with many minute particles acids and no carbonate of lime organisms have been
iiicertas, Diatoms. tuigito, homblontlo, pumice, of pumice and other minerals, observed. There are many fragments of pumice, some

small particles of manganese, fragments of Diatoms and of which are dark coloured. It would appear that this
Sponge spioules. deposit has its origin chiefly from volcanic debris.

67'Zl (2'00 0%), Thidiotaria and Sponge (500 m. di. 0'06 mm., (6011 0%), much amorphous The larger Foraminifera are much broken and deoom.
spiuuloa. angular; plagioclase, angito, matter, many minute mineral posed. Many small fragments of pumice, much do-

magnetite, pumice, brown narticlea, pumice debris, and composed, wore observed among the minerals.
glassy vesicular lapilli. fragments of siliceous organ

isms.

(9900] (1 -00 0%), Sponge spicules, frog. (2'OO 7), m. di. 0'06 mm., (9600 04), amorphous matter,TrunaUuZinapyqm.a is the only perfect representative
month of Radiolaria, Jiapto. angular; folepctr, plagioclaso, minute mineral particles, and of the bottom-living calcareous Foraminifers observed;
phragmiutn, a few Diatoms. au 'to, homblondo, pumice, fine fragments of siliceous the pelagie Fornminlfera are nearly all fragmentary.

volcanic glass, mognotite. apiculos. At tflo bottom partof the sounding tube thereappeared
to be a stratification, evidenced by very thin dark and
light coloured layers.

9858 (l00 0%), ci few fragments of (1'Oo %), m. di. O'07 turn., (91'58 7), much amorphous The sounding tube was full of mud in two layers, the
Sponge spicules, Lituolidce, angular; feispar, volcanic matter, mineral and siliceous upper layer about three inches deep, being a Red Clay,
caste of Foranuinifora. glass, manganese grains, remains, very like that obtained at the last station. Very little

effervescence was noticed on treating a portion with
acid.

0712 (rOO 0%), fragments of Sponge (1'OO 0%), m. di, 0,06 mm., (6512 0%), much brown enter- Separated from the upper layer by a distinct line was

spiculos, a few casts. angular; felapar, plagioclase, phons matter and fine mineral a lighter coloured deposit which effervesced readily
augito, magnetite, alagonito, particles, with acids, leaving a residue similar to the upper
glassy volcanic particles, wan- layer. The minerals are the same in each layer.
ganeao grains. Coceoliths and Rhabdoliths are present, but only a few

are perfect. The Globigorinudm are ehiefly frag
mentary. A piece of pumice about 8 mm. in diameter
was observed. In the trawl were many pieces of
pumice from the size of a pea to that of a hens egg.

6O'lO (2'OO 0%), Sponge ciniculea, a few (2'OO %), m. di. 0'07 mm., (4610 0%), amorphous matter Very little of the deposit was obtained, and considerable
Rztrliotaria, Jj')rnbda!fllfljrni, angular; folaliar, pingloelcise, line mineral particles, and washing may have taken place in the sounding tube.

HapIpiragmiuin. quartz, augito, magnetite. minute siliceous romaine. A relatively large number of calcareous spiculos of
Alcyonaria are present. The pelagic Foraminifom are
nearly all fragmentary.
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See Charts 27 and 31, and Diagram 13.

16 TemTo,
ure

of a
water CAUBDNTE OF CALcIUM.

Azi
gig

Date. PositIon. t Designation and Physical Characters.
nit

Bottom I Surface Per cost. Foraminif era. Other Ornnlsms.

1814 0 I II 0
183 Aug. 28 12 42 0 5. 1700 36'O 78'O GwnIonnrA OOZE, cream- 5315 (5000 0%), Globigorinidte, Pul- (215 Ostracodes, Echini

146 46 0 B. coloured with r080 tinge, vinuiina. spines, a few Coecolitha and
slightly coherent, fine grained, (1 0%), Bilouiina, Textularida, Rhabdolitha.

S breaking up readily in water. Lageaidm, Rotalidw.
Residue rod-brown.

a

a




'184 ,, 29 12 8 0 S. 1400 30'O 775 GL0DIGnRINA OOZE, yellowish 52,64 (4000 Globigeriuidn, Pid- (10'64 , &rpula, fragments of
.5 145 10 0 E. when dry, coherent, breaking tinuEina. Lametlibranche, Brachiopods,13 up readily in water. (2-00%), Miliolidm, Textu. Cirripeds, Echini spines,Residue reddish. laridre, Lagenitha, Rotulidie. Coccolit]is, Rhabdolithe.

z




185 ,, 81 11 35 25 S. 136 ... 770 Coiwt SANDS,composed o( white 80'97 (4000 %), Globigorinidme, Pu?- (31'97 0%), Otoliths of fish, &r-
144 2 0 B. and brownish fragments of i'iau?ina. pula, Gastoropocis, Laniel-

186A ,, 81 11 86 20 8. 150 77'O calcareous organisms. (1500 Miliolidie, Taxtu- librancha, Pteropods, Hetero-
144 1 50 B. Residue yóllow.red. landis, Lagonidie, Rotalidtu, pods, Ostracodes, Echinoderin

'd '185n ,, 81 11 88 15 8. 155 77,0 Nummuldm. fragments, Polyzoa, calcareous
1485938 E. Alga?.

Beach, Raine ... ... Coiw SiD, yellow-white. 8914 (3500 0/s), Miliolidse, Rotalidie, (54'ld 0%), Se,uln, Gasteropods,o Island. Residue a few dark mineral Nummulinide. Lamellibnuichs, Ostracodes,
particles and some red Echinoderm fragments, Ucyo
amorphous material. narian spicules, I'olyoa, Corals,

calcareous Algis.

Sept. 7 Torrea Strait. 3-11 ... ... DEPOSIT composed of coarse sand, 62,15 (1500%), Miliolidie, Textularidte, (47'15 0%), Serpida, Dengalium,
shells, and graveL Rotalidie, Nuiunnilinidw. Gasteropods, Lamdllibranehs,
Residue white, rod, and Ostracodes, Batanus, Echino-

black particles. di'rm fragments, Alcyonarian
spicules, Folyzoa, Corals, cal
careous Alga?, calcareous con
cretions.

.5




186 ,, 8 10 30 0 S. 8 772 DEPOSIT composed of coarse sand, 59'66 (2000 0%), Miliolidin, Textula- (39i16 0%), SerpuFu, Denkiliurn,
142 18 0 B. shells, and gravel. ridtv, Rotalidie, Niunuiulinidi'. Ciusterojiods, Lamellibranche,

a Residue yellow-brown. Ostracodes, Balanus, Echino-
derm fragments, A.leyonanian
spiculea, Corals, Polyzos, cal
Means Alga?.

Sao anal. 70. * See anal. 88; P1. XX1V. fig. 8.
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ADDITIONAL OnsnvATIoaa.

Per oout Blilcoont Organisms. Minorale. Fine Washings.

4625 (2OO %), Sponge apiculos, Am. (200 m. di. 0OO mm., (4226 a considerable There was a large quantity of this deposit, of a uniform Z
modiscus iizccrtus, a few angular; folapar, plagioclase, quantity of fine elrivey and character throughout, in the sounding tube. The Fora.
brown casts. nugite, mica, hornblondo, other matter, colourcl rod by minifera are large and very perfect and include a few

mapotito, volcanic glass iron, minute mineral particles, Teziularia ind iouuia, as well as Fulninufina favue. g.
sphntors, pumice, glanconito. and remains ofsiliceous organ. All the pelagic forms are typical of a tropical Glob!. .

jams. ?erina Ooze. The volcanic glass in some oaseshas boon
nighly altered.




F
47.3 (200 70), Rodiolaria, casts of (2'OO di. O'06 mm., (4316 %), amorphous matter, In the trawl there were many -pumice atones, several

Foraminifera in mannneac angular; felspar, quart; with ninny small fragments cocoa-nuts, and other fruits. o these were attached
and iron, Sponge spicnlcs, mica, horublonde, angite, of minerals and siliceous Hydroids, Brachiopods, Annelids, and Cirripeda. Some
Astrorhizidm, Lituolidni, a magnetite, fragments of organisms. of the largest pumice stones have a diameter ofabout
few Diatoms. pumIce. 6 cm., au more or less rounded, some porous,




I
some homogeneous, some filamenteus, some sconaceous;
others have a greenish tinge, with a thin coating of
manganese, and are rather hard, but not so much
altered as those at Station 175.




l308 (600 70), many casts of Fora' (400 %), m. di. 0'07 mm., (303 70), fiocculont amorphous This deposit contains very many cmob of Foraminifora
minifera of a reddish colour, angular and rounded; quartz, matter, some fine mineral which are nearly all of a brick-red colour although a
Antrorhizidni, Lituolidni. folsar, mica, magnetite, particles, few have a greenish tinge; there was, however, no

augito, glauconite, olivine. typical glanconito observed. Many of the organisms
are macroscopic. The number of pelagic forms varies o
greatly in uiueront samples.

1016 (1 -00 70), Sponge spienles, a few (6 *00 70), m. di. 010 mm., (316%), a small quantity of floe. This deposit is made up for the most part of Corals, frog.
brown casts of calcareous rounded, smallest particles culont organic matter and fine ments of Lamollibranche and Gastoropods, Orbitoiitss, P'

organisms. angular; quartz, jlagioclaso, mineral particles. Amphiategina, Hetsroegina, and Rokilia. The grains
augite, hornbhmuuo, folapar, making up the "sand" measure from I to 10 mm,
mica, tourmaline, glauconitc in diameter.
grains, magnetite.

3715 (2-00%), Sponge apicuies, (30'OO 70), m. di. 0,50 mm., (515 7,), floecolont amorphous A large percentage of the carbonate of lime cornea from
Lituotidni. rounded; quartz, divine, fel. matter, and fine minera' par- fragments of calcareous rocks and concretions. These

spar, magnetite, glauconito. ticks, fragments average in diameter about lam. In addition
there are a few conglomerated masses about 1 cm. in
diameter and quartz and other mineral particles C
cemented together by ui reddish materiaL Worm tubes




0
composed of grains of quartz are also present, and shell 0-1
fragments comented together.




et0

a
40'34 (5'OO 70), Lituolidm, Toxtula- (25'OO di. 110 mm., (1014 70), amorphous ferrugin. The sandy and calcareous concretions of the bottom

ndie, Sponge spiculcs, casts rounded, finer grains angular one matter, line minerals, and measure from one to many centimetres in diaznitor,
of calcareous orgnnims, Din, and often coated with limo- siliceous remains, and on treatment with acid leave a considerable quan.
tome. mite; chiefly quartz, some tity of yellow-rod residue, chiefly made up of casts of

grains of milky quartz. organisms. A second dredging, obtained near the first,
was found to be finer but ot morwise similar. Nearly all
the. organisms are impregnated with red oxide of iron,
giving a decided colour to the deposit.
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Sao Charts 31 and 32, and Diagram 14.

Temperature
d . of the Sea- Caiu1oNan OP CALCIUM.

Date. position. Water.
(Fahr.). Designation and Physical Characters.

Bottom Surface Per cent. Foriuniulfera. Other Organism

1874 ' 00 0
187 Sept. 9 10 36 0 S. 6-8 ... 771 DEPOSIT composed of sand and 77-90 (45-00 Miliolidtc, Textular- (32-DO %), &rpida, Gesteropods,

141 56 0 E. aholls. idn, itotaida., Nummulinida.. Lamellibrauche, Ptoropod frog-
Residue green-brown. meuts, Echinoderm fragments,

Polyzoa, calcareous Alga..

188 ,, 10 9 59 0 S. 28-SO ... 78,6 DEPOSIT composed of sand and 3810 (15'00 %), Idiliolida., Toxtu.Iar- (2310 0/), &vta, Clastoropods,
189 42 0 & shells, grean-grey. ida., Lagunida., Rotalida.. LanioTlibriuiolis, Ostracodes,

Residue pale grey. fragments of Echinoderms,

one or two Coccoiths.
Alcyonarian spiculce, Polyzon,

189 ,, ii 9 36 0 5. 28 790 Qflup.N ?Jiyn, pub green-grey, 31-13 (10-00 %), Miliolida., 'I'oxt'ular- (21-13 %), Otoliths of fish, acer
137 50 0 E. gritty, coherent when dry, ida!, Rotalidn?, Nummijilnidie. pula, Gasteropods, Lamelli

containing shell fragments and brniichs, Ostracodes, Echiuo-
ealcareuftis concretions. dorm fragments, Pohyzon.
Residue green-grey.0




190 ,, 12 8 66 0 S. 49 79-2 Guua MUD, groan-greY, co- 2304 (100 Globigerina rubra. (1904 7), &rpula, Clasteropods,136 5 0 E. hermit, breaking up with diffi- (3-00 Miliohidiu, Lagenitlte, Lamellibriwelis, Ostracodes,
oulty in water, containing Tuxtularidte, RotalidLe, Nun. valves of Balazzw, Eehiuoderui
large fragments of Lanielli- niulinidu!. fragments, Polyzon, Corals.
branebs and, large calcareous
concrotiouary nodules.
Residue green.

16 Arafura Sea. 85 ... ... Guam MUD, green-grey, slightly 41-60 (10-00 %), Globigorinidie, Put- (2180 %), Sorpula, Gasteropods,
coherent, breaking up in water. vinulina. Lameilibranehs, Pturopods,
Residue dark green. (1O00 7), Miliolide, Lagonidin, Ostraeodos, Ecthini spines,

Toxtularidue, Rotalida., Nwu- Aleyunarian spiculea, Polyzon.
mulinida..

191 20 5 4). 0 S. 800 395 822 Giinmi MUD, very plastic when 13D (8-00 70), Globigorinidte, Pulvinu.- (395 7) Gasteropoils, Lamelhi-I, U
134 4 30 B. wet, soft to the touch, coherent lhu. biauchs, Ostracodes, Echiizo.

when dry. (2-00 %), Miliolidie, Toxtularidie, dorm freginonts, calcareous
Residue green with brown Lagenida., Rotalidoi. Alga-C itinge.

191a ,, 24 6 26 0 S. 580 40-7 81-6 Gxnnx Mm, dark grey with 40-20 (30-00 %), Globigorinithe, Put- (7-20 7), Otoliths of fish, Ptero-
138 19 0 E. green tinge, coherent when vinulna. pods, Ostracodes, Ecliini

dry plastic when wet. (3-00 %), Miliolida., Tuxtularida., spines, one or two Coecoliths.
ea1due dark green. Lagonidi; Rotalida., Nuxumu

liuidue.

192 ,, 20 6 49 15 S. 140 82-0 BLUE MUD, reen.grey when dry, 8-30 (4-00 %), Globigorinida Pal- (230 7), Otolitlis of fish, Gas
182 14 iS B. plastic, conerent, breaking up ,.'inulina. toropods, Lamellibranchs,

with difficulty in water, lustrous (200 %), At iliolidie, Ttxtu1arida., Pleropode, Heteropods, Ostra.
streak. LageiiiuIn, Rotulidue, Num- codes, Eehiuoderin fragments,
Residue dark green. mulinidie. Alcyouarian spiculee.

1




See P1. XXVII. (1g. 6.
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ADnnroa&L ODSIItVATIOII.

l'urrutiL Siliceous Organisms. Minorids. Fine Wasbings.

2210 (200 %), Siongo apiculea, Litu- (15'OO 7), m. di. O'fiO mm., (iO %), flocoulent amorphous Two dredginga were taken, one in 6 and another in 8olidm, Toxtnlarida, glauconi. or and rounded; quartz matter, fine mineral particles, fathoms. The characters were similar in both cases,tic casts, Diatoms. often covered with limonito, fragments of Diatoms. and also similar to the deposits taken on the
tourmnhno,folepar,ghauconito. previous day. There is less red coloured material than

at the previous station, but on the other band the
glaucomto is more abundant The red material of
these and the preceding stations, on treatment with
acid, breaks up readily, only a low of the organisms
retaining their characteristic outlines. Calcareous con.
crotionary nodules wore also observed. Quartz Is the
chief mineral.

6130 (8'OO %), Sponge spiculea, Litu- (4500 ), m. iii. O'20 mm., (13'30%), ferrnginoue amor- One or two casts of the Poraininifera of a yellow colourolida,, caste of Foraminifora, rounded; quartz, glauconito, phone matter and small frog, remained alter treatment with acid. Calcareous eon
Diatoms. felepar, hornblende, fragments monte of minerals. crotionary nodules about 8 cm. in diameter were a

of rocks, observed here as in the preceding deposits.

68'87 (300 %), glauconitic casts, Tcx- (2500 %), in. di. 0,20 mm., (40'87 %), amorphous green. In this deposit there werecalcareous modulesasatstationstLIlnrida?, Sponge apiculos, a rounded ; quartz, glauconite, grey and other matter, tine 186 and 187, but much smaller in size and in some
few Diatoms, green mica, tourmaline, sir- mineral particles, and a few cases dark in colour, due to the impregnation with

con, siliceous remains, black oxide of manganese. ,The glauconit. is more
abundant than in the four preceding stations.

78'96 (2-00 %), Sponge spiculea, fly. (50'OO %), m. (Ii. O10 mm., (24'96 %), fine mineral particles, Tho.caleareous nodules in this deposit are about 6 inches
pcrarnniina, a few casts. angular; quartz, glaneonito, fiocculont green amorphous long in some cases, and are covered with &,pula, ,large fragments of t'ôlspar. matter. Corals, Folyzoa, Potytre,na, Cap.ner(a, and Hpperrzm

mina. After acid there remained agreenish red residue
of imperfect casts of organisms, minerals, &e. There
is much amorphous matter in this deposit, some of
which is transparent, with a green tint; it shows




Wa
to polarisation. This matter Is probably to be

emnmvpd to glanconito. There are also present some
small fragments of calcite.

58'40 (2'OO %), Radiolaria, Sponge ($0'OO %), m. di. O'lO mm., (26'40 %), amorphous matter, This deposit is similar to the last. There are more
spicules, a few Palo green rounded and angular; quartz, fine mineral particles, and a pelagic Foraminifera hem than in the five previouscaste of Foraininifera, folspar, tourmaline, glauco. few fragments of siliceous deposits. No calcareous concretionary nodules were

nits, zircon. organisms. found.

80-05 (1,00 7), Spono apiculca,Radio. (P00 %), m. di. O'O6 mm., angu- (84 '05 %), much fine green amor- Among the organisms in this deposit there were wormlatin, Lituohdie, Diatoms, lam; quartz, folapar, horn. phous and claycy matter, with tubes formed of the dayey material. Fragments ofblonde, glauconito, zircon, small fragments of minerals wood, twigs, and seeds, were also presentand siliceous organisms.

6980 (1 '00'), Sponge apiculca, ghau- (P00 in. di. 0*06 mm., (57-80 %), amorphous green There was a large quantity of mudin the sounding tube;conitio casts, angular; quartz, (olspimr, coloured matter, fino mineral that on the top was of a green colour tinged with
glauconite, pumice. particles, and a few fragments brown, while at the bottom it was more clayey with

of Sponge apionles. a blue tinge. After treatment with acid there remained g
pale and dark green glauconitic grains and casts. There
were some concretions of Globigorina Ooze cemented
into a fine almost opaque paste of carbonate of calcium. a.
In the concretions some of the Globigorinidm are tilled
with glanconito.

91 '70 (1 00 a low Sponge spiculos, (P00 %), m. di. 008 mm,, (8010 %), amorphous matter, a Several soundings were taken, at two of which there werecasts of Fomaininiforn, Litu. angular ; glauconito (irregular few small fragments of traces of Coral Sand on the load. At 3.30 p.m., southolidw. or spherical grüiiis), quartz, minerals, of the Tionfolokkez' Islands, the Blue Mud described
felapar, rarely thin greenish was obtained. Near the same place two hauls of the
scales of a ehloritic mineral, trawl were taken, and the deposit obtained was a Coral
green pyroxenu. Sand with large perforated fragments of calcareous rock.
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Sao Charts 81 and 33, and Diagram 14.
Temnerature
of the Sea-
water CARBONATE Of CALCIUM.

Bate oiLUon. (Fahr.). DelIglUkUon and Physical Characters.

Bottom Surface Per cant. Porembifora. Other Orgnulama.

1874 °
'192& Sept. 26 6 49 15 S. 129 ... ... OLonxoEnw Oozn, hard honey- 7956 (60-00 %), Globigorinidie, Pal- (1466 %), &rpula, Dcnealium,

182 14 16 B. combed Globigerwa rock. maulina, framenta of Gasteropoda (rare)
Residue green. (600 %), MilioUd, Textn1aridn, an Lamellibranoba, limbs

Laoaidxe, Rotalidxe, Nuinmu- and carapaces of Crustaceans,
linidru. Ptaropode, Ostracodos, Ecbino.

dorm fragments, Corals (Cary.
ophyllui), Alcyonarian apioules.

193 ,, 28 6 24 0 8. 2800 880 886 VowisioMtrn,blue,pulveralent, trace Puivinulina.
130 37 15 B. fine grained.

194 ,, 9 4 81 0 3. 200 ... 830
129 57 80 B.

194A 4 31 0 3. 360 825 }VOLOAN1OMUD
129572DB.

Oct. 1 Off Banda. 17 VoLo&lno S&im or gravel, made 5209 (200O %), Miliolidm, Rotalidm, (3209 %), Otoliths of fish, Ser
up of red, white, and black Nummulinidin. pula, Gnsteroods, Lainelli-
putie1ca braneha, Echinoderm frog-

Residue black. monte, Polyzon, Corals, cai-
careous Aigre.

195 ,, 8 4 21 0 S. 1425 380 82,0 BLUE MUD, blue-grey, coherent, 3186 (1500 Globigerinidm, Ful- (1888 7), Casteropod fragment.,
129 7 0141 homogeneous, fine grained, ViTIU nuz. LamoIlibrancbs, Ptoropods,

plastic when wet. (3-00 %), Miliolidm, Lagcnida, Ostracodes, Alcyonarian api.
Residue blue-grey. Rotalidm. cules, Coccolitbe.

6 Off Amboina. 15-20 ... ... Deposit composed of SHELLS and 69'26 (9-00 %), Globigerinidie, Pulvin- (2526 %), Otoithe of fish, Ser-
SAND, principally Gasteropod uli;ur nw,aanU. pula, Dtntalium, Gasteropoda,
and Lamellibranch fragments, (2600 %), Miliolidie, Lagonidte, Lamollibrancha (oyster), ter
Heterostcgiw complanata. Nuxuniulinidw. ods, Ostracodos, Balantw,

Residue dark grey. ehinoderm fragments, Corals
(free), Polyzoa.

* Sue P1. XII. fig. 2.
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smesous Organisms.Per c8lit. Miziornis. Fine Washimp.

2G-44 (5-00%), Sponge pieu1oS,Toxtfl- (100 %), m. dl. 010 mm., (14-44%), amorphous matter, In the trawl were several large pieces of honeycombed
larido3, casts of calcareous or- rounded; glauconito, quartz, fine mineral. particles, and rook, and many rounded more or loss hardened nodules.

foispar, zircon, olivine, horn- siliceous remans. These nodules, when examined, were found to be corn.
blonde, posed entirely of the shells of Globigenna, Fulvinu.

lina, and Orbulina,-in short, a Globigorina Ooze
more or less hardened. The large pieces of rock are
vary bard, requiring heavy strokes of a hammer to
break them, and are overgrown with &ipuia, (Jar-
penteria, Fotytrema, Sponges, Corals, Polyzoa, &o.

10000 (500 %), Snongo spictilea, (60-00 %), in. di. 010 mm.,
folepur,

(35O0 %), flue amorphous
matter, fine mineral particles,

Only traces of the deposit came upin the sounding tubeit had boon washedBailiolarin, Diatoms. ,dngioclase,angular;
and ailicooua.remuins.

evidently out. In the water-bottle,
volcanic glass, augito, mague- however, there was a small quantity of a red-greentito, andasitic lapilli. colour. No Foramiciifern were observed in this latter,

but in that obtained. in the sounding tube three Pal-
vinutina shells were observed.

Some pebbles and mineral particles came upin the tube.
Mixed with these were some pe1aio 'ornminifrra.
The minerals were generally, volcanic, and attached
to one was a piece of coral. In the dredge were several
fragments of volcanic rocks and pumice, measuringfrom 1 to 4 inches (211 mm. to 10 cm.) in diameter

amlCorals, siliceous Sponges (Aphreei.zlhiiea, &c.),calcareous Algte.

47,91 ... (47-91 %), angular; lapilli of A small quantity of fine anior- A large proportion of the deposit is made up ofcalcareousvolcanic rooks, jilagiodase, plious matter. Algte encrusting nuclei of various materials, each as
augito, hornhlunuio, magno. rock fragments, Corals, &o, and. forming nodules from
tite, black glassy volcanic to 4 inches (6 mm. to 10 cm.) in diameter. The
particles, olivino. rock fragments are from I to 5 cm. in diameter, with

a few smaller mineral particles. The volcnniominorala
are very often surrounded with black volcanic glass;they may be considered as splinters or products of
disintegration ofa basaltic rock or as a volcanic ash.

68134 (3130 %), Sponge spicules, a
itadiolaria, Autrorhizidcu,

(10130 %), m. di. O'lO mum., (55'64 %), flue amorphous A large quantity of the mud came up in the sounding'Fliemfew angular; magnetite, brownish matter, with minute mineral tube. was a watery brown layer on the ton,
Litnolidre, Diatoms. vesic.alar volcanic

flass,
particles and remains of sili- whereas the remainder %vas.a compact Blue Itud; botli,

EUT1111:10,
PlilgiOULSO, 01`11- econs organisms. however, were of the same composition. In the dredgelonde, augito. there were a number of pumice iiodiiles, varying from

to 4 inches (12 mm. to 10 cm.) in diameter, slightly
impregnated with manganese. To several ofthe smahlsr
ones there were attached specimens of Antipaths. One
,or two twigs and seeds were also found in the dredge.

4014 (2'O0 &), Sponge spicules, Litno. (15130 %), in. cli. O'20 mm., (2314 %), Ilocculent amorphous Pieces of twigs end leaves were present. A piece of vol-
lide, Diatoms. angular and rounded ; plagio. matter, niinuto mineral parti- canie tufa obout an inch (26 mm.) in diameter was also

chase, stinitlino, pyroxeno, cbs, and fine siliceous re obtained. Small fragments of rocks 3 or 4 mum, in
Magnetite, quartz, altered mains. diameter were found among the nmiimi'rnls. .&1erixfrginaoliviime, pumice, particles of complasaala, var. graituloscr, is largely represented.volcanic rocks (some altered).
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See Chart 31, and Diagram 14.

0
Date. Position.

.5
Toint.enitttre
of t'ho Boa
J. DeSIgnation and Physical Characters.

CARDONATS OF C.ALOtU)X.

Bottom Surface Per coat. Foraminifora. Other Organisms.

1874 ° U 0 0
196 Oat. 13 0 48 80 8. 825 861 83-0 HARD GRouND, hard conglo- 93'70 31ilioUna, Orbiolite.c, Globigriiw, &rpula, fragments of Gastero-

120 58 80 E. merate, yellow-white.
Residue Ca,pcn¬crur, Folylrcma. poda, Lamellibranoha, Echino-

yellow-white, dorm fragments, Polyzoa,
caloareono AIgt.

197 ,, 14 0 41 ON. 1200 859 825 BLUE MUD.
1.26 87 0 1.

198 ,, 20 2 55 0 N. 2150 38-9 85-0 VowAwIc MUD, red-brown, "
124 58 0 E. coherent, fine grained, break-

ing up in water, plastic and
dark brown when wet.

199 22 s 44 o N. 2600 386 8$0 VowMno MUD, red-brown, co-,,
128 84 0 E. herent, fine grained, breaking

up in water, plastic and dark
brown when wet.

200 3 6 47 0 N. 250 ... 85-5 Giuzy MUD,,,
12228 OE.

201 ,, 20 7 3 0 N. 82 ... 83'O STONES, GRAVEL.
12148 OE.

202 ,, 27 8 32 0 N. 2550 50-6 83-0 BLUE Mun, dark brown, flue trace Giobigcrina bulloidc., Textularia Echini opines, a few Coccoliths.
121 55 0 E. grained, unctuous, plastic, dUalala.

homogeneous, coherent.

203 ,, 31 ii 6 0 N. 20 .,. 86-0 MuD, S'um, and SUELis. ",
123 9 0 E.

f3

I
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Per cent. Siliceous Organisms, Minerals. Pino Washings.

6"80 (O0 Sponge apicules. (p00 7), m. cli. 008 nun., (C30 , fine Amorphous matter Nothing was obtained in the sounding tube, but in the
angilar; felepar, pyroxono or and a few fine mineral par. trawl there were fragments ofa hard; irregular, honey.bornblondc, pumice. tides, combed conglomerate of a yellow-white colour, coated

in parts with manganese and overgrown with Se,puia,
Polyzoa, and Sponges. The largest fragmentmeasured12 by 8 inches ($0 by 20 cm.), and was not unlike those
obtained on September 26, but much harder and the
organisms were less apparent Microscopic sectionsshowthe whole mass to becompeted for the mostpartof Foreminifora and calcareous AIM transformed into a crystalline limestone. Microscopic crystals of carbonateof
limo have been formed in a11 the hollows of these con
cretions, and the cement is also crystalline. From
consideration of the organisms, this deposit, unlike
that at Station 192*, hasbeen formed in comparativelyshallow water. In addition to the rock fragments,there were also pieces of Corals. In the residue after
acid there were observed a number of small rounded
bodies, isolated or grouped, yellow and transparent;these must be organic.

Only a trace of the bottom came up in the soundingtube, and this was a fine sandy mud formed of red;white, and black mineral particles, mixed with a few n
small Forarninifera and Radiolarin. There was also an
angular pebble of nugite-andeelte, much decomposedand coated with manganese. p

10000 (300 Sponge spiculea, (45'OO %), in. di. O'20 mm., (5200 amorphous matter of In the trawl there came up one or two pieces of rockLituolidie. angular; folspnr, plagioclase, a brown colour and many fine about an inch in diameter, volcanic conglomerate the
pyroxeno, hornblondo, magno. mineral particles, same as found off Goonong Api, several palm fruits, and
tite, pumice, pahrgonito, pieces of wood and bark.
lap1111,

10000 (200 7), Sponge spicules, 1. (4800 %), m. cli. 0'lO mm., (50'OO fine amorphous There were many small fragments of pumice.phax nodulosa, Oaudnjina angular; plagioclaRe, pyre. brown coloured matter, many
miplaonclla, Diatoms. xeno, liornbleniLo, iniineLite, fine mineral particles, and,a

pumice, vitreous lapilli. few siliceous remains,

... ... Only a small quantity of mud was brought up. It was
green in colourand containedDiatoms, Coocohths,.(flobj
gerina, Rni1olaria and small, mineral particles.

Four or five small pebbles came up in the soundingtube, some basaltic, others limestone. The former
were covered with attached Foraminifera of various
kinds.

10000 (P00 Radiolaria and a few (6'OO 7), in. di. O'08 mm., (940O amorphous matter. The deposit which came up in the tube and water-bottle
Diatoms. magnetite, fe]spar, was exceedingly soft arid of a slate blue colour, with

F
lagiociase, quartz, augite, here and thero a tingo of red.
lortiblende, pumice, coloured
altered particles, brown vol.
canie glass, small basaltic
lapilli.
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See Chart 81, and Diagram 14.

Date. Position. °
Tomnoraturo
of the Son.
water Designation and Physloal Characters.

CARBONATE OF CALCIUM.

Bottom Surface Per cent. Yornmlntforn. Other Organlszna.

204
1874

Nov. 2
0 .' H
12 28 0 N. 706 ... 840 BLUE Nun, green-grey when dry, 11'31 (6'00 Globigorinide, Ail- (4-317.), Lamellibranch frag-

122 16 0 E. fine grained, coherent, green vinulina, ments, Ptoropods, Ostracodes,
when vet. (100 %), Miliolidw, Textu1arida, Echini spines, Coccoliths.
Residue green. Rotalida,, Nuniniulinithe.

204A , 2 12 43 0 N. 100 ... 840 GIma Nun, green, slightly 56'18 (2000 ), Glohigorinid, Pul- (31']8 %), Otoliths of fish, Gas-
122 9 0 E. coherent. t'inuliua. toro1rnds, Larnollibranclis (tar-

Residue green. (500 %), Miliolidin, Textularid, val), Pteropads, Hetoropods,
Lagenlike, Rotalidw, Num- Ostracodes, Echinoderm frog.
inuituida,. ments, Polyzon.

20111 ,, 2 '12 46 0 N. 115 ... 840 GREEN MUD, same 204A. 50-40 (20'OO %), Globigorinidw. (26'40 Otoliths of fish,
422 10 0 E. Residue green. (400 ). Miiolida,, Tt.xtuhtridtr, Gasteropods, Laindllibraucha

Lagiiidte, Rotalithe, Nuw- (larval), Pteropods, Hutoro-
mulinida,. rods, Ostracodes, Echino-

(term fragments, l'olyzoa.

11 Manila Har- 4 ... ... BLUE Nyu, blue-grey, plastic, trace Miliolina, .Bulimina aculea&r, Gastoropods, Lamellibranchs,
boar. tine grained, unctuous, Co. Riküia. Pteropods, Coccoliths.

herout.

205 ,, 13 16 42 0 N. 1050 37,0 82'O Burn Nun, light grey, homo. 211 (15'OO ). Globigorinide, Put- (6'll %), &rpula, casteropods,
119 22 0 E. pneous, fine grained, co- vinuliiuz. Lam ollibrancha, a few

nereut. (1'OO %), Cassidu1intr. subg1obo.tr, Pteropod fragments, Echiun-
Residue brawn. Splxrafdi:uL bulleidcs, Rut.- doria fragments. free Corals

a1ide. (Bat/iyactLs), Coceoliths, Rhab-
doliths.

1875 Hong Kong 7 Mt-i and SnittLa, green-grey, 53,52 (500 %), Miliolida,, Rotalida,, (48'52 %), Otoliths of fish, Gas-
Jan. 6 Harbour. coherent, breaking up readily Nttwmuliukltu. teropods, Lnmellibraiiehs,

in water. Ostracodes, Echinoderm frog.
Residue green-grey. month, Polyzoa.

206 ,, 8 17 54 0 N. 2100 36-5 75'2 BLUE Nun, green, somewhat trace Glohigerinidir, .PalviuulOur.
117 14 0 E.

Elastic,
coherent, nuctuous,

nowogoneous, fine grained.

207 ,, 16 12 21 0 N. 700 51'6 80'O BLUE MUD, light green-grey, 3'22 Textularitr, (eiqcriua, Otobi- A few fragments of Lamelli-
122 15 0 E. coherent, homogeneous, flue yerhaa succulift'ra., Palvioulina braudis iLnd Pteropods, one or

graiiwtl, sublustrous streak, 'm(flari(jj, 1&talia. two Coccoliths.
breaking up with difficulty in
Water.
Residue dark green.

208 ,, 17 11 37 0 N. 18 , 81'Q BLUE Mt'1).
12331 0 H.
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Per Cont. Afliosoni Organisms. Minerals. Fine Washing

88'69 (60O %), Radiolaria, Sponge (6O'OO ), m. di. 0,10 mm., (23'69 %), green amorphous
spiculea, Diatoms. angular; plagioclase, quartz, matter, fine mineral particle.,

pyroxone, hornblende, mica, and siliceous fragments.
magnetite, pumice, altered
volcanic particles, glauconito.

4882 (3'00 Sponge spicules, (:1000 ), in. di. 018 mm., (1012 %), many fine mineral After treatment withacid, there remain a good manyIladiolarin, Toxtularida', casts aligumar; ftlspar, plagioclast., particles, a little amorphous halo and dark green casts of the Forannthfera and
of cakarooua organisms. nugite, ninguetite, volcanic matter, and a few siliceous other shells.

glass splinters, glnLtCO.ULtO. remains.

4900 (400 %), Sponge apicules, (30 -00 °4),
M.14

di, 010 mm., (l580 %), many fine mineral The deposit is similar in every respect to that obtained
Radiolaris, aronaceous Textu. angular; fopar, plagiocinse, particles, a little amorphous at the previous station. Ptoropods are fewer. A groat1arida, glauoonitic casts. quarts, horuWende, augita, matter, and a few siliceous many casts of the organisms remain after treatment

mica, magnetite, glassy vol. remains, with acid.
cauic particles, glauconite.

100,00 (3'OO 7) Sponge spicules and (25'OO ), m. di. 008 mm., (7200 line amorphous The deposit was obtained from the anchor. A number
Diatoms. angular; fuispar, plagiochiso, matter of a blue colour, fine of small coprolite-like bodies are present.

bornblendc, augito, glassy mineral particles, and a few
volcanic particles more or remains of siliceous organ.
less altered, quartz. isine.

7789 (6-00 %), Sponge spicules, (10'OO %), in. di. 013 mm., (6219 %), fine amorphous andlathe trawl were two or three rounded nodules of pumice,




Badjolaria, Astrorliizidte, angular; quartz, plagioclnso, clayey matter, minute mineral from to 1 inch (12 to 25 mm.) In diameter, a few
Hapop1.raipnttm, Diatoms. foisliar, hornhlen,Io, angite, particles, and some siliceous cinders, and fragments of wood and leaves. The g'

maguetito, palagonito, pum. romaine. nodules and pieces of wood were overgrown with
ice. ,erjrn1a. In addition to those there were a dead o

Coral (Bathyaetis) and a Gasteropod.
04

4018 (6.00 %), Sponge epiculea, a few (2500 ), in. di. O60 mm., (16'48 %), line mineral particles, The deposit was obtained from the anchor and coneista
fragments of Diatoms. Minded and angular; ijnurtz, a small quantity of amorphous of fragments of shells, &c., cemented together by mud. °

FItigiocliiso,
ro pyroxene, matter, a few line fragments It is curious to note that although the surface waters

lornblentle.1111-11.7sorlte, itmguctitm of Sponge spiculea, one or two were full of Diatoms none or only a few fragments
particles, glauconito. fragments of Diatoms. were observed in the deposit from the bottom. The

folapar is sometimes kaoliniaed

100'OO (1000 %), Sponge epiculca, (5'OO %), in. di. 0'20 mm., (85'OO %), much green-brown When brought up in the sounding tube the mud was
Rediohiria, RJ,.antminu, angular; quartz, a great nnm- clayey and amorphous matter, reddish at the top and of a elate-blue colour at the
Lituolidic, ckwuli7ur corn- bet of small particles uf brown some (limo mineral particles, bottom. Small pellets of amorphous matter are
mints, Diatoms. vesicnlarvolcuuicghtss, plngio- and minute remains of ailice- observed in the Iarer washings of the residue, pro

one organisms. bably cxcrota of Eclunoderme.
niugrictito.

961'S (300 a few Radiolarin, (5'OO in. di. 006 mm., (88'78 %), much green clayey The calcareous organisms are fragmentary.
Sponge spiculos, and Diatonis. angular; very small particles, and amorphous matter, many

among which feispuir and line mineral particles, and a
ILugito predominate, quartz, few remains of siliceous
glassy volcauic particles, organisms.
hunpa of disintegratingvolcanic matter black umud
somewhat opaque, probablyvolcanic matter altering into
clayey substances, glauconito.

A small quantity of deposit was obtained from the
stomach of a Holothurian. It was green in colour p
and contained broken shells of all kinds, Echinoderm
spines, many varieties of i?oranminifura1 but no Globi
gerina or Pulvinulinct.
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See Chart $1 and Diagram 14




Temperature0 of tile Sea- CARBONATE OF CALCIUM.
Date. Position. J

otor Designation and Physical Characters.
49 Bottom Surface Per cent. Foraminifera. Other Organisms.

1876 0 I? 0 0
209 Jan. 22 10 14 0 N. 96 71'O 81,0 BLUR Mun, green, slightly co- 3582 (1300 7i. Globigerinidm, Put- (982 %), Otoliths offish, Gastero-

128 64 0 E. horent, somewhat plastic when vin.ulina. pods, Lamollibraneh fragments,
wet. (1300%), lililiolidin, Textularidw, ?teropods, Hoteropods, Ostra
Residue green. Lagenidw, Rotnlidw, Nunimu- codes, Echinoderm fragments,

linidw. Alcyonarian apiciilea, Cocco
lithe, Coccosplieres.

200A ,, 24 ... 85 ... BLUE MUD. ...

210 ,, 25 9 26 0 N. 875 641 801 GREEN Mill), light green-brown, 3606 (2500 Globigerinidsi, ?ul- (006 %), Otoliths of fish, Lamol-
123 45 0 E. coherent, fine grained, dark vinvli,uz. librancha, Ostracodes, Echini

green when wet. (200 %), Milioi(na, Textnlnrithe, emoe, Coecoliths, Rhabdo-
Residue green. Lngenidtu, Rotatia lithe.

a
a
0

21O ,, 26 9 15 0 N. 186 67-1 80-7 BLuE Mun, light green-brown, 17'OO (1200 %), Globigerinidni, Put- (4'OO Otolithsoffish, Gastoro
124 88 0 E. coherent, line grained, dark vinulina. pods, Lamoflibranehe (larval),

3 green when wet. (1'0G %), Milioidie, Textularidm, Ftoropods, Ostracodes, Echini
Residue green. Lageuidui, Nummulinidie. spines, Aleyonarian spicules.

211. ,, 28 8 0 0 N. 2226 50-6 810 BLUE MUD, light yellow-brown, 14-63 (1100 %), Globigerinithe, Put- (283Echini spines, Coccoliths.
121 42 0 B. fine grained, homogeneous, vinulina.

coherent, plastic when wet. (100 %), Mitiotina, Cassidutiua
Residue brown. rubglobasa, Lagonithe, Ro

talido, 1j7nL(O;LLUU unmirili
c(,,. if

212 ,, 30 6 64 0 N. 10 ... 830 SAND, GRAVEL, and MUD.
322 18 0 B.

213 Fob. 8 5 47 0 N. 2050 38'S 830 BLUE Mun, with reddish surface 116 A few Globigerinidw A few Cephalopod beaks and
124 1 0 B. layer, yellowish when dry, Pteropod fragments.

slightly coherent, fine gra.iued,
earthy, breaking up or in
water.
Residue blue-grey.

z
3
a

0
8




* Sue anal. 63.
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Rasmint.




ADDITIONAL Onunvnose.

Per cent. J Sflleooni flrgnnlsnia. MiuorrI.. Pine Washingu.

8418 (1O'OO %), Sponge spioules, (201)0 %), m. di. 020 mm., (34-18%),. amorphous matter, This seems to be a Green Mud in processof formation and
AZOflSCOOU8 Tethilarilrn, angu ar and rounded; quart; fine mneral particles, and resembles that obtained off the coast of Australia,
A.atrorhizidis, Hap!opliragrn- glauconito, plagioclase, fl. remains of aillceoua organ. Station 164. Abundant casts of the organisms remain
sum, caste of calcareous or- spar, augito, bornblondo, mag. isins. after treatment with said.
gamams, Diatoms. untie pnxtiolcs.




This in in the same position as the previous station, and
is known as the piectei&s ground.

681)4 (3100%), Sponge spicules, (11)0 %), in. di. 01)8 mm., (691)4 %), much amorphous Thorn were a great ninny oval arenaceons bodies, of dlf-
Radiolaria, aronacoous Textu- angular; glauconito, felopar, matter, fine mineral particles, ferent sizes, believed to be the excreta of Kobinoderms.
laridw, caste of calcareous or- plagioclase, angito, magnetite, and fine siliceous remains.
ganisma, Diatoms. nornblonde, olivine (I), altered

volcanic rocks, a great many
small yellow pellets, round
and opaque in centre, probably
altered gianconito or imperfect
caste.




a

831)0 (31)0 7,), Sponge spicnlos (51)0 %), m. dL 008 mm., (751)0 %), amorphous matter, The sounding was taken close to the Island of Camignln(Eupkceella and Geodia), angular; plagioclaso, volcanic fine minerals, and siliceous in 185 fathoms. The bottom is a Blue Mud contain-Ratholaria, Reopluzx apicvli- glass, quartz, ntagnetito, horn- remains. in Qtobigcriria, Pteropods, &c., and many small red
fera, arenaccous Textularidw, blonde, hyporuthene, augite, and white mineral particles of volcanic origin. A
Diatoms. sanidine. Piece of tufa about 0,5 cm. in diameter was observed

in the washings. Hornblonde and augite are here
more abundant than in other deposits of a similar
kind.

8537 (200 7,), Radiolaria, S1ongo (21)0 %), m. di. 010 mm., (811)7 %), light coloured clayeyThe sounding was taken in the Sum Sea in 2225 fathoms.
spiculca, Aatrorhizidai, iAtuo. angular; plagioclase, folupar, and amorpboua matter, fine The tube was nearly lull of mud, all above the valve
lidni, Diatoms. quartz, augito, hornblendo, mineral particles, and siliceous beingofa red colour, that below slate blue; no difFerenceblack mica, iniinetite, vol. remains, but that of colour can be detected in the two samples;canic glass, pumice, lapilli. the blue, however, appears to have more clayov and

earthy matter than the much more diffuse upper layer.

On February 2, 1875, in the same locality, large fragments of plagioclase, often zonary, embedded in a
vitreous coating, crystals of augito, magnetite, and
hornblende, were observed in the mud.

98'25 (51)0 %), Radiolaria, Astror- (6000
~.),

m. di. 0-20 mm., (33,25 %), amorphous matter, In the reddish surface layer one or two fragments orhizidiv, Lituolidat, Diatoms. aill, ar; quartz, sanidine, many minute fragments of Foraminirem and a fra&mont of Ptoropod were iioticei!,
Ela

ioclase, magnetite, horn. minerals, and a few fragments but the deeper blue colonred portions contain no car-lendo, mica, Pumice. of siliccous organisms. bonato of limo organisms, and do not show the least °0
effervescence with acids. The Radioluria appear also
to be much more numerous in thu reddish surface
layer. There wore many large hardened lumps of the
deposit in the trawl, wliih contained many fragments a
of wood, loaves, and branches. The horublendo and
felspnr, often filled with vitreous iiielusiona, are, like
many of the minerals, enveloped in a vitreous volcanic
coating. Some fragments of rocks have a diameter of °
0'S mm,
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See Chart 31, and Diagrams 14 and 15.

Temperaturbof the Boa.
water CARBONATE OF CALCI1J)L

Date. Position. j Designation unit Physical Characters.

Bottom ISurface Percent &ormln1tira. Other Organisms.

1816 °' ' 0
214 Feb. 10 4 33 0 N. 500 48 80-5 BLUE Mun, roy, granular, CD: 34.34 (2500 %), G1obigerinid, l'ul- (P34 Otoliths of fish, Ostra-

121 8 0 E. berent, earthy. vinulina., codes, Echinodorm fragments,
Residue reddish (2-00 %), Textularidin, Lngonidw. Polyzoa

215 ,, 12 4 19 0 N 2650, 854 818 Ritn CLAY, rod-yellow when dry,
130 15 0. E. coherent, lustrousstreak,

homogeneous, plastic and dark
red-brown when wet.

.




216 ,, 16 2.46 0 N. 181 854 828 GLOBIOERA OOZE, light grey 4903 (4000 Globigerinidm, Pal- (8,03%), Echini spines, Cocco-
138 58 0 E. with red tiue, slightly cobe. viauUna menardli. lithe, Rhabdolithe.

rent, granuia1 piatie when (100 %), Milioliiur venusta, Uvi.
wet. ycrina asperula, Pu?vinujina
Residue dark red-brown. fanis.

216k. ,, 16 2 56 0 N. 2000 354 828 GLODIOERIWA Oozs, light red- 34-67 (3000 %), Globigerinidn, Pal- (467 %), Echiui spines, Cocco-
184 11 0 E. grey, slightly coherent, fine viuulna inenardii, RotaUa lithe, Rh.abtioli.ths.

o grained, plastic and rod. soldanil.
coloured when wet.
Residue dark red-brown.

217 ,, 22 0 30 0 S. 2000 352 880 Btuu MUD, blue-grey, homogone- 1215 (1016 %), Globigorinidte, Pulvi
188 55 0 E. one, coherent, line grinned, flu tifl(L ?UeIUHdIi.

breaking up with difficulty in (2-00 %), .Bileculfua dtrcsa,
water, dark blue-grey when Truncatuli,ia pygina'a.
wet.
Residue dark blue.

24 Humboldt 37 ... ... Bi.txr MUD, blur-grey and plastic 2891 (5-00 Globig'rinidw. (1391 Gasteropods, Lanielli-
Bay, Papua. when wet, coherent, granular. (10-00 ), .Miliolidie, T'.r(,clar(a, l'rauchs (larval), Pteropotls,

Residue blue-grey. Rotidid&e. Nunrntuthuidae. Ostriicodcs, Eehinntkrin frag
ments, calcareous Algu.
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RaqrnvE.
AnDmonaL Onsmwaiioas.

Per cent Siliceous Organisms. --
Minerals. Fine Washings.

0560 (200 %),a few Snonge apiculos;
of

(2000 %), m. di. 0,10 mm., (4306 %), amorphous matter, Besides a quantity of the deposit there were in the trawl
Radiolarin,fragments

Astrorhizida3, Lituolidw.
angular; sauiiline, plagioclaso,
quartz, augito, horublondo,

minute fragments of minerals, many animals and numerous fragments of trachyticMi. These fragments are generally very compact and
magnetite, pumice. break up with difficulty, their cohesion being nearly as

perfect as that of crystalline rocks. They contain
(Jkbigerina and other Foraminifera, and a greatnumber of volcanic particles, as felepar, plagloélnae,aito, rare yugi I hornblende, magnetite, fragments of
volcanic glass. These concretions are true submarine
tufas, and seem to be an augiteaudesitic ash or to
come from the disintegration of an augits-andesitlorock containing hornblende. Vitreous fragments are
not frequent; probably they are altered into chioritic
matter present in the concretions.

loooo (3-00%), many Racliolaria,
siliceous apiculea, Lituolidoi.

(50O 0/s), m. di. 008 mm., (9200 much fine amorphous
matter,

There was one piece of pumice about the size of a pea In
angular; pingioclase, augito,volcanic glass splinters,

minute mineral partides, and remains of siliceous
the sounding tube. In the trawl were a few fragments

frag
nienta of altered volcanic

of pumice, about the size of a hen's egg or less, These
all

rock-a, magnotito.
organisms, contain porphyritle minerals. Inside one piece was

found an Orbulina-like body, having the shell composedof black and red particles, but containing no carbonate
of lime (FlaeopnKna builot). The pumice fragments
an slightly impregnated in some cases with manganese.

60'97 (l00 %), Songospicules, Radio- (1 -00 %), m. di. 00(3 mm., an. (18-97 %), much red amorphous Puivinulijrza janus was noticed bore for the first timelana, Wncammina a4jform13, gular; pumice, foispar, plagio- matter, fine mineral and since leaving the Philippine Islands,Lituolidm. clam, augito, magnetite. siliceous remains.

6633 (l00 %),Sponge apicules, Radio. (1-00 7), m. di. 0'06 mm., an- (63 '32 7), much amorphous There are fewer Coecolitha Find Rhabdolitha than in thelena, Diatoms, gular; foispar, pyroxono oram- matter of a red-brown colour, previous sounding. There were one or two pieces of
phibolo, megntitito, pumice, fine mineral particles, and pumice stone in the sounding tube. A considerablealtered volcanic glass. remains of siliceous organ- number of pumice stones came up in the trawl, varyingisma. from the size of a marble to that of a good-sized eg.The surface of most of these was impregnated with

manganese. Stephanoacyphna simpk.v with its atolons
ran over these stones in great numbers. There were
also present in the trawl quantities of Ithinamrnina

of Fomminiatgafninis, the tube of which is composedfern and other bottom-living organisms cemented
together. There were also many worm tubes and a
large irregular Rhizopod similar in form to (but not)
$yriagizmm;nafragilwsims.

87'211 (1 -00 Radiolaria, Sponge (l00 m. di. 0,06 mm., an- (8526 much amorphous There were two or three small ces of pumice nn'l
spicules, Rijizasurnina alga. gular; folapar, tingito, vol. matter, fine mineral particles, lifeseveral worm tubes or portions othem in the sound-
form is, Lituolidw. canic glass, sometimes altered and remains of siliceous or- ing tube.

to palagonito, quartz. ganisms.

71-09 (200 %), Sponge spicules, Radio- (20'007.), m. di. 007 mm., (.J9'09 %), fine mineral particles, A few green casts of the Foraminifora remain after treat.lana, IIap1op1irwniiuzn ayg- rounded ; foispar, volcanic amorphous matter, and silice. ment with add.intisiun; Tr-.riulariu ayit¬u!a, glass, quartz, magnetite, oh- ous remains.
Diatoms, vine, hornblende, mica, pain-

gonite, glauconite.

C

j
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Sea Charts 31 and 84, and Diagrams 15 and 16.

TOY=
ture

.5 en- CnoNA OF OALCWII.
Date. PoiUo. , water




Deelgnntlon and ebysical Characters.

Bottom Surface Per cent. Framinifero. Other Organisms.

1875 ° ' " u 0
218 Mar. 1 2 88 0 S. 1070 864 840 Bun Mun, palo blue-grey with 17-17 (10-0070), Globigorinida3, 'Put- (4il 70), Otolitbaoffish, SOi,ulg,

144 4 0 E. rothlinh tinge, homogeneous, vinuilna. Ianh/iina, Dentaliurn, Lamolli
coherent, somewhat plastic (3-00%), Miliolidn, Lagenidw, brancha, Pteropods,Rohini
when. wet.. Rotalidie. spines, Corals (Bat1zyacti.),
Residue dark blue-grey. Coccoliths.

7 Nrirea Ear- 16-25 ... ... CORAL SANDS and Mw)s, pale 8687 (200 70), Globigerini&a. (54-87 70), Serpula, Onsteropods,
10 hour. yellow-white, free in the case of (3000 70), Miliolid*n,Tuxtularidm, Lamellibranehe, Ptoropotle, Os

the sand, light-brown, slightly Lpnithu, Rotalida3, umniu- tracodea, Echinoderin (rag.
coherent. 1intda. nicuts, Corals, calcareous Algw..
Residue dark brown.

* ,, 9 Beach, Main .. ... .. SAND, grey, black, white, and. red 27-30 (800 %), Jfiliolina, .RotaUa, (1930 70), larval Casteropods,
Island, Adnu- particles. Nonionina. Lamuilibranch and Echino.
ralty Islands. Residue dark gy, derm fragments, Alcyonarian

apicules, calcareous ./iJgie.

219 ,, 10 1 64 0 S. 150 ... 840 CORAL Mini..
148 39 40 E.

220 ,, 11 0 42 0 S. 1100. 302 83-8 OL0DrnEIUNA Oozn, nlo yellow- 03-75 (5000 7), Qlobigerinida, Pci- (1175 7). Edhini spines, Cocco-
147 0 0 E. white, granular, eiiglitly Co. vinulina. liths. BhaWoiths.

hereut. (200 70), ijiloculina thiprcssa,
Residue rod-brown. Truncatulina lobatula.

I




221 ,, 13 0 40 0 N. 2650 354 838 Ran CLAY, light red-brown, Ca- trace Pulvinutinafavui (fragment). Small teeth of fish.
148 41 0 E. horont, fine grained, presenting

no macroscopic elements.

222 ,, 16 2 15 0 N. 2450 35-2 82-8 lIED CLAY, light brown with red 686 (5-86 70), Globigerinid, Pu!- A few small teeth of flh,
146 16 0 B. tinge, coherent, fine grained, vinulina. Echini spines.

presenting no macroscopic (1-00 70), Truncatulina pygmwa,
elouicnts. 1T071inina ,zuthiiicatc (a.
Residue chocolate coloured.

See P1. XXVI. fig. 6.
-
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itusmug.




ADDrrIO!UL OnnavArlass.

Per cent. Bflioeous OrgnnIam. 1Unorn. Pine Wii1di,.
-

8283 (400 %), Sponge spicnlos (In. (1000 %), in. (K 0,10 mm., an. (6883 %), much fine amorphous This deposit was rod on the top, grey at the' bottom,
eluding (Isodia), AstTorhizhlie, gular; pumice, brown glassy matter, minute mineral and and contained some pumice fragments. There is no
Lituolidw, Itadioharla, Din. volcanic particles, folapar, atheocue remains. difference save that of colour between the upper and
tome. plagioclase, angito, quartz, lower layers. In the bag of the trawl were much mud

magnetite, altered oliviuc, and large pieces of pumice and other stones, varying
hapilli. in size from thatof a pea to that of a hen's egg. These

are slightly impregnated in some cases with manganeseand overgrown with &ipulaand Hyperammna tgans.Pieces of wood, fruits, Annelid tubes, Pteropod and
Janthina shells were also in the trawL PJ&izamnij,za
algo,,nis is common. Many excreta of Echinoderms. Q

13'13 (20O Sponge apicules, As- (l00 m. di. 000 mm., an (101$ amorphous matter, Several dredgings were taken; the bottom was always
trorhizidie, arennecous Toxtu- gular; fragments of pumice, fine mineral particles, and re- found to be a Carol Sand or Coral Mud. The pelagic)aridw, a few imperfect casts, black or brown altered vol. mains of siliceous organisms. Foraminifera are rare. The sands are coarse and made
Diatoms. canic glass, felepar, augite, up of fragments of Coral, calcareous Algm, Lamófli

manotito, quartz, manganese brancha, and OaateropodB. Many of the fragments
grams. are overgrown with 3e,uZa, Fornmiulfera, and Polyzos.A few imperfect casts remain after treatment with acid.

7210 (2'70 Sponge spiciiles. (7000 %), m. di. 015mm.,. an- .., Thosend iecomposed offine particles ofvolcanic ininarnle,
gular and rounded; phaglo- averaging in size 015 mm., mixed with calcareous
daze, sanidinc, pyroxeno, organisms.
hornblende, olivine more or
less altered, magnetite, splin
ters of volcanic glass, pala.
gonito, small rounded lapilli,
quartz.

A sounding and dredging were taken about a mile from
time reef in 152 fathoms. Only traces of a greenish
coloured sand were in the sounding cup.

36,26 (2'OO Radiolaria, Sponge (200 %), in. dl. 010 mm., an ($215 fine amorphous mat- In the trawl were several rounded pieces of pumice, about ,,
spiculea, Astrorhizidm, Lithe- gular; pumice, plagioclase, toy, minute mineral fragments, to 1 inch (12 to 25 mm.) in diameter, which were
11dm, Diatoms. magnetite, brown ghuuiv vol. and flue remains of siliceous slightly impregnated with manganese in some cases and .

canic particles, hornbondo, organisms, also overgrown with a Ebizopod (probably Her- .
very small lapilli of andesitic ammina).
rocks.

10000 (2-00%), Radiolaria, Sponge (100 %), rn di. 010 mum., (0700 %), much tine chocolate On examination of the washings of a large quantity, a
spicules, flcopluzx, Litnolithe, angular; pumice, folapar, coloured amorphous matter, piece of pumice about the size of a pea was found, and
Diatoms. augito, pahagonito, magnetite. minute mineral particles, and one or two aronnceous Foramiuifora; also a good

siliceous remains, many manganese grains.




19

03.1.1 (200 %), Itadiolaria, Astrorhi- (200 %), m. di. 010 mm., (8914 %), much amorphous The Globigorinidie are chiefly fragmentary. In the
Diatoms, angular; magnctito, glassy matter, fine mineral and washings was a piece of pumice, about the size of a

volcanic fragments, man- siliceous remains. pen, overgrown with ffypcramrnina vagans.
ganese grailis.
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See Chart 31, and Diagrams 14 and 16.

Date. Position.
;IM pi:

1875
223 Mar. 19 5 81 0 N. 2825

145 13 0 E.

'224 ,, 21 7 45 0 N. 1850
144 20 0 E.

+226 ,, 23 11 24 0 N. 4476
143 16 0 E.

226 ,, 25 14 44 0 N. 2300
12 18 0E.

227 ,, 27 17 29 0 N. 2475
141 21 0 E.

228 ,, 29 19 24 0 N. 2450
141 18 0 E.

229 April 1 22 1 0 N. 250
140 27 OE.

Sec anal. 15, 57. t see P1. XV. fig. 3; P1. XXVII. fig. 5. See anal. 13, 76.

romporatureof Clear
water
(Pabr). Designation and Thyalcnl Characters.

CALOLU3I.CARBONATE OF

Bottom Surface Per cent. Poraininifura. . Other Organisms.

C
365

C
820 GLOBIOERINA OOZE, light grey, 52,47 (45O0 Globigerinidie, Put. (547 %), El chini spines, Cocco.

slightly coherent, breaking up vinvliiut.
Biloculina

liths, Rhabdoliths.
readily in water, plastic and dcprcssa,(2OO %),
rod coloured when wet. Lagenidw, Botalia soWani,
Residue red-brown. Zionio,Lintz umbiticalula.

35.4. 812 GLOUTCuRINA OOZE, with a
white

7920 ), Globigerinidm, Put.
(70-007vinuna.

(62O %), Pteropoda, Heteropods,
Ostracodes, Brachiopods, Ech-slight rose tine, almost

when dry, slightly coherent, (3oo %), Miiolld, Totularithu, inodorni fragments, AlcyonCoccoliths,friable, chalky, earthy. Lagonithu, Rotaiidte, Num- arian spiculea,
Rhabdoliths.Residue chocolate coloured. iutjlinidm.

352 80*2 RADIOLARIAN OOZE, upper layer trace One or two G'lobigcrina observed. A few otolithe and small teeth of
red, deeper layers straw fish.
Coloured, very slightly co-
herent, fine grained.

35,5 79,0 RED CLAY, deep chocolate 611 (400 %), Globigerinid, Pu!- (1-11 ), small teeth of fish,
coloured when wet, greasy to viuulina. Echini spines.
the touch, yellowish when dry, (100 %), Miliolidis, Textularithe,
pulveruleut, breaking up with Lageuidw, Rottdidw, NUM

mu1iniddifficulty in water, lustrous
streak.
Residue chocolate coloured.

35. 79 Ran CLAY, chocolate coloured trace Tfu'ncalulina pygniaa (frag- Small teeth offish, larval Gastero-
when vet, plastic, fine grained, meats). pods, Ostiucodes, Alcyonarian
presenting no macroscopic spicules.
elements.

36-2 80*2 RED CLAY, red, coherent, fine trace ... Teeth of fish.
grained, presenting no macro-
scopic elements, chocolate
coloured when wet.

352 785 RaD CLAY, rod, coherent, but trace ... Small teeth of fish.
somewhat friable, line grained,
presenting no macroscopic
elements, chocolate coloured
and plastic when wet.

)
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Egginun.




AnDInowat. Ossinvarioss.
Per cent. Sllleoons Organism. Minorala. Fine Washings.

47.53 (3,00%), Racliolaria, Sponge (1O0 %), m. U. 010 mm., (48-63 %), tine amorphous The Foraminifora are nearly all pelagic; both large and
apiculce, Vr,tcuilincz pyg" angular; feispar, pyroxono matter, minute mineral par. small specimens are present, the largerones being muchin=, Diatoms, or amphibole, magnetite, tides and remains of siliceous broken. A piece of pumice about the else of a pea came

pumice, altered volcanic per. organisms. up In the sounding tube. About a pint (half a litre)tides, of pumice fragments come up in the trawl, vai7lng in
size from that of a pea to that of a hen's egg, in most
cases much decomposed and friable. On one or two
there wore attached small siliceous Sponges.

2080 (5'OO %), Radiolaiia, Sponge (l00 %), in. di. O'Ofl mm., (14'80 %), amorphous matter, Only a small quantity of the ooze came n in the sound-lea, Astrorhizidtu, Little- angular; foispar, hornblende, many small fragments of in tube, but the dredge was filled with it. Onpassinglid(, Diatoms. augite, magnetite,manysmall siliceous organisms and this through sieves many fragments of pumice were
fragments of pumice. pumice, obtained, varytn much in size, the largestbeing about

5 or 8 cm. in diameter; there were, however manyhundreds of small fragments with a diameter o 1 or 2
mm. This deposit is essentially composed of pelagic
Foraminifera1 the bottom-living species formingonly a
very small portion of the whole mass. Rhabdolitha
are very tars, Coccoliths very small in size.




10000 (80'OO %). Radioloria, Sponge (3'OO %), m. di. 0-10 mm., (1700 %), a small quantity of Besides the many altered volcanic particles there are
spicules, one Heipiophrrq. angular; felspnr, augite, pu. amorphous matter, with many many little aggregations of the bottom difficult to breakniiutn gtobigerinjfor,nr oh- mice, luagnotite, palngonito, fine fragments of siliceous down, also little clusters of rhombohedral crystals ofserved, Diatoms. lapilli of andesitie rocks, organisnia and minerals, carbonate of lime. This is the deepest sounding from

bronrito apherulo. which deposit has been procured.

93.39 (3"(J() %), Radiolaria, Litnolidni, (500 %), m. di. 0-08 mm., (85 80 %), many minute frag. The trawl brought up a quantity of pumice. The clay at
fragments of large Costhw. angular; magnetite free and monte of pumice and other this station presents only some of the typical charactersdiscus. enclosed in volcanic glass, minerals, and somesmall friig.of clay, and appears to be, fundamentally, rather a fine

monoclinic and triclinic fel. month of siliceous organisms, mud than a clay, arid is composed chiefly of the trite-
spars, angite, hornblende, rated particles of pumice. The pumice atones are all
many fragments of pumice, more or less decomposed and coloured by the hydroxidesvitreous fragments trans. of iron and manganese. In some cases it is impossibleformed into palagonik. to determine the nature of these fragments, believed

to be pumice, even after microscopic and macroscopic
examination, but in the majority the structure, of
pumice can be recognised in the thin slides,

100'OO (3-00-%), Sponge spioules, (3'OO 7), in. di. 0'08 mm., (94-00 %), fine amorphous The deposit contains much manganese; two or three
Rattiolaria, Lituolldm. angular; numerous particles matter, minute mineral and small pieces of pumice, about 0'5 cm. in diameter,

of pumice and volcanic glass siliceous remains, wore obtained. The minerals are crystals or fragments
spuntore (somo brown), plogio- generally covered with a coating of soormceoue glass.
cane, foispar, augite, horn
blonde, nmgnotito.

lODiJO (2'OO %), sponge spicules, (800 in. di. (06 mm., (90-00 7), amorphous matter, There is a considerable quantity of manganese in the
Itadiolaria, IlapThphriqpniunz angular; plagioclase often tine mineral particles, and form of little black grains. There are also many fiolletsIa(ivrnatum. CORt&I1 with a not-work of remains of siliceous organ. of pumice from 1 to 5 mm. in diameter.

vesicular glass, nugito, meg. isma.
netito, pumice, palagonite,
manganese grains.

10000 (3'OO ), llinliolnriu, .flhii:am- (5'OO 7), in. di. 010 mm., (92'OO %), much fine amorphous The deposit does not effervesce with acid.The micro-
in mt rtlqwfor,nLv, Lituolidie, ungitliir ; pumice, scoricu, chocolate coloured matter, scope reveals only one or two small teeth of fish.
1)iittoms. pirigioclaso, black or brownish minute mineral end siliceous Particles of pumice and grains of manganese are

volsiiiijc. glass, Inaguutite, romaine, abundant. There are remains of the large cylindrical
pYrono. Diatom, Et1ungdi.cu.
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See Charts 31 and 85, and Diagram 16.

Temperature
d . ot tho Sea- CA1tDOATE OF CALCIUM.

Date. Position. water
Desiguation and Physical Characters.

14 Bottom Surface Per cent. Poramlaifora. Other Organisms._-
1876 ' fi

230 April 5 26 29 0 N. 2425 .855 685 Ran CLAY, similar to the last,
137 57 0 ft fine grained, coherent, choco

late Coloured and plastic when
wet.

231 ,, 9 31 8 0 N. 2250 352 640 BLUE MUD, blue-gray, fine trace Globigerinida?.
187 8 0 ft grained, coherent, presenting

no macroscopic elements,
breaking up readily in water.

232 May 12 36 11 0 N. $45 411 642 GItEEN Mup, green-grey, earthy, 3-29 (1'O0 %), Globigerinidin, Pal. (129 Ost-racodos, Echino.
139 28 0 B. slightly coherent, breaking .up t'inuUiuz. derm fragments, Coecoliths.

readily in water, containing (1-00 Textularidte, Rotalidw.
shells.
Residue dark green with

brown tinge.

283 ,, 17 84 89 0 N. 8 623 BLUE MUD, light blue-grey. 1132 A few RotaZia. (1P32 %), Gasteropods, Lamelli-
135 14 0 K. slightly coherent, breaking up brancha, Ostracotles, Echino

with difficulty in water. dorm fragments.
Residue green.

283& ,, 19 84 88 0 N. 60 626 SAND. .
135 1 0 B.

2333 ,, 26 34 18 0 N. 15 66,3 BLUE MUDS, light blue-grey, 4q29 (100 MJliolidw, Rotaiidin. (320 Den&zlium, Gastoro.
133 36 0 B. coherent, breaking up with pods, Latuollibranebs, Ostra.

288o ,, 28 34 18 0 N. 12 599 668 . difficulty in water, plastic codes, Echinoderm fragments.
.138 21 0 B. when wet.

j Residue dark blue-grey.

234 June 3 82 31 ON. 2675 $58 69-5 BLUE MUD, light blue-grey, trace Qlobigenna bulloidea, Bulimint
.135 39 0 l. slightly coherent, line grained, ovaa.

breaking up readily in water,
dark blue-grey and somewhat
plastic when wet.
Residue dark blue-grey.

235 ,, 4 34 7 ON. 565 381 73-0 GIcusN MUD, light green-grey, [500J (200 %), Globigorinidw, Piiluinu- (200 %) Ostracodes, Echino-
138 0 0 ft slightly coherent, breaking up lina menanili. deiin fragments, Coccoliths

in wuutir. (100 %), Jkuirina k.rtilariojufr.s', Rhobdolitb5.
Residue green. Lngeai idLc, Truncalulina yyg-

7n.Ta.
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ADDmOIcAL OnuRvAyIOe.

Percoat Siliceous Organisms. Minerals. Fine Wasifinga.

loo-o0 (800 %), Radiolaris Astror- (1000in. di. 010 mm., (82O0 %), much amorphous A considerable quantity of the deposit was obtained in
Iiizidm, Troc)ui,nrnina trill- angular ; almost entirely matter, fine mineral and the tube. The minerals consist mainlyof broken down
Ijisata, Diatoms. composed of microscopic siliceous romaine. scorke. In the trawl were about a dozen pieces of

splinters of brown volcanic pumice stone, averaging an inch (25 mm.) in diameter ;
seoriaeooua glass (volcanic these fragments are impregnated with manganese end
ash), plagiochum, magnetite. overgrown with flyperumrnina vagana; to one was F

attached a small Brachiopod.

10000 (15'O0 %), Radiolaria, Aatror- (10'OO %), in. cli. 010 mm., (75O0 %), much fine amorphous'ilie upper portion of the deposit was red, the lower a
hizida, Litnolidic, Gaudryina angular; pumice fragments, matter, minuto mineral and blue colour. A great many Diatoms and Radlolaria
aipwnelta, Diatoms. aeoriin, feispar, plagioclase, siliceous romaine. are present one fragment of pumice, 05 cm. in dia

hornblonilo, augite, inagne- meter, was noticed.
tito, altered microscopic frag
ments of volcanic rocks.

96,71 (3O0 Sponge spicules, frag- (80'00 %), in. di. 020 Turn., (1311 %), a small quantity of Some of the mineral particles are coated with manganese.
meats of Radiolarin, a few angular; felapar, plagioclase, amorphous matter, minute Some fragments of rocks measure about 05 cm. in din.
casts, Diatoms. magnetite, augite, born- particles of volcanic minerals meter. Among the minerals there are a large numberof

bleside, glauoonito, quartz, and siliceous organisms. lapilli of black volcanic glass more or lees rounded and
fragments of volcanic glass vesicular, measuring from 1 to 2 mm. In diameter. A
and pumice. few pale green casts of Foraminifera remained after

treatment with acid.




88118
(10-007.),

sponge apicules, (50'OO 7), in. di. 010 mm., (28 7), fine mineral particles, The mud proper shows only one or two points of efferves-
Haplophraginiurn cazwricnsi.q, angular end rounded; quartz, amorphous matter, and aili- cones when treated with dilute acid. Mixed with the
Diatoms. foispar, white and green mica ceous remains, mud are large Lnmolhibrancb shells, twigs, &o. A

sometimes altered, horn- great many Diatoms are present The felspar is often
blonde, rarely augito, zircon, kaoiuised.
chlorite.

The dredge brought up several rounded fragments of
rocks and irregular mosses of conglomerate, the latter
made tip of smaller rock fragments cemented together
by calcareous organisms; all those were overgrown
with Serpula, .&itanua, Polyzoa, Corals, and Molluscs.

9571 (200 %), Radiolaria, Sponge (1000 %), in. di. 010 mm., (63-717,), fine mineral particles, Those and other soundings in the Inland Sea gave a
spicules, Diatoms, rounded and angular; quartz, some daycy matter, and sticky Blue Mud. The washings of a large quantity

plagioclaso, orthoclase, altered remainsof siliceous organisms, of this mud consisted of a number of broken and dead
ftnlspnr, white mica, horn. Gasteropod, Lamellibranch, and .Dsutalium shells with
blonde, tourmaline, zircon. a few lstilioliutm and Rotulidn. There are many

Diatoms present in the mud as-well as on the surface.
Shells or pelagic Foraminifera and Fteropods are
apparently absent in these deposits.

100-OD (3'OO %), Radiolarin, Sponge (15'OO %), m. di. 006 aim., 82-0O %), tine mineral frug- Only traces of the bottom came up on the outside
spiculee, Diatoms. angular, rounded, feispar, incubi, Diatom and other of the tube, but in the water-bottle wrt* a quantity

ailed, magnetite, glassy aUiceous remains, a small of Blue Mud, having streaks hero and there of a red
particles, coloured altered i1uantity of flue amorphous tinge. The great nines of the washings consists of fine
glassy particles, hornblende. material, mineral particles, remains of Diatoms and Radiolartu.

Only one or two Globiqerina shells were observed and
these small. Among the Radiolaria were noticed several
specimens of ChaUeneria gizardi.

[95'003 (5-00 %). Radiolaria, Sponge (6000 %), in. di. 0,20 mm., (30'OO fine amorphous No mud was obtained from the sounding tube or trawl,
snienles, casts of Foraminifera, angular; plagioclase, felspar, matter, minute mineral and but in the trawl were three or four pieces of pumice,
Dintonis. quartz, augite, magnetic par. siliceous remains, and about the bases of some Actrenas were traces of the

tides, pumice, glanconite, bottom. Worm-tubes were present Alter treatment
fragments of volcanic rocks. with acid a good many light and dark green casts of

Foraminifora are ohsorvetl. The percentages have boon
approximated, (bore being too small a quantity for
analysis.
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See Charts 35 and 36, and Diagram 17.

0
. Date. Position.

.
j

Temperatureof the Boa.
miigauu and Physical Characters.

CLaB0NATE OF CALCIUM.

Bottom J Surface Per cant. Foramlulforn. Other Organisms.

1875 0 I II
286 Tune 5 34 58 0 N. 775 87-6 Ua6 Gu.nui MUDS, groan, slightly trace (?lo5iqcrina, Lageuidw, Buiioaina Echini spines, Coceoliths.

139 29 0 5. coherent, breaking up in infa&i.
236A ,, 5 84 59 0 N. 420 ... 665 I water.

139 31 0 E. ) Residue dark green.

'237 ,, 17 84 87 0 N. 1875 35-8 78-0 BLUE MUD, with a reddish sur- 4'45 (P45 Globigeriuidrc, Pulvinu- (200 %), Ot.oliths and vertcbrw
140 82 0 E. face layer, \vhou dry grey-blue, HIM. of fish, Cephalopod beaks,

slightly coherent, granular. (P00 %), Miliolidie, Te,tularidte, Pteropod and Reteropod frog.Reaidu bluish. Lagonidis, Rotalidm, Nummu- ments, Echini spines.
linidm.

288 ,, 18 85 18 ON. 39110 35,0 70-5 RED CLAY, red-grey when dry,144 8 0 E. coherent, fine grained, pre-
senting no macroscopic ele-
ments, breaking up in water,
dark brown when wet.

239 ,, 19 36 18 ON. 3625 35-1 70,2 Ran CLAY, light red-grey when
142 9 0 E. dry, coherent, line grained,

presenting no macroscopic
elements, breaking up in water,
somewhat plastic and red
coloured when wet.

+240 ,, 21 36 20 0 N. 2900 349 64-8 Ran CLAY, light rod-grey when
153 39 0 E. dry, coherent, tine grained,

breaking up in water, dark
red when wet.

241 ,, 23 35 41 ON. 2300 36,1 692 RED CLAY, the upper layers red- 17-29
(10-007,.),

Globigerinidw, Pul- (429 70), Brachiopods, Ostra-
157 42 0 E. dish, the deeper layers greyish viuuiisuz. codes, behim spines, a few

and more compact, when dry (300 7), Miliolidie, Textuisridie, Coecoliths.
yellowish grey, slightly co- Lagenithu, Rotalidin, Nuiu

mulinidoi.herent.
Residue chocolate coloured.

242 ,, '24 35 29 ON. 2575 35'1 68.5 RED CLAY, red-brown, unctuous trace A few broken friiguients of Glohi- A fragment. of luniliina.
161 52 0 E. to the touch, slightly coherent, gci'ilur, one or two very minute

line grained, lustrous streak. Tr,wululimi py.JOIWO,

" See P1: XI. 11g. 2. t Sue P1. XXVII. fig. 3 See anal. 1.1, 80; P1. 1. figs.7, 8.
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ADDITIONAL OsBalivATrolts.

Par cent. SIlICeOUS OrgnnIsnIL Minorale. Fine Washlns.

100.00 (500 %), Spongo spioules, Radio- (0000 0/), m. di. 020 mm., (35-007.), amorphous matter, Green casts of Foraminifera are left alter treatment withlana, casts of Foraminifera, n1igunr; feispar, piagiocinse, fine mineral and ailicoow3 no- acid. In the trawl at the latter depth there were some
Diatoms. punhico, augite, quart; meg- very large hardened pieces of the bottom. These werenotito. perforated by worms and in some cases slightly coated

with manganese. In the cup of the land were several
hardened clay nodules, and rather angular pebbles.The minerals are of volcanic origin.

9555 (600 Radiolaria, Astror- (3000 %), in. di. 016 nun., (6055 %), amorphous matter, The trawl brought up ninny animals, much mud, several
hiziihc, Lituolidin, Sponge angular; almost all volcanic minute fraginonte of minerals pumice stones, and many large blocks having the
spicuice, Diatoms. minerals, monoclinic and and siliceous organisms, same mineralogical composition and elastic elementstriclinic felspars, augito, horn- as the mud itself; these appear to be indeed simplyblonde, mnanotite, fragments hardened or conglomerated portions of the depositof black vesicular glass, pum- In these conglomerated portions there are fragments ofice, black mica, manganese. plagioclase coated with glassy mattter, splinters of

augite and hornblende, Magnetite, fmaments or lapilliof basaltic rocks, vesicular or massive, and opaque
splinters of pumice filled with microliths. In the wash
ings of the mud were many arennecous Foraminifera.




100-00 (8'OO %), Sponge spicules, (1000 %), m. di. 007 mm., (82'OO %), much amorphous No blue lower layer was observed in the deposit, as wan
Radiolaria, 1eop1uzx nodulosa, angular; feisprir, plagioclase, matter, fine mineral frag. the case in the bottoms taken in the Japan stream
Diatoms. augite, magnetite, glassy monte. The deposit is a Red Clay, intermixed with which arevolcanic splinters. remains of siliceous organisms, broken down pumice,and volcanic mineral particles.

100'OO (3'OO 7), Radiolaria, Jkopliax (I0'OO 7), in. di. 0,10 mm., (87'OO %), much amorphous A considerable quantity of pumice is present; two pieces,nodulosa, Diatoms. angular; plagioclase, felepar, roil coloured matter, mineral about the size of a beau, quite black on the outside,
pumice, scathe, magnetite, and siliceous remains, were obtained on washing a quantity of the clay. The
palagonito, augito, man- siliceous organisms do not seem to be so abundant as
ganeso grains, olivine, micro. in the previous sounding. Among the washings were
acopic lapilli. numerous black particles of manganese.

100,00 (5'OO %), Radiolaria, Sponge (5'OO %), in. di. 0'07 mm., angu- (90'OO %), much roil amorphous Thisdeposit is similar to that obtained at the loatetation,
spicuh's, Rlurklammi,ra, Lit- iitr; plitgioclaso, pumice, matter, siliceous and mineral but the siliceous organisms seem to be more abundant
nolidic, Diatoms. scorirn, glassy volcanic parti- remains. In the clay were worm-tubes much impregnated with

ok's, magnetito, augito, pahi- manganese, also several blackened pieces of pumice
gonite. about the size of a pea. The minerals ore chiefly

broken down pumice.

8211 (15'OO 7) liadiolania, Astror- (10'OO %), in. di. 010 mm., (5711 %), amorphous matter, The trawl brought up many hundreds of pumice stones
hizidie, Lituolidie, Diatoms. angular; folspiu-, chiefly numerous small vitreous 1mg- and many animals. The tow-nets attached to the beam

monoclinic with numerous monte, line mineral particles, of the trawl were filled with limo soft clay. Thu
vitreous inclusions, augite, fragments of siliceous organ- arenaceous Foraminifera are very abundant and macro
more rarely homubiundo, isms. goo c, About fifty of tim fragments of pumice lied a
magnetite, numerous frog. diameter of from 8 to 15 cm. The majority wore
monte of pumice, manganese. about 5 cm., but fragments of all sizes were abundant,

down to small microscopic partich's, those of time larger
size being generally loss decomposed than the smaller
ones. Mioroscopie sections of these pumice atones
show vitreous basis, sanidine, plagioclase, and augito.

10000 (300 %), ilediolaria, iTapto. (5'OO %), m. di. 0'lO mm., (1J2'OO %), much fine reddish There was a small quantity of the deposit in the sounding
p/mrayniiu,Ii laUitur.atiz,n, Diii- angular; plagiocinse, muigite, clayey matter, small particles tube, and also a small quantity and two small wan
tome. puhutice, sonic rounded grains of volcanic minerals and ganeso nodules in the wzitcr-bottle. The nodules had

of quartz. pumice, fragments of siliceous a nucleus ofaltered punuici', aml a coating of manganese
organisms. an eighth of an inch (3 mum.) in thickness.
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Bee Chart 86, and Diagrams 17 and 18.

Dale. Position.
.2

Toinporauroof the Sea
water
(p. Designation and Physical Characters.

CARBONATE OF CALCIUM.

Bottom Surface Per cent. Fonunjnlfara. Other Organisms.

1875 II 0 0
248 June 26 86 24 0 N. 2800 850 710 RED CLAY.

16685 OE.

244 ,, 28 36 22 O N. 2900 853 70,5 RED CLAY, reddish or light trace Globigerinidn, MilioUna, Tortu- Small teeth of fish, fragments of
169 58 0 E. brown when dry, coherent, laridw, Lagenid&e, Rotsi.idte. I'tcropods and Polyzon.

fine grained, soft to the touch.

245 ,, 30 30 23 0 N. 2775 849 890 RED CLAY, light red-grey when trace One or two broken fragments of
174 31 0 E. dry, coherent, very line )iiloculi,uz.

grained, breaking up readily in
water, presenting no macro-
8cOpiu elements, chocolate
coloured and plastic when wet.

'246 July 2 86 10 0 N. 2050 351 73'O GLnIJIOERI.NA OozE, brownish 5607 (3600 70), Globigerinidw, Put- (1607 %), small teeth and
178 0 0 E. when wet, plastic, grey whoa eiuuliur. otoliths of fish, Brachiopods,

dry, slightly coherent. (5Q 70), M.iliolidie, To,tuIarida,
ltotuiidw, NumLa

Dcntalium, Gastoropods,
Lamotlihra.ncbo,Residue brownish. gtmitho, Ptoropods,

mulinidw. Echinodormn fragments, Llcy-
onarian spiculos, a few Cocco-
lithe.

247 ,, 3 3649 ON. 2630 35-2 78-0 Ran CLAY, Upper layer dark red, 1006 (6-00%), Globigerinidm, Put- (206 %), Echini spines, Cocco-
179 51 0W. lower layer much lighter, tine viuuiizuz. lithe.

grained, presenting no macro- (200 70), 1'JilioIidte, Butimi,u
SCopic elements, coherent, e&yans, Lagcnidm; Rota1ide,
breaking up in water.

Residue rod-brown.
.LVIH&ioU imr 'umbiticalula.

+248 ,, 6 87 41 0 N. 2900 351 69-2 Than CLAY, brown-rod, unctuous trace / few fragments of Globig&riiw. Small tooth of fish, a few frag.
177 4 0W. when wet, yellowish brown meats 01 Pteropods.

when dry, coherent, sublus-
trous streak.

249 ,, 7 37 59 ON. 8000 352 65-2 Rw CLAY. trace Sprolocuii;w tiILUi3.
171 48 OW.

250 ,, 9 37 49 0 N. 3050 350 650 RED CLAY, light rerl.groy, Co. trace Spiro1iculina tcnui..
166 47 0 W. Ijeretit, line gruined, dark red

when wet

251 ,, 10 37 87 0 N. 2950 351 050 1un CLAY, light rod-grey, co- ...
103 26 0 W. horeut, line grained, light rod-

brown, unctuous, and plastic
wlieii wet.

' See anal. 46, 77; P1. I. figs. 1,2,3, 4. f Sue anal. 102'; 1'l. 1. figs. Ci, 6; Fl. Ii. figs. 1, 2, 2a, 1; P1. IX. fig. 4.
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Mmmoz&L OBsmtvATxozs.

Per enni I 8IIIceoa Orgnnume. Minerals. Fine Washings.




No deposit came up in the sounding tube or water-bottle.
On allowing the water to settle, some fine red amer.
phone particles and a few black mineral grains ool-
looted, but nothing further was obtained to indicate the
nature of the bottom.

1001)0 (11)0 %), a few Radiolarin, (11)0 %), in. (IL 0'06 mm., (081)0 %), amorphous matter, The trawl brought up a large quantity or the clay, a
Mtrorhizidm, Lituolidie, Dia- angular ; folpar, sanitlint', fragments of siliceous organ- number or animals, and many pumice stones mostly our-
tows. manga- isms, minute fragments of rounded with concentric deposits of manganese. The

nose grains, cosmic splieniles. minerals, pumice contains very huge crystals of eanidine, plagio,clam, and augite. The carbonate of limo organlanismentioned are extremely rare, being obtained from the
washings of a large quantity of the deposit. The
Ptoropods and alobigennidw may have been caught by
the nets on their way towards the surface.

I00'OO (11)0 %), Radiolarin, Rcopluur (1 *00 %), in. di. 01)6 mm., (981)0 7), much amorphous A
=any

black manganese about the size of a bean,
,uxiislosa, Diatoms. angular; volcanic minerals, chocolate coloured matter, and many smaller pieces, were observed.

plagioclase, angito, magnetite, mineral and siliceous remains.
pumice, manganese grains.

43'93 (5'OO %), Radiolaria, Sponge (11)0 %), m. di. 0,06 mm., (371)3 %), amorphous matter, The trawl brought up much ooze, many pumice stones




spicnlee, Astrorhizidm, Litu- angular; sanidine, pbigio. minute fragments of minerals and a large number of animals. There were several
olidni, Diatoms, clasp, augito, magnetite, frag- and siliceous organisms hundreds of rounded fragments of pumice, containing

incuts of pumice. greeuuisli large crystals of sanidina, plagioclase, and augito;
volcanic glass, black and about thirty of the largest had an average diameter of
reddish grains of manganese. SO cm., and a very largenumber about 2 am. in diameter.

One or two Pteropod, Eeteropod and .tantMna ahella
were noticed in the washings of a arge quantity.

891)4 (61)0 %), Radiolnria, Sponge (11)0 %), in. di. 01)6 mm., (8394 much rod or yellow. There was a considerable quantity of clay in the tube.
spiculca, Diatoms. angular; manganese grains, rod amorphous matter, minute The colour was lighter than in the )net few soundings.

fulstutr, glassy volcanic frag. remains of siliceous organisms The upper portion, one inch thick, was red and con
meats, magnetite, ialtigonite, and minerals. tamed no etdcareous organisms, while the lower part of
hornblende, black mica, the tube was filled with a light coloured mud con

taining the organism. indicated in the description.

1001)0 (l0'00 %), Radiolaria, Antror- (61)0 %), m. di. 015 mm., (851)0 %), amorphous matter, The trawl came up torn but contained much clay,
hizidrn, Lituolidtn, Diatoms. angular; hornblende olteji fragments of minerals and many manganese nodules, pumice stones, and sevend

surrounded with glass, mag- siliceous organisms. animals. The carbonate of limo organisms are
netic oxide of iron abundant extremely rare and fragmentary (see remarks, St. 244).
and often in crystals, ring. One large tooth of Lamna, and several smaller teeth,
nuenta of pumice, manganese were obtained.
-B.

Radiolaria, Diatoms. I'alagonite, feispar, manganese .. No deposit came up in the tube. The instrument had
grains, been buried 18 inches into the clay, and enough of the

bottom was obtained to define its nature; there was,
however, insufficient fora detailed description. Radio.
lana are evidently abundant

1001)0 (101)070)1 Riuliolaria, Diatoms. (11)0 %), in. di. 01)0 mm., (801)0 much yellow-rodThe bottom was a Red Clay with a few patches of white
angular; fuispar, philli1'sitc, amorphous matter, siliceous or lighter coloured material near the bottom. There
mica, magmuotite, horableudo, and mineral remains, are no traces of calcareous organisms, but Radlolarla
manganese grains, are abundant.

1001)0 (101)0 Ilntliobuiui, Sponge (11)0 ), m. di. 01)7 mm., (891)0 ), much red amorphous About a 9uart (over a litre) of the clay came up in the
spienlwi, )7ornwuüu; ca:pt-u- augular; volcanicglass, scorim, matter, mineral and siliceous tube; it was of a uniform character throughout.
frri, Diatoms. puunlice, Manganese grains, remains.

folspar, paingonito.
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See Chart 36, and Diagrams 18 and 19.

.

.3 Date. Position.
NJmoo




1816
'252 July 12 87 52 0 N.

160 17 OW.

t253 ,, 14 88 9 ON.
156 25 0W.

254 ,, 17 3513 ON.
15448 OW.

S
5 255 ,, 19 8228 ON.

154 83 OW.

S




266 ,, 21 80 22 0 N.
154 56 ow.

0S0




251 ,, 23 2133 ON.
154 55 0W.

258 ,, 24 2611 ON.
15512 OW.

259 20 23 $ ON.
150 6 0W.




* See anal. 15, 103, 104, lOfi, 100; P1. III. figs. 5, 0; P1. IV. fig. 1; IT IX. Jigs. 7, 7u.
+ Sec anal. 10, 107; P1. IX. figs. 1, Ia.

Sec anal. 17, lOS.

Temperature
of the flea

water
(Fahrj. Designation and Pbyslcal Characters.

CAnnolqaTu OF CALOIUII.

Bottom Surface Per cont. 1'onuninlfera. Other Organisms.

2740
0

85.3
0

65O RED CLAY reddish or light trace ... A row small teeth of fish.
brown, plastic, fine grained,
grey-brown when dry, break-
ing up with difficulty in
water.

3125 35'l 671 REDCL, rod-brown when wet., trace A few Oto5igcrina nfiaCa, Miii
unctuous, yellowish brown alma.
when dry, coherent, breaking
up with difficulty in water,
lustrous streak.

8025 35O 720 RED CLAY, light rod-grey when
dry, ftna grained, coherent,
lustrous streak, breaking up
with great difficulty in water,
plastic, unctuous, light red-
brown when wet

2850 35,0 740 Run CLAY, light red-grey when
dry, coherent, fine grained,
unctuous, plastic, and light
red coloured when wet.

2950 852 74O Run light red-grey, co- trace One or two fragments of Olobi- Small teeth of fish (shark).
herent, fine rained, lustrous gerina, Truncagulina ppgmaca.
streak, breaking up readily in
water, dark red-brown when
wet.

2815 849 765 RED CLAY, light red colour.

2775 35'2 77,0 Rat, CLAY, brown-grey, coherent, trace ... A tow small teeth of fish (shark).
tins grained, breaking up with

red-browndifficulty in water,
and plastic when vot.

2225 349 77O Ran CLAY, light brown with red trace .. Sfull teeth of fish.
tinge, coherent, line grained,
breaking up in water, dark
biown, plastic, and unctuous
when wet.
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ADDwiOW&L Ossuvaftloss.

Pur cent. SWous orgimluna. Minarnie. FLrrn Washing..

10000 (3-00 %) Radiolaria, a few (100 a/), m. di. 008 mm., (0600 %), amorphous matter, The deposit does not effervesce when treated with acids,
Sponge epiculos, Diatoms. angular; sanidino, magnetite, very many flue mineral and no carbonate of lime organisms are observed when

hornblonde, manganesegraina, particles, glassy fragments, examined by the microscope, with the exception of a
one microscopic crystal of and fragments of siliceous few small teeth of fish. The trawl was much torn
quartz observed, cosmic organisms. when it came up, but contained a quantity of man.
spliorulos. ganese nodules. The nuclei of the nodules consist of

" pumice, volcanic glass, and Care.lwradon teeth.

10000 (2-00%), Radiolasia, arenacoons (100 %), m. lL 01)6 mm., (071)0 %), very many fine A small dredge was used with swabs, and a tow-net
Foraminifora, Spongespiculos, angular; feispar, hornblende, mineral particles, glassy hug. was attached to the dredge and another at the weightsDiatoms. magnutito, manganese, pu- menta, fragments of siliceous There were some clay and manganese nodules in both

mice. organisms, some amorphous the dredge and tow-nets. In the washings of a largematter, quantity of this de cait there were observed one or
two Olobigerina i,tJ1z1a, and their broken remains, a
few specimens of MiZwllna, and arenaceous Fora
minifom.

100'00 (11)0 %), Radiolaria, Sponge (11)0 %), in. di 0,08 mm., (981)0 %), much red coloured A large quantity of the clay came up, and' in the water




spioulos, Diatoms. angular; broken down pumice, amorphous matter, fine pumice bottle there was a twin nodule of manganese about
feispar, glassy volcanic par- and minorols, siliceous re- 1 inches (38 mm.) in largest diameter. An upperandtides, hornblende, palagonito, mains. . lower aide of the nodule can be seen; it was covered
magnetito. with a reticulated Rhizopod, probably mmmina

olga3for,nis. 14

10000 (11)0 %), Radiolarian fragments. (11)0 %), in. di. 0.96 mm., (08'00 %), much amorphous no deposit obtained at this station is, In every respect,




Dangular; pumice, plagioclase, matter, fine mineral particles similar to the previous one. The washings consist
feispar, manganese grains, and a few Rttdiolnrian re- largely of broken down pumice, Lining the minerals
volcanic glass, hornhlonde, nmiiis. are many manganese grains.
augito, palagonito, magnetite.

1001)0 (FOG %), Radiolaria, Sponge (FOG %), in. di. 008 mm., (081)0 %), much amorphous A large quantity of the deposit was obtained from the
apiculea, Trocha,niriina trw?- augniar; felapar, volcanic matter, tine pumice and other dredge. The greater part was sifted and all named
lgssata. glass, black mica, hornblcndo, mineral particles sod sill- through the finest sieves, with the exception of some

magnetite, manganese grains, coons remains, manganese nodules and, sharks' teeth, one piece of
palagonito. pumice, about the size of a pigeon's egg, some smaller

nieces of numico, a few worm-tubes, and three or four
!?oraminitera. The sharks' teeth have a thick coating
of manganese. One of the pieces of pumice was red in
colour and appeared to be undergoing alteration.

The valves of the sounding tube had become jammed and
consequently had not opened on reaching the bottom.
The outside of the tube was marked for nearly 2 feet
with clay. of a red colour, and enough was soravc1l.cff
with the finger for rough examination. This indicated
much the same bottom as the last, the great propor
tion being pumice in a very fine state of division, and
there were pieces of black manganese and Radiolarian
remains.

1001)0 (11)0 Sponge epienlea, a few (1 '00 in. (IL 006 mm., (9800 much amorphous About a pint (over half $ litre) of the clay of a uniform
Radiolaria, Autrorhizidin. nngnlar;t'olspar,glaasy volcanic matter (pumice), mineral character came up in the sounding tube. It was of a

particles, magnutito, augito, and siliceous remains, similar nature to the last two or three soundings.
vesicular lapilhi, hornblende,
manganese grains.

10000 (1-00 0/). a few Radiolaria, (1-00 ,%), in. di. 01)6 mm., (981)0 %), much rod-brownA considerable quantity of the bottom was obtained in
ihit,i&,niua alyarinit, angular; vesicular lapilli, amorphous matter, disinteg. the sounding tube; it was composed chiefly of' red and
Jfupiophrutji,z lit in latidor- plagiochiiac, fels1iar, volcanic rated pumice, fine minerals, brown amorphous matter, disintegrated pumice, and
saturn. glass, magnetite, hornblcudu, and remains of siliceous volcanic ashes. Several pieces of numfru, about the

augite, palugoititu, olivino, organisms. size ofa pea, were obtained when washing a quantity of
glanconite. the clay.
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See Charts 37 and 88, and Diagram 19.

d
Date. Position.

.51
Tcmjerature01

water
(FJiiJ. Deilguatlun and Physical Characters.

CAUBONATR OF CALCIUM.

Z Bottom Surface Per cent. Foraminifura. OtborOrgaiilame.

1875 0 t o 0
260 July 27 21 11 0 N. 310 440 768 VOLCANIC MUD.

157 27 0W.

81 Oft Honolulu, 20-40 ... ... CORAL SAND, light yellow-grey, 88,64 (300 Globigorinida. (4064 %), Serpula, fragments of
Lamellibranebs,near the reefs. free, formed chiefly of frig. (4500 %), Miliolithe, Toxtu. Gasteropods, Ostracodes,monts of calcareous Aigiu and laridie, Ilotalithe, Nummu- and Pteropods,

Furaminifera. linid&e. Echinoderm fragments, Aley-
Residue dark grey. onurian spiculos, Polyzoa, cal.

careous Algte.

' Aug. 6 Beach Sand, " ... ... CALCAREOUS SAND, light yellow. 3910 (1500 %), Rotalida', Nuuiinu. (2418 %), Gusteropods, Lamelli-
Dtawoud Point. grey, line white and brown liuidu. brunch and Echinodurm frog.

particles. macits, calcareous AIgm.
Residue dark brown.groy.

11 Honolulu Har- 4 ... ... VOLCANIC Mun, dark blue, ira- 1000 (500 %), Mi1iolids, Bolivina (500 %), Gasteropod andLamelli-
bour. ctuous, plastic, presenting no (several species), Rotalidie,

Nummulinidie.
branch fragments, minute por
tions ofmacroscopio elements, blue. calcareous Algui.

grog and coherent when dry.
Residue black.

281 ,, 12 20 18 0 N. 2050 85'2 78-b VOLCANIC MUD.
157 14 0W.

19 Rib Bay, 6 ... VOLCANIC MUD, dark brown, fine 5'OO (20D Miliolida, Rotalidie. (800 %), Ostracodes, Echini
Hawaii. grained, breaking up readily spines, Polyzoa, calcareous

in water, slightly coherent. Aigie.
Residue dark brown.

+262 20 19 12 0 N. 2875 35'2 77'S VOLCANIC MUD, grey when dry,,,
154 14 0W. gritty, breaking up on drying

to an almost impalpable pow-
der, brown-grey when wet.

263 21 17 83 ON. 2650 361 775 V0LcANIOMUn,rod-groy,slighfly,,
153 86 OW. coherent, gritty, presenting no

macroscopic elements.

264 ", 23 14 19 ON. 3000 85,2 77'S RED CLAY, light red-grey, co trace ... A few teeth of fish, Cephalopod
152 87 OW. hermit, line grained, presenting beaks.

no macroscopic elements,
breaking up with difficulty in
water, red-brown when wet.

.2




2C2 1I. XXYL fig. 5. t See P1. XXVII. hg. 1. Sue anal. 109.
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ADDITIONAL OnelavaTIosa.

Percent. Siliceous Organisms. Minerals. Pine Washings.




No trace of any kind caine up in the tube to indicate the
nature of the bottom. In the trawl were a piece of
black volcanic ash and a portion of branching coral
(Oorgonia); on the iron of the beam was a trace of
calcareous volcanic mud.

11-36 (3'OO 70), Sponge spiculos, Lit'ao. (2O0 %), in. di. 010 mm., (6,86%), a small quantity of All the minerals an of volcanic origin.lidm, Diatoms. rounded; volcanic glass, floctulent amorphous matter,
fulnpnr, magnetite, mica, mineral and siliceous remains.
hornblendo, angite, pala
gonito, pumice.

6014 (OO %), one or two Diatoms. (58'O0 7), m. di. 0,40 mm., (1,24 %), amorphous floccubm Tho white and red particles making up the sand are
angular and rounded ; olivino, matter and a few mineral rounded, and measure about 1 mm. In diameter. The
folspar, augito, hornblende, remains, a few fragments of minerals consist almost exclusively of unaltered crystals
magnetite. Diatoms, of olivine, and some vitreous particles.

90,00 (roO %), Sponge spicules, one (5'0O %), in. di. OO8 nun., (84-00 %), a considerable The mud bore described came up on the anchor. It is
or two Diatoms. angular; magnetite, plngio- quantity of blue coloured of a dark blue colour and contains several varieties of

chine, folspar, bornblonde, amorphous matter and minute small Foraminifera and many small calcareous particles
augito, brown volcanic glass, mineral particles, mixed up with debris of volcanic rooks and ashes,
pumice, palagonito. and coal from ships. The blue mud extends only as far

as the reef, for just outside there is a pure Coral Sand.
On treatment with acid a large quantityof sniphuretted
hydrogen is liberated.

The tube came up quite empty, but on the outside, one
foot above the valves, there was a slight trace of a
reddish mud, containing many black and whitemineral
particles and many remains of siliceous organisms, in
cluding Diatoms. One piece of (11o7.iigarina was the
only evidence of carbonate of lime.




95'OO (3'OO %), Sponge spicu.lea and (20'OO %), in. di. 010 mm., (72-00%), a considerable The mud is chiefly composed of volcanic debris.
Diatoms. angular; magnetite, plnglo- pmntity of minute mineral

chine, augito, oliviuc, glassy fragments, some amorphousvolcanic particles, palagonite. matter, and a few remains of
siliceous organisms.

100'00 (2'OO %), Radiolarhi, Sponge (70,00 %), m. di. 0'12 mm., (281)0 0/), many tine mineral Only a small quantity of the deposit came up inthe tube.
apiiiilos, Hapiophraglniu7m angular ; divine, brown spun, particles, a small quantity of This consisted chiefly of volcanic debris; some greenlatidorsafumn, Diatoms, tern of volcanic glass, piugio- nlnor1hous matter. crystalline particles had a coating of dull black.

clam, augito, mnaguctitu.
100'OO (3'OO 7), R1uliolaria, Sponge (501)0 %), in. di. 01)8 mm., (47-00%), fine minerals, some The deposit consists mainly of volcanic debris, much finer

8etiles, Haplophragntiona r ; brown volcanic amorphous inattor, and some than at the previous station. Tliere isalso less olivine"i
latidorsatu,n, Troc/utmntina glass, plagioclase, maguotite, siliceous remains, hero than in the previous deposit
traflissaUm, Diatoms. augite, horuhlonde, divine,

phillipsite.
1001)0 (11)0 %),Spougo spicules,Radio- (1-00%), in. di. 01)6 mm., (981)0 %), much fine amorphous The valves of the sounding tube had not Toand con-

lana, Astrorliizidtu, Lituolida, angular ; felspar, palagonite, matter, remains of minerals seqnently it contained no deposit The tube was
Diatoms. magnetite, horn hi on do, and siliceous organisms. coated on the outside for about two foot with Red Clay;

nuglto, black mica, philli1nite. this was scraped oft' and subjected to examination, but.
gave no indication of carbonate of lime. Palagonite
was abundant. In the bag of the trawl were seven or
eight small manganese nodules, and some small
hardened pieces of the bottom, but no clay proper.
Some pieces of the bottom had a slight coating of
manganese, while others wore perforated by worms,
the tracks of which were, in some cases, coated with
manganese. The manganese nodules were not of the
usual rounded character but were very irregular. In
addition to these there were small sharks' teeth and
Cephalopod beaks.
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See anal. 28, 1' See anal. 30. Seo P1. XV. hg 4 eu L'I. AY. figs. 2a, b.

v .0
Temperatureof thu Sue.

water CAUD0NATS OF CALCIUM.

Ito
Date. Position. is and Physical Characters.Designation

Bottum I Surface Per cent. Foraininliora. Other Organisms.

1876 0 IS 0 0
'265 Aug. 25 12 42 ON. 2900 350 792 RAD1ozAuIM Ooze, rod-brown trace Fragments of Gtobftjcrina and

152 1 OW. or chocolate coloured, soft to Pidvinulina.
the touch, homogeneous, red-
dish when dry, breaking up
with difficulty in water, Co.
lierunt, pulverising to im-
palpable powder, lustrous
streak.

-1-260 ,, 20 11 7 o N, 2150 35-1 80-0 RADIOLAnLA.N OOZE, light grey, trace ... Small teeth of fish.
152 3 OW. coherent, gritty, breaking up

with difficulty in water, red-
brown when wet.

267 ,, 28 9 28 ON. 200 85'O 8OO BArnoI.uu.Ar4 OOZE, lightyellow, trace Fragments of Pulknia oblfqui-
150 49 ON. grey, flue, coherent, presenting loculaea.

no macroscopic elements, yel-
low-red when wet.

" 268 ,, $0 7 35 ON. 2900 84-8 81O R iox.utw Oozn, rod-brown traco ... One or two small tooth of fish.
149 49 OW when wet, fine grained, red.

gray when dry, breaking up on
the lightest touch to an almost
impalpable powder.

269 Sept. 2 6 54 ON. 2560 35-2 81'2 1tA.nIoiA1usu Ooza, brown when 2000 (17'OO Olobigcrinidw, Put- (2O0 %), small teeth of fish,
147 2 OW. wet, fine grained, coherent, vinidina tu7nida. Oatracodo valves, Echini

light yellow-grey when dry, (1-00 %), Pulknia quiurj-udoba, spines.
presenting no macroscopic Rotalidw, Nonionina unibili-
elements. c&ula.
Residue rod-brown.

270 4 2 84 0 N. 2925 34'6 796 GziDIontuw4 Ooza, white with 7147 (0500 %), Globigerb.zidm, Put- (647 %), small tooth of fish,,,
141) 9 OW. light yellow tinge, slightly vinulina Ecliiui spines, Cocooliths.

coherent, chalky. (1'OO %), Lagenidw, Rotalidze.
Residue pale fawn.

§271 ,, 6 0 33 0 S. 2425 350 781 GLODIOBIUNA OOZE, white, 81"27 (7000 %), Globigorinida3, Put- (327 %), small teeth of fish,
151 84 0 W. slightly coherent, chalky. rinuiiiur. Lumellibrauehs, Ostracodes,

Residue pale fawn, (3'OO °), Milio1id, Textular- Echinoderm fragments, Poly.
idts, Lageuidw, Rotslidce, ma, Coccoliths.
Nuinmulinidw.

272 8 3 48 0 S. 2600 361 79-0 RAnIoItnLtN OOZE, browu.grey, 10-10 (800 %), Globigerinidie, Ad. (21) %), teeth fish, Echini,,
152 56 OW. slightly coherent when dry, 'uinutiua ¬umida. epuies, Coecoliths,

dark red-brown when wet
Residue dark red-brown.

278 9 5 11 0 8. 2350 34-5 80-7 RAmOLARIAN OOZE, brown-grey 200 (1-00 %), (Thibiguriuidi, Pu?- (1O0 %), teeth of fish, Cocco.,,
152 56 OW. when dry, slightly coherent, Li,zu/iiIa tzzni u/a. htlzs.

lint' grained, prtzstzitiiig no
Izzat'IostO'iC elements, dark
brown when wet.
Residue dark red-brown.
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Agnimoiw, Olsiuvaricas.

Per cant. SlUcooni organisms. llnoras. Fine Washings.

10000 (5000 %), Eadiolaria, very row (I 00 %), m. di. 0'06 mm., angn. (4000 0/3, amorphous matter, The dredge and the two tow-not5 attached to it came up
aenacoons Foraininifem, lax; feispar, au? to, horn. minute fragments of pumice filled with the dark coloured ooze, from which were
sponge spiculas, casts of blonde, magnotito, small and other minerals, fragments obtained a few small pieces of pumice and one man
organisms, Diatoms. prismatic zeolitic crystals, of siliceous organisms. ganoso nodule. One or two fragments of (Ilobiger(na

manganese grains, magnetic and Fiilvinuiina were the only calcaxeoua organisms
aphorules. observed. There are very many remainsofSthmodiseua.

100.00 (55,00%), [Radiohtuin, Sponge (I 00 %), in. di. 0-10 mm., amp- (4400 %), much amorphous The most of the ooze was of a red-brown colour, but
spionles. Haplaphragmiunr lax; (olspa, very few vol- matter, Radiolftriafl and other there were some very light spots. Remains of Eth.
laidorgatuni, Diatoms, conic particles. siliceous romaine, some fine enodiacue are abundant.

mineral particles.

100-00 (50-00%), Radiolaria, Sponge (100 %), in. di. 013mm., angu. (4900 %), much fine amorphous Only a small quantity came up in the sounding tube,
spioulos, Trocluimmi,us ga- lax; folspar, manganese matter, Radiolarian and other much lighter in colour than in the last few soundings.
lea Ia, Diatoms, grains, magnetite, volcanic siliceous remains, some Much of the ooze was rolled in little pellets. Many

particles, mineral particles. manganese grains were observed, one (broken) largerthan a good sized marble.

10000 (05'OO %), Radiolnria, Diatoms. (100 %), m. di. 0,06 mm., angu- (31-00 %), Radiolarian remains, Abonta pint(over balfalitre) ofooze ofared-browncolour
lar; feispar, palagonite, man- amorphous matter, and a few came up in the tube; near the top were some straw
ganeno grains, black mica, mineral particles, coloured patches. The difference between the layer
glassy volcanic particles. seems to be due to the manganese. One spherical

granulated manganese grain, about the size of a pea, 50
was noticed.




80-00 (50-00%), Radiolaria, Sponge (I .00 %), in. di. 010 nun., aug11. (2900 %), Radiolarian remains, In the upper part of the tube were some yellow coloured
spicules, Lituolidt, Diatoms, lar; manganese grains, glassy amorphous matter, and some patches indicating a surface layer about an inch in

particles, feispar, analcini, fine mineral fragments, thickness. The colour appears to be dueto the smaller
palagonite, magnotito, number of manganese grains in the upper layer. The

Foraniinifora arc much corroded.

91
28-53 (5-00 %), Radiolaria, Diatoms. (1-00 in. di. 0'OOrnm., angu- (22'58 7,), fine amorphous There were about six inches (15 cm.) of ooze in the tube,

lar; a low glassy volcanic matter and remains of sili- the lower part pure white and gradually becoming
particles, folapar, one or two ceous organisms. brown on the upper surface. The white lower layer is
manganese grains, a nearly pure Globigorina Ooze, while the upper brown

layer seems to be composed of equal parts of siliceous
and calcareous organisms. Coceoliths are abundant.

1813 (10-00 %), Eadiolaria, Sponge ... (813 %), amorphous matter In the washings from the trawl were some large deep-sea
sjicnics (Hyalonenuz), Astror- and siliceous remains. Keratosa, and a fragment of pumice about the size of a
ijizidic, Litnohidw, Toxtu- pigeon's egg.
larithe, Diatoms.

89-81 (iIO'OO ), Ratholaria, Astror- (1-00 7,), m. di. 015 mm., (28-81 7,), Radiolarian romaine, Compare this with the deposit obtained on August 30th.
hizklw, Diatoms. angular; magnetite, pain- amorphous matter, and some It is dark roil-brown in colour, showing light coloured

gonite, mica, glassy volcanic minute mineral fragments. patches at the upper surface. In the trawl there were
particles, felapar, phillipaito. a rounded piece of pumice, slightly impregnated with

manganese, and two or three irregular manganese
nodules which, on breaking) presented nuclei of
pumice.

98-00 (30-00 0/,), Radiolaria, Diatoms. (1-00 %), in. di. 015 mm., (0700 %), much amorphousThe (Jlobigerinm arc large, but much broken. Them are
angular; phiLlipaito, rounded matter, Iladiolarian remains, present a great number of manganese grains, some of
manganese grains, volcanic and fine mineral fragments, them of considerable size.
particles.




J
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Boo Charte 88 and 30, and Diagram 19.

19 Temperatureof thesea-
water CARBONATE OF CALCIUM.

Date. Position. ijju." Designation and Physical Characters.
all 9.93 -

Bottom SUI'ISOO Per cent. Fcram1nlfora. Other Organisms.

1875 ° e
274 Sept. 11 7 25 0 8. 2750 36'l 80'2 Ri.nIowJuAi Con, red-brown 389 (200 fragments of Olobiger. (1 '89 a few small toothof

152 15 OW. or chocolate coloured, fine ma and Pulvinulina. fish,utoroiioda.
grained, unctuous, yellow-red
when dry, slightly coherent,
earthy, cayoy, characters not
well pronounced.

Residue red.

$276 ,, 14 11 20 0 8. 2810 350 80'O RED CLAY, when wet dark rod trace ... Small tooth of fish.
160 30 0 W. or deep chocolate coloured,

gritty, deep brown when dry,
slightly coherent, earthy.

I




1:278 ,, 16




18 28 0 S. 2350 35'l 80'O Ran CLAY, brown when dry, 28'28 (2600 Globigeriuidw, Pill- (228 %), teeth of fish,ophalood
149 30 0W. slightly coherent, pulverising rinulina. boa a, Gastoropods, Ostraco os,

easily into a granular powder, (10O Miliolidie, Tcxtularidn, Echini spines.
earthy, iniblustrous streak. Lnenidie, Rotiilidni, Nummu-
Residue dark- brown or linuhe,

chocolato coloured.

27? ,, 17 15 51 0 8. 2325 35'l 79'O Rin CLAY, light red-grey, eo" 94$ (7 '05 %), Olobigorinidie, Put- (1'43 %), tooth of fish,Echijii
140 41 0W. horent, fine grained, chocolate vin-ulna tumida. spines.

Coloured and plastic when wet. (1'OO Bjii'euliiui. kprcssu,
Residue chocolate coloured. Lucna, Rotalidie, Nonionma

unthi1ua¬ula.

278 , 18 17 12 0 S. 1625 36'S 79'S VOLCANIC MUD, grey when dry, 20'47
(10-00,7,,),

Globigarinida', Pal. (7-47,%), Scrpula,Casteropods
149 43 0 W. slightly coherent, gritty, grey- vina. (larval), Laniellibrauch and

blue when wet. (3'OO %), Textularida, Lagenidie, Pteiopotl fragments, Ostra.
Residue black. Rotalida'. codes, Echini spines. Polyzon,Coccoliths, Rhabdoliths.

28 Papiete 20 ... ... CORAL SAND, grey, made up of 8334 (6-0o 0/s), Miliolidie, Textularidte, 8'31 ), &,pu/u, Ga.tero1rnds,
Harbour. white and black particles line Rotalidir, Nuuizuulinidic. Larnellibraucha, Ostracodes,

grained. Echinoderiti fragments, Poly
Residue black. zoa, Akyouaiiau spicules, Coral

fingnioiits, calcareous Alga'.

279 Oct. 2 17 80 26 S. 420 ... 79'O VOLCANIC Mvn, bluo'groy when 2280 t7'OO %), Glohigoriuida. (830 Otoitha of fish, Se,"-
149 33 45W. dry, slightly coherent, dark (7 .00 %), Miliolidie, Textu- pula, Gasteropods, Lauwlli.

blue when wet. laris.be, Lngeuida, Rotalidie, braneha, Pteropods, lictero
Residue black. Nurawuhuitla. pods, Ostuicoiles, Echiuodei-ni

fragments, l'olyzon, Coral
fitiguu'ii ls,Aleyouariuuspkuies.l'oeeuliths,0




279A ,, 2 17 29 53 5 590 ... 79'O StU AND, blue-grey, 25'28 (500 %), Globi"crinide'. (I0'98%),Otolithsoffish,&,p11,,
149 34 0W. slightly coherent, brcakiu" up (10'OO 7) MiioIkhe,Toztularidil', Gasteropods, Lamellibranche,

readily in water, dark line Leguiddie, Rotalidie, Nuin- Ptcropoils, Hetoropods, Ostin
and plastic when wet. muliuidw. codes, Eclihzoilerni and Coral

Residue blue. fragments, Polyxcu, Alcy-onariani spienlos, calcareous
Aigie, Coeeolith8, ilhiabdoliths,

See anal. 29, 110, 111, 112; FL IV. fig. 2; 111. VI. figs. 8, 11, lit,, 10, iOn; Il. VIII. Jigs. 1, 5, 12, 13; Fl. IX. figs. 2, 5, II, 10; Pt. XXL11. fig. 12.
-

+ See anal. 18, 89, 90,91.
1:8cc anal. 19, 20, 21, 83, 92, 93, 94, 113, 114, 116 116, 136 ; F!. IV. fi's. 0. 7, 8' Fl. V. fig. 12 Fl. Vi. figs. I, la, ID ; FL VU. figs. 6, 7 ; Fl. IX. fig. 8

Pl. XVI. fig. 1; FL XVIII. figs. 2, 3, 4; Fl. XIX. figs. 1, 2, 4 ; 1'!. XXI. fig. 1; i'i. XXII, figs. 1 2 3, .1 l'l. XXIII. figs. 2, 3, 6, 6, 7, 9.
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ADDmoNM. Oininv*i'ioia.

Per cent. llUtcoous Organisms. aerate. j Fine Washings.

90.11 (50'OO %), Radiolaria, Astror- (&OO %), in. di. O'OS mm., (4111 %), very many small The trawl and attached tow-nets contained a few anlmiila,
hizidni, Lituolidni, Sponge angular; foispar, ring to, crystals of phihlpsite, 1mg. much ooze, a quantity of manganese nodules, some
spiculea, Diatoms. mognetite,'magnutiespherules, monts of pumice and siliceous earbones of Cetaceans, sharks' teeth, and pumice frog.

Manganese grams, ninny small organisms, relatively little monte. The nucleus of one nodule is composed of
prisntatic crystals of phihhip. amorphous matter, amorphous clayey matter, bordered with zeolitle cry'saito, pumice. this. A glassy volcanic pebble, the outer rim trans

formed into palagonito, was also obtained.

100-00 (100 %), a low fragments of (1000 7), in. di. 0'20 mm., (89-007., composed essentially Not a single fragment of pelagic Forsminifora can be
Radiolaria and aronaceous angular and rounded; almost of small crystals of phillipsite observed; there are, however, a few arenaceous Forn..
Foraminifera, oxeltiruvoly madeii of crystals small manganese grains, am! minifera, and a good many smell tooth of flab, but

of phtihlijisito, augito, fuispar, amorphous matter, only a few Radiolaria. The crystals of phillipaite are
magnetite, manganese. frequently grouped so as to form small yellowish or

dark globules made up of a more or.)ess considerable
number of mierdiths. One small fragment of quartzwas observed.




7112 (1'OO%),Radiolaria,Astrorhizklre, (6'OO %), in. di. 0'15 mnj., (65-72%), very many small The trawl brought up about halfa ton (508 kilogrammos)Lituolidre, Sponge apicuies. angular; phihlipsite apherulce, crystals of phillipaito, fuig. of manganese nodules, some small pieces of pumice,
felapar, plagioclaso, augite, ruents of other minerals, some angular basaltic pebbles, many sharks' teeth (onebornblende, magnetite, glassy manganese and amorphous very large) ; some of those are thickly and others
volcanic fran,i'iits, mllnga- matter, slightly coated with manganese. The most numinous
nose, magnetic splierules. minerals are crystals or globules of phillipslto, which

sometimes have a diameter or020 mm. The percentageof carbonate of limo is the mean of two analyses.

90-57 (1-00%), Radiolaria, Sponge (1-00%'), in. di. 0-06 mm., (8857 %), much amorphous The deposit in the lower Part of the tube was of a
spicales, Eiei.a,nmina ahjev. angular; magnetite, volcanic matter, mineral and siliceous chocolate colour, and contained only tracesof carbonate
formi3, Diatoms. glass, palagonite, folapor. remains, of lime (small teeth) and no Radiolariri or Diatoms.

The mud in the upper part was of a light grey oolonr,
the transition between the two being gradual. In the
upper layer the organisms mentioned were observed.

70,53 (3'OO %), Radiolaria, Sponge (20-00 %), in. di. 010 mm. (116-53 %), many fine mineral The minerals are all volcanic.
s1dcu los, IJ!qitra in inma rain. angular ; altered volcanic particles, amorphous matter,
ma, Lituolidn, aronaceous glass, inigito, plagioclase, and fine remains of siliceous
Te,tularuhu. folepar, a groat number of organisms.black volcanic particles some

of them magnetic.

16 (l8 (2'OO %), Sponge apicules, Litu- (12'OO %), in. di. 0-20 mm., (2'66 7), amorphous matter, The bulk of the deposit is made up of fragments of corals.
ohid,v, arenaceousTotularidni, rounded ; quartz, foispar, and a few remains of minerals These and the other particles measure 06 nun, in
a few Diatoms. tillgite, hornblende, glassy and siliceous organisms. diameter.

vnlcrinic fragments, milguotito,
manganese grains, titanite.

7710 (2'OO ), Sponge spicules, Litu- (lfi'OO %), in. iii. 010 mm., (60'70 %), many mineral li-ag. This sounding is 705 fathoms from the edge of the reef.
oh id e, aronaceousTostuinridie, angular; plagioclase, felspnr, ments, amorphous matter,
Diatoms. augito, oiivi ii o, magnuti to, and siliceous romaine.

volcanic rock fragments,
palagonite.

7472 (200 Sponge apiculos, Litu- (WOO 7o), in. di. 010 nun., (5712 many minute mineral Not much of the deposit was brought up.The upperelide', ,LreuncLcousTextnlarjd2e, angular ; volcanic glass, eli. particles, amorphous matter, layer was slightly rod, but otherwise the bottom is
Diatuiris. vinti, ilngioclusn, fl1spar, fling, and line siliceous remains, similar to that taken in 420 fathoms.

notite, augite, hiornbleiide.

'11w nuclei of tin' iteiliik' cniisi5i, of fragments or linieihtk rot-ks or Inpilli, vitreous and euernlly vesicular, the vesicles coated with green delr'sito and chal,nsitc,
and prismatic ?t,,lItts; tti.ltrj(e; iii.ite-ii,idt'itc; pitiagouiitv; "'h,iyi:y matter; shiiiil' teeth and bones of Cetaceans, Sometimes 1inhigoeitu is seen transforming into elayoymatter. In all eases thec nuclei are very lunch altered. The nodules were mostly from I to 2 cm. in diameter.
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See Charts 38 and 39, and Diagram 19.

Date. Position. g

eA,
nr

water Designation and Physical Characters.
CaIuiorrA!rE OF CALCIUM.

W4 R Bottom Surface Per cent. Formulnilera. Other OIganIamL

1875 0 S i
279s Oct. 2 17 29 88 8. 620 ... 790 VOLcANIc MUD, green-grey, 2286 (6-00 ), G1obioorinidtc. (866 %), Otolithsoffisli, &rpula,

149 34 7 W. plastic when wet, grey when (90O Mffio1dw, Tcxtu.laridm, Gasturopods, Lamellibrancbn,
dry, slightly coherent, break

in
Lagenidw, Rotalidw, Num- Ptoropods, Hotoropoda, Ostra

codes, Echinodermwater.ing up readilyResidue
mülinidw. fragnients,

green. Coral fragments, 'L'olyzoa,
Alcyonarian epiculon, cal-
careous Algu, Coccoliths,
Rliabdoliths.

270o ,, 2 17 29 11 8. 880 ..- 790 VoLo'w MUD, blue-grey, 1947 (7O0 Globigerinithe. (P47 %), Otolithe offish, &i-pula,
149 84 32 W. slightly coherent, plastic and

coloured when wet.
(5-00 Miljotidce, Toxtularidre,

Rotalidte, Nuin-
Gasteropods, Latnellibranche,

Ostra-green Lagenidin, Ptcropo1s, Heteropods,Residue green. Inulinidie. codes, Echinoderm and Coral
fragments, Polyzoa, Alcy.
onarian spiculea, calcareous
.AJgw, Coccolithe, llhabdoliths.

280 ,, 4 18 40 0 S. 1940 363 77-2 GL0DmEIUNA OozE, grey with 5336 (45'00 Globigorinidin, Ad- (610 %), teeth of fish, Gastero-
149 52 0 W. red tinge, slightly coherent, vinulina. pods, Lamellibranch frag-

breaking up in water, yellow- (2-00 7), Biloculina dcpressa, La. monte, Eehini spines, Cocco-
brown when wet. geui&e, Truiwa¬uUncz, Non.io- lithe, Rhabdoliths.
Residue black. nina unthilicatula.

281 ,, 6 22 21 0 5. 2885 84-9 74"5 RED ClA.v, red when dry, gritty, traco a few Miliolidn
150 17 0 W. slightly coherent, breaking up

in water to fine powder, red-
brown when wet.

t282 ,, 7 23 46 0 8. 2450 35.1 782 RED Ci.v't, red when dry, gritty, trace ... A few small teeth of fish.
149 59 0 W. slightly coherent, breuking up

in water to fine powder, red-
brown when wet.

" See anal, 22, 26, 117, 118, 119; P1. IV. figs. 3, 4, 5; Fl. V. figs. 1, la, 2, 3, 3a, 4, 5, 5a, 18; P1. VI. figs. 9, 0a, 10, lOa, 13, lBa 15, iSa, 17; Pt. XXI. fig. 2.
t see P1. XXVI. fig. 2.
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Essinu a.




ADDrZI0LU, OmIavsrloiqs.

Percent. Blllcoou Organisms. Mhiorals. [fine Washings.

77.34 (200 %) Sponge piou1es, As- (lfrOO in. di. 0,10 mm., (O034 %), many fine mineral A considerable quantity ofthe mud was obtained, similar
trorhizidie, Lituolidm, arena- angular; volcanic glass, plagio. fragments, amorphous matter, in ovary respect to the last The upper layer was
coons Tortularidin, Diatoms. olaso,folapar, magnetite, horn- and romaine of siliceous organ. distinctly roiL

blonde, augite, mica. jams.

8058 (2O0 %), Sponge spicu.los, As- (40O0 %), m. di. 008 mm., (3853 7), many fine mineral The deposit is similar to the three preceding ones, the
trorbizidie, Lituolidiu, arena- angular;altered volcanic glass, particles, amorphous matter, minerals being finer and more angular. There was a
coons Toxtularide, Diatoms. pingioclaso, foispar, magnetite, and minute romainsof siliceous red coloured surface layer in this as in the last.

nugito, black volcanic particles organisms.
some of thorn magnobc.

4604 (20D %), Radiolaria, Sponge (2500 %), re. di. 0-10 mm., (l904 %), amorphous matter, Two soundings were taken. AStor treatment with acid
spiculos, PJna,,unzna, Lit'n- angular; plagioclaso, augito, fine mineral and siliceous thorn remain very perfect caste of the organisms in a
olidn, casts of calcareous hornblende, mica, olivine, remains. red, coloured material which also covers the shells. All
organisms, Diatoms. magnetite, fragments of vol. the mineral particles are covered with a thin coatingcame rocks, manganese grains, of manganese and iron. In the washings from the

tow-net there wore some fragments of volcanic rook in
a high state of decomposition. There were also in the
tow-net two or three manganese nodules, one about two
inches (5 am.) long and very irregular. These nodules
seem to be formed of portions of the bottom and are
perforated in all directions by worm-tubes. In the
sounding tube was a piece of wood perforated byworms. One of the nodules had a nucleus composed of
clay and of volcanic ashes; among this volcanic debris
were fragments of green hornbloudo, reddish angito,
plagioclase, and magnetite. Those minerals are Ira-.
bedded in a moss which appears in some places to be
zeolitfe.




10000 (200 Radloinria, Sponge (5000 7), in. di. 012 mm., (4800 amorphous rod No deposit was obtained in or on the sounding tube. In
spicules, .ástrorhizidm, Litu- angular and rounded; mag- coloured matter, many fine the bag of the trawl, however, there were about two
olidm. notito, palagonite, born- mineral particles, and remains gallons(9 litres) of Red Clay. Inthe waahing thornwas

blonde, nugito, fulapar, of siliceous organisms. a great number of dark red and brown spherical and
phillipelte, black mica. irregular bodies, which are coated with a substance of

a zoolitic nature. In the trawl was an immense
number of manganese nodules and sharks' teeth. Some
of the manganese nodules, measure 18 x 12x8 inches
(46 x 30 x 75 em.). Those, along with most of the
smaller ones, have only a slight coating of manganese,
the interior being filled with a volcanic tnfa. Amongthe nodules are several fragments of pumice passing
into clayey matter. The nodules were overgrown with
Hyperammina vagans and other Rhizopods. There
appears to be evidence that volcanic disturbances
have taken place at the bottom near this locality.

100'OO (200 Sponge opiculos, (5000 7), m. di. 015 mum., (4800 much fine red or Only a small quantity of the deposit similar in every
Ratliolana, .lTh,auimina rounded; palagonito, plngio. chocolate coloured matter, respect to that obtained at the previous station, came
a!iptforinis, Lituolidm, Din- clime very abundant, augito many fine mineral fragments, up in 'the tube. The greater part of the washings was
tonia. mioroliths, magnetic particles, and romaine of siliceous composed of the rod and yellow rounded bodies noticed

great number ofsmall rounded organisms. on the 0th. There were many fragments of manganese,
roil transparent grains some of and several small.pieces of pumice.
thorn palagonito, or altered
olivine: or foispar coated with
iron and manganese.
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See Chart 88, and Diagram 19

Temperature
ci . of the Son- C&ROONATH OP CALCIUM.water4.21 Date. Position. Designation end Physical Oharnatera.

oil 9.1 (Fda.).
Bottom Surface Par cent. Foramninifara. Other Orn1m

1875
283 Oct. 9 26 9 0 8. 2076 354 88-5 GLOB1OE1UNAOOZE, grey, slightly 4661 (400O 7,), Globigerinidn3, Pal- (361 %), small teeth of fish,

145 17 0 W. coherent, chalky, brown when vinulina. &hini opines, Coccoliths,
wet. (3-00 '/,), Ittiliolide, Cassidaflna Rhabdolitlis.

Residue dark brown. subylobosa, Lagonidam, Rotalidm.

284 , 11 28 22 0 S. 1985 361 680 GLOIIIOEIUNA OOZE, white with 6581 (5000 %), Olobigorinidw, Ail- (14-817.), Otoiths offish, Ostra-
141 22 0 W. yellow tin o, slightly coherent, m'inulina. codes, Echini spines, Cacao-

chalky, yellow when wet. (100 MWoliibn Logonidw, liths, Rhabdolitha.
Residue red-brown. Textutarithe,Rotalidm, .Wonio-

nina u,nbllicatula.

285 ,, 14 32 36 0 S. 2375 350 650 RED Ci,ty, dark red-brown 24J25 (20007,), Globigerinidmn. (525 7,), sharks' teeth, larval
137 43 0 W. when dry, coherent, plastic (1 00 ), assiriuIisut smthgiobosa, Lamellibranclis, Polyzoa,and dark brown when wet. Loyemuc lweis (1), Rota1idt. Coccoliths, Rhabdolitha.

Residue dark brown.

L




f286 ,, 10 33 29 0 S. 2335 348 630 Ran ()LAY, reddish yellow, 2513 (150O %), Olobigeriuldme, Pal- (713 7,), fragments of tooth of
188 22 0 W. slightly coherent, plastic and dna/ma. Salt, Ostracodes, Coecoliths,

red-brown when wet (300 7,), Mthohdme, Textularida, Rhabdoliths.
Residue dark roil-brown. Lagenidu, Rotalithe,Notthniina

u,nbilicatula.

287 ,, 19 86 32 0 S. 2400 347 5P8 Ran CLAY, chocolate brown (100) Globigerinidie, Pulvinulina, Uei Small tooth offish.
132 52 0 W. colour, unctuous, plastic, co- gcrifla.

horent, lustrous streak.
Residue chocolate brown.

See until. 93, 81, 82, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 137, 138, 139, 140, 143, 149; P1. 11. figs. 5, 7; hI. V. tigi. 0, 7, 7a, 10, 11; P1. VI. figs. 2, 9a, 3, 3a, 4, 4a, 5, 5a,
6, On, 7. 7a, 12, 12a, 18, 20, 21, 23; P1. VII. fig. 1; P1. XVI. 11g. 3; P1. XVII. 11g. 1; Ii. XVIII. 11g. i; 1'i. Xxiii. figs. 1, 4, 8; P1. XXVIII. fig. 3; P1. XXIX.
figa. 1, 2, 3, 4.

Sea anal. 27, 75, 78, 126, 127, 128, 141, 142, 144, 145, 146, 148, 150, 151, 152, 153; P1, II. 11g. 0; P1. V. figs. 8, 9; Pt. Vi. figs. 14, 14a, 22; P1. VII. figs. 2, 3, 4, 5;
Fl. VIII. figs. 1, 2, 8, 6, 7, 8, 9, (hi, 14, 14a; P1. X. figs. 1, la, 15, 2, 9a, 3, 4, Ia, 5.
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ItIiSfl)Uz,




ADnmoNaL OassnyATzous.

Par cent 8IUoooui Organisms, Minerals. Fine Washinge.

53 '80 (l'OO %), Sponge apicules, Iladi- (101)0 %), in. di. 0'lO ruin., (42'39%), much amorphous Nearly foot (80 cm.) of the deposit came up in the tube;
olinia, Lituolidto, Diatoms. RIular; pingioclase, augite, matter, fine mineral frag. the upper surface was a light yellow Globigarina

pbLlhpsite, niagnotito, manga. mentn and remains ofailiceous Ooze. In addition to the observed organisms, therenose grains, glassy volcanic organisms. were a good many manganese grains, and yellow and
particles, red crystals. Passing down the tube the ooze became

gradually darker, till at the bottom there was a dark
chocolate coloured clay, containing manganese in
rounded pellets, and many yellow crystals (plililipaite)'some of these are in the form of balls. Tw1nne
crystals of phillipaite were observed.

34'19 (101)0 jlad.iolaria, Sponge (11)0 in. di. 01)8 mm., (2310 fine amorphous Many of the Foraminil'cra are coated on the outside with
spicules, Astrorhizidte, Litu- angular; volcanic glass, Id. matter, minute mineral and a deposit of a crystalline nature; all steps of this
olidtr, azunaceous Textu- spar, palagonite, hornblondo, siliceous remains, deposition can be seen in the deposit. fiUViI&UZiIU&
laridie, Diatoms. p'hullipsito, black mica, rung. mcnardii is absent. Coocolitha and Rhabdoliths are

notite. very abundant.

73,75 (11)0 %), a few Radiolarhi, (1 -00 %), m. di. 0'06 mm., (71 ,75 %), much line amorphous Only a small quantity came up in the sounding tube




one or two Sponge apiculos, angular; glassy volcanic par. matter, a few minute hag. Crystals of phillipsito are present, as on the 0th. ManR4iza.mniina algwforrnis (frog. ticics, folspnr, olivine, angito, ments of minerals and sill- ganese grains are abundant. The trawl brought upmonts), Lituolidoˆ. pabigonite, phillipsito, horn- coons remains, some clay and a barrolful of manganese nodulesblenslo, magnetite, cosmic Among these were numerous sharks' teeth, and eightsphorules. or fine earbonos of Cetaceans, The bony niatarW of
the teeth has been completely removed. Some of the
nuclei of the nodules are altered basaltic fragments,others volcanic glass, others augito-iuideaite or horn
blond o-andesite. All the glassy fragments are cemented
to the manganese coating by zoolitea orystailised in
silu. There am some angular pebbles, generally basalt
or augito.andesito, and rounded ones of granite or fragments of elastic rocks composed of quarts, decomposed
(elapar, and mica (arkoae)

74'87 (11)0 %), a few Radiohiria, (11)0 %),m.di.O1)Gmni,, angular; (72'87 %), much fine amorphous Two layers wore to be observed in the contents of
Spongo picnloa, Astrorhiziilw, maiigalleso grains, IunguL'tite, matter, minute mineral and the sounding tube. The upper two inches were veryLituoi.u103, aronaccous Toxtu- palagonitu, fulipin-, olivine, slliceou remains, dark red, the lower four or five inches light yellow,laridie. augito, a few glassy volcanic smooth, and firm. In the top layer only a few

particles, magnetic upherulus. Foraniinitera and Radiolaria were present, a sample
scarcely nifervoacing with acid. The lower layer, however, eflorvesceil considerably, and the microscope
revealed a few Foraminifora and immense numbers of
very tine Coccolitha. There is much loss manganese
in the lower than in the upper layers. The trawl
b u lit up large numbers of manganese nodules,
sro V toeth, carbones of Cetaceaus, one or twobar

eces of pumice, and a granito nodule 3 x 2 x j inches
7i *6 x 5 xl '2 cm.). There were also some clayey con

cretions of the bottom, perforated by worm-tubes, lined
with manganese.

[991)01 , (2'OO %), in. di. 0,10 mm., (071)0 %), a large quantity of About a quart of this deposit came up, containing an
angular; libro-radiating glob- clayey matter, c&lonred by immense quantity of manganese, several of the nodules
ulca and loose crystals of manganese, very small crystals measuring from b-5 to 1 cm. in diameter. In one or
phi]Iipslto, sanidinc, plngio- of pliillipsito, and minute two instances these nodules are joined together. Thechew, augito, lnngnetito, mug- mineral particles. Foraniinilora are fragmentary except Uvigerinauctic splioruh.s, small con- apcrida, which is the most commonly occurring. The
cret1085 of manganese, and crystals of phillipsite are very abundant in this deposit.
fragments of volcanic glass Among the mineral particles are a number of small
and aucks, volcanic fragments, which appear opaque under the

microscope. Associated with these there are small
- - volcanic particles altered to brownish palagomto.
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See Chart 8, and Diagrams 19 and 20.
IV

al
Tenqiersttiro

water
- CARDONATh 0? CAT1OIU)i

. Date. Position. Designation and Physical Characters.

Bottom I Surface Per cent f Fornmlnllera. Other Organism,.
1875 '

288 Oct. 21 40 3 0 8. 2600 $48 54'5 ltnn CrAY, brown-grey, very co- trace Qlobigcrina (fragments). A few small teeth of fish.
182 58 OW. horont, presenting no macro

scopic characters, dark rod
brown and plastic when wet.

'289 ,, 23 39 41 0 8. 2550 34,8 54-5 Rnn CLAY, palo brown-grey,131 23 0W. coherent, line grained, dark
red-brown and plastic when
wet.

290 ,, 25 89 16 0 8. 2300 349 52"5 Rnu CLAY, light brown-grey,
124 7 0W. coherent, line grained.

291 ,, 27 39 13 0 8. 2250 34-6 53-0 Ran Cry, light brown-grey,
118 49 0W. coherent, tine grained.

292 ,, 29 38 43 0 S. 1000 352 532 Gr0DIQEIUNA OOZE, light brown- 83,75 (751)0 7), Globigorinidin, Pal. (075 fragments of Lamol-
112 81 0W. grey, slightly coherent. vinulina. libranehs, Ostracodo valves,

Eesidue red-brown, very (21)0 %), Miiolidie, Toitularida, Echini spines, Coccoliths,
line. Rotalidir. Coccospheres.

t293 Nov. 1 39 4 0 S. 2025 344 537 GLODIUERtNA OOZE, brown, co- 441)8 (351)0 %), Globigeriukht-, Put- (61)8 %), Ostracodo valves,
105 5 0W. hermit, dark rod-brown or vianlina. Echini spines, Coecoliths,

chocolate coloured and plastic (3-00 Milioithu. TtlxtularidLe, Ithubdoliths.
wheu wet. Lageuide, Rottilithv, AVCUOfl i?UZ
Residue dark brown. uuibiticalithr.

294 ,, 3 89 22 0 8. 2270 34-6 57-5 RED CLAY, chocolate coloured trace Globigurinidn. (frapuents), Uui. A few smuii teeth of fish.
98 46 0W. when dry, coherent, home- erina aspcrula, ICotalidir,

geucous, rich chocolate colour
and plastic when wet.

* See anal. 129, 147; Fl. Ill, fig. 7; Pl. IX. fig. 3. t See anal. 47, 130; P1. XVJI. 11g. 2; Fl. XIX. 11g. 3. 1 Sue P1. XXVII. fig. 4.
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ItSS1DUB.




ADDITIONAL OWMA2101111.

Par cent. Siliceous Organisms. Minerals. Fine Washinp.

loooO (1-00%), Radiolaria, Sponge (1O0 %), rn di. 010 mm., (0800 %), much dark brownThe clay was not so dark coloured neat the last station.
spiculea, T1wrammna pap- angular; manganese grains, tino amorphous matter, a few In one place there were one or two spots of a yellow1ihilli1isito, feispar, augto, fragments of siliceous organ. colour. A few sniall niaiiganeeonoilnlee overgrown withglassy volcanic particles. isms, and manganese grains. Jfy;'eninuntna vagans wore observed. The tube hadbeen buried about 18 inches (46 cm.) In the deposit.

100.00 (100 %), a few Rudiolari. (100 %), in. di. 020 turn., angu. (98-007.), much fine dark No bottom was in the tube or on the outbids. Tboaw1liir; magnetite, augito, olivine, brown amorphous matter, brought up a great quantity of manganese nodules,
felapar. niangoneso grains, and minute but iio deposit; on the iron work were some patchesmineral particles, of clay. On examining this it was found to contain

very many yellow crystals of phlllipaito, a few pelagicForarniniieni end their broken parts, and a few
Cocoa-litheand Rhabdoliths. A great many manganese
grains were noticed. Among the nodules in the trawl
were a few earbones of Cotnocns and fragments of
bones. One pebble was a fragment of diabaso contain-
ing altered plagioclase, augitt, replaced by a chioritlo
miiieinl, quartz, epidote, black mica, titanic iron and
leucoxone.

No deposit came up in the tube. About a gramme of the
clay was found adhering to the bottom of the water
bottle, insufficient for detailed examination. Under
the microscope it showed the yellow crystals of
phillipsite, manganese grains, some Coccolithe, a good
many fragments of pelagic Foraniinlfora, and, a
Uvigerina.

Inside the tube there were two or three small pellets of
Red Clay. On breaking these down and examining themwith the microscope, Olubigeri,ui and PulvinnUna
remains were found. These are small compared with
those further north. One or two Tatularia, a good
many Coccoliths, portions of Rinibdoliths, a good many
ruanganose grains, and a fewyellow crystalsofphillipsitewere also obsorveil. In the bag of the trawl there was
only one manganese nodule, the size of a marble, to
which was attached an egg capsule.

1625 (100 %), Sponge spiculos, a few (100 7), in. di. O'OG mm., (14'25 a small quantity of Coecoliths are comparatively abundant. In this depositRisdiolaria and aronacoons angular; crystals and irregu- amorphous matter coloured are found crystals of plagioclase, loose or coated with
Foraminifera. mr fragmoiits of plagioclase, bymangaitesu, minute mineral volcanic glass, in the form of rhombic tables, also

sanidino, augite, rhombic particles, and small fragments crystals or nugito and rhombic pyroxene, and frau-pyroxeno, magnetite, altered of siliceous organisms. munts of paluganito. The trawl line carried away in
glassy and other volcanic par- heaving in.
tides, grains of manganese.

55.32 (100 %), a few Sponge epionles, (3"oo %), in. di. 008 mm., (51 32 %), fine dark red-brown The most abundant of the pelagic Foraminifora is a thick-
Aetrorhizidea, aronaceous Tox. angular; sanidini', plagioclase, amorphous matter, fine slwlled Olobignrhua bulloidLu. The trawl brought uptularidun. nugite,rultredoliv1ne,splintura mineral particles, about a dozen manganese nodules, two sharks' teeth,

of volcanic glass, man- and a sum!! grey pobblo of augito-andesito. The
ganoso grains, magnetite. largest of the nodules is about time size of a pigeon's

egg. Several have nuclei of palagonite, others appearto be made up entirely of manganese. The teeth and
pebble are slightly coated with manganese.

100'OO ... (3-00 %), rn. di. 010 min., anu. (9700 %), much fine amorphous The lower port of this deposit (lid not effervesce with
mr ; mnnugnucen grains, Ws. matter of a (lark chocolate acid ; only one or two fi'agrncnts of pelagic Foraminifera
par, Idimgioelnso, augito, colour, and some fine mineral anul a row broken 1i,cs of sharks' teeth were observed.
phillipsite, crystals, quartz, fragments, in the upper portion there were a few whole and a good
magnutito, glassy volcanic musHy biokoti pieces of uelitgie Foraminifora, one or two
particles. small Coccoliths, and fragments of Rhubutelitlus. The

;it
mass or tile washings was composed of small

r,m'ta or particles of manganese (one snmall nodule the
size of a pea was noticed), along with crystals 01 jiltil.
li1jsitu and fragments of pelagonito.
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See Chart 88, and Diagrams 20 and 21.

Date. Poattlon.

ornncratuz'e
of the Sea

water
(1hr.). Designation end PbysIcal Characters.

CARBONATE OF C"CIUM.

-

Bottom Surface Percent. Forsuntnifers. Other Organisms.

1875 0 U 0 0
295 Nov. 5 38 7 0 S. 1500 351 585 GLOIIIQELUNA OOZE . ... Bioculina depressa, Toxtularidiu, Cephalopod beaks, Pteropoda,94 4 0W. Uviyeriua, Globigorinidw, Oatracotla valves, Echini

RotaIids. spines.

296 ,, 9 38 6 0 S. 1825 853 591 GLOIIIOnILINA OOZE, light brown- 6414 (5500 %), Glohigorinida?, Pul- (714 %), Otoliths and teeth' of
88 2 0W.

troy
when dry, somewhat co- vinuli;u7. fish, Serputa, Ostracodes,

uereiit. (200 %), Miiolidm, Textularidin, Echini spiuos, Coecoliths,Residue dark rod-brown. Lauuidw, Rotalidw, Nwnmu. Ehabdoliths.
linidig.

+297 ,, 11 3? 29 0 S. 1775 351 57O GLornonluNA OOZE, yoUow-grey, 7115 (00O0 %), Globigerinidn, Put- (t316 Echini spines, Cocco-
88 7 0 'W. slightly coherent. vinulina. liths, Rhabiloliths.

Residue rich brown. (5'OO %), Miliolithe, Textulariibe,
Lagenidin, Rotalida3, Noulo-
nuz unz&ilie'atu la.

298 ,, 17 34 7 0 S. 2225 351 590 Btum MUD, light blue-grey when 515 (4'OO %), Miliolidin, Boliviniz (1'65%), Ostracodes, Eohiui
73 56 0 W. dry, coherent,, nrcsontiug no

efementa,
texti1aroidrs, Legenidie, Globi

.P1cinu1iaa canari-
spines, Coccoliths.

finemacroscopic gorinidn,
grainod, plastic when wet. c'sisis, Nonoaintz uuLbilicae ala.
Residue blue-grey.

Dec. 11 Off Valparaiso. 41 ... ... BLUE Mun, blue-grey when dry, trace Miliolina .ccminulum, Textu- Eehiuoderm fragments, a few
coherent, presenting no macro- larida', Ulol'i1jerina btilloidts, Coceoliths.
scopic elenient, fine gruiiiud, Rotalidu, Nwiioniiui.
breaking up in water, blue
and plastic when wet.

-
Sea anal. 48. 1 Sao anal. 40, 131; Fl. Ill, figs- 8, 9 ; Pt. IX. fig. 9.
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linsinta
ADoiriosz, OasmwL?zoas.

Per cent. smacons organtim Mlnor,ili. Fine Washings.

Hadio]aria, Antrorblzidai, Litno- Particles of volcanic glass Rome ... The water in the sounding tube on being allowed to
colouredhidic, arenacoone Toxtularidre. of thorn black, and minute settle deposited some brown eedJment coin

rock fragments. posed of Globgcr*na, Faleinujina, Echiul spines,
Ostraeode valves; a good many small manganese par.
twlea, and many small red mineral fragments wore
also observed, as also a few Uvigerina. Altogether,this indicates a red coloured Olobigoiina Ooze. in
the tow-not at the weights there were an angular
pebble about one inch (26 mm.) long, and a great
many small rock fragments, measuring from 1 to 5 ruin.
in diameter, some of them augite-andesite.

35. (1)Q jj001j5, Sponge (31)0 in. di. 010 mm., angu. (31 116 much fine amorphous Two layers were noticeable in the tube, a straw coloured
sjiicules, Astrorhizidm, Lituo

Toxtularidin.
lar; plagioclase, angito, a!

whitetered olivine,
matter, a few mineral frag
month, and remains ofsiliceous

upper and a dark brown lower. The upper layer con.con
tamed the organism noted, while in the lowerhidn, arena000ns many layerlayer

glassy volcanic splinters, paIn. organisms, the organisms were few and manganese abundant. A
gonite, phillipaito in single small nodule (the size of a pea) was obeervad. In the
crystals and libro-radiating washings of the ooze from the trawl there were a few
aggregations, magnetite, man- volcanic pebbles, some of them transformed into pals.
ganeao grains. . gonito.

28115 (1-00%), 'Radiolaria, Sponge (1-00%), in. di. 01)8 mm., (26115 %), a quantity of dark There was no trace of deposit in the tube, except a few
spiculce, Astrorhizithu, Litu- angular; manganese grains,

few
red-brown, very tine grained,

matter,
shells of Olobigcrina at the valves. The trawl brought

of nodules to 4olithe. pingioclase, magnetite, a amorphous some (8up a large qnanti4' manganeseisolated yellow crystals of mineral fragments. quarts-3-4 to 411 litres) varying from the alsoof a pea
lion's Oneof thethat ofpliillipsite, angito, glassy vol- tow-nets atthe trawlto a egg.

canic particles, was full of a yellow coloured ooze in which were many
rounded manganese nodules. The nuclei of some of
the larger of these nodulcs are composed of a yellow or
dark green material easily ant with a knife, showing
the last stage of decomposition of palagonito. There
were some lumps of the ooze in the tow-not, showing
the beginning of the nodule formation.

94.35 (4110 Radiolaria, i?cophax, (11)0 %), in. di. 0'07 mm., (89115 much bluo-groy A section of about a foot (80 cm.) of mud of a blue colour
casts of Fomminifera, Din- angular; foispar, plagioulaso, amorphous matter, some was in the tube; on the surface therewas a layer ofa red-
tome, pumice, angito, quartz, mica, mineral and siliceous romaine, dish colour which gave no trace of carbonate of limo on

hornblondo palagonito, ginu- treatment with acid. The tow-note at the trawl had
conito. each a little mud of a red or brown colour which did

not effervesce with acid; evidently from the surface
layers of the deposit. In a tow-net there was a man-
ganese nodule, flat and round, about one inch (25 mm.)
across and one and a quarter inches (RI mm.) thick,
with a neuchius of pumice, also portions of a
Cepha-lopodbeak, and two pieces of twigs. Many exoreta
of Echinoderms are present. Imperfect casts of Fern.
mutifema remain after treatment with dilute acid.

10000 (100 Litholidtc, arenaceous (1110 %), m. di. 01)6 mm., (98110 %) much greenish No effervescence is noticed when the mud is treated with
Textularidre, Diatoms, angular; folapar, plagioclase, amorphous matter, fine dilute acid, but a strong smell ofsuiphitrotted hydrogen

hornblende, white or yellow, minerals, and a few siliceous is evolved. The mica and olivine are both altered and
isli mica, olivine, magnetite, romaine, yellowish or nearly opaque. The particles are very
quartz (rare). small for a shore deposit.
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Sao Charts 40 and 41, and Diagram 21.

0
Date. Position.

.

Ito

Temperatureof the
Wntor
(i

Sea
Designation and Physical Characters.

CARBONATE OF ('ALCIUi.

z pit Bottom Sw'fnoo Per cent. Foraminitern. Other Organisms.

1876

--

u a
'299 Doe. 14 83 81 0 S. 2160 362 620 BLUE MUD, palo blue-grey, co- 1640 (10-00%), G1obigeriziida, Pul- (240 %), Oatracodes, Echinodonn

74 48 0 W. herent, fine grained, plastic, vinulina. fragments, Coccolitha.
red-brown, and compact when (300 7) Miliolidm, Legonidto,
wet. Rotalidw, Ncnü.mincz umbili-
Residue red-brown. catula.

t300 ,, 17 88 42 0 S. 1875 35'5 62,5 GLornoEnrwi OOZE, yellow. 5409 (45O0 %), G1obigcrinida, Pul- (409 ), Ptcropod fragments,78 18 0W. white, slightly coherent, yet- lfInuhiWf. Echuioderni fragments, Poly.
low.bruwn and somewhat pica. (500 %), Miliolida, Toxhdarhhe, zoa, Coccoliths, Rhubdoliths.
tic when wet. Lageniilie, Pullenia quinquc-
Beaidue red-brown. loba, RothJidw, .&O:Lioflina

u,ithilica¬ula.

802 ,, 28 42 48 0 S 1450 856 55-9 CLOBIOWNA OOZE, palo yellow- 8231 7000 %), G1obigerinidn, Put- (931 %), teeth of fish, Lanielli.
82 11 OW. . brown, slightly coherent, yet- rinulina. braiichs, Ostracodes, E-

low-red and gritty when vet. (300 Miliolidn. Toxtu. dorm fragments, Coceolillis,
Residue red-brown. lurida,, Lagt-iiidw, Puilen(a, Rhabdoliths.

Rotnlideˆ, Iionionina unibiii.
catula.

303 ,, 30 45 81 0 5. 1325 30-0 54,8 BLUE MUD, light blue-grey, 2510 (2000 %), Globigorinidie, Pal- (319 %), Ostracodes, Echini
78 9 OW. slightly coherent, breaking up ViIiiClin!r lnic/delininna. spines, Polyzon, Coccolitha,

in water, blue-grey and piustin (2-00 ), MiioIi'1w, 'I'extulciridce, Rhubdoliths.
When wet. Lagenidn, Pulknia, Rolalithe.
Residue grey.

304 ,, 31 46 53 15 5. 46 .- 57-2 QUARTZ SAND, green-grey, lieu 272 Textu1aritl, Lugoiiidw, Globige. LumellilirtLuch fragments, Ostra-
75 12 o \v. grained, dark grey when wet. riniihe, Roinlidie, Nunitnuli. codes, Eehii spines.

Residue dark grey, almoat nidte.
black.

* See anal 132, 133, l'14 P1 III b, 4 Ste anal 51, 9r', '3r'; P1 XVI f 4, P1 XVII fig.4
f See anal. GO; 1'L XXVI, fig. 1. See 111. XXVI. fig. 4.
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ADDmON.IL Oa8Iiwno.

Per coat. Stilcoom Organisms. I Mincral,i. Fine Wnab!ngi.

84130 5130 %), Badiolaria, Sponge (1 00 di. 006 mm., (78130 %), much amorphous A section of about four inches (10 cm.) came up in the
spiculoe, Astrorhizidw, Lituo- angular; glassy vokanlo matter, fine mineral and sounding tube; the uppermost inch was of a red colour
hdtu, Diatoms. paiti-1os, folsrnr, plagioclase, siliceous romaine, containing no calcareous organisms, the lower portionhornbkmle, angite, magne- beinga blue-grey compact mutt containing the organism.tito, quartz, small particles of noted, two or three pieces of pumice, and several man-

andesttio rocks. ganese grain One of the tow-nets at the trawl was
halt full of a rod-brown mud, and some of this was in
the bag of the trawl and adhering to the nodules, &o.
In the trawl there was over a quart (over a litre) of
nodules and fragments of pumice. Some of these
nodules are manganese throughout; others are formed
of pumice surrounded by a deposit of manganese, while
one had a nucleus of altered basalt. In addition there
were a hard angular piece ofgranite, small hardened eon
cretiona of the bottom, and a iragmentofa Cephalopodbeak. On one cribs nodules was attached a large Seal.
pellum darwi:ai,. In the washings from the trawl were
observed gicat numbers of.W&izammina algaiformi,.

45131 (1'OO Radiolarin, Sponge (200 %), m. di. 008 mm., (42131 %), amorphous brown Only a small quantity of ooze came up in the tube. A
spiculca, Astrorhizido, Litu- angular; folsiar, plutginclano, coloured mnttor, fine mineral considerable quantity came up in the trawl, amongstolidw, arenaceous Textalaridra. inaguotite, auito, small vol. and siliceous romaine, which were several small basaltic pebbles having a

can IC lttpihli, palagonito, man- slight coating of manganese, and th1reo or four pieces of
ganese grains, a hardened Wit of a red colour, (hit, and coated with

manganese to the thickness of or an inch (8 or 12
mm.). The ooze contains also a good many black
particles and pebbles about the size of peas.




17139 (1130 %), Radiohnria, Astror- (1130 %), in. di. 007 mm., (15139 %), red-brown amorphous A considerable quantity of ooze was obtained in the
hizidin, Lituoliilm, Textu- angular; fOlapar, quartz, matter, mineral and siliceous sounding tube. In it were small pieces of manganese,
hiridie, casts of Forarninifera, augite, pumice, palagonito, romaine. pumice, and other mineral particles. In the trawl was
Sponge spIeule, Diatoms. manganese grains, glatteonite, about a pock (9 litres) of the ooze, in which were a

zircon. number of manganese nodules, with nuclei of fragments
of basalt with a vitreous base parsing into palagonito,
overgrown with worm tubes and Hypcramrnina vogan.,
some volcanic pebbles, and a piece of granite with a
slight coating or manganese. There was alsoa fragment
of a siliceous roelc resembling flint, composed of cal
cedony and grains of crystalline silica. Red and
yellow casts of the Fornmiuiifura remain after treat
mont with acid. Some particles of quartz are large
and rounded.

74'21 (1130 %), Thuliolaria, Sponge (10130 %), in. dl. 0'lO mm., (8321 %), grey coloured amor- The tube brought up a considerable quantity ofstifi' light
shileulea, .R¬opl.az difflugifor. angular ; brown vesicular vol. phous matter, fine mineral blue-grey mud containing the organisms noted. The
mis, Toxtularidm. canie gloss, feispar, plagio- particles, and a few remains of surface of time section was of a yellmiwlsli colour and

clase, nugito, horublendo, siliceous organisms, much softer than the deeper layers. The Foramnutoma
niagnetito, many particles of are fewer and umce particles more abundant in the
pumice, quartz, glauconite. lower layers.

97'28 ... (Otl'28 %), m. di. 017 mm., (1130 %), afow fine mineral par- "
rounded; quartz, yellow-green ticks.
mica flakes with apatite inclu
sions, felapar, fnigmnents of
ancient crystalline rooks and
sehists, hortiblondo, green mr
chloritic substance covering
the quart?. and the other
mineral particles.
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See Chart 41.




Temneraturo
.5 oftho8ca

water CARBONATE OF CALCIUM.Date. Po1tIonH Y (Fahr.). DeaTgnation and Physical Characters.
~14 04 Bottom ISurface Percent. LonnnInliera. Other Organieme.

1870 U 0 U
- 305 Jan. 1 47 47 0 S. 105 ... 555 ' BLUE Muns, blue-groy when 4-16 (300 Milioid&n, Textularidie,(P16 %), Dentaliurn, Gusteropod74 47 0W. dry, coherent, slate coloured Lagonidn, Olobiycriur bul- and Lamellibranch fragments,

74 47 0 W. Residue blue
305A ,, 1 47 48 30 S. 126 55"0

j.

and plastic when wet. bides, Rotalidw, Nummu- Ostracodes, Echinoderm fin74
,, 1 47 48 0 S. 160 551

.grey. liukl. meuts, Polyzoa.
74 46 0W.

$06 ,, 2 48 17 0 8. 565 ... 57-0 \ BLUE Muns, blue-grey, co- trace Miliolidw, Textularide, Trun. Scrpuia, Gasteropods, Lamelli-
74 33 0 W. t horout, fine graiiicd, dark catulina. lobaeulu, Nonionina Iiranchs, Ostracodes, Echino

306A ,, 2 48 27 0 8. 345 46-0 57-5
J

blue-grey and plastic when u,nijljca(uIu. dorm and Coral fragments.7430 0W. wet

807 ,, 4 49 24 30 S. 140 ... 53-0 BLUE MUD, light blue-grey, trace Truncatulina cncra, Nonionina Gasteropod and Lemollihrancli
74 23 SOW. coherent, breaking up readily scapula. fragments, Echini spines.in water.

pC




308 ,, 6 50 8 80 S. 175 511 BLUE Mun, yellow-grey, slightly 2884 (6-00 Globigerinidrm. (1384 &rpula, Gasteropods,74 41 0 W. coherent, breaking up in water, (9-00 Miliolidtu, Textl2laridtu, Lamellibranche, Ostracodes,
green-brown when wet. Lugeuidte, Itotalidw, .Mnziimiua Echinoderm fragments.Residue green-brown. umbiiicat.ula.

309 ,, 8 50 56 0 S. 40 47-0 50-5 ' BUrE Huns, light blue-grey, trace Truncatulina bobatula. Gastoropode.
74 115 0 W. coherent, dark bluo.grey and

309A ,, 8 60 58 0 S. 140 50.5 plastic when vet, unctuous.
74 14 0W.

3110 ,, 10 61 27 30 S. 400 46-5 50-5 BLUE Nun, light line-grey, co- trace Miliolisur si,iiinulu'n, Trunetru- Lamollibrauch fragments, Ostra-
74 3 0 W. heront, fine grained, dark blue- lien. bobatula, oi'nifla. uin codes.

grey and plastic when wet. Silicate Ia,

311 ,, H 52 45 30 S. 245 46-0 50-0 BLUE Nun, yellow-grey with 34-07 (3-00 %), (llob,,cina bulbuidus. (16-07 %), Otoliths of fish,
73 46 0W. green tinge, coherent, breaking (100O ).Miliolidu.TextUlUlidu, Casteropods, Lanieltibranchs,

up in water, green-brown when Lugemiidie, Rotalid,e, Nwtionina PteropoiJn, Ostracodes, Echino
wet. I umbilicatula. derm fragments.

Residue yellow-green.
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ADDftI0SAL Oaeiav&yioaa.

Per cet. Siliceous Orgnnlunu. I Minerals. Fine Washings.

9584 (8'OO Sponge spicules, (GfiOO 7), in. di. O2D mm., (27-84%), amorphous matter, These three deposits are similar to each other, but
Aatrorhizidtu, Lituolidie, Tax- rounded and angular; mica, many line mineral particles, vary as to amorphous matter, number of shell fra.
tularidu,, Diatoms, quartz, plagiuciuse, horn- and some SIliCOOUB remains. ments, and mineral particles. Many of the Foramlni-

blendo, rhombic pyroxono, fern shells are filled with glanconite, which remains as
glauconite, sniali fragments of casts on treatment with acid. At the second station
crystalline rocks. ninny of the minors! fragments measure from O'6 to 2

mm.

100'oO (2OO Sponge spiculos, (l'OO %), m. di. 0'lO mm.,(97'OO %), much fine claycy Two soundings were taken on thin date. The depoSits
Astrorliizidiu, Textularidie, rounded and angular; ortho- matter, Borne mineral and are similar, the former containing perhaps larger traces
Diatoms. cinse, plagioclase, quartz, siliceous remains, of carbonate of lime, while the latter disintegrates

hornblende, tourinaline, more readily in water. The organisms noted were
splinters of acbiato.orystnllino obtained from the washings ofthe trawl.
and volcanic rocks, glauconito.




0

100'OO (100 %), Sponge spicules, a few (76'OO %), m. di. 015 mm., (2400 %), fine clayey matter of There was very little effervescence with acid indicating
Diatoms, rounded and angular; quartz, a blue-grey colour, fine only traces of carbonate of lime. The minerals are

feispar, pingiocluse, green mineral fragments, a few small, the largest being onlyabout 05 mm. in diameter.
homblonde, chlorite, zircon, remains of Sponge spicules
epidotc, particles of crystal- and Diatoms.
line rocks.

7P16 (2'0079),Sponge spicnlce,Toxtn- (35'OO %), in. di. 0'15 mm., (3410 %), claoy matter, A few glauconitie casts remain after treatment with acid.
laridai, glnncoiutic casts, a angular and rounded; quartz, mineral particles, a few Some pebbles and rock fragments, measuring from
few Diatoms feispar, plagioclnso, augito, siliceous remains. 1 mm. to 4 cm. in diameter, were embedded in the do-

hornblende, black and white posit.
mica, zircon, glanconito,
fragments of crystalline rocks.

l00'OO (tOO %), Clavulivus comratnsis. (30'OO %), in. di. 020 mm., (69OO %), line clayey matter, Some rook fragments, measuring over 1 cm. in diameter,
angular and rounded; minute mineral fragments. were noticed. The foispar contains brown glassy in
quartz, plagioclase, felspar, clusions. The mineral particles seem to be the product
brown 1iohIonde, aiitu, resulting from the disintegration of a coarse-grained
pumice, magnetite, lapilli. modern volcanic rock or a coarse volcanic ash, but it

this be the case glassy particles are very rare.

100'OO (I OQ %), Spongo spicules, Am- (300 in. di. 0'lO mm., (96,00 %), much blue-gray The mud is of a much finer character than that obtained
,nod;.wus nicertus, a few rounded; quartz, olivine, fol. clayey matter, and some fine at the proviOna stations.
Diatoms, spar, zircon, mica, hornblonde. mineral particles.

05'9 (1 '00 %), - Sponge spiculea, (2OO %), in. di. 0,10 mm., (62'93 %), amorphous matter Imperfect casts of Foraminifora remain after treating the
Textulandw, casts, Diatoms, angular and rounded; quartz, line mineral fragments, and deposit with acid.

folspar, plagioclnse, horn, some siliceous remains.
blonde, nugiti', zircon, glan'
conite, gluncoplinue, opidoto,
altered ghiucouitc.
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Sea Charts 41 and 42, and Diagram 22.

Temperatureoftile Sea-a C&flUONATa OF OALozuwwater
Date. Position. (FSlu'.). Desiguation and Physical Characters.

Bottom Surface Per cent. Foraminifern. Other Organisms.

1878 ' U 0 0
813 Jan. 20 52 20 0 S. 55 .178 48'2 COARSE SAND, grey. 113 A low Globigcrino infiala. Echinoderm fragments, Polyzos.

67 89 0W. Residue dark brown with
green tint.

314 ,, 21 51 85 0 S. 70 46-0 48-0 COARSE SAND.
(3539 0W.

Feb. 6 Stanley Hay- 6 Br.ua MUD, green-grey, smelling 39i2 (1000 %),Toxttdarida, Lagenide3, (2912 %), Gasteropods, Lamelli
hour, Falk- strongly of 8ulphUrotted ltotalidw, 14uinniulinidin. brauche, Osacodes, Eehini
land Islands. hydrogen, plastic, Iiiicly gran- spines.

ninr, drying into slightly con
masses.

Residue dark brown.

317 ,, 8 18 87 0 S. 1035 351 467 SANDY GUAVEL, mottled red, 1461 (800 %), Glohigerinidm, Pal- (461 %), Otoliths of fish, sharks'
55 17 0W. black, brown, and white. i:,uii,ur. teeth, Gastropods, Laiuitlli-

Residue brown-grey. (200 ), Miliolitlie, Textuhtrida br&Luelis, Cirripeus, Echino-
Lagcuülw, Rotalida. dorm fragments, Polyzoa.

318 ,, ii 42 32 0 S. 2040 33"7 57,6 GLOUICIEnINA OOZE, light grey, 8269 (2500 %), Globigerinithe, Pal. (469 %), Ostracodes, Echini
56 29 0 %V. granular, lightly coherent, 'i'inuliua. spines, a few Coceoliths.

earthy. (3-00 ), Miliollilit, Toxtalaridm,
Residue dark gray. Lugeuidw, Rotalitho.

310 ,, 12 41 54 0 S. 242 327 595 BLUE MUD, blue-gray, finely 641 (300 Textularids3. (341 %) small teeth of fish.
CS 1 54 48 0 'W. grauuhtr, plastic, drying into

siitall grey pulvirulout masses,
auI)lustruus streak.

Residue green-grey.

320 ,, 14 3717 0 S. 600 372 67.6 BLUE MUD, green-grey, fine 11-89 (5-00 Cflobigerinidiu, Pal- (389 %), Scipulcz, Gasteropods,
53 62 0 wr gnwied. i'j,uilimr. Latnelhbrauehs, Ostracodes,

Residue green. (300 , liho1idn, Toxtularidn. Echinoderin fragments, Polyzoa.
lgciiithc, Itotalidie, Nawmul.
iuidie.
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ADDmO1L&L OsawAjioxs.

Per cent. Siliceous Organisms. Minorak. Pine Waihliigs.

981? (2O0 %), fragments of Sponge (0000 %), in. di. 010 mm., (617 0%), a small quantity of The dredge brought up some sand, sandy conoratlojij
spiculea and Diatoms. rounded; quartz, folapar, amorphowi matter, Iloeculont and irony animals, also some pieces of caxbonisejmica, horublondo, augito, organic matter, and many wood. The particles of crystalline end aohistoee rooks

glauconito, pumice, particles minute mineral particles. are often black, and more or less rounded. Many ofof crystalline and achistoao the mineral and rock particles are covered with duorooks, epidoto, garnet. ritic matter as well as with limonite.

This deposit is the same in all respects as that described
for Station 313, except perhaps that there is a little
more glanconite.

8018 (300 Sponge spioules, (100 in. di. 0O8 mm., (5818 amorphous matter With the exception of the Foraminifera and Osbacodsa,Diatoms. rounded; quartz, folspar, and fine particles of minerals the organisms are fragmentary; some are macro-
liornblonde. and siliceous organisms. soopic.

85"39 (2-00 Sponge apiculea, (700O ), in. di. Ol6 mm., (13-39 %), a small quantity of There was nothing in the sounding tube. The trawl line
Lituolithe. rounded and angular; frag. amorphous matter, with many parted between the weights and the trawl while beingmonts of elastic rocks, black minute fragments of minerals hauled in. The gravel and animals obtained came upmica, quartz, folapar, nugito, and siliceous organisms. in the tow-net attached to the weights. Among the

magnetite, glauconite, horn, pebbles were glauconitie and phoaphatio conoret.ioua.
blende.

6711 (200 %), Radiolaria, Astrorhiza, (5000 %), in. di. 0,10 mm., (1511 %), amorphous matter, The sounding tube had sunk over a root so cm.) into the
imperfect casts, Diatotse. angular and rounded; quartz, with many fine mineral bottom, but brought up only a small quantity of the

pumice, foispar, horablondo, particles and. fragments of mud. This was of a blue colour with hero and there
augito, mica, maguotito, glen- siliceous organsms. some lighter coloured patches. There was no evidence i
conite. to show that the trawl had over touched the bottom.

9850 (300 %), Radiolaria, Sponge (4000 %), in. di. 012 mm., (6059 %), amorphous matter, The sounding tube had sunk nearly 14 inches (35 cm.)
spiculea, Astrorbizitha, Lituo- rounded; quartz, monoclinic fine mineral particles, and into the deposit and brought up about a litre of the mud. 8
lithe, fruatulea of Diatoms, and triclinic fulsIars, horn, fragments of siliceous organ- This was of a blue-grey colour throughout, with the

blonde, pumice, glauconite. isma, exception of the thin watery surface layer, which had
a brown colour. Some of the particles of foispar are
kaoliniaod while others show no alteration.

88'll (2O0 Radiolarla, Astror- (70'OO %), m. di. 0,16 mm., (16,11 7,), amorphous ruiatter The sounding tube brought up only a small concretion
lLnuIue, Lituolidni, a few rounded; quart?., felspar, pla. and many minute mineral about 15 cm. in diameter. In the trawl there were five
Diatoms. giocliuuo, liorublendo, augito, particles, or six similar concretions and a little of the Blue Mud

magnetite, pumice, glanco. described. The concrotions are phosphatic and contain
nito. ghiuconito. Manyofthe Foraminifern are macroscopic.

Some of the mineral particles attain a diameter of 1
mm. Many of the minerals, principally the folapar,
are covered by or impregnated with a green chioritie
matter apparently intimately united to the mineral
which it envelops. Felapar is chiefly represented by
plagioclase. Some quartz grains contain inclusions of
liquid carbonic acid.
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Sea Chart 16, and Diagrams 6 and 22.

Date. Position.
.91

Temperature*1 the Seawater
Designation and Physical Characters.

CARBONATE OF CALCIUM.

Ric Bottom Surface Percent. Poramin tiara. Other Organisms.

1876
Fob. 15 Off Monte 4 ...

Video.

821 ,, 25 85 2 0 S. 18 . 78,6 BLUE MUD, grey-brown, plastic, 113 A few Miliolidm. Fragments of Gasteropods and
55 15 0 W. greasy, homogeneous, but con- Lanicilibranche, a few Ostra-

taming some largo fragments of codes and Echini spines.
Molluses and terrestrial plants,
subhistrous streak.
Residue brown.

822 ,, 26 36 20 0 S. 21 71-5 SAND and 8unta.-t.
6842 0W.

,823 ,, 28 86 89 0 S. 1900 831 785 BLUE MUD, grey, aronaceous, 304 (200 Miliolidu, Textnlaridm, (104 %), Otolithsoffish, Gastero-
50 47 0 W. slightly plastic, finely gn=u- La ethdm, Globigorinidw, Ro- pods, Lamellibranch9, Ptero-

lar, subluatrous streak. talidai. pods, Ostraeode8, Echiuodcini
Residue blue-grey, fragments, Polyzoa.

324 ,, 29 36 9 0 S. 2800 321 711 BLUE MUD, grey, arenaceous, 404 (2'OO %), Giobigrina Puluinu' (211 small teeth of fish.
48 22 0 W. plastic, greasy, and very finely lina.

granular to the touch.
Residue brown.

325 Mar. 2 36 44 0 3. 2650 321 70'8 Btun MUD, grey, slightly plastic,
46 16 0 W. aronaceous, finely granular,

earthy, pulvorulont, sublus-
trous streak.




Scu anal. 64, 65.
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RsaiDU
ADDITIONAL OBfll%VATIO2IN.

Per cant iIlloeoui OiIiflhi Minerals. Pine Washings.

-. 'The mud from the anchor in the harbour was the same
as that described for Station 82], only somewhat darker
in colour.

98-87 (100 'I,), Lituolidia, frustules of (300 %), m. di. O08 mm., angu- (9487 7,), amorphous matter Fho dredge brought up a large quantity of blue
Diatoms. lar and rounded; quartz, unit small mineral particles, tenacious mud.

pumice, foispar, plagioclase,hornbhmdo, augito, mag-
notito, particles of volcanic
rocks, a few glauconitic grains.

The trawl brought up many dead shells of Pec&m
&c., covered with Annelid tubes, and same and
formed of grains, about 1 mm. in diameter,. of
quartz, feispar, mica, hornblende augite, and pumice,.The trawl also brought up some sandy aggregations of
a more or lees oval shape and grey colour. Those con-
tained all the above minerals, quarts particles about
O'5 mm. in diameter predominating. The mineral
particles an agglutinated by a ferruginous clay.

96-96 (5 '00 Radiolaria, Sponge (2000 7) ni. di. 0'OS mm., (71,96 '/,), amorphous matter, The sounding tube brought up over a quart (over a litre)
iqneulcs, Aatrorhizidte, Litu
obdu3, Diatoms.

anguhu' and rounded; quartz, with many minute mineral of the mud. This was of a blue colour, except a thin
foispar, plagioclase, mica, particles, watery surface layer of a rod or brown colour. The
hornblende, augite, inag. calcareous organisms were chiefly confined to the surfacenotito, glauconito. layers. The trawl and attached tow-nets contained a

little of the deposit, the same as the upperlayers in the
sounding tube, and in the trawl there were several
large lumps of the stiff Blue Mud of the lower layers.
Some of the Foraminitera are macroscopic. Some
of the quartz grains have a diameter of 1 mm., and
are covered with limonite. Some ofthefolepar particleshave vitreous inclusions.

959Q (5-00 RadiolarIa, Sponge (200O 7,), in. di. 008 mm., (70i)6 amorphous matter The sounding tube brought up over a litre of the mud of
spiculos, Aatmorhizidm, Litu- angularand rounded; quartz, with many minute mineral the same grey-brown colour throughout. A second
o1idn, Diatoms. pumice, plagioolaeo, horn

blonde,
particles. sounding was taken and gavo the same kind of deposit

of themica, nuignotite, at a depth of 2840 fathoms. Some quartz
glauconito. particles roach a d.iamctor of 1 mm., and we covered

with limonite. The trawl line parted after the trawl
had been some time on the bottom.

100-00 (1'OO 7,), Radiolaria, Asfror- l000 0/,), in. di. 0'08 mm., (75'OO 7,), amorphous matter The sounding tube had sunk fifteen inches (37,5 cm.) into
hia, Lituotidw, Diatoms, angular and rounded; quartz

sometimes coated
and many fine mineral par- the bottom and brought up nearly two litres of the

reddish rather thanwhich the lowerwith limo- tides, mud, of layer was
nite, pumice, brown glassy grey. There was also about half a litre of mud in the
volcanic particles, mica, sani- trawl and attached tow-note. No effervescence was
dine, hornhlondo, augite, mug. observed when the deposit was treated with acid.
iiotitc. The magnetite is not always isolated, but is often

found inolosed in particles of volcanic rooks, or as
inclusions in hornblende and augite.

0!.

IN

I
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See Chart 16, and Diagram 6.




U

Temperatureof the 8oa
water C DONATS OF c,ALowi.

Date. Position. (Fahr- Designation and Physical Characters.

Bottcenlsurfaoo Per cent. Yoranilnifora. Other Organisms.

1876 ' "
326 Mar. 3 37 3 0 S. 2775 827 67-8 BLUE MUD, grey-brown, arena- 8-11 ... (8-11 small teeth offish.

44 17 OW. ceous, plastic, finely granular,
drying into slightly coherent
earthy masses.

Residue grey-brown.
327 ,, 4 36 48 0 S. 2900 82-8 70-2 Run CLAY, grey-brown, finely42 45 0 W. granular, slightly coherent,

earthy.

828 ,, 6 37 38 0 S. 2900 32,9 680 RID CLAY, grey-brown, plastic,39 38 0 W. unctuous, coherent when dry,
finely granular, eublustrous
streak.

829 ,, 7 37 81 0 S. 2675 82-3 64,5 Ran Ci.t', grey-brown, plastic, 010 Fragments of pelagic Foramiii
86 7 0 W. unctuous, homogeneous, dry- feru.

ing into fine-grained coherent
masses, sublustrous streak.

880 ,, 8 87 45 0 S. 240 327 642 Ran Cw, grey-brown, home- 10'36 (600 %), fragments of (floW. (436 Ostracodes, one or two
33 0 0W. gencous, coherent, lustrous geriiiidzr, Pairinuii,ia. fragments of Eehini spines,

streak. Coecoliths.
Residue brown.

331 ,, 9 37 47 0 S. 1715 354 64-5 GLOIIIGEILINA OOZE, white with a 78-38 (6000 %), Globigeriuithr, Psi- (1538 %), Ostracodes, Ethini
30 20 0 W. slight rose tint, granular, pul- " "uinuKua. spines, Polyzon, Coccoliths,

vorulont. (300 %), Miiolidin, Textu- Coccosphercs, RhuLhdoliths.
Residue brown. larids, Lagenidin, Rotalitiw.

332 ,, 10 37 29 0 S. 2200 84-0 84-0 GLOIIIOE1UNA OOZE, grey with 65-67 (55-00 %), Globigorinidw, !-d. (767 %), fragments of Ptero-
27 31 0 W. a rose tinge, homogeneous, vinulizut. pods, Echini spines, Cocco-

slightly coliurotit. (300 %), Miliolidaz, Textularide, liths, Uoeeospheres, Rhabilo-
Residue brown. Lagsuulie, Rotalidte. Liths.

333 13 35 36 0 S. 2025 36-3 670 GLomoERINA OOZE, white, 8897 (75-00 %), Globigurinitlic, All. (10-97 %), fragments of Ptoro.
21 12 0 W. slightly coherent. V1fl 5/1,51. pods, Ostracodos, Echini

.eaidue red. (3-00 0/) MijoljdiS, Textulaniln, spines, Polyzoa, Coceoliths,
Lageiiidir, Rotalitlie. Ceecospheros, RIiabdolith.

I




See anal. 52.
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ADDITIONAL OBSKRvATIoI8.

Per cunt.. Siliceous Organisms. Minerals. Fine Wasitings.

9080 (500 %), Radiolaria, Sponge (20-00 in. ai. o-oB mm., (71*89 %), amorphous matter, Tho sounding tube had sunk 15 inches (87-6 cm.) into the

T6
' Im, Astrorbiridw, Litu- angt~lnr and rounded ; quartz, with many flue minoml bottom and b up a quart and a halfof the deposit.
d"wu, frustulos or Diatoms. pundoo, white mica, horn. particles and. fragments of It had (L red,rMoneer than a grov, tinge, and not nearlyblondo, folspar, magnetite. siliccons organisms. . so dark in colour as the soundings nearer the coast.

10000 (100 %), Ra(hoiarla, Sponge (500 %), m. di. 0'00 mm., (0000 %), amorphous matter, Over a quart (over a litre) of the deposit was obtuined in
snicules, Astrorhizidsi, Wit- angularand rounded ; quartz, with a large quantity of line the sounding tube. The upper layers had a dark slate
olidic, Diatoms, pumice, mica, borubiciulu, mineral particles and frag. colour, while the lower had a tinge ofredand wore more

augite, inagnotito, magnetic monte of siliceous organisms, compact. No effervescence was noticed when treated
sphorales. with acids, and the remains of calcareous organisms

appear to be quite absent

100'OO (500 %), Radiolaria, Sponge (3 '00 %), ra. di. 010mm., augn. (9200 %), amorphous matter, The sounding tube brought up over a quart (over a litre)
spiculos, one or two arena- larand rounded; quartz, mag. with a large quantity of of the clay, of which the nner layers were slightly
coons Foriuninifora, frustuJes notite, pumice, basaltic seot-im, minute mineral particles and darker than the lower. 'no particles of baaaItfi
of Diatoms. foispar, augite. fragments of siliceous organ. scorim attain in some cases a diameter of'] mm.

isina.




9930 (00 %), Radiolaria, Sponge (100 %), in. di. 007 mm., (08-80 %), amorphous matter The sounding tube brought up over a quart (over a litre)
epicules, one or two arena- angular; quartz, plagioclase, with many minute mineral of the clay. The whole had a slightly red tinge, the
ceous Foraininifern, frustules volcanic scorim, magnetite, particles and fragments of upper layers being rather darker than the lower. A
of Diatoms, mica, siliceous organisms. second sounding gave a depth of 2750 fathoms, and the

deposit broughtup was quite the sameas that described.

89'64 (rOD Radiolarin, Diatoms. (1O0 %), in. di. 0-00 mm., angu- (87'64 %), a large quantity of The sounding tube had sunk about 15 inches (87'S em.)
lar; feispar, quartz, mica, amorphous matter with into the bottom, and brought up about two quarts (over
magnetite, glassy volcanic minute mineral particles. two litres) of the clay, of which the lower layers had a
particles, manganese, blue rather than a red tinge. These lower Layers con

tained very little, ifany, carbonate oflime. One worm
tube had a deposit ofmanganese in the inside.

21-62 (2-00 Sponge apicules, Ila- (1OO 7), ni. di. O06 mm., (18'62 0/s), amorphous matter, The tube had sunk a foot (80 cm.) into the bottom and
diolaria, Astrorhizidre, Litu- angular; nuartz, felanar, cli- with ninny minute mineral brought up about a quart (over alitre) of the ooze. The
olidm, imperfect casts of vine, horn1londo, black mica, particles, and. fragments of lower layers were more' compact than the upper. The
Foraminifera. volcanic scoriiu, siliceous organsms. trawl came up fouled. In one of the tow-nets at the

trawl there were a great many dead empty shells of
Foraminifera which evidently came from the bottom.
Some of thequarts particles ore about 1mm. in diameter,
and, sometimes rounded.

34'83 (3-00%) Radiotaria, Astror. (POD 7), in. di. 0'06 mm., angu. (30-33%), amorphous matter, Although the sounding tube had penetrated the bottom
hizidni, Lituohidic, Diatoms. lar; quartz, leispar, horn- minute mineral particles, to a depth of 15 inches (87'S cm.), yet only a small

blende, nugito, magnotite, fragments of siliceous organ- quantity of the deposit was brought up. One of the
pumice, loins. tow.nota at the trawl was full of ooze of thesame nature

as that brought up by the sounding tube. In the dredge
there was a pieceof rod volcanic scoria, and on passing a
large quantity of the deposit through line sieves four
or five fragments of rooks were obtained with a
diameter of about mm., one formed principally of red
orthoclase, the others lapilhi, probably basaltic.

11'03 (1'OO %), a few Radiolaria, (U00 %), m. di. 0-00 mm., angu- (9'OS %), amorphous matter, Judging from the marks found on the outside, the sound-
Astrorhizidm, Lituolidie, un. bar; moucelinic and triclinic fine mineral particles, minute lug tube bad sunk nearly a foot (80cm.) into the deposit;
perfect casts of Foraminifera, foispurs, hornbbondc, augito, fragments of siliceous organ. in the inside of the tube there was, however,only asmall

glassy volcanic particles, isms. quantity of the ooze. There was a little ooze in the
seorioceous and magnetic tow-note at the weilita and trawl and in the bag of
particles, the trawl. About atx quarts (nearly 7 litres) altogether

of the ooze were obtained. This was the same as that
procured by the sounding tube.
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See Chart 16, and Diagrams 6 and 7.

Date. PoMtion.
.

Tomnoraturo
of tho Boa
water Designation and Physical Characters.

cnaorum o' CALCIUM.

Bottom Surface Per cent. Foraminliera. Other Organlaina.

1876 ' " U U
$34 Mar. 14 35 45 0 S. 1915 358 68-5 GLOUIGEIUNA Con, tight brown 85,21 (75-00 %), Globigorin.idw, Put- (721 %), Ptoropod.s, Ostracocles,

18 81 0 W. upper layer, white honiogo- vinnUna. Echini spines, Coceoliths,
neous lower layer. (300 %), .TlilocuUna, Toxtu- Rhabcloliths.

Residue rod-brown and tarida, £agcnida, Rotalidia.
cream coloured respec-
tively.

335 ,, 16 :2 24 0 8. 1425 87-0 73'5 lauoi'on Ooza, white with 03-77 (75'OO %), Globigorinidic, Put- (1517 %), Otoliths of fish, lien-
13 5 0 W. rose tinge, granular, pulveru- vin.ulina. talivin, Gastoropuds, Lamclli-

lent, presenting many sharp (3,00%), Miliolidxe, Toxtu- brauche, Ptcropods, Ostra-
particles when pressed between laridn, Lagonidin, Itotalithe. codes, Sca.lpcilum- (plates),
the fingers. Echiui spines, Coecoitlis,
Realuo yellow-brown. Coccoepheics, Rliabdt i thu.

330 18 27 54 0 S. 1800 86-5 760 GLonIomtlsA OOZE, white with 7902 (70-00 %), Globigorinid&u, Ail- (702 %), small teeth of fish,,,
13 13 0 W. rose tinge, line grained, slightly vinulina. Coceolitlis, Ithabdolitlis.

coherent. (200 ), Textularida, Lagenide,
Residue dark red-brown. Rotalilie.

$37 19 24 38 0 S. 1240 37,2 77-0 Pmnoi'on Oozn, white with 9847 (50,00%), Clobigeriitidie, Put- (4647%), Otolithsoffish, Gnstoro-,,
13 36 0 W. black spots iwd shining scales, viliuhina. pods, Pteropods, lieteropods

granular. (200 %), Atiliuhiiur, Tcxtularida, Ostracodos Eehuii spines,

I-

Residue grey-brown. Rotalida3. CoecoliLh.
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ftsstDun.
ADDITIONAL OsnavAnoNe.

Per t?ent. SilICeous O?5UflhAtTlL Fine Washings.

1419 (POD a few Radiolarin, im" (P00 0/s), in. di. 0,06 mm,,
idino,

(1219 70). amorphous matter, The sounding tube had sunk about a foot (80 em.) into
perfect costs of Foraminifura,
Astrorhizidin, Lituolidw.

pingiocliuw,angular; sun
hornbloudo, mica, magnetite,

many fine mineral particles, a
tow fragments of siliceous

the bottom and brought up a litre of the deposit Of
this there were two thin dark

glassy volcanic particles, organisms.
layers separated by a
ofline, an brown colour and abouta lightupper layer

8 inches (20 cm.) in thickness, composed eaaentlahl
of the shells of pelagic Foraminifera, and a lower, ml!
white and over an inch (25 mm.) in thickness, chieflymade up of amorphous calcareous matter and Cocco-
lithe. On analysis the upper layer gave 8415 percentof carbonate of lime, the lower 85,77 per cent. The
annexed analysis is the mean of these two results.
The passage between the two layers appeared to be
quite abrupt, so far as could be judged from a caroM
examination of the contents of the sounding tube. The
tow-nets at the weights and at the trawl con ad a
little of the ooze, which was the same as the upper
layer above described. A fragment of the hardened
deposit about 1 cm. in diameter was taken from the
washings from the trawl.

6'23 (P00 70), Sponge spiculos,
Radiolaria, Lituolidw, imper.

(P00 70), in. di. 006 nun.,
liorublondo,

(4'23 amorphous matter,
fine mineral

The sounding tube had not apparently sunk far into the
bottom of mudthereangular; foispar, particles,many were no traces or ooze on theas

foot casts of Foraminifora. grains and crystals of some fragments of siliceous outside, and in the inside only about half a pint (0'8
magnetite, glassy volcanic spiculca. litre) of the ooze. In the dredge and attached tow-note
fragments, pumice, mangu. there wore about 10 litres of the ooze and three piecesneso grains, of pumice, measuring fully an inch (28 mm.) in dia-

meter, and more or less rounded. They are white and
8coriatuouz, although the pores are generally small andcontain only a few porphyritie minerals, feispar and
augitu. These porphyritic minerals in many instances
projeeb above the rounded smooth surface of the
pumice. Some of the shells of the arenaceous Fern.
mini1cra are formed of agglomerations of mierolitha
of hornblcnde, little fragments of felepar and mag-netite, and of vitreous particles. Many of the shells of
the pelagic Molluscs are black and brown from a coat-
ing of manganese, and are macroscopic. A Ptcropod
Ooze, it must be remembered, only indicates a relative
abundance and not a predominance of these shells in
the deposit

20'98 (P00 70), Radiolaria, Lituolidn. (P00 70), in. di, 0,10 nun.,
of brown

(1898 flocoulent amorphous The sounding tube brought up only a small quantity of
angular; fragments matter, with minute fragments the deposit. The splinters of volcanic rook are some-
glassy volcanic rock with of minerals, manganese, and times 0'S mm. in diameter, and make up almost the
the conchoidni fracture of
obsidian, sanidine,

Radiolnri. whole of the mineral particles in the deposit. Note
magnetite, the absence of Pteropod and }Iotoropod shells in this

vesicular fulepathic lapihi, deposit.small particles of manganese.

1'53 A few large Radioharia, (rag
monte

M. di. 0,06 mm., angular; a low Traces of floconlent matter. The sounding tube brought up about half a pint (0 3 litre)
of Sponge spiculca, particles of foispar and mug. of the deposit, which contains very little amorphousAstrorhizid,v, Lituohidte. notite. calcareous or clayey matter, and is chiefly composed of

the shells of pelagic Molluscs and Forantinifera. Many
of the shells are fully 1 cm. in length, some of them
black or brown with a thin coating of manganese, some
transparent. The tow-nets had not been at the bottom,
and the dredge scorned just to have touched. This is
the shallowest depth far removed from land of any
kind met with during the cruise.

0

I
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See Chats 16 and 48, and Diagram 7.




TemperatureOf CARBONATE ov OA1o!uM.0 waterDate. Position. (Fthr.). Designation and Physical Characters.

Bottom Surface Per cent. J - Foraniiniforn. Other Organisms.

1876 0 S SI 0 a
*338 MaT. 21 21 15 0 S. 1990 36'3 765 GLOrnGE1tINA OOZE, white, with 9254 (8000 %), GlobigoHnida, Put. (11'54), Otoliths of fish, Gastero.14 2 0 W. slight rose tinge, granular, vinudina. pods, Lamollibrancha, Ptoro.

homogeneous, resembling chalk (100 %), Miliolidn?, Toxtularithe, pods, lietoropods, Lepasvalves,when dry. Laenidto, Rotalithu, Nuininu- Ostracodos, Echinoderm frag.Residue reddish-brown. 1inido. month, Polyzon, Coccoliths,
Ithabdoliths.

F
389 ° 17 26 0 8. 1415 37 70 rnnoou OOZE, white, with a 9581 (7000 %), Globigorinidw, Put- (2361), Otoliths of fish, Gastero.I 13 52 0 W. faiut rod tinge, granular, pul. vjnulj,ur. pods, Pteropods, Heteropods,voruleiit. (200 %), Miliolidw, Toxbilavidw, Ostracothw, Echinoderm frag.Residue rod. Lngenidi, 1otalidtv. moats, Coccoliths, Cocoa-

C1




spheres, Rhabdoliths.
I

.2




840 ,, 24 14 33 0 S. 1500 37,6 77'2 Priopop OOZE. ... Globigcrina, Futtthuilina. Fteropods, Coccoliths, Rhabdo-13 42 0 \V. lithe.

1216 Os.
$41 ,, 25 13 44 0 W. 1475 38'2 790 PTERoI'OD OOZE. ... (?lobigt.rizia, Pith'innlina. Ptoropods, Coccoliths, Rinibdo.

lithe.

342 ,, 26 9 43 0 S. 1445 376 8OO Pmnoi'oo OOZE. ".- 1iliolidtu, Textulariihe, Loge- ()tolitlis of fish, Pteronods,
3 51 0 W. uhia., Glvbigi:rina, Rotalid. Heteropods,Ostraeodee,Eeino.

dorm fraInCuts, Coecoliths,
Rhabiloliths.

:3.13 ,, 27 8 3 0 8. 125 "103 8O8 Ut.onIoinrNA Oozt, white. ti-so (7500 u/a), iflobigerinida., Pul- (l680 %), Lamollibranchs (Isv-
14 27 o w. Residue brown-black. ",,in,c,,111 val), fragments of Pteromiods,

(5"0O ), ilIilw!s,um, 'rt'xtulam-itIa, HuteropodN, Ostracodos, Iclii
Luginida., ltotnlisla.. uoderu. fragments.

0




30 From Long ... ... ... CORAL SAND, white, with on 98-04 . Few fragments s1 ?o!y/.reia (9804 ), Iiumnents of Gaatro
Bench. black ou(1 pink particles. ru/ira. i'ois, LamnLllibVmInclI5, Eehino-

I Reaidue grey. lcrws, l'olyzou, Miliopores,I and cakareou Alga,.o




April 2 From the 7 I CORAL SAND, light yellow, with go-so (5-00 ) .Jliliutinu, ilmphisk-(91 6U %), Gastoropods, Lamelli-
Anchorage. bosses of living calcareous qiflit. brunclis, Ostracoclos, Ethino-

a derm fragments, Polyzoa,
L8Idue heavy black and Miliepores, caleareous Alga.

fine cream coloured matter.

See anal. 53, (,9a, 58, 59; P1. XI. 11g. 4 ; P1.'XIl. 11g. 1; Pt. XXIII. Jigs. 10, 11, 13.
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ADOITIOSMI OosHaVa.noxe.

Per cent. SWoeouB Organisms. Fine Washings.

740 (1OO 0/) Snongo SpIOLLiCH, Rn- (100 in. 'ii. 006 mm., (r46 %), amorphous matter, This is one of the purest Globigerina Oozes obtained
diolaria, imperfect casts of angular; folepar, hornblondt', with small mineral particles by the Challenger and is almost wholly composed of
Foraminifora, Aetrorhizithb, magnetite, magnetic ephar. and fragments. of seorini and the dead shells of surface organisms. The generul a
Lituolidni, a low Djntojns. nice, pumice, a tow manganese siliceous Organsms. poaranco of the deposit is represented in P1. XII. fig.

grains, brouzite epherulcs. On comparison with fig. 8 it will be noticed that the
majority of the shells are, in this deposit, ranch
smaller and thinner than in. the deposit nearer the
equator. The younger specmens are much more
numerous and the species which predominate are
different. These remarks hold good also for the
specimens taken on the surface. A few pumice hag.monte were found in the washings of a large quantityof deposit.

419 (1-00 Ratholurin, Sponge (100 7). in. di. 0,06 mm., an- (210 amorphous matter, The tube had sunk nearly 0 inches (25 cm.) into the
spioules, Lituolidre. gular; fragments and crystals line mineral particles, and bottom and brought up over one litre of the depositof anidinu and plngioelase a few minute fragments of Many of the Pteropod and Heteropod shells are quiteoften inclosed in vitreous siliceous epicules. black and others have a brown colour from a coating of

matter, augito, magnetite, manganese. The shells of the pelagic MollUscs were
greenish ehioritie particles, more abundant in the surface then in the deeper layers
manganese grains, of the deposit, only a few being observed in the ooze at

the lower end of the tube. Many of the For*minifera
are brown coloured from a deposit of oxide of iron on
their surface. Note that the shells of Ptaropoda and
Heteropods are abundant to this deposit, but are rare
at the preceding station, which is 575 fathoms deeper.




Manganese grains . ... The sounding tube came up with some traces on the out
side which indicated that it had, sunk about a foot (80
em.) into the bottom. The deposit is similar to that at
Station 339.

Manganese grains. ... The sounding tube came up empty, with the. exceptionof a few Pteropod shells, Foraminifeni, and stUsil
particles of peroxide of manganese. On the outside of
the tube there were several black streaks, which on
examination were found to be due to peroxide of
manganese.

A few Radiolarla, Lituolidmc. . A trace of amorphous matter. The hydra sounding tube was used, and brought up only
a small quantity of the deposit which was chiefly
composed of Pteropods, ifeteropods, and pelagic
Foraminilora. Many of the Pturopoda are covered
with a thin coating of peroxide of manganese. Manyof the shells are macroscopic. There was an insufficient
quantity for analysis.

3'20 (100 %), one or two Radiolaria, (1,00 %), in. di. 020 mmn., (110 %), a small quantity of The sounding tube brought up two pieces of Coral coated
fragments of Sponge spiculee, angular; much plagioclase Iloceulent matter and minute with manganese. Thom was a little ooze on one of
ffaplaphnrgmiun&. and sanidino, hornblende, fragments of minerals, the swabs, from which the analysis and description is

magnetite, augito, very rarely taken; probably the percentage of earboimto of lime is
quartz and divine, too high. The dredge was empty.

I (1'00 %), in. di. 1 00 mm., (0-08 %), a small quantity of This sand is chiefly composed of calcareous Algie, hag.rounded and angular; a few flocculent matter and a few monte of Gastoropod and Lotnellibranch shells, with a
fragments 01' volcanic rocks fragments of minerals, few fragments of Milleporca, Echinoderms, very rarelyand vesicular lapilli. Polyzoa, and Foramimfera. The fragments are all

rounded and polished by the action of the waves, and
have a moan diameter of about 1,3 mm.

(1100 %), at. di. 050 turn., (2-44 %), flocculent organic The sand of Long Beach would appear to have Its
angular and rounded; felapar, matter and minute fragments origin from the broken fragments of calcareous Aigre
magnotite, nuito, olivine, of minerals, carried by time waves from this locality and similar
s,,oriaceoun particles and other depths around the island.
Inignients of volcanic rocks.
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See Charts 6, 12, and 43, and Diagram 7.
Temnoraturo0 .9 of the Sea-water CARBONATE OF CALCIVIL

Date. Position. ' (Fuhr.). DosiganUon and Physical Character.

Bottum Surface Per cent. Foraminhfera. Other OrgnnIn

1876 0
4. $44 April 3 7 54 20 8. 420 ... 82-0 OALOAanOU8 V0LOANIC 71,65 (50-00 %), Globigerimidm, Pui. (1665 %), Otoliths of fish, f.

14 28 20 W. mottled brown, black, and vi&ulina. month of Gasteroda arid
white. (500 %), Miliolidro, Toxtularidoi, Lamellibranclis eropods,

93 J Residue mottled black, yd- Lagcnid, ltotalidm. Osacodes, Ecinodo frag-
.2 I low, and brown. merits, Po)yzoa, Cords,

.11
0




845 ,, 4 5 45 0 8. 2010 368 828 GLOBUE1UNA OOZE, white with 93,90 (8000 %), Globigorinidin, Pul. (1100 %), fragments of Echini
14 25 0W. slight rose tin o, granular, i'inulina. spines, Cocoo]iths, Rhabdo.

pulvorulent, ehalky. (2-00 Miliolidie, Rotalido. hths.
Residue red.

846 ,, 6 2 42 0 S. 2850 840 821 GLOD1OEIUNA OOZE, light grey, 8542 (76-007,), Globigorinida, Pitt- (842 %), fragments of Echith
14 41 0W. granular, slightly coherent, vinulina. spines, Coccoliths, Rhabdo

chalky. (200 %), Miliolidic, Toxtularidre, lithe.
-a - Residue brownish. Lagenidie, Rotalida.

2




347 ,, 7 0 16 0 8. 2250 36,2 82,0 GLODIOZIUNA OOZE, grey, 848 (75-00 Globigerinido3, Pitt- (748 %), Ostracodes, Echini
. 14 25 0 W. granular, slightly coherent. vinu uui. spines, Coccoliths, Rhabdo-

Residue red-brown. (200 %), liJiliolidsi, Textularidie, lithe.
Lagonithe, Rotalidie, Num-

- muuliuida.

'848 ,, 9 $ 10 0 N. 2450 ... 840 GLomon1urA OOZE, brown- 8313 (7300 %), Globigorinidm. (8-13 %), Lamellibranebs, Ostra-
14 51 0 W. grey, homogeneous, granular, (2-00 %), Miioliiln?, Tcxtu].aridie, codes, Echinodorm fragments,

pulvoriilcut. Lagenicke, Rotcdidn, Nurnmu]i- a few Coccoliths and Rhabdo
Residue black. nidie. liths.

353 May 3 26 21 0 N. 2965 376 701 RED CLAY, unctuous, home- 11-12 (7-00%), G1o1igerina, Pidrinu- (312 %), Ot.oliths and small teeth
38 37 (1 W. gdneous, caking into light lisa. of fish, Echini spines, a few

brown colici-ent lumps, plastic (1-00%), Miliolina, Lagcna, Cocoliths.
when wet. Rotalidce.
Residue brick red.I.0N.11

2
4)

a
354 ,, 6 32 41 0 N. 1675 87-8 70,0 GLOBIC'.EIUNA OOZE, light grey 9058 (8000 %), Globigerinicke, Fat- (953 %), Otoliths and teeth f'

veruleut. (1 ii0 ), Miliolidie, Lagenida, of Lamulhbranch shells, Ostra-36 6 OW. with rose tinge, granular, ,,,, fish, Cirriped plates, fragments

Residue rose coloured. Rotali1n. codes, Echini spines, Cocco
liths, Ithabdolithe.

Sec P1. XII. fig. 3.
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RESIDUE.




ADDITTO1IAL On8iWsT1Ons.

For cent. 8Illcooue Organisms. Minerals. Fine Washings.




0

28'85 (lOO %), two or three Radio- (25'OO ), m. di. 0110 mm., (236 %), flocculent amorphous The sounding tuba brought up a few pieces of dead sholls
lana and a few thin brown angular; volcanic materials, matter, a low minute frog- and Corals. In the ?edge and tow-net attached there
imperfect casts. Iapplagioclaso, horn- monthofmineralsand siliceous was a little of the sand described. Many of thefrag-

blonde, augite, olivino, meg- organisms. month of rock, shells, and Coia]s, were quite black fromfrom
notito, palegonito, many a coating of manganese. Some of the small. rock frag.
glassy volcanic fragments monte are black vesicular basalt, transforming into
and coloured altered particles. palugonite.

0-10 (POD %), Radiolniiu., imperfect (P00 %), in. di. 0O6 mm., (410 7), flocculent amorphous The sounding tube brought up about half a quart (over
casts of Foraminifera. angular; foispar, magnetite. matter, minute mineral half a litre) of the ooze ofa uniform colour throughout,

particles. The pelagic Foraminifera, which make up the greater
part of this deposit, are relatively of very large size
compared with those from higher latitudes.

14118 (2-00%), Radiolaria, Sponge (100 %), in. di. 0 07 mm., angu. (11,58*), amorphous matter, The sounding tube had sank aboutafoot (80 am.) intothe

stiles,
Aattorhindfe, Litu- lar; monocliuic and trielinic smalr-mineral particles, anti deposit, but with the exception of a few streake on the




Vdc felspars, hornblonde, magno- minitto fragments of siliceous outside, it brought up no specimen of the ooze; In thea
tito, magnetic aplienilos, organisms. dredge and attached tow-note there were about five
fragments of volcanic rocks litres. The percentageof carbonate of limo is the mean
with inierolitha of plagioc)use, of three determinations from different parts of the col.
glassy volcanic particles. looted deposit.

15112 (2'OO %), Radiolanin, imperfect (P00 %), in. di. 0,06 mm., (12'52 %), amorphous matter About one litre of the ooze came up in the sounding
casts of Forainmnifora, Litu- angular; aanithnt, magiictite, and minute mineral particles, tube. Some of the Fonuninifera in this deposit have
olidce. magnetic epherules, horn- their surfaces dottedwith grains of manganese. A few

blende, manganese. shells are coated with manganese, and the Fern. I'
niinifera are filled with a red substance which '.4
remains as an internal cast after treatment with
dilute sea

10117 (1110%), Radiolarie, Astror. (POD %), in. di. 006 mm., (1417 %), amorphous matter, A sounding was taken at this spot in 1878 (see Station
hizidtu, Lituolidie, Diatoms, angular; folspar, borablendo, with many very minute frog. 102), but only a small quantity of the deposit was then

magnetite. month of minerals and sill, obtained. In the present instance a dredge and tow
cootie organisms. not attached were used and brought up altoethor

over 11 litres of the ooze. Many of the Forununifora
are covered and filled with a black or dark brown
substance. This dark substance, to which the colour
of the deposit is duo, is probably carbonaceous, and
probably comes from the rivers of the western coast
of Africa.

88,88 (100 a few Ratliolaria and (1 -00 %), in. di. 010mni., augn. (80118 %), flocculent clayey The colour of the deposit is duo to the hydrate of iron.
Sponge spicules. br; monoclinic and triclinic matter, with ninny minute The sounding tube had sunk 14 inches (35 cm.) into

folsplLrs, rounded grains of fragments of minerals and the bottom and brought up over a litre of the clay.
quartz, liornbboudu, black Radiobaria. The deeper portions were darker coloured and contained
mica, magnetito and, magnetic less carbonate of calcium than the surface layers. The
particles, volcanic gloss, man. manganesegrains and fishes' tooth wore more abundant r'
gonose groins, in the lower layer. Theaholls ofthe Foraminifera seem .

to be undergoing decomposition, and many of the
shells split into concentric layers. Some of the 20
mineral particles have probably been carried by the 01
Rarniattan winds from Africa. This deposit resembles
those taken in the same region in 1878.

1
1r42 (1-00 Radiolarm and Sponge (1110 %), in. di. 0'lOmnm., amigo. (7-42 7,), flocculent amorphousThe sounding tube brought tip about half a litre of the

spicuics. lox; anidino, plegiocluso, matter, with many minute deposit. The residue of this deposit resembles in most
rounded fragments of quartz, imminemi particles and some of its characters the clays in this region of the ocean
niagnotite, augito, niangaocso fragments of Radiolurin. sound at greater depths. The nugito is feebly dicro.
grains. scopic. The Foiamunfem are not so large as those

nearer the equator.
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b. REIamis ON THE VARIATION OF THE DEPOSITS WITH CHaNGE OF CONDITIONS ALONG
THE DIFFERENT LINES OF SOUNDINGS AND DREDGINGS.

With the view of enabling the reader to obtain a general idea of the more important
variations which take place in the nature and composition of marine deposits with a

change in the conditions, special reference will now be made to the different lines of

soundings and. dredgings of the Challenger Expedition across the various oceanic basins,
and along the coasts of continents and oceanic islands. In doing this we shall in a

special manner point out the variations which appear to be due directly to differences in

depth and of distance from coast influences. A somewhat 'graphic representation of
these lines of soundings is presented in the Diagrams at the end of the Volume, where
the percentage of carbonate of lime in the deposits is placed beneath the name at each
station, and where the temperature conditions and submarine reliefs are also shown.

1. Atlantic Ocean.

England to (?ibraltar.-A number of preliminary soundings and dredgings were
made along the coasts of Spain and Portugal, at the outset of the Expedition, with the
view of testing the various kinds of apparatus. (See Charts 2 and 3).

The deposit at 560 fathoms, off the mouth of the Tagus, was a Green Mud or Sand,

consisting of Foraininifera, Coccoliths, fragments of Echinoderms, Molluscs, and Polyzoa,

angular fragments of quartz, feispar, mica, magnetite, and many glauconitic particles.
The calcareous organisms made up about 32 per cent, of the deposit, and, after treatment

with dilute hydrochloric acid, many dark and pale green, perfectly formed, glauconitic casts

were observed. The percentage of carbonate of lime in the deeper deposits remained

about the same, but the glauconitic particles were not nearly so abundant. The mineral

constituents of this deposit are chiefly derived from the disintegration of continental

land, and are similar in all respects to those found later on to prevail along the borders

of the great continents. Passing outwards from the shore, the deposit altered to a Blue

Mud, which, as the shore was again approached, became a Green Mud in about 1000

fathoms, and Green Sands in lesser depths. In the Green Muds the glaucothtic casts

were found to be abundant, while they were almost if not entirely absent in the Blue Muds.

Gibraltar to Madeira.-Between Gibraltar and Madeira six soundings and three

hauls of the trawl were obtained, in depths varying from 1090 to 2000 fathoms (see
Charts 2 and 3). The deposit at each of the stations at which a sample was obtained.

was a Globigerina Ooze. The percentage of carbonate of lime ranged from 53 to 75, and

consisted almost entirely of pelagic Foraminifera, Coccoliths, and Rhabdoliths. The

residue, insoluble in dilute acid, consisted of a few Radiolaria, minute particles of quartz,

feispar, augite, glassy volcanic fragments, and clayey matter.
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Off Madeira.-The deposits about the Dezertas and Madeira (see Chart 4) were

Volcanic Muds, with from 30 to 40 per cent, of carbonate of lime, consisting chiefly of

pelagic Foraminifera, except in one instance in 670 fathoms, where there was a Calcareous

Sand with 96 per cent. of carbonate of lime made up of fragments of shells, Corals,

Polyzoa, &c. The mineral particles in the deposits were angular fragments of feispar,

magnetite, lapihi, basaltic scorhe, and volcanic glass.
Madeira to Tenerife.-One sounding in 1975 fathoms was taken between Madeira

and Tenerife (see Charts 2 and 5); only a small quantity of material was obtained
sufficient to indicate that the deposit was a Globigerina Ooze.

Around the Canary Islands.-A number of soundings were taken around and among
the Canary Islands (see Chart 5). Like those off Madeira, the deposits were chiefly
Volcanic Muds, the percentage of carbonate of lime varying from 10 to 45. The mineral

particles were angular fragments of vesicular basalt, augite, sanidine, magnetite, olivine,

and volcanic glass.

Tenerife to Sombrero.-The character of the deposits in the section from Tenerife to

Sombrero (see Chart 6) presented marked differences. All the deposits in depths less

than 2600 fathoms contained over 50 per cent, of carbonate of lime, and for these the

names Globigerina and Pteropod Oozes have been. adopted. Pteropod Ooze is .confined to

two deposits from depths of 1525 and 1420 fathoms, the former on the eastern, the

latter on the western side of the section, in which very many Pteropod and Heteropod
shells occurred; in 1420 fathoms the proportion of carbonate of lime was the greatest,

being 8069 per cent. In 1525 fathoms fragments of a large dead Alcyonarian Coral coated

with manganese peroxide, and attached to large manganese nodules, were obtained in the

dredge. Only a few fragments of Pteropods were found in the Globigerina Ooze ranging
between 1890 and 2025 fathoms, the carbonate of lime in the Globigerina Ooze being
made up chiefly of the dead shells of pelagic Foraminifera. The Pteropod Ooze, however,

contained all the pelagic Foraminifera, together with Pteropod and Heteropod shells. In

depths greater than 2600 fathoms, the quantity of carbonate of lime decreased as the

depth increased, and below 3000 fathoms there were only a few traces in the

deposit.
Siliceous organisms, such as spicules of Sponges, Radiolaria, and Diatoms, were not

abundant; generally they did not appear to make up more than 1 or 2 per cent, of the

whole deposit, with the exception of the two deposits at 1525 and 1420 fathoms, above

referred to, where the proportion probably rises to from 6 to 20 per cent., owing to the

large number of Sponge spicules.
The mineral particles, which were mostly of volcanic origin, seldom exceeded 0'lO mm.

in diameter, and consisted of feispars, hornblende, augite, magnetite, glassy fragments, and

palagonite. In the deposits from the eastern portion of the section there were numerous

small rounded particles of quartz covered with limonite. These would appear to be mostly
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wind-borne particles, carried by the Harmattan and other winds from the coast of Africa.

The Red. Clay found in the greater depths was almost entirely composed of amorphous
and clayey matter and fine mineral particles not exceeding 0,05 mm. in diameter. In the

dredging on the 7th March in 2435 fathoms, there were several round compact manganese
nodules, several millimetres in diameter, and three or four sharks' teeth coated with

peroxide of manganese.
With reference to the distribution of the deposits in this section the Red Clays occupy

two areas of the ocean bottom, one to the east and one to the westwards, separated by an

elevated area known as the Dolphin Rise, covered with Globigerina Ooze. A general
idea of this section, with the relation of the percentage of carbonate of lime to depth and
the distribution of the deposits, can be formed from Diagram 1.

Off Sombrero Island.-Three soundings were taken off Sombrero Island, in 450 to

590 fathoms (see Chart 7). These were designated Pteropod Oozes, for, although
containing a large percentage of pelagic and other Foraminifera, there was also present a.

relatively large number of Pteropod and Heteropod shells. The average percentage of

carbonate of lime was 8427. The mineral particles were similar in quality and quantity
to those in the deposit in 1420 fathoms in the preceding section.

St. Thomas to Be'rrnucla.-In the section from St. Thomas to Bermuda (see Charts 6

and 7), the deposits at the depths of 625 and 390 fathoms on the plateau to the north

of the Virgin Islands were Pteropod Oozes, with 69 and 74 per cent, of carbonate of lime,

containing a few small mineral particles and some amorphous matter. These deposits
resemble in most respects the deposits in similar depths off Sombrero, and, although
named Pteropod Oozes, differ considerably from deposits bearing the same name obtained

at greater depths far removed from dry land. The deposits from depths greater than

2700 fathoms contained from 4 to 18 per cent, of carbonate of lime, which consisted of

broken shells of pelagic Foraminifera; these were mostly confined to the surface layers.
A few inches beneath the surface the deposit showed only a very slight sign of effer

vescence when treated with dilute acid. There is a gradual decrease in the depth from

2960 fathoms, north of St. Thomas, onwards to Bermuda, and the corresponding increase

in the percentage of carbonate of lime is strikingly exemplified. At 2960 fathoms there

was 3 per cent, of carbonate of lime, at 2859 fathoms there was 18 per cent., at 2700

fathoms there was 22 per cent., at 2600 fathoms 29 per cent., at 2475 fathoms 54 per

cent, at 2250 fathoms 70 per cent., at 1820 fathoms 82 per cent., and at 950 fathoms

89 per cent., while the deposits immediately surrounding the island of Bermuda in some

instances contained as much as 93 per cent. of carbonate of lime, the percentage being

greater the nearer the reef and the less the depth. The mineral particles in all the

deposits in this section were exceedingly minute, rarely exceeding 0 *07 mm. in diameter,

and consisted of fragments of pumice, feispars, magnetite, and augite. The relation of

depth and percentage of carbonate of lime is seen at a glance by referring to Diagram 2.
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Off Bermuda.-During the two visits to Bermuda a number of soundings and

dredgings were made around the islands and inside the reefs (see Chart 8). At a depth of
200 fathoms, about 2 miles from the reefs, the deposit was composed of large fragments
of Coral, Foraminifera, Echinoderms, Polyzoa, Molluscs, Algae, and concretionary lumps,
some of which were 2 or 3 centimetres in diameter. At 380 fathoms, 3 miles from
the reefs, the fragments were smaller, and, in addition to the above, there were many
Pteropod and Heteropod shells. At 950 fathoms, 4 miles from the reefs, the particles
were still smaller, and there was a considerable admixture of pelagic Foraminifera.
At 1950 fathoms, 5 miles from the reefs, the deposit was a nearly pure Globigerina
Ooze, made up chiefly of pelagic Foraminifera, with only a small proportion of

species living on the bottom and fragments from the reefs. All these deposits
contained from 81 to 93 per cent. of carbonate of lime. The residue, after treatment
with dilute acid, consisted of a few siliceous spicules, of ieispar, augite, magnetite, and

glassy fragments. None of the mineral particles exceeded 007 mm. in diameter. At
2650 fathoms, 30 miles from the reef, the deposit was a Globigerina Ooze, containing
over 60 per cent, of carbonate of lime, and Red Clay at still greater depths. The

appearance of the deposits off the Bermudas, in depths of 200, 380, 950, and 1950
fathoms, is represented in the four figures of Plate XIII., and these show a gradual
change in the size and nature of the calcareous organic remains with increasing depth
and distance from the islands, although the percentage of carbonate of lime remains

nearly the same at all depths.
Inside the reefs, in depths of 4 to 10 fathoms, there were Coral Muds and Sands,

consisting for the most part of triturated fragments of calcareous Algae, Corals, Polyzoa,
mixed with which were Foraminifera, Sepula, Gasteropods, and Lameffibrancha. These

gave on analysis from 86 to 95 per cent, of carbonate of lime. A few Sponge spicules,
imperfect casts of Foraminifera, and Diatoms were also present; the mineral particles were
few but relatively large, fragments of quartz and volcanic glass being the most abundant.

Ber'mudc& to Halifax.-The deposits between Bermuda and the coasts of North
America (see Chart 9) showed, irrespective of depth, a regular decrease in the quantity
of carbonate of lime as the American shores were approached. While over 50 per
cent. of carbonate of lime occurred at 2600 fathoms, about 100 miles from Bermuda,
in 1240 and 1250 fathoms, near the American shores, only 15 and 16 per cent, were
found. The large pelagic Foraminifcra made up the principal part of the carbonate of
lime in the deposits around Bermuda, but they disappeared almost completely from the
bottom when within the influence of the Labrador current. Rhabcloliths likewise

disappeared from the bottom along with the larger tropical pelagic Foraminifera, while

Coccospheres were found in the deposits under the Labrador current. The remains of
siliceous organisms were uniformly though sparingly represented, with, however, specific
differences in the cold and warm regions.
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The mineral particles increased in size and number as the American continent was

approached, where they consisted of fragments of quartz, monoclinic and triclinic feispars,
hornblende, augite, magnetite, mica, and glauconite. An ideal section, with depths and

percentages of carbonate of lime, is given in Diagram 2. On the 7th May a large block

of syenite weighing 490 lbs. (222 kilogrammes), which had become jammed between the

arms of the dredge, was brought up from 1340 fathoms. In this and the other dredgiiigs
within the influence of the Labrador current, over 100 miles from the shore, many stones

were dredged, most of them being rounded pebbles or large grains with rounded angles;

nearly two-thirds of the smaller fragments were milky quartz, whilst the larger fragments
were quartzite, compact limestone, dolomite, mica-schist, and serpentine rocks, some of

them with glacial striations. These deposits along the American coast were Blue Muds

with a reddish surface layer, in which quartz and fragments of ancient rocks were abun

dant, making up from 40 to 70 per cent, of the deposits in 1240, 1350, and 1340 fathoms,

while these minerals were not detected in the deposits around Bermuda.

Halifax to Benuda.-The deposits from Halifax southwards to Bermuda (see
Chart 9) were Blue Muds containing from 16 to 32 per cent. of carbonate of lime. The

larger pelagic Foraminifera and Rhabdoliths became more abundant as Bermuda was

approached, while the siliceous organisms became fewer. The mineral particles were of

the same nature as those in the deposits in the previous section, being larger and more

abundant in the more northern stations which are under the influence of the Labrador

current.

Bermuda to the Azores.-With the exception of the deposit from Station 67, 2700

fathoms, which contained 54 per cent, of carbonate of lime, all the deposits in the section

between Bermuda and. the Azores (see Chart 6) from depths greater than 2400 fathoms

contained less, and all from depths less than 2400 fathoms contained more, than 50 Per
cent. of carbonate of lime. In the greatest depths, 2850 and 2875 fathoms, there were

only 8 and 10 per cent. The highest percentage of carbonate of lime was 8331 in

1675 fathoms. In the greater depths the carbonate of lime consisted chiefly of fragments
of pelagic Foraminifera and Coecoliths; in depths less than 1600 fathoms, the shells of

pelagic Molluscs and fragments of Echinoderms were more or less abundant, and along
with pelagic and other Foraminifera made up the principal part of the carbonate of lime

in the deposits. Radiolaria and Sponge spicules never made up more than 1 or 2 per
cent. of the deposit.

In the deep water immediately to the south of the banks of Newfoundland, there

were fragments of quartz, monoclinic and triclinic feispars, and fragments of mica-schist

and other ancient continental rocks. These were believed to be ice-borne fragments,

although apparently south of the southern limit of the ice region in the North Atlantic

as shown on the charts. On approaching the Azores these fragments disappeared more

or less completely from the bottom, and the mineral particles then consisted almost
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entirely of volcanic minerals and pumice. Except the pumice, the mineral particles seldom
exceeded 010 mm. in diameter, and generally they were much smaller. A few fragments
of tufa coated with peroxide of manganese were dredged (see Diagram 3).

Off the Azores.-The afternoon of the 2nd July wa spent in dredging in 50, 90, and
450 fathoms, in the straits between Pico and Fayal (Seq.. Chart 10). The deposit was a
Volcanic Mud, containing pumice, fragments of volcanic rocks, plagioclase, eanidine,
,-tu, , and pelagic and other Foraminifera, Pteropodsggite, magnetite, bornblende, black mica ,

and other Molluscs, Ooccoliths, Polyzoa, &rpula-tubes, and a few Radiolaria and siliceous

Sponge spicules. In some instances the pumice stones were completely coated with

&rpula, Polytrema, and calcareous Algc.
The deposit at 900 fathoms between Pico and San Miguel was a Pteropod Ooze with

52'22 per cent, of carbonate of lime. The mineral particles were smaller than at the
other stations in this section, but were of the same nature. At 1000 fathoms, between
San Miguel and Santa Maria, the deposit was chiefly made up of pumice and volcanic
minerals, with 8 per cent, of carbonate of lime.

Azores to Madeira.-Globigerina Ooze was found throughout this section between
the Azores and Madeira (see Chart 6), containing from 55 to 80 per cent. of carbonate of
lime. Pteropod shells were present in the shallower deposits, but absent in depths
greater than 2000 fathoms, although one fragment was observed in the deposit from 2675
fathoms. The relatively high percentage of carbonate of lime at 2660 and 2675
fathoms, viz., 66 and 62 per cent., is worthy of note, compared with deposits from
similar depths south of the banks of Newfoundland. The carbonate of lime here
consisted almost wholly of the shells of pelagic Foraminifera in a very fragmentary
condition. The fragments of siliceous organisms did not exceed 1 per cent, in any of the
deposits.

The deposits in this section were remarkable for the large quantity of pumice which

they contained; one or two fragments of quartz were observed but no particles of con
tinental rocks could be detected (see Diagram 3).

Maclei'ra to Cape Verde Islands.-The deposit to the west of the island of Palma (see
Chart 6) in 1125 fathoms was a brown Volcanic Mud, containing about 6 per cent, of car
bonate of lime. The size of the mineral particles rarely exceeded 0'lS mm. When the
mud was passed through sieves the washings which remained were almost wholly made U
of dead shells of Pteropods and Heteropods. In the dredge there were a few living animals
and several large fragments of a dead Gorgonoid Coral, coated with manganese peroxide,
similar to that obtained in 1525 fathoms about 200 miles further south on the Tenerife
Sombrero section. The next sounding was in 2300 fathoms, a little to the west of the

position where the depth of 1525 fathoms was obtained in February. Here the deposit
was a Globigerina Ooze, containing 57 per cent. of carbonate of lime. Later on the same

day, 21st July, a sounding and dredging were obtained in 1675 fathoms, in nearly the
(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS CHALL. EXP.-1890.) 20
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same locality as on the 18th of February; the dredge again brought up more of the

black Coral fragments coated with manganese. In 2300 and 2400 fathoms farther south

a Globigerina Ooze with 64 and 58 per cent, of carbonate of lime was obtained; there

were no Pteropod or Heteropod shells in these deposits. The mineral particles were

chiefly volcanic, with a mean diameter of 007 mm., but here also small rounded grains
of quartz were found, which, with similar particles observed in the sounding from 2675

fathoms to the north-west of Madeira, appear to be wind-borne fragments, carried

from Africa by the Harmattan winds. Soundings in 2075 and 1795 fathoms gave a

Globigerina Ooze with 60 and 57 per cent, of carbonate of lime. About 1 per cent. of

these deposits was made up of Radiolaria and fragments of other siliceous organisms,
the remainder being composed of volcanic minerals, a few grains of quartz, and clayey
matter.

The mineral particles throughout this section were of volcanic origin, decreasing in

size and quantity after leaving Madeira, and increasing in both respects as St. Vincent

was approached.'

Off Cape Verde Islands.-The deposits in the vicinity of the Cape Verde Islands (see
Chart 11) from 200 down to a depth of 1150 fathoms were Volcanic Muds, with a varying

proportion of carbonate of lime, from 8 to 56 per cent., in which Pteropod and Heteropod
shells were abundant. In the harbour of St. Vincent the deposit in depths of 7 to

50 fathoms was a Calcareous Sand, with 87 to 94 per cent. of carbonate of lime, chiefly
made up of Foraminifera shells and calcareous Algm. In some places the shells of

Amphistegina lessonii made up fully two-thirds of the whole deposit; Polystornella,
Discorbina, and Orbiculina were also abundant. The mineral particles in these deposits
decreased in size and abundance with distance from the land.

Cape Verdes to St. Paul's Rocks.-The line of this section runs south-east from St.

Vincent towards Cape Palmas on the Guinea coast; thereafter it bends round and runs

nearly due west to St. Paul's Rocks (see Chart 12).
The deposits at the two depths, 2575 and 2500 fathoms, near the African coast, con

tained respectively 30 and 6 per cent. of carbonate of lime, the small percentage in the

latter being due to the abundance of continental debris, but at all the other stations the

deposit was a Globigerina Ooze with over 50 per cent. ; at 1850 fathoms in Mid-Atlantic

the amount reached 90 per cent. In all the deposits the carbonate of lime consisted

chiefly of pelagic Foraminifera and Coccoliths, with a few fragments of Echinoderms and

other organisms; Rhabdoliths also were present in considerable quantity except at

Stations 101 and 102. An analysis of the mud from the dredge at Station 102 ('2450

fathoms) gave 83 per cent, of carbonate of lime, while the specimen from the sounding

tube gave only 66,27 per cent. A careful examination of a large quantity of this deposit

showed that nearly the whole of the carbonate of lime present came from the dead shells of

surface organisms. It is estimated that of the 83 per cent. of carbonate of lime, 75 per
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cent. comes from pelagic Foraminifera, 6 per cent, from Coccoliths, and 2 per cent. from

other calcareous Foraminifera, fragments of Echinids, and Ostracodes. Pulvin'ulince

rnenarclu and Pulvinulina turnida were the predominant forms, but Globigerina sac

cuhjera, Globigerna dubia, and Globiqerina conqiobata, and Spliaroidina dehiscens were

also very abundant. It is worthy of notice that the majority of the shells were very

large, and the more delicate surface forms, as Hastigerna and Candeina, appeared
to be quite absent. The smaller fragments were almost wholly made up of broken pieces
of larger shells. The small specimens and primordial chambers, so common in shallower

deep-sea soundings, were nearly absent. In the same way Rhabdoliths were not complete,
if present at all, and the Coccoliths were very minute. The typical (Jiobigerina bulloides

(lid not appear to be present. The Foraminifera here were, as has been stated, thick

shelled and of large size, and it was precisely in this region that the largest specimens
of pelagic Foraminifera were obtained on the surface by means of the tow-net. Many
of the shells were broken and appeared to be in a crumbling condition.

The mineral particles in the soundings along the African coast sometimes reached

07 mm. in diameter, but in Mid-Atlantic they seldom exceeded 006 mm. Quartz and

glauconite were present only in the deposits near the African continent. In the other

deposits the mineral particles consisted of fragments of felspa.rs (sanidine), magnetite,
hornblende, and volcanic rocks. Raciolaria, Diatoms, Sponge spicules, and aronaceous

Foraminifera never made up more than 2 per cent.

The deposits in this section were of a grey or reddish colour, except in a few of the

soundings near the African coast, where they were of a dark slate colour, owing,

apparently, to the presence of fine mud or river detritus.

Qff St. Paul's Rocks.-The soundings close to St. Paul's Rocks (see Chart 13) showed

either a hard and rocky bottom, or a Globigerina Ooze containing numerous fragments of

the rocks of the island, and olivine, enstatite, serpentine, magnetic grains, and actinolite.

The deposits from 1900 and 2275 fathoms, at a considerable distance on either side of St.

Paul's Rocks, were Globigerina Oozes with 84 and 72 per cent. of carbonate of limo

respectively, chiefly made up of remains of pelagic Foraiuinifera, while Pteropods, though

present in considerable numbers in the Globigerina Oozes in lesser depths in the immediate

vicinity of the islands, appeared to be entirely absent. In those depths also the mineral

particles, which make up from 15 to 30 per cent. of the whole deposit near the islands,

were few and small, not exceeding 1 per cent, and 0'07 mm. in diameter. The mineral

particles from 1900 fathoms were similar in character to those found nearer the islands,

and had evidently mostly come from St. Paul's Rocks.

St. Paul's Rocks to Fernando Noronha.-Between St. Paul's Rocks and Fernando

Norouha (see Chart 12) there is a deep depression, the greatest depth recorded being
2475 fathoms. At this depth there was 36 per cent, of carbonate of lime in the deposit,
while at the depths of 2275 and 2200 fathoms there were respectively 72 and 81 per
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cent. This is a good instance illustrating the diminution of carbonate of lime in the deposit
with increasing depth, as here the surface conditions were the same, and the character of

the mineral particles alike in all the soundings. The mineral particles consisted of

feispars, hornblende, augite, magnetite, and vitreous particles. Radiolaria, Diatoms, and

fragments of other siliceous organisms did not make up more than 1 per cent. of the

deposits.

Off Fernando Noronha.-At Fernando Noronha (see Chart 14) dredgings were taken

close to shore, in depths varying from 7 to 25 fathoms. The bottom was covered with a

calcareous sand or gravel, of a mottled red and white colour, the fragments varying from

2 to 8 cm. in diameter, and consisting chiefly of calcareous A1ge, with fragments of

Echinoderms, Molluscs, Polyzoa, Corals, Polytreina, Arnphstegina, and other Foramini

fera. There were also numerous volcanic pebbles.
Fernando Noronha to Pernambuco and Bahia.-Between Fernando Noronha and

the American coast there is a deep depression, in which a depth of 2275 fathoms was

obtained, and comparatively deep water extends to within 30 miles of the American

shore. With one exception, the deposits in the section from Fernando Noronha to Per

nambuco (see Charts 12 and 15) were Globigerina Oozes, with from 37 to 80 per cent. of

carbonate of lime. The exception was a Red Mud from 500 fathoms, the first of the kind

obtained since leaving England.
The deposits along the coast of Brazil differed in colour from those which the

Challenger found along other continental shores. Here they were red, due, apparently
to the large quantities of oehreous matter carried into the sea by the Brazilian rivers.

Usually the colour of deposits along continental shores is blue, with a surface layer of a

red or brownish colour. The carbonate of lime in the soundings off this coast varied from

60 to 6 per cent. according to depth, distance from the coast, and whether or not opposite
the embouchures of rivers. The mineral particles consisted of fragments of quartz,

plagioclase, feispars, sometimes kaolinized, epiclote, mica, augite, hornblende, fragments
of rocks and vitreous particles, the size varying from 0 *05 to 1 or 2 mm. in diameter.

Radiolaria and Diatoms were nearly, if not quite, absent from these deposits, and when

present they, along with siliceous Sponge spicules, did not appear to make up over 1 per

cent. of the whole deposit. The apparently complete absence of glauconite along this

coast was also remarkable.

If this and the two preceding sections be examined, by reference to Diagram 4, it will

he observed that two elevations, crowned by St. Paul's Rocks and Fernando Noronha

respectively, divide the Atlantic at this part into three basins or depressions.

Qfl' Bahia.-During the stay at Bahia the pinnace was e11gagi'dl several days dredging

in the bay. In some places the deposit was a white quartz sand containing fragments of

felspar, mica, magnetite, hornblende, and other minerals, and also fragments of Echino

derms, Polyzoa, &rpuia, and other organisms. In other places it was a dark blue mud,
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containing, along with flue amorphous matter, all the above-mentioned minerals and

organisms.
Bahia to Tristan cia Cun/La.-Between the coast of America and Tristan da (Juriha

(see Chart 16 and Diagram 6) the greatest depth obtained was 2350 fathoms. There
were many indications of an extensive plateau surrounding the Tristan group, with depths
varying from 1425 to 2000 fathoms.

The deposits in depths less than 2100 fathoms on the Tristan plateau, except when
close to the islands, contained from 85 to 95 per cent, of carbonate of lime, which was
almost wholly composed of the shells of pelagic organisms. The three soundings in

depths greater than 2100 fathoms towards the American coast contained from 35 to 55

per cent, of carbonate of lime. The deposit was a Globigerina Ooze throughout the
section. The carbonate of lime came from pelagic Foraminifera, but it was observed that
as the ship proceeded southward the Foraminifera in the deposits became dwarfed, and
some tropical species disappeared. There were quartz fragments in the deposits near the
American shores, but these disappeared or were exceedingly rare in the deposits towards.
the centre of the South Atlantic. The mineral particles were very few and very small,
never exceeding 1 per cent, and a mean diameter of 010 mm.

Around the Tristan cia Cunha Islands.-Many hauls of the dredge and trawl were
taken around and between the islands of the Tristan da Curtha group (see Chart 17) in

depths of 60 to 1100 fathoms. There was generally a coarse shelly bottom, composed of

fragments of Polyzoa, Lamellibrauch and Gasteropod shells, Brachiopods, Echinoderms,

Pteropods, Serpula, and a few pelagic and other Foraminifera, In 360 fathoms close to
Tristan the deposit was a Volcanic Sand composed essentially of mineral particles, with
about 7 per cent, of carbonate of lime. The minerals were exclusively of volcanic origin,
and had a mean diameter of 05 mm. Mineral particles of the same nature but smaller
were present in the shdfly bottoms around Nightingale Island.

Tristan cia Cunha to Cape of Good Hope.-Between the Tristan plateau and the

Cape of Good Hope there is a wide and deep depression (see Chart 16 and Diagram 6),
where depths of 2550 and 2650 fathoms were obtained. The deposits at these depths
contained 35 and 26 per cent. of carbonate of lime, consisting of pelagic Foraminifera and
their broken parts. The mineral particles consisted of rounded and angular fragments of

quartz, orthoclase, hornblende, tourmaline, and augite. These mineral fragments, a few
of which were fully 1 mm. in diameter, indicate that these soundings are within the area
which is occasionally affected with Antarctic ice. The two soundings in 2325 and 1250
fathoms, near the coast of Africa, contained 47 and 50 per cent, of carbonate of lime.
The mineral particles seldom exceeded 0'lS mm. in diameter, and consisted of quartz,
glauconite, felspar, augite, and magnetite. About 1 per cent, of these deposits was made
U of Radiolaria, Diatoms, and Sponge spicules; glauconitic casts were observed after
treatment with dilute acid, but these were not in sufficient abundance to warrant the
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deposits being called Green Muds, although very pure glauconitic muds and sands were

dredged in the shallow water of the Aguihas Bank, to be referred to in describing the
section from Cape of Good Hope to Prince Edward Island.

Sands Point to Falkland Islands.-On the return voyage the Challenger entered
the Atlantic by the Strait of Magellan. The deposit at 55 fathoms, as well as in two
other soundings, 70 and 110 fathoms (see Chart 42), was a coarse sand, the grains about
one millimetre in diameter, consisting of quartz, jasper, feispars, mica, hornblende, augite,
glauconite, pumice, and particles of crystalline and schistose rocks.

Falkland Islands to Rio dc la, Pictta.-The deposit in 1035 fathoms in this section
was a sandy gravel (see Chart 42). The trawl line carried away and the trawl was lost,
but the tow-net attached to the line at the weights contained some of the gravel. The

larger particles were from 1 to 2 cm. in diameter, brown coloured, flattened, ellipsoidal,
derived from ancient continental formations, such as schist, gneiss, arkose, and sandstone,

together with milky and hyaline quartz, feispar, augite, magnetite, microcline, horn
blende, and glauconite. The glauconite was globular, ovoid, elongated, or vaguely
triangular, with rounded angles; many of the particles were not so homogeneous as true

glaucOnite, and appeared as aggregates of minerals cemented by a green matter. Some
times they showed a schistoid structure, and often it was difficult to say whether the

fragments were glauconite or pieces of rocks strongly impregnated with a ehioritic sub
stance. Mixed up with the above-mentioned sandy particles were calcareous Foraminifera,

fragments of Molluscs, Brachiopods, Echinoderms, and Polyzoans. In 2040 fathoms the

deposit was a Globigerina Ooze containing 33 per cent, of carbonate of lime. At 2425
fathoms there was a Blue Mud containing about 40 per cent, of mineral particles with a
mean diameter of 0'12 mm., and 6 per cent, of carbonate of lime derived from bottom

living Foraminifera and small teeth of fish, the remainder of the deposit being composed
of the remains of siliceous organisms, fine mineral particles, and clayey matter.

In 600 fathoms the deposit was a Blue Mud, green-grey in colour, containing 12 per
cent. of carbonate of lime. In the sounding tube and in the trawl there were several
small concretions, from 1 to 3 cm. in diameter, nodular, more or less elliptical, and vary
ing in colour from grey-green to yellow-green. They were agglutinations of the clastic
materials forming the deposit, cemented together by a clayr matter united with a
chioritic mineral, but were not very coherent. Cut into thin sections, they were seen to
be formed of angular fragments of quartz (10 to 05 mm. in diameter), of feispars, sonic
of which were triclinic, of hornblende, of glauconite, and of garnet. The amorphous
matter cementing this sand was finely granular, and impregnated with a green or

yellowish chioritic substance, with vague outlines and non-birefrangent, the same as that
observed upon the isolated grains of the mud. With these sandy agglutinations were
associated rounded elliptical fragments with a diameter of from I to 2 cm.; they were

green, fine grained, could be scratched with steel, and at first sight appeared to have the
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grain and structure of glauconite. Examined with the microscope, they presented a
greenish fundamental mass, with scattered colourless and irregular particles (005 mm.
in diameter), and black and brown points which appeared to be organic. With polarised
light the colourless particles with vague contours were seen to be crystalline, and were

probably feispar or quartz. Other fragments with a coarser grain were seen, under the

microscope, to be composed of feispar and quartz perfectly discernible, cemented and
surrounded by chlorite.

Off Monte Video.-In leaving the Rio de la Plata two hauls of the trawl were
obtained in 13 and 21 fathoms (see Chart 16). The deposit in the former depth was a
blue tenaceous mud containing large fragments of Molluscs and plants, and many sandy
particles; in the latter, sand and shells.

Rio de lc Plata to Ascension.-In 1900 fathoms, off the mouth of the Rio de la Plata

(see Chart 16), the deposit was a Blue Mud, containing about 3 per cent, of carbonate of
lime, which consisted chiefly of a few shells of pelagic Foraminifera. The six following
soundings showed depths ranging between 2650 and 2900 fathoms. Four of these con
tained not more than a trace of carbonate of lime, and no remains of calcareous organisms
were observed; the other two had 3 and 4 per cent. The remains of siliceous organisms
made up about 5 per cent. of the deposits. The mineral particles had a mean diameter
of 01 mm. or less, and consisted of fragments of quartz, plagioclase, augite, grains of

magnetite, mica, and a very large number of fragments of pumice and volcanic scoria.
The fragments making up these deposits appear to have been mostly derived from the Rio
de la Plata, the influence of which on the deposits could be distinctly traced several
hundred miles seawards.

When the depth diminished as the Tristan plateau was reached, the character of the

deposits likewise changed. A sounding in 2440 fathoms. gave 10 per cent, of carbonate of
lime. All the other soundings, on the plateau surrounding Tristan da Cunha and extend

ing north to the Island of Ascension, ranged from 2200 to 1240 fathoms. The percentage
of carbonate of lime varied from 66 to 98 per cent., the proportion being greater in the
lesser depths. In depths less than 1500 fathoms the deposits appeared to be largely made

up of the dead shells of pelagic Molluscs, such as Pteropods, Heteropods, and pelagic
Gasteropods, and they have in consequence been called Pteropod Oozes. In depths of
2000 fathoms and deeper these shells were almost completely removed from the deposits,
which then consisted chiefly of pelagic Foraminifera.

Qff Ascension.-A sounding in 420 fathoms, about 5 miles distant from Ascension

island (see Chart 43), was a Globigerina Ooze with 97 per cent. of carbonate of lime,

made up of pelagic Foiaminifera and pelagic Molluscs. Another similar deposit, nearer

to the island, contained a much higher percentage of volcanic minerals, the proportion of

carbonate of lime being 71 per cent. These deposits might be equally well classed as

Pteropod Ooze.
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Ascension to Cape Verdes.-On this trip three dredgings, four soundings, and eight
serial temperatures were obtained (see Chart 12 and Diagram 7). The depths ranged from
2010 fathoms to 2450 fathoms, and the deposit in each case was a Globigerina Ooze,

containing 94 per cent. of carbonate of lime in the former depth and 83 per cent. in the
latter depth. Only one or two small fragments of Pteropod shells were observed in
these deposits, in which the carbonate of lime consisted chiefly of the shells of pelagic
Foraminifera, Coccoliths, and Rhabdoliths. The remains of siliceous organisms did
not make up more than 2 per cent. of the whole deposit. The mineral particles were

exceedingly minute, and consisted of fragments of feispars, hornblende, augite, and

magnetite.

Cape Verdes to England.-On the 3rd May 1876, in lat. 26° 21' N., long. 33° 37' W.,
a sounding was obtained in 2965 fathoms (see Chart 6), the bottom being Red Clay con

taining in the surface layers 12. per cent, of carbonate of lime, which consisted of a few
shells of the larger pelagic Foraminifera and their broken fragments. The mineral

particles did not exceed 01 mm. in diameter, and consisted of a few grains of feispar,
quartz, hornblende, magnetite, volcanic glass, aid manganese peroxide. The principal
part of the deposit consisted of flocculent clayey matter, with exceedingly minute frag
ments of minerals, Radiolarians, and Sponge spicules.

On the 6th May, in lat. 32° 41'N., long. 36° 6'W., another sounding was obtainedin

1675 fathoms, the deposit being a Globigerina Ooze containing 91 per cent. of carbonate of

lime, which consisted of pelagic Foraminifera, Coccoliths, Rhabdolit.hs, and a few fragments
of Pteropods and Echinoderms. The residue, after the removal of the carbonate of lime

by dilute acid, resembled in most respects the Red Clay found at greater depths in the

same region of the Atlantic.

2. Southern and Antarctic Oceans.

Cape ofGood Hope to Prince Edward and Marion Islands.-On the 17th December

1873, the Challenger left Simon's Bay for the southern cruise. A sounding and dredging

were taken in 98 fathoms (see Chart 18 and Diagram 8). The deposit consisted of a green

glauconitic sand, containing 50 per cent. of carbonate of lime, which was derived chiefly

from shells of Foraminifera, fragments of Molluscs, Polyzoa, &rpuia, and Echinoderms.

On the 18th the ship sounded and dredged in 150 fathoms. The deposit was nearly

the same as on the preceding day, the carbonate of lime being a little higher, viz., 68

per cent. Glauconite is exceptionally al)Ufldaflt in these deposits on the Aguihas &uik;

the grains are about one millimetre in diameter, and are isolated or agglomerated into

phosphatic nodules several centimetres in diameter. Besides these grains, the Foraminifera

are often filled with a pale green glauconitic substance, which only rarely shows all the

typical characters of glauconite. This green material remained as an internal cast of the
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shells when the deposit was treated with dilute acid. In these deposits there was much

green-coloured amorphous matter, some of it not unlike vegetable tissue, which, when

heated on platinum, charred like an organic substance, became black, then red. In these

Green Sands the mineral particles formed a large percentage, being 40 and 20 respectively,
and the remains of siliceous organisms including the green-coloured casts were estimated

at about 6 per cent. (see P1. XXIV. fig. 1 for glauconitic particles).
On the 19th a sounding and dredging were obtained in 1900 fathoms (see Chart 18).

The deposit was a Globigerina Ooze, containing 90 per cent. of carbonate of lime, which

consisted almost entirely of pelagic Foraminifera. In the dredge were several irregular
brown-coloured phosphatic nodules from 1 to 4 cm. in diameter, containing 49 per cent.

of tricaicic phosphate.
On the 24th, a sounding and temperatures were obtained in 1570 fathoms. The

deposit was a Globigerina Ooze containing 92 per cent, of carbonate of lime, and a few

Diatoms, Radiolaria, and mineral particles chiefly of volcanic origin. The pelagic
Foraminifera in this sounding belonged to the small and thick-shelled varieties

peculiar to colder waters, although they were not of the typical Arctic or Antarctic

varieties. Probably many of the finer particles were washed out of the sounding tube.

Off Mcwion Islctncl.-The ciredgings between Marion and Prince Edward Islands (see
Chart 19), showed that the bottom, in depths less than 100 fathoms, was overgrown with

great masses of Polyzoa, the dredges and swabs being filled and covered with them, Mr

Busk records thirty species of Polyzoa from this locality, fifteen of which are new. In 140

and 310 fathoms there was a Volcanic Sand containing 15 to 20 per cent. of carbonate of

lime shells, many Diatoms, and many volcanic minerals and lapilli of vitreous basaltic rocks.

Marion Island to Orozet Islands.-The deposit at 1375 fathoms (see Chart 18) was
a Globigerina Ooze, containing 86 per cent, of carbonate of lime, the residue being almost

wholly remains of Diatoms and Radiolarians. At 1600 fathoms there was 35 per
cent. of carbonate of lime, 35 per cent, of minerals and amorphous and clayey matter,

and 30 per cent. of Diatom and Radiolarian remains, and this deposit was in consequence
called a Diatom Ooze. There were a few rounded quartz particles in each of the deposits,
but the great majority of the mineral particles were of volcanic origin. The carbonate

of lime in these deposits consisted chiefly of Globigerinc& shells and Coccoliths. Orbulina

shells were not observed in the deposits, nor at the surface, and Rhabdoliths were not

observed in the deposits since leaving the Cape, so that these stations are probably

beyond the southern limit of these organisms.

Off (Jrozet Islands.-The deposit at 600 fathoms (see Chart 20) was a Diatom Ooze

with 36 per cent, of carbonate of lime, chiefly made up of shells of pelagic Foraminifera,
the residue consisting principally of Diatoms and other siliceous organisms with many

fragments of volcanic minerals. At 210 and 550 fathoms the bottom was hard ground,
go




avel. and shells.
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Off Kcrguelen Island.-During the month of January 1874, the Challenger took

many soundings and dredgings in the bays and several miles off the east coast of Ker

guelen (see Chart 21), in depths varying from 20 to 130 fathoms.

In all cases the deposit was a green Volcanic Mud' with a strong smell of suiphuretted

hydrogen, and composed principally of mineral particles and the siliceous skeletons oforgan
isms. Generally these muds did not effervesce with acids; sometimes, however, a few spots
of effervescence were observed. The carbonate of lime never appeared to make up more

than 1 or 2 per cent, of the deposit, and consisted of a few fragments of Echinids, Mollusc
shells, Polyzoa, and Forarninifera. These last were Miliolina, Uvigerince, and Discorbina;

only one or two pelagic Foraminifera were noticed in these muds. The mineral particles
made up from 20 to GO per cent. of the deposit, and consisted of fragments of felspar,

plagioclase, augite, magnetite, hornblende, olivine, sometimes decomposed with red tint,

lapilli, pumice, and brown volcanic glass. The size of these particles was from 05 mm.
to 01 mm. in diameter, the larger sized particles being found in those soundings nearest

the coasts. The frustules of Diatoms made up in every case a large part of the deposit,
and. along with the siliceous spicules of Sponges, probably as much as 50 per cent. in some
of the samples. The soundings farthest removed from the coast contained generally much

the larger proportion of siliceous remains. These muds contained but little clayey matter,

and when dried were grey-green, slightly coherent, and earthy in aspect.

Of Heard Island.-On the 2nd February, after leaving Kerguelen Island, a success

ful sounding and dredging were obtained (see Chart 18) at Station 150 in 150 fathoms,

on a hard bottom. The bottom was covered with a coarse gravel; the dredge brought

up a large number of stones, fragments of rocks of irregular form, varying from 1 to 7

centimetres in diameter, with the angles more or less rounded, but much less so than

those of ordinary rolled pebbles. They were blue-black, and the majority had a compact

structure and were fine grained, while others were porous with a rough surface, all belonging

to the felspathic basalts (dolerite). Among these volcanic fragments were noticed two or

three pieces of granite and one of sandstone. The majority of these stones were over

grown by Foramiiifera, Sponges, Aetiniaria, Brachiopods, Ascidians, &rpulct, and

Polyzoa. It was roughly estimated that 20 per cent. of the deposit was made up of

the remains of calcareous organisms, and that 15 per cent. came from Sponge spicules

and other siliceous remains, and that GO per cent. consisted of the mineral particles, and 5

of amorphous clayey matter.

The dejosit in the sounding and dredging in 75 fathoms off bard Island (see Chart

22) was a greenish black Volcanic Sand, composed essentially of black volcanic sand and

remains of organisms. There was only 2.58 per cent. of carbonate of lime, consisting of shells

of Miliolina, Discorbiita, Uvigerina, and oiic or two Glolngcrina, along with fragments of

Polyzoa, Molluscs, Echinoderms, &c. The mineral particles made up 80 per cent., and

1 Green Mud diou1d have been green Volcanic Mud in the Table-3 (see p. 7).
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had a mean. diameter of about 03 mm.; they formed a black sand consisting chiefly of

fragments of brown and red glass-sometimes decomposed, sometimes massive and

enclosing microliths of olivine, and sometimes porous-with fragments of feispar, plagio

clase, augite, and magnetite. There was also 5 per cent, of Diatoms, Sponge spicnies,

and Racliolaria.

Heard Island to Melbourne.-In the cruise between Heard Island and Australia

(see Charts 23 and 24, and Diagrams 9 and 10) four kinds of deposits were met with,

viz., Blue Mud, Diatom Ooze, Globigeriua Ooze, and Red Clay.
The first of these was found in depths of 1675, 1800, and 1300 fathoms at the most

southern latitude reached by the Challenger, between lat. 64° and 66° 5. (see Chart 23),
and therefore a short distance north of the great Ice-barrier and the Antarctic Continent.

These Blue Muds contained less than 12 per cent. of carbonate of lime, which consisted

chiefly of the dead shells of Giobigeina clutcrtrei, and less than 20 per cent. of

the remains of siliceous organisms, chiefly Diatoms. The mineral particles consisted of

quartz, feispars, hornblende, garnet, glauconite, mica, tourmaline, and fragments of

grathtic, amphibolic, and other rocks. From the depth of 1675 fathoms the dredge

brought up many kinds of rocks and pebbles, some of them showing distinct marks of

9aci,ation, and many of them having a coating of peroxide of manganese on that part
which had projected above the mud when lying at the bottom. The rocks belonged to

the following lithological types:-granites, quartziferous diorites, schistoid diorites,

amphibolites, mica-schists, grained cjuartzites, and partially decomposed earthy shales.

To the northward of the stations at which Blue Mud was found, between lat. 64° and

53° S. (see Charts 23 and 24), in depths of 1260, 1975, and 1950 fathoms, the deposit
was a Diatom Ooze, usually of a yellowish straw colour, which when dried had the aspect of

flour, the particles being extremely fine, and the whole, taking the impress of the fingers
when pressed, gritty particles being now and then recognisable. One of the samples
contained as much as 22 per cent. of carbonate of lime, consisting chiefly of the dead

shells of Glolnqerina bulloicles, Globigerina inflata, and Globigerina dutertrei. The

mineral particles were similar to those in the Blue Muds just mentioned, and appeared to

make up from 3 to 15 per cent. of the deposit, the remainder of the deposit (from 62 to

88 per cent.) consisting of the frustules of Diatoms and the skeletons of Raciolaria.

The drecigings in these deposits yielded, in addition to all the varieties of rocks mentioned

in the Blue Muds further south, several fragments of pumice stone, basaltic volcanic rock,

palagoriite, and one or two fragments of a compact limestone and sandstone.

Between lat. 53° and 47° S. two soundings were obtained in 1800 and 2150 fathoms

(see Chart 24). The deposit in each case was a whitish Globigeriua Ooze, containing

respectively 85 and 88 per cent. of carbonate of lime, which consisted chiefly of Cocco

liths, Coccospheres, and pelagic Foraminifera belonging to the species: Globigerina
bulloides, Globigerina inflata, Giobigerina dubia, Fulvinulina mich eliniana, and
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Orbulina universa, together with other Foraniinifera and fragments of Echinoderms.

The mineral particles appeared to make up 1 per cent. of the deposit, and consisted of

hornblende, magnetite, feispar, vitreous fragments, and a few quartz grains. There was

from 2 to 10 per cent. of Diatoms and Racliolaria in these Globigerina Oozes.

The remaining variety of deposit (Red Clay) was obtained in lat. 42° S. at a depth of

2600 fathoms (see Chart 24). It contained 18 per cent, of carbonate of lime, consisting
of entire shells and fragments of Globigerinct bulloides, Globigerina inflata, and Globi

gerina rubra, Fulvinulina ?niclielinianct, Orbulina universa, a few other Foraminifera,

Coccoliths, Polyzoa, and fragments of Echinoderms. The mineral particles only formed

1 per cent. of the deposit, and consisted of feispars, hornblende, augite, magnetite,

pumice, fragments of volcanic glass, and grains of peroxide of manganese, with a mean

diameter of about O'08 mm. while a few rounded fragments of quartz reached a diameter
of 05 mm. The remainder of the deposit consisted essentially of amorphous and clayey
matter with very minute fragments of minerals and pumice. There was a larger per
centage of carbonate of lime in the upper layers of the deposit than in the deeper ones.

The trawl brought up 10 or 12 litres of manganese nodules, pumice stones, roiled pCl)1)leS
of gneiss, fragments of palagonite, earbones of Cetaceans, and sharks' teeth.

From the foregoing description it appears that the deposits forming at the most

southerly points reached by the Challenger are composed chiefly of continental debris

carried into the ocean by the floating ice of these regions, and that this material makes

up less and less of the deposit as the distance from the Antarctic Continent increases until

it almost disappears about lat. 46° or 47° S., although at other longitudes in the

Atlantic and Pacific continental debris from the Antarctic Continent appears to be carried

fully ten degrees farther to the north. The deposits along the Antarctic lee-barrier,

which have been called Blue Muds, resemble in many respects the deposits formed at

similar depths off the Atlantic coast of British North America. The nature of the rock

fragments dredged in these latitudes conclusively proves the existence of continental

land. certainly of considerable extent within the Antarctic Circle. One of the fragments
of gneiss dredged from a depth of 1950 fathoms measured 50 by 40 centimetres, and

weighed more than 20 Idlogrammes. In the region occupied by the Diatom Ooze,

northward of the Blue Muds, the predominant feature of the deposit is due to the

innumerable frustules of Diatoms and skeletons of Racliolaria which have fallen from the

surface and subsurface waters of the ocean. Farther north again the pelagic Foraminifera

predominate in the deposit, except at the depth of 2600 fathoms, where the greater part
of them has been removed by the solvent powers of the sea-water, as is usual at the great

depths of the ocean.

South of lat. 50° S., Diatoms were frequently met with in the surface nets in

enormous abundance. The most abundant were various species of C'hwtocc'ros,

but there were also many other genera. The tow-nets were on some occasions
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so filled with these that large quantities could be dried by heating over a stove,
when a whitish felt-like mass was obtained. Mixed up with these Diatoms there were

many species of Radiolaria. Coccospheres and Rhabdospheres, which were found so

abundantly in the surface water of the warmer parts of the Atlantic and Southern

Oceans, were not met with south of lat. 50° S., either on the surface or in the deposits
at the bottom. The same remark applies to Orbulinct unversa, Fulvinulinc&, and several

species of Giobigerina. South of lat. 500 S., the only pelagic Foraminifera found on the
surface were Globigerina bulloides, Globigerina dutertrez, and. Globigerina inflata, and
these were the only pelagic species found in the deposit at the bottom (see Diagrams
9 and 10).




3. Pac/ic Ocean.

Melbourne to Sydney.-The deposits from the shallow water between Melbourne and
Moneceur Island (see Chart 25) were shelly sands with 82 per cent, of carbonate of lime,

coming chiefly from fragments of Polyzoa; these fragments were usually over 5 mm. in
diameter. Mineral particles formed about 5 per cent., and consisted for the most part of

quartz, mica, and feispars. Green casts of the shells were left after treatment with dilute
acids.

Soundings were taken in 2200 and 150 fathoms to the north of Cape Howe, the
shallower depth being several miles nearer shore. In the former case the deposit was a

Globigerina Ooze with 62 per cent. of carbonate of lime largely coming from the remains
of pelagic Forhniinifera. The trawling in 150 fathoms showed that the bottom was
covered with Polyzoa, shells, and gravel.

Off Sydney.-The deposits in depths of from 120 to 1200 fathoms off the Australian
coast (see Chart 26) were Green Sands and Muds, containing a considerable quantity of

glauconite, and resembling in many respects the deposits at similar depths off the south
coast of Africa. The deposits from 120 and 290 fathoms were Green Sands, those from

greater depths Green Muds. The carbonate of lime ranged from 46 to 50 per cent.,
and consisted of the shells of Globigerina, Orbulina, P'ulvinulina, Pulle.nia, Miliolina,
Textularia, Discorbina, CWsteilar'ia, and other Foraminifera; Coccospheres and Rhab
doliths; fragments of Peropods and other pelagic Molluscs; Ostracode valves, fragments
of Echinoderms, Polyzoa, and other calcareous organisms. The mineral particles in
these deposits were about 012 mm. in diameter, and consisted of rounded fragments
of quartz, feispars, hornblende, magnetite, mica, volcanic glass, in addition to glauconite.
There were a few Radiolaria and Sponge spicules. Many of the Foramiifera shells were
filled with green glauconitic matter which remained as internal casts after treatment with
dilute acids. A quantity of the glauconitic grains and casts were carefully collected
after removing the calcareous organisms by chute acid, and an analysis of these is given
in the description of glanconitic deposits (see P1. XXIV. fig. 2 for glauconitic casts).
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Sydney to New Zealand.-The two soundings in 2600 fathoms contained respectively
7 and 19 per cent. of carbonate of lime. In 1975 fathoms there was 77 per cent., in
1100 fathoms 84 per cent., and in 275 fathoms 88 per cent. (see Chart 27). The car

bonate of lime in all these consisted essentially of the shells of pelagic Forriminifera, with
Coccoliths, (Joecospheres, and Rhabdoliths. In the deeper deposits there is, it will be
noticed, less and less carbonate of lime, and this is due to the gradual removal
of the more delicate and smaller shells (see Diagram 11). While these small shells
and Coccospheres made up most of the deposit at 275 and 400 fathoms, they were very
rare at a depth of 2600 fathoms, though they appeared to be quite as abundant at the
surface over the one locality as over the other. The mineral particles were very minute
in these soundings, and consisted chiefly of feispars and glassy volcanic fragments. As
the entrance of Cook Strait was approached, the mineral particles derived from the coast
of New Zealand increased both in number and size, and the pelagic shells diminished,
while glauconite, which was absent in the soundings from the middle of the section,

again made its appearance. At 150 fathoms the deposit was a Blue Mud with 26 per
cent. of carbonate of lime.

OffNew Zealand.-The deposits off the east coast of New Zealand in 1100 and 700
fathoms (see Chart 27) were Blue Muds, with a thin characteristic layer of a reddish

colour on the surface. They contained only from 4 to 10 per cent. of carbonate of lime,

the chief part of the deposit consisting of amorphous and clayey matter and fine mineral

particles derived from the neighbouring land. The mineral particles were uniform in

size and nature in both localities, but while they were estimated at 21 per cent. in the

former, in the latter deposit they made up 25 per cent. Siliceous organisms were few.

The dredge brought up pumice stones at both stations.

New Zealand to Tongatabu.-The deposits off the Kermadec Islands in 520, 630,

and 600 fathoms (see Chart 27 and Diagram 12) were Volcanic Muds, containing very

many large blocks of pumice. A very large fragment of a huge new Hexactindllid

Sponge, Foliopogon gigas, was brought up from 630 fathoms attached to pumice stones;

it measured about 2 feet by 3 feet 6 inches.' The deposit at 2900 fathoms was a Red

.Clay, which gave no trace of effervescence when treated with dilute acid, showing that

it did. not contain any carbonate of lime. The mineral particles were very small, the

bulk of them being less than 005 mm. in diameter, and consisted of feispar, magnetite,
and hornblende; there were, however, some large fragments of pumice, and the great bulk

of the fine washings of the deposit was composed of very minute fragments of pumice.

Off Tongatabu.-When outside a line joining Mallenoah and Atataa Islands dredgings

were obtained, first in 18 fathoms, and then in 240 fathoms (see Chart 28). The deposit

at both these depths was a Coral Sand containing from 86 to 90 per cent. of carbonate of

lime, composed of fragments of Coral, calcareous Alga), Orbitoli(es and many other

' 61 by 10,6 decimetre.
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Foraminifera, fragments of Polyzoa, Echinoderms, and Molluscs. At the greater depth
farther from the reef, the fragments were smaller and the pelagic shells more abundant

than in the depth of 18 fathoms nearer the reef. Mineral particles constituted about 3

per cent. in both cases; the fragments were volcanic, with a mean diameter of about 0'5

mm. The general appearance of these deposits in 240 and 18 fathoms is represented in

P1. XIV. figs. 1 and 2.

Off the Fiji Islands.-Off the Fiji Islands (see Charts 29 and 30) the deposits were,

with one exception, Coral Muds and Sands containing from 86 to 90 per cent. of carbonate
of lime, principally composed of calcareous Alga and Polyzoa with a large proportion of
Foraminifera. In the Coral Sand from 12 fathoms, off Levuka, there were no pelagic
Foraminifera, while the minerals were comparatively numerous and large, having a mean
diameter of 0'S mm. In the Coral Muds from greater depths the percentage of pelagic
Foraminifera increased, while the minerals were few and small, rarely exceeding 008 mm.
in diameter. The exception referred to above was that of the deposit from 610 fathoms
-a Globigerina Ooze with 80 per cent. of carbonate of lime (see P1. XIV. figs. 3a and.
3b). In this instance the major part was composed of pelagic Foraminifera, while nearly
all the organisms of the shallower deposits were present, though in minute fragments and

relatively less abundance. The mineral particles and siliceous organisms were more
numerous than in the shallower depths, while there were fewer particles derived from the
reefs. Rhabdoliths were observed only in this deposit, and a few brown casts of calcareous

organisms remained after treatment with dilute acid. Several pieces of pumice were
obtained from 210 and 610 fathoms.

Fiji Islands to the New Hebrides.-The deposits at 1350 and 1450 fathoms (see
Chart 27 and P1. XII. figs. 4cc, 4b) were Globigerina Oozes of a reddish colour, and

closely resembled in that respect the Red Clays. They contained 44 and 62 per cent, of
carbonate of lime, consisting of Rhabdoliths, Coccoliths, the shells of Globigerinct, Orbu
linct, Hastigernct, Fulvinulina, Spharoidinct, Pullenia, and some bottom-living species.
A. few of the Globigerina shells had still the delicate spines attached as in the specimens
taken on the surface. The absence of Pteropod, Heteropod, and other pelagic Mollusc
shells from these deposits is somewhat remarkable, for they were very abundant on the
surface, and at a similar depth and latitude in the Atlantic they were usually present in
considerable numbers. The Foraminifera shells were in some instances quite white, or
had a rosy tinge as if lately fallen from the surface, but the great majority were brown
coloured, and in some instances black from a deposit of oxide of manganese on their
surface. When one of these (lark- coloured shells from 1450 fathoms is broken three
zones can be distinguished, at the centre an internal cast of the shell, then the white
carbonate of lime shell itself, and outside this an external cast of the same nature and

aspect as the internal one, to which it is connected by little red pillars which have been
formed in and fill up the foramina of the shell. These casts do not appear to be formed
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by a simple filling of the shell, but seem to be clue to a chemical combination. There

were in these deposits none of the smooth pale yellow and green casts so abundant in the

Green Muds along continental shores. If these red coloured casts be treated with warm

hydrochloric acid and the iron thus extracted, a number of colourless globules are

obtained, which have resisted the action of the acid. It has been found that these casts

consist of hydrated silicate containing alumina, lime, magnesia, and alkalies. The mean

diameter of the minerals rarely exceeded 010 mm., and were usually much smaller;

these were feispars, black mica, augite, hornblende, and magnetite. The great bulk of

the residue after removal of the carbonate of lime, however, consisted of pumice stone in

a fine state of division, with amorphous matter. Raciolaria and Diatoms made up about

1 per cent. of the whole deposit.
The trawling at 1350 fathoms gave many rounded fragments of pumice, from 6 to S

cm. in diameter, covered with oxide of manganese, and the branch of a tree several feet

in length which was carbonised in some places (see Diagram 13).
There were many very productive hauls with the surface nets between the Fiji Islands

and the New Hebrides-Pteropods, Heteropods, and pelagic Foramiuifera being specially
abundant. With the exception of a very large cylindrical species of Coscinocliscus,

Diatoms were very rare both on the surface and at the bottom. It was observed that the

larger Foraminifera, such. as Sp1tarokli?za clehiscens, Pulvinulina menctrdii, and thick

shelled Orbuiin, were procured in greatest abundance when the tow-net was dragged at

a depth of 80 or 100 fathoms.

New Hebrides to Raine Island.-The deposits between the New Hebrides and Raine

Island (see Chart 27 and Diagram 13) varied greatly with depth, and were very in

teresting. At 2650 fathoms not a trace of carbonate of lime could be detected either by
the microscope, or by treating the Red Clay with weak acid. At 2450 fathoms there

was 1 or 2 per cent. of carbonate of lime, consisting of a few broken fragments of Fora

minifera. At 2440 fathoms there was a Red Clay on the surface with 5 per cent, of

carbonate of lime, but three inches beneath the surface a. much lighter coloured deposit

containing a very large number of Foraminifera, and 32 per cent, of carbonate of lime.

At 2325 fathoms there was 32 per cent, of carbonate of lime, consisting of the dead shells

of pelagic Forarninifera and a few Coccoliths and Rhabdoliths. The condition of things
at. 2440 fathoms is worthy of special remark. It very frequently happened during the

cruise that the deeper layers contained less lime than the surface ones, but only on

two or three occasions (lid it happen that there were more calcareous shells in the deeper

layer of the deposit as in this case. The surface layer, it will be observed, was the same

in nearly all respects as the deposit in 2450 fathoms 80 miles to the eastward, and the

deeper layer resembled that at 2325 fathoms still farther to the eastward, or the deposits
in a lesser depth towards Raine Island, which contained over 50 per cent, of carbonate of

lime, so that possibly a subsidence of the bottom had taken place subsequent to the
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formation of the deeper layer. It is clearly illustrated in this section between Api and
Raine Islands, that all the other conditions remaining the same or nearly so, the quantity
of carbonate of lime found in a deposit is less the greater the depth. It is believed that
this basin below 1300 fathoms is probably cut off from the colder water farther south, and,
indeed, from general oceanic circulation, below that depth, in this respect approaching to
the condition of enclosed seas. In all such basins the surface shells appear to be removed
from the deposits at lesser depths than in areas where there is no interruption to free
communication arising from the existence of submarine barriers.

The mineral particles in these deposits consisted chiefly of angular fragments of
volcanic rocks and minerals, all of small size except the pieces of pumice which were
numerous in all the ciredgings. There were many manganese particles, and, at the

sounding in 1400 fathoms, some of the Foraminifera shells were filled with the peroxide,
so that a complete internal cast of the shell was left after treatment with dilute acid.
The deposit in 130 fathoms, off Api Island, was a Volcanic Sand containing 13 per cent.
of carbonate of lime.

QifRaine Island.-The soundings and dredgings in 135, 150, and 155 fathoms (see
Chart 27) showed that the deposit was a Coral Sand, composed of white and brownish
coloured fragments of Corals, Molluscs, and Foraminifera shells, with a considerable
admixture of calcareous Alga. Mr. H. B. Brady found in this deposit a larger number
of species of Foraminifera than in any other taken during the cruise. Many of the
shells were probably washed from the shallower water of the adjoining reefs. The deposit
contained 87 per cent. of carbonate of lime, and it was estimated that more than one-half
of this consisted of pelagic Molluscs and pelagic Foraminifera. The mineral particles in
the deposit consisted of fragments of quartz, feispars, mica, augite, and olivine, and were
estimated at 4 per cent.

By treating this deposit with dilute acid, casts of the Foraminifera shells are obtained,
the majority of which are of a brick red colour, although a few are of a yellowish, or even

greenish, tinge (see P1. XXIV. fig. 3). They are not so compact or well marked in outline
as the white and pale straw-coloured casts usually met with in glauconitic muds, and have

very frequently a porous aspect, from the removal of the carbonate of lime which has, in

many instances, been associated with the red material forming the casts. If some of the
Foraminifora be treated with dilute acid, the action stopped after it has continued for some
time, and the substance dried and examined by reflected light, a number of casts of the organ
isms are seen in carbonate of lime looking quite like milky quartz. If, however, the action

he continued, it is seen that theyare composed of carbonate of lime as theyeutirely disappear,

leaving a small residue of a reddish colour, or very areolar casts of the shells in the same

red substance. Examined in thin sections, it is observed that the shells are filled with a

red, yellowish, or greenish matter, frequently extending into the foramina. The shell is

at once distinguished from the east by its structure, transparency, and optical properties.
(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS CITALL. sxr.-1890.) 122
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It is sometimes observed that two or three shells or fragments are cemented by the same
red substance forming the casts. This substance when sufficiently transparent appears of
a yellowish red colour, and gives sometimes aggregate polarisation, but is never extin

guished between crossed nicols. Often the casts enclose small mineral particles. With

very high powers it is seen that the structure of the grey carbonate of lime casts is

granular, and between crossed nicols it is evident that the grains are crystalline. This
is one of the few instances in which it has been possible to point out the deposition of
carbonate of lime in the shells forming deposits, and it evidently took place in the deeper
layers.

Gape York to Arrou Islands.-The deposits in 6 and 7 fathoms around andnear Booby
and Wednesday Islands (see Chart 31) consisted of ciunrtziferous sand with from 60 to
78 per cent. of carbonate of lime in the form of large numbers of Forarninifera, fragments
of calcareous AJge, Polyzoa, and shells. None of the Foraminifera, however, were

pelagic species. It was estimated that from 15 to 30 per cent, of the sands consisted of
mineral grains; these were from O'5 to 1 mm. in diameter. Between Cape York and
the Arrou Islands the depth in the Arafura Sea never exceeded 50 fathoms, usually
ranging from 28 to 40 fathoms. The deposit was a greenish mud in all cases, containing
from 25 to 50 per cent, of minerals, consisting of fragments of quartz, mica, feispars,
glauconite, &c., about o mm. in diameter. In the dredgings there were fragments of
sandstone and other continental rocks. The carbonate of lime in these deposits formed
from 23 to 38 per cent., and consisted of the shells of Tcxtuictiia and Rotalice, fragments
of Echinoderms, Polyzoa, and Molluscs. Siliceous organisms made up 2 to 3 per
cent,

Arrou Islands to Banda.-The deposits at 800 and 580 fathoms, between the Arrou
and Ki Islands (see Chart 32), were Green Muds containing respectively 14 and 40 per
cent, of carbonate of lime; at the shallower depth there were indications of two layers,
the bottom layer being more clayey with a blue tinge.

The deposits at Stations 192 and 192A were most interesting. At the first of these

(140 fathoms) the sounding tube brought up a specimen of Blue Mud, containing about
8 per cent, of carbonate of lime, and in. the second (129 fathoms) the trawlq, besides

pumice stones, contained several large concretions or fragments of a calcareous rock,

differing very considerably from the deposit.
The Concretions or Rock Fi'açpiciits were of two kinds. First, many more or less

rounded agglutinations loosely held together, and from 1 to 7 clu. in diameter. Second,

several large honeycombed pieces of rock, several decimetres in diameter, and requiring
a sharp blow from a hammer to break them.

Those l:elonging to the first variety are grey or brown, sometimes slightly greenish,

granular, and it can be seen with the lens that the)' are essentially composed of

Foraminifera. An examination of thin slides of these nodules shows that they are
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agglutinated or coagulated by an argillo-calcareous cement which is not in great
abundance. Some of the shells are entirely filled with pale green glauconite, others

only partially. The intervals between the shells are not filled up with the cementing
matter, and these concretions appeared to be the- last phase of disintegration.

Those of the second variety are very irregular in shape, and consist of large pieces of
a hard rock traversed in all directions by large and small perforations, with a diameter

varying from 1 to 4 centimetres. These blocks have thus a cavernous or coarse cellular

appearance. The perforations are covered, like the surface of the rock, with organisms, as

Sponges, Polyzoa, &c., and rough to the touch. The smaller perforations have sometimes
the appearance of having been produced by lithophagous Molluscs. These concretions
have the hardness of calcite; the fragments freshly broken are white-grey. A microscopic
examination shows that they are mainly composed of various species of pelagic Foramiui
fera. Treated with dilute acid the concretions decompose with effervescence, leaving a
residue of 20,44 per cent., essentially composed of amorphous matter and glauconitic
casts of the Foraminifera, these last being brown or green and feebly transparent. The

greenish casts present most of the characters of true glauconite. In the residue there
are also a few grains of feispar and quartz. A section of these concretions resembles in
most respects a section of a hardened Globigerina Ooze from tropical regions, and near
a continental shore (see P1. XII. fig. 2). In this case, however, the shells arc nearly
all filled and cemented by the finely granular carbonate of lime, while in a Globigerina
Ooze they are empty. It is not improbable that these large concretions or rock-frag
ments are hardened portions of a. deep-sea deposit formed at a much greater depth, and

subsequently elevated into the position in. which they were found, probably by the same
elevation as that which upheaved the neighbouring islands.

The deposit at 2800 fathoms was a fine-grained Volcanic Mud containing only a trace
of carbonate of lime in the form of a few Pulvinuiinc& shells. Mineral particles of
volcanic origin made up about 60 per cent.; these were angular fragments of fespars,
volcanic glass, augite, magnetite, and andesitic lapilhi, having a mean diameter of
0-2 mm. There was also 5 per cent. of Sponge spicules, Radiolaria, and Diatoms. At
200 and 360 fathoms close to Banda (see Chart 33) the deposits consisted essentially of
volcanic materials with a few pelagic Foraminifera. The dredge brought up several frag
ments of volcanic rocks andpumice measuring from 2 to 10 centimetres in diameter, Corals,
siliceous Sponges, and calcareous Alga.

In 17 fathoms off Bauda the bottom was a sand or gravel with 52 per cent. of
carbonate of lime made up of Foraminifera, Gasteropod, and Lamellibranch shells,

Echinoderm fragments, Corals, and calcareous Alga.
Bccnda to Avthoina.-The deposit in 1425 fathoms (see Chart 31) was a Blue Mud

containing 31 per cent. of carbonate of lime. The surface layer, about half an inch in

thickness, was brownish in colour, while the deeper ones were blue and very compact.
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Pelagic Foraminifera and Coccoliths were abundant. The mineral particles consisted of

quartz, mica, volcanic glass, magnetite, feispar, pumice, and fragments of rocks.

The trawl brought up a considerable quantity of mud, which, with the exception of

a few lumps, all belonged to the brownish surface layer. Mixed up with the mud were

many large fragments of pumice, pieces of wood, leaves, and fragments of cocoa-nuts and
other fruits. As was usually the case when the trawl brought up mud from the imme
diate surface layer, there was a large quantity of the weed-like branching Rhizopod
described by Mr. H. B. Brady under the name of Rhizamminct algformis, and in

addition many deep-sea animals.

Off Amboina in 15 to 20 fathoms the deposit consisted chiefly of Ga.steropod and

Lameffibranch fragments, while Hctcrosteçjina complanata, var. granulosc&, was largely

represented. In addition there were mineral fragments consisting of quartz, feispars,
and particles of volcanic rocks.

Mohwca Passage.-After leaving Amboina two soundings were obtained in the

Molucca Passage, in 825 and 1200 fathoms (see Chart 31 and Diagram 14). The

soundings were not successful, but from the latter depth sufficient material was obtained

to indicate that the deposit was a Blue Mud. At 825 fathoms the trawl brought up large

irregular fragments of a honeycombed conglomerate, overgrown with Seipula, Polyzoa,
and Sponges. The largest fragment measured 12 by 8 inches (30 by '20 centimetres),

and, was not unlike that obtained at Station 192A, but was much harder and the

organisms were less apparent. Thin sections examined by the microscope showed that

the conglomerate was composed of Foraminifera and. calcareous Algae cemented together
into a hard. crystalline limestone, which on analysis yielded 94 per cent, of carbonate of

lime. This rock, unlike that from Station 192A, would seem to have been formed in com

paratively shallow water near land. A few Coral fragments were also brought up in the

trawl.

Celebes Sea.-Four soundings were taken in the Celebes Sea at 2150, 2600, 250,

and 2050 fathoms (see Chart 31 and Diagram 14). The deposit at 2150 and 2(500

fathoms was a Volcanic Mud, the great bulk of which was composed of broken-down frag

ments of pumice and. clayey matter, while at 2050 fathoms, iiear the coast of Mindanao

Island, it was a Blue Mud with a considerable proportion of quartz grains among the

mineral particles. There were only slight traces of carbonate of lime, the highest

per-centage(175) being found in 2050 fathoms; this was derived from a few fragments

of Pteropods and pelagic Foraminifera shells. In each case there were two layers, the

upper layer oozy and of a reddish colour, the lower compact and of a blue colour. At

250 fathoms the deposit was a Green Mud; only a small tjuantity was obtauied, in

sufficient for detailed examination. The trawliiig in 2150 fiLtl1o1u (Station 198) yielded

several fragments of volcanic rock, some palm fruits, and pieces of wood and bark.

Globigerina, Pulvinvlina, Orbulina, and Puilenia shells were very numerous in the
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deeper hauls with the surface tow-nets. Some of the spines on the Giobigerinte were

very long and delicate, being eleven times the diameter of the shell.

Sulu &a.-The two soundings in the Sulu Sea at 2550 and 2225 fathoms (Bee Chart
31 and Diagram 14) were Blue Muds, containing in the former a trace, in the latter 15

per cent., of carbonate of lime, derived principally from pelagic Foraminifera. The

greater part of the deposits is made up of amorphous and clayey matter. At 2225
fathoms there were two layers, upper red, lower blue; little difference could be detected
between them except that of colour. There was evidence of the same arrangement in

layers in the deposit in 2550 fathoms.

Passages among and between the Philippine. Islands.-Several soundings were taken
in these passages in October and November 1874 and January 1875 (see Chart 31 and

Diagram 14). At 700 and 705 fathoms the deposit was a Blue Mud, with 3 to 11 per
cent, of carbonate of lime. The mineral particles were larger and more numerous in the
latter than in the former. The deposit from 375 fathoms was a Green Mud containing
36 per cent. of carbonate of lime largely made up of the shells of pelagic Foraminifera;

glauconite, numerous casts, and many oval arenaceous bodies, believed to be the excreta
of Echinoderms, were observed. The minerals were few and small, and embraced

felspars, augite, hornblende, magnetite, and altered volcanic rock fragments. At 100
and 115 fathoms the bottom consisted of Green Mud with from 50 to 56 per cent. of
carbonate of lime, derived from shells of pelagic Foraminifera, fragments of Gasteropods,
Lamellibranchs, Echinoderms, and Polyzoa. The mineral particles were of a similar
nature to those at 705 fathoms with the exception of glauconite, which is absent in the

greater depth but present in considerable quantities in these Green Muds. These mineral

particles make up from 30 to 40 per cent. After treatment with dilute acids a great
many pale and dark green casts of the organisms were observed. These with Sponge
spicules, Radiolaria, and arenaceous Forarninifera were estimated to form 3 to 4 per
cent. The deposit in 95 fathoms was a Blue Mud containing about 36 per cent. of

carbonate of lime, which consisted of a large number of pelagic and other Foramini

fera, fragments of Echinoderms, Molluscs, and Polyzoa. This and the following station

are within an area known as the Euplectella ground, where the greatest number
of these Sponges was obtained. The siliceous organisms formed fully 10 per cent.

Glauconite is found among the minerals, while abundant casts of the organisms remain
after treatment with dilute acid. This seems to be a Green Mud in process of formation

and resembles that obtained off the coast of Australia, near Sydney.
Gli ina Sea.-In the voyage to Hong Kong and back two soundings were obtained

in 2100 and 1050 fathoms (see Chart 31 and Diagram 14). The deposits were Blue

Muds, containing in the former a trace, in the latter 22 per cent., of carbonate of lime

chiefly composed of pelagic organisms. The mineral particles made up from 5 to 10 per
cent., consisting of quartz, feispars, hornblende, augite, magnetite, and volcanic glass;
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siliceous organisms made up 5 to 10 per cent. Two or three rounded nodules of pumice,
1 to 3 centimetres in diameter, were obtained from 1050 fathoms.

Meangis island to Admiralty Islands.-In this section (see Chart 31 and Diagram

15) the deposits presented some points of considerable interest. At 500 fathoms, near

Meangis Island, the deposit was a Blue Mud with 34 per cent, of carbonate of lime, made

up principally of pelagic Foraminifera, and over 20 per cent. of mineral particles, includ

ing felspars, quartz, augite, hornblende, magnetite, and pumice. In the trawl were many

fragments of trachytic tufa. The deposit from 2550 fathoms was a Red Clay containing
no carbonate of lime, and comparatively few mineral particles, which were volcanic, the

great mass of the material being made up of fine amorphous and clayey matter. The

trawl brought up from this depth several fragments of pumice about the size of a hen's

egg; these all contain porphyritic minerals, and are in some cases slightly impreg
nated with manganese. At 1675 and 2000 fathoms were found Globigerina Oozes

with 49 and 35 per cent, of carbonate of lime respectively. Mineral particles were

few and small, and consisted of feispars, pumice, augite, and magnetite. Fewer Cocco

liths and Rhabdoliths were present in the greater depth. The trawl brought U from 2000

fathoms a considerable number of pumice stones varying in size from that of a marble to

that of a hen's egg. The surfaces of most of these were impregnated with manganese.
At 2000 fathoms nearer the coast of New Guinea the deposit was a Blue Mud containing

13 per cent. of carbonate of lime, chiefly derived from remains of surface Foraminifera.

The mineral particles were exceedingly few an d small, and consisted of fragments of id

spar, augite, volcanic glass, and quartz. Two or three small pellets of pumice and several

worm tubes were obtained in the sounding tube. The deposit in 1070 fathoms, between

New Guinea and the Admiralty Islands, was a Blue Mud with a reddish surface layer, and

contained 17 per cent, of carbonate of lime. No difference could be detected in composi

tion between the two layers. Mineral particles made up 10 per cent., but the mass of

the deposit was fine amorphous clayey- material. The trawl brought up a large quantity

of mud, large pieces of pumice, fragments of wood and fruits, Pteropod and Iwitli iw

shells, and nearly two hundred specimens of deep-sea animals; the net was covered with

a branching Rhizopod. The pieces of pumice varied in size from that of a pea to that of

a hen's egg, and were slightly impregnated with manganese, and overgrown by Serjnil

and Ilyperaminina vajan.. Siliceous organisms made ii p cent.

Humboldt Bay, Yew Guinea.-The deposit in 37 fathoms was a Blue Mud containing

29 per cent. of carbonate of lime, derived from pelagic and other Molluscs, bottom-living

and pelagic Foraininifera, Ostracodes, fragin cuts of Echinoderms, and calcareous Alga.

The mineral particles with a mean diameter over 005 mm. are estimated to make up 20

per cent., while the fine washings largely consist of smaller mineral particles. A few

green casts of Foraminifera remained alter treatment with dilute acid.
-

Ott Admu'aTh/ I.lai1s.-From 16 to 25 fathoms in Nircs Harbour (see Chart 34)
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the bottom consisted of Coral Sands and Muds yielding on analysis about 87 per cent, of
carbonate of lime, coming from fragments of Coral, calcareous Alg, Lamellibranchs,

Gasteropods, pelagic and bottom-living Foraminifera. Many of the large fragments were

overgrown with Sepuia. and Polyzoa. Mineral particles were few and small, and con
sisted of pumice, feispar, volcanic glass, augite, magnetite, quartz, and some manganese
grains. A few imperfect casts of the organisms remained after treatment with dilute
acid. From 150 fathoms, about a mile from the reef, traces of a greenish coloured Volcanic
Sand were obtained.

Admiralty Islands to Japan.-The deposits between the Admiralty Islands and

Japan (see Chart 31) were of very high interest, chiefly from the large number of Radio
lana present in them, and also from the almost complete absence of carbonate of lime in
the deeper soundings. In depths greater than 2400 fathoms there was either no
carbonate of lime in the deposit or only a small percentage, as for instance in 2450
fathoms in lat. 2° N., where there was 6 per cent., due to the presence in the deposit of
a few broken fragments of pelagic Foramirrifera shells. On the other hand, there was
79 per cent. of carbonate of lime in the deposit at 1850 fathoms on the Caroline Islands

plateau, which was a Globigerina Ooze made up principally of the shells of pelagic
Foraminifera, Coccoliths, and Rhabdoliths. The absence of the shells of Pteropods,
Heteropods, and other pelagic Molluscs from this deposit is worthy of note, as well as the
absence of the Foraminifera shells from all the deeper deposits, as these organisms were

very numerous at the surface throughout the whole region. As already stated, siliceous
shells and skeletons were especially abundant in some of the deposits in this section,
more numerous than in any deposits previously met with during the cruise. In one
instance these beautiful little organisms made up about four-fifths of the deposit, which
was in consequence called a Radiolarian Ooze. This was the case in the deepest
sounding, viz., 4475 fathoms, the greatest depth from which a specimen of the bottom
had hitherto been obtained. On this occasion the sounding tube had sunk about 3 or 4
inches (8 or 10 centimetres) into the bottom and brought up a section to that extent.
The layer, which formed the upper surface at the bottom of the sea, was of a reddish or
chocolate colour, and contained, besides the Radiolarian and Diatomaceous remains,
numerous small round pellets of manganese peroxide, fragments of pumice, and clayey
matter. The deeper layers were of a pale straw colour, and resembled both in appearance
and touch the Diatom Ooze from the Aitarctic Ocean. These deeper layers had a

laminated structure, and were very compact and difficult to break up, being composed of

felted masses of Radiolaria and frastules of Diatoms.

Pumice was very abundant in all the deposits, the trawl frequently bringing up
numerous rounded pieces, many of them partly decomposed and coated with manganese
peroxide. The mineral fragments in the deposits appeared to be chiefly derived from

the pumice, except in the soundings close to the Japan coast. All the deeper deposits
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were brown or chocolate coloured, due to the presence of manganese. A glance at Dia

gram 16 shows the relationship between the depth and percentage of carbonate of lime.

The surface fauna and flora was especially rich and abundant throughout. In the

region of the Counter Equatorial Current, between the Equator and the Caroline Islands,

pelagic Foraminifera and Mollusca were caught in great numbers in the surface-nets,

surpassing in this respect anything previously observed. This fact is most probably in

relation with another, which may be pointed out. In this region the soundings in 2325

and 2450 fathoms contained respectively 52 and 7 per cent, of carbonate of lime,

whereas at 2300 fathoms, in lat. 14° 44' N., only a few broken fragments of Globigerina
shells could be detected on microscopic examination, and at 2450 fathoms, in lat.

19° 24'N., there was not a trace of carbonate of lime shells in the ooze. This shows

apparently that where there are numerous calcareous shells at the surface their remains

may be found at greater depths at the bottom than where relatively less abundant

at the surface. The pelagic Foraminifera appear to float about in great banks; one day
immense numbers of Puivinulina would be taken in the net, the next day Ptllenia

would be most abundant, and Pui'inui'inct nearly or quite absent from the hauls. The

heavier shelled specimens were usually taken when the nets were dragged 100 or 150

fathoms beneath the surface. Between latitudes 10° and 200 N., OsciUatorie were very
numerous at the surface, and Diatoms, especially a large cylindrical Ethmodi.s'cus, Castra

cane, were more abundant than in the tropical waters of the Atlantic far from laud.

The great abundance of Radiolaria and Diatoms is specially noteworthy.

OffJapan.-The soundings taken off the coast of Japan and in the Inland Sea (see
Chart 35) proved to be Green and Blue Muds. Those in the Inland Sea, from depths of

8 to 15 fathoms, were Blue MUdS containing from 4 to 11 per cent. of carbonate of lime,

consisting of a few Foraminifera, fragments of Echinoderms, Molluscs, &c. There were,

however, no pelagic Foraminifera shells, nor were any of these organisms found in the

surface-net gatherings during the cruise in the Inland Sea. The bulk of these deposits
was made up of mineral matter, 40 to 50 per cent, being composed of fragments over

005 mm. in diameter, while the great mass of the fine washings consisted of finer

mineral particles. Many Diatoms were observed.

The deposits from 345 to 775 fathoms off the coast were Green Muds containing from

a trace to 5 per cent. of carbonate of lime, of which pelagic Foraminifera formed a

considerable proportion. Mineral particles over 005 mm. in bameter made up from 50

to 80 per cent., and consisted of feispars, maguetite, augite, horuhlende, glauconite,

quartz, volcanic glass, and pumice. In all these cases the mean diameter was about

020 mm., while green coloured casts of the Foramiiiifera reniuinecl after treating a

portion of the deposits with dilute acid. The Green Mwls from Stations 236 and 236A

might equally well he designated Blue Muds, owing to the relatively small quantity
of glauconite and the presence in some quantity 4 quartz fragmeut.
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The deposits from depths greater than 1000 fathoms off the coast were Blue Muds

containing from a mere trace to 4 per cent. of carbonate of lime, consisting to some

extent of remains of pelagic organisms. In these deposits there were two layers-the

upper red and the lower of a green or blue colour. Mineral fragments formed from 10

to 30 per cent. of the whole; these were of a volcanic nature. From 1875 fathoms

the trawl brought up several pumice stones and many large blocks having the same

mineralogical composition and elastic elements as the mud itself; these appeared to be

indeed simply conglomerated portions of the bottom Hardened conglomerations of

deposit were also obtained from 420 fathoms.

Japan to the Sandwich Islands.-The deposits between Japan and the Sandwich

Islands (see Chart 36) were most interesting. The deposit in 1875 fathoms, off Japan,
has already been noticed. In all the greater depths there was no carbonate of lime in the

deposits, but it is instructive to notice that at two stations where the depth was less than

the average, viz., 2300 and 2050 fathoms, there was respectively 17 and 56 per cent, ofcar

bonate of lime, consisting chiefly of the shells of pelagic Foraminifera; this clearly shows,

as has been already pointed out, that the amount of carbonate of lime deposited is in

inverse relation to the depth, when as in this instance the surface conditions are the same

or nearly so. It is to be noticed, however, that in 2225 fathoms close to the Sandwich

Islands there was only a trace of carbonate of lime. A sounding (Station 247), where

the depth was 2530 fathoms, was remarkable. In the upper part of the section brought

up by the sounding tube there was a reddish clay without any carbonate of lime; this

layer was about an inch in thickness, and was somewhat sharply marked off from the lower

layers, which were of a much lighter colour, and contained about 10 per cent, of carbonate
of lime in the form of shells of pelagic Foraniinifera. This condition of things might be

explained by supposing that after the lower layers had been laid clown, a subsidence of

the bottom had taken place to the extent of 200 or 800 fathoms. All the deposits from

the Japan coast to the 170th meridian of west longitude contained a very large number
of the remains of surface-living siliceous organisms, chiefly Radiolaria. As the Sandwich
Islands were approached, the siliceous organisms almost disappeared from the deposits,
which were then almost wholly composed of the triturated fragments of pumice and

amorphous clayey matter. For the relative depths and percentages of carbonate of lime,

see Diagrams 17, 18, and 19.

There were eleven trawlings and two chedgings during the trip, but on four occasions

the line parted and the trawls with a considerable length of line were lost. The others

were fairly successful and productive. On all occasions the bag of the trawl contained

numerous pieces of pumice and many manganese nodules. Some of the rounded

fragments of pumice were quite fresh and unaltered; others had undergone profound
alteration, and were frequently coated with successive layers of the peroxide of manganese.
These pieces of pumice seem to have formed the centres of most of the manganese

(Di1'-sEA DEPOSITS CUALL. EXP.-189O.) 23
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nodules taken in the North Pacific, but on several occasions the nuclei were teeth of

sharks-Oayrhina, Lamna, and Carcharodon-and in one instance a siliceous Sponge

(Farrea) occupied the centre of the nodule. On the 12th July, from 2740 fathoms, the

dredge contained a large tubfull of these dark brown manganese nodules, which, when

rolled out on the deck, somewhat resembled in appearance a lot of potatoes, the largest

being about the size of cricket balls.

Off Sandwich Islands.-The deposits near the Sandwich Islands (see Chart 37) were

Volcanic Muds and Coral Sands. At 310 fathoms only a trace of mud was got on

the beam of the trawl, while in the trawl was a piece of black volcanic ash and a portion
of branching Coral (Gorgonia). In Honolulu Harbour the bottom at 4 fathoms was

a Volcanic Mud with 10 per cent, of carbonate of lime. This mud extended only to the

reefs, for beyond the bottom consisted of Coral Sand with 88 per cent. of carbonate of

lime. The minerals, however, were in both cases of volcanic origin.
Sandwich Islands to Tahiti.-The deposits between the Sandwich Islands and

Tahiti (see Chart 38) presented many points of great interest. The mineral particles
consisted of minute fragments of feispars, augite, hornblende, magnetite, and vitreous

particles, magnetic (cosmic) spherules, and crystals of phullipsite, together with many

pumice stones, palagonite, and manganese nodules. At each station these minerals varied

much as to their relative abundance.

Between Hawaii and the 7th parallel of north latitude the depths ranged between

2650 fathoms and 3000 fathoms; the first two soundings were Volcanic Muds, the next

in 3000 fathoms a Red Clay, the remaining four being Radiolarian Oozes consisting very

largely of the remains of Radiolaria and. Diatoms, these organisms becoming more

numerous as the distance from Hawaii increased. There was hardly a trace of carbonate

of lime in these deposits. The next three soundings were between the 6th parallel north

and let parallel south latitude, the depths being 2550, 2925, and 2425 fathoms, and the

deposits contained respectively 21, 71, and 81 per cent. of carbonate of lime, chiefly in

the form of the shells of pelagic Foraminifera. The reason why such a relatively high

percentage of carbonate of lime was found in these depths is probably explained by the

fact that the pelagic Foraminifera and Molluscs were exceedingly abundant in the

Equatorial and Counter Equatorial Currents which occupy the surface at these stations.

In these deposits the Radiolaria and Diatoms were likewise numerous. The next three

soundings, between 3° and 8° S., ranged between 2350 fathoms and 2750 fathoms, and

were made up largely of Radiolaria and Diatoms, but contained in the surface layers a con

siderable number of pelagic Foraniinifera shells. When the tube penetrated deeply into

the. deposit the deeper layers did not show any traces of carbonate of lime. The deposit at

11° 20'S. and 150° 30' W. in 2610 fathoms was a dark chocolate-coloured clay, containing

an immense number of crystals of phillipsite, and together with these many fragments

of palagonite and small nodules of manganese peroxide. The crystals of phillipsite made
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up the principal part of the deposit; these had been present in many of the previous

deposith, but never in such abundance as in this instance. There was no carbonate of

lime, and Radiolaria, which had been so abundant in previous deposits in this section, were

only represented by a few specimens. The same remark as to the absence of Radiolaria

applies to the next two stations, where the depths were 2350 and 2325 fathoms respec

tively, but there was in these 28 and 9 per cent. of carbonate of lime, which was due to

the presence of calcareous Foraminifera. The deposit in 1525 fathoms was a Volcanic

Mud containing 20 per cent. of carbonate of lime (see Chart 38 and Diagram 19).
In every instance the ciredgings and trawlings yielded some manganese nodules and

pumice, but on two or three occasions the manganese nodules were in extraordinary

abundance. From 2750 fathoms on the 11th September there was over a peck of heavy,

very compact, oval-shaped nodules. The largest were 10 centimetres in width and 5

centimetres in depth; the upper surface was smooth, while the under one was rough and

irregular. Although differing in size, most of these nodules had the same shape, indeed

it may be remarked that there is generally a close resemblance both in composition and

shape and sometimes in size among the nodules from any single dredging. Among the

nodules were sixteen sharks' teeth of considerable size, two being those of Carcharodon,

nine Oxyrhina, and five Lamna; some of these were deeply imbedded in deposits of

manganese. There were in addition to the above eight earbones of Cetaceans belonging
to the genera Globiocephalus, Me.soplodon, and species of Delphinide.

On the 16th September, from 2350 fathoms, the trawl brought up more than half a

ton of manganese nodules, which filled two small casks. The great majority of these

nodules were small and nearly round, resembling a lot of marbles with a mean diameter

of three quarters of an inch. The nuclei of these nodules were generally palagonite or

other volcanic material, but very frequently small sharks' teeth or fragments of bone.

Among the nodules were counted two hundred and fifty sharks' teeth, without taking
into account those less than half an inch in length. Three of the teeth belonged to

Carcharodon, being from 2 to 2 inches (5 to 6,3 centimetres) across at the base of the

dentine. Ten resembled those of Carcharias, and the remainder were referred to the

genera Lamna and Oxyrhina. The Cetacean bones among the nodules consisted of two

tympano-periotic bones of Mesoplodon, eight separate petrous bones, and six tympanic
bulla belonging to Globiocephcdus, Delphinu., and Kogia (?).

Off Tahiti.-So irregular was the ground from the reef out to 35 fathoms that

dredging was almost, if not quite, impossible; still by means of the swabs and tangles
some Corals were obtained. From 35 to 40 fathoms down to 150 fathoms dredging
was equally difficult. Here a number of Sponges, Alcyonarians, Corals, and other

invertebrates were obtained. Beyond 150 fathoms the bottom was a Coral Sand with

volcanic minerals and pelagic shells. The soundings taken by the ship at depths of 420,

590, 620, and 680 fathoms showed the presence of a Volcanic Mud, containing from 19
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to 25 per cent. of carbonate of lime, derived from coral debris, fragments of Pteropods,

Gasteropods, Coccoliths, with pelagic and other Foraminifera. The mass of the deposits
was formed of fine mineral fragments (see Chart 39).

Tahiti to Valparaiso.-As might be expected from the undulating nature of the

bottom, and the varying distance from land, the deposits presented considerable variety

during the trip between Tahiti and Valparaiso (see Chart 38). In all depths less than

200.0 fathoms the deposit was a Globigerina Ooze with over 50 per cent. of carbonate of

lime, the. highest percentage being 84 in 1600 fathoms. As the 40th parallel south was

approached the purely tropical species of pelagic Foraminifera-such as Globigerina con

globata, Sph&roidina dehiscen$, Pulvin.ulina tumida, Pullenia obliquiloculata-disap

peared both from the surface waters and from the deposits at the bottom. At the depth
of 1600 fathoms above referred to the deposit was chiefly composed of the following

species, which were mostly dwarfed :-Globigerina builoictes, Globigerna inf1atc, Globi

gerina dubia, Globigerinci, equilate'ralis, Orbuli,za universa, Pulvinulina canariensi$,

Pulvinulina micheliniana, and Pulvinulina mena'rdii. There were a few fragments of

Pteropods in the deposit from 1500 fathoms, but with this exception the shells of pelagic
Mollusca were entirely removed from the bottom.

In depths greater than 2000 fathoms there was less than 50 per cent. of carbonate of

lime, viz., 46 per cent. at 2075 fathoms, 26 per cent. at 2375 fathoms, still less in 2400

fathoms, and scarcely a trace in 2600 fathoms, thus showing a gradual diminution in the

number of calcareous shells with increasing depth (see Diagrams 19, 20, and 21).
At several stations the sounding tube had penetrated over a foot into the deposit,

and on two occasions, viz., at 2075 and 2270 fathoms, there was much less carbonate

of lime in the lower layers than in the upper ones; but on another occasion, in 2335

fathoms, the arrangement was the reverse of this, a Red Clay with only a few calcareous

shells occupying the surface, and a Globigerina Ooze with very many calcareous shells

forming the deeper layers. There were very few remains of siliceous organisms in all

these deposits, in which respect they are in marked contrast to the deposits of the Central

and West Pacific.

The deposits in 2225 fathoms (see Chart 38) and 2160 fathoms off the coast of South

America (see Chart 40) were Blue Muds, similar in all essential respects. The former

contained 6, the latter 15, per cent. of carbonate of lime, which consisted chiefly of the

shells of Giobigerina and Orbulina and Coccoliths. The mineral particles consisted of

quartz, mica, feispars, augite, hornblende, palagonite, and glauconite. It is worthy of

note that glauconite was not observed in the deposits after leaving the coast of Japan till

approaching Valparaiso, in 2225 fathoms, and with some exceptions the same remark

applies to quartz grains. The trawlings on both occasions were very productive, some

pumice stones and a few manganese nodules being obtained from 2160 fathoms. At 41

fathoms a Blue Mud was obtained, containing only a trace of carbonate of lime, in which
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the mineral particles were very few and very small for a shore deposit; the mass of the
mud was amorphous and clayey matter of a green-blue colour.

The various dredgings and trawlings were successful with one exception, when the
line parted and a. trawl with 1600 fathoms of line were lost. The number of animals was
not large. From 2550 fathoms there were several siliceous Sponges and Annelids, and
two specimens of Brisinga, along with some Shrimps and a Scopelid Fish (Bathyperoi.s
iongwauda, Girnther) which probably did not come from the bottom. In several trawlings
in depths between 2000 and 2385 fathoms there were again several siliceous Sponges, a
Holothurian (Oneiroplianta Gnutabilis, Théel), Hymenaster echinulatus, Sladen, several
Annelids and Hydroids, together with a few Fish and Crustaceans which probably came
from intermediate depths. In depths less than 2000 fathoms animals were not much
more abundant. The best haul was in 1825 fathoms, including the following:

Ophiomu.siuin lymani, Wyv. Thomson; Ophiotholia supplicans, Lyman; Cy8techinus
wyvilli'i, A. Agaasiz; and Polystomicliun patens, Hertwig. In addition to the animals
here mentioned there were of course at all the stations many ForsEminifera living on the
bottom-some attached to the nodules, some living in the mud, with either arenaceoñs
or calcareous tests. There were many surface animals taken in the tow-nets. during
each day of the cruise, but the number of forms was much less than in the tropical
waters.

By far the most interesting result of these trawlinge and dredgings was the great
number and variety of sharks' teeth, bones of Cetaceans, manganese nodules, volcanic

lapilli, and zeolitic minerals procured in all the greater depths, especially towards the
centre of the Pacific, all of which will be referred to in detail in subsequent chapters.

Valparaiso to the Gulf ofPefa.s.-The deposit at 1375 fathoms, 20 miles to the
eastward of Juan Fernandez (see Chart 40), was a Globigerina Ooze containing 54 per
cent. of carbonate of lime, which consisted of the shells of Foraminifera, a few fragments
of Pteropods, Echiuoderms, and Polyzoa. The mineral particles were chiefly of volcanic

origin, and among them were very many fragments of palagonite.
The trawl contained over one hundred deep-sea animals, and fragments of palagonite,

pumice, and tufa. The trawl appeared to have caught in something at the bottom, for
the accumulators were stretched to their utmost before it was finally freed. When it
(ame to the surface the net was not torn, but the beam was scored and marked with
streaks of black manganese peroxide. The fragments of tufa in the trawl were coated

with manganese on one side, and appeared to have been torn away from larger masses, so

that here as well as at several other stations there were indications that the bed of the

ocean was uneven, probably from volcanic disturbance.

At 1450 fathoms, 330 miles westward from Ohioe Island, the deposit was again a

(1obigerina Ooze containing 82 per cent. of carbonate of lime. The mineral particles
were chiefly miuute fragments of basic volcanic glass and palagonite, and peroxide of
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manganese. The pelagic Foraminifera in the deposit were chiefly shells of Globigerinct
with a few of Orbulina and Pulvinulina, and all these were very small and dwarfed,

in this respect agreeing with those taken on the surface by means of the tow-nets.

The trawl again brought up a large number of animals and some manganese nodules.

Some of these latter appeared to have been fragments torn from larger masses, and some

had nuclei which seemed originally to have been portions of the ooze itsclf. This associa

tion of manganese nodules with altered volcanic fragments in a Globigerina Ooze was

frequently observed during the Expedition.
The deposit in 1325 fathoms was a Blue Mud containing 26 per cent. of carbonate of

lime, made up of pelagic and other Foraminifera, fragments of Polyzoa, Echini spines,
Ostracode shells, and fragments of other calcareous organisms. The mineral particles
consisted chiefly of quartz and fragments of rocks and minerals derived from the

continent.

Gulf of Peñas to Sandy Point through Magellan Strait.-The deposits in the

Messier and Sarmiento Channels and Magellan Strait were in all cases Blue Muds con

taming generally very little carbonate of lime, and consisting mostly of debris from the

neighbouring mountains. At Stations 308 and 311 there was 29 and 34 per cent, of

carbonate of lime respectively. These deposits were forming in more or less open water,

or in water affected by the ocean; the former was situated at the junction of Trinidad

Channel with Conception Channel, he latter in the open water of Sea Reach (see Chart

41). Pelagic Foraminifera were only represented by a few stray specimens of Globigerina,

and on the surface only a few of these shells were noticed, the deposits and surface

gatherings in these enclosed channels thus being in marked contrast to what are found

in the open sea, at some distance from land. The mineral fragments proper made up

from 1 to 75 per cent. of the muds, and consisted of quartz, feispars, hornblende, mica,

pumice, magnetite, and lapilli. Casts of organisms were observed in one or two cases.

In addition to the Challenger collections, the deposits from many lines of soundings,

carried out by other ships, have passed through our hands; several thousand samples of

deposits from nearly all regions of the great ocean basins and from many enclosed seas

have thus been examined in the same way as the Challenger specimens. The general

results are exhibited on Chart 1, which will be specially referred to when dealing with the

geographical and bathymetrical distribution of deposits in a subsequent chapter. How

ever, it may here be pointed out that the examination of these additional specimens

confirm all the general conclusions indicated in the foregoing remarks on the Challenger

sections across ocean basins and enclosed seas. They indicate a greater abundance of the

remains of carbonate of lime organisms in the deposits from tropical regions,-those of

pelagic surface-living organisms abounding in the deposits from deep water removed from

the shores of continents and islands, and those of bottom-living or attached organisms
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abounding in the deposits from shallower waters near shore. The number of species of

pelagic shells found in the deposits decreases in proportion as the colder waters of the

polar regions are approached, till in the Globigerina Ooze of the Norwegian Sea only two

species of pelagic Foraminifera are present.

Everywhere a general, if fluctuating, decrease in the quantity of carbonate of lime in
the deposits is indicated with increasing depth, till in the greatest depths of the ocean

hardly a trace of calcareous shells can be detected in the Red Clays or Radiolarian Oozes.
This absence of carbonate of lime from the deeper deposits evidently does not in any way
depend on the conditions at the surface of the ocean, for the tow-nets showed that the
calcareous organisms were as abundant over the areas where none of these dead shells
were found in the deposits as over those areas where they made up the principal part of
the deposit in shallower depths. However, in latitudes where these shells are less
numerous at the surface, the dead shells are removed from the deposits in lesser depths
than in latitudes where they are more abundant. In like manner, on approaching the
coasts, excepting always those shores which are fringed by coral reefs, a similar decrease
in the percentage of carbonate of lime is observed, in this case, however, due to the pre
ponderance of land debris in terrigenous deposits.

Glauconitic grains, glauconitic casts of the calcareous organisms, glauconitic and phos
phatic nodules, have been found in a large number of samples of deposits from the

deeper water along a great many continental shores, associated with mineral particles
derived from the disintegration of continental rocks. As in the case of the Challenger
explorations, these materials have been found only in exceptional circumstances towards
the central regions of the great ocean basins, as for instance where the sea is occasionally
affected by floating ice or by winds blowing directly from desert lands.

In the deepest water of the Indian Ocean, and in portions of the Pacific Ocean, Radio
larian Ooze, Red. Clay, zeolitic and manganiferous deposits have been discovered in quite
similar positions and conditions to those that were investigated by the Challenger
naturalists in the Pacific, and the same may he said of Globigerina Ooze, Diatom Ooze,

Pteropod Ooze, and the several varieties of terrigenous deposits in other regions.



CHAPTER III.

ON RECENT MARINE FORMATIONS AND THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF DEEP-SEA

DEPOSITS: THEIR COMPOSITION, GEOGRAPHICAL AND BATHYMETRICAL

DISTRIBUTION.




a. REOENT MARINE FORMATIONS IN GENERAL.

IN the preceding chapters we have described the methods employed in the study of

Marine Deposits; thereafter we have given detailed descriptions of all the specimens of

these deposits collected during the Challenger Expedition, and have pointed out some of

the principal variations which these undergo with change of depth and other conditions.

In the present chapter we shall discuss the various kinds of marine formations now in

process of being laid down on the floor of the ocean, and, as the Challenger investigations

lay for the most part in the great ocean basins, we shall deal more especially with the

different types of deposits discovered in the deep sea. Indeed, shallow-water and littoral

formations will only be referred to incidentally and by way of illustration in the present
work, which is devoted to a consideration of Deep-Sea Deposits.

What are we to understand by the deep sea? In this Report the term "deep sea"

is applied to all depths of the ocean exceeding 100 fathoms (183 metres). We have been

led to adopt this somewhat arbitrary limit from a number of considerations. The 100

fathom line is well delineated on all charts. All soundings in depths less than 100 fathoms

are regarded by marine surveyors as useful for navigational purposes, and their positions
are in consequence carefully entered on the charts along all coasts. In this way it

happens that the 100-fathom line is at the present time the best defined of all the

bathymetrical contour lines. Soundings beyond 100 fttthoms were exceptional until

within the last thirty years, when, in connection with telegraphic construction, it became

necessary to ascertain the relief as well as the nature of the bottom from soundings

along many lines across the great oceans.

Although there is no sudden or well-marked change in the nature of the deposits at a

depth of 100 fathoms, still along all coasts bordering the great oceans this appears to be

the average depth at which, in proceeding seawards, great abundance of fiuc amorphous

particles settle permanently on the bottom. At about this depth the bottom is in

general rarely disturbed by the action of currents or waves, and sunlight and vegetable
life are nearly, if not quite, absent ;I beyond 100 fathonm we have, as a rule, muds

and oozes, while within the 100-fathom line sands and coarser deposits prevail.
2 See P. M. Duncan, "On Some Thuflo1:'bvte parasitic within recent Ma4lrepurlrtu,' I'roc. Roy. Soc., vol. xX't'. pp.

238-257, 1876.
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Notwithstanding some exceptions, clue to special conditions, as, for instance, on deep

ridges between oceanic islands, where gravelly deposits are found, or in bays, fjords, and

enclosed seas, where mud is met with in shallow water, it may be said that, along all

coasts situated in or fronting the great oceans, 100 fathoms is the average depth at

which fine mud or ooze commences to form. At about this depth the deposits on the

whole assume a greater uniformity of composition and grain, and the signs of mechanical

action tend to diminish or completely disappear. The greater the extent and depth
of the ocean, the greater the depth to which wave-movement extends, and consequently
the greater is the depth at which the mud-line is formed around the coasts,' but the

average depth of this mud-line may be taken as approximately about 100 fathoms.

Not only is the 100-fathom line important as a dividing line between Deep-Sea and

Shallow-Water Deposits, but in the physical relief of the globe it appears to mark the

outer and upper limits of the continental masses, all within that line (the continental

shell) belonging to the continental plateaus, while beyond the 100-fathom line there

is a relatively rapid descent of the sea-floor to the level of the depressed regions of the

oceanic basins. This is shown by the fact that, while the area of the ocean between the

shore-line and a depth of 100 fathoms is estimated at over ten millions of square miles,

the area between the 100-fathom line and the 500-fathom line-in other words, the area

of the ocean's bed taken in by a descent of the next 400 fathoms-is estimated at only
about seven millions of square miles.

Marine Deposits as a whole may be arranged, from the point of view of their relative

geographical and bathymetrical position, into three groups, viz., (i) DEEP-SEA. DEPOSITS,

formed beyond the 100-fathom line; (2) SHALLOW-WATER DEPosITs, formed between the

100-fathom line and low-water mark; and (3) LrrroaAI DEPOSITS, formed in the space
between high and low water marks. From the point of view of their composition, as

well as of their geographical and bathymetrical position, Marine Deposits may be separ
ated into two great divisions, viz., (I.) PELAGIC DEPOsITS-those formed towards the

centres of the great oceans, and made up chiefly of the remains of pelagic organisms along
with the ultimate products arising from the decomposition of rocks and minerals; and

(II.) TERRIGENOUS DEPOSITS-those formed close to continental and other lands, and

largely made up of transported materials immediately derived from the disintegration of

the land masses.

The relations of these large groups to each other, and their subdivisions, are exhibited

in the following scheme, which is the first attempt at a systematic classification of Marine

Deposits as a whole."

Stevenson, "On the Destructive Effects of the Waves of the Sea on the North-East Shores of Scotland," Proc. Roy.
Soc. Elin., vol. iv. pp. 200, 201, 1859.

2 A very large number of names have been given to deposits in the littoral and shallow-water zones by geologists,
physical geographers, and marine surveyors, viz., muds, oozes, sands, boulders, gravels, with various qualifying
words indicating their colour, physical aspect, or composition, such as blue, red, yellow, black, soft, coarse, angular,

(1EEP-sE DEPOSITS CUALL. EXP.-lS9O.) 24
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Marine Deposits.

Red Clay.
Radiolarian Ooze. j I. Pelagic Deposits, formed
Diatom Ooze. in deep water removed

Globigerina Ooze. from laud.

1. Deep-Sea Deposits, beyond 100 Pteropod Ooze. J

fathoms.
Blue Mud.
Red Mud.
Green Mud.
Volcanic Mud.
Coral Mud. II. Terrigenous Deposits,

formed in deep and

2. Shallow-Water Deposits, be-') shallow water close to

tween low-water mark and Sands, gravels, muds, &c. land masses.

100 fathoms. J

8. Littoral Deposits, between high )
Sands, gravels, muds, &c.

and low water marks.

In the above classification of Marine Deposits it will be observed that those forming
in the shallow-water and littoral zones surrounding the land masses are not included in

the term Deep-Sea Deposits, and in consequence the deposits of these zones do not fall

to be considered in detail in this Report. Shallow-water and littoral formations had

rounded, siliceous, calcareous, &c. The same terms have been applied also to Deep-Sea Deposits, with the addition of
further modifying expressions. Murray in his preliminary report adopted various new names for the deep-sea deposits
collected by the Challenger Expedition, and these were more fully defined in a subsequent paper by Murray and
Renard. Schmelck applies the following terms to the deeper deposits of the Norwegian Sea-Bioculina Clay,
Transition Clay, and Grey Clay; and to the shallower depoait.a-Rbabdammina Clay and Volcanic Clay. Delesac
used the terms-Calcaire tendre on crayeux, Vase, Vase sableuse, Vase calcaire, Sable vaseux, Vase graveleuse, Argue,
Gravier, &c. Agaaaiz makes use of the terms-Volcanic Shore Deposit, Siliceous Shore Deposit, Coral Ooze, Clay, Modi
fied Globigerina Ooze, Modified Pteropod Ooze, Fine Telluric Silt. (See Murray, Proc. Roy. Soc., vol. xxiv. pp. 471-532,
1876; Murray and Renard, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xii. pp. 495-529, 1884; Schmelclc, Norwegian North Atlantic
Expedition, Chemistry, part ix., Christiania, 1882; Delesac, Lithologie du Fond des Mers, 2 vols. and atlas, Paris, 1871;
Agaasiz, Three Cruises of the "Blake," 2 vols., Boston and New York, 1888; lasel, Note geologiche sugli alti fondi
marini, Bull. Soc. bdge d4 Geologic, etc., 1888, p. 19; Thou.lct, Oceanographic (Statique), Paris, 1890; Guinhel, Die
mineralogiach-geologiache Beachaffenheit der auf der Forsebungarcise S.M.S. "Gazelle" gesainmelt Meereagrund-Abla.
gerungen, Forsehungareise S.M.S. Gazelle, Theil ii., Physik und. Cliemic, Berlin, 1890.) Nearly all the above teriu
are more or less indefinite and uncertain in their application, and, with the exception of our own nomenclature, no
systematic attempt has been made to define the sense in which they should be used; the same is the case with other terms
not here referred to. The classification which we have adopted was suggested some years ago in our joint paper, and
generally accepted in the principal text-books of geology (Geikie, do Lapparent, Credner, etc.) ; this nomenclature is by
no means all that could be desired as to the choice of the terms employed, for sometimes these indicate the composition
of the deposit, sometimes only the colour. We believe, however, that it is better, in the present state of our know
ledge, to retain terms now in use than to introduce new ones, to which it would be ditticult to attach more definite
meanings. With the help of the definitions given in this work future observers should have no difficulty in recognising
any specimen from the deep sea as belonging to one or other of the types named in the above classification and
described in detail in this chapter.
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i ndeed been treated, more or less fully, by many writers on Geology and Physical
Geography long before the recent deep-sea investigations were undertaken, and hence

there is less necessity to dwell on them in this place. Our remarks will therefore be

limited to indicating the principal physical conditions and essential characters of the

deposits in each of the above-mentioned zones.

Littoral Deposits.-These deposits are formed between high and low water marks,

and if we take the length of the coast lines of the world at 125,000 miles,' and the

average width of this zone at half a mile, then, at the present time, these deposits are
now forming over an area of 62,500 square miles' of the earth's surface. The littoral
zone is the one in which boulders, gravels, sands, and all coarser materials accumulate,

though occasionally muds may be met with in sheltered estuaries. Generally speaking,
the nature of these deposits is determined by the local character of the adjoining lands
and the nature of the organisms living on the neighbouring coasts in shallow water.
The heavier materials brought by rivers from high terrestrial regions, or thrown up
by the tides and waves of the sea, are here arranged with great diversity of strati
fication through the alternate play of the winds and waves. Twice in the twenty-four
hours the littoral zone is covered by water, and exposed to the direct rays of the sun
or the cooling effects of the night. There is a great range of temperature, mechanical

agencies produce their maximum effects, and the whole of the physical conditions are of
the most varied character, while the fact that the zone is inhabited by both marine
and terrestrial organisms introduces still greater diversity. The evaporation of the
sea-water that flows over marshes and shallow basins leads to the formation of saline

deposits in this zone.

Shallow- Water Deposits.-These deposits are laid down in the zone of the ocean

comprised between low-water mark and the 100-fathom line; they cover, consequently,
about ten millions of square miles of the earth's surface. Fundamentally they have the
same composition as the deposits of the littoral zone, with which they are continuous
at their upper limit, while at their lower limit they pass insensibly into the Deep-Sea

Deposits in the seaward direction. The fragments of which these deposits chiefly con
sist are smaller than those of the littoral zone and larger than those of the deep-sea
regions. Gravels, sands, and coarse materials prevail, but in cup-shaped depressions and
enclosed basins there are muddy deposits. While some of the deposits are wholly corn

posed of inorganic debris derived from the disintegration of the adjoining lands, others

are almost wholly made up of organic remains, as, for instance, in the vicinity of coral

reefs. The mechanical effects of erosion are everywhere present, produced by the com

bined action of tides, currents, and waves, these being well marked in the shallower

depths of the zone, and less and less so as the 100-fathom line is approached. There is

a great range of temperature, varying with latitude and the seasons of the year. The

1 About 200,000 kilonietres. ' About 160,000 square kioinetres.
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forms of vegetable and animal life are very numerous, the former being especially so

in the shallower water where there is abundant sunlight. Zoologists have divided this

region into several sub-zones, such as Laminarian, Ooralline, and Coral zones.

Deep-Sea Deposits.-The deposits of this vast zone or region extend from the 100

fathom line down to the greatest depths of the ocean, and they cover considerably more

than one-half of the earth's surface. Gravels and sands, which prevail in shallow water,

are only accidentally met with in the deep-sea areas. Muds, organic oozes, and clays are

the characteristic deposits, and in their physical properties they present great uniformity.
In special regions where the surface waters are affected by floating ice a greater diversity
is introduced from the varied nature of the transported materials. Tides, currents, and

waves produce some mechanical effects at the upper limits of the deep-sea region, but on

the whole there is an absence of the phenomena of erosion, and mechanical actions would

appear to be absent except in the case of submarine eruptions. The depth is too great
for sunlight to penetrate, and vegetable life, if present, is limited to the deposits near the

100-fathom line. Animal life, on the other hand, appears to be present everywhere

throughout the deep sea, being more abundant, however, in the shallower depths near

continental shores. The temperature is below 400 F. throughout the larger part of the

area, and if subject to variation with latitude or change of season, these changes affect

only the depths immediately beyond the 100-fathom line. Throughout the whole

region there is a very uniform set of conditions. In the shallow-water and littoral

zones, owing to the rapid accumulation and the mechanical effects of transport and

erosion, the effects of chemical modification are not apparent in the deposits, but in

Deep-Sea Deposits, in consequence of the less rapid rate of accumulation, absence of

transport, the nature and the small size of the particles, many evident chemical reactions

have taken place, resulting in the formation in situ of glauconite, phosphatic and

manganese nodules, zeolites, and other secondary products. As we descend from the

100-fathom line into deeper water and approach the central regions of the great ocean

basins, the deposits undergo a change, arising from a diminution in the number and size

of particles derived directly from the land, together with an increasing abundance of

amorphous matter arising from the ultimate decomposition of minerals and rocks, and

accompanied in all moderate depths by an increase of the remains of pelagic organisms.
We thus pass insensibly from those Deep-Sea Deposits of a telTestrial origin, which

we call "Terrigenous," to those Deep-Sea Deposits denominated "
Pelagic," in which

the remains of calcareous and siliceous organisms, clays, and other substances of secondary

origin, play the principal role.

With these introductory observations on Marine Deposits in general, we now proceed
to consider the special subjects of this Report,,-the nature, composition, and distribution

of Deep-Sea Deposits.
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b. THE DIFFERENT TYPES OP DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS.

I. Pelagic Deposits.

We have just indicated that the deposits of the deep sea may be divided into two

great groups distinguished by the terms "Pelagic" and "Terrigenous." Pelagic deposits
are situated at a considerable distance from land, and for the most part in the greatest
depths of the ocean. It is only in exceptional circumstances that sandy or other particles
immediately derived from the land make up any considerable portion of these deposits.
The most characteristic minerals are derived from volcanic eruptions, floating pumice,
or are of secondary origin formed in situ. The remains of pelagic organisms that have
fallen from the surface form the principal part of many of these deposits, as indicated

by the names: Pteropod, Globigerina, Diatom, and Radiolarian Oozes. In some of the

deeper regions of the ocean these organic oozes are replaced by Red Clays, formed for
the most part by the disintegration of rocks and minerals in situ.

Generally speaking, the physical conditions in the areas occupied by the pelagic
deposits are very uniform; the temperature is near the freezing-point of fresh water,
and the range never exceeds 70 F., being constant throughout the year at any one

locality. Sunlight and vegetable life are absent, and, although animals belonging to all
the principal groups are present, there is no great wealth either in the number of indi
viduals or of the species, though many of the latter may present archaic characters. There
are but few indications of change of any kind, and the rate of accumulation of some of
these pelagic deposits must be exceedingly slow, so that we apparently find the remains
of Tertiary species lying on the sea-floor alongside those of species inhabiting our

present seas. With some doubtful exceptions, it has been impossible to recognise in the
rocks of the continents formations identical with these pelagic deposits.'

Before commencing the description of the different types of Deep-Sea Deposits, it may
be well to repeat that while it is easy to distinguish one kind of Deep-Sea Deposit from
another when dealing with typical samples, this becomes less and less easy when, with a

change of conditions, a deposit gradually changes its characters and slowly assumes those
of another. In this way it happens that there is at many points in the ocean a gradual
transition from the one type of deposit into another, and generally it may be said that
there is no sharp and distinct line limiting the areas occupied by the various kinds of

deposits either in depth or geographical extension, as might be supposed from an

examination of our map representing the distribution by means of colours.

We commence the consideration of pelagic deposits, taking first the most characteristic

type,-the clays formed in the greatest depths and greatest distance from dry land.

1 .1. B. Harrison and A. J. Jukes-Browne, l7ie Geology of Barbados (published by authority of the Barbadinn Legis-
lature), 1890; H, A. Nicolson, Trans. Edi'n. Geol. Soc., vol. vi. p. 6, 1890; 0. J. Hinde, Ann. and M'ag. Nat. HM.,
ser. vi. vol. vi. p. 45, 1890.
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RED CLAY.

This deposit is spread over the greater depths of the ocean remote from land; it is

the most widely distributed and probably the most characteristic of all the Deep-Sea

Deposits. The nature and origin of this Red Clay has been the subject of much

discussion and speculation ever since the deposit was first discovered in the Atlantic by
the Challenger naturalists in depths exceeding 2400 fathoms, on the voyage between

Tenerife and the West Indian Islands. It was at first believed to be the most minutely
divided material, the ultimate sediment, so to speak, produced by the disintegration of

the land, which, held in suspension in sea-water, was distributed to great distances

by ocean currents. In 1874 Wyville Thomson expressed the opinion that the Red

Clay was primarily of organic origin, being "essentially the insoluble residue, the ash,

as it were, of the calcareous organisms which form the Globigerina ooze, after the

calcareous matter has been by some means removed." He further suggested "that

clay, which we have hitherto looked upon as essentially the product of the disintegration
of older rocks, under certain circumstances, may be an organic formation like chalk,"

and that the fine smooth homogeneous clays and schists familiar to the student of

palozoic geology had an origin similar to that of the Red Clay.1 These views were

subsequently supported by Professor Huxley and other writers! In 1877 John Murray

published his reasons for believing that the clayey matter in Marine Deposits far from

land is principally derived from the decomposition of aluminous silicates and rocks spread
over the oceanic basins by subaerial and submarine eruptions,' and this view will be the

one adopted in the present work, although M. iRenard is inclined, to attribute a more

important role to submarine eruptions than is admitted by Murray. Colloid clayey
matter coming in suspension from the land may, it is admitted, play some part in the

formation of this deposit.
In the Tables of Chapter II. there are 70 of the samples procured by the Expedition

described under the head of Red Clay. In depth these range from 2225 fathoms at

Station 259 to 3950 fathoms at Station 238, the average depth being 2730 fathoms.

The name Red Clay is retained not only on account of its historical interest, but

because it appears sufficiently expressive of the nature and appearance of the deposits
included under the appellation. The amount of clayey matter and the colour vary

greatly in different samples, but the hydrated silicate of alumina is always present, so as

Proc. Roy. Soc., vol. xxiii. p. 47.
Huxley, Manual of the Anatomy of the Invertehrahd ilnirnat., London, 1887; See also Naturt', vol. xi. pp. 05, 116;

vol. xii. p. 174.
"On the Distribution of Volcanic Debris over the Floor of the Ouiaii," &e., Proe. Roy. Soe. Ediii., vol. ix, pp.

247-261. Wyvifle Thomson (Voyage of the Ciialleiiger, "Athuiti'," vol. ii. p. 299) allows that these volcanic
materials form an important element in the Red Clay, but he still holds that. hit. source he originally suggested hits
contributed no inconsiderable share towards the forniat ion of this deposit. [Subsequently, however, 1w abandoned the
view that calcareous shells contained silicate of aduinina.-j. M.]
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to give to the sediment a more or less clayey character, and red is the prevailing colour.
In the North Atlantic and some other regions the colour is brick-red from the presence
of peroxide of iron intimately mixed with the clay, which often covers the minute mineral

particles with a red coating. In the South Pacific over large areas and in the Indian
Ocean the deposit assumes a dark chocolate colour, from the presence in great abundance
of very minute round grains of peroxide of manganese.' It sometimes happens that the

deposit has a bluish, rather than a red, tinge; this is the case when the specimen is from a

region adjacent to a continent where large rivers throw their detrital matter into the ocean,
and the colour is largely due to the presence of sulphide of iron and organic matter, as in
the characteristic Blue Muds. When the carbonate of lime in the sample reaches 20 or
25 per cent, the colour becomes grey from the admixture of the white Foraminifera shells,

although the residue on removal of the carbonate of lime has a distinct red colour. It
was to specimens of this nature that the name "Grey Ooze" was applied by Murray and
Thomson in the preliminary reports on the results of the Challenger Expedition! The
immediate upper layer when brought up in the dredge or sounding tube is thin, watery,
and often has a lighter colour than the deeper layers, which are much more dense.
It occasionally happened that the sounding tube penetrated nearly two feet into the

deposit, and in such cases the lower end of the tube was filled with a very stiff, hard,

compact clay. Sometimes there was considerable difference in colour and chemical

composition between the different layers-usually depending on the greater or less per
centage of carbonate of lime present. In the North Pacific the upper or surface layer was

generally darker than the under layers, but this was not the case in the other regions.
In some places the deposit had a mottled appearance, there being some spots where the
red or chocolate colour was discharged and the clay had assumed a yellow colour. A
mottled appearance is sometimes, however, due to the presence in great abundance
of small manganese nodules and grains of pumice, or of altered volcanic glass and rocks.

Like clays in general, the Red Clay is soft, plastic, and greasy to the touch; it can

readily be moulded into any form between the fingers after the manner of dough. It
exhales when breathed on the peculiar odour of clay. Like all clays containing iron it

generally becomes redder when burned; it sticks to the tongue when dry, and requires a

great heat to render it perfectly free from water. When dried it cakes into a hard com

pact mass that can only be broken with the blow of a hammer or other hard instrument.
Should the hardened fragments be placed in water they break down slowly, as is the case
with other clays. A fragment placed before the blow-pipe will fuse into a black, often

magnetic bead, behaving in this respect like the variety of clay known by the name of

"feispathic mud ;" this property may be attributed to the minute volcanic mineral

particles which are always present in varying proportions. If one of these half-dried

lumps be rubbed briskly with the back of the finger-nail or any hard, smooth body, the
See P1. XXII. fig. L Proc. Roy. Soc., vol. xxiii. pp. 32-49, 1874.
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surface assumes the glazed appearance and characteristic shining streak peculiar to all the

varieties of clay.
In the great majority of cases the Red Clay presents a homogeneous appearance to the

naked eye and is smooth and soapy to the touch, but not unfrequently there are numerous

pellets of peroxide of manganese, zeolitic crystals, fragments of pumice and minerals,

which if they be not visible to the naked eye can be readily detected by the gritty feeling
when the deposit is passed between the fingers. Although as a rule homogeneous when

examined in small quantity, still if examined in masses the layers of Red Clay would

undoubtedly present a very heterogeneous character, although the paste or matrix might

appear homogeneous, for in some regions of the South Pacific thousands of sharks' teeth,

bones of Cetaceans, large and small fragments of pumice, and other volcanic materials, are

imbedded in. the deposit, together with manganese nodules formed around these remains,

or having other substances as nuclei. In all the red clay regions the dredge gave
evidence that occasionally one or other of these foreign matters was present in considerable

abundance, and at Station 281 there was evidence of a thin layer of true volcanic ashes.'

The basis or permanent substratum of the deposit is the hydrated silicate of alumina

(2SiO2,A1203 + 2H20), composed of colour] ess amorphous particles without crystallo

graphic outlines or trace of mechanical action, behaving as isotropic between erosed

nicols. Like all ordinary days, however, it is impure from the admixture of foreign
substances, the hydrated. silicate of alumina never making up even in the purest samples
more than one-half of the deposit, and generally much less, as shown by the analyses.
It is well known that a pure clay is only found in those cases where it has been

transported: clay formed in situ is never pure; it always contains an admixture of the

different minerals, or of decomposition products, of the altered rocks, from which the clay
has had its origin, and the greater part of the materials of a Red Clay from the deep sea

appears to have originated in. this way.
When a specimen of Red Clay from the greatest depths of the ocean is treated with

dilute hydrochloric acid, either no points of effervescence are observed, or at the most

only a few isolated spots, and chemical analysis does not show more than 1 or 2 per
cent, of carbonate of lime to be present. A microscopical examination in such cases will
sometimes show a few broken fragments of pelagic Foraminifera. An examination of

specimens from lesser depths in the same region will, however, reveal a considerable
number of these calcareous organisms, and they may be sufficiently abundant to make

up 20 per cent. of the whole deposit. The carbonate of lime present in the Red Clay
consists principally of the remains of calcareous organism which live in -the surface.
waters of the region from which the specimen has been collected, and among these

pelagic Foraminifera are the most abundant, such as species of Globigerina, Puivinulina,

iSp/urozdzna, and Pullenia, together with a few Coccoliths or Rhabdoliths. To these
1 See Fl. XXI. fig. 2.
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may be added a few bottom-living Foraminifera, such as Miliolina, Textulara, and
others, with remains of Echinoderms, Molluscs, and a few teeth of fish and Cephalopod
beaks. It is very seldom, if indeed it ever happens, that the shells of Pteropods,
Heteropods, and Coccospheres are found in a characteristic Red Clay from the deep sea,

In the above 70 samples Globigerimdte are represented in 43 cases, bottom-living Fora
minifera (Milioliclie, Textularithe, Lagenidie, RotaJid, Nummulinicl) in 34 cases, teeth
of fish in 34 cases, Echinoderm fragments in 22 cases, Ostracodes in 10 cases; Lamelli
branchs, Gasteropods, Brachiopods, otoliths of fish, Polyzoa, Cephalopod beaks, and bone
fragments are more sparingly represented, while remains of Pteropods, Coccospheres,
Coccoliths, and Rhabdoliths occur in a few exceptional cases.

The carbonate of lime in these Red Clays ranges from 0 in 13 cases, and traces iii. 21
cases, to 28,88 per cent, at Station 30, in 2600 fathoms-the average percentage of car
bonate of lime in these 70 samples being 610 per cent. The relation of the carbonate
of.lime to depth is shown thus-

18 samples from 2000 to 2500 fathoms contain on the average 839 per cent. CaCO3
42 ,, 2500 to 3000 ,, ,, 7.16
7 71 8000 to 3500 ,, 088
3 ,, over 8500 ,, ,, 228 ,,

One doubtful sample from 3875 fathoms, where there was almost certainly an ad
mixture of carbonate of lime from another station, causes the rise in the last subdivision
over 3500 fathoms; otherwise the carbonate of lime would be represented merely by
traces at these depths.

The remains of pelagic organisms with siliceous shells, skeletons, and frustules, are

widely distributed in the Red Clay areas, though occasionally they would appear to be

entirely absent from the deposits of these regions. When the Radiolarian remains
increase in number so as to form a very considerable portion of the deposit, as in some

tropical areas of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, the Red Clay passes into Radiolarian
Ooze; when the Diatom remains in like manner increase, as in the Southern Ocean, the
Red Clay passes into a Diatom Ooze, and in other regions into a Globigerina Ooze, or
Blue Mud. The siliceous spicules of Sponges are found sometimes sparingly, some
times in considerable abundance, in nearly all samples of Red Clay.

The mean percentage of siliceous organisms is 2,39. Radiolaria were observed to be

present in 61 cases, Sponge spicules in 49 cases, Diatoms in 32 cases, arenaceous
Foraminifera (Astrorhizida3, Lituolide, Textu1arid) in 49 cases, and glaucothtic casts of
calcareous organisms in 2 cases.

According to the Challenger researches, life appears to be universally distributed over
the floor of the ocean, but to be much less abundant on the red clay areas than on any of
the other kinds of Marine Deposits, and apparently to reach its zero in the greatest depths

(DEEP-SEA DEPOSIT8 osu. Exp.-1890.) 25
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far from land. Even in the greatest depths, however, the remains of arenaceous

Foraminifera and Annelids are to be found, while fishes and representatives of nearly
all the invertebrate groups, such as HexactineUida, Monaxonida, Asteroidea, Echinoidea,

Crinoidea, Actiniaria, Polyzoa, Ophiuroidea, Holothurioidca, Tunicata, and Lamelii-,

branchiata, have been dredged and trawled from the red clay areas. The fragments
of all the hard parts of these organisms may be met with sparingly in specimens of Red

Clay, but not in nearly such abundance as might be expected.
When there are no remains of calcareous organisms in a Red Clay, or when in the

laboratory these have been removed by dilute hydrochloric acid, the deposit or resulting
residue is found to contain, in addition to the hydrated silicate of alumina and the

remains of siliceous organisms above referred to, a large number of inorganic elements

of a varied nature, derived from widely different sources. In the above-mentioned 70

samples, the average percentage of residue is 9330. The most constant and widely dis

tributed of these extraneous materials are fragments of pumice belonging to the acid,

neutral, and basic types of volcanic rocks. Rounded and angular fragments of these

were dredged and trawled in great numbers from all depths, and in nearly all regions
of the ocean, varying in size from masses larger than a man's head down to the minutest

particles. These were met with in all states of disintegration, some having undergone
little decomposition, while others were surrounded by zones of alteration, or were so

decomposed that the structure of the areolar pumice could with difficulty be recognised;
this was especially the case when the fragments were surrounded with a coating of

peroxide of manganese or formed the nuclei of manganese nodules.' All the mineral

species usually found in the different varieties of pumice are accordingly present in the
Red Clay, such as sanidine, plagioclase, augite, hornblende, magnetite, &c., and these,

together with the glassy splinters and fragments of the pumice, are universally present
and characteristic of these deposits. Palagonite, which arises from the decomposition
of the basic volcanic glasses, is likewise universally distributed, and in some regions of

great extent there are numerous fragments of basaltic glass, basalt, and augite-a.ndesite.2
The peroxides of iron and manganese are found throughout the Red Clays in the form
of minute grains or coatings, sometimes one of these oxides and sometimes the other

predominating, each giving its characteristic tint to the deposit. When these oxides
are deposited as concretions around organic remains and other nuclei, they form the

now familiar manganese nodules, especially abundant in those red clay deposits
where the debris of basic volcanic rocks are present and have undergone great alteration.8
Minute black magnetic spherules, often with a metallic nucleus, which are regarded as

having, together with other particles, a cosmic origin, are probably everywhere present

I Murray, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edi,i., vol. ix. pp. 249-252, 1877.
2 Sec P1. XVI. figs. 1-3; P1. XVII. figs. 1,2; P1. XV1II. figs. i-.4; P1. X1X, figs. 1,2,4; P1. XXI. figs. 1,2.
Sec P1. XXVUI. figs. 1-5; PL XXIX. figs. 1-4.
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in Deep-Sea Deposits, though they are much more abundant in some of the red clay
regions than in other deposits.' Dr Gibson has shown that the manganese nodules from
these Red Clays contain a very large number of the rarer metals.

Besides the constituents that have just been enumerated, which must be regarded as
characteristic or essential components of a Red Clay, there are others to be noted that are
accidental or exceptional. In the Atlantic off the western coasts of Northern Africa, it
is well known that the Harmattan winds carry at certain seasons of the year large
quantities of dust far out into the Atlantic Ocean, and in the Red Clays of this region
these wind-borne particles make up a very appreciable portion of the deposit. In like
manner the wind-borne particles from the desert regions of Australia can be traced in
the red clay deposits to the west and south of that island continent." There are many
well-observed instances of volcanic ashes from subaerial eruptions having been carried
immense distances by the winds before they fell upon the land or the ocean, and we find
evidence of these in pelagic deposits. It is in every way probable that similar eruptions
take place under water, and the ashes therefrom are in like manner widely distributed
over the floor of the ocean.' We have some excellent examples of these showers of ashes,
whether from submarine or subaerial sources, on the red clay areas. One of these is

figured in P1. IV. fig. 3, where the coarser particles have fallen on the Red Clay with

manganese nodules, and these again have been covered with finer and finer layers of the
same materials, the whole being solidified into a compact mass, which subsequently has

undergone great alteration.b

Among the secondary products arising from the decomposition of the basic volcanic

rock-fragments present in these deposits are zeolitic crystals resembling phillipsite in all
essential particulars, these being especially abundant in some Red Clays from the South
Pacific and Indian Oceans.'

Wherever the surface waters of the ocean are affected annually, or occasionally at

long intervals, by floating ice, the icebergs bear a variety of mineral matters from the
land of colder latitudes to great distances, and ultimately falling to the bottom they
form part of the Red Clay and other deposits in great depths. These ice-borne fragments,
consisting of quartz, feispar, green amphibole, epiclote, zircon, tourmaline, &c., and frag
ments of ancient continental rocks, such as granite, mica-schist, &c., can be traced in the

deposits of the Southern Ocean north of latitude 40° S., and in the Western North
Atlantic they are widespread as far south as the latitude of the Azores.

In the great majority of the typical Red Clays the size of the mineral particles ranges
from 01 to 085 mm. in diameter, and particles of this size do not as a rule make up more
than 1 or 2 per cent. of the whole deposit. It occasionally happens that particles larger
than 005 nun. in diameter do not make up as much as 1 per cent. of the deposit. On

'See P1 XXIII. 'See Appendix II. 'See PL XXVIII. fig. 2.4 See P1. XXVI. figs. 24 ; PL XXVII. figs. 2, 3. 1 See al8o PL XXI. fig. 2. 0 See P1. XXII. fige. l4.
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the other hand, in some areas the unaltered splinters of pumice, the fragments of volcanic
ashes, and minerals from floating ice, may augment considerably in size and abundance
and make up 20 per cent. of the deposit. One of the great characteristics of the Red

Clay, however, is that the mineral particles over 0,05 mm. in diameter are few in

number, and these have generally undergone alteration. The extreme fineness of the

mineral particles, indeed, permits the relatively small quantity of pure clay to give a much

more plastic character to the deposits than if these particles were of large size.

The mineral particles' in the Challenger samples of Red Clay make up on an average
556 per cent. of the whole deposit; they are generally angular, being recorded as

rounded and angular in eight cases and rounded only in one case, and have a mean

diameter of 0,08 mm. They are mentioned as occurring in the following order of

abundance :-magnetite (in 62 cases), manganese grains and fragments (55), feispar

(53), glassy volcanic particles (45), augite (43), pumice (34), manganese nodules (32),

pellets, pieces, and nodules of pumice (312), hornblende (31), palagonite (22), quartz

(21), plagioclase (20), mica (19), phillipsite or zeolitic matter (10), cosmic spherules (8),
sanidine (7), scoriae (6), glauconite (6), olivine (5), lapilli (5), rock fragments (5), zircon

(3), tourmaline (3), epidote (2), garnet (1).
The Challenger trawlings and ciredgings obtained sharks' teeth in 11 cases, and ear

bones and other bones of Cetaceans in 6 cases.

It has been stated that in marine deposits the species of unaltered particles of minerals

with a diameter of not more than 002 mm. can in many cases be determined (see p. 25),
and the fragments of pumice even less than that can also be recognised, but the particles of
this -size are usually very intimately associated with the day of the deposit, and generally

pass away in decantation with the impalpable matter, which we have denominated "fine

washings." These fine washings consist essentially of the hydrated silicate of alumina,

mixed with an immense number of recognisable and unrecognisable particles of minute

dimensions, derived from all the other materials which combine to form the deposit, such

as minerals, Diatoms, and Radiolarians. It is quite natural to conclude that the mineral

particles, mixed with the clayey matter in the fine washings, are of the same nature as
those of larger size which can be identified, and that quartz, feispar, &c., may be present
in a very fine state of division as ultramicroscopic bodies, but this cannot be made out

with the microscope, chemical analysis only gives an indication.8

See FL XXVI. figs. 2-4; P1. XXVII. figs. 2, 3. 2 In five cases distinctly stated to be covered by manganese.
It is known that clay has the power not only of absorbing and. of retaining certain liquids, but that it even

possesses a similar property in the case of certain solids of very small dimensions. [I, for example, clay be agitated in
water, microscopic grains of carbonate of calcium and particles of an organic nature will remain in suspension as long
as the water is agitated, but as soon as the water is at rest these are deposited. These particles are thoroughly pene
trated by the water, and form a colloid gelatinous mass; the particles are found to be in contact, and so attached the
one to the other that it is not possible by the agitation of the water to detach them. This mutual attraction or
interpenetratiou takes place not only with particles of the same nature, with clay for example, but in the case of clay
with hydrated peroxide of iron, clay with chalk, clay with organic particles, so that it is difficult, if not impossible, to
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The mean percentage of fine washings in the 70 samples of Red Clay is 8535; the

following table shows the relation between depth and. percentage of fine washings:_
18 samples from 2000 to 2500 fathoms, . 80'44 mean per cent, fine washings.
42 ,, 2500 ,, 3000 ,, . 8580 ,, ,,
7 ,, S000 ,, 3500 ,, . 9528 ,, ,,
3 ,, over 3500 ,, . 80281 is Is is

The following table shows the average composition of the Challenger samples
of Red Clay. It will be noticed that what we have called fine washings make up by far
the larger part of the deposit, and it may be stated that the examination of many
samples from other expeditions has yielded very similar results:-

Pelagic Foraminifera, . . .4/77
Carbonate of Lime, . . .{ Bottom-living Foraminifera, . . 059

Other organisms, . . . . 134




6,70
'Siliceous organisms, . . . . 239

Residue, . . . . . Minerals, . . . . . .556
Fine Washings, . . . . 8535




9330

100"00

Having thus pointed out the general results arising from a careful macroscopic and

microscopic examination and analysis of a large number of Red Clays from many
different regions of the ocean, it now remains to inquire how far these are confirmed and

supported by chemical analysis. It seems rather unnecessary to dwell upon the difficulties
connected with the interpretation of chemical analyses of mixed substances, of altered
minerals, and of amorphous matters without any determinate composition like those
which make up the greater part of Deep-Sea Deposits; there cannot be a discussion of the

analytical data in the same sense as if, for example, we had to do with an analysis of a

crystalline rock. But when we take into account the data furnished by macroscopic and

microscopic examination, we are able notwithstanding to draw some conclusions from the

analyses of these deposits.
The following table is compiled from the analyses made by the late Professor Brazier,

as previously stated.' The various deposits were submitted to the action of hydrochloric
acid, and the portion dissolved in the acid was analysed separately; the residue of this

operation was afterwards treated with solvents, hence we divide the analytical tables

into two divisions, the first containing the data relating to the part soluble in hydro
chloric acid, the second those referring to the insoluble portion.
separate these matters by decantation; hence arises in part the heterogeneity of these fine washings (see E. W. Hilgard,
"On the Flocculation of Particles," &c., Amer. .Taurn. Sci., ser. UL vol. xvii. p. 205, 1879; F. Seuft, Die Thonsubstan.zeu,
p. 41, Berlin, 1879).

'See p. 193 about sample from 3875 fathoms. 2 Chap. i. p. 28; for details of analyses, see Appendix I.
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1.00 No. SiO, £O Pe03 Mn02 CaCO3 CaEO C82POg Mg001 Cu Total. SiO A]O8 Fo201 CaO 34g0 Total.

5 2740 1 81)0 11-08 4,70 8-50 56-39 010 tr. 01)8 " 71-30 1100 180 01)0 050 040 141)0

5 2740 2 21)0 1254 215 416 ... 601)0 0'29 21)9 072 821)4 91)0 318 01)4 01)8 011 1456

7 2750 3 745 241)5 8-40 15"42 ... 4-11 11)0 tr. 120 ... 52-98 29-33 6'00 254 106 01)4 391)7

8 2700 4 81)5 231)0 81)5 910 ... 1642 21)4 Ltr. 210. .. 631)1 201)5 41)0 210 01)9 01)0 2804

9 3150 5 10-40 191)1 81)0 915 ... 811 01)7 g.tr. 190 ... 4374 831)0 9-10 21)4 047 0-95 451)6

10 2720 8 7-61 2473 913 91)0 ... 13-30 01)1 ... 1-31 : 581)8 241)3 51)0 296 0-23 019 3341

18 2676 7 7-75 221)5 81)5 1137 ... 1618 0-52 0-42 141 ... 801)0 2180 71)0 2-50 0-57 038 321)5

19 3000 8 744 2768 121)1 101)3 ... 149 016 ti. 310 ... 56-47 25-16 781 11)7 103 01)2 36-09

20 2075 9 745 2600 121)8 1144 ... 31)0 147 sm.tr. 2-14 ; 56-8.3 24,40 71)8 21)6 1-18 01)0 35-72

21 8025 10 5-92 2410 71)4 121)5 ... 244 01)1 amtr. 3,48 ... 5042 $0-20 5-51 613 0-81 0-41 4366

27 2980 11 425 2318 850 71)3 g.tr. 825 tr. 187 1,13 ... 44-16 85-17 10-19 41)9 181 023 5159

160 2600 12 51)0 1847 101)6 21)2 199 361)0 01)9 2,09 016 ... 73-47 141)1 41)3 21)2 019 018 21,53

226 2300 13 41)0 281)4 41)0 151)0 114 611 048 g.tr. 075 ... 571)0 "55 8-81 579 0-45 040 381)0

241 2300 14 41)0 2600 61)0 21)1 1-14 22-63 049 21)9 01)4 ... 621)0 23-40 5-30 21)0 2-20 0-40 331)0

252 2740 15 31)0 241)9 523 1814 ti. 21)2 0,51 s.tr. 041 ... 48-40 3710 7-85 21)0 1-50 01)6 5000

253 3125 16 41)0 2410 831 71)5 0-56 0-92 0-37 0-19 2-70 ... 451)9 3740 715 31)8 01)8 01)0 4981

256 2950 17 450 2415 61)0 917 01)8 1-89 042 0-48 133 ... 4522 34'82 1137 200 114 085 50-18

275 2610 18 6-50 321)5 745 1611 31)6 314 0-58 0-76 1-96 ... 66-10 1716 61)5 21)5 044 01)0 27'40

276 2350 19 21)0 171)0 91)0 91)3 21)8 3813 01)8 344 01)4 tr. 8010 1143 427 107 022 0,11 17,10

276 2350 20 (See descrip-
tion of

276 2350 21 ) philhipsite.)
281 2385 22 321)0710 880 2460 213 21)0 tr. s.tr. 31)4 ... 74,47 1127 180 380 084 032 171)8
285 2375 23

11
91)0 ~ 2417 71)0 231)5 141)3 41)7 01)8 010 113 tr. 771)3 948 21)5 105 01)5 01)9 13,97

Nos. 1, 2, 11, and 17 are of material obtained from the dredge; Nos. 12, 14, 19, 22, and 23 from the trawl; No. 16 from tow-net at dredge; the rest from the Bounding tube.
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If we take into account the methods followed by Professor Brazier in making these
analyses' we should expect to find all the clayey matter under the heading, "Portion
soluble in Hydrochloric Acid." He treated the deposits with hydrochloric acid, evaporated
them to dryness and re-dissolved them as far as possible; the insoluble residue was, after

weighing, treated with boiling caustic potash, and so much of the residue as was then
dissolved was looked upon as silica of easy combination, and classed along with the bodies
soluble originally in hydrochloric acid. It is evident that the silica with ainmina and
iron remaining insoluble in the potash was simply indecomposable quartz or silicates.
After such a treatment the clayey matter should pass entirely into solution, and to
estimate the quantity of this substance we have merely to take account of the data

given in the columns showing the substances soluble in hydrochloric acid. It must be
remembered, however, that a certain part of the alumina indicated in the soluble portion
does not exist as argillaceous matter in the deposit, but comes from the action of the
acid. and caustic potash upon the aluminous silicates and rocks present in the Red Clay.
It has been pointed out that these fragments of rocks and minerals' are often highly
altered, of very small dimensions, and must necessaril5r have been partially attacked by
the strong reagents used in this method of analysis. It follows then that the figures
representing the alumina in the column of soluble substances are too high, if regarded as

coming exclusively from matter existing in the form of clay.
The first conclusion arrived at after an examination of the general results presented

by the analyses, is the great variety of chemical composition in the deposits comprised
under the head of Red Clay. This was already indicated as the result of macroscopic and

microscopic examination, but is proved in a very clear way by the figures showing the

percentages of matters soluble and insoluble in hydrochloric acid, which vary in each one
of the specimens analysed, and show, moreover, that argillaceous and other matters

must be present in variable proportions. If we consider the soluble portion, which

should give data for estimating the quantity of clay, and take as a point of departure the

formula (A1205,2SiO2,2H20), which is that of pure clay, we find that there is always excess

of silica. This is the case even in Station 19, 3000 fathoms, where the alumina is

represented by the highest figures; admitting that all the alumina is here in the form of

clay, we obtain 681 per cent. excess of silica. However, as has been already stated, this

relatively small quantity of clay suffices to give to a deposit formed of very small particles
a decidedly plastic and argillaceous character.' The excess of silica can be explained,
as we have already indicated, by the presence in the deposit of the siliceous remains of

Diatoms, Radiolarians, and Sponges, and probably also from silicic acid in the hydrated or

colloid form which is probably always present when clay is forming, still the excess must

' See chap. i. p. 28.
2 In some analyses of clays from the geological roirnations, presenting all the characteristics of clay, the total

amount, of alumina is very low; we may quote the plastic clay of OlIenbach (1465 % A1203), "Tegel" of Baden (1264
Oligocene day f Hillscheid (1406 %), Wealden clay or Salzbergen (1451 %), Devonian ilolornitic clay of Quistenthal
(1109 %).See .1. Roth, AUgemeinc und cheuthchc Geologic, Bd. ii. p. 583, Berlin, 1887.
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likewise necessarily come from the decomposition of certain silicates under the action of

the acid in the analyses, for instance, from the zeolites, the altered volcanic minerals,

glasses, and lapilli. A part of the water shown in the column under the head of loss on

ignition must also be regarded as belonging to the constitution of clay, another part to

hydrated oxide of iron, and to the decomposed volcanic rocks present in the deposit,

especially hydrated glasses, of which palagonite is the most constant, and a third part
must be referred to the organic substances present.

The percentage of oxide of iron in the soluble portion is very variable, but is occasionally

present in greater quantity than the alumina, and shows, as the microscopic examination

had already done, that we are dealing with a ferruginous clay. The ferric hydrate is

the pigment that colours the clay in the majority of cases, as the hydrated peroxide of

manganese does in some special regions. We can indeed by the aid of acids remove these

two substances, and thus decolorise the clay. Although in clay iron replaces alumina in

many cases, still it appears from the results of microscopic examination that here at least a

considerable portion of the hydroxide of iron exists in a free state in the Red Clay, or

intimately mixed with manganese- as is generally the case in Deep-Sea Deposits.
The carbonate of calcium is present for the most part in the form of shells and

skeletons of organisms; the proportion is, however, reduced to a minimum in the Red

Clays and Radiolarian Oozes, if a comparison be made with most of the other Deep-Sea

Deposits. As to the carbonate of magnesium indicated in all the analyses, it might be

that a part came from the debris of organisms where it would be in isomorphic mixture

with carbonate of calcium, but the percentage of carbonate of magnesium appears to be

proportionally too high to that of the carbonate of calcium to admit this interpretation.
It seems therefore probable that the carbonate of magnesium comes from the sulphate
of magnesium contained in the sea-water acting on the carbonate of calcium and replacing
a part of this carbonate which forms the debris of organisms deposited on the floor of the

ocean. In this case we should have an incipient dolomitisation.

The sulphate of lime present in all the analyses doubtless comes from the

sulphate of lime contained in sea-water, which impregnates the deposit when freshly
collected, and is precipitated with great facility from sea-water when the deposit is placed
in alcohol; large crystals of this substance are formed in this way in the bottles in which
the deposits were preserved with a small quantity of spirit. It seems well to remember
that in the interpretation of all analyses of Deep-Sea Deposits, we have always to take

account of the facility with which certain sea-salts are retained in clayey matter. One of

the striking properties of this substance is to absorb with avidity and to retain sea-water
and its salts; to such an extent is this the case that they are difficult to remove even after

repeated washings. In the case of a Globigerina Ooze, we have made some experiments

bearing on this point, and have shown that after repeated washings with cold water the

deposit retained more than I per cent, of alkalies not combined with sedimentary materials.
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With reference to the percentage, often rather high, of phosphate of like, it must
be referred to the remains of organisms, such as teeth of fish, bones of Cetaceans, and

sometimes to small concretions of phosphate of lime, which are met with in some of the

deposits; we know from the analyses of clayey matters that phosphates are generally
present in these substances. The phosphate of lime may also be due to the pseudomorphic
interchange between carbonate of lime and soluble salts of phosphoric acid.

Manganese, which is one of the most constant elements in the Red Clay, is not shown
in all the quantitative analyses, but the pyrognostic reactions show its presence every
where, and it forms in these deposits, along with iron and earthy matters, the ill-defined

variety known by the name of wad, and is associated with nickel, cobalt, and barium,
and nearly all the rare metals, as shown by Dr. Gibson's analyses. We will return to this

subject when dealing with the manganese nodules and their mode of formation.

Regarding now the insoluble part of the deposit, it will be seen that here too there
is an excess of silica. It is not possible to explain this excess by the presence of the
siliceous remains of organisms, for these do not resist the action of caustic potash. In
certain cases the presence of quartz must be admitted, for the quantity of bases is not

sufficiently high, but these grains of quartz do not belong normally to the Red Clay
which is much more generally due to the decomposition of volcanic materials, in which

quartz is relatively rare or absent. We have seen that special conditions, such as.

atmospheric currents and glacial phenomena, may serve to account for the presence of

quartz in certain regions where Red Clays are in process of formation. The microscopic
examination of the Red Clays has shown the presence in these deposits of orthoclase,

plagioclase, and bisilicates, which contain variable proportions of lime, magnesia, alumina,
iron, and manganese; these substances appear in the analyses as the insoluble portion,
and must be in the form of anhydrous silicates. The percentage of the alkalies not

having been determined, and the presence of volcanic glasses, render it impossible to
estimate the relative abundance of the different minerals. The analyses, however, confirm
what has been said as to the presence of silicates and siicated rocks in the sediments.

A second series of analyses, made according to the methods pointed out on pages 27
and 28, is tabulated here, the results of which, it will be seen on examination, approach
those obtained from the preceding analyses.

0




No. Si09 CO2 A1203 Fe,O, FeO MaO2 CaO MgO K90 Nato 1120 Total.

9 3150 24 5089 ... 2028 I 1002 ... ...' 131 250 191 081 87 10050
29 2700 25 42,15 9,82 2027 706 ... ... 1322 215 112 0,72 3'75 10026
281 2385 26t 4332 ... 1306 1750 430 ... 596 689 1'66 114 641 10080
286 2335 27 3910 150 1540 1793 ... 615 837 237 1,27 140 889 10P98

Traces of barium Manganese, and phosphoric acid. t In No. 20 the finer lonrte had been washed away.
(nEir-SEA DEPOSITS C1IALL. ixr.-1890.) 26
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The origin of the clayey materials, and the products of the decomposition of the rocks

and minerals spread over the floor of the ocean, will be discussed in detail later on, but

from what has been stated above it will be evident that the Red Clay must be regarded

as essentially a chemical deposit universally distributed in the ocean basins, but only

appearing with its typical characters in the greatest depths far from continental land.

Microscopic examination and chemical analysis have shown that volcanic rocks and

minerals are to be found everywhere distributed in oceanic formations, and that in many

regions the most frequent among these belong to the basic series all containing alumina.

It is known that these very rocks-basalts, andesites, &c.-give by their decomposition

argillaceous matters, so that we are led to conclude that this clayey deposit is chiefly the

result of the decomposition in situ of these substances, as will be shown at greater length

in Chapters V. and VI.

Even admitting that chemical decomposition at the bottom of the sea is not more

active than at the surface of the continents, the rocks and mineral fragments would

undergo much the same alterations at the bottom of the sea as on the surface of the

terrestrial masses, where silicates and aluminous rocks are observed to be decomposed

under the influence of water, and transformed into clayey materials, almost always

mixed with the other products of decomposition of the rocks and silicates, giving origin

to clay. These reactions taking place in the greater depths at the bottom of the sea,

where the waters arc not subject to any rapid movements, the products of decomposition

are not transported to great distances, as is the case on the continents, and therefore,

as has been already stated, these clays must be impure. The diffusion can not, moreover,

be very rapid, and the chemical bath can act in a slow and constant manner on the

solid materials with which it is in contact. Without entering here into the discussion of

the question, we seem justified in regarding the greater part of the fine material, as well

as the zeolites and nodular masses, of the red clay deposits as having been formed in situ

through chemical action. This result, as will be shown, is not out of harmony with what

we know of the distribution of the material borne down to the ocean from the land.

As far as our knowledge at the present time extends, Red Clay would appear to be the

most extensive of all Marine Deposits, being estimated to cover about 51,500,000 square

miles, or more than one-fourth of the total area of the globe, as will he seen by an inspection
of the accompanying map (Chart 1) showing he distribution of Marine Deposits.

In the Atlantic the area occupied by Red Clay is much less than that occupied by

Globigerina Ooze being estimated at about 5,800,000 square miles. It is found in five

detached areas_-two in the North Atlantic, one in the eastern, the other in the western

portion of the basin, separated by the Dolphin Ridge; three in the. South Atlantic, two

some distance off the South American coast, the other off the African coast, separated by

the Challenger Ridge running north and south towards the centre of the South Atlantic
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basin. The Red Clay of the Atlantic is usually of a reddish colour, the dark chocolate
coloured variety, with its zeolitic crystals formed in situ, found in the Pacific and also in
the Indian Ocean, not having been met with in the Atlantic.

In the Indian Ocean, again, the area covered by Red Clay is less than that covered

by Globigerina Ooze, being estimated at 4,900,000 square miles. It is found to extend
from off the western shores of Australia and the East Indian Islands, south of the equator,
across the ocean towards Madagascar, reaching also to a small extent into the Southern
Ocean to the south and west of Australia. In the North Indian Ocean there is a small
detached patch in the deep water of the Arabian Sea, between the Maldive and Laecadive

Archipelagoes and the coast of Africa..

In the Pacific the Red Clay attains its most typical and most extensive development,
covering by far the greater portion of the sea-bottom. Its area is estimated at about
40,800,000 square miles. The whole of the deep water of the eastern portion of the
Pacific basin is occupied by Red Clay, and it extends more or less uninterruptedly over
the western portion, approaching the shores of Japan in the north and of New Zealand in
the south. It covers also a considerable tract in the Southern Ocean, where there is a

detached area situated some distance off the coast of Chili. There are several detached

patches occupying the deeper water between the various groups of islands of Oceania,

viz., two small areas in the Coral Sea between the New Hebrides and the north-east coast

of Australia; another between New Caledonia and New Zealand; another between the

Solomon Islands and the Marshall and Gilbert groups; another between the north coast

of New Guinea and the Caroline group, a considerable area in the deep water between

the Philippines, Japan, Bonin Islands, Ladrone Islands, and Pelew Islands; a consider

able area is also found between Australia and New Zealand, extending into the Southern

Ocean.




RADIOLARIAN OOZE.

This deposit, like the Red Clay, is confined to the greater depths of the ocean,

indeed, as will be presently pointed out, it has a greater average depth than the Red

Clay. The name was adopted during the cruise of the Challenger by Mr. Murray for

those deposits which, while resembling Red Clays in most respects, differ from them

in containing a much larger number of Radiolarian shells, skeletons, and spicules, together
with Sponge spicules and the frustules of Diatoms. There is in short little, if any,

difference between these deposits and Red Clay, except what may be attributed to the

greater or less abundance of these remains of siliceous organisms. The colour is red,

chocolate, or occasionally straw coloured; it is less plastic than the Red Clay, at least

the typical examples are so. The peroxides of iron and manganese are everywhere

present, as are also fragments of pumice, augite, feispars, hornblende, magnetite, pala

gonite, chondritic and other cosmic splierules. Manganese nodules and palagonitic
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fragments are very abundant in some samples, as are also teeth of sharks. With

reference to the organisms living on the Red Clay and the Radiolarian Ooze, they

appear to be the same in nearly all respects in the two regions both as to the species
and their relative abundance.

The deposit was first met with in the Western North Pacific, during the voyage
from New Guinea to Japan, in the deepest sounding taken during the cruise, and, with

one or two exceptions, the greatest depth hitherto discovered, and still the greatest depth
from which a specimen of the bottom has been procured. As this was a highly
character-isticRadiolarian Ooze, we will refer to the sample collected at some length. Two sound-

ings were taken at this station (Station 225, lat. 110 24' N., long. 143° 16'E.). The first

sounding was in a depth of 4575 fathoms, when only a little of the deposit came up on

the outside of the tube. This sounding not being a satisfactory one, a second was taken,

when the depth was ascertained to be 4475 fathoms. The tube had sunk fully three

inches into the deposit; the upper layers were of a red colour, and contained much more

peroxide of manganese than the lower ones, which were of a pale yellow or straw colour,

in this respect, as well as in other physical aspects, very much resembling the Diatom

Oozes found in the Southern Ocean during the cruise towards the Antarctic regions. The

whole of the lower part of the deposit when it came up had a very compact and laminated

appearance; the laminated fragments could be easily broken with the fingers, but it was

difficult to separate the various components of the deposit the one from the other by

shaking the whole in.a bottle with. water. The Radiolaria, Diatoms, and Sponge spicules

appeared to be most abundant in the lower layers. The deposit effervesced a little with

dilute hydrochloric acid, and one or two fragments of pelagic Foraminifera were found

during the microscopic examination of a large portion of the sample, along with two

specimens of Haplophragrniurn globigerinforine.
The most abundant mineral particles are angular and more or less rounded fragments

of volcanic glass in various stages of alteration and of a red-green or yellow colour; they
are glossy, and break like resin; some are vesicular, and the vesicles are coated with

prismatic zeolites. Besides these altered fragments of volcanic glass, there are grey-black
lapilli of andesite and colourless splinters of pumice. There are also fragments of plagio
clases surrounded with vitreous matter, crystals of augite, grains of magnetite, and a few
cosmic chondritie and native iron sphcrules.'

Argillaceous matter is not, very abundant in this sample of Radiolariau Ooze., but
there are large numbers of little particles formed by agglomerates of the deposit. These

particles have an irregular form, and do not break up under the action of strong hydro
chloric acid, which merely removes the iron along with other colouring substances;

microscopic examination shows that they are aggregates of the bottom made up of
Radiolarians, Sponge spicules, and minute volcanic particles. The tenacity of these little

See P1. XXIII.
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aggregations appears to be greater than that of somewhat similar ones from other stations,
and may be due to the cementation of the isolated particles by colloid siliceous matter.
In this specimen there are finally some very peculiar white-coloured aggregations com

posed of minute rhombohedral crystals, which when treated with dilute acids decompose
with liberation of carbonic acid, but a fiocculent residue is left behind, as well as micro

scopic granules; we are inclined to consider these crystals as calcite or dolomite. The

general appearance of this deposit under the microscope is shown on Pl. XV. fig. 3, and
the fine washings are represented on P1. XXVII. fig. 5.

Professor Haeckel and Dr. Dreyer have recognised in the material from this station
no fewer than 338 species of Radiolaria, belonging almost entirely to the two legions:
Nassdllaria and Spumellaria, only two species being noted belonging to the Phodaria,
while the Acantharia are quite absent, as is nearly always the case in the deep sea,

owing to the acanthin skeleton being easily decomposed.' The Nassellaria are by far the
most abundant in this deposit, the number of species compared with that of the

Spumellaria being as 2 to 1; about three-fourths of the Nassellaria, and half of the
total Radiolaria, belong to the orders Spyroidea and Cyrtoidea.
A detailed account has been given of this, the deepest sounding, because we consider

it the most typical Radiolarian Ooze that has yet been discovered. It is estimated that
about 80 per cent, of this sample is made up of the remains of siliceous organisms. The

specimens from lesser depths in the Central Pacific and from the tropical regions of the
Indian Ocean are less pure. Whenever a Red Clay is estimated to contain 20 per cent,
of the skeletons of Radiolaria and siliceous organisms other than Diatoms, it has been
classed as a Radiolarian Ooze. There seems to be little doubt that the Racliolaria are,
like the calcareous Foramiuifera, slowly dissolved by the sea-water after the death of the

organisms, for the skeletons and spicules are frequently seen reduced to the merest
threads, or in some parts the fenestrated spheres of some species are wholly removed.'

In the Tables of Chapter II. nine deposits collected by the Challenger Expedition are

described as Radiolarian Oozes, and numerous other samples have been subsequently

procured by other expeditions in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. The above-mentioned

nine samples range from 2350 fathoms at Station 273 to 4475 fathoms at Station 225,
llaeckel states that "the skeletons of the Phieodaria consist of a compound of organic substance and silica," and

regards "acan thin as a substance related to chitin " (see "Report on the Radiolaria," Zool. Chall. Exp., pt. xl. pp.
lxix, lxx); he says further that "the Acantharia are entirely wanting [in deep-sea deposits], for their acanthin skeleton
readily dissolves" (Lc., p. clv.). Murray records one species of Aeant.haria (Pautopvlta ieoBarpi8 from the Diatom Ooze,
Station 157, 1950 fathoms, Southern Indian Ocean (see Scot. Gsogr. May., vol. v. pp. 433, 4, 1889).

' If we take into account the molecular state of the silica forming the skeletons of Radiolarians, it is easily con
ceivable that they may pass into solution in the sea-water after the death of the organisms, but this dissolution cannot
be very rapid, as will be seen from the following experiment. Some of the Radiolarian skeletons from Station 266
were treated in a water-bath in a solution of 2 grins. of carbonate of potash, the water being renewed as evaporation went
on. This operation was continued for thirty hours with the result that of 0'4725 grm. of Radiolarian skeletons, dried at
1100 C., 01)607 grin, of silica passed into solution, equal to 12'84 per cent. Owing to the difficulty of separating the
Radiolarians from the argilbiceous niattera, it must be pointed out that we were not dealing with pure Radiolarian
ikeletous. See also Schulze, " Report on the Hexactinellida," Zoo). Chall. Exp., t. liii. pp. 26, 27.
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the average depth being 2894 fathoms, which is deeper than the average depth of the

Red Clay samples, viz., 2730 fathoms.

The carbonate of lime in these nine samples ranges from a trace in five cases to 20 per

cent. in 2550 fathoms at Station 269, the average percentage being 401. This carbonate

of lime is chiefly made up of pelagic Foraminifera, but the shells of bottom-living species

of Rotalid and Nummuliuid are also present. Teeth of fish are mentioned in seven of

the samples, and otoliths of fish, Ostracode shells, Echinoderm fragments, Gasteropod

shells, and Coccoliths, occur, but never in great abundance.

The residue after the removal of the carbonate of lime by dilute acid, which is red

or red-brown, ranges from 80 to nearly 100 per cent. in the nine samples, the average

being 95,99 per cent. In this residue the remains of siliceous organisms are estimated

to make up from 30 per cent. at Station 273 in 2350 fathoms to 80 per cent. at Station

225 in 4475 fathoms. The remains of Radiolarians make up the principal part of these

siliceous organisms, but Diatoms and Sponge spicules are also present, and among

arenaceous Foraminifera, species of Lituolicb and Astrorhizi&e can nearly always be

observed.

The mineral particles with a mean diameter of over O'02 mm. are all angular, and

average 01 mm. in diameter. They make up from 1 per cent. of the deposit in most

cases to 5 per cent, at Station 274 in 2750 fathoms, the mean percentage of mineral

particles present in the nine samples being 1-67 of the whole deposit.
The fine washings range from 17 per cent, in 4475 fathoms to 67 per cent. in 2350

fathoms, the average being 3988. These fine washings are largely made up of the

minute undeterminable fragments of siliceous organisms.
The following table shows the average composition of the Challenger samples of

Radiolarian

Ooze:-1Pelagic Foraminifera, . . .311
Carbonate of Lime, . . Bottom-living Foraminifera, . .011

IOtber organisms, . . . .079




401

Siliceous organisms, . . . 54.44
Residue, . . . . .{ Minerals, . . , . . . 1'67

Fine Washings, . . . . . 3988
-- 9.99

100'OO

When this average composition is compared with that of the Red Clay, it will be

observed that the difference lies almost wholly in the large percentage of the siliceous

organisms present in the residue.

The constitution of the Radiolarian Ooze as revealed by the above microscopic
examination is confirmed by the two following analyses :-
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PORTION SOLUBLE ni HCL PORTION INSOLUBLE ni EOL

..
91 No. Loss. Si05 A120, FeaOa Mn03 CaCO5 Ca501 Ca32PO4 M5003 Total. Si02 A1203 FeO OsO MgO Total.

285 2900 28 430 38,75 075 1120 057 2,54 0-29 0-85 246 03-21 2102 6-10 309 1-55 084 8249
274 2750 29 741 46,50 &82 14-24 323 8-89 041 139 150 7948 9-52 2-20 015 089 1-25 13-11

No. 28 is of material obtained in the dredge, No. 29 as it came up in the trawl.

These analyses again show, from the totals of the soluble and insoluble portions and by
the percentages of the various substances, a great variability in the deposit, depending
upon the nature of the materials mixed up with the skeletons of the Radiolaria and other
siliceous organisms. On comparing these analyses with those of the Red Clay, we find a
much larger percentage of soluble silicic acid in this deposit than in the Red. Clay, the

deep-sea deposit with which it is most nearly analogous. In one of the above analyses
the soluble silica rises to 46-50 per cent.; admitting that a part comes from the hydrated
silicates forming the argillaceous matter, from the zeolitic crystals which are very
abundant in this deposit, or from the action of the acid and potash on the anhydrous
silicates, still a very large part of the silica in the soluble portion of the analysis must
come from the skeletons of the Radiolarians, Diatoms, and Sponge spicules. In fact,
the examination of these siliceous remains between crossed nicols show them to be

composed of amorphous silica; their loss on ignition shows also that they contain water
in variable proportions, like opal, some specimens of which lose on caicination from 3 to 9

per cent., and in some cases as much as 20 per cent. of their weight. This hydrated
silica, more or less easily attackable by various chemical agents, is almost entirely removed

by. caustic potash.'
The water shown in the analyses must also be regarded as being associated partly

with the silica in the siliceous organisms, as well as in combination with the iron and

alumina. The percentages of alumina and iron indicate that clay and limonite are

present in considerable quantities. What has been said with reference to the analyses
of the Red Clays applies also here to the manganese, carbonate, sulphate, and phos

phate of lime, and carbonate of magnesia. The relatively small quantity of carbonate

of calcium is explained by the great depth of the Radiolarian Oozes, for, as has

already been pointed out, carbonate of lime gradually disappears from the deposits
with increasing depth. The division referring to the insoluble part shows anew the

presence of insoluble silica, of silicates, and of silicateci rocks containing alumina, iron,

1 For a description of the various Radiolariau spicules and their chemical composition, see Hacckel, "Report on
the Radiolaria," Zool. Chall. Exp., part xl. pp. lxviii ci seq. See also Tlioulet, "Stir lea spiculee siliceux d'5pongea
vivautee," Uompe.s .lkndus, torn. xcviii. p. 1000, 1884, and the Challenger Reports on the Bexactinellida, Totractinellida,
and Mouaxoiiida.
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calcium, and magnesium; indeed the presence of these silicates was revealed by the

microscopic examination of the mineral particles.
The following analysis of a Radiolarian Ooze was made by Dr. Sipöcz

. .e

00,
No.

d
19.

.54
S102 AJO3 Pesos MnO CftO MgO P2O CuO Co K20 NaO Total.

266 2750 80 1652 5285 822 594 174 661 484 3,99 016 tr. tr. tr. 10087

This analysis likewise shows a high percentage of silicic acid, and from the large quantity
of water shown by the loss on ignition, the major part of this silica, as well as of the iron

and alumina, must be in the form of hydrate. The phosphoric acid, and a part of the

calcium, are due to the presence of phosphate of lime in the organic remains. The

rather high percentage of magnesia is probably explained by the presence in the deposit
of fragments of rocks, containing magnesia and lime, such as the numerous fragments
of altered volcanic minerals and glass noticed in the microscopic examination. The

foregoing analyses then corroborate the results obtained by the macroscopic and micro

scopic examination of the Radiolarian Ooze; that is to say, we find the deposit com

posed of a mass of mineral matters analogous to those met with in the Red Clays, but

this deposit is distinguished from the Red Clay by a greater abundance of hydrated
silica due to the presence of the organisms which give their name to the deposit.

In addition to the samples of Radiolarian Ooze obtained by the Challenger, other

areas of this deposit were discovered by the U.S. ship "Tuscarora" in the Pacific, and

by H.M.S. "Egeria" in the Indian Ocean. No specimens of this deposit have as yet
been met with in the Atlantic Ocean, and for a variety of reasons it is, indeed, unlikely
that a Radiolarian Ooze will be discovered in the Atlantic. By reference to Chart 1 it
will be seen that the patches of Radiolarian Ooze in the Pacific are confined to the
central and western regions of that ocean, the seven patches shown on the map covering
about 1,16 1,000 square miles. In the Indian Ocean there is a great patch of this deposit,
in the deep water of the central eastern region surrounding the Cocos and Christmas
Islands, the area ofwhich is estimated at about 1,129,000 square miles.

DIATOM OOZE.

Just as the name Radiolarian Ooze was introduced by Mr. Murray to distinguish those

deposits in which Radiolarian remains played a prominent part, so the name Diatom
Ooze was applied during the Challenger Expedition to distinguish those deposits in which
Diatom frustules were exceptionally abundant. Dr. Joseph Hooker,' during Sir James

' Botany of the Antarctic Voyage of H.M.SS. "Erebu8" and 11 Terror," I. "Flora Antarctica," p. 503, London, 1847;
Report of British Association for 1847, pp. 83-85, London, 1848.
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Clark. Ross's Antarctic voyage, had pointed out the great abundance of Diatoms in the

Antarctic Ocean, and in the, deposits forming near the great lee Barrier, but the Diatom

Ooze was first met with in its most characteristic form during the voyage of the Challenger
between Kerguelen and the Antarctic Ice Barrier, in 1260 fathoms. It was afterwards

collected at a good many points in the same region by the Expedition, and subsequently
by H.M.S. "Egeria" in the South Indian Ocean. In the North Pacific, south of the

Kurile Islands, the "Tuscarora" discovered deposits somewhat similar to the Diatom

deposits of the southern hemisphere.
The deposit when collected and when wet has a yellowish straw or cream colour;

when dried it is nearly pure white, and resembles flour. Near land it may assume

a bluish tinge from the admixture of land detritus. The surface layers are thin
and watery, but the deeper ones are more dense and coherent, breaking up into

laminated fragments in the same way as the deeper layers of a Radiolarian Ooze. It

is soft and light to the touch when dried, taking the impress of the fingers and

sticking to them like fine flour, and in most respects has the same physical appearance
as the purest samples of Diatomite of fresh-water origin. Small samples appear quite

homogeneous and uniform, but in all the soundings there were fragments of minerals

and rocks, and gritty particles can generally be felt when the substance is passed between

the fingers.
It effervesces with dilute acids, and may contain from 3 to 30 per cent, of carbonate

of lime, which consists chiefly of the shells of pelagic Globigerina, but other Foraminifera,

fragments of Molluscs, Polyzoa, Echinoderms, Ostracodes, otoliths of fish, and Cephalopod
beaks are usually present in greater or less abundance.

In the Challenger collections there are five specimens of Diatom Ooze, all from the

Southern Ocean. These range from 600 fathoms at Station 147k to 1975 fathoms at

Station 156, the average depth being 1477 fathoms. In colour these deposits are dirty
white, pure white, yellowish, or grey.

The principal part of the deposit is made up of the dead frustiiles of Diatoms

belonging to many genera and species, together with Radiolarian remains, Sponge

spicules, and fragments of these siliceous organisms. The estimated proportion of

siliceous organisms ranges in the five different specimens from 20 per cent. in 600

fathoms to 60 per cent, in 1975 fathoms, averaging 41 per cent.; this is without taking
into account the remains of these organisms in the "fine washings," which are largely
made up of their comminutecl fragments.. Diatoms and Radiolarians were, of course,

present in all cases, and Sponge spicules were recognised in all or nearly all the samples;
arenaceous Foraminifera were also observed whenever a large quantity of the deposit was

examined.

The following is a list of the Diatoms observed in a typical Diatom Ooze from the

Antarctic, viz., Station 157, 1950 fathoms

(uEEr-SEA DEPOSITS CHALL. EXP.-1890.) 27
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*lt,Tcwicula .subtilis, Greg. Goscinodiscus atlanticus, Ostr., and var.

Thalassiothrix longissirna, var. antarctica, ,, lineatv., Ehrenb.

CL et Grun. ,, lentiginosus, Janisch.

*Synedra ktnceolata, Cstr. ,, ,, var. maculata,

nitzschioides, Grim. Grun.

flhjformi$, Grun. Cosoinocliscus africanus, var. wallichia,us,

Thalassionema nitzschiodes, var. lanceo- Gruii.

lata, Grim. Cosoinocliscus subtilis, Ehrenb.

*Trachysphenia austraUs, Petit, var. t var. glacialis, Grun.

antarctica, Schwarz. ,, tumicl'us, Jauisch.

*Diatom rhoinbicwrn, O'Me.,var. oceanica, var. fasciculata,

nov. nov.

Nitzschia constricta, var. antarctica, nov. Coscinocliscus radicttus, Ehrenb.

lRhizosolenia styliformis, Brightw. t ,, decrescens, var. polaris, Grim.

,furcata, n.sp. t Coscinodiscus decrescens, var. repleta, Grun.

*Corethron criophilum, Cstr. ,, fasciculatus, A.S.

Hemiaulus antarcticus, Ehrenb. = Eucam- ,, griseus, var. gcdlopagensis,

pia balaustium, Cstr., and var. minor. Grun. (?)

Asteromphalus hookerii (Ehrenb.), Ralfs. Coscinocliscus cur'vulatus, mccculata, nov.

forma buchii, Ehrenb. ,, tuberculatus, Grey., var.

forma hurnboldtii, Ehreub. excentrica, nov.

forma cuvierii, Ehrenb. Coscinocliscus tuberculatus, var. antarctica,

forma denarius, Janisch. nov.

darwinil, Ebreub. Coscinodiscus elegans, Grey.

ilyalodiscus radiatu, O'Me., var. aretica, ,, robustus, Grey.

Gru.n. var. minor.

*Actinocyclus oliveranus, O'Me. ,, antarcticus, Cstr. (nov.
Coscinodiscus margaritaceus, Cstr. Grun.).

lun, Ehrcnb. Coscinodiscus denarius, AS.

excentricus, Ehrenb. ,, marginat'us, Ehrenb.

* Indicates the peculiarly Antarctic species. f Species also recorded from the Arctic zone.

As all the Diatom deposits, so far as we know, are confined to the Southern or

Antarctic Oceans, or to the northern parts of the North Pacific, none of the species of

Foraminifera, Radiolaria, or Diatoms characteristic of the tropical regions are found in

them; Coccoliths and Rhabdoliths are absent, except in a few of the more northerly

samples in the southern hemisphere.
The carbonate of lime varies from 200 per cent. in 1975 fathoms to 36 34 per cent.

in 600 fathoms, the average being 2296 per cent. By far the larger part of this
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carbonate of lime is due to the presence of the dead shells of pelagic Foraminifera, the

other carbonate of lime organisms present not making up more than 3 or 4 per cent. of

the whole deposit in any case.

The mineral particles vary greatly in nature, size, and abundance in the Diatom Oozes,

sometimes volcanic rocks and minerals, sometimes those of ancient and sedimentary
formations predominating. This was to be expected, for all the Challenger samples of

this deposit he within the region of floating ice in the southern hemisphere. The

minerals range from 3 per cent. in 1950 fathoms to 25 per cent. in 600 fathoms, the

average being 15 *6 per cent. The mean diameter is 0,12 mm., but rocks and minerals

from the Antarctic Continent and islands are found of all dimensions, and are spread
over the whole region from their source in the shallow water near the Ice Barrier to

north of the latitude of 40° south, for they were dredged in considerable numbers by
the Challenger in all the Diatom ooze areas. These consist of fragments of granite,

granitite, chloritic sandstone, micaceous sandstone, amphibolite, gneiss, schists and slates,
and other ancient and recent volcanic rocks.

The fine washings range from 1253 in 1260 fathoms to 27,92 in 1975 fathoms, the

average being 20,44 per cent.

The average composition of the five samples of Diatom Ooze is as follows:-

Pelagic Foraminifera, . . . 1821
Carbonate of Lime, . . Bottom-living Foraminifera, . . 1.60

Other organisms, . . . " 315




2296

ISiliceous organisms, . . . .4100
Residue, . . . . Minerals, . . . . . . 1560

Fine Washings, . . . . . 2044
7704

10000

The Challenger's trawlings revealed the presence of a large number of deep-sea animals

living at the bottom in the Diatom ooze areas; at Station 157, 1950 fathoms, a single
haul of the trawl procured over 150 specimens belonging to 77 species and 68 genera.

The following is an analysis of an average sample of the deposit from Station 157,
1950 fathoms :-




PORTION SOLUBLE IN ECI PoETIoN INSOLUBLE

.




No. 5102 A1203 Fe.O, MnO, CaCO, CaSO4 Ca,2P04 MgCO, Total. Si02 A12O FeaOa

157 1950 31 580 67 1)2 055 039 ... 1929 0"29 041 113 89,98 412
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In this analysis, even better than in those of the Radiolarian Ooze, the large part

taken by the remains of siliceous organisms in the composition of the deposit is rendered

evident by the quantity of soluble silica. In the portion soluble in hydrochloric acid and

treated with potash the soluble silica amounts to 67,92 per cent. Having regard to the

low percentage of alumina and peroxide of iron, with which the silica and water lost

on ignition might be combined, it must be admitted that amorphous silica exists in a free

state, and that the water must be combined with silica, thus forming hydrated silica,

analogous to that which, as we have seen, forms the skeletons of Radiolarians. As the

quantity of water is variable for hydrated silica, and as the loss on ignition compre

hends also organic substances, it would be useless to lay too much stress on the

figures, but it may be said that they represent approximately the mean hydration of

opals, viz., about 8 per cent. In this case the soluble silica may be said to make up
about three-fourths of the deposit. With the exception of 19 29 per cent. of carbonate

of calcium, which is chiefly derived from pelagic Foraminifera and shells of Molluscs, &c.,

the deposit may be regarded as very pure, for all the substances soluble in hydrochloric
acid, except the silica, are represented by very small quantities, in comparison with what

is met with in other deposits. In the specimen analysed there can have been but little

argillaceous matter or ferric hydrate, and in the insoluble portion the anhydrous silicates

are represented by only 472 per cent. The specimen taken for this analysis may have

been exceptionally pure, for it must be remembered that in the large quantity dredged by
the Challenger at this station there were many fragments of rocks of considerable size,

and associated with these we would expect to find a larger quantity of argillaceous matter

than is indicated in the above analysis.
Another analysis of material from the same station is, properly speaking, one of those

portions comprised in our Tables under the headings "siliceous organisms" and "fine

washings." The substance analysed had been treated with hydrochloric acid to remove
the calcareous organisms, and therefore consisted as nearly as possible of siliceous organ
isms, chiefly Diatoms, but mixed with these were a few Radiolaria and Sponge spicules.

Station. DeDth in No. Loan 8i02 403 Fe..O, CaO MgO BaO K,O N%O P,00 Total.

157 1950 32 585 9056 1-31 088 033 030 020 015 040 tr.

In this analysis, again, the high percentage of silicic acid shows the true nature of the

deposit, and considering the percentage of water (loss) and the low percentage of all the
bases, it may be concluded that almost all the portion of the deposit here under considera
tion is composed of a form of hydrated silica derived from Diatom frustules and remains of
other siliceous organisms, mixed with a very small quantity of ferruginous clayey matter.
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Taking the Challenger researches in conjunction with those of Sir James Ross's
Antarctic Expedition and other observations, it seems to be indicated that a great zone
of Diatom Ooze of varying width surrounds the South Polar regions, as represented on
the accompanying chart. This zone lies for the most part between the Antarctic Circle
and the latitude of 400 S., and may be estimated to cover about 10,880,000 square miles
of the sea bottom in these regions. There is a small patch of Diatom Ooze in the
North Pacific, which may be estimated at about 40,000 square miles.

GLOBIGERINA OUR.

This name was in the first instance applied to the mud collected when sounding
out the greater depths of the Atlantic Ocean in connection with telegraph cables, because
a large percentage of this mud or ooze was made up of the small Foramini ferous shell
named Globige'rinct bulloicles. The term Globigerina Ooze, which has become quite
familiar and well established, is at once appropriate and distinctive, and is now adopted
for all those deposits which are chiefly made up of the Fornminiferous shells belonging
to the family Globigerinid. The first specimens of the ooze were probably procured by
Lieutenant Berryman of the United States Navy in the North Atlantic, and were
described in some detail by Ehrenberg and Bailey in 1853. Many subsequent writers
have described specimens that were afterwards procured from other regions of the
ocean. Were all the deposits which contain 10 or 15 per cent. of these Foraminiferous
shells classed as Globigerina Ooze, then this deposit would be by far the most extensive
of the deep-sea deposits, for some species of these shells are present in greater or less
abundance in all the types of marine formations from Equator to Poles. Near land,
however, their presence is sometimes wholly masked by the abundance of land debris

or exuvie of shallow-water organisms, and in the greatest depths of the ocean these shells

are absent, or at least do not accumulate on the bottom so as to form a calcareous

deposit. In this Report, as a general rule, a deposit has not been classed as a Globigerina
Ooze unless it contains over 30 per cent, of carbonate of lime, principally made up of the

dead shells of these Foraminifera. There was at one time much discussion as to whether

those Foraminifera, which are in this Report called pelagic, lived at the surface of the sea

'r on the bottom of the ocean; this question has been, we believe, definitely settled in

favour of the former view, as will be pointed out in detail later on. The following is a

list of the pelagic Foraminifera that were taken in the surface nets during the cruise of

the Challenger, and it is the dead shells of these species which, having fallen to the

bottom of the sea, make up the principal part of the carbonate of lime present in the

great majority of pelagic deposits, and especially in all those denominated Globigerina

and Pteropod Oozes:-
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Globigerina sacculftra, Brady. Hastigerina pelagica (cl'Orbigny).

wquilatcralis, Brady. .Piillenia obliquiloculata, Parkerand Jones.

conglobata, Brady. Sphmroictina deh,iscens, Parker and Jones.

dubia, Egger. Gandei'na nitida, d'Orbigny.
rub?-a, d'Orbigny. Oymbaloporct (Tretomphalus) bulloides

bulloides, d'Orbigny. (d'Orbigny).

i/1ata, d'Orbigny. Pulvinulinct menardii (d'Orbigny).

digitata, Brady. ,, tumida, Brady.
cretacea, d'Orbigny (?). ,, canariensis (d'Orbigny).
dutertrei, Brady. ,, micheliniana (d'Orbigny).

Orbulina universa, d'Orbigny. ,, crassa (d'Orbigny).

The majority of these species are limited to those deposits immediately under warm

tropical waters, while only a few of them are met with in deposits from the colder regions
of the ocean; it follows that the predominating species in a deposit vary according to

latitude, or more correctly according as the surface oceanic currents have a tropical or

polar origin, along with other surface conditions of the locality.
The colour of the deposit is white, milky-yellow, rose, brown, or greyish, depending

on the nature of the inorganic substances mixed up with the Foraminifera. The pre

vailing colour is milky-white or rose-coloured far from land, and dirty white, blue, or

grey near land, when there is a considerable quantity of detrital matter from rivers in

the deposit. It has sometimes a mottled aspect from the presence of manganese grains
or volcanic ashes, lapilhi, and fragments of pumice. It is fine grained and homogeneou;
in tropical regions many of the Foraniinifera are visible to the naked eye, while in

temperate regions the form of the organisms is, as a rule, indistinguishable without the

aid of a lens. When dried a Globigeriiia Ooze is usually pulveruient, but some specimens
which have a low percentage of carbonate of lime cohere slightly.

In the Tables of Chapter II. there are 118 samples of deposits described as Globi

gerina Ooze. These come from depths ranging from 400 to 2925 fathoms. In addition

to these there are a few doubtful cases where a Globigerina Ooze was indicated.

8 samples come from depths of less than 500 fathoms.
2 ,, ,, between 500 and 1000 11

13 ,, 1000 ,, 1500
35 1500 ,, 2000 13
49 2000 ,, 2500
16 over 2500 fathoms.

The average depth of the above samples is 2002 fathoms; taking the doubtful samples
into account, the average depth would be 1996 fathoms, and excluding those samples
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from depths less than 500 fathoms, the average depth would be 2049 fathoms. So that
the result from these figures agrees with the impression derived from a large experience
in the examination of deep-sea deposits, viz., that the depth at which Globigerina, Ooze
is found in its most typical development is about 2000 fathoms, and it will be noticed
that of the 118 Challenger samples 84 come from depths between 1500 and 2500
fathoms.

In addition to the pelagic Foraminifera many other organisms contribute to the car
bonate of lime present in a Globigerina Ooze, some of these living in the surface waters
of the ocean and others having their habitat at the bottom of the sea; among the former
are pelagic Molluscs and pelagic calcareous A1ge. The shells of pelagic Molluscs

Pteropods and lleteropods-axe sometimes present in great abundance in tropical and

subtropical regions, and then the Globigerina Ooze passes gradually into a Pteropod Ooze
in the shallower depths. Coccospheres and Rhabdospheres are regarded as calcareous

A1g, and their remains or broken fragments, (Joccoliths and Rhabcloliths, sometimes
make up fully 15 per cent, of Globigerina, Ooze. In the samples of Globigerina Ooze

procured from high northern or southern latitudes the shells of pelagic Molluscs, Cocco
liths, and Rhabcloliths, are wholly absent. The remains of calcareous organisms which

habitually live on the bottom of the sea, such as Molluscs, Echinoderms, Annelids, Corals,

Polyzoa, and bottom-living Foraminifera, are nearly always to be found in a Globigerina,
Ooze, from whatever region the specimen may have been procured.

The carbonate of lime in the Globigerina Oozes in the Tables ranges from 30'15 per
cent, at Station 97 in 2575 fathoms to 9610 per cent. at Station 343 in 425 fathoms,
the average percentage being 64'47. Arranged in depths of 500 fathoms, the samples
contained for each zone the following average percentages:-

3 samples under 500 fathoms, 87-07 mean per cent. CaCO3.
2 ,, from 500 to 1000 ,, 6847
13 ,, ,, 1000 ,, 1500 ,, 63i39
35 1500 ,, 2000 ,, 72'66
49 2000 ,, 2500 ,, 6114
16 ,, over 2500 ,, 4958 ,,

This table shows generally a decrease in the quantity of carbonate of lime with

increasing depth, but this fact would be still more strikingly exhibited had the samples
been all from one region of the ocean, in which the surface conditions were the same, or

had the samples from the shallower depths near continents and islands been eliminated,

for in these there is always a large admixture'of accidental matters derived from land.

The estimated percentage of carbonate of lime due to the presence of the dead shells

of pelagic Foraminifera ranges from 25 to 80, the average being 5310; it will thus be

seen that the great bulk of the carbonate of lime present in Globigerina, Oozes is referred
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to the remains of these organisms, which predominate everywhere, and especially in the

deposits from the medium depths of the ocean far from land.

The carbonate of lime attributed to the presence of the shells of Foraminifera that

live on the bottom of the sea is estimated to average only 2'13 per cent. The carbonate

of lime derived from organisms other than Foraminifera, such as Molluscs, Echinoderms,

Corals, Sponges, otoliths of fish, calcareous Algae, Coccoliths, and Rhabdoliths, ranges
from 116 to 31,77 per cent., the average being 924 per cent., and it may be said that

these organisms are especially abundant in the shallower depths of the ocean near land.

In the Tables G1obigerinide are mentioned in all cases (118), Pitlvinulinc (117),
Coccoliths (116), Echinoderm fragments (114), Rotalidc (107), Mi1iolida (105), Rhab

doliths (105), Lagenid (77), Textularida3 (71), Ostracodes (64), Pteropods (36),
Nummn1inid (33), otoliths of fish (28), Lamellibranchs (24), Gasteropods (20), Polyzoa

(19), teeth of fish (18), Heteropods (11), Sei'pula (10), and Coccospheres, calcareous

Alga, Alcyonarian spicules, Cirripeds, Dentalium, Brachiopods,, Cymbalopora, and

Cephalopod beaks (1 to 6 cases).

With a mote careful and detailed examination in each case, it is probable that the

number of times the above-named organisms occur in the 118 samples would be greatly
increased in the majority of instances. However, the above numbers indicate fairly well

the relative frequency with which the remains of these calcareous organisms are met with

in a Globigerina Ooze during the examination of an average sample. These results, which

are confirmed by the examination of a large number of deposits in addition to those of the

Challenger, show, as already stated, that by far the larger part of the carbonate of lime

in the Globigerina Ooze is derived from the shells of organisms that live in the surface

waters of the ocean, principally pelagic Foraminifera, Molluscs, and calcareous Algae.
The residue is the complement of the carbonate of lime; where the latter is least the

former is highest, and vice versa. In the above 118 samples the residue ranges from 3,20

to 6985, and averages 3553 per cent. The colour of the residues of the Globigerina
Oozes is brown in 65, and red in 30, cases, while in other cases it is chocolate, red-brown,

rose, fawn, black, grey, and green.
The residue consists of-

(a) Siliceous Organisms.-These range from 1 per cent, in the majority of cases to 10

per cent. in 4 cases, the average being 1 *64 per cent. The Radiolarian remains are the

most abundant and the most frequent, then follow the remains of Sponge spicules and

the frustules of Diatoms. The arenaceous Foraminifera and the glauconitic and other

casts of calcareous organisms are also included under this heading.
The remains of Radiolarians, Diatoms, and siliceous Sponges are almost a.lway

present in the Globigerina deposits, but it frequently happens that one or other of these.

groups cannot be detected until a considerable quantity of the deposit has been examined

after removal of the carbonate of lime with dilute acid; in some cases all the siliceous
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organisms have apparently disappeared, probably as silicate of lime (CaOSiO2), for it may
be presumed they were once present in the ooze.' At other times they are found to be
all present in considerable abundance, and in some localities may make up over 10 per
cent, of the whole deposit.

(b) Minerals.-In the Challenger samples the mineral particles range from I per cent.
in the majority of cases to 50 per cent, at Station 318, and they average 3'33 per cent.
The particles themselves range in size from 006 mm. to 0'80 mm., the average being
O'089 mm. in diameter. They-are in the majority of cases angular, but in 3 cases they
are recorded as rounded, and in 18 cases as rounded and angular.

In the purest samples of Globigerina Ooze, mineral particles are exceedingly rare, and
consist for the most part of a few minute fragments of feispar, augite or hornblende,

magnetite, volcanic glass, sometimes more or less altered, with which are associated a
small quantity of clayey matter and the oxides of iron and manganese. In the less pure
samples the residue as a whole increases in bulk and the mineral particles become more
numerous, monodinic and triclinic feispars, augite, olivine, hornblende, and more rarely
white and black mica, bronzite, actinolite,, chromite, glauconite, quartz, and cosmic dust

being then met with. Some of these mineral particles are only present in deposits which
are passing, from nearness to land, into terrigenous deposits. In the 118 samples,
magnetite is recorded 95 times, felspars (86), augite (82), glassy volcanic particles (63),
hornblende (58), quartz (49), pumice (45), manganese (37), mica (31), plagioclase (24),
sanicline (21), olivine (19), lapilli (18), glauconite (13), palagonite (10), and enstatite,

bronzite, pyroxene, garnet, actinolite, tourmaline, zircon, microdine, serpentine, phillipsite,
and magnetic apherules (1 to 5 times). Phosphatic and manganese nodules are some

times dredged from Globigerina Oozes.

(c) Fine Washings.-This portion of the residue varies from 1'20 to 64'62 per cent.

of the whole deposit, the average being 3056 per cent. The following table gives the

average percentage of fine washings in the samples from each zone of 500 fathoms:-

3 cases from depths less than 500 fathoms, 9i30 mean per cent.
2 ,, from 500 to 1000 ,, 1350
13 ,, ,, 1000 ,, 1500 ,, 30'85
35 ,, ,, 1500 ,, 2000 ,, 22'72
49 ,, ,, 2000 ,, 2500 ,, 32'76
16 ,, over 2500 ,, 47.73

Although not quite regular, this shows a gradual increase in the abundance of fine wash

ings with increasing depth. In the same way, but not quite regularly, the abundance of

minerals and their size are shown in the 118 samples to be greater in the shallower depths.

See Mmras and Irvine, "Silica and Siliceous Organisms in Modern Seas," ProC. Roy. Soc. Edin., 1891. It is
Manifest that wherever alkaline sea-water is in contact with oozes made up of dead siliceous and calcareous organisms,
suution of silieic acid ,just 1iko place, alkaline silicates being formcdSiO2+ RCO,RiO1+CO, (see also chapter IV.).

(DE,w 8EA L)EPurI's CIIALL. zxr.-189O). 28
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As has been already stated, the residue of a Globigerina Ooze is in all essential

particulars the same as a Red Clay from the adjacent regions of the ocean's bed. The

trawl and dredge brought up from Globigerina Oozes large pumice stones in 12 instances,

manganese nodules 6 times, sharks' teeth and earbones of Cetaceans 4 times, and more

rarely phosphatic concretions, pebbles, and aggregations of the deposit. Numerous

animals belonging to the fishes and all the invertebrate marine groups have been dredged
and trawled from the Globigerina Oozes, life being apparently much. more abundant on

these than on the Red Clay and Radiolarian deposits.
The following shows the average composition of the 118 Challenger samples of

Globigerina Ooze:-




PelagicPelagic Foraminifera, . . . 581O
Carbonate of lime, . 4 Bottom-living Foraminifera, . . 213

Other organisms, . . . . 924




6447

Siliceous organisms, . 1-64
Residue, . . . 4 Minerals, . . . . . . 333

Fine Washings, . . . . 2056




35.53

10000

The analyses of a large number of Globigerina Oozes, presented in the table on the next

page, support the above views as to the composition of the, deposit.
The important role played by the remains of calcareous organisms in these deposits

is indicated by the high percentage of the portion soluble in hydrochloric acid, and

especially by that in the column CaCO3; although the carbonate of calcium varies greatly
in the different specimens of Globigerina Ooze, the annexed analyses show that it usually
forms more than one-half of the whole deposit, and often rises to a much higher limit.

This high percentage of carbonate of lime might be said to efface in a manner the

small quantity of other substances mixed with the calcareous organisms. However, he

columns showing the loss on ignition, silica, alumina, and iron, indicate small quantities
of argillaceous and ferruginous matters, associated with the remains of siliceous organisms.
It may be observed that the loss on ignition does not augment with the proportion of

carbonate of lime, but rather with an increase of silica, alumina, and ferric oxide, so that

the larger part of the loss on ignition is rather to be referred to the water combined with

these substances than to organic matters. The sulphate and phosphate of caJcium in

these analyses are to be attributed, as in the case of the Red Clay, to the presence of

sea-water salts and of phosphatic organic remains. There does not seem to be any
relation between the percentages of carbonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia as

might be expected if the carbonate of magnesia played a role in the original constitution
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o. IAO89 OR 8i02 A12O3 Fe305 Mn03 OaCO3 CiaSO4 Ca32PO4 MgCO3 Total. SiO, AlO5 Fe203 CeO MgO Total.

1 1890 33 791 1210 6-26 395 ... 5000 044 Ltr. 132 7307 1377 3.47 1-26 0-52 19-02

2 1945 34 6-02 9-08 32.3 4-18 ... 6455 0-69 tr. 117 8290 9-08 1-79 0-60 033 028 1208

11 2575 35 9-13 1222 5-61 4-65 ... 51-16 1-02 ... 1-93 76-59 Principally A15051Fe500102 14-28

12 2025 36 8-80 ... 1924 1314 ... 4393 1-37 fair tr. F94 80-22 Residue consisting of soluble SiO with the 10-98
insoluble silicates.

13 1900 37 663 ... 686 ... 74,50 051 small tr. 1-27 82-r4 Residue consisting of soluble Bi0 with the 11-23
insoluble silicates.

14 1050 38 4-58 4-60 333 .. 79-17 120 1-12 1-40 90-82 Principally A1203,Fe2O51SiO2 4-80

15 2325 39 4-17 916 625 ... 67-60 1'91 Ltr. 258 87-60 Principally A40 Fe2O IM 8.33
I .

16 2435 40 9-60 12-00 400
______________

710 ... 52-22 232 s.tr. 018 7840 800 296 084 040 12.00

17 2385 41 6-84 1007 2,69 9-05 ... 58-40 0-81 114 0-88 83-44 Principally Ai2O,I1'eO51SiO5 912

64 (2700) 42 7-90 1298 415 5-95 tr. 37-51 029 280 1-13 65-39 1815 635 108 041 012 2811

146 1375 43 2-90 6-10 0-91 ... 8686 0-84 ... 0-19 94-40 AIO,Fe2O3, i02-70

176 1450 44 500 9-30 2-00 616 ".. 62,41 0-58 0-84 1-61 82-80 8-20 280 1-04
!

0-40 0-26 1220

2-24 1850 46 1-50 167 1-25 0-47 ... 93-14 0-29 0-28 0-67 97-57 A1.037Pe03,SiO5 0-93

246 2050 46 4,40 16-90 2-92 491 1-10 4757 0-66 1-05 0-88 7584 15-40 2-90 090 084 0-22 1916

293 2025 47 6-80 6-20 1-80 20-94 480 54-61 0-46 0-41 0'90 89-88 2-40 0-60 0-30 0-12 010 3-52

296 1825 48 225 306 450 013 g.tr. 8215 018 217 113 9532 111 011 012 014 005 2-43

297 1775 49 410 398 195 319 g.tr. 8113 044 019 015 9223 217 035 039 0-16 3-87

300 1375 50 1-70 816 4-76 410 0-85 62.17 0-29 tr. 094 82.05 980 379 206 0-96 0-14 16-25

302 1450 61 100 183 100 1-72 ... 9112 013 028 0-30 9718 M0,FesO,Bi02 1-82

332 2200 52 282 1037 315 1-51 tr. 6567 018 114 113 84-95 9-06 2-18 0155 013
J

0-11 12-23

338 1990 63 1-40 1-36 065 010 9214 0-19 0-90 0-87 97-11 A1208,Fe08,BI02 149

Lj
0

0
z

LTJ

w
tTJ

0
(12

Nos. 34, 42 and 53 are of material obtained from the dredge; Nos. 48, 50, and 51 from the trawl; Nos. 48, 49, and 62 from tow-net at trawl; the rest from the

sounding tube. No. 45 had been washed and the finerparts removed.
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of the Globigerina shells present in these deposits. Take for example a sample with

about the highest percentage of carbonate of lime, 91-32 (Station 302), where there is 030

per cent. of carbonate of magnesia, while in that with the least carbonate of lime, 3751

per cent. (Station 64), there is 1,13 per cent. of carbonate of magnesia.'
In examining the insoluble portion of the analyses, it will be seen that, generally

speaking, this portion indicates that the mineral particles are relatively less numerous

than in a Red Clay. In some samples, however, the percentage of silica indicates the

presence of quartz and of silicates in some abundance. In all these respects the analyses

confirm the macroscopic and microscopic examination in showing the presence of silicates,

similar to those in other pelagic deposits, in the residue of a Globigerina Ooze. This view

is confirmed by the following additional analysis of a Globigerina Ooze from the Tropical

Pacific, at Station 176, in 1450 fathoms:-

MNo. $!O Also. Fa.O MaO3 CuO MgO IO NO CO3 HO Cu Ni Co P305 Total.

170 1460 66 1771 486 680 189 3508 164 032 065 2910 2,95 tr. tr. tr. tr. 10080

In comparing the figures in this analysis with those given in the previous table for a

sample from the same station, there is a coincidence in most cases, but in some cases there

are small divergences which cannot be accounted for by different methods of analysis, and

this shows how samples from the same station may vary in composition. This remark is

applicable also to the results indicated in the Tables of Chapter II., which again are

different from the results of this complete analysis. It will thus be seen that, notwith

standing the care taken in selecting :a medium sample, we are in reality not dealing with

a homogeneous substance; this is true for all the deposits, as 'might be expected, and as

we have already pointed out. However, the examination of the preceding analysis leads

to the same general results as the others; that is to say, the percentage of carbonate of lime

is that of a Globigerina Ooze. Along with the carbonate of lime organisms there is a

residue composed of argillaceous matters united with hydrated silica, siliceous organisms,
and anhydrous silicates containing alumina, iron, magnesia, and alkalies, referable to

minerals and fragments of rocks of volcanic origin.
In order to ow as exactly as possible the nature of this mineral matter mixed with

the remains of Globigerina3, the residues of two samples of Globigerina Ooze have been

submitted to a detailed examination. The samples were in the first place boiled for a long
time in distilled water to remove the soluble salts. They were then treated with. dilute acid

This fact may be easily explained : admitting that the carbonate of magnesia comes from the action of the
sulphate of magnesia in the sea-water on the Globiyeriiia shells, it will be seen that this action must be stronger on a
given quantity of shells, when the rate of their deposition is slow than when they are abundant, and accumulate rapidly
in the deposit. It may, however, be urged that the carbonate of magnesia has accumulated in the greater depths simply
from the removal of the carbonate of hoe in solution.
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added in successive small quantities, while the substance was stirred continually, care being
taken to have but a very feeble acid reaction during the operation. In this way there
was obtained, after complete elimination of the carbonates and phosphates, an impalpable
residue presenting a deep brown colour, similar to a Red Clay when wet and yellowish
brown when dry. The physical characters resemble those of an impure argillaceous sub
stance coloured by iron; before the blowpipe it melts into a black vesicular glass, like

ferruginous feispathie mud. These two residues from the Globigerina Ooze of Stations
224 and 338 were then analysed, with the following results:-

"
.9 e No.No. SiO A1203 Fe,O, Mn02 CaO MgO K20 NaO BO Ba P200 Total.cr P 44

224 1850 57 6416 1513 819 tr. 166 179 101 090 710 tr. tr. 9994
338 1990 59 5047 1801 1215 300 171 244 111 105 1093 tr. tr. 10147

These two analyses of residues of Globigerina Ooze show, as might be expected,
remembering the variability of the deposits, considerable differences in all the substances
estimated. It may be held, however, that these two residues, from the point of view of
their constitution, present a very close analogy with the Red Clay of greater depths.
In short, according to the percentages of water, alumina, and silicic acid, there must
exist in the Globigerina Oozes an argillaceou.s mattes coloured by oxides of iron and

manganese, and mixed with this clay alkaline and other silicates, as shown by microscopic
examination. The composition of this residue is, in fact, similar to a Red Clay. The

materials have the same origin in both cases,-the inorganic portion of a Globigerina
Ooze being, indeed, analogous to a Red Clay.

This conclusion receives further confirmation from the following analysis (No. 59A)

of the portion of the residue soluble in hydrochloric acid, the results of which show

the presence of argillaceous and ferruginous matter in these calcareous deposits. The

Globigerina Ooze at Station 338 was submitted to the action of boiling hydrochloric acid

and a certain quantity of silica, alumina, iron, and manganese was dissolved. After this

operation there remained 221 grms. of insoluble residue, and. the amount dissolved and

re-precipitated by ammonia represented 0,0487 grin, of silica, 00404 grm. of alumina, and

00917 grm. of peroxide of iron.

Si02 . . . . . 2694 per cent.

A1903 . . . 22,34

Fe208 . . . . . 5O72

10000

The atomic relations of the silica and alumina are here those in which these two
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bodies are met with in clay. The part soluble in hydrochloric acid consists thus of

clay, in addition to carbonates, sulphates, and phosphates, with ferric hydrate and a small

quantity of manganese. In this analysis it is evident that the percentage of iron is

very high, which is due to the fact that the hydrate of iron is proportionally more

easily attacked by hydrochloric acid than clay properly so called.

The loss on ignition cannot be entirely attributed to water; a part must be referred

to organic matters and carbonic acid, and a determination was made with the object of

estimating the quality of this organic matter in the Globigerina Ooze from Station 224,

1850 fathoms, the analysis of the residue of which is given above.

(No. 58) 0,9905 grm. of the substance dried at 1000 0. lost on ignition 0,0537 grm. =

542 per cent.

0.9588 grm. of the substance dried at 1000 C. lost on ignition 00558 grm. =5 82 per
cent.

(I.) 04413 grin, of substance dried at 1000 0., burnt with oxide of copper, gave
00453 grm. of carbonic acid, corresponding to 0'01235 grm. of carbon.

(II.) 09012 grm. of substance dried at 1000 0., mixed with oxide of copper and burnt

in a current of carbonic acid (barometer, 743,95 mm., mean temperature, 225 C.) gave
64 cubic centimetres of nitrogen= 00753 grm.

The percentage composition of this organic substance is thus :-

C . . . . 2,80 per cent.
N . . . . . 0185

The proportion of carbon and nitrogen in this organic substance is 53 '48 15, which

is the proportion of these two elements in albumen.

To conclude then, it may be said that the foregoing analyses confirm the macroscopic
and microscopic observations in showing a Globigerina Ooze to be a deposit formed

essentially of the remains of calcareous organisms, while the portion insoluble in dilute acid
consists of matters similar to those met with in a Red Clay, and having the same origin.

From the state of our knowledge up to the present time it appears that Globigerina
Ooze is one of the most widely distributed of the marine deposits, the area which it.
covers being estimated at about 49,520,000 square miles, inferior only to that of the
Red Clay. It attains its maximum development in the Atlantic Ocean, occupying
by far the larger portion of the sea-floor of this ocean, and stretching from within
the Arctic Circle to the Southern Ocean as far as 600 S. latitude. The total area of

Globigerina Ooze in the Atlantic from north to south-is estimated at about 22,500,000

square miles.

In the Indian Ocean, Globigerina Ooze is estimated to occupy about 12,2'20,000

square miles, covering nearly the whole of the western portion of the basin, extending into
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the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal in the north and into the Southern Ocean in the
south.

In the Pacific Ocean, the area covered by Globigerina Ooze is estimated at about
14,800,000 square miles. In the western basin of the Pacific it extends from the
Southern Ocean, in about 550 5" latitude, along the shores of New Zealand and Australia,
in a very irregular and broken manner, to the eastern shores of Japan in the north;
there is a detached area in the Central Pacific around the Society Islands, a smaller
area extending north-west from the Sandwich Islands, and numerous small detached
patches around the coral island groups. In the south-eastern part of the Pacific, Globi
gerina Ooze extends westwards from off the Chiian coast of South America, encircling
an extensive area of Red Clay, and joins the area of the western basin south-east of New
Zealand, so that it may be said to extend almost uninterruptedly from the shores of
Japan to the south-west coast of South America.

An examination of the bathyinetrical contour lines on Chart 1 shows that the
Globigerina Oozes occupy all the medium depths of the ocean removed from continents
and islands, and is especially developed in those regions where the surface of the sea is
occupied by warm currents, the only development of the deposit in the Arctic regions being
in the track of the northern extension of Gulf Stream waters, where in the Norwegian Sea
this deposit is estimated to cover about 193,000 square miles, the greater part of which
is within the Arctic Circle. It will also be noticed that the deposit is found at greater
depths in tropical regions than in more northern or southern latitudes.

PTEROPOD OOZE.

This name was employed by Mr. Murray during the cruise of the Challenger to

designate those deep-sea deposits in which a very large part of the calca.reous organisms
consists of the dead shells of Pteropods and Heteropods, along with the shells of other

pelagic and larval Molluscs. One of the most remarkable facts discovered by the Chal

lenger is, that though the remains of these pelagic Molluscs are abundant every-where in
the surface waters of the tropical and subtropical regions of the ocean, yet their dead
shells are wholly absent from the deposits in all the deeper waters. A few traces of
them may be met with occasionally in depths as great as 2000 fathoms, but it is only in

lesser depths that they make up any appreciable part of a Globigerina Ooze, or are so

abundant as to justify the distinctive name of Pteropod Ooze. As in the warmer regions
the appearance of Pteropod and ileteropod shells in a deposit is associated with a depth
limit and other oceanic phenomena of great interest, it seemed desirable to emphasise
their occurrence in this way. A Pteropod Ooze is then distinguished from a Globigerina
Ooze, with which it has so many points of resemblance, by the presence of these shells.

The following is a list of the Pteropod and Heteropod shells that may be found in a

Pteropod Ooze
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FTEROPODA.1

Limacina inflata (d'Orbigny). (Rio anc1re (Boas).
triacanthci (Fischer). ,, polita (Craven, MS.).
l4elicina (Phipps). ,, balantium (Rang).

13 antarctica, Woodward. ,, chaptczli (Sonleyet).
helicoides, Jeifreys. ,, australis (d'Orbigny).
lesueuri (d'Orbigny). ,, sulcata (Pfeffer).
australis (Eydoux and Souieyet). ,, pyrarnidata, Linné.

retroversa (Fleming). ,, cuspidata (Bose).
trochforrnis (d'Orbigny). Guvierina columnella (Rang).
bulirnoides (d'Orbigny). Cavolinia trispinosa (Lesueur).

PeracliB retioulata (d'Orbigny). ,, quadridentata (Lesueur).

bipinosa, Pelseneer. ,, longirostris (Lesuen r).
fJUo (G%'eseis) virgula (Rang). ,, globulosct (Rang).

conica (Eschscholtz). ,, gibbosa (Rang).
( ,, ) acicula (Rang), ,, tridentata (Forsk&l).

( ,, ) chierchi (Boas). ,, uncinata (Rang).
(ByalocyUrc) striata (Rang). ,, inflexa (Lesueur).

(Styliola) subula (Quoy and Gainiard).

HETEROPODA.2

G'arinara cristata (Linné). Atlanta inclinata, Eydoux and Souleyct.
,, fragilis, St. Vincent. ,, helicinoicles, Eydoux and Souleyet.

lamarc/cii, Peron and Lesueu.r. ,, gibbosa, Eydoux and Souleyet.
depressa, Rang. ,, gaudichaudii, Eydoux and Soule
australis, Quoy and Gaimard. yet.
galea, Benson. ,, ftsca, Eydoux and Souleyet.
cithara, Benson. ,, depressa, Eydoux and Souleyet.
punctata, d'Orbigny. ,, rosea, Eydoux and Souleyct.
gaudichaudii, Eydoux and ,, quoyana, Eydoux and Souleyet..

Souleyet. ,, 9flediterranea, Costa.
atlantica, Adams and Reeve. ,, violacea, Gould.

cornucopia, Gould. ,, tessella.tct., Gould.
Atlanta peronii, Lesueur. ,, primitia, Gould.

turriculata, d'Orbigny. ,, cunicula, Gould.
,, les-ueurii, Eycloux and Souleyet. ,, souleycti, Smith.

involuta, Eydoux and Souleyet. Oxygyrus kerauclrenli (Lesucur).
inflata, Eydoux and Souleyet. ,, rangu, Eydoux and Souleyct.

In addition to the shells of the species in the above lists, there are a number of other
shells not usually met with in the deeper Globigerina Oozes, which may be recognised as

Pelseneer, Report on the Pteropoda, Zool. C/sail. Erp., pt. lxv.
Smith, Report on the Heteropoda, Zool. £'/iall. Exp., r lxxii.
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contributing to the formation of a Pteropod Ooze, 'viz., the shells of Iantliina, larval

Gasteropods, and the remains of some of the more delicate shells of pelagic Foraminifera,
Candeina ??itida, for instance. In one or two soundings of less than 1500 fathoms
far removed from land, the Pteropod, Heteropod, and other delicate shells here referred
to, appear to make up fully 30 per cent. of the deposit. In all deposits near continents
and islands, where tropical oceanic waters occupy the surface, they are more or less
abundant, though not unfrequently their presence is completely masked by the large
quantities of other matters making up the deposits. In consequence of this it arises that
a Pteropod Ooze formed in shallow water far from land differs very widely from one
formed near to a continental shore or around an oceanic island. In oceanic regions the

deposit approaches in constitution to a Globigerina Ooze, being, however, more friable
and granular, and less homogeneous and uniform, from the presence of these larger
shells, but the mineral particles are the same as in a Globigerina Ooze from the same

region. Near the coast line the Pteropod deposits resemble the terrigenous deposits
in the large number of shore materials and organisms which enter into their composition,
the mineral particles being to a great extent the same as in Blue Muds, Green Muds, and
Volcanic Muds, or fragments from coral reefs and calcareous organisms from shallow water

may make up a large part of the deposit.
In the Tables of Chapter II. 13 samples of Pteropod Ooze are described. These range

in depth from 390 fathoms at Station 24 to 1525 fathoms at Station 3, the average being
1044 fathoms.




2 are from depths less than 500 fathoms.
3 ,, from 500 to 1000
7 1000 ,, 1500
1 ., over 1500

The carbonate of lime ranges from 52,22 per cent. in 900 fathoms to 9847 per cent. in
1240 fathoms, and averages 79,25 cent. In these samples it is estimated that the car
bonate of lime derived from pelagic Foraminifera averages 47,15 per cent. of the whole

deposit, that from the bottom-living Foraminifera 315 per cent., and from the other organ
isms, including the Pteropods, Heteropods, and Coccoliths and Rhabdoliths, 2895 percent.

Globigeriniche, Puivinul'ina, Pteropods, and Coccoliths are present in all cases (is),
Milioliclie, Rotaliclie, Echinoderm fragments, and Rhabdoliths (12), Textularid, otoliths
of fish, Gasteropods, Heteropods, and Ostracodes (ii), Lagenid and Lamellibranche (10),
Polyzoa (8), Dentalium and Coral fragments (4), Nummuhinida and Coccospheres (3),
and Cirripeds, Alcyonarian picules, and Cephalopod beaks each in one case.

The residue left on removal of the carbonate of lime is red or brown in the majority
of cases, while the deposit itself is white or dirty white in most instances. The average
percentage of the residue is 2015, being complementary to the quantity of carbonate of

lime present.
(DEEP-SEA flEPOSITs CHALL. EXP.-1890.) 29
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The remains of siliceous organisms in these samples range from 1 per cent. in 6 cases

to 20 per cent. in 1525 fathoms, and the average is 289 per cent. They consist of

Sponge spicules, Radiolaria, Diatoms, casts of Foraminifera, and arenaceous Foraminifera.

The mineral particles are all angular, and range from less than 1 to 10 per cent., the

average being 285 per cent. In size they vary from 0-06 to 0,10 mm. in diameter,

the average being 008 mm. These mineral particles consist of magnetite and augite in

11 instances, feispar and hornblende (8), sanidine, volcanic glass, and lapilli (6),

plagioclase and mica (5), pumice (4), manganese (3), quartz (2), and olivine, altered

mineral particles, and chioritic scales (1).
The fine washings range from a trace in 1240 fathoms to 4118 per cent. in 900

fathoms, the average being 1501 per cent.

The average composition of the Challenger samples of Pteropod Ooze is as follows:-

PelagicPelagic Foraminifera, . . . 4715
Carbonate of lime, . . Bottom-living Foraniinifera, . . 315

I Other organisms, . . . . 2895




7925
Siliceous organisms, . . . . 289

Residue, . . . . Minerals, . . . . . 285

I Fine Washings, . . . 1501




2O75

10000

By comparing this with the table showing the average composition of Globigerina
Ooze on page 218, it will be observed that Pteropod Ooze differs from Globigerina Ooze

in the residue being less abundant and, chiefly, in the relatively large percentage of

calcareous organisms other than Foraminifera.

The Challenger dredges and trawls brought up pieces of pumice in 4 instances from

these deposits, and manganese nodules and organisms coated with manganese in 3 cases,

as well as a large number of deep-sea animals.

The following three analyses of samples of Pteropod Ooze are from Station 22,1420

fathoms, Station 23, 450 fathoms, and Station 24, 390 fathoms.

PORTION soumu n HC1. PORTION MOLUBLD IN MI.

.9
I

No. 8102 A],05 F6203 Mn02 CaCO, Ca504 Ca32PO.L MgCO5 Total.

22 1420 60 3-80 414 442 8069 041 241 0'68 92,75 ALO31Fe,0,,8i05, . . . 8"45
28 450 61 400 260 180 300 8427 100 g.tr. 128 9305 4U0,,FeO5,SiO . . . 205
24 390 62 200 865 080 808 ... 8266 013 244 016 9410 02,Fu0,8iO, . . . . 390

In No. 62 the finer harts had been washed away.
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These analyses represent the composition of the three deposits as almost identical.
In the first place, they are specially characterised by the high percentage of carbonate of
lime, much higher than the average percentage in a Globigerina Ooze, which in this case
must be attributed to the presence of Pteropod, Fleteropod, and other delicate and larger
shells, which are absent or rare in the last-named deposit. Having regard to the small

quantities of alumina, silica, and iron, there can be but little argiiiaceous and ferruginous
matters present, and the loss on ignition can most probably be referred to the organic
matter associated with the calcareous shells. There is nothing special to remark regard
ing the sulphate and phosphate of lime, and carbonate of magnesia. These have, it is
evident, the same origin as in the case of the Globigerina Oozes; it may be noted, how
ever, that the magnesia does not augment with the proportionally great increase of
carbonate of lime.'

As the soluble portion rises to a mean of more than 93 per cent. of the whole

deposit, few anhydrous minerals could be expected in the insoluble portion, and indeed
no quantitative analysis has been attempted of the 3 per cent, of which it is made up.

With reference to the Pteropod Ooze, it may be here stated that with the view of

determining whether or not these shells contained mineral matters other than carbonate of

lime, an analysis was made of a number of the shells of Cavolina taken at the surface of

the sea and still containing the animal. After having removed with all possible care the
whole of the animal matter, these shells were analysed, and we were able to detect, in

addition to the carbonate of lime, only traces of iron and of organic matter.

From all the foregoing considerations, then, we arrive at the conclusion that a Pteropod
Ooze differs from a Globigerina Ooze only in the larger percentage of carbonate of lime,

and it has already been pointed out that this is due to the greater abundance of the more

delicate shells of pelagic organisms.

Pteropod Ooze was found by the Challenger Expedition only in the Atlantic Ocean.

It was met with in its most typical form on the central ridges of the Atlantic, where the

depths did not exceed 1400 fathoms; in these regions it is estimated to cover about 400,000

square miles of the sea-floor. Had the Challenger been fortunate enough to discover

similar ridges far from laud in the tropical and subtropical regions of the Pacific, they

would in all probability have been found to be covered by Pteropod Ooze. In nearly all

cases these shells are very numerous in the shallower depths near tropical lands, but

usually they arc not in sufficient abundance to give a distinctive character to the deposit,

being masked by the large quantity of other more rapidly accumulating materials either

of an organic or inorganic nature. In some exceptional cases, however, as off coral reefs

and oceanic islands, they are sufficiently abundant to allow of the deposit being called a

Pteropod Ooze, for instance, off the Antilles and the Azores in the Atlantic, and off some of

See pp. 200, 201.
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the Fiji and other islands of the Pacific. Indeed many inter-tropical islands are apparently

surrounded, between depths of 400 and 1400 fathoms, by deposits which might in most

cases be called Pteropod Oozes. In northern temperate and polar regions this deposit

could not occur, as the shells do not live in the surface waters of these regions in sufficient

abundance.




IL Terrigenous Deposits.

At the outset of this chapter it was pointed out that all marine deposits might be

divided into two great groups, viz., Pelagic and Terrigenous (see pp. 185 and 186). It was

likewise stated that the terrigenous deposits were for the most part made up of materials

immediately derived from the great laud masses, which had been subject, in a greater or

less degree, to the mechanical effects of erosion. A very large part of the terrigenous

deposits does not, however, fall to be considered in detail in this work, which is limited to

a description of deep-sea deposits, or, according to our definition of the term, to those

deposits forming in the ocean beyond a depth of 100 fathoms. The terrigenous deposits
of the littoral and shallow-water zones surrounding the land are primarily of the same

nature as those forming in the deep-sea zone. In consequence, however, of the different

physical conditions prevailing in these three zones, the deposits are more diverse,

heterogeneous, local, and coarser in the shallower zones than in the deeper one, for the

deposits become more and more uniform, homogeneous, fine grained, and widely distri

buted as the deep water of the ocean basins is approached.
It is well known that fresh water carries a much larger amount of sediment in

suspension than salt water, and that wherever a mixture of these waters takes place along
the borders of the continents almost the whole of the sediment falls rapidly to the bottom,

thus contributing a great mass of material to the terrigenous deposits in process of forma

tion.' Murray and Irvine' have shown that a considerable quantity of clayey matter can

be held in suspension in sea-water, the amount being greater in waters of a low, than in

waters of a high, temperature, and they point out that Radiolarians and Diatoms probably
obtain their silica from this source. This does not, however, in any way lessen the import
ance of the fact that the great bulk of detrital matters borne from the land to the ocean

is deposited in somewhat close proximity to the coasts. The combined effect of rivers,

winds, waves, currents, and tides on the materials of the land and shallow-water areas, is

to transport all the fine particles out to depths in which they may fall to the bottom in

comparatively still water, and where they may accumulate in the form of various kinds

of muds. We have seen that while the depth at which these muds form in enclosed seas

I Th. Schecrer, Fogy. Amt, Bd. hxxii. P. 419, 1851; Fr. Sehuize, Ibid., Bit. cixix. p. 368, 1866; Sidell in Abbot
and Huphreys' Report on the Mississippi, App. A. No. 2, 1870; iilgard, Auwr. Jonrn. Sd., ser. iii. vol. xvii. 1'. 05,
1879; Brewer, "On the Subsidence of Particles in Liquids," Mm. Acad. &i., Washington, vol. ii. p. 165, 1883.

"Silica and Siliceous Organisms in Modern Seas," Proc. Roy. Soc. Edi,t., 1891 ; ee L1&) ChapLer VI.
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or estuaries may be only a few fathoms, yet along all the continental shores facing the
great ocean basins the average depth of the mud-line may be taken at 100 fathoms.

It is then with deposits formed chiefly of the fine detrital matters beyond the 100
fathom line, which are termed deep-sea terrigenous deposits, that we have especially to
deal in this place. They are laid down on what may be called the continental slope,
or that area of the earth's surface extending from the 100-fathom line clown to the

depressed level of the ocean basins at an average depth of two and a half miles. At
their lower limit they pass gradually into the pelagic deposits without any sharp line of
demarcation, and at their upper limit they are continuous with the shallow-water

deposits of the continental she1f. -

The terrigenous deposits as a whole are estimated to cover an area of 28,662,500

square miles of the ocean's floor, as follows :-.

Terrigenous deep-sea deposits (laid down on the continental

slope beyond 100 fathoms), 18,600,000 sq. rn.
shallow-water,, (laid down on the continental

shelf within 100 fathoms),. 10,000,000
littoral ,, (laid clown between tide

marks), . . . .62,500

BLUE MUD.

This name has been adopted for the deposits most frequently met with in the

deeper waters surrounding continental land, and in all enclosed or partially enclosed seas
more or less cut off from free communication with the open ocean. The materials of
which the Blue Muds are principally composed are derived from the disintegration of
continental land, and are very complex in character. When collected this deposit is blue
or slate coloured, with an upper red or brown coloured layer, which had been in immediate

contact with the water. The blue colour is due to organic matter and sulphide of iron

in a fine state of division, and these muds have, as a rule, when taken from the sounding
tube or dredge, a smell of sulphurettecl hydrogen. The red or brown colour of the thin

watery upper layer is evidently due to the presence of ferric oxide or ferric hydrate, but

as the deposit accumulates this oxide is transformed into sulphide and ferrous oxide in

the presence of organic matter in the underlying layers. When dried the deposit becomes

grey or brown, owing to the oxidation of the sulphide of iron. Sometimes the samples
are homogeneous, at other times the aspect is heterogeneous, owing to the presence of

large fragments of rocks and shells and small fragments of calcareous organisms. When

wet the deposit may he plastic, and behave like a true clay, but as a rule these muds may
be described rather as earthy than as clayey. They may contain from only a trace to

35 per cent. of carbonate of lime.
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Among the Challenger deposits described in the Tables of Chapter II. there are
58 examples of Blue Mud. These range from 125 to 2800 fathoms, the average depth

being 1411 fathoms.




12 are from depths less than 500 fathoms.
6 ,, from 500 to 1000
15 ,, 1000 ,, 1500

1500 ,, 2000
20 2000 ,, 2500
9 ,, over 2500 ,,

27 of these examples are called blue-grey in colour, and 18 grey.
The carbonate of lime ranges from the merest trace in 2650 fathoms and lesser depths

to 8424 per cent. in 500 fathoms, the average being 1 248 per cent. This would seem
to indicate a gradual decrease in the quantity of carbonate of lime with increase of

depth, as in the case of purely pelagic deposits, but arranging the percentages in groups
of 500 fathoms, it will be seen that there is a marked departure from this rule, as might
indeed be expected, considering the varied origin of these coast deposits and the varying
amount of river detritus and organic remains in different situations.

Under 500 fathoms, . . 10'Gl average per cent. CaCO3.
From 500 to 1000 ,, . . 1085

1000 ,, 1500 ,, . . 1894
1500 ,, 2000 ,, . 941
2000 ,, 2500 ,, . . 1086

Over 2500 H " . 1053

0E' the organisms which yield the carbonate of lime in these Blue Muds the pelagic
Foramirifera make up on an average 752 per cent., the bottom-living Foramiuifera 1.75

per cent., and other carbonate of lime remains 3'21 per cent. In some cases the pelagic
Foraminifera make up as much as 25 per cent, of the whole deposit, while in others no

trace of them can be detected. The bottom-living Foraminifera may makeup 10 percent.,
and, again, the other calcareous remains 16 per cent, of the deposit. The shells of pelagic

species, which make up so large a part of a Globigerina Ooze., are not abundant nor

universally distributed in the Blue Muds, the remains of shallow-water or bottom-living

organisms predominating in many cases. The organisms most frequently mentioned are the

shells of Globigerinicke, Rotalida, Lageniclie, Mhioliclie; Textularida?., Nummulinida, Lamel

libranchs, Ga.steropods, Ostracocles, Echinoderm fragments, Coccoliths, and Rhabdoliths.

The residue left after treating the deposits with dilute hydrochloric acid is chiefly
brown or grey; in 19 cases it was a shade of brown, in 15 a shade of grey, in 7 it was

green, and in 5 it was blue. In. 9 cases there was no carbonate of lime or only traces,

and consequently no residue apart from the deposit itself. The mean percentage of
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residue is 87 52, and the range with respect to depth is the reverse of that given for the
carbonate of lime.

With reference to the siliceous organisms in the Blue Muds, these are estimated in
the Tables as ranging from 1 per cent. in several instances to 15 per cent. in two cases,
the average for the whole being 3-27 per cent. These organic remains consist of the
frustules of Diatoms, Radiolarians, Sponge spicules, arenaceous Foraminifera, and casts of
the carbonate of lime organisms in glauconite or some allied silicate.

The mineral particles are mostly derived from the adjacent lands, and consist largely
of the fragments and minerals of the various rocks forming the continents. The size of
the mineral and rock particles varies much with the position; they are as a rule larger
near the shore, and smaller as the deep sea is approached, except in those regions
affected by floating ice. More than half of the deposit is in many cases made up of the
mineral particles, consisting largely of rounded grains of quartz.

In the Challenger samples the mineral particles are stated to be angular in 32 cases,

rounded in 3 cases, and in 21 cases to be angular and rounded. The size varies from

0,06 to 0,30 mm. in diameter, and the average diameter is 0,115 mm. The percentage
is very variable, ranging from 1 per cent, in several cases to '75 per cent. in one

instance, the mean percentage being 2248.

It may be noticed here that quartz particles, which are relatively rare, not discernible,

or absent in typical pelagic deposits, are the most abundant among the mineral particles of

these terrigenous deposits, which are further characterised by the presence of particles of

older crystalline or schisto-crystalline rocks, quartzite, sandstones, li.mcstones. Among the

minerals we observe, besides quartz, orthoclase and plagioclase, green hornblende, augite,
white and black mica, epidote, chioritic scales, zircon, tourmaline, &c. Glauconite cannot

be considered characteristic of Blue Muds, but is to be found in nearly all of them,

though in limited quantity compared with what is met with in those other terrigenous

deposits called Green Muds.

The fine washings range from 16'11 per cent. to 97'OO per cent., the average being
61.77 per cent. The fine washings in the Blue Muds are probably always less abundant

than in the Red Clays and Radiolarian Oozes.

The following table is arranged to show the average percentage of the minerals and

fine washings, as also the average size of the mineral particles, for successive groups of

500 fathoms

Ithneras. Size. Fiuc Washings.
Under 500 fathoms, . . 2908 0137 mm. 5322

500 to 1000 ,, . . 3018 0-102 ,, 56'48

1000 1500 ,, . . 1077 0118 58-29

1500 ,, 2000 ,, . . 2333 0115 ,, 6225

2000 ,, 2500 ,, . . 18'00 0'119 ,, 6623

Over 2500 ,, . . 1689 0087 ,, 6946
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It will be noticed that the fine washings increase with the depth, while the abundance

of mineral particles and their mean diameter are irregular, though on the whole they
diminish in size and abundance with greater depth and greater distance from land, where

the sea is not affected by floating ice. It must be noticed also that in the neighbour
hood of some continental shores, where there are many volcanic rocks, the deposits are

made up to a great extent of the disintegrated parts of these rocks, and thus cannot be

distinguished from the Volcanic Muds formed around volcanic islands.'

The following table shows the average composition of the Challenger samples of

Blue Mud, and it will be seen that, compared with the similar table for Red Clay, the

percentage of minerals is much higher and the fine washings less abundant :-

(Pelagic Foraminifera, . . . .752

Carbonate of lime, . Bottom-living Foraminifera, . . 175

(Other organisms, . . . 321




12-48

(Siliceous organisms. . . . 327
Residue, . . . Minerals, 2248

(Fine washings, . . . 6177




87-52

100'00

The following are analyses of two samples of Blue Mud, one from the Pacific, the

other from the Atlantic :-




PORTION SOLUBLE r EC]. PoitTlos INSOLUBLE IN HCL

No, Sf0, ALOJ FeO3 Mn02 CaCO3Ca804 Ca,2P0,1 MgCO3 Total. SiO, A1,08 Fe.03 CaO MgO Total.

213 2050 63 492 2352 715 750 g. tr. 1'75 058 tr. 114 4224 39'84 7,33 373 163 081 52'84
323 1900 64 560 23-20 5-50 5'01 ... 2-94 0.12 1-39 016 44-32 3600 8-05 217 251 0-25 4953

No. 63 is of material obtained from the trawl, No. 64 from tow-net at trawl.

These two analyses show a striking difference when compared with those of pelagic

deposits. The quantity of insoluble residue is much greater than the average in deposits
from similar depths further removed from land, for it will be seen that it makes up in

these two cases about one-half of the deposits. This indicates a higher percentage of

mineral particles not decomposable by hydrochloric acid, and may be attributed to the

presence of the minerals and rocks from continental lands, in which quartz plays the

most important part, thus being in accord with what we have just said as to the origin of

this deposit. In the portion soluble in acid we have the hydrated silicate of aluniina and

ferric oxide, but in these two analyses the. percentages of these substances are less than

I See P1. XI. fig. 2; P1. XXVII. hg. 4.
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the average found in a Red Clay. The excess of silica must, as in the other deposits,
be attributed to the presence of siliceous organisms. The carbonate of lime is due, as in

pelagic deposits, to the shells of calcareous organisms; the presence of carbonate of mag
nesia and sulphate and phosphate of lime is to be interpreted in the same manner as in the
case of these substances in the pelagic deposits.' In the insoluble portion the excess of
silica must be attributed to quartz, but besides there are present anhydrous silicates,, which

microscopic examination showed to be monoclinic and triclinic feispars, mica, augite,
magnetite, hornblende, and the debris of pumice.

An additional analysis of a sample of the Blue Mud from Station 323, in 1900
fathoms, gave the following results:-

4
SLO AlO3 Pesos Phosphoric and CoO MgO K20 NaO I"$ On Total.

828 1900 65 5954 1942 715 traces. 1.68 198 135 268 624 99.99

If this analysis be compared with the preceding one from the same station, some
differences will be perceived, the total amount of silica in analysis No. 64 being 642O'

per cent., and in No. 65, 5954 per cent.; alumina, 1355 per cent. and 19,42 per cent.

Although the general result may lead in the two cases to the same interpretation as
to the essential mineralogical composition of the deposit, these divergences show how
much different samples of the deposit may vary even from the same dredging, and how
difficult it is to pronounce upon the mineral nature of a deposit solely by chemical'

analysis. The variations in the composition of the deposit from the same trawling or

dredging may arise from some portions being from deeper layers than others, or from
differences of depth and position when the instrument was being dragged over several
miles. The mode of collection and preservation, by separating the finer and coarser parts
of the same sample, may also give rise to differences in the analyses. This remark may
be applied to all the deposits, as already stated, but particularly to the terrigenous
deposits which, according to the conditions of formation, are seldom so homogeneous as
the pelagic deposits.

The Blue Muds surround nearly all coasts and fill nearly all enclosed seas, like the
Mediterranean, and even the Arctic Ocean; of all the terrigenous deposits they occupy
by far the largest area of the earth's surface, being estimated to cover about 14,500,000

square miles, of which the Arctic Ocean would contain about four millions of square miles,

the Pacific three millions, the Atlantic two millions, the Indian one and a half millions,

the Southern one and a half millions, and the Antarctic about two and a half millions of

square miles. The geographical position of these muds is represented on Chart 1.
1 See pp. 200, 201.

(DT r-sEA DEPOSITS CUALL. EXP. 1890.) 30
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REDMm).

Along the Brazilian coast of South America the terrigenous deposits off shore are
different from the deposits found in similar positions along other continents, in that they
are all of a red-brown or brick-red colour, in place of blue or green coloured, as is

usually the case. The red colour of the deposits appears to be produced by the large
quantity of ochreous matter carried into the ocean by the Amazon, Orinoco, and
other South American rivers, and distributed by oceanic currents along these coasts.

Although organic matters are probably as abundant in these as in the deposits along
other coasts, still they do not seem to be sufficient to reduce the whole of the peroxide
of iron to the state of protoxide, nor does sulphide of iron" accumulate here as in the
case of the Blue Muds, in both of which respects these Red Muds resemble the Red Clays
of the abysmal regions. It is a remarkable fact that we do not find in these red deposits
a trace of the green coloured glauconitic casts of Foraininifera and other calcareous

organisms, nor any of the glauconite grains which usually accompany these casts in
other terrigenous deposits. There are a few spicules of siliceous Sponges, but frustules
of Diatoms and the remains of Radiolarians are exceedingly rare, or wholly absent. As

regards the calcareous organisms, and mineral particles other than glaucothte, they do
not appear to differ from those present in the Blue or Green Muds.

Of these Red Muds 10 samples are described in the Tables of Chapter Il. These are
from depths varying from 120 to 1200 fathoms, the average depth being 623 fathoms.

3 are from less than 500 fathoms.

S ,, between 500 and 1000
2 ,, over 1000

In colour they are all red-brown. The carbonate of lime in these samples ranges from
5,75 to 60,79 per cent., the average being 3228 per cent. The amount of carbonate of
lime in the different samples is more in relation to the nearness or distance from the
mouths of rivers than to the depth from which the samples were taken. The carbonate
of lime derived from the shells of pelagic Foraminifera ranges from 3 to 30 per cent., the

average being 1344 per cent.; that derived from bottom-living Foraminifera ranges from
1 to 8 per cent., and averages 3,33 per cent.; that from other organisms ranges from 1.75
to 4015 per cent., the average being 15,51 per cent.

The residue is in all cases reddish brown or yellow; it ranges from 39,21 to 9425

per cent. of the whole deposit, the average being 6772 per cent. Siliceous organisms
are relatively very rare, and in no case are they estimated to make up more than 1 per
cent. of the whole deposit; they consist almost exclusively of Sponge spicules and a few
arenaceous Foraminifera. With some doubtful exceptions, Diatoms were not observed

during the examination of these deposits.
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The mineral particles range from 10 to 25 per cent., the average being 21,11 per
cent. The particles are rounded and angular; in size they vary from 007 to 030 mm. in

diameter, the average being 0'15 mm. Quartz is the most abundant mineral, and. the

other minerals are similar to those found in the other terrigenous deposits along con

tinental shores.

The fine washings range from 28'21 to 6825 per cent., the average being 45'6I

per cent.

By arranging the amount of minerals, their size, and the fine washings according
to depth, it is seen that the mineral particles are larger and the amount of fine washings
less in the shallower depths.

Minerals. Size. Pine Washings.
Under 500 fathoms, . 20 per cent, 0,30 mm. 33,37 per cent.

500-1000 ,, . 20 ,, 0,126 ,, 4904 ,,
Over 1000 ,, . 25 ,, 0,075 ,, 49'24

The following table shows the average composition of the Challenger samples of Red

Mud:-




PelagicPelagic Foraminifera, . . . . 1344
Carbonate of lime, . Bottom-living Foraminifera, . . . 3.33

( Other organisms, . . . . . 15'51




32'28

( Siliceous organisms, . . . . 100
Residue, . . .. Minerals, . . . . . . 2111

Fine washings, . . . . . 4561




6712

l00"00

The following analysis was made to determine the chemical composition of a Red
Mud, from Station 120, 675 fathoms:-

00
0 No. : 5102 Also, Fe902 CaO MgO Na20 K20 SOS C°a CL Total.

120 075 54 002 3166 921 452 2518 2'07 163 133 027 1718 246 101'98

In combining the carbonic acid with the oxide of calcium indicated by the analysis
we obtain 3893 per cent, of carbonate of calcium, with an excess of oxide of calcium,

which may come from the silicates containing lime, or from the phosphate and sulphate
of lime. There must be, according to the analysis, a relatively large quantity of argillaceous
matter and hydrated peroxide of iron in the deposit, and free silica in the form of quartz
or hydrated silica from organic remains. The presence of alkalies indicates that alkaline

silicates are among the minerals, as indeed was shown by microscopic analysis, but a good
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deal of the percentage of alkalies must be referred to the presence of sea-salts retained in

the deposits, as is shown by the following experiment.
In speaking of the analyses of Red Clay and Globigerina Ooze, it was pointed out

that, in their examination, the sea-salts that might be retained in the deposits should be

taken into account. In order to arrive at an approximate notion on this point, the

following determinations were made with a specimen of the Red Mud from Station 120,

675 fathoms, of which we have just given the analysis. The substance was washed with

warm and cold distilled water till the water no longer gave the reaction of chlorine, it

was afterwards pulverised and treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids. 1'4088 grms.
of substance dried at 1000 C. gave 0'0496 grIn, of chloride of sodium and potassium, and

01013 grin, of chioroplatinate of potassium, which corresponds to 0'0195 grm. of oxide

of potassium and O'0099 grin. of oxide of sodium-

[No. 55.] Na20 . . . . 0'70 per cent.

K20 . . . . 1'38

In comparing this analysis with that given above, so far as regards the alkalies, it will

be seen that there is about 1 per cent. more oxide of sodium in the unwashed than in

the washed sample, which is doubtless due to the presence of chloride of sodium.

The Red Muds probably occupy along the Brazilian coast about 100,000 square miles

of the sea-bed. Similar red deposits are formed in the Yellow Sea off the Chinese coast

near the mouth of the Yang-tse-kiang.

Gri MuDs &rr Srns.

In their composition, origin, and distribution these deposits resemble in many

respects the Blue and Red Muds. Their chief characteristic is the presence in them of

a greater or less abundance of glauconitic grains and glauconitic casts of the calcareous

organisms. There is also in these muds, mixed with glauconite, a greenish amorphous

matter, which in part at least appears to be of an organic nature, for it blackens on being

heated on platinum foil, leaving an ash coloured by oxide of iron. These muds and

sands are almost always developed along bold and exposed coasts, where no very large

rivers pour their detrital matters into the sea.

The collections of the "Tuscarora "indicate that in depths of 100 to 400 fathoms, off

the coast of California, there are black sands which, if the specimens be in the state in which

they were collected, are almost wholly composed of particles of dark green glauconite.

The average diameter of the grains is about 0-6 mm., and mixed with them are a few

Foraminifera and mineral particles of the same dimensions. It is rare, however, to find

pure glauconitic sands like these, for the deposits contain, as a rule, many remains of

calcareous organisms, mineral particles from the continental rocks, and a considerable
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quantity of clayey matter. This fine clayey or detrital matter appears always to be
less abundant than in a characteristic Blue Mud. These Green Muds and Sands do not
occur in very deep water; deposits which may be classed under this head are usually
met with between the depths of 100 and 900 fathoms. It is true that glauconite is
found in both lesser and greater depths than these, but not in sufficient abundance to
constitute a Green Mud or Sand. Along coasts where Green Muds are laid down pelagic
conditions appear to approach much nearer to the shores than where the Blue Muds

prevail; to such an extent is this the case, that were it not for the presence of glauconite
and the nature of the mineral particles, many of the Green Muds might equally well be
called Globigerina Oozes.

Whenever there is a large quantity of ferric hydrate in a terrigenous deposit, as
off the Brazilian shores, or whenever the deposit is chiefly made up of river detritus

that bears evidence of having accumulated at a rapid rate, glauconitic matter is either

absent or only developed to a very small extent, and, as has already been pointed out,

it is rare or absent in pelagic deposits On the other hand, when there is a large
number of the fragments of ancient rocks that have apparently been for a long time

exposed to the action of sea-water, and have consequently undergone much alteration,

then glaucomtic grains and glauconitic casts of the calcareous organisms are usually
abundant; phosphatic concretions are also found in the same positions, and there is always
evidence of other organic matters. These conditions are as a rule met with along high
and bold coasts removed from the embouchures of large rivers, as has already been stated.

Green Muds.-In the Tables of Chapter IL there are described 22 samples of Green

Mud. The depths range from 100 to 1270 fathoms, the average being 513 fathoms.

13 are from less than 500 fathoms.

6 ,, depths between 500 and 1000

3 ,, over 1000

In the majority of cases the colour is green, or a tinge of green; two samples are

described as of a grey colour.

The carbonate of lime ranges from a trace in several cases to 56 18 per cent., the

average being 25'52 percent. In depths under 500 fathoms the mean percentage is 23 92,

from 500 to 1000 fathoms it is 2517, and in depths over 1000 fathoms, 3273, so that

there is an increase of carbonate of lime with increasing depth and distance from the

shore. The carbonate of lime derived from the shells of pelagic Foraminifera ranges

from 1 to 35 per cent., the average being 1459 per cent.; that derived from bottom

living Foraminifera ranges from 1 to 15 per cent., the average being 2q94 per cent.;

that derived from the remains of other organisms ranges from 1 to 31 18 per cent., and

averages 799 per cent.
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The residue of the Green Muds, after the removal of the carbonate of lime, ranges
from 4382 to 100 per cent., the average being 74 48 per cent., and is of a distinct green
colour.

The siliceous organisms range from 1 to 50 per cent., the average being 13 67 per

cent., and consist of the remains of Diatoms, Racliolaria, Sponge spicules, arenaceous

Foraminifera, and the glauconitic casts of the calcareous organisms.'
The mineral particles range from 1 to 80 per cent. of the whole deposit, the average

being 27,11 per cent. With the exception of the glauconite grains they are mostly

angular, varying in diameter from 0,06 to 0,20 mm., the average being 013 mm.

Quartz, monoclinic and triclinic feispars, magnetite, hornblende, and augite are the most

abundant, but the presence in these Green Muds of tourmaline, zircon, and garnet is

very characteristic, and we may say the same of the fragments of continental rocks

which are also very frequent.' It may be noticed that in the Green Sands there are

frequently nodules and smaller concretions of phosphate of calcium.'

The flue washings vary from 969 to 8405 per cent., the average being 33.70 per
cent.

The following table gives the average percentage of minerals and fine washings and

the average size of the minerals allocated to depth
Minerals. Size. Fine Washings.

Under 500 fathoms, . . 29,60 per. cent. O145 mm. 2417 per cent.

From 500 to 1000 fathoms, . 2616 ,, 0,126 ,, 4489

Over 1000 fathoms, . . 1750 ,, 0100 ,,47.76

It will be seen that the percentage of minerals and the size decrease with increase of

depth, while the percentage of fine washings increases.

In the dredge pumice was obtained in two cases, pebbles in one, and hardened pieces

of the bottom in one case.

The following shows the average composition of the Challenger samples of Green

Mud

( Pelagic Foraminifera, . . . . 1459

Carbonate of lime, Bottom-living Foraminifera, . . .294

( Other organisms, . . . . .799




25,52
Siliceous organisms, . . . . 1367

Residue, . . . Minerals, . . . . . . 2711

l Fine washings, . . . . . 3370
- 7448

10000

1 See P1. XXV. 'See P1. XXVI. 'See P1. XX. fig. 1.
The larger number of siliceous organisms compared with these in Blue and Red Mudd (see P. 232 and 235) is

due to the glauconitic casts of the Foraminifera.
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Green Sands.-In addition to the deposits called Green Muds in the Tables of

Chapter II., there are 7 samples which have been called Green Sands. These differ from
the Green Muds chiefly in being more granular in appearance, owing to the relatively
small quantity of amorphous matter present in them. They are found usually in shallower
water than the muds, and in positions where the particles are occasionally at least set in
motion by the action of waves and currents. All these samples are from depths less than
900 fathoms, the average depth being 449 fathoms. The average percentage of carbonate
of lime in these Green Sands is 4918 ;-21 '00 per cent, of this derived from pelagic
Foraminifera, 15 per cent. from bottom-living Foraminifera, and 1378 per cent, from the
remains of other calcareous organisms-being thus much higher than in the Green Muds..

The residue is greenish in colour, and makes up 5022 per cent, of the whole deposit.
The siliceous organisms average 8 per cent., due to the presence of glauconitic casts of
calcareous organisms, while the mineral particles average 30 per cent., and the fine

washings 12,22 per cent. The average size of the mineral particles is 0'2 mm., somewhat

larger than in the Green Muds.

The following shows the average composition of the Challenger samples of Green

Sand

( Pelagic Foraminifera, . . . .21'OO
Carbonate of lime, Bottom-living Foraminifera, . . . 15'OO

( Other organisms, . . . . . 1378




4978
( Siliceous organisms, . . . . 800

Residue, . . Minerals, . . . . . . 3000

( Fine washings, . . . . . 1222




5022

10000

The following analyses are of two of the best examples of a Green Sand and a Green

Mud met with during the Expedition, the one being from Station 164B, in 410 fathoms,

off the coast of Australia, the other from Station 141 in 98 fathoms, off the Cape of

Good Hope




PoRTIoN SOLUBLE U RCI. PORTION INSOLUBLE IN Ed.

Station No. g SiO A1203 p,03 CaCO3 CaSO,1 Oa,2P04 Mg003 Total. 8i02 AlaOa Fe208 CaO MgO Total.

141 98 66 9-10 835 230 410 4946 1'07 tr. 202 6790 21,35 0'9 0'85 022 013 2300

164s 410 67 330 9,28 2,50 1230 4630 0'58 010 057 7229 2199 158 042 030 012 2441

-
No. 67 is of material from the dredge.

In the first place, there is to be noted the relatively high percentage of carbonate of
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lime, much higher than what is usually met with in a Blue Mud, this being due, as has

just been pointed out, to the presence of pelagic shells, which here approach nearer to

the coasts than where blue mud deposits prevail. The insoluble portion, it will be seen

from the analyses, must be almost exclusively made up of grains of quartz, since the

alumina, the iron, the lime, and magnesia do not form more than a small fraction of this

insoluble residue. The high percentage of insoluble silica shows that the mineral

particles come from continental rocks,, and not, as in the case of typical pelagic forma

tions, from the disintegration of volcanic products. The feispar fragments indicated by
the microscopkal examination are also derived from ancient crystalline rocks, in which

potash is a dominant base, and which doubtless furnish by their alteration one of the

necessary elements in the constitution of glauconite, so characteristic of these Green

Muds. We will refer to this fact in the chapter on the mineralogical composition and

mode of formation of glauconite.

The Challenger met with Green Muds and Sands off the coast of Portugal, off the

east coast of North America, off the Cape of Good Hope, off the coasts of Australia,

Japan, and South America. By other expeditions they have been discovered off the

Californian coast of America, off the eastern coast of Africa, and in many other regions.
The Green Muds and Sands would appear to form an interrupted band along many
continental shores at the upper edge of the continental slope, and the estimated area

occupied by these deposits is about 1,000,000 square miles of the sea-bottom, including
those occurring in the shallow-water zone in depths less than 100 fathoms.

VOLCANIC MUDS AND SANDS.

Around oceanic islands of volcanic origin the deposits consist in a large measure of

the rocks and minerals arising from the disintegration of the volcanic rocks of the

islands. Near shore, within the region of wave action, these are largely sands, composed
of volcanic material and the fragments of calcareous organisms, the mean diameter of

which may be from 05 mm. to several millimetres according to situation. In deeper
water, further from the islands, the mineral particles become less abundant and smaller,

while pelagic organisms, such as Giobigerina shells, Coccoliths and Rhabdoliths, and

Pteropod shells, increase in number, so that the deposit assumes the character of a mud

in which there is a considerable quantity of clayey and calcareous matter. They are

light grey, brown, or black in colour, and have an earthy rather than a clayey character.

These deposits may be found along any coast where volcanic rocks prevai], but they

are characteristically developed around the volcanic islands of the great ocean basins.

In general appearance and composition they present great variety, depending on position,

depth, and the organic remains that take part in their formation. In some regions
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they pass insensibly into Blue and Green Muds, in others into Coral Muds and. Skids,
or with increasing depth into Globigerina, Pteropod, and Diatom Oozes or Red.Clays
their chief characteristic being the relative abundance of volcanic materials.

Volcanic Muds.-There are 38 examples of Volcanic Muds among the Challenger
soundings and drecigings, described in the Tables of Chapter II. In depth these range
from 260 to 2800 fathoms, the average depth being 1033 fathoms. Of these-.

9 are under 500 fathoms.
13 ,, from 500 to 1000

7 1000 ,, 1500 ,,
3 1500 ,, 2000 ,,
2 2000 ,, 2500 ,,
4 ,, over2500

The colour of these deposits was in the majority of cases brown or grey. In

depths between 2000 and 800 fathoms there was only a trace of carbonate of lime, but
in one sample from 260 fathoms there was 56'59 per cent., the average percentage in
these Volcanic Muds being 2049. Arranged in groups-of 500 fathoms, the mean per-
centages of carbonate of lime are as follows

In less than 500 fathoms, . . 24,69 average per cent. 0a003.
From 500 to 1000 ,, . . 2604

1000 ,, 1500 ,, . . 20.34 ,,
1500 ,, 2000 ,, . . 31,30




,,
31 2000 ,, 2500 ,, . . trace.

Over 200, ,, . .trace

The carbonate of lime derived from pelagic Foraminifera is in some cases as high as
35 per cent., the average being 10'50 per cent.; that from bottom-living Foramiriifer

ranges as high as 10 per cent., the average being 282 per cent.; that from the remains
of other organisms ranges to 2159 per cent., and averages 717 per cent.

The amount of residue varies from 4341 to nearly 100 per cent., averaging 79,51

per cent., and is usually brown or black. The siliceous organisms range from 1 to 5 per
cent., the average being 1,82 per cent., and consist of Rad.iolaria, Sponge spicules,
Diatoms, and arenaceous Foraminifera. True glauconitic casts or characteristic glauconitic

grains have not been observed in typical Volcanic Muds.
The mineral particles make up from 5 to 75 per cent, of the whole deposit, the

average being 4082 percent. The particles are nearly always angular, and have a mean

diameter of O'll mm., the range being from 0'06 to 0,20 mm. Quartz is mentioned only
once and glauconite twice, but, as above stated, typical glauconite grains may be said to
be absent.

(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS CIL&U. ExP.-1891.) 31
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The fine washings vary from 15,37 to 6010 per cent, the average being 3687

per cent.

The following table shows the average percentages of minerals and fine washings and

the average thze of the mineral particles, arranged in groups of 500 fathoms, and it will

be observed that there is no definite relation. between the size and abundance of either

of these and the depth
:Minerals. Size. Fine Washings.

Under 500 fathoms, 42,00 per cent. 0126 mm. 3151 per cent.

From 500 to 1000 ,, 27'22 ,, 009 ,, 45'07 13

1000 ,, 1500 ,, 5500 ,, 011 ,, 23,49

1500 ,, 2000 ,, 2833 ,, 0109 ,, 3870

2000 ,, 2500 ,, 45'00 ,, 020 ,, 5200

Over 2500 ,, 5700 ,, 0,125 ,, 40,00 71

The following table shows the average composition of the Challenger samples of

Volcanic Mud

j Pelagic Foraminifera, . . . .1050

Carbonate of lime, . Bottom-living Foraminifera,. . . 282,

Other organisms, . . . . 717




20'49

( Siliceous organisms, . . . . 182

Residue, . . . { Minerals, . . . . . .40'82

Fine washings, . . . . . 3687




7951
10000

Volcanic Sands.-Within depths of 500 fathoms there are in the Tables of Chapter IT,

7 samples whieb. are called: Volcanic Sands. These sands. are found in positions where the

partielss making. up the deposit are, set in motion by the action of waves and cur-rents, so.

tb# the flaei materials are, carried away into deeper r stiller water. It thus arises that

these sands differ from the. Volcanic Muds. chiefly in the. absence of the, fine Clayey and.

calcareous matter so abundant.in the muds. The, seven samples above referred to. range. from

100 to 420 fathoms, the average, depth being 243 fathoms. The percentage of carbonate

of lime in these samples ranges from 693 to 7P65, the average being 2.819. Of this

carbonate of lime, the proportion due to the presence of the shells of pelagic Foraminifera

is estimated to range from 2 to 50 per cent., the average being 13 per cent.; that

derived from the shells of bottom-living Foraminifera ranges from 1 to 5 per cent., and

averages 380 per cent.; that due to the presence of other' organisms varies from 293 to

16,65 per cent., the average being 11'99.

The residue of these sands is black or brown in colour, and makes up from 2835 to

93,07 per cent, of the whole of the deposit, the average being 71,21 per cent.
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The siliceous organisms range from 1 to 3 per, cent., averaging 140 per tent
The mineral particles consist of angular and rounded particles with a mean diameter

of 0,34 mm. They make up from 25 to 80 per cent. of these sands, the average- per
centage being 60

The fine washings vary from 2,35 to 1886 per cent., the average being 9r81; per cent.
The following table gives the average percentage composition of the Challenger-samples

of Volcanic Sand, and comparison with the similar table given for the Volcanic Muds
shows the difference to consist chiefly in the larger number of mineral particles and the
less abundance of the fine washings.

Pelagic Foraminifera, . . . . 1300
Carbonate of lime, . Bottom-living Foraminifera,, . , 380

Other organisms, . . . 11'99




2879
Siliceous organisms, . . . 140

Residue1. . . . Minerals, . . . . .6000
Fine washings, . . . . . 981




7121

10000

The mineral fragments in these muds and sands are variable as to their nature, being
determined by the mineralogical composition and structure of the volcanic rocks or
volcanoes in the neighbourhood of which they are formed. The most characteristic are
sanidine, plagioclases, augite, hornblende, rhombic pyroxenes, olivine, and magnetite.
Among the lapilli the most frequent are those belonging to the basaltic and andeitic

series of rocks, especially those belonging to the vitreous varieties, and they arc often

decomposed into pa.lagonitic matter. The pumice fragments usually present may, from

the manner in which pumice floats, be derived from distant sources) arid from the lands

in the immediate neighbourhood of the deposit. Generally the fragments of minerals

enumerated above are more or less enveloped by vitreous matter frequently altered by

hydration. These points will be dealt with in greater detail when describing specially the

rocks and minerals of marine deposits.
The following table gives the analyses of three Volcanic Muds :-

PORTION SOLUBLE n .HOL PoBvos U8OLUBL IN BCI.

Station. No. SiO A120, FoO3 'I-IRO.. CaCO, CaSO4 Ca,2PO MgCO, Total. $102 AJaO* Fo,08 CaO MgO Total.

V11. 640 68 494 10,76 591 702 , 35,68 105 052 201 6298 1917 430 538 258 065 82'08

V11T. 1750 69 6,30 11,71 57T 714 4148 115 g.tr. 143 6857 1584 371 3"4 1-43 012 2513

VIII. 620 70 (F22 1622 5-00 11,69 tr. 3222 027 1, tr. 083 0623 17'90 4,22 317 1,44 0'22 27&5
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The soluble portion may be considered as formed of hydrated silica, argillaceous matters,

ferruginous materials, and especially of carbonate of calcium derived from the debris of

organisms, as in the case of the other deposits previously described. The result.most clearly
brought out from an examination of these analyses is that obtained from a consideration of

the insoluble materials. Taking into account the percentages of the various bases, and

remembering the silicates present in these Volcanic Muds, it is very easily seen that the in
soluble silica must be combined with the alumina, ferric oxide, lime, magnesia, and alkalies,
but as the alkalies have not been estimated, it is impossible to carry these deductions further.

However, the analyses support the conclusions arrived-at from the microscopic examination
of these sediments, which shows the existence of a large quantity of silicates of recent

volcanic origin, and that quartz, if present, plays but a very subordinate part.

The Volcanic Muds and Sands are found around all the oceanic volcanic islands and

off those coasts where volcanic rocks occur; they are estimated to cover an area of about

750,000 square miles, in which is included the area of the islands themselves.

CORAL MUDS AND SANDS.

Just as around volcanic islands the deposits are principally made up of the debris

from volcanic rocks, so off coral islands and coral reefs the deposits are chiefly made up
of the fragments of organisms living in the shallow waters and on the reefs, such as

calcareous Algae, Corals, Molluscs, Polyzoa, Annelids, Echinoderms, and Foraminifera.

These fragments form a coarse sand or gravel in the shallower waters, but beyond the

limits of wave action there is a fine mud consisting principally of triturated particles of

calcareous matter. With greater depth and increasing distance from the land, Pteropod
and Heteropod shells, as well as pelagic Foraminifera, make. up more and more of the

deposit, till the Coral Muds and Sands pass finally into a Pteropod Ooze or Globigerina
Ooze, in which reef fragments can with difficulty be recognised. The pelagic organisms
are, then, with difficulty detected in the deposits close to the reefs, and reef fragments
are rare in the deeper deposits at a considerable distance from the shallow water around

coral, reefs or islands. This transition in the character of the deposits from the reef-edge
to the deeper water of the open sea, is illustrated in the figures on Plates Xlii. and XIV.,
where the, deposits at various depths around the island of Bermuda and off the Fiji and

Friendly Islands are figured.
Coral Muds,-There are 16 Coral Muds described in the Tables of Chapter II.,

ranging in depth from 140 to 1820 fathoms, the average being 740 fathoms.

9 are from depths under 500 fathoms.

1 ,, ,, of 500 to 1000 ,,
3 ,, 1000 ,, 1500

3 ,, ,, over 1500
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In colour the muds are of. various shades of white, due to the large amount of
carbonate of lime, which ranges from 77-38 per cent, in 1500 fathoms to 8968 per cent.
in 380 fathoms, the average being 85'53 per cent. The following shows the average
percentage of carbonate of lime at various depths, arranged in groups of 500
fathoms, and it will be observed that there is little or no relation to depth :-

*

Under 500 fathoms, . 87,34 mean per cent. CaCO3
From 500 to 1000 ,, . 89,36

, 1000 ,, 1500 ,, . 8459 PCs
Over 1.500 ,, . 82,78

The carbonate of lime derived from pelagic Foraminifera ranges from 10 to 56 per
cent., and averages 31 '27 per cent.; that derived from bottom-living Foraminifera
ranges from 2 to 40 per cent., the average being 14,64 per cent.; that derived from
other organisms varies from 26,31 to 59,68 per cent., and the mean percentage is
3962.

The residue is always of a brown or reddish colour, and varies from 1032 to 22'62

per cent., the average being 14,47 per cent. This residue consists of clayey matter,
oxides of iron, and mineral particles, generally of volcanic origin, together with a few
siliceous organisms.

Siliceous organisms do not make up more than 1 or 2 per cent. of the whole deposit,
the average in the above samples being 1 *36 per cent. Sponge spicules are always
present, and Diatoms and Radiolaria can generally be recognised during the examination
of a sample.

The mineral particles are estimated in each of the above samples to make up 1 per
cent.; they are always angular, and have an average diameter of 0'07 mm.

The fine washings vary from 8'32 to 20-62 per cent., the average being 12,11 per
cent.

Arranged in groups of 500 fathoms, the following table shows the estimated average
amount of fine washings and minerals, and the mean diameter of the latter; it will be
noticed that no relation to depth is indicated except the greater abundance of fine wash-

ings in deep

water:-Minerals. Size. Pine Wasbinge.
Under 500 fathoms, . 1 per cent. 0'065 mm. 9'96 per cent.

From 500 to 1000 ,, . 1 ,, 0060 ,, 864

1000 ,, 1500 0'077 ,, 1341 ,,
Over 1500 0067 ,, 1488

The following shows the average composition of the Challenger samples of Coral

Mud :-
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( Pelagic Foraminifera, . . . " 312
Carbonate of lime, . Bottom-living Foraminifera, . . 1464

Other organisms,. . . 396
8553

Siliceous organisms, . . . .136
Residue; . . . j Minerals, . . . . . . 100

( Fine washings, . . . 1211
1447

" 10000

Coral Sands.-In addition to the Coral Muds, there are 5 samples that are called
Coral Sands in the Tables of Chapter II. These scarcely differ from the Coral Muds in

composition except in the fact that the more finely divided calcareous matter is less
abundant than in the Coral Muds, and the fragments of calcareous organisms are on the
whole larger. These sands are indeed met with in positions where we have reason to
believe that the particles composing the deposit are frequently set in motion by the
action of waves or currents, being found in depths of less than 300 fathoms, the average
depth of the above samples being 176 fathoms. Their colour is white or dirty white.
"

'The average percentage of carbonate of lime in the samples is 86-84. The carbonate
of lime derived from pelagic Foraminiferá averages '3625 per cent., from bottom-living
Foraminifera 20 per cent., and from the remains of other organisms 30,59 per cent.

The siliceous organisms and mineral particles are more abundant than in the Coral

Muds, but on the other hand the proportion of fine washings in the residue is much less.
The following shows the average composition of the Challenger samples of Coral

Sand

Pelagic Foraminifera, . . . 36,25
Carbonate of lime, { Bottom-living Foraminifera,. . . 2000

Other organisms, . . . . 3059
8684

I Siliceous organisms, . . . . 500
Residue, . . . Minerals, . . . . . . 3.75

Fine washings, . . . . . 4'41
- 13i6

10000

The following analysis of a Coral Sand from Station 172, 18 fathoms, off Tongatabu,
shows the usual composition:-




I, .5
0 No.1o. CIO igo A1O3 I PC O3 PO, CO.' Organic

Substance. 5i02 Total.

172 18 71 6027 800 142 4228 218 tr. tr.
i

tr. 9975

" This analysis shows that the chemical composition corresponds in a general manner
with what has been said of the nature of this deposit from a. macroscopic and micro-
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scopic examination. The carbonic acid must be combined with the lime and magnesia.
The low percentage of iron and alumina, and the traces of silica and other substances,
show that there can be very few mineral particles in this Coral Sand.

Coral Muds and Sands cover a large area in all coral reef regions, estimated at about
2,700,000 square miles, including those from shallow water and also the area of the
islands and of the lagoons and lagoon-channels. The coral reef region of the Pacific is
by far the most extensive, and there Coral Muds and Sands attain their maximum
development, being estimated to occupy about 1,500,000 square miles; in the Atlantic
they cover about 800,000 square miles, and in the Indian Ocean about 400,000 square
miles.




c. GEOGRAPHICAL AND BATHYMETItICAL DrSTRIBUTION OF MAnni1 DEPOSITS.

The distribution in space and. depth of the various types of marine deposits in the
different oceans has been pointed out in detail in the foregoing descriptions. On Chart. I
this distribution is represented by means of colours, while the depth is on. the chart
indicated by cross-shading. In laying down the limits and extent of each type of deposit
all the information available at the present time has been made use of. It may be
admitted that the distribution of the various types of deposits as thus exhibited is to a

large extent hypothetical, owing to the fact that there are large stretches in some oceans
in which there are as yet no soundings; especially is this the case in the Eastern and
Northern Pacific and in the great Southern Ocean to the south of the latitude of 500

S.-Whenthe depth of the ocean is known, and the composition of several samples from

different depths has been ascertained, the nature of the deposits over the whole area can.
be indicated with a large degree of certainty.' Should future investigations make known

any great differences in the depths from those shown on the chart, it may be taken for

granted that the nature and composition of the deposits will be different from what is

represented on this chart.

It may be urged, however, that our knowledge as to the depth of the ocean has. in late

years become very extensive, and that we have a large number of soundings. in all the

great oceans and inland seas. It is not likely that any great alteration will be made by
future researches in the average depth of the ocean, although the position of the contour

lines may undergo very considerable alterations, and volcanic cones rising high above the

general depressed level of the sea-bed will certainly be discovered in many regions. It

is indeed remarkable how little the position of the contour lines shown in the Challenger

charts have been shifted by recent lines of soundings across the Atlantic, Indian, and

Pacific Oceans.'

See pp. 30-32.
2 Murray, "On some recent Deep-Sea Observations in the In'flian Ocean," &ot. Ucoyr. Meg., vol. ii. pp. 553-561,

1887; "On Marine Deposits in the Indian, Southern, and Antarctic Oceans," Scot. Qcgr. Mag., vol. v. pp. 405-430,

1889 ; Buchanan, 4 The Exploration of the Gull of Guinea," Scot. Gt.'ogr. Hag., vol. iv. pp. 177 and 233,1888.
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Many thousands of samples of terrigenous deposits have been examined from the

shallower depths of nearly all oceans and enclosed seas. Of pelagic deposits more than

2000 samples from depths exceeding 1000 fathoms-over 1600 from the Atlantic,

300 from the Indian Ocean, and 400 from the Pacific-have passed through our hands.

Even when the sample of a deposit has not been examined, the information furnished

by marine surveyors and telegraph engineers is often sufficient to make known the type
of deposit in the locality. The chart showing the distribution of the deposits, together
with the following table, giving the approximate areas occupied by each type of deposit,
have been constructed from a great number of reliable data, so that the broad outlines

of distribution here presented are not likely to be much modified by future discoveries.

The total area of the surface of the globe has been estimated at 196,940,700 square
miles, of which dry land occupies about 53,681,400 square miles, and the waters of the

ocean 143,259,300 square miles.' In the following table the approximate extent of the

areas of the sea-floor occupied by each type of marine deposit is given, together with
the mean depth.

Table showing the Mean Depth and the Estimated Area Covered by Marine Deposits
on the Ftoor of the Ocean.




Mean Depth in Area in Square
Fathoms. Miles.

Littoral Deposits (between tide-marks), . . . ... 62,500
Shallow-water Deposits (from low-water
mark to 100 fathoms), . . . . . ... 10,000,000

Coral Mud, . . 7401 23556,8002
Coral Sand, . . . 176)
Volcanic Mud, . . . 1033 1

Terrigenous Deposits (m . 600,0002
Volcanic Sand, . . 243

deep and shallow water




Green Mud, . . . 513
close to land), 850,000 -2

Green Sand, . . . 449)
Red Mud, . . . 623 100,000
Blue Mud, . . . 1411 14,500,000

Pteropod Ooze, . . . 1044 400,000

Pelagic Deposits (in deep Globigerina Ooze, . 1996 49,520,000
water removed from Diatom Ooze, . . 1477 10,880,000

land), Radiolarian Ooze, . . 2894 2,290,000
Red Clay, . . . 2730 51,500,000

I Murray, "On the Height of the Land and the Depth of the Ocean," Scot. Gdogr. Mag., vol. iv. pp. 1-41,1888; vol.
vi. p. 265, 1890.

These areas differ from those given in the descriptions, in which are included deposits from the shallow-water
zone.



CHAPTER IV.

MATERIALS OF ORGANIC ORIGIN IN DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS.

THE dead shells and skeletons, or other hard parts of marine organisms might, in the
strict sense of the term, be regarded as belonging to the mineral kingdom. By their
structure, as well as by their origin, these organic remains are, however, differentiated
from mineral substances properly so called. Their organic nature is at once recognised
by the most casual observer, and so abundant are the remains of some species on. the
floor of the ocean, that their names have been employed to designate certain' types
of deep-sea deposits, such as Globigerina, Pteropod, Radiolarian, and Diatom Oozes.
We therefore devote this chapter to a consideration of the organic substances which
take part in the formation of modern marine deposits.

a. LAnrNE FAUNA AND FLORA IN GENERAL.

Before discussing the materials of organic origin in deep-sea deposits, it is desirable

to glance at the light cast by recent investigations on the abundance and distribution of

living plants and animals in the ocean, and thereafter to indicate the changes wrought

by their functional activity, and by the decomposition of their dead bodies, in ocean waters

and in deep-sea deposits.
It would appear to have been definitely established by the researches of the last

fifty years that life in some of its many forms is universally distributed throughout the

ocean. There do not seem to be any barren regions, where life is altogether absent, as

was supposed by the older naturalists. It has long been well known that along all coasts

the shallow waters teem with marine plants and animals, some of them living on or

attached to the bottom, while others swim freely about in the surface and intermediate

waters. The researches of the Americans along the eastern coast of North America, of

the Norwegians off the coast of Norway, and of the British in the North Atlantic, had also,

previous to the Challenger Expedition, revealed the existence of an abundant fauna in

deep water.

(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS CHALL. ixr.-189l.) 32
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The Challenger's dredging and trawling operations have shown that, not only in

shallower water near coasts, but even in all the greater depths of all oceans, animal life is

exceedingly abundant. A trawling in a depth of over a mile (1000 fathoms, Station 78)

yielded two hundred specimens of animals, belonging to seventy-nine species and fifty-five

genera. From a depth of about two miles (1600 fathoms, Station 147) a single haul of

the trawl procured over two hundred specimens of deep-sea animals, belonging to

eighty-four species and seventy-five genera. A trawling in a depth of about three miles

(2600 fathoms, Station 160) yielded over fifty specimens, belonging to twenty-seven

species and twenty-five genera. These are but a few, and not the most striking, of the

examples that might be cited. From the contents of their stomachs it was evident

that the great majority of these lived on, or in the immediate neighbourhood of, the

bottom. Even in depths of four miles, fishes and animals belonging to all the chief

invertebrate groups have been procured, and in the sample of ooze from nearly five

and a quarter miles (4475 fathoms) there was evidence that living creatures could exist

at that depth. In the deeper waters far removed from the coasts the genera and

species are almost all new to science, while at similar depths near continents the species
and genera are both more numerous, and include many more forms identical with, or

closely allied to, shallow-water species. These results have been confirmed by subsequent

investigations in special regions by French, German, Italian, Norwegian, and British

expeditions.
Haeckel has introduced the useful term "Benthos" to designate all those animals and

plants living fixed. to, or creeping over, the bottom of the ocean, and in accordance with

the classification given on pages 185 and 186 we would propose that the Benthos he

divided into neritic Benthos and deep-sea Benthos. The neritic Benthos may be sub

divided into littoral Benthos and shallow-water Benthos. The deep-sea Benthos may

again be subdivided into bathybial Benthos for those animals living on deep-sea tern

genous deposits, and abyssal Benthos for those living on pelagic deposits.
Not only is life everywhere distributed over the floor of the ocean, but experiments

appear to show that it is present everywhere throughout the whole body of oceanic waters

at all depths from the surface to the bottom, most abundant at and near the bottom arid

at and near the surface, while much more sparingly represented in the waters of inter

mediate depths. In the spring of 1891, Alexander Agassiz conducted experiments with

closing tow-nets from the U.S.S. "Albatross," off the Pacific coast of America. At

intermediate depths greater than 200 fathoms he did not procure any animals in the

open ocean, but a few specimens were obtained from these intermediate waters in the

Gulf of California.' As all the surface animals must after death fall towards the bottom,

we should expect to capture such specimens, at least sparingly, in tow-nets dragged at

intermediate depths, and such captures seemed to be clearly indicated in the Challenger
1 Bull. Mas. Comp. ZooS., vol. ixi. pp. 18-2(X), June 18(11.
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experiments. The researches of the Challenger in this direction have been confirmed and
extended by those of Chun, Hensen, Haeckel, and other naturalists.' The researches
carried out on board H.M.SS. "Triton" and "Knight Errant" in the Faroe Channel,
and by the yacht "Medusa,

"
in the deep lochs of the west of Scotland, conclusively

show that some animals which, in their larval condition, are captured in the surface and
subsurface waters, are found in the adult condition at the bottom in depths of 100 to
400 fathoms. It was also found that at definite depths in the intermediate waters
different species were captured on the same clay, but at different depths on the following
day, thus showing an oscillation of the great floating banks of animals or Alga.2 When
the tow-nets could be dragged within a few feet of the deposit without touching the

ground, immense hauls of Crustaceans, largely Copepods and Schizopods were always
obtained.

Haeckel has extended the connotation of the term "Plankton" to include all
animals living in the waters of the ocean, in contradistinction to Benthos-those living
on the bottom of the sea. Murray4 has shown that the organisms living in mid-ocean in
the great oceanic currents are quite different from those in the surface waters near land,
and Haeckel proposes to designate the former oceanic Plankton, and the latter neritic
Plankton. We would suggest that the term oceanic Plankton be subdivided into pelagic
Plankton for the animals living in the waters from the surface to 100 fathoms, zonary
Plankton for those living in the intermediate zones between 100 fathoms from the
surface and 100 fathoms from the bottom, bathybial Plankton for those living within 100
fathoms from the bottom in the transitional area covered by deep-sea terrigenous
deposits, and abyssal Plankton for those living withi 100 fathoms from the bottom
over pelagic deposits.

While, however, life is universally present on the ocean's bed and throughout
the mass of oceanic waters, it by no means follows that it is uniformly distributed either

over the first or throughout the second. It is well known that in shallow waters certain

species are found on some banks or in some deep muddy pits, while they are absent in

other localities under apparently, at the present time, similar physical conditions. The

productiveness or fertility of certain stretches of the sea-bottom in shallow water would

appear to be due to some unknown antecedent conditions. It is the same in the deep
sea, for otherwise it seems impossible to account for the almost constant success of the

Chun, "Die pelagisehe Thierwelt in grösseren Meerestiefen und ibre Beziehungen zn der Oberflächen-Fauna,'
Bibliotheca Zoologica, Heft. i., 1688; "Die pelagieche Thierwelt in grösaen Tiefen," Verluzndl. d. Gesellack. .Dcutsrit.
Nit uf. a. Aerzt, Bremen, 1890; Heusen, "Einige Ergebuisse der Plankton-Expedition der Humboldt-Stiftung,"
Silh. il. Berliner Alcad. d. IViss, 1890, pp. 243-253; HaeckeI, Plankton-Stud.ien, Jena, 1880.

2 Tizard and Murray, "Exploration of the Faroe Channel, during the summer of 1880, in H.M.'s hired ship Knight.
Errant," Pror. Roy. Soc. E vol. xi. pp. 638-677, 1882; Murray, "On the Effects of Winds on the Distribution of
Teinpirature in the Sea- and Fresh-water Lochs of the West of Scotland," &ot. Lkogr. 1Mg., vol. iv. pp. 345-365,1888,

:i First introduced by Heusen in 187, too. cit.
"The Great Ocean Basins," Nature, vol. ixxii. pp. 581 and 611, 1885.

son of Nereus.
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trawlings in some spots and the comparatively unsuccessful results in others at the

same depth and with apparently similar surroundings. From the results of deep-sea

dredgings and trawlings, up to the present time, there seems no doubt that life is on

the whole more abundant at the bottom near continental shores than at similar depths
towards the centres of the ocean basins.

The operations with tow-nets in surface, subsurface, and intermediate waters lead to

nearly identical conclusions with reference to the pelagic fauna and flora, or Plankton, as

those with reference to the fauna or flora on the deposits, or Benthos. Sometimes the

captures in the tow-nets may be very insignificant, while, at a little greater or less

depth, or at a different time of the day, the same nets may yield an abundant harvest.

Many of the species occur at times in floating banks of vast extent, and at other times

only a few specimens may be taken at the same locality. On the whole, the Planktonic

species are more numerous in tropical waters, while in polar waters, although
the species are less numerous, the individuals of the species have often an enormous

development. The Challenger observations appear to indicate clearly that in warm

oceanic currents the abundance of life is greater than in the regions of the Sargasso Seas.

The pelagic fauna and flora are, again, different and probably more abundant along
coasts affected by river water than in purely oceanic regions. Ascending currents of

water from the deeper regions near land are sometimes heavily laden with marine

organisms whose usual habitat is in deep water about the level of the mud-line sur

rounding the continental and other coasts.

Owing to this unequal distribution of organisms in ocean water and on the floor of

the ocean, it is not possible to arrive at any satisfactory approximation of the total

number of living organisms or the total amount of organic matter in the sea, but it is

evident that these must, on the lowest estimate, be enormous. Assuming that the lime

secreting organisms were as abundant throughout the whole region as in the path
followed by his tow-nets, Mr. Murray

1 has estimated that at least sixteen tons of

carbonate of lime, in the form of shells of living organisms, were present in a mass of

tropical oceanic water one square mile in extent by 100 fathoms in depth. Heusen has

even made a praiseworthy attempt to count the number of individuals of each species in

certain tow-net gatherings, and from these data to estimate the total numbers of each

species as well as the amount of organic matter in the whole ocean.' All these calculations

are interesting and valuable for the time and place of the experiments, but unreliable or

insufficient when used as a basis for any wide general conclusions or deductions. When

considering the amount of organic matter in the ocean, it must be remembered that a large

' Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol x. p. 508. In some ten litres of water from the Red Sea, Murray and Irvine recently
found suspended carbonate of lime (shells of organisms) equivalent to 51 tons in a mass of ocean water one square JLuile
by 100 fathoms in depth.

Heusen, " Ueber die Bestimmung des Planktous, oder die ha Meere treilienden Materials an Pilauzezi und Thieren,"
Bericht d. Comm. z. viss. Unters. der deutsehen Meere in Kid, t87.
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amount of such material is annually borne to the ocean by rivers from the dry land or
washed from the coast line into deep water. The Challenger dredgings near land
furnished abundant proof of this in the presence of leaves, fruits, and branches of trees,
with occasional fragments of land shells and other organic substances. Alexander

Agassiz dredged a great abundance of decaying vegetable matter from deep water in the

tropics, off the Pacific coast of America.'

b. ALBUMINOID AND OTHER ORGANIC MArri11s IN DEEP-SEa, DEPOSITS.

In nearly all deep-sea deposits traces of albuminoid organic matters can be detected

by chemical analysis. Organic material can be observed after fragments of bones or
shells have been removed by dilute acid, when there often remain small fiocculent masses
-sometimes taking the form of the calcareous shells-which, heated on a platinum plate,
burn, leaving a black cinder. In shallower water, for instance in some Green Muds, there
is a greenish matter which likewise burns and appears to be of vegetable origin. The

presence of sulphides and suiphuretted hydrogen in all harbour muds, muddy bays near
land, and, indeed, in nearly all the terrigenous deposits, such as the Blue Muds, is a
sure indication that soluble and insoluble albuminoid and other organic matters are dis
tributed throughout these muds and are in process of decomposition. Probably sulphides
are present in all deep-sea deposits, but they are most abundant in muds near land where
there is rapid accumulation, and where a large quantity of organic matter is borne down
from the continents. In the Red Clays and the other truly pelagic deposits, the quantity
of organic matter is much less, and, owing to the slow accumulation, the sulphides are

probably oxidised as soon as formed, and never make up any considerable portion of the

deposit.
The food of the deep-sea animals living on the floor of the ocean consists of the dead

bodies of oceanic plants and animals that have fallen to the bottom from the surface
and intermediate waters. The stomachs of Echinoderms, Annelids, and other organisms
were always found to be completely filled with the surface layers of the ooze, mud, or

clay of the region from which they were dredged, and there can be no doubt that the

nutriment contained therein was sufficient for the necessities of life.' Even the Crus

taceans dredged from areas where fine mud commences to settle on the bottom, about

or beyond the 100-fathom line, appear to live largely on the minute particles of organic

origin which there settle on the bottom along with the argillaceous matters. A very

large proportion of marine deposits must in this way be passed through the intestines of

marine animals, and in this sense, though not in the sense suggested by Thomson and

1 Alas. Cony. ZoöL, vol. P. 197.
i1iiiy, "Mavine Deposits of the Indian, Sonthern, nn(] Antarctic Oceans," Scot. leogr. May., vol. V. p. 425, 1889.
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Huxley,' deep-sea clays and muds might be said to be of organic origin. In the

Globigerina limestones of Malta the tracks of Echinoderms and Annelids, which had

eaten their way through the deposits, may now be seen in the solid rocks." In

examining the samples of Blue Muds, and especially those near the mouths of rivers,

many oval-shaped bodies, about O'5 mm. in length, were observed. These were

described by some observers as Foraminifera. Mr. Murray, after numerous observations,

came to the conclusion that they were mostly the excreta of Echinoderms, principally of

Holothurians.8 When these pellets are voided by the animal they are covered by a

slimy substance; many of them may indeed be united in a chain. In some deposits this

dung is exceedingly abundant, but as a rule it is impossible to recognise these oval bodies

in any of the organic oozes, and in the Red Clays only some doubtful examples have been

met with. They appear to fall asunder when the deposit is granular, like a Globigerina
Ooze, or when long exposed without being covered up, as in the case of the Red Clays.

It is abundantly evident, then, that much organic matter is mixed with the marine

deposits, especially with the surface layers. In the Blue Muds the decomposition of

this matter in the deeper layers leads to the reduction of the oxides in the red upper

layer and to the formation of sulphides, which give a blue colour to the deposit, but in the

ted Clays and Red Muds the quantity of organic matter is insufficient to completely
effect this change, and the deposit as a whole remains of a red colour.'

The changes connected with the decomposition of albuminoid matter in marine

deposits must also be associated, at least in their initiatory stages, with the formation of

glauconite in the chambers of Foraminifera and other calcareous organisms, and the

production of glauconitic grains in Green and Blue Muds along continental shores. In

like manner the formation of phosphatic grains and nodules may be connected with

changes brought about by the decomposition of organic substances in terrigenous

deposits.

c. CHANGES PRODUCED BY ORGANISMS IN THE CONSTITUTION F' SEA-WATER AND DEEP

S.& DEPOSITS.

When we remember the large number of marine organisms in the ocean, and the

organic materials carried into the sea from the laud, it is evident that the funtional

activity of these organisms,-together with the nitrogenous organic matter arising

1 See p. 190. Murray, Scot. Geogr. May., vol. vi. pp. 449-488,1890.
8 See under Additional Observations, pp. 101, 103.
J. Y. Buchanan says:-" The mud below the surface layer, in localities where ground life is abundant, remains

blue, being protected by the oxidation of what is above it" (" Sulphur in Marine Muds," I'roc. Roy. Soc. El din., vol. xvii.
p. 37, 1890). This does not appeal' to be the correct interpretation, for Blue Mitts, accumulating 1y additions at
the surface, must all pass through the stage of the red upper or surface layer. The blue colour of the deeper layers uuit
be duo to a subsequent change from the reduction of the higher oxides in the red. upper layer, and the formation of
sulphide of iron through the decomposition of the organic matter present in the deeper parts of the deposit.
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from the decomposition of their waste products and dead bodies,-cannot but work

continual and extensive changes in the internal constitution of the sea-water salts and, of

the materials in suspension in sea-water or lying on the floor of the ocean, the intensity
of these changes varying with the temperature, the amount of sunlight, and other

conditions.

Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, and phosphorus may fairly be regarded
as entering into the composition of the tissues and fluids of all marine organisms; in

addition, carbonate of lime, silica, and other substances entering into the composition of

the hard parts may be regarded as essential to the life of numerous species of animals

and plants.' When marine organisms cease to live the resolution of their complex com

pounds at once begins. The carbon and hydrogen pass off mainly as carbonic acid

and water, the nitrogen forms ammonia, and the sulphur and phosphorus give rise to

volatile suiphuretted and phosphuretted compounds; in short, decay takes place accom

panied by all its well-known phenomena.' The skeletal structures of the organisms
become altered at the same time, and, passing into solution, may ultimately be wholly
reduced, in the presence of sea-water, into their ultimate inorganic components. At

the bottom in great depths the process of decay might be an exceedingly slow one

were the only available oxygen that which is present in solution in the sea. There

is evidence, however, of some remarkable chemical reactions which it is desirable here

to indicate.

The analyses of sea-water inform us that earthy and alkaline sulphates make up a

very large part of the total sea-water salts. When these are exposed to the action

of carbon, or of organic matter, which, of course, contains carbon, the sulphates are

reduced and sulphides formed; the carbon unites with the oxygen, formerly combined

with the metal and metalloid, to form carbonic acid.' Thus for every molecule of

sulphate decomposed in this way one molecule of sulphide and two molecules of carbonic

acid are formed. As, practically, all the carbon of marine organisms must thus ulti

mately be resolved into carbonic acid, the quantity of that acid produced in this

way must be enormous, and cannot but exert a great solvent action not only on the

dead calcareous structures, but also on the minerals in the muds on the floor of the

ocean. Were these reactions to end at this stage the bottom of the sea would soon

become so poisoned by sulphides as to be unfit to support either animal or vegetable
life. As soon, however, as the sulphides are produced, the carbonic acid, which is formed

at the same time, decomposes the sulphides, forming earthy and alkaline carbonates,

Pouchet and Ohabry, "Be In production des larves monstruenses d'Oursin, par privation do chaux," (Jnnptc
R'udus, torn. cviii. pp. 196-198, 1889; "L'eau de mer artificielle comme agent tératognique," Journal do Untdontie,
1889, 1P" 298-307.

' These changes are not, o courses due to simple oxidation, but are brought about in a large measure by the influ
ence of organisms familiarly named Bacteria, it being now generally accepted as a fact that all putrefactive changes are
brought about or initiated by these minute organisms.

3 Murray and Irvine, Proc. Roy. Soc. Ed-in., vol. xvii. p. 93.
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suiphuretted hydrogen being given off; the latter passing into the circumanibient water

is oxidised into sulphuric acid, which in turn decomposes the carbonate of lime dissolved

in the sea-water or existing in the form of calcareous shells, sulphate of lime being finally
formed. The nitrogenous or albuminoid matters present in animal tissues and fluids

break up ultimately, by a series of complex reactions, into ammonia and nitrogen; the

former is either liberated, or, combining with the carbonic acid, passes into solution as

carbonate of ammonia, or becomes oxidised into nitrates. Further, the sulphur and

phosphorus are given off in combination with hydrogen, becoming finally oxidised into

sulphuric and phosphoric acids, which, decomposing the alkaline and earthy carbonates

present in sea-water, give rise to sulphates and phosphates.

Murray and Irvine have shown by direct analyses that the ammoniacal salts, formed

as indicated by the above reactions, are everywhere present in the ocean, due to the

decomposition of albuminoid matter, ammonia being always one of the products. This

change is accelerated by a high and retarded by a low temperature, consequently

tropical or warm water contains much more ammonia than is found in the waters

of temperate zones.' The carbonate of ammonia, arising from the decomposition
of animal products in presence of sulphate of lime in the ocean or in the bodies of

animals,. becomes converted into carbonate of lime and sulphate of ammonia. The whole

of the. lime salts in the sea may be thus available for the coral- and shell-builders."

The much more rapid decomposition of the nitrogenous organic matter in the tropics

may probably explain the greater development of coral reefs, and generally of all lime

secreting organisms, in tropical than in colder seas.

The low temperature at the bottom of the ocean and possibly also the pressure
retard putrefaction, but it is evidently incorrect to state that putrefaction does not exist

in great depths,' for everywhere there are signs to the contrary. This opinion has

apparently been founded on some interesting but inconclusive experiments made by

Regnard with fresh water,4 where the absence of sulphates excludes the supply of

oxygen, which in sea-water, as has been shown, is the great factor in oxidizing organic
remains.

From the reactions referred to above some idea may be formed of the nature and

extent of the changes that are continually going on in the ocean, and they are referred

to in this place in order to indicate the circumstances which must be taken into con

sideration when treating of the presence or absence, the quantity, condition, and

distribution of organic remains and other materials in deep-sea deposits.

1 Murray and Irvine, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xvii. p. 89.
2 Murray and Irvine, toe. cit., p. 90.

Pelseneer, "Exploration des Mere pro1onde," Ciand, 1890.
Regnard, "Influence des hautee preasious stir la putrefaction," Rev. Scicntii, torn. xliii. p. 284, 1889.
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d. CALCAREOUS Oaaic REMAINS IN DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS.

Calcareous Alga.-Species of A1g which secrete carbonate of lime are abundant in
the shallow waters of the ocean. In the tropical regions especially there are large and
massive species of Lithothamnion., Lithophyllum, Ralirneda, and other genera that make

up a large part of some coral reefs and of the surrounding Coral Sands and Muds. Two
hundred fathoms is probably the extreme limit at which any of these organisms live in
the ocean, but the broken-down fragments of calcareous Alge have been found in depths
of over 2000 fathoms in the neighbourhood of coral reefs. In the Tables of Chapter II.

they are noted in all the Coral Muds and Sands, in six different samples of Globigefina
Ooze, and in very many samples of Volcanic Muds and Sands.

Coccosplieres and Rhabdosplieres.-The precise nature of these minute organisms was
for a long time obscure, but they are now regarded, and no doubt rightly, as pelagic Alga?.
There is considerable difference in the size and form of both the Coccospheres and Rhabdo-

spheres; three of the principal forms are repre
sented in the annexed woodcuts. The interior of
the spheres is filled with transparent albuminoid

matter, in which no nucleus was detected by the

Challenger naturalists. When the calcareous rods

and discs are removed by dilute acid, small -- '' -:

gelatinous spheres remain behind, on the outer

surface of which the Coccoliths and R.habdoliths

were implanted or embedded. Rhabdospheres
are especially developed in equatorial and tropical

regions, and are rarely met with in regions where

the temperature of the surface water falls below

650 F. Coccospheres, while abundant in tropical
waters, are found further north and south than Fiu, 19.-A CoceoRphere. From the surface (Lo1oa).
the Rhabdospheres; they are present even where the temperature on the surface is as

low as 450 F., indeed, Coccospheres attain their greatest development in temperate

regions. These organisms are absent or rare in coast waters affected by rivers; they

especially flourish in the pelagic currents of the open ocean, and therefore belong to the

pelagic Plankton. In Arctic and Antarctic waters Coccospheres and Rhabdospheres are

replaced by similar minute Alg, which do not, however, secrete rods and discs of car

bonate of lime on their outer surfaces.' Coccospheres and Rhabdospheres are, then,

nearly everywhere present in the surface waters of the tropical and temperate regions

' Narr. Cliall. Exp., vol. i. pp. 436, 938, 939.

(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS CflstLL. EXP.-1891.)
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of the open ocean; they are usually found entangled in the gelatinous matter of the

Radiolarians, Diatoms, and Foraminifera, and are seldom absent from the stomachs of

Salpt8, Pteropods, and other pelagic animals.

Rhabdoliths and Coccoliths-the broken-down parts of Rhabdospheres and Cocco-

bf

3 U.

Fm. 20.-A Rhabdosphere. From the surface (2y.a). FIG. 21.-A Rhabdospliere. From the surface (a).

spheres-play a most important part in all deep-sea deposits, with the exception of

those laid down in polar and subpolar regions. In terrigenous deposits they are much

less abundant than in pelagic deposits; in some Blue Muds and other terrigenous deposits

they are either rare or absent, while in all Globigerina and Pteropod Oozes they make

up a large portion of the carbonate of lime in the deposit. Perfect Rhabdospheres are

never found in the deposits; they are very easily broken up into Rhabdoliths, which are

at times very abundant. Coccospheres are found in considerable numbers in deposits
from the temperate regions in all moderate depths, but they are rare in the deposits from

tropical regions, where the spheres, from not being so compact, break up more readily

into Coccoliths (Oyatholiths), and they are generally, like other calcareous remains, absent

from Red Clays and Radiolarian Oozes.

The general appearance of these minute fragments under the microscope, when

the finer parts of a Globigerina Ooze are examined, is represented on Plate XI., fig.
3, showing Rhabdoliths and Coccoliths from Station 338, tat. 21° 15' S., in 1990

fathoms, fig. 4 Coccospheres and Coccoliths from Station 166, lat. 38° 50' S., in 275

fathoms.

Forctnzinifera.-Of all the organic remains met with in marine deposits by far the most
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frequent are the shells of Foraminifera; it may be safely said that these organisms or
their fragments are present in every average sample of marine mud, clay, ooze, or sand.
For our immediate purpose the Foraminifera of marine deposits may be divided into
two great groups according to their mode of life, one comprising all those bottom

living species which habitually live on or move about on the floor of the ocean, belonging

\\\ \
N

/

/
'I

Fio. 22.-Orinilina universa, d'Orbigny. From the surface (P).

to the Benthos, and the other comprising all those pelagic species which habitually live
in the surface and subsurface waters of the open ocean, -therefore belonging to the pelagic
Plankton.'

The Challenger observations have clearly established that many species -belonging to

These two groups of pelagic and bottorn-livthg Foraniiniiera are distinguished in the Tables of Chapter 11, under
the heading "Foiarninifera" by different estimated percentages for each group (see p. 26).
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the genera Globiqerinc6, Pulvinulina, Sphwroidina, and .Pullenia, have a pelagic mode of

life, which were aforetime believed under all circumstances to inhabit the oozes at the

bottom of the sea. All the pelagic or oceanic species, a list of which is given on page
214, have calcareous shells; they especially flourish in the pure currents of the open

no. 23.-Olobigerina bulloideg, d'Orbigny. From the surface.

ocean, and they arc but rarely taken in the tow-nets in bays or estuaries or aloug coasts

that are much affected by river water. The annexed woodcuts show four characteristic

surface specimens of Orbulina, GloUgerina, and ilastigerinct. Nearly all the species

are confined to tropical and subtropical waters; they gradually disappear from the surface

nets as the polar regions are approached, the dwarfed forms Globigeriuct pac/i.ycierma
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and Globigerina dutertrei being the only species met with in Arctic and Antarctic waters.
The distribution of these pelagic Foraminifera shells in deep-sea deposits corresponds with
their distribution at the surface of the sea, with certain exceptions as to depth, to be
referred to immediately. This coincidence, between the distribution of the living organisms
at the surface of the sea and of their dead shells in deep-sea deposits, is of itself sufficient
to demonstrate that these Foraminifera live only in the surface and subsurface waters.

Fio. 24.-Jlastigcrina pelagica, d'Orbigny. From the surface (v).

Did they live on the bottom for a portion of their lives (Meroplanktonic), then the dis
tribution of their shells would resemble that of the shells of other animals belonging to

the Benthos. But we have seen that their distribution resembles in every way that of

pelagic organisms, and these Foraminifera must therefore, for this as well as for many
other reasons, be regarded as Holoplanktonic. In the calcareous oozes from tropical

regions the shells of all the species inhabiting the surface waters are observed in enormous

abundance, but these same species are never met with in deposits from polar regions,
thus showing that these pelagic shells are not drifted to any great distance from their
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normal habitat by oceanic currents; in this way i1 is possible after a careful examination

of the species present in a Globigerina Ooze to tell approximately the latitude from

which the deposit was collected.'

The pelagic Foramiiiifera are especially characteristic of all.deep-sea deposits from

.average or moderate depths, or from 200 to 3000 fathoms, in some equatorial regions.
Near shore and in polar regions their presence is masked by the abundance of other

materials, so that if present they do not as a rule make up a large part of the deposit,
but in all moderate depths in the open sea, far from land, they, on the other hand, form

. v"- .1 ": \

21 T1;\

Fio. 25.-Haatigtrinapr2agca, d'Orbigny. From the surface (v).

the major part of the deposits, or at all events of the carbonate of lime that is present.

In all the greatest depths of the ocean in the tropics, and in the lesser depths of the

ocean in extra-tropical regions, the shells of these pelagic Foraminifera are either not

present in the deposits, or are met with only in a fragmentary condition; like the C.occo

spheres, Rhabdospheres, Pteropods, and calcareous shells of other pelagic organisms, they

have been wholly dissolved either in falling through the water or shortly after liaviug

reached the bottom.'

1 See p. 31.
See Murray, Proc. Roy. Soc., vol. xxiv. p. 535, 1876; Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. x. p. 509, 1880; Royal Institution

Lecture, London, March 16, 1888, p. 7; Narr. Ohull. Exp., vol. i. pi'. 923, 4; Murray tuLd Irvine, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin.,
'voL xvii. p. 83, 1889,

.
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There are not more than twenty or twenty-two species of pelagic Foraminifera,.yet
so numerous are the individuals of the species that they usually make up over 90 per
cent. of the carbonate of lime present in the calcareous oozes of the abysmal regions of
the ocean. The individuals belonging to even a dozen of these species far outnumber
the individuals belonging to all the other known genera and species of Foraminifera.
This is true not only with regard to their abundance and great importance in the now
forming deep-sea deposits, but also to their great development in Tertiary and other
geological formations.'

The bottom-living Foraminifera-those belonging to the Benthos-are moreabundant
in the shallow-water, than in the deep-sea, deposits, and occasionally a single species may
occur in such abundance in shallow depths in some regions a¬ to make up the greater
part of a deposit, as, for instance, Arnphisteginc at the Cape Verdes, Orbitoliges at the

Fiji Islands, and Heterostegina at Amboina,2 but the extent. of such deposits is very
limited when compared with a Gkbigerina Ooze, or any other deep-sea deposit. When
ever bottom-living species of Foraminifera are, compared with pelagic species, abundant
in a deposit, they indicate comparatively shallow water and proximity to land. The

species of Foraminifera that live on the bottom in deep water are habitually under

very uniform conditions,' and consequently their shells do not vary in size and thickness
with change of latitude like those of the pelagic species, the animals of which are subject
to great changes of temperature and salinity in the surface waters.

Many of the arenaceous Foraminifera form their tests of minute calcareous shells of

Globigerithd or their fragments, together with other calcareous fragments in the sands,
muds, clays, or oozes at the bottom, and many instances are given of the wonderful power
of selection possessed by certain species. The tests of Pilulina and Technitella are con

structed of masses of Sponge spicules felted together, and the same is the case with

Marsipe.lla, in which the spicules are laid together side by side and strongly cemented.

Psam'rnosp1uerct, Storthosp/uvra, Pelosina, Pilulina, and Technitella are distinguished
from each other primarily by the kind of material they individually select for the con

struction of the test. In the Lituolithe there is a certain amount of selective power, the

nature of the foreign material depending more or less on the character of the sea-bottom;

for instance, in pure Globigerina Ooze the dead shells of the smaller Foraniinifera are

used, and in the tropics the calcareous debris of coral reefs, while the tests of Radiolaria

and the frustules of Diatoms are sometimes employed in considerable numbers. The pre

ference for Sponge spicules, broken or entire, also exists among, the Lituolide.

Sec Murray, "The Maltese islands, with Special Reference to their Geological Structure," Scot. (Jeogr. May., vol.
Vi. Pp. 449-488, 1890.

2 See pp. 63, 89, and 97, Chapter II.
3 The following are a few of the cosmopolitan species which extend into deep water :-Bi1ccuUn ringens, Miliolina

.enzi'n ulum., Rotal.ia 8oldnii, Truncatnlina lobatula, Nonionina urn&ilicatula, Nodo8gria farimon, Gaasid.ulina cram,
Cru,kllaria rotulata, Lagcn.a gtobosc, Lctgcna lcv8, Lagena sulca.ta, &c.
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The casts of Foraminifera in glauconite and other silicates are especially abundant in

some terrigenous deposits, and will be specially referred to when discussing the chemical

deposits in Chapter VI.

Sponge Spicules.-The spicules of calcareous Sponges (Caicarea) are occasionally met

with in the deposits, but they are rare and only locally present.'
Corals.-All the groups of the Ccelenterata w.hich secrete carbonate of lime contribute

to the formation of marine deposits. In the neighbourhood of coral reefs the remains

of Madreporaria and Hydrocorallin may frequently make up the principal part of Coral

Sands and Muds, and their fragments may be carried into the surrounding deep water.

Certain species of Stylasterida3, Flcthellurn, &c., are inhabitants of deep water, and may
be detected in deposits of all depths, but they never form a large part of a deep-sea
formation."

Alcyonarian Spicules.-These spicules are very frequently observed when examining
the deposits from shallow water, and occasionally are present in considerable abundance

in Globigerina or Pteropod Oozes. When they are locally abundant in deep water, as at

Station 182, it would seem as if some specimens of Alcyonaria had lived at the spot
where the sounding was taken.'

Annelida.-The calcareous tubes of the SerpuIide in some coral reef regions, as

for instance at Bermuda, form very massive structures,' and these tubes with their

broken-down fragments can be recognised in nearly all marine deposits down to depths of

300 fathoms. A few species live in very deep water, and fragments of their tubes are

sometimes observed in the Red Clays, Globigerina Oozes, and in other kinds of pelagic

deposits.'
Crustacea.-When we remember the enormous numbers of Crustacea inhabiting

all parts of the ocean, it is somewhat remarkable that their remains are so rarely met

with in marine deposits. Chitin, which enters largely into the composition of the

crustacean exoskeleton, is well known to be dissolved only with difficulty in acids or

alkalies, and it might be supposed that it would protect the calcareous portions of the

skeleton from solution in sea-water. The disappearance of the crustacean exoskeleton in

all likelihood arises from its areolar structure, which admits of relatively rapid solution

after the death of the animal, and the putrefaction of its soft parts.
In two or three cases the tip of a claw has been observed in the ciredgings from both

shallow and deep water, but with these exceptions, the remains of all the higher groups

1 See Pohjaeff Report on the Calcarea, ZooL MO. Exp., pt. 24.
See Moseley, Report on the Corals, ZooL Chall. Exp., pt. 7.

* See p. 91, Chapter [I.
See Wright and Studer, Report on the Alcyonaria, Zool. Chail. Exp., pta. 64 and 81.
See Murray, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. x. p. 512, 1880.
M'lntosh says :-Serpula philipprn.sis reaches 1050 fathoms, a Verinilia 1450 fathoms, Placostegus clHilkT4gcric 2375

fathoms, PLaco8tegus ornatus -2900 fathoms, and Placostegus benthaUanus the still greater depth of 3125 fathoms (see
M'Intosh, Report on the Annelida, ZooL (JhaIl. Exp., pt. 34, p. 508).
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Of the order are quite absent. The valves of &alpellurn, BalanuR, etc., are frequently
met with, but never in any abundance. The most constant remains are the valves of

certain species of Ostracoda which secrete thick calcareous shells. These animals

evidently lived on the bottom where their shells are found, and, although limited in

numbers, extend to the most profound depths. It is seldom that any specimen of a

Fro. 26.-Kr(the produda, Brady. inn. 27.-Oythere dictyon, Brady.
calcareous ooze from the deep sea is examined without several of the valves of these

organisms being observed. Kritlz.c proclucta and three species of Cyt1zere are almost

universally present in deep-sea deposits.'

Echinodermata.-flepreseutatives of the various orders of Echinoderms are wide

spread over the sea-bottom at all depths, and one would expect to find their remains
somewhat abundant in the deposits now forming in the ocean; like the Crustacea, how

ever, the areolar nature of the shells seems to determine the removal of the hard parts in

solution shortly after the death of the animal. It is seldom that a large sample of

Globigerina Ooze or Pteropocl Ooze can be examined without some fragments of Echiiji

spines being observed, but it is the exception to meet with any other remains in the

deep-sea deposits. In Coral Muds and Sands and other deposits near land, fragments
of the shells and spines of Echini, Starfish, and Ophiurids are frequently present, and

in moderate depths fragments of Crinoids have been noticed.

Polyzoa.-There are many species of Polyzoa or Bryozoa which secrete carbonate

of lime, and in some localities the fragments of these compound organisms make up a

large part, if not the greater part, of the deposits, as, for instance, in 110 to 150 fathoms

off Tristan da Cunha, and in 50 to 300 fathoms off Marion and Prince Edward Islands.

In both shallow and deep water fragments of Polyzoa are nearly always to be observed,

but in the pelagic deposits they make up but an insignificant part of the carbonate of

lime present.'
1 See Hoek, Report on the Cirripedia, Zool. Chall. Exp., pt. 25; BraLIy, Report on the Ostracoda, Zool. Chull. Exp.,

pt. 3.




See Agassiz, Report on the Ehuiioidett, Zoo!. Chall. Exp., pt. 0 ; Sladen, Report on the Asteroidea, Zool. Chall.
Exp., pt. 51; Lyman, Report on the Ophiiroiiea, Zoo!. OhaU. Exp., pt. 14; Carpenter, Report on the Crinoidea, Zool.
Cliall. Exp.,pts. :i and 60.

See Bush, Report ui the Pulyzoa, Zoo!. ChaU. Exp., pta. 30 and 50 ; Waters, Zool. ChalL Exp., pt. 7.
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Brac1zopoda.-These organisms are found living even in the greatest depths of the

ocean; occasionally they are dredged in large numbers in depths down to 300 fathoms,

but in deep water it is only rarely that their remains can be detected in the deposits.'

Pteropoda and Heteropoda.-A large number of these pelagic Molluscs secrete

carbonate of lime shells, and this is especially the case in tropical waters. In polar

regions the place of the shelled species is taken, with the exception of one or two small

species of Lirnacina, by shell-less species. The shells of the tropical species make

up a large part of some tropical and subtropical deposits from moderate depths, in which

there is a relatively small quantity of land debris. Like the pelagic Foraminifera, these

pelagic Mollusea attain their greatest development in the warm oceanic currents, and

diminish both in the number of species and the size and mass of the shells as the colder

currents of the polar regions are approached. Like the pelagic Foraminifera, also, the

distribution of the living animals at the surface corresponds with the distribution of their

dead shells over the sea-bed, with certain limits as to depth. The dead shells are not

universally distributed over the floor of the ocean, for in all the deposits from the greater

depths of the ocean they are absent, or only rare fragments are met with, and as a general
rule they disappear from deep-sea deposits with increasing depth in the same way as the

shells of pelagic Foraminifera, the more delicate and fragile ones being found only in

the lesser depths. In the deposits of polar regions these shells are very rarely, if ever,

observed in the deposits, and certainly never make up any sensible part of the carbonate

of lime in the muds or oozes. A list of the species, whose shells may constitute a large

part of a Pteropod Ooze, is given on page 224.2

The Pteropoda and Heteropoda live in the surface and subsurface waters of the ocean,

are Holoplanktonic, and belong exclusively to the pelagic Plankton. It has never been

suggested that they lived exclusively, or for any portion of their lives, at the bottom

of the sea, as was bog maintained with reference to the pelagic Foraminifera. It is

interesting then to point out that the shells of these pelagic Molluscs follow the same

order with respect to distribution in depth as the shells of pelagic Foraminifera. They

are abundant, and the shells of all species appear to 1)e represented, in the shallower

deposits, but with increasing depth the more delicate shells first disappear, and then the

thicker and more massive ones. In depths of 2300 fathoms they are wholly removed

from the deposits, or only an occasional fragment is encountered. In the surface waters,

however, the living animals are quite as abundant over the region where the shells are

absent, as over the region where they are present., on the bottom. In whatever way we

may account for the removal of the Pteropod shells from the deeper deposits of the ocean,

the same reasoning is evidently applicable to the removal of the shells of pelagic Foramini-

1 See Davidson, Report on the Brnchiopo(ln, Zool. ChaU. Exp., pt. 1.
2 See Pelseneer, Report on the Pteropodn, Zool. Chull. Exp., pt. 65 ; Smith, Report on the HeLeroputhi, Zoo!.

Chall. Exp., pt. 72.
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fera. Some of the more delicate Foraminiferous shells, like Gandcina, disappear at the
same depths as the Pteropocl shells, but the denser shells of Spkaroidina and. PulvinuUna
persist to greater depths. In all cases the greater the surface of shell exposed to the
action of sea-water in proportion to its total mass the sooner does the shell appear to be
dissolved. In Molluscan shells the conchioline may for a time protect the calcareous
structures, but when putrefaction sets in it accelerates solution.

Gctsteropoda and LanwllThra'nchiala.___.The pelagic species, lctnthina rotundata,

having the same habitat and distribution as the Pteropods, may be found associated with
these pelagic shells, but it never occurs in any great abundance in deposits. Many larval
shells of (.4asteropods and Lamellibranchs are also frequently present along with Pteropocl
shells in the shallower deposits not far removed from coasts. The shells of adult

Gasteropods and Lamellibranchs are well known to form extensive beds in many shallow
water areas, and the shells of these Molluscs make up a considerable proportion of the
carbonate of lime in all deposits near the shores of continents and islands. In nearly all
the pelagic deposits the shells of Gasteropods and Lainellibranchs, or their fragments,
can be detected when any considerable quantity of the deposit is examined, but they
never form more than a small percentage of the carbonate of lime present.' On the whole
the Gasteropods and Lamellibranchs are poorly represented in the abyssal regions, and
their shells are thin and fragile. In this respect alone there is a wide difference between
the Pteropod and Globigerina Oozes of recent seas and the white chalk of the Cretaceous

period, which was evidently laid down in much shallower water than these organic oozes.

Uephalopocla.-The only fragments of this order that have been observed in deep
sea deposits are the beaks, and these are occasionally found even in a small specimen
from the sounding tube; they can nearly always be picked out from the washings when
a large quantity of ooze is passed through fine sieves. In some shore dredgings, however,

fragments of cuttle-fish bones have been met with.

Fis/ies.-When we remember the enormous numbers of fishes that inhabit the ocean,
the rarity of their remains in nearly all marine deposits is a very striking fact.' In

only three or four instances were any fish bones, other than otoliths and teeth, observed
in the deposits brought U in the dredges and trawls. In 1875 fathoms, off the coast of

Japan, two vert.ebre were found, and on other occasions a scapula and a vertebra. The
otoliths of fish are, however, tolerably abundant in all the calcareous oozes, and are

frequently present in Red Clays. That otoliths can resist the solvent action of sea
water better than the other bones probably arises from the dense structure of these

bones, and possibly also from the difference in their composition when compared with.
the other bones of fish, the otoliths being mostly composed of carbonate of lime, while

I Se Wataon, Report on the Gasteropoda, Zool. Chall. Exp., pt. xlii. ; Smith, Report on Lhe Lamdllibranchiat;
Zool. Chall. Exp., pt xxxv.

See Hoyle, Report on the Cephalopoda, Zool. Chafl. Exp., p1. xliv.
See Güuher, Report on the Fishes, ZooL Chall. Exp., pta. vi., lvii., and lxxviii.
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the other fish bones are largely made up of phosphate of lime associated with much

albuminoid matter. The otoliths of a cod gave on analysis:'-

Lime (OaO), . . . . 53,08
Carbonic Acid (002), . . . . 43,85

Magnesia (MgO), . . . . 271

Phosphoric Acid (P05), . trace
Alumina (Al.,08), . . . . Q22
Silica (j°2), . . . . 033

10019

The teeth of fish are rather rare in. terrigenous deposits and tolerably abundant in

some pelagic deposits; in certain regions of the Central Pacific and in the other oceans

in great depths far removed from land, the teeth of sharks were most exceptionally
abundant in many of the deeper trawlings and dredgings. These sharks' teeth, it will

he observed, are from red clay areas as a rule, it being the exception to find any of

the large specimens in the calcareous oozes or terrigenous deposits. In general all that

remains is the hard dentine or enamel, the whole of the vaso-dentine having disap

peared. In this respect the condition of these teeth differs from that of those belonging
to the same species from the Tertiary deposits in Malta, Carolina, Australia, and from

one tooth dredged by Agassiz from the existing sea-bed in relatively shallow water off

the coast of North America;' in all these the vaso-dentine and the base are almost

always preserved. In the following list details are given as to the number, size, and

condition of the teeth procured by the Challenger Expedition in the trawlings and

dredgings in the order of the stations:'-

ATLANTIC OCEAN.

Station 16, 2435 fathoms.-Two Oxyrhina teeth, the larger 1 inches (38 mm.) in

length; one Lamna, about an inch (254 mm.) in length.
Station 106, 1850 fathoms.-One Lamna tooth, 1 inches (38 mm.) in length.

SOUTHERN INDIAN OCEAN.

Station 160, 2600 fathoms.-Two Carcharodon teeth, one broken, over 1 inches

(38 mm.) in length, and three small Lamna teeth.

PACIFIC OCEAN.

Station 237, 1875 fathoms.-Two vertebra and several large otoliths of fish.

Station 241, 2300 fathoms.-One small La.mna tooth, a little over half an inch

(127 mm.) in length.
1 Made by J. 0. Ross. See Agassiz, T/jres Grujxc.9 of the "Bl4k4" vol. i. p. 276, 1888.
11 Dr. Albert Gunther of the British Museum examined these teeth and was satisfied that the determinations were,

as far as possible, correct.
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Station 244, 2900 fathoms.-One Lamna tooth, inch (19 mm.) in length.
Station 248, 2900 fatboms.-One Lamna tooth, about an inch (254 mm.) in length,

slightly coated with manganese.
Station 252, 2740 fathoms.-One (Yarcharodon tooth, fully i inches (444 mm.) in

length, imbedded in the centre of a nodule, the layers of manganese around the tooth

varying from . to. inch (121 to.. L9 mm.) in.. thickness; aiao four small Oxyrhina teeth
imbedded in nodules.

Station 256, 2950 fathoms.-Four Oxyrhina teeth, the. lrgest i inches (38 mm.)
in length, and five Larnn.ct teeth; three of the teeth were very deeply imbedded in man

ganese depositions.
Station 274, 2750 fathoms.-One large Cctrcharodon. tooth, fully 2 inches (51. mm.)

in length, and broken piece of another large Garcha'rodon tooth, both deeply imbedded
in manganese; also nine Oxyrhina and five Lamna teeth,' the largest 1 inches (38 mm.)
in length, some deeply imbedded, along with several fragments of teeth and numerous

small teeth of other fish.

Station 276, 2350 fathoms.-Over 250 sharks' teeth and fragments were counted

from this station, including four large Ccwcliarodons, from 2 to 2- inches (51 to 64 ram.)
in length, and fragments of similar large teeth; fourteen smaller serrated teeth," similar

to Uorctx or Garcharias; sixty teeth like Lamna,A of various sizes, the largest 1 inches

(38 mm.) in length; thirty Oxyrhina teeth, the largest, Oxyrhinc& trigonodon, 1 inches

(38 mm.) in length; fifteen teeth which may possibly be the central fangs of Otoclus;

and over one hundred small teeth, less than 3. inch (121 mm.) in length. The majority
were more or less deeply imbedded in manganese. There were also two tabulated teeth

of Tetradon, and four large otoliths of fish, similar to those of the Tunny.
Station 281, 2385 fathoms.-116 sharks' teeth and fragments were counted from

this station, including eleven (Yaveharoelons, one, the largest obtained during the cruise,

being fully 4 inches (10 cm.) in length, belonging to Carcharodon rnegalodon,5 the

others 2 inches (51 mm.) and less in length ;
° -and over one hundred teeth of Oxyrhina,

Lamrta, &c., the largest 2 inches (51 mm.) in length.7 Most of the teeth had a slight

coating of manganese, while a few were deeply imbedded.

Station 285, 2375 fathoms.-Over 1500 sharks' teeth and, fragments of consider

able size were counted from this station, in addition to immense numbers of very

small teeth and fragments. There were fifteen nearly perfect Care.harodons,8 the largest

3 inches (83 mm.) across the base and 2 inches (64 mm.) in length, and about twenty

fragments of similar teeth; twenty small teeth, like (Jorax or Galeus or Hemipristis;

about two hundred perfect Oxyrhinct and Lamna teeth of various sizes,'° in addition to

I See PL VI. figs. 8, 16. 2 See P1. V. fig. 12. Se P1. VI. fig. 19. ' See P1. VI. fig 1.
A See P1. V. fig. 1. 0 Sec P1. V. figs 2-5. See P1. V. 6g. 13; PL VI. figs. 9, 10, 13, 15, 17.

Sec P1. V. figs. 6, 7. 9 See P1. V. figs. 10, 11. '° See P1. V. figs. 2-7; P1. VI. figs. 12,18,20,21,'23.
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many hundred fragments and teeth of small size. The majority, of the teeth were more
or less thickly coated with manganese, the smaller ones apparently to a greater extent
than the larger ones. The hard dentine of one of the Oarcharodo'n teeth was found to
contain 3366 per cent. of phosphoric acid, equal to 73'48 per cent, of tricalcic phosphate,
and 2,28 per cent, of fluorine. The inside of the tooth was filled with deposits of man

ganese, iron, and clayey materials, resembling the manganese nodules in composition,
and containing only 083 per cent. of phosphoric acid.

Station 286, 2335 fathoms.-Over 350 sharks' teeth and fragments were counted
from this station, including about thirty Qarcharodons,' half of them perfect, the largest
nearly 3 inches (76 mm.) in length; about two hundred Oxyrithia and Lam-na teeth"
the largest of the former 2 inches (64 mm.), and of the latter 1 inches (444 mm.), in

length; and over one hundred small teeth, Hemipristis, &c.8 AU the teeth were more
or less deeply imbedded in depositions of manganese. Three of the Oxyrhina teeth

yielded 32'58 per cent. of phosphoric acid, equivalent to 71'12 per cent, of tricalcie

phosphate, while the black material which filled the interior of the teeth yielded only
7.97 per cent. of phosphoric acid, equivalent to 17,39 per cent, of tricalcic phosphate.

Station 289, 2550 fathoms.-One perfect Oxyrhina tooth, about 1 inches (286 mm.)
in length, deeply imbedded, and fragment of a similar tooth.

Station 293, 2025 fathoms.-One Carcharoclon tooth, about 1 inches (444 mm.) in

length, and one Oxyrhina tooth, about 1 inches (31-6 mm.) in length, the former with,
the latter without, a coating of manganese.

Mammalia.-The remains of Mammalia were exceedingly rare in the great
majority of the Challenger's dredgings and trawliugs. In all the terrigenous deposits
and calca.reous oozes they were not observed, but the "Blake" expedition dredged off the
coast of North America a few bones, and one or two sharks' teeth belonging to the same

species as some of those noted in the foregoing list. Numerous remains of Cetaceans
were collected by the Challenger in the same trawlings in which the sharks' teeth were

obtained, principally the dense earbones and beaks of Ziphioid whales, but besides these

were a few fragments of the other more areolar bones, evidently in the process of being
dissolved by the action of the sea-water. A microscopic examination of the nuclei of

the manganese nodules revealed the fact that many of these concretions had been formed

around bone fragments, the structure of which had almost disappeared. The following
list gives the number, condition, and nature of these Mammalian rewaius in the trawlings
and d.redgings at the several stations where they were procured

Secioiis of one are given in P1. X. figs. 4, 4a.
2 See P1. VI. figs. 14, 22; P1. X. fig, 5 (section).
See PL V. figs. 8, 9.
AU these bones were examined and determined by Professor Sir \\Tjfljam Turner; see Report on the Cettcen,

Zuol, Chall. Ezp., part iv.
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Ammo OCEAN.

Station 131, 2275 fathoms.-A tympanic bulla, 2 inches (63 mm.) in length, closely
corresponding with that of Ziphius cavirostris.'

SOUTHERN INDIAN OCEAN.

Station 143, 1900 fathoms.-A small indeterminable fragment of bone, about the size of

a marble, consisting of cancellated tissue, and coated and impregnated with manganese.
Station 160, 2600 fathoms.-Several tympanic bullie, three apparently allied toMesoplo-

don,2 another belonging to .De!phinus, and a petrous bone apparently of a Globiocephalus;
also a nodulated mass of bone, coated and impregnated with manganese, and three small

fragments, one a flat bone.




PACIFIC OCEAN.

Station 274, 2750 fathoms.-Tympano-per.iotic bone of GlobiocephaWs,8 another of

one of the Delphinida3,4 another like that of a Me.5opiodon, and six separate petrotis
bones and four separate tympanic bullie belonging to the smaller species of Oetacea;

also a small fragment of bone forming the nucleus of a manganese nodule.

Station 276, 2350 fathoms.-Two tympano-periotic bones of Mesoplodon, closely

resembling Msopiodon layardi,6 eight separate petrous bones and six tympanic bulls,

one of the latter belonging to Globiocephalus and another allied to Kogia, the rest

apparently those of Deiplthws.
Station 281, 2385 fathoms.-Six tympanic bones, I to 1 inches (25 to 32 mm.)

in length, and three petrous bones, all belonging to the family of dolphins.
Station 285, 2375 fathoms.-Four tympanic bones, 27 to 47 inches (7 to 12 cm.)

in length, belonging to the genus Bcthvnoptera ;0 another closely allied, 3 inches (9 cm.)

in length; twenty-five smaller tympanic bones and eighteen petrous bones, belonging to

the genera Mesopiodon, .Deiphinvs, and Globiocephalus; a petro-mastoid bone, 4 inches

(10 cm.) in length, probably belonging to one of the Baleen whales; and numerous small

fragments of bone thickly coated with manganese.

Station 286, 2335 fathoms.-About ninety tympanic bull were recognised, and

various fragments coated with and imbedded in manganese, which appeared to be portions

of tympanic bones, in addition to forty-two detached petrous bones. A bulla nearly

6 inches (15 cm.) in length, and a fragment of a similar bone, belong probably to

Bala1'iwptera antai'cticct ;7 two bul1a, one 36 inches (91 mm.) the other 34 inches (86

mm.) in length, belong prolXLbly to Baitimopteiict rostrata (possibly Balienoptera huttoni?)

several l)ufla, about 3 inches (76 mm.) in length, belong to Bala3'noptera, probably an

extinct species? Two bones, 3 inches (76 mm.) in length, probably belong to the

Figured in Zool. Chall. Exp., pt. iv. p1. ii. fig. 10.
See P1. VIII. fig. ii. ' Sec P1. VIII. figs. 4,5. See P1. VIII.. figs. I, 13.

A See P1. V It. figs. 6, 7. " See P1. VII. 1. T See P1. Vii. fig. .
See Pt. VII. fig. 3. Figured in Zool. ChaU. Exp., pt. iv. p1. ii. fig. 11.
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BainidLe.' Eight bullie, 2 to 3 inches (64 to 76 mm.) in length, somewhat resemble

those of Ziphins cavirostris, though without the unciform lobe.2 About forty specimens,
PG to 2,3 inches (41 to 58 mm.) in length, belong to the genus .1liesoplodon; the two

largest, in which the petrous bone was united with the tympanic, could not be deter

mined, but the rest apparently belong to Mesopioclon layarcli.3 Twenty-four specimens,
1 to P1 inches (25 to 43 mm.) in length, belong apparently to the De1phinid; the

longest resembles the bulla of Giobiocephalus,4 others belong to the genus Delphinus,

while the smallest are like those of the common porpoise. One specimen belongs to the

genus Kogia,5 and other two are closely allied to it.('

The larger petrous bones, the longest being 2 inches (51 mm.) in length, probably

belong to the genus Iktesoplocion., the others to the genus Delp/iinus, while two specimens
are smaller than those of thecommon porpoise! There were fourteen specimens consisting
of the petrous and a portion of the elongated mastoid element continuous with it, varying in

length from 2,5 to 313 inches (64 to 91 mm.), belonging apparently to the Baleen whales!

There were also numerous fragments of other bones, including a beak of a Ziphioid
whale,' measuring over 8 inches (20 cm.) in length, and three smaller fragments of beaks

of Ziphioids; numerous flat fragments, portions of the brain case," and one or two probably
bits of the shaft of a rib. An irregular mass of spongy bone 8 x 4 x 3 inches (20 x 10

x 8 cm.), not nearly so much impregnated with manganese as the rest, and two smaller

fragments," one 5 x 5 inches (13 x 13 cm.), are apparently portions of the expanded wings
of superior maxill. Nearly two hundred small fragments, forming the nuclei of man

ganese nodules, exhibited evidence of bone structure.

A portion of the spongy mass of whale's bone was completely analysed by Professor

Dittmar, F.R.S.,' with the following results :-

Moisture, . . . . . . 306
Combined water, . . . . . . 866

Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . 2749

Carbonic acid, . . . . . . 414
Fluorine, O71=(F2-0), . . . . . 041
Lime, . . . . . . . 3900

Magnesia, . . . . . 01
Ferrous oxide, . . . . . . P04
Ferric oxide, . . . . . . 453
Binoxide of manganese, . . . . . P61
Alumina, . . . . . . . 270
Silica and substances insoluble in hydrochloric acid, . 905
Alkalies and loss, . . . . . 0-9 1"

I0000

See P1. VII. figs. 4, 5. 2 Figured in Zo(il. Chall. Exp., lit. iv. pl. ii. fig. 12. See 19. VIlE. fir-V8. 1, .
See P1. VIII. fig. fi. ' See 11. VIII. fig. 7; a180 figured in Zuol. Chall. Ex1, E iv. 0. ì. fig. 13.

6 Figured in Zoo]. Chall. Exp., pt. iv. pl. ii. 11g. 14. See 11. VIII. IigH. 8, ii, 1-1. 8 See P1. VIII. fig. 3.
See P1. X. fig. 1. Sec P1. X. fig. 2. 11 0 See P1. X. fig. 3. 'See Appendix III.
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The insoluble residue consisted apparently of amorphous silica. The part soluble in

hydrochloric acid seemed to be a mixture of-

Phosphate of lime, . . 600 per cent. of the whole substance.
Carbonate of lime, . 9.4
Fluoride of calcium, . . .1.4
Binoxide of manganese, . F6. N
Ferric oxide, . . 48

and minor constituents.

A portion of a flat whale's bone, much impregnated with manganese, was submitted
to analysis. A small portion in the centre, comparatively uncoloured by the Manganese,
was used for the following determinations

Moisture, . . . . .. 287 per cent.
Phosphoric acid, . . . . 29-13
Fluorine, " . " . . 144 H
Lime, . " . " . .36'05
Substances insoluble in hydrochloric acid, .21)1

There was an appreciable quantity of manganese present, and also a trace of cobalt. The

outer manganiferous portion was completely analysed, with the following results:-

Portion insoluble in hydrochloric acid, . 516
Total water, . . . . 9-77

Manganous oxide, . . . . 20-22
Loose oxygen, . . . . . " 3.49
Ferric oxide, . . . . .654
Alumina, . . . . . . 166
Lime, . . . . . 1971

Magnesia, . . . . 7-42
Potash,. . . . . 0-55
Soda, . . " . . .112

Phosphoric acid, . .. . 1859 =4090 per cent. tricalcic phosphate.
Carbonic acid, . . . .3-87
Traces of copper, chlorine, fluorine, and loss, -1-30

100-00

The manganese is probably present mostly as hydrated binoxide, and partly as pro

toxides.

Another portion of a flat whale's bone, in which the manganese was pretty well

diffused throughout, was used for the following determinations

Moisture, . . . . 549 per cent.

Combined water, . . . 6-88

Phosphoric acid, . . 13-05

Fluorine, . . . . 0-65

(oEEr81t DEPOSITS OHALL. ixr.-189l.) 35
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One-half of an earboné of Balna (?) was analysed, and for that purpose the man

ganese filling the cavity of the bone was scraped out and analysed separately. The

white iliceous-looking core gave the following results:-

Insoluble in acid, . . . . 006
Moisture, . . . . . 221
Combined water, . . . . 222

Phosphates of iron and alumina, . . 042

Phosphoric acid, . . . . 3413 = 745 per cent. tricalcic phosphate.
Carbonic acid, . . . . . 661
Fluorine, l4=(Fa- 0), . . . 081

Sulphuric acid, . . . . . 081
Chlorine, . . . . trace
Lime, . . . . . . 4985

Magnesia, . . . . . 077
Alkalies and loss, . . . 211

10000

The contents of the cavity gave on analysis the following results

Insoluble in acid, . . . . 1366
Total water, . . . . 2700

Manganous oxide, . . . . 2713
Loose oxygen, . . . . 813
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 8'34
Lime, . . . . . 4.34

Magnesia, . . . . 403
Alumina, . . . . . 654
Silica, . . . . . . 131

Phosphoric acid, . . . . 239
Potash, . . . . . . 107
Soda, . . . . . 239
Nickel and copper, . . . . traces

10133

The insoluble residue was apparently all amorphous silica. The soluble portion

apparently consists of hydrated sesquioxidcs of manganese and iron and decomposible

silicates.

The inner, almost uncoloured, portion of an earbone of Baiuoptera was used for

the following determinations:

Moisture, . . . . 1'60 per cent.
Combined water, . . . 134

Phosphoric acid, . . . 3121 =68-13 per cent. tricalcic phosphate.
Fluorine, . . . . 189
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The inner portion of the large Ziphius beak gave the following results -

Moisture, . . . 114 per cent
Combined water, . . . 278
Carbonic acid, . . 681
Phosphoric acid. . . . 83'30 7269 per cent. tricalcic phosphate.
Fluorine, . . . .165

Station 289, 2550 fathoms.-Three large tympanic bones, 3 to 4 inches (8 to 10 cm.)
in length, apparently belonging to the genus Balvnoptera, and two nodules with bony
nuclei.

The inner portion of an earbone of Bctlienoptera was used for the following deter
minations :-

Moisture, . . . . 1-61 per cent.
Phosphoric acid, . . . 3273 7144 per cent. tricalcic phosphate.
Fluorine, . . . . 161

Station 293, 2025 fathoms.-One small indeterminable fragment of bone, impregnated
with manganese.

Station 299, 2160 fathoms.-One bibbed tympanic bulla, with the petrous bone
attached, apparently of a (Jlobiocephalu.

On comparing the preceding analyses of these deep-sea bones and teeth' with analyses
of recent and fossil bones,' it is found that as regards the phosphoric acid there is not much

divergence, except where there is much manganese in the specimen: in. deep-sea bones
the percentage varies from 27 to 34, in recent bones. 22 to 34, and in fossil bone 83;
the same is the case with the lime: in deep-sea bones 36 to 49 per cent., in recent bones
30 to 41 per cent., and in fossil bone 48 per cent.

The most striking difference is in the fluorine, the percentage of which in recent

bones is only 0,004 to 0,032 per cent., in fossil bone 150 per cent., while in deep-sea
bones it varies from 065 to 189 per cent., and in deep-sea teeth it reaches 2,28 per cent.

These deep-sea specimens of bones and teeth thus resemble fossil bones in the large per

centage of fluorine they contain. This fluorine might be assumed to be the original fluorine
of the bones rendered more abundant by the removal of the lime salts, but more probably
it owes its origin to a continuous, though slowly progressing, double decomposition between
the phosphate of the bone and the trace of dissolved fluorides in the sea-water.

Some of the bones and teeth were in a much better state of preservation than others;

in some the coating of manganese was very thin, and the Haversian canals and lacun

were but little impregnated by that substance, so that a fractured surface was greyish
white; in others, not only were the bones thickly encrusted, but the canals and lacun

were nearly all infiltrated with the manganese, as will be seen by reference to the illustra

tions on Plate X., so that the fractured surface was brown or black, and the bones very
See Analyses Nos. 137 to 153, Appendix III. See Analyses Nos. L&3A, B, C, 0.
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brittle. The great majority of the large cancellated bones of the whales appear to have

been wholly removed from the deposits through the chemical action of the sea-water.

With respect to the distribution of the earbones and fragments of other Cetacean

bones, it will be observed that no specimens were obtained north of the equator either in

the Atlantic or Pacific. From terrigenous deposits only one earbone was dredged, viz., at

Station 299, 2160 fathoms, over 100 miles from the South American coast, where the deposit
was a Blue Mud. These Cetacean bones are also rare in Globigerina Ooze., being obtained

in only three instances, viz., one bulla at Station 131, 2275 fathoms, in the South Atlantic

(the only Cetacean bone procured in the Atlantic); a fragment at Station 143, 1900 fathoms,

106 miles south-east of the Cape of Good Hope; and another fragment at Station 293,

2025 fathoms, in the South Pacific. With the above exceptions all the bones of Cetaceans

procured during the Challenger Expedition were dredged from Red Clays and Radiolarian

Oozes, and these are all situated in the Central South Pacific, excepting Station 160, 2600

fathoms, in the Southern Indian Ocean, 500 miles southwest of Australia.

The preservation of the earbones and fragments of beaks of Ziphioid whales is to be

accounted for by the great density of these portions of the skeleton, and the consequent
small amount of surface presented to the action of sea-water when compared with the

cancellated bones. Professor Sir William Turner points out that he could not identify

any of the bones as belonging to the great Sperm Whale (Physeter macrocephalus),

although the track of the Challenger, where these hauls of Cetacean bones were made, was

through the part of the Pacific frequented by that huge Cetacean.

The distribution of the sharks' teeth in the deposits is similar to that of the bones of

Cetaceans, although they were dredged more frequently. They are most abundant in

the red clay areas far removed from land, and especially in those of the Central South

Pacific; they were less frequently taken in the organic oozes of the deep sea, and only
in one or two instances in the terrigenous deposits surrounding continental or other

land. It seems undoubted that many of the teeth of sharks and the bones of the

Ziphioid whales belong to Tertiary and extinct species.

In the foregoing paragraphs we have indicated the various kinds of organic structures

of a calcareous nature which enter into the composition of marine deposits, and we have

to some extent pointed out their batbymetrical and geographical distribution. Those

structures, like the bones of fish and marine mammals, or even the exoskeletons of Crus

tacea, which are very areolar in structure, and contain a large quantity of phosphate of lime

associated with much albuminoid matter, appear to be able to resist the solvent action

of sea-water only for a relatively short time, so that they disappear from marine deposits

much more rapidly than the bones with a denser structure. The otoliths of fish, the

hard dentine of sharks' teeth, and the dense earbones and beaks of certain whales, resist

for a longer time the solvent action of the sea-water, and may therefore accumulate and
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be preserved in. the deposits. But from what has been said as to the condition of these
bones, it cannot be doubted that. even the densest specimens would ultimately quite dis
appear if continually exposed at the bottom of the sea. In deposits where there is a more

rapid accumulation, it is not improbable that these bones and teeth would be covered up by
detritai matters, before being wholly dissolved, and being thus protected some remnants
of them might be preserved in the beds now forming at the bottom of the ocean.
In the case of shells and other skeletal structures, like Corals, Molluscs, Foramiriifera,

and calcareous Algae, there is likewise a difference in the extent to which they can resist
the destructive effects of exposure to sea-water. Those which have a porous structure,
with a large quantity of albuminoid matter in the shell or skeleton, disappear much more

rapidly than those compact shells with a close texture, which consequently expose a

relatively much smaller surface to the action of the surrounding water. As already
indicated, the conchioline, that is, albuminoid matters associated with the calcareous
structures, would at first, as shown by Bischoff, protect the calcareous structures; but
when putrefaction sets in, the areolar structure and the decomposing organic matters
would accelerate the solution of the calcareous shells and skeletons. In all cases, how
ever, calcareous structures of all kinds are slowly removed from the bottom of the ocean
on the death of the organisms, unless rapidly covered up by the accumulating deposits,
and in this way protected to a certain extent from the solvent action of the sea-water.
It is evident from the Challenger investigations that whole classes of animals with hard
calcareous shells and skeletons, remains of which one might suppose would be preserved
in modern deposits, are not there represented; although they are now living in immense
numbers in the surface waters or on the deposits at the bottom, in some regions all
trace of them has been removed by solution. A similar removal of calcareous organic
structures has undoubtedly taken place in the marine formations of past geological eras.'

In the warm waters of the tropical regions of the ocean there is the greatest develop
ment of lime-secreting organisms. This is rendered evident not only by the vast organic
accumulations known as coral reefs, but by what has been said above as to the number of

pelagic species of calcareous Alg, Foraminifera, and Molluscs, which inhabit the surface
and subsurface waters of the tropics, and whose dead remains form organic accumulations
at the bottom of the sea far exceeding in extent and importance those of coral reefs. On
the other hand, there is a restricted development of these calcareous structures both in
the cold waters of the deep sea and in those of the temperate and polar regions; it is

observed that in the shells and skeletons of deep-sea animals there is a marked deficiency
in carbonate of lime, and the same holds good, in a general sense, with the organisms-in

polar waters. The probable cause of this distribution has been indicated when treating
of the changes produced by organisms in the constitution of sea-water salts.'

1 Murray, "The Maltese Islands, with special reference to their Geological Structuxe," Scot. (kogr. Mag., vol. vi.
p. 482, 1890. See pp. .264-256.
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In tropical and temperate regions there is likewise a much greater accumulation of

carbonate of lime remains on the bottom than at like depths towards the polar areas,

where the surface waters have a low temperature throughout the year. At the present
time, then, it is evident that there is a decided tendency for carbonate of lime deposits to

accumulate towards the equatorial regions of the ocean. In the central parts of the

equatorial regions of the ocean basins this carbonate of lime is almost exclusively derived

from the shells and skeletons of pelagic organisms whose habitat is in the warm surface

and subsurface waters. That these pelagic shells should be abundant on the bottom in

tropical regions at nearly all moderate depths, and wholly or almost wholly absent from

the deposits in all the greater depths, has been regarded as one of the most remarkable

facts brought to light by the Challenger investigations. This fact, however, admits of a

ready explanation, if it be remembered that all these shells are subject to solution imme

diately on the death of the organisms, that only a small number of them-the more

delicate ones-are wholly removed in falling through a moderate depth of water, while a

very large proportion are wholly dissolved in falling through a depth of four or five miles.

Mr. Murray made a large number of experiments during the expedition with the view

of ascertaining the rate of fall of pelagic organisms in sea-water. The experiments were

conducted in a long glass cylinder, and the rate was found to vary greatly according to

the shape of the shell and the albuminoicl matter associated with it. According to the

results of these experiments it would take from three to six days for the shells to reach a

depth of 2500 fathoms. In the deeper layers the rate of fall would probably be much

slower than in the surface layers, owing to the shells being less compressible than water.'

It has also been shown that solution of carbonate of lime shells takes place more rapidly
under pressure.' In this dissolution of the carbonate of lime shells the reaction referred

to on pages 255 and 256 appears to play an important role. Besides it must be remembered

that in the greater depths of the ocean, those shells which may reach the bottom are not

covered up so rapidly by other shells falling from the surface, as they undoubtedly are

in the shallower depths, where large numbers reach the bottom, and there accumulate.

The practically motionless water in contact with the large quantity of carbonate of lime

in moderate depths would in addition soon become saturated, and consequently he

unable to take up more carbonate of lime, for sea-water can only take up a relatively
small quantity of carbonate of lime in addition to what it normally contains. The water

in contact with the deeper deposits, in which there is but little carbonate of lime, would

not become thus saturated. These considerations also explain why the whole of the

carbonate of lime shells are removed from the deposits at lesser depths in extra-tropical

regions, where there are fewer living calcareous organisms at the surface, than in the tropics
beneath the warm oceanic currents, w}iere the surface shells are much more abundant.'

1 Murray and Irvine, Proc. Roy Soc. Edin., vol. xvii. p. 98.
Reid1 Proc. B9y. Soc. Edin., vol. xv. pp. Th1-157, 1888. Murray and Irvine, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xvii. p. 97,
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The gradual disappearance of the carbonate of lime remains from deep-sea deposits
with increasing depth is exhibited in the following table giving the mean percentages
of carbonate of lime in 231 samples of organic oozes, Red Clays, and Coral Muds from

the Challener collections, arranged in groups of 500 fathoms:0

14 cases under 500 fathoms, average per cent. CaCO3, 8604

7 ,, from 500 to 1000 ,, ,, ,, . . 6686

24 ,, ,, 1000 to 1500 ,, ,, ,, 7087

42 ,, ,, 1500 to 2000 ,, ,, ,, . 69,55

68 2000 to 2500 ,, 4673

65 2500 to 3000 ,, 1736

8 3000 to 3500 088

2 3500 to 4000 000

1 ,, over 4000 trace.

The fourteen samples under 500 fathoms are chiefly Coral Muds; in the seven

samples from between 500 and 1000 fathoms there are many mineral particles from

neighbouring continents and islands. In all the depths beyond 1000 fathoms the

carbonate of lime is almost exclusively derived from the shells of pelagic organisms
that have fallen to the bottom from the surface waters, and it will be observed that in

all the greatest depths of the ocean all of these pelagic calcareous shells have dis

appeared from the deposits.

Many years ago Sorby' called attention to the importance of observing the form in

which carbonate of lime is built up in animal structures: whether the shells be com

posed of aragonite or of calcite. According to him some shells are found to be com

posed wholly of calcite, while others are composed of aragonite or of layers of calcite

and aragonite.2 The prismatic aragonite is much less stable than calcite, and consequently
much more soluble. It has been stated by geologists that in some geological formations

the aragonite shells were completely removed from the rock while the calcite shells were

preserved. Some observers have attempted to apply the same reasoning to the dis

appearance of the calcareous shells from the deeper deposits of the oceanic basins, it

being held that the aragonite shells, or the aragonite portions of shells, have been removed

in solution while the calcite shells, or the calcite portions of shells, are preserved in the

deposits. It does not appear to us that any sufficient explanation of the facts to which

we have just referred can be found in this direction. It is exceedingly difficult to

determine by optical means whether or not any of these pelagic and microscopic shells

are aragonite, and it is equally difficult to apply the specific gravity test with accuracy.
I Sorby, Presidential Address to the Geological Society, February 1879.
See also F. Leydolt, Sitzungsb. L Ic. A/cad. Wien, Bd. xix. pp. 10-32, 1856; G. Rose, Abhandl. d. k. A/Cad.

Wi. Berlin, 1858 (Phys. 1(1.), pp. 63-111.
Th. Fuchs, itzh. d. k. ilkwl. W188. Wiem, Bd. lxxvi. pp. 329-334, 1877; Neues Jahrbuck für Mm. etc., Jahrg.

1882, Bd. ii. Pp. 487-584.
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So far as we can judge, these shells appear to be formed of calcite. But whether the

shells be calcite or aragonite they all disappear in the greatest depths of the ocean,

while only those with very thin or very porous shells are removed from the shallower

deposits. Any shells may be preserved in marine deposits if they be rapidly covered up

by other shells, or may be removed if long enough exposed to the solvent action of

normal sea-water. So far as we have been able to observe, the crystalline form of the

carbonate of lime in these shells does not enter into the problem as to the causes of

their gradual removal from marine deposits with in.creasing depth.

If we take the Challenger deposits as representative of those covering the whole

floor of the ocean, then the average proportion of carbonate of lime in deep-sea

deposits as a whole is about 37 per cent, and of this carbonate of lime it is estimated

that fully 90 per cent. is derived from the remains of pelagic organisms that lived in the

surface waters, and therefore belonging to. the pelagic Plankton..

Coral Muds, Coral Sands, Pteropod and Globigerina Oozes are estimated to cover

over 52,000,000 square miles of the sea bottom, and the average percentage of carbonate

of lime in these deposits, taking the Challenger samples as a basis, is 7644.

Beyond the fact that the sounding tube and dredge have occasionally penetrated

about 18 inches or two feet into these deposits, there is little, if any, information as to

the depth or thickness of these beds, but judging from what has taken place in past

geological periods they may undoubtedly have a very great thickness.'

The following table exhibits the percentage of carbonate of lime in each of the types
of deep-sea deposits according to the analyses of the Challenger samples, together
with the average depth of each type of deposit, and the estimated area which each type

covers on the sea-floor, the extent of the areas being founded on a consideration of all

available information on the subject.

Table showing the Mean Depth, Mean Percentage of Carbonate of Lime, and the Estimated Area of the
various Deep-Sea Deposits.

Mean Depth in
Fathoms.

Mean Percentage of
CaCO3.

Area, Square Miles.

Red Clay, . . . . . 2730 610 51,500,000
Radiolarian Ooze, . . . 2894 401 '290,4OO
Diatom Ooze, . . . . 1477 2296 10,880,000
Globigerina Ooze, . . . 1996 6453 49,520,000
Pteropod Ooze, . . . . 1044 7926 400,000
Coral Mud, . . . . . 740

1
8641 2,556,800

Coral Sand, . . . . i'
Other terrigenous deposits, Blue
Mud, &c. . . . . . 1016 1920 16,050,000

' Murray, Scot. Gevyr. Mug., vol. vi. pp. 408-173, 1890.
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e. SILICEOUS ORarc REMAINS.

The organisms whose siliceous remains are met with in deep-sea deposits belong to
three groups: the Diatomacea and Radiolaria, both of which have a pelagic habitat, and

belong to the neritic and oceanic Plankton, and the siliceous Sponges, which live on the
bottom of the sea, and belong exclusively to the Benthos. Diatoms and Radiolaria are
as widely spread throughout the waters of the ocean, and their dead siliceous shells and
skeletons are as widely distributed over the sea-floor, as the remains of calcareous

organisms. Siliceous Sponges are also universally distributed on the sea-bed, and their
skeletons contribute to the materials of marine deposits. The remains of these siliceous

organisms do not, however, bulk so largely in deep-sea deposits as the calcareous rerthiins,
still in some regions they are so abundant as to make up a very large part, if not the

principal part, of a deposit, as, for instance, in the case of Diatom and Radiolarian Oozes.
Diatomacea.-These siliceous Algae are met with everywhere in the surface and sub

surface waters of the ocean. It is rare, one may say impossible, to drag a very fine tow
net through sea-water anywhere without capturing a number of these minute organisms.
A considerable number of attached forms are carried from land surfaces into the ocean by
rivers, and in all the shallower depths of the sea such attached forms may be procured,
but the species that play so large a part in deep-sea deposits are free-swimming and

pelagic. These pelagic species can generally be recognised in the tow-net gatherings
from the sea-surface, if the net used be of very fine texture; when a coarse net is used

they can usually be found in the stomachs of the pelagic animals obtained. At times

they occur near the surface in enormous numbers, in great floating banks many miles in
extent and several fathoms in depth. When the nets are drawn through these banks

they are filled with a brown-coloured slimy and felt-like mass, composed principally of
the frustules of Diatoms. In the tropics the banks are found at the very surface at

night, and during the day their superior limit may be 10 or 15 fathoms below the sur
face. Floating banks of Algae were met with by the Challenger in the Southern and
Antarctic Oceans, in the Sulu Sea, in the Arafura Sea, and off the coast of North
America, by H.M.S. "Triton" off the Shetland Islands, and in other regions by previous
and later observers. The dried surface collections made from one of these banks by the

Challenger in 540 south latitude gave on analysis
Silica soluble in acid, . . . . . 100
Silica insoluble in acid, . . 76OO
Alumina, . . . . . . 1.38

Organic matter, . . . . . . 1675
Water, . . . . 487

10000
I Made by W. S. AutlersolL

(LEEP-sEA DEPOSITS CnALL. Exp.-1891.) 36
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The largest forms hitherto discovered are from tropical or subtropical surface waters,

e.g., Ethrnodisci, Castracane= Uo&nodiscus gazeliw, Janiseb, Coscinodscus imperator,
Janisch, CoscinocUscus praetor, Grove, CoscinocZiscus nobilis, Grun., GoseAnodiscus sot,

Waffich. The most delicate species are especially tropical or subtropical, e.g., the peri

pheral rotate rim of (Joscinoclisc'us sol, many Rhizosolenü, and Chietocerotithe; this

applies equally to the degree of tenuity of the siliceous test as a whole, to the nature of

its ornamentation as determined by the difficulty of microscopical resolution, and to the

siliceous appendages when present.' This great development of Diatoms at the surface of

Pie. 28.-Prustule of EthnwdLcus wyvilleanus, Castracane (ii). Fio. 29.-Portion of Frustule of Et/onodi,cu sp. (A4.a).

the sea takes place especially in brackish water, or in sea-water where the salinity is relatively
low, as, for instance, in the Antarctic and Arctic Oceans, and in estuaries or off the mouths

of great rivers. In the warm and salter waters of the ocean Diatoms are less abuudant,

and the frustules as a rule are much thinner than in the colder and less salt waters of

the polar regions or in the warm brackish waters off continental shores in the tropics.
In deep-sea deposits the remains of these pelagic Diatoms can generally be detected

if a considerable quantity of the deposit be carefully examined. In some Pteropod and

Globigerina Oozes and Coral Muds, however, no trace of Diatoms have been observed

after the removal of the carbonate of lime from a large sample and a subsequent careful

examination of the residue; they are also extremely rare in, or absent from, some of the

deep-sea clays. In terrigenous muds, especially when near the mouths of great rivers,

they frequently occur in great abundance.

1 Mr. John Rattray, MA., F.ThS.E., a diatomist who has examined many of the Challenger deposits, says in an
MS. letter to Mr. Murray:-" No dead tests are to be considered absolutely indestructible in time. Delicate Chwto
cerotidm are not found in oceanic deposits nor in geological strata. Cscinodici disrupt along lines passing through, and
not between, the hexagonal markings; the extremities of a Rhizo8oknia separate from the more destructible, spirally
ornamented, intermediate, cylindrical areas, and are alone preserved. In any one oceanic deposit., where the degree of
solvent power must be the same for all forms, the degree of persistence varies directly as the strength of the siliceous
parts, e.g., cingu.la are less persistent than valves. On comparing the same species from widely-separated areas, the
balance of evidence goes to show that more robust forms occur in more polar areas, and niore delicate ones in more
equatorial areas. The differences observable are slight, but specimens of Cuscinodiecus it'ntiyinosus, Coseinodiscu.9 rubti1i,
&c., point to their real existence."
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In the typical Diatom Ooze from Station 157, 1950 fathoms, about forty-eight species
have been recognised, and it is estimated that the recognisable species together with
their minute broken parts, make up fully 50 per cent, of the whole deposit; in some
specimens of Diatom Ooze this percentage of Diatom remains is still higher. In the case
of some deep Red Clays of the tropical Pacific, for instance, Station 229, 2500 fathoms,
in lat. 22° N., 36 species of Diatoms have been recognised, but in this deposit it i.e esti
mated that the Diatom remains do not make up over 2 per cent. of the whole deposit.
In the case of a Blue Mud off the coast of Japan, Station 237, 1875 fathoms, in lat.
34° N., 61 species of Diatoms have been recognised, still it is estimated that here again
they do not make up more than 3 or 4 per cent. of the whole deposit. In a Radiolarian
Ooze, Station 269, 2550 fathoms, in lat. 5° 54' N., there have been recognised 5]. species
of Diatoms, and it is estimated that here their remains make up about 15 per cent. of
the whole deposit. It will thus be noted that although Diatom remains may, in a
Diatom Ooze, make up fully one-half of the whole deposit, and in a Radiolarian Ooze
15 per cent., in other kinds of deposits they seldom make up over 2 or 3 per cent. It
is true that in the fine washings of a deposit a relatively large number of very minute
broken-down fragments of Diatoms may be recognised, so that could these be determined
with certainty, a larger percentage might be given in many cases to these Diatom remains.
It is also to be noted that in tropical regions (e.g., Station 269), where the remains make

up only 3 or 4 per cent, of the deposit, the number of species may be greater than in a

deposit from high southern latitudes (e.g., Station 157), where the remains make up fully
two-thirds of the whole deposit; fourteen species are recorded as common to these two

deposits.' It seems difficult to account for the absence of Diatom remains in some

deposits, except on the supposition of their removal by exposure to the action of sea

water; this subject will be referred to further on.

Racliolaric&-The Radiolaria are quite as widely distributed in oceanic waters as the

Diatoms, but while Diatoms are probably more abundant near shore and in brackish

waters, the Radiolaria on the other hand flourish in purely oceanic regions. One whole

legion-the Acantharia-has a skeleton composed of acanthin, a substance related

apparently to chitin,' and the representatives of this legion are almost wholly absent from

the deposits at the bottom of the sea. The most abundant species in the deposits belong
to the legions Nassellaria and Spumellaria. The species belonging to the fourth legion
the Phieodaria-are frequently met with in the deposits, but not so abundantly as might
have been expected, this probably arising from the fact that many of the species of the

Pbtodaria contain a large quantity of organic matter in the composition of their shells,

and thus owing to their areolar structure are more easily dissolved than the shells

composed of pure silica.'

'Mr. Comber recognises 48 species and 4 varieties in Station 157, and 44 species and 1 variety in Station 269, and
11 species common to the two Stations.

See Uaeckel, Report on the iladiolaria, Zool. Cha1. Exp., part xl. p. lx.-,. Haeckel, loc. cit., p. lxix.
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The species of Radliolaria are most abundant in tropical waters of rather low salinity,

especially in the western and central Pacific and eastern Indian Oceans. In the

Diatom Ooze at Station 157, in 1950 fathoms, lat. 530 55 S., 84 species of Radiolaria

have been recognised, while in the Radiolarian Ooze at Station 225, in 4475 fathoms,

lat. 110 24' N., 838 species have been found, and of these only six species are common

to the two stations, two belonging

'\




41 to the order Spheroidea, three

to the Discoidea, and one to the
"

Cyrtoidea. The results of numer

ous tow-net experiments appear
to show that the Phaodaria, and

many of the Nasseilaria, live in

jot deep water, at a temperature as

* x low as 400 F In a Radiolarian

Ooze the percentage of Radliolaria4" .
may be as high as 60 or 70 per

Fia. 30.-Tu3carora beiknapi, Murray Fro. 31.-Ch41lkngria flarC$i, Murray
(one 01' the Phxeodaria). North (ouo of the P1iaodarin). North cent., and m a Diatom Ooze or
Pacific, 500 fathoms. Pacific, 500 fathoms.

Globigerina Ooze, as high as 10

per cent., but generally the percentage is very much less. In terrigenous deposits the

Radiolarian remains seldom make up over 2 or 3 per cent. of the whole deposit.

Sponge Spicules.-The spicules of siliceous Sponges are universally distributed in the

different kinds of deep-sea deposits, the Hexactineffid. spicules prevailing in deep water

and the Tetractinellid. and Monaxonid spicules in the shallower depths. In some regions

siliceous Sponges were dredged in great numbers, for instance, off Kerguelen, in 120

fathoms, over one hundred specimens of .l?ossella antarctica were obtained in one

haul of the trawl; at Zebu, Philippines, numerous specimens of Evplectella and other

Sponges were obtained in 100 fathoms; off the Ki Islands, in 129 fathoms, there were

eighteen species of Hexactinellida and a large number of individuals; in the Atlantic

near the Cape Verdes there was procured in 1525 fathoms a large specimen of Foliopogon

amadou (2 x 2 feet), attached to the branches of an Alcyonarian Coral; off the Kerinadecs,

in 630 fathoms, there was obtained another Poliopogon (Poliopogon gigas), measuring

3 x 2 feet, which was but a fragment of what appeared to be an enormous Sponge; in

the Faroc Channel a large number of specimens of Pheronema (Holtenia) were dredged

from a depth of 530 fathoms by the "Porcupine." In the deposits from areas like the

above, where these siliceous Sponges flourish in large numbers, the spicules are particu

larly abundant, and make up a large proportion of some specimens of the deposit. With

the exception, however, of the samples obtained from among these patches, terrigenous

or pelagic deposits do not as a rule contain a large percentage of Sponge spicules, the

average proportion in any of the types of deep-sea deposits not exceeding 2 or 3 per
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cent. of the whole deposit. The silica of these spicules is intimately associated with

organic matter, the spicules being composed of alternate layers of opal or hydrated
silica and organic substances.' The percentage of water in the various analyses of

Sponge spicules varies from 7 to 13 per cent! There is abundant evidence to show that

these spicules are slowly dissolved in the sea-water after the death of the animal."

/

- '-j,- - I.
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Fxu. 32.-Pojiojiogoii amadou, Wyvillo Thomson (i).

In addition to the Diatoms, Radiolariaijs, and Sponge spicules, there are large
numbers of Foramiiiifera, A.nnelids, Orustacea, and Molluscs, which form their shells,

tubes, and houses of Sponge spicules, Racliolarians, Diatoms, aud other materials

I See Schu]ze, Report on the Jiexactineflicin, Zool. ('hail. Exp., pt. liii. ; Rhiley and Dendy, Report on the
Monaxonicia, Zool. Chali. Exp., pt. Ex. ; Solias, Report on the Tttruetine11iLa, Zuol. Chall.. Exp., pt. lxiii. ; Thoulet,
()nLpIts Re,ulus, torn. xcviii. PI). 1000, 1001.

Silns, toe. ei., pp. 47 ci seq.; Titoulet, bor. cit. 3 Schuize, lee, cit., PP26, 27.
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found in marine deposits, but these do not in any case make up a large percentage of
the whole deposit, and being composed of foreign particles need not be specially
referred to here. The glauconitic casts of Foraniinifera and other calcareous organisms
frequently form a considerable part of Green Sands and Muds; these, together with other

casts, will be referred to in detail further on.

The greater abundance of siliceous organisms in the surface and subsurface waters of
some regions of the ocean than in others leads us to enquire if there may not also be a

variation in the quantity of available silica in the waters of different regions. In the

analyses of samples of sea-water, silica has always been found whenever specially
looked for, and a relatively large number of attempts have been made at a quantitative

ô C ci

Fio. 38.-Characteristic forms of the dermal spiculos of Hoxactinellida. a, spiculo of Waltera fieminingii, Schuize; h, of
Sympagella nux, Schmidt; c, d, of ilyalonerna sieboldi, Gray; e, f, g, of Rossella antarctica, Carter.

determination. When these analyses are examined they can be arranged into a maximum

set of determinations, showing 1 part of silica in 9000 to 82,000 parts of sea-water, and

a minimum set, showing 1 part of silica in 120,000 to 1,460,000 of sea-water. Murray
and Irvine have pointed out that in all probability the maximum results were obtained

from unfiltered waters, and the minimum from filtered waters, for sea-water, when care

fully filtered, gives an average proportion of 1 part of silica in 250,000 parts of sea-water,

and this amount of soluble silica appears to be almost constant in purely oceanic waters,

coast waters, and in many river waters. The amount of soluble silica in sea-water is thus

so small that it seems almost impossible to admit that this is the exclusive source from

which the numerous siliceous organisms in oceanic waters obtain the material to form

their shells. The quantity of water that would require to be in contact with, or pass
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through, each Diatom or other organism to enable it to form its siliceous frustule or
skeleton would be enormous. In the case of the carbonate of lime organisms it has been
shown that they can obtain the material for their shells from the other salts of lime in
solution in sea-water.' In the case of the silica, however, the total silica in solution in
sea-water can only be present in the one condition, so that an analogous interpretation is

impossible. Is there then any other source from which these organisms may derive their
silica?

It appears to have been generally accepted by recent writers that all the clayey
matter held in suspension in river water is thrown down when the river water enters,
and is mixed with the waters of, the ocean, and there is little doubt that this view is
in the main correct. It is an undoubted fact that almost all the clay held in suspension
in fresh water falls rapidly to the bottom on mixture with sea-water. It appears,
however, that this precipitation takes place more rapidly at a high than at a low tem

perature ; for instance, a sample of sea-water with clay in suspension was divided into two

portions and allowed to stand for twenty-four hours, the one portion at a temperature of
500 F. and the other at 80° F.; at the end of that time in the former case 0,0188 gramme
per litre remained in suspension, and in the latter only 00083 gramme per litre. It would
also appear that a small quantity of clayey matter may be held in suspension for an
indefinite time, even in the saltest and warmest waters of the ocean. A large sample of
water (14 litres) from the North Atlantic, lat. 51° 20' N., long. 31° W., contained 00052

gramme per litre, or about 1601 tons of clay in a cubic mile of sea-water. A similar

sample from the centre of the Mediterranean gave 00066 gramme per litre, or 2031

tons of clay per cubic mile. Another sample from the German Ocean gave nearly
identical results as in the water from the Mediterranean. It is true that the soluble
silica in a cubic mile of sea-water (17,000 tons) greatly exceeds the quantity of silica in

the suspended clay found in the above experiments, but Murray and Irvine suggest that
it is not improbable that the clayey matter in suspension contains silica in a more

available form than the silica in solution, from the clay being locally abundant in certain

layers, in place of being dissolved in 250,000 times its weight of water, as would be the

case with silica in solution.

If, then, the pelagic organisms which secrete silica for their frustules, shells, and

skeletons, obtain it from the hydrated silicate of alumina or clay held in suspension in

sea-water, as well as from the silica in solution in sea-water, we may in this way have

some explanation of the fact that these organisms abound in brackish waters and waters

of a low salinity and low temperature, where, for the reasons stated above, this finely-

' Murray and Irvine, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xvii. p. 91.
2 See E. W. Hilgard, Amer. Journ. Sci'., ser. 3, vol. vi. p. 338,1873; W. H. Sidell in Humpbreya and Abbot's

Report on the Mii&ippi, App. A. No. 2, pp. 495 et 1876; J. D. Dana, Manual of Geology, 3rd ed., p. 677, 1880.
'Murray and Irvine, "On Silica and the Siliceous Remains of Organisms in Modern Seas," Proc. Roy. Soc. El din.,

vol. xviii. pp. 229-250, 1891.
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divided matter is more abundant than in the warmest and saltest waters of the ocean.

In this connection it may be observed that there is a relatively low salinity, as well as

low temperature, in the Arctic, the Antarctic, and Southern Oceans; in the western

Pacific and eastern Indian Oceans there is also a relatively low salinity, and in both

these regions Radiolaria and Diatoms are especially abundant.

In the case of siliceous Sponges, which are rooted for the most part in the oozes and

clays, the silica of their skeletons may be derived from the silica in solution in sea-water',

or from the colloid silica set free during the decomposition of the feispathic rock fragments

and minerals in the deposits.
We have frequently referred to the fact that the remains of Diatoms and Radiolarians

cannot be detected in many of the calcareous oozes, although they live in abundance in

the surface and subsurface waters of the region. It is most probable that they were at

one time present in the deposit and have been removed in solution.' That both siliceous

and calcareous organisms, when together in the organic oozes, are acted upon by sea-water,

is shown by the following experiments :-A portion of mixed Diatom and Globigerina
Oozes was placed in a litre of sea-water and some mussel flesh added, so as to obtain as

nearly as possible the conditions attending decomposing organic matter on an ocean floor.

After a week's exposure, during which time the organic matter had become putrid, the

water was carefully filtered from the sediment, and. the silicic acid determined in the

filtrate. The amount found was equal to 0025 grm. per litre, or, according to the

amount of water, 1 part of silica had been dissolved from the Diatom Ooze in 41,000

parts of sea-water. This action of siicic acid in decomposing carbonate of lime was

further proved by exposing 2 grms. of the mixed oozes to boiling water for half an hour,

the amount of silicic acid present in a soluble condition after that period amounting to

OO14 gm., or 1 part in 80,000 of water. To check this result, and at the same time to

determine whether the decomposing action of silicic acid upon carbonate of lime was con

tinuous, the same sample of the mixed oozes was heated with successive quantities of sea

water, when it was found that each portion of water contained soluble silica.

f RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF ORGAN [C REMAINS IN DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS.

Detailed statements have been given above of those stations at which the remains of

vertebrates have been obtained in the c]iedgings and trawlings of the Challenger
Expe-dition.The relative frequency of organic fragments observed during the examination of

the small samples of the deposits from the sounding tube may now be noted. The

frequency of occurrence is in the first instance given for the deep-sea deposits as a

whole, and secondly, for the pelagic deposits as a whole. These numbers are solely

Se Murray and Irvine, Pruc. Rvy. &e. Edin., vol. xviii. p. 249.
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derived from the examinatioii of the Challenger samples, but may fairly be taken as an
index of the relative frequency of occurrence of these organic fragments in all deep-sea
deposits.

There are 348 Challenger deposits fully described in the Tables of Chapter II., and
the order of frequency is as follows, the number of times the various organic remains
were observed being indicated in brackets :-

Globigerinid (306 times), Radiolaria (274), Sponge spicules (271), Rotalid (269),
Echinoderm fragments (266), pelagic Puivinulin (263), Lituolid (244), Milio1id

(241), Coccoliths (235), Lagenidie (211), Textulrtrid (201), Diatoms (181), Rhabdoliths

(179), Ostracodes (173), Astrorhizicle (145), Lamellibrancha (121), Pteropods (119),
Nummuliniclie (112), Gasteropods (109), otoliths and bones of fish (102), Polyzoa (91),
casts (78), teeth of fish (65), Heteropods (61), Serpula, and other worm tubes (53),
arenaceous Textu1aridt (34), calcareous AlgEe (27), Alcyonariau spicules (24), Coral

fragments (23), Coccospheres (20), Dentaliurn (19), arenaceous Foraminifera, families
not given (15), Brachiopods (8), Cephalopod beaks (8), Cirripedia (7), Ohiostomellid

(1), and Crustacean fragments (1).
There are 215 purely pelagic deposits fully described, and confining our attention to

these, viz., the Red Clay, Radiolarian, Diatom, Globigerina, and Pteropod Oozes, the
order is somewhat different, as follows :-Radiolaria (197 times), Globigerinid (186),
Pulvi'nulina (168), Rotalid (160), Coccoliths (155), Sponge spicules (155), Echinoderm

fragments (153), Lituolida3 (150), Miliolida (142), Rhabdoliths (126), Lagenid (109),
Diatoms (99), Textularicl (97), Ostracodes (88), Astrorhizithe (82), teeth of fish (60),
Pteropods (5].), Numrnulinida3 (48), casts (46), otoliths of fish (43), Lainellibranchs (41),
Gasteropods (39), Polyzoa (33), Heteropods (22), arenaceous Foraminifera (12), Seipula,
and other worm tubes (11), Coccospheres (10), arenaceous Textularid (10), Dentalium

(7), Coral fragments (7), calcareous Alga9 (6), Alcyonarian spicules (5), Brachiopods (5),
Cirripcds (4), and Cephalopod beaks (4).

y. CORAL REEFS.

A description of coral reefs and islands, and a discussion of their peculiar features, do
not fall within the scope of this work. The subject of coral reefs, and the bearing of

deep-sea investigations on the question of their origin, has been dealt with by Mr Murray
in several Memoirs.' It may, however, be here pointed out that a recent writer,2

among
1 Murray, "On the Structure and Origin of Coral Reefs and Islands, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. x. pp. 505-518,

1880 ; "Structure, Origin, and Distribution of Coral Reefs and Islands," Lecture before Roy. Inst. of Gt. Brit., March
16, 1888; "The Great Ocean Basins," Nature, vol. xxxii. p. 613, 1885; also Narr. Chall. Exp., vol. i. pp. 781, 782, 1885;
Murray and Irvine, "On Coral Reefs and other Carbonate of Lime Formations in Modern Sees," Proc. Roy. Soc. Eden.,
vol. xvii. pp. 79-109, 1890.

2 R. Langenheck, "Die Theoricen itber die Enstehung der Korallcninseln und Korallenriffe, &c.," p. 158, Leipzig,
1890.
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other forced arguments, urges, as a direct proof of the correctness of the Darwinian theory
of coral reefs, that the "Tuscarora" found hard. coral rock in great depths at several places
in the Pacific (for instance in 2096, 935, and 1390 fathoms). The "Tuscarora" samples
have all passed through our hands. We have examined the samples referred to, and in all

cases they are Globigerina or Pteropod Oozes, and of course furnish no proof whatever of

subsidence. Dr W. B. Carpenter fell into the same error with respect to the "Tuscarora

soundings in a paper published in 1875,1 where be argues that all the submarine eleva

tions, on which "white coral" (Globigerina Ooze) was reported, must once have been

coral reefs at the surface, hence furnishing a proof of Darwin's views as to the formation

of coral atolls through subsidence. In these cases the terms applied to the specimens of

the deposits by the marine surveyors have led the writers to adopt an erroneous inter

pretation.




I Proc. Roy Gaogr. Soc., vol. xix. p. 511, 1875.



CHAPTER V.

MINERAL SUBSTANCES OF TERRESTRIAL AND EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL ORIGIN
IN DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS.

THE materials of organic origin in deep-sea deposits having been considered in the
preceding chapter, we shall now turn our attention to the mineral particles, properly 80
called, which form a more or less considerable part of all marine deposits.

When these mineral particles are regarded from the point of view of their origin, or
rather of the source from which they have been immediately derived, they may be
divided into three groups:-

1. Mineral particles more immediately derived from the mechanical disintegration
of the solid crust of the earth, and distributed by terrestrial forces over the
bed of the sea.

2. Mineral particles derived from extra-terrestrial regions, which play but an

insignificant part in the mass of marine deposits, but are highly interesting
from their origin, nature, and distribution.

3. Mineral particles and substances formed in situ at the bottom of the ocean, as a
result of chemical interaction with substances in solution in sea-water and
materials of organic and inorganic origin undergoing decomposition at the sea
bottom, which may therefore be called chemical products.

These last (No. 3) will be dealt with in detail in Chapter VI., the present chapter
being devoted to a consideration of the first two groups.

I. MATERIALS DERIVED DIRECTLY FROM THE SOLID CRUST 0P THE EARTH.

If the materials derived directly from the solid crust of the earth, or from the under

lying layers, be looked at from a general point of view, they may be divided into two

categories, corresponding in a certain way with the two great groups into which we

have divided marine deposits, viz., Pelagic Deposits and Terrigenous Deposits. The first

of these categories comprises all those rocks and minerals projected in a fragmentary
form from subaerial and submarine volcanoes during the present geological period,
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or during relatively recent periods. The small dimensions and areolar structure of

these fragmental volcanic materials admit of their being universally distributed over

the floor of the ocean, and from the very fact that they are easily distributed by

meteorological and oceanic agencies, they are especially characteristic of pelagic deposits.

The second of these categories comprises all the rocks and minerals derived immediately

from the disintegration of all continental and other lands by ordinary meteorological

agencies, especially from the disintegration of crystalline, schisto-crystalline, and elastic

rocks, which form the larger part of the continental masses. These disintegrated

materials are carried to the ocean by rivers and by winds, and are distributed to the

deep sea by waves, tides, currents, and floating ice, but not so widely as the fragmental

volcanic materials of the first category; they are essentially characteristic of those

deposits formed near continental shores and islands, which we have called Terrigenous

Deposits.'




(a.) Recent Volcanic Products.

It is merely necessary to cast a glance at the synoptical Tables of Chapter II. to be

convinced of the universal distribution of volcanic products in marine deposits. In

running the eye down the column indicating the mineral particles, it will be seen that in

nearly all the samples of the different types of deposits minerals and rocks occur which

we recognise, from the study of terrestrial volcanoes, as having been derived from

eruptions of the present or of relatively recent geological periods. It is not the same,

however, with those rocks and minerals to which we attribute a continental origin,

properly so called, for these last are especially abundant near land, and are almost

wholly absent in the central parts of the great ocean basins. The fragmentary volcanic

materials, while very often associated with the continental rocks and minerals near

shore, are especially abundant in, and characteristic of, deposits far from land. It could

not well be otherwise, if the structure, conditions of formation, and mode of ejection of

these volcanic materials be borne in mind. Whilst there may be a limit, towards the

open sea, to which the minerals and fragments derived from the. disintegration of the

continental masses can be transported, there is no such limit for the rocks and minerals

projected as dust, lapilli, and masses of pumice by terrestrial volcanoes, and though they

may have a more restricted distribution, the same is the case with ejectamenta of sub

marine eruptions.
In this connection it is but necessary to recall the distribution of active and recent

volcanoes over the earth's surface to show how favourably the ocean basins are situated

for receiving the fragmentary materials projected into the air or the sea during eruptions.

1 Although we believe that there are no essential differences between the older and recent eruptive rocks, in the
sense formerly admitted by petrographers, there is no doubt that each of these two groups, in the generality of the cases
under consideration, offers some peculiarities on which rests the subdivision adopted in this and other chapters.
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The Pacific is surrounded by a zone of volcanic activity, and scattered over its surface
there are many active and recent volcanoes-in fact, two-thirds of the active volcanoes
of the world are situated in, or at no great distance from the shores of, this ocean. The
Atlantic, Indian, and Southern Oceans also offer numerous centres of volcanic activity,
either in the oceanic islands or on the coasts of the adjoining continents. In short,
one may say that all the important volcanic vents of the globe are situated in or near
to the great oceans or the enclosed seas which penetrate between continental masses
of laud.

In addition to terrestrial volcanoes, it must be admitted that the bottom of the ocean
is frequently the seat of volcanic eruptions. Although the conditions of observation are
much less favourable than in the case of terrestrial volcanoes, still the evidences of sub
marine eruptions are very numerous. In many instances the volcanic eruptions in the

open sea have been accompanied by sulphurous emanations, by steam, columns of water,
flames, ashes, scoriae, and pumice, and the formation and disappearance of islands.
Santorin and Graham Island in the Mediterranean, some islands in the neighbourhood of

the Azores, and in recent years Falcon Island in the South Pacific,' are but a few of the

instances that might be cited of submarine eruptions. Earthquake waves have, in a great
number of instances, been placed in direct relation with submarine eruptions.' The recent

extensive soundings throughout the great ocean basins have revealed the presence of conical

mountains, rising to various heights above the general level of the sea-bed, but not reaching
the surface of the waters. These conical mountains must, from their resemblance in form

to volcanic islands, and from the volcanic materials that have been dredged in their neigh
bourhood, be regarded as the results of submarine eruptions in deep water. We know

that masses of lava have flowed for weeks from volcanic islands into the ocean, but at the

present time there is little knowledge of the spaces covered by lava-flows on the sea-bed

itself. However, the study of ancient geological formations has familiarised us with the

idea of such lava-beds or tufas intercalated between marine sedimentary layers, and

there can be no doubt that the same order of phenomena occurs in our present seas.

It would appear, then, that the fragmentary volcanic materials which we find carpet

ing the floor of the ocean have been derived from both subaerial and submarine eruptions,
and that, both from actual observations and theoretical considerations, the oceans of the

present and recent geological periods are especially well situated for receiving the pro
ducts of these eruptions. It is difficult, however, to distinguish the products of subaerial

from the products of submarine eruptions. In certain cases the dimensions and numbers

of vitreous lapilli, dredged from great depths far from land, indicate that these fragments
came from centres of submarine eruption not far removed from the points where they

were dredged. In the case, however, of large fragments of pumice or of tufa made up

Seo Nature, vol. xli. P. 276, 1890.
2 E. Rudolph 11 Uber submarine Erdbeben and Eruptionen," Beitrilge zar Geoplujsik, 1887, pp. 226 et seq.
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of a fail of volcanic ashes, likewise obtained in the dredges, it is often impossible to say
whether they came from a submarine or a subaerial eruption.

Pumice.-On account of its abundance and the wide area of its distribution, pumice
merits the first consideration among the volcanic materials of marine deposits. This

rock is merely a vesicular variety of a number of lithological species, and the wide distri

bution of this variety is dependent on its spongy structure. ]1r Murray was the first to

point out the important role played by pumice in the formation of pelagic deposits and

in the origin of the soil of coral atolls,' and the same considerations, with further develop
ments, were afterwards dwelt upon in a joint paper by ourselves.'

During the Challenger Expedition fragments of pumice were frequently taken in the

tow-nets while floating on the surface of the sea, and were often found to be covered with

Cirripeds and other marine animals. Long lines of pumice fragments were also ob

served on coral reefs just above high-water mark. From New Zealand, South America,

Japan, and other countries, immense quantities of pumice are carried to the ocean by
rivers. The Expedition, however, did not meet with any of those prodigious fields of

floating pumice which have many times been recorded by voyagers as being so vast as to

impede the progress of their ships,-.for instance, after the famous eruption of Krakatoa

in 1883, and in the South Pacific in June and July 1878 by Captain Turpey, and by

Captain Harrington in March 1879. The pumice sent to us by Captain Turpey was dark

green in colour, and was believed to have been derived from a submarine eruption. The

fragments of pumice, which float on the surface in great fields, or in long parallel lines,

are carried enormous distances by oceanic currents, and, being rubbed and knocked

against each other by the action of the waves, they, ultimately assume a rounded appear
ance, as if they had been roiled like river pebbles. While this rubbing, knocking against
each other, and rounding goes on, a very large number of the triturated fragments that

are broken away from the outer surfaces fall as minute splinters to the bottom of the sea,

contributing largely to the formation of pelagic deposits. The larger and smaller

fragments of pumice slowly become waterlogged and sink to the bottom. Mr Murray

'Murray, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. ix. p. 247.
2 Murray and Renard, Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xii. p. 495. See also Helge Biickström, "Ueber angeschwemnite

Bimeteine und Selilackon der nordeuropaischen Kusten," Bihang till. K. Svenslca Vol. Ak. Handi., Bd. xvi. Aid. 11, No. 5.
'The Bay of Lampoong, in the Strait of Sunda, was blocked by a vast accumulation of pumice projected in a few

hours by the eruption of Krakatoa. This floating barrier of pumice had a length of 30 kilometres, a breadth of
1 .kilometre, and a depth of 3 to 4 metres; it was raised about 1 metro above, and plunged 2 metres below, the
surface of the water. These numbers indicate that at this point 150,000,000 cubic metres of voleauic matters were thus
accumulated. This elastic and moving wall undulated with the flux and rellux of the waves, and the fragments of
which it was formed. were carried by currents to thousands of miles from the eruption, and scattered finally over the
surface, and, as we now know, also over the bottom, of the ocean (Cornpies Rendus, torn. xc. p. 1101, 1883). See also
Charles Meidrum, Brit. Au. Report for 1885, pp. 773-779, 1886; S. M, Rendall, Nature, vol. xxx. p. 288, 1884.

Captain Turpey says that in some parts of the sea these pumice stones were in such large numbers that the small
boats which the ship drew after it rose out of the water and were drawn along as if on a bed of rocks. Captain
Hnrringtou says that many of the patches assumed the appearance of islands, and were large enough to retard the pro.
greas of the vessel considerably, their appearance being alarming.
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made a series of experiments with pumice stones dredged from the North Pacific sea-bed
at a depth of 2900 fathoms. After these fragments, which were about the size of a hen's

egg, had been out of the sea for seven years, they were placed in vessels of sea-water
and floated lightly. They slowly sank in the water, some reaching the bottom of
the vessel in three months, and others taking nine months. Similar experiments were
made with the basic variety of pumice collected by Captain Turpey on the surface of the
South Pacific, and it took one year and eight months before some of the fragments sank
to the bottom of the vessels.

The great majority of the pumice fragments dredged by the Challenger from the sea
bed were more or less rounded, and varied from the size of a man's head or a cricket-ball
down to the size of a pea or mustard-seed; many fragments, however, were angular. It
is probable that nearly all these fragments of pumice floated a short time after their

ejection at the surface of the sea, and then sank to the bottom. From their great
abundance near volcanic centres, it is probable that some fragments float only for a very
short time. The general appearance of some of the larger fragments of pumice from

deep-sea deposits is represented on Plate I. In all the specimens the surface layers have

undergone more or less alteration into a soft, brown-coloured, clayey substance; but in

the case of the specimens represented in figs. 5 and. 6 the structure of the pumice is

almost completely lost except in the very centre, while the outer layers are composed
of black depositions of the peroxides of iron and manganese-in short, these fragments
have been transformed into manganese nodules with pumice nuclei.

There were great numbers of pumice stones in the drecigings around the Azores in

the Atlantic, off the Kermadecs in the Pacific, around some of the Philippine Islands,

and off the coast of Japan, and in general close to all recent volcanoes. In the North

Pacific, hundreds of miles from land, at depths of 2300, 2900, and 2050 fathoms, the

trawl and dredge brought up hundreds of these more or less rounded pumice stones. In

general they were rather abundant in the Red Clays and Radiolarian Oozes, but less so

in the Blue Muds and calcareous oozes, except where these were close to active volcanoes.

It may be said, however, that in no case was a large quantity of any pelagic deposit

passed through sieves without a number of pumice fragments, of small or large size, being
detected, and minute particles can generally be observed when a relatively small sample
of the deposit is under examination.

The most numerous specimens, collected floating at the surface or lying on the bottom

of the sea, belong to the well-known variety of lz:paritic pumice. They are whitish or

greyish, generally with elongated fibres; when little altered they present a silky aspect,

but in many instances decomposition has transformed them, even to the very centre,

into a friable earthy mass, which can be reduced by the finger nail, when the pumice is

wet, to amorphous earthy matter with a muddy consistence. When fragments of this

variety are examined under the microscope, they are seen to be composed of a colourless
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glass, with numerous closed, often elongated, vesicles, and with a few individualised

mineralogical elements. This variety is rich in silica, and hence is referred to the litho

logical types of liparite or trachyte. The minerals which are embedded in the vitreous

mass, or project from the weathered surfaces, are sanidine, plagioclases, black mica,

augite, and magnetite, and, with the microscope many microliths belonging to the same

species can be observed. Quartz is very rare; sometimes rhombic pyroxene is present.
A second variety, but less abundant than the liparitic variety, is that known as

andesitic pumice. In external characters andesitic pumice stones nearly approach the

liparitic ones, and might at first sight be confounded with them; they have the same

grey colour, are sometimes fibrous, and decompose in the same way. They are especially

distinguished by the minerals which they contain, the most important being augite,

plagioclases, and magnetite, while microliths of augite and hornblende are sometimes

seen in the transparent base. Olivine is absent, and the silica in this a.ndesitic pumice
is estimated at 60 per cent. A specimen of this variety, from 2300 fathoms in the North

Pacific, was analysed, with the following results:-

Station.Station. Depth in
Fathoms No. Loss on

Ignition.
I
Si02 A]203 Fe208 Mn02 CaO MgO K20

I
Na20 Total.

241 2300 80 495 6095 1597 908 g.tr. 292 140 161 234 9922

The surface of the fragment analysed was extremely friable-almost earthy. Beneath

this decomposed layer the centre was still formed of a whitish mass, having the appear
ance of a fresh rock, but, as shown by the analysis, especially by the percentage of

water, which rises to nearly 5, this central portion had also undergone a profound
alteration.

A third variety of pumice met with in deposits is basaltic or basic pumice. In a

large measure we owe our knowledge of the nature of this variety of pumice to the

investigations of Cohen1 on the lavas of the llawaian Islands and of Niafou in the

Friendly Islands, as well as on some floating pumice collected between New Britain and

New Ireland. He has pointed out that volcanic products from several areas of the

Pacific far removed from each other have a true basic character, and belong to the

basaltic glasses. The pumice stones collected from numerous stations in the Pacific

during the voyage of the Challenger have exactly the same characters as those described

by Cohen. These are vitreous vesicular rocks of a rather deep colour, yellowish or

approaching to bottle-green. The pores affect in general a more rounded or spherical

form than those of the preceding varieties of pumice. 'l'he vitreous partitions between

the vesicles are not very thick, and when the specimens are but little altered they show

1 E. Cohen, "Ueber Laven von Hawaii urni eiuigen anderen Insein de grossen Ocean, etc.," New J'ahrbuch für
Mincralogie, etc., Jahrg. 1888, Bd. ii. p. 23.
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iridescent colours on the fractures. Under the microscope there can be seen in the
dark-green transparent glass the skeletons or sharply-terminated individuals of olivine,

augite, and plagioclase; there is little or no magnetite, but sometimes black or opaque
concretions. The percentage of silica i8 on an average about 50, therefore much less
than in the acid varieties. The following is an analysis of one of these deep-coloured
specimens from a dredging in 1400 fathoms in the South Pacific. After having washed
the fragment with oxalic acid, to take away traces of manganese which covered the

specimen, and then repeatedly with boiling distilled water, to extract the sea-salts and
to detach the mud adhering to it, the following results were obtained:-

Station. Depth in No. HO Si00 Ti02 A1200 FeO3 FeO Mn02 CaO MgO K20 Na20 Total.

184 1400 79 1105056 080 10'30 495 759 014 9'35 927 124 2'81 9811

On comparing the above results with those obtained by Cohen they present a perfect
analogy, within the limits that may be expected for analyses of rocks of the same family,
so that this specimen represents the basaltic lavas of Hawaii in its mineralogical composi
tion, and the same may be said of all the dark-coloured specimens that have been dredged
from the sea-bottom in the Pacific, and to a less extent in other oceans.

Minute fragments of the different varieties of pumice noted above can be detected in
all marine deposits, and in some areas the greater part of a Red Clay, or of the residue of a
calcareous ooze after removal of the carbonate of lime by dilute acid, may be made up of
minute fragments and splinters of pumice. These microscopic fragments may he derived
from the trituration of floating pumice, or from its disintegration on the sea-bottom,
or, again, they may have been ejected as showers of ashes from subaerial or submarine

eruptions, and have been widely distributed by aerial or marine currents.
In general, when mineral particles are reduced to infinitesimal dimensions, and are

irregularly fractured, they lose their distinctive characters; the crystallographic form
and the optic properties are no longer recognisable, but with vitreous pumice fragments
the recognition of the particles is still possible when they are even less than 0,005 min.
in diameter. The most reliable diagnostic character of these pumice particles is to be
found in their peculiar structure. The enormous numbers of vesicles in the pumice,
due to the expansion of the dissolved gases in the original magma, present a special
structure and characteristic fracture which can be recognised even in the ininutest

fragments. This property can easily be tested by pulverising a piece of pumice in an

agate mortar, when it will be noticed on examination under the microscope that the

minutest particles bear the impress of this vesicular or filamentous structure. The

appearance arising from several pores being drawn out so as to be mere streaks, renders
(o1Ep-SEA DEPOSITS CHALL. EXP.-1891.' 38
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the fragment at first sight like a striated feispar, or even like the remains of certain

microscopic organisms. In following under the microscope the contours of these vitreous

splinters, it will be observed that they are generally terminated by curved lines, and

present a riddled appearance, all the sinnosities being curvilinear.' They also present in

most cases near the vesicles the optical phenomena of tension, analogous to those observed

in "Rupert's drops." From the differences in the form of the vesicles, and the nature

of the fracture, it is even possible in some cases to determine the variety of pumice from

which the minute splinters have been derived.

It must be pointed out that the trituration of floating pumice, and the decomposition
of pumice at the bottom, both tend to bring about a more or less complete isolation of

the individual minerals which formed an integral part of the pumice rock at the time of

its eruption; these volcanic minerals are thus spread over the bed of the sea in the same

way as the vitreous splinters of the pumice. It may therefore be very difficult to recognise
a difference between volcanic dusts projected as ashes from a crater, and the pulverulent
debris derived from the wear and tear of floating pumice at the surface of the ocean and its

disintegration in the deposits. In the case of showers of ashes some mechanical processes

may, however, produce a sorting of the mineral particles from the areolar vitreous particles,
as for instance when these are transported by winds or marine currents. On account of

their lightness, the vitreous particles are carried to greater distances than the fragments
of crystallised minerals coming from the same eruptions. It follows from this, that at

any given point the pumiceous particles may quite well predominate in a marked manner

over the minerals. This may explain why in some deposits the vitreous particles appear
to mask, by their number, the volcanic minerals with which they are associated.

As examples of the aspect and of the characters which these minute particles of

pumice affect in the sediments, we have represented on P1. XXVI. fig. 4 the residue

(mineral particles) of a Blue Mud from the South Pacific, Station 303, 1325 fathoms.

Almost the whole field of the figure is here occupied by pumice particles. Two varieties

can be distinguished: first, basaltic (designated in our Tables brown vesicular glass), the

minute fragments of which are perfectly characterised by their slightly brownish tint, by
their less lengthened structure, and by the relatively small number of vesicles. The

little pumice fragments of the more acid variety are distinguished by their elongated
fibres and pores, their very irregular borders, and their almost colourless tint, which may
be said to be more or less greyish. This figure gives a good idea of the characteristic

appearances just described; it also shows the predominant part taken by microscopic

splinters of pumice among the mineral particles of this deposit. P1. XXVII. fig. 3 shows

the extremely fine mineral particles in a Red Clay from the North Pacific, Station 240,

2900 fathoms. The splinters of pumice figured here belong especially to the acid variety.

1 A. Peuck, "Studien über lockere vulkanischc Auswiirflhiige," Z,'Thc1,r. ii. d. yo(. (7rxellseh., 1878, pp. 97-129
J. S. Dilcr, "Volcanic Sand which fell at Unahalashka, Alaska, Oct. 20,1883," Scicnre, vol. iii. p. 6M.
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Basic Volcanic Glass.-In many regions of the deep sea the Challenger Expedition
collected numerous lapilli and pebble-like fragments of compact volcanic glass, which,

although more or less limited and localised in their distribution, appear to be the most

important volcanic products in deep-sea deposits after the pumice fragments above de
scribed. While these glasses are known only from a few geological formations, and from
a few eruptions of recent volcanoes at the surface of the continents, they, on the other
hand, appear in abundance and in most typical form among the products of submarine

eruptions, as if the deep oceans had been in some way specially favourable to the develop
ment of this lithologicai type. We devote, in consequence, a considerable space to the

description and illustration of these glassy particles and the products of their alteration.
All the chief varieties found at the different stations are included in these descriptions,
and in their structure they pass, on the one hand, into basic pumice, and on the other
into basaltic fragments with a vitreous base.

The most characteristic of these lapilhi of basic volcanic glass collected by the various

trawlings and dredgings vary from the size of a walnut to that of a pea, and minuter

fragments descend to the mean dimensions of the mineral particles found in the clays
and oozes, when their nature becomes masked from their small size; it is only by

following the transitions from the larger particles, upon which the characters are sharply

impressed, to the smaller, that it is possible to recognise the minute splinters disseminated

in the deposits. In nearly all cases, whatever their size, these fragments have under

gone a more or less profound alteration, their primitive vitreous matter being trans

formed by hydrochemical agencies into a secondary product, which is designated pala

gonite in all our descriptions. Frequently these fragments form the centres of manganese
nodules, and generally they are more or less incrusted by manganese depositions; some

times they are isolated in the deposits, or associated with other lapilli, volcanic ashes,

and free zeolitic crystals. They are most abundant in certain red clay areas of the

Pacific, but may be found in all the types of deep-sea deposits. The form of the fragments
is generally rounded, elliptical, or flattened, but they are sometimes quite irregular. The

larger fragments have, as a rule, a vitreous centre, with external highly-altered zones;

the smaller fragments are frequently entirely transformed into palagonite.
When one of the larger fragments is taken from the centre of a manganese nodule,

or found in a free state, the external surface is always covered by a resinoid yellowish

green or reddish brown coating. When the fragment is broken, the interior is seen

to be a true unaltered glass. This vitreous material is compact or scoriaceous, and

resembles in some respects acid volcanic glasses, like obsidian, but the fracture is less

conchoidal. The rock breaks into little splinters, due to a latent perlitic structure and

to microscopic fissures, and a shock often produces a pulverisation of the mass. The

fragments are dark green or brown, with a pronounced vitreous aspect and resmoid lustre,

and they melt easily before the blow-pipe into a dark glass. Their density ranges
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between 28 and 29; the greyish green powder is very magnetic, and always gives

the reaction of manganese. There is a marked contrast in the hardness between the

vitreous centre, which has a hardness of about 5, and the altered palagonitic envelope,

which when dried may have a hardness of about 4; but when freshly taken from the

sea this resinoid secondary substance can be cut with a knife like new cheese. The

powder of the vitreous glass is attackable by acids, with separation of gelatinous silica,

leaving a residue formed principally of minerals which had been enclosed in the vitreous

mass. These minerals, however, are rarely visible to the naked eye, and consist of

minute yellowish grains of olivine, augite, and some small 1amell of plagioclase.

When seen by the naked eye, the central vitreous mass is almost always bordered

or penetrated by the yellowish brown, resinoid, slightly transparent, palagonite. This

secondary substance has not such a brilliant aspect as the glassy interior, sometimes even

presenting an earthy aspect; it forms zones around the vitreous nucleus, and each zone

is distinguished by a different colour, marking the progressive transformations of

the basic glass. The unaltered centre is usually more or less irregular, but presents

a form in relation with that of the whole fragment. It is evident that the decomposi

tion has taken place from the periphery towards the centre, and that each stage is

marked by the different coloured zones, which may be black-brown, red, red-brown, pale

yellow or green, yellowish white, or almost colourless, the uncoloured portions having a

soapy aspect. The external zones are in general paler and more delica1e than those

towards the interior; they are so thin in some cases that they can only be recognised

under the microscope. The specimens collected at Station 302, 1450 fathoms, in

the South Pacific, present this zonary character due to the decomposition of the basic

glass in. the greatest perfection, so that they resemble the finely-zoned structure of some

agates. In vesicular specimens the progress of this decomposition is not so well shown

as in the compact specimens; generally they are entirely transformed into palagonite,

and no trace of the original glass has been left.

It has been already stated that these fragments frequently form the nuclei of

manganese nodules, and it is interesting to observe that they are very rarely found

without a more or less thick coating of manganese, whilst lapihi of feispathic basalt, of

augitic or hornblendic andesite, or fragments of ancient rocks like gneiss and granites,

are often found in the same deposits without any, or but a very slight, coating of

manganese. This might be interpreted by supposing that these basic fragments had

lain for a much longer time upon the bottom of the sea than the other fragments, and

that the manganese had thus had time to deposit round them in much thicker layers, or it

may be held that they are more rapidly altered, and yield in the process the concretionary

manganese which covers them. It may even be, we think, that traces of these highly

alterable basic glasses have been preserved in consequence of the manganese coatings

having held together in position the fragments which, were they free, would crumble and
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he transformed into argillaceous matter. Some manganese nodules have their nuclei
almost entirely composed of little angular fragments of basic glass, most of which are

entirely transformed into palagonite. It is barely necessary to observe that this trans

formation would take place much more rapidly and more completely the smaller the
vitreous splinters, so that it is only in those stations where the specimens are large that

the traces of the unaltered glass are preserved in consequence of their forming the nuclei
of the manganese nodules; the minute splinters distributed throughout the deposit, being

entirely converted into palagonite, can only be recognised by the aid of the microscope,
after having followed the transitions which these specimens of different sizes undergo
in the process of decomposition. These basic vitreous fragments, and the palagonitic
particles resulting from their decomposition, are so frequently associated with numerous

nodules of peroxide of manganese in deep-sea deposits, as to at once suggest a relation of

cause and effect, which is confirmed by the analyses showing the presence of manganese
in the unaltered vitreous fragments.

When these fragments of basic glass are examined in thin sections under the

microscope, the vitreous part is seen to be perfectly transparent, with more or less deep
colours ranging from grey-brown to brown and yellowish brown; it is perfectly isotropic
and with a homogeneous structure, but is occasionally traversed by more or less irregular
lines of fracture, which indicate vaguely a perlitic structure. These fractures can be

seen in P1. XVII. fig. 3, and the general aspect of the sections is shown in P1. XVI.

figs. 1-4.

The minerals observed in the vitreous base are olivine and plagioclase, often separate,

rarely associated; augite is relatively rare, and so also is magnetic iron. In. addition to

the species distinctly recognisable, there are frequently very large numbers of crystal
lites, whose accumulation in certain sections of the rock masks or renders opaque the

vitreous matter enclosing them. The mineral most frequently met with in these sections

is oily-me, which is observed in the form of very minute, very regular, and generally
almost colourless, crystals. Often their proportions are so very small that, in spite of

the thinness of the preparations, they are still entirely encased in the vitreous matter.

The faces of these crystals are generally P, 2P , 00 P , . Frequently they have

exactly the same form as fayalite. In a certain number of cases they occur as skeletons of

crystals. It is possible to follow in thin slides all the transitions between these embryonic
forms and the sharply-terminated crystals, the latter almost always containing a rather

large number of inclusions of a brownish glass, similar to the surrounding base.

Sometimes these inclusions are so large that the crystal forms around it merely a

simple border. On P1. XVI. the various peculiarities presented by olivine in these

basic glasses are represented in detail.

After olivine, the mineral most frequently occurring is plagioclase-felspar; it is some

times found in the form of lamelle, similar to those observed in eruptive rocks of the
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basaltic series (see P1. XVII. fig. 3), but the most characteristic forms, and probably also

the most frequent, are extremely thin rhombic tables. As by the disintegration of the

palagonite these little crystals of plagioclase are sometimes detached from the matrix

and found in a free state in the clay, we have been able to study them in an isolated

condition, and to determine with exactitude their form and nature. It may be

mentioned in passing that these rhombic tables of feispar play an important role among
the minerals present in the deposits of those regions where the basic glasses are

abundant. When these tables embedded in the vitreous fragments are examined by
means of transparent slides, they are seen to be so thin that the vitreous material

still covers them on all sides, and at first sight one might regard their contours as traces

of regular fractures of the mass in which they are enclosed; this aspect is represented
in P1. XVII. fig. 2, where near the base of the figure two of these little crystals can be

seen in a mass of red altered glass, their contours being almost entirely hidden by the

enclosing matrix. In other preparations they are better developed, and on account of

their thickness can be readily recognised, as, for instance, in the vitreous altered

fragment represented in P1. XIX. fig. 1. The lapilli here represented is remarkable for

the abundance of these rhombic 1amell, the fundamental vitreous mass being decomposed
into palagonite; in certain points the manganese has infiltrated and masked the palagonitic
matter by its deep brown tint. On this background the unaltered sections stand out in

relief, with the exception of some parts of their surface still covered by a thin vitreous

layer or coloured by manganese.
These plagioclase crystals show a colourless transparent mass, in which the following

forms may be observed:-The most frequent forms are fiat tabular crystals, with the

clinopinakoid especially developed. Individuals of the columnar type, elongated in the

direction of the edge P/fr.[, are rare. These tabular crystals consist essentially of a

combination of the clinopinakoid with P and x, more rarely with P, u, and y, and

occasionally x and y appear together. In the first case the crystals have the form of a

rhomb, in the second case they are elongated through the predominance of either x or P.

The dimensions of those crystals which were examined and measured lie between 06 I

mm. broad and 1 mm. long as maximum, and 0015 mm. broad and 0042 mm. long as

minimum. The extinction of the plagioclase is negative. Its value was found to vary

between 22° and 32° on the dlinopinakoid, and between 8° and 16° on the basal plane.

The average values of many measurements made on good crystals are as follows:

-240 12', 25° 6', and 290 6' on the clinopinakoid; 100 42' on the one side, and 100 18' on

the other side, of the twinning line, as this is shown on the basal plane. Polysynthetic

individuals, made up of repeated twins on the albite plan, were very rarely observed.

The felspar, in its optical properties, is thus seen to be between labradorite and bytownite.
The twin growths are particularly frequent, and interesting on account of the structure

of the individuals. In addition to those of the albite type, others were observed in
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which the edges P/M and P/k could be definitely determined as the axes of twinning.

The plane of composition was principally either P or M when penetration twins were not

observed.

Crystallites are very often observed in these vitreous lapilli although no crystal has

as yet been developed, and these elementary crystalline forms occur under various

aspects. In certain cases they are merely parallel streaks, traversed by others at right

angles, thus forming groups whose dimensions do not exceed OO5 mm. At other times

these fibres are simply parallel, and not crossed by others. In other cases they diverge
at the two extremities of the group; the arborescent disposition found among the

microliths of certain pechsteins has, however, never been observed. Finally, they may
be disposed as little fans, or irregularly interlaced and forming balls; sometimes the

vitreous matter has undergone the initial stage of globulitic devitrification. When these

crystallites are examined with a very high magnifying power, they are observed

to be transparent, with a brownish tint. Around crystals of olivine they generally
assume a regular disposition, the crystallites being arranged paralldlly and perpendicularly
to the crystallographic axis of the mineral This layer of crystallites is sometimes

composed of five or six rows; at other times there are but one or two (see PL XVI.

fig. 2). In certain of the preparations of these vitreous lapilli the products of crys
tallitic devitrification are so crowded together that they render the, base almost entirely

opaque. Around these groups of crystallites the brown glass is observed to be sensibly
decolorised, as is often the case when the pigmentary matter of the base is concen

trated in crystals or microliths.

Black opaque spots without metallic reflection are often present, being more or less

mammillated and elongated (see P1. XVI. fig. 1). When these spots are along lines

of fissure they are almost certainly more or less dendritic infiltrations of manganese

(see P1. XVII. figs. 1-3), but when embedded in the unaltered vitreous material they
must be regarded as segregations of the fundamental mass, and, under very high powers,

they can often be resolved into groups of crystallites, closely packed the one against the

other. This is proved by the examination of the periphery of these black spots, for when

the crystallites which constitute the groups can be observed upon the borders, they appear
to be individualised. It has just been remarked that manganese is infiltrated into the

fissures of these basic glasses; the dissemination of this substance is so great, indeed,

that it is sure to be found in all the preparations of rocks dredged from points
where these vitreous fragments occur in abundance. It is possible, without the

aid of chemical reaction, to recognise the manganese by its microscopic characters.

The colour of the altered vitreous parts is red or brownish yellow, and they present the

zones of decomposition, together with embedded crystals. The parts invaded by the

manganese are brownish, and the transparency is then almost lost, or they may become

in places quite opaque. The infiltrations of manganese do -not affect polarised light.
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In the sections of these basic glasses that have been examined, augite among the

basaltic elements plays the least important role. If this mineral be present its form is

not sharply defined; its sections are greenish, sometimes violet coloured. Its cleavages
are not distinct, and the crystals are small, containing inclusions of the vitreous mass.

Magnetite is generally absent.

The various minerals enumerated above are not found together in all the preparations,
but it cannot be denied that we find in them the whole series of transitions from these

basic glasses to feispathic magma basalts. However, in these vitreous fragments the

substance which serves as a base is incomparably better developed than in those basalts,

and the crystals disseminated in the glass are very small in comparison with those

observed in typical basaltic rocks; besides, the crystallites are as numerous in the basic

glasses as in the basaltic rocks. It might be said that when the basic vitreous rock is

porous, the crystalline elements are better developed, and that the transition to the

basaits or limburgites takes place rather through the types of areolar basic glass than

through the types of compact structure.

The progress of the decomposition of the basic glasses into palagonite can be distinctly
followed in thin sections under the microscope. The unaltered part, as already stated, is

in transmitted light characterised by a great homogeneity of structure; no trace of

perlitie scaling can be observed; the colour is clear, brownish or greyish in different

specimens. The palagonite, on the contrary, is but little homogeneous; the zonary
and. perlitic structures arc sharply accentuated; the colour is a beautiful red, sometimes

remarkably brilliant, and may pass into reddish yellow, yellow, dirty brown, green,
and finally to a milky white, in which last case transparency gives place to semi

opacity. This resinoid substance is still further distinguished from the unaltered

vitreous matter by optical properties: while the latter is always isotropic, the

former presents between crossed nicole the phenomena of chromatic polarisation; the

palagonite is coloured brilliant yellow mixed with red; the tints have a wavy disposi
tion, and the layers are seen to be formed by an aggregate of crystalline fibres die

posed more or less perpendicularly to the surface of the lapilhi in process of decomposi
tion. This fibrous arrangement is also evident by the well-marked traces of the black

cross of spherulitic aggregates observed in the palagonitic zones. This secondary substance

is seen to line or to infiltrate all the fissures of the vitreous fragment, more or less pro

foundly according to the degree of alteration; it surrounds all the external borders, and

is generally zonary, but the zones are capricious, sometimes imitating those of coucre

tionary minerals, like the zinc blends or certain agates. One of the best examples in this

respect is the specimen figured on P1. XIX. fig. 3, as seen by reflected light. The

fragment is enveloped in black-brown opaque manganese, seen on the right, left, and

bottom of the figure. Directly in the centre is a fragment of black-grey, homogeneous,
unaltered basic glass; around. this nucleus are found the various zones of decomposition,
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taking the form of the elongated internal nucleus. The internal zones are brownish,
marked by deeper coloured lines of separation due to infiltration of manganese; then the

palagonite affects a whiter tint, followed by other well-marked zones of a greenish colour.

Finally the external zones become more vague, take on a soapy aspect, and. become

charged with matters containing manganese, but through this brownish mass the ill
defined external limits of the original vitreous fragment can be traced. These various
zones are especially well seen under the microscope, but, as we have already pointed out,

they can be observed on a macroscopic examination.

When these vitreous fragments in process of decomposition are studied in transmitted

light, the stages of the alteration are still more evident. The altered substances are

not only seen to penetrate and to modify the vitreous mass, but the decomposition only
attacks the easily alterable glass, and does not generally affect the embedded crystals.
This is well shown in P1. XVI. figs. 3 and 4, where the palagonite is seen with its

characteristic tint to advance into the glass while leaving the crystals of olivine intact

and in place. P1. XVII. fig. 3 gives a similar example, but here little lamell of

plagioclase remain as witnesses of the primitive nature of the substance in which they
are enveloped. This figure, which represents the nucleus of a manganese nodule, from

Station 302, 1450 fathoms, South Pacific, shows the zonary aspect of the brown pala

gonite formed at the expense of a brownish homogeneous volcanic glass, shown in

the lower two-thirds of the figure, this glass being especially rich in small crystals of

plagioclase. In the interior it has not undergone alteration, but the fractures are seen

to be infiltrated with manganese. In the pa.Iagonitic zones the same feispathic lamell

are observed as in the vitreois portion; at the lower part of the figure a crystal of

plagioclase is seen, one-half of which is in the altered and the other half in the

unaltered portion of the rock. In this figure the striking contrast between the

glass without structure and. the concretionary texture of the decomposed portion is well

represented.
In certain cases the alteration has reached a much more advanced stage, as repre

sented, for instance, in P1. XVII. fig. 1. The vitreous matter, which formerly occupied
the whole of the space) has been so far decomposed that there now remain only two

isolated vitreous fragments, characterised by their greyish tint; all the other portions
of the specimen have been transformed into yellowish palagQnite. In the same figure

manganese is seen to be infiltrated into the fractures, and presents, especially at the upper

part of the figure, a clendritic arrangement. It also often happens that the secondary

substance has penetrated to the very centre of the vitreous fragment, as represented in

P1. Xvii. figs. 2 and 4; in these cases nothing remains of the basic glass, and it is

observed that the perlitic structure is sometimes developed in a remarkable manner. No

better example of this could be produced than that shown in P1. XVII. fig. 4, where each

of the sinuous and more or less curvilinear fissures preserves its parallelism; the fissures

(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS OBALL. EXP.-189l.) 39
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are marked by infiltrations of manganese bringing out very characteristic undulations,

which may be aptly compared to a transverse section of mahogany.
When the vitreous matter is areolar, it is evident that the alteration of the glass into

palagonite must progress more rapidly than in the case of a more compact glass, and, as

might therefore be expected, the primitive vitreous material has almost completely disap

peared, and the fractures due to the perlitic structure are so pronounced that the entire

fragment must have fallen to pieces were it not held together by the enveloping man

ganese. P1. XVIII. fig. 4 shows the decomposition that takes place in some specimens
of these basic glasses, and the same thing is well represented on the left hand side of

figure 3 on the same plate. In these preparations, which must be made rather thick to

prevent the nucleus falling to pieces, the palagonite is divided into little fragments

following the sinuous lines of fracture. We often find in the sediments numerous

splinters of palagonite with rounded or curved surfaces, along with zeolitic globules
formed of the circular microscopic geodes, which probably once filled the circular pores of

an original areolar fragment of rock, as shown in P1. XVIII. fig. 4; Fl. XVII. fig. 2 also

offers an excellent example of the same palagonitisation of the mass. P1. XVIII. fig. 1.

represents a still further advanced state of alteration; in this, throughout the funda

mental mass of manganese, triangular, elongated, or irregular splinters of altered

glass are observed. The sections of these are yellowish, often zonary near the borders;

to a primary zone another succeeds of a deeper tint produced by the interposition
of a black manganese pigment; then, near the centre, the colour becomes lighter, and

often there exists an internal concretionary zone surrounding an empty space. In

polarised light these sections of volcanic glass still show traces of a black cross and of

chromatic polarisation; they are almost entirely trunsformed into zeolitic matter. Where

the centre has disappeared, it is possible that in. polishing the thin sections the hard

centre was eliminated from the softer surrounding mass, but we are not disposed to

admit this supposition as probable from our examination of specimens in reflected light

previous to preparation. The view is rather held that the decomposition has advanced

so far that the centre was reduced to an almost earthy mass, and has thus been elimi

nated, the border composed principally of zeolitic matter alone remaining.
In a subsequent chapter we shall return to the role played by zeolitic substances in

these basic glasses, but it may be pointed out here that in the pores of the less compact frag
ments the colourless zeolites with radiate fibres give the black cross of spherulitic aggregates.
These zeolites are arranged in the interior of the vacuoles upon a layer of carbonate of

iron, and it is sometimes possible to observe crystals like phillipsite, brevicite, or even

chabasite, but in the great number of cases these zeolitic aggregates are finely zonary,
or at the same time zonary and fibro-radiate, as may be observed in P1. XVIII. fig. 4.

The part of the pores not filled with zeolites is generally invaded by manganese and the

mud of the deposit, filled with microscopic concretions of peroxide of manganese.
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After the above description of basic glasses and of palagonite, it is important to show
that our determinations are supported in all points by the results of chemical analysis.
We give first the analyses of three compact, black, vitreous fragments from Stations 276,
285, and 302, all in the South Pacific. The fragments analysed presented all the
characters above indicated for fragments of compact basic glass, in which by means of the
lens small crystals of olivine alone could be distinguished.

Station. Deptb in No. Si02 AlO8 Fe209 FuO MnO CaO MgO K20 Na20 P205 Total.

276 2350 93 4676 1771 173 1092 044 11-56 1037 0-17 183 ... 101-49
285 2375 82 4997 1168 245 1060 traces 1120 1284 0,25 1-60 033 10092
302 1450 95 46-84 1718 164 1019 0-34 1187 9-24 028 2-02 ... 10080

It is evident, after the examination of the above figures, that the determination of these

fragments as belonging to the basic glasses is established in an incontestable manner;

they must be referred to the litholpgical family comprising the basalts.

It remains now to indicate the results of the analysis of the palagonitic matter

which covered the fragment made use of in Analysis No. 93.

Station. Depth in
Fathoms. No. Si00 A1903 Fe205 Mii203 CaO MgO K20 Na0 R20 Total. I

276 2350 94 44-73 1626 1457 2-89 1-88 223 402 4-50 9-56 10064

In comparing this analysis with that of the anhydrous silicate (Analysis No. 93) from

which this palagonitic matter was derived, it may be observed that the latter is produced

by the hydration of the former; it contains, in fact, 9 *56 per cent. of water. The

transformation which has taken place seems to tend to the formation of a zeolitic sub

stance; lime and magnesia are eliminated, the protoxide of iron passes into peroxide,
alkalies derived from the action of sea-water enter into combination, the quantity of

alumina remaining almost constant.

Palagouitic Tufas.-This name was introduced by Sartorius von Waltershausen to

designate certain tufas found in Iceland, Sicily, Galapagos Islands, and other regions,

composed principally of fragments of basic volcanic glass, like those described above, along
with other volcanic lapffli chiefly belonging to the basic series. These tufas are known

to have been deposited under water, and in some cases the materials were probably
derived from submarine eruptions.' In many regions of the deep sea tufas in every way

analogous to these palagonitic tufas were discovered by the Challenger Expedition,
.-L 41 -equently formingssoci, ted with extensive depositious of peroxide of manganese and fi

the nuclei of manganese nodules.

1 See A. Penck," Ueber Palagonit- und. Basalttuffe," Zeilsch. d. d. geol. Ge.scflsch., 1879, pp. 504-ö77.
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The brecciaform character of these eruptive products is clearly represented by some

of the figures on the accompanying plates, where these lapilli are shown as they appear

aggregated in some of the deposits. The nuclei of the nodules of manganese from

Station 276 and other stations in the South Pacific are in some instances crowded with

splinters of basic glasses or palagonite. These fragments do not always belong to

the same types; they present differences of structure and of mineralogical composition,
such as might be found in volcanic tufas, but they have not the homogeneity of an

accumulation of fragments derived from the trituration of a lava-flow. It is sufficient to

cast a glance at P1. XXI. fig. 1 to be convinced of the correctness of the above observa

tions; this figure represents a thin section cut from the interior of an elongated man

ganese nodule, in which numerous fragments of basic glass, of felspathic basalt, and

volcanic minerals may be observed, all presenting the character of lapifli. Not only the

essentially vitreous nature, the mineralogical composition, and the structure, but also the

form of the splinters-angular and without trace of wear and tear-all prove that these

particles have not been submitted to the mechanical action of water. Commencing at

the top of the figure there are large crystals of plagioclase surrounded by vitreous matter

or by microliths; descending towards the centre of the figure is a large number of small

angular fragments of basic glass, scoriaceous, yellowish, transparent, coated by zeolites, or

black and opaque, and containing lamellae of plagioclase; in the manganese to the right
near the centre are small zeolitic crystals, and lower down is a large lapilli of black

opaque volcanic glass; next to it is a section of very vesicular pumice, opposite which is

a fragment of basic glass; near the lower part of the figure are accumulated plagioclases
and splinters of volcanic glass more or less surrounded by zeolitic zones. In fact the

aggregation of about fifty volcanic fragments in this nodule affords a very striking and

typical example of the tufaceous character of these fragments of basic rocks as found at

the bottom of the sea. This is also clearly shown by the palagonitic fragments
enclosed in a manganese nodule, represented in P1. XVIII. fig. 1. It seems necessary,
then, to conclude that the angular form is original and due to the mode of projection,
these splinters of basic glass being thrown out in the form in which they are. now

found. It does not seem possible to admit that they are elastic in the ordinary sense

of the word, for there is no reason for believing that in the depths from which they
were collected the mechanical movements of the sea are capable of producing the *accu

mulation and fragmentation of these splinters. Still another argument in favour of

the view as to the origin of these fragments here advocated, is their association with

numerous volcanic fragments of very small dimensions; these latter are undoubtedly
ashes, and it is necessary to admit the same mode of formation for them as for the

larger fragments.
The cementation of these minute particles, and lapilli by zeolites presents still

another point of resemblance with palagonitic tufas. Not only have the zeolites
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crystallised in the internal pores and vesicles of these vitreous fragments, but they

may be seen as coatings lining the empty spaces of the palagonite, as represented in

P1. XVIII. fig. 4. These secondary minerals also cement several adjoining lapilli, in

a manner like that represented in P1. XVIII. figs. 2 and 3. When several splinters of

basic glass, or even several vitreous basaltic fragments, are enclosed in a manganese
nodule, each one of them is usually bordered by a colourless crystalline zone. This zone,

which follows the contours of each fragment, is composed of little prisms fixed at one

extremity and flbro-radiate, the whole presenting a mammillated or festooned appearance.
These zeolitic prisms become entangled by their free extremities with a similar zone

surrounding an adjacent fragment. P1. XVIIL fig. 2 gives a good example of this

cementation by zeolites; five splinters of porous, greenish, and highly altered basic

glass arc in this manner united by zeolitic hands developed in the intervals between

the lapili. Fig. 3 of the same plate shows portions of two lapilli, where the basic glass
with plagioclase is altered into a palagonitie substance, and each fragment is surrounded

by a crystalline zone of zeolites; here the little prisms which carpet the two opposite
sides do not unite, and the space between them is filled by earthy matters of a more or

less brownish colour, and by deposits of manganese. These microscopic crystals of

zeolites are often so minute, and their free extremities so entangled in a neighbouring
zone, that it is difficult to determine the species. In some exceptional cases, however,

as in the interior of the microscopic geodes of scoriaceous glasses, sections of a quadratic

aspect can be observed, with terminal crystalline faces, which recall in all points the

crystals of phillipsite found free in the surrounding clay. It is important to notice

that these zeolitic crystals are always fixed, and have but one free extremity, for by this

means it is possible to distinguish them from crystals of phillipsite formed in a free

state in the clay. It frequently happens, in fact, that the palagonite becomes com

pletely disintegrated, the broken-down fragments being found among the materials of

the deposits, and amongst them are bands of zeolites and globules of the same nature

as those which formerly filed the vesicles in the form of geodes. It cannot be doubted

that these zeolites have formerly lined the lapffli, when it is remembered that these

fragments of the bands have crystalline faces only at one extremity, and in the case of

the globules that all the crystals of which they are composed have their heads turned

towards the centre of the geode.
The hydrochemical modifications determining the decomposition of these fragments

of glass into palagonite, and at the same time the formation of zeolites, have likewise

resulted in the complete transformation of these lapilli into ferruginous argillaceous

matter. Granted the facility with which these easily alterable glasses undergo hydration,

and their perlitic structure, the lapilii should break up into minute particles, if they be

not surrounded by more or less thick layers of manganese. If they remained isolated in

the mud, we should expect to find, in the form of broken-down particles, the microscopic
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fragments of these palagonitised glasses, on which the chemical action would continue to

be exercised more easily as the materials became more and more subdivided. We should

also expect to find, in a more or less isolated condition, the crystals formerly imbedded in

the glasses, as these offer more resistance to decomposition than the indeterminate

silicate which formed their base. This is what is actually observed, for in the free state

in the deposits there are found minute lamellar crystals of plagioclase, often in the form

of rhombic tables, sometimes augite, more rarely olivine, magnetite, and fragments of

the zeolitic bands just referred to.

It is true that many of these minerals, such as plagioclase, augite, and magnetite,
might be projected as volcanic cinders, or be derived from floating pumice, and being
surrounded with a vitreous coating this might subsequently be transformed into pala

gonite; but when these fragments are associated with fibro-radiate and globiform zeolitic
minerals, it seems fair to conclude that the great majority of them have been derived
from the disintegration in situ of brecciaform vitreous lapilli. The other part of the
residue, that is to say, the palagonitic matter itself, must necessarily be reduced by
transformation into argillaceous matter more or less charged with iron and manganese.
The rocks of this type on land surfaces show transformation on a large scale into red

argillaceous matter, as, for instance, the argillaceous deposits of Iceland, and the red

earths of a large number of islands in the Pacific. We shall have to speak again of

these transformations when describing the chemical deposits at the bottom of the sea,

but it may now be pointed out that the byciroehemical modifications indicated for basic

glasses must, in a certain measure, hold good also for the basalts with 'a vitreous base,

which are so closely allied to the basic glasses.
It is difficult to offer an opinion as to the geological age of the eruptions which gave

origin to these tufas, for nothing is known with regard to their stratigraphical relations;

all we do know is that they are spread out on the superficial layer of the sea-bed at the

points from which they were dredged. Remembering the profound analogies between

these tufas and palagonitic tufas, some of which belong to the Tertiary Period, and their

association in the deposits of the Pacific with sharks' teeth and earbones of Cetaceans,

some of them similar to those of Tertiary species, it is probable that these tufas go back

as far as the Tertiary Period. There is no certainty, however, on this point, since

eruptions giving rise to basic glasses analogous to those described still take place in the

region of the Pacific, where the submarine tufás collected by the Challenger are best

represented. The smallest palagonitie particles found free in the deposits may possibly
have come from eruptions much more recent than the large lapilli of the same substance,

for minute vitreous particles would, on account of their microscopic dimensions, more

rapidly undergo decomposition into hydrated silicate than would be possible for the

more voluminous fragments enclosed as nuclei in some manganese nodules or free in

the deposits.
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These observations relative to the time at which the eruption of these lapilhi took

place are also applicable in a certain way to all the volcanic rocks found in a frag-

mentary condition in pelagic deposits. Some of these lapilli are allied in fact by
insensible transitions to the vitreous type described above. Such, for instance, are

fragments of feispathic basalt with a highly developed vitreous base; they are associated

with the basic glasses, and probably belong to the same age.
In other cases some fragments of basalt, of augite-andesite, of trachyte, appear to be

the products of eruptions of a more recent date, for, although there may be among them

fragments coated with thick layers of manganese, there are others which have only a

thin coating of that substance, and it seems legitimate to conclude that the greater or

less thickness of the deposits of manganese indicates in a manner the relative length of

time that the fragments have lain on the bottom of the sea. The relative age indicated

by these different layers of manganese, which surround volcanic fragments and remains

of organisms, will be fully referred to when treating of manganese nodules.

In the descriptions of the Challenger specimens, in Chapter II., palagothtic materials

are mentioned twenty times in Red Clay, four times in Radiolarian Ooze, once in Diatom

Ooze, ten times in Globigerina Ooze, three times in Blue Mud, four times in Volcanic

Mud, and twice in Volcanic Sand. It will thus be observed that it is especially in the

pelagic deposits, and among these in the red clay areas, that the palagonitic substances

were most frequently observed.

Basaltic and other lcrpiili.-We may he brief with the description of basaltic

lapjill, which are often found associated with the lapilli of basic glass, and form along
with them centres of manganese nodules. Some basaltic fragments are less angular than

those found in the manganese nodules, and might even be taken for rolled pebbles, from

their smooth surface and rounded exterior, and these, from the thin coating of manganese
with which they are covered, have not, in all probability, the same origin as those

forming the nuclei of nodules. Basaltic fragments are as frequent in the deposits as the

palagonitic lapilli, but their determination is not always so easy, especially when they are
small and altered, for their characters are much less sharply marked than those of the

palagonitic materials. In consequence we have often distinguished the basaltic frag
ments, in the Tables of Chapter II., under the vague names of scori, lapilli, and glassy
volcanic particles, it being impossible to be more specific. However, many of the little

fragments thus indicated belong undoubtedly to basalts, generally to basalts with a
vitreous base, to feispatbic basalts; basalts with leucite or napheline cannot. be said with

certainty to have been observed.

Basaltic fragments are found under the same conditions as the basic glasses,
their dimensions are the same, and they are specially numerous in the same stations

where the palagonitie tufas were dredged. They are distinguished from the vitreous

hi.pilli by their mineralogical composition, which is that of ordinary basalts-olivine,
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plagioclase, augite, and magnetite-with or without a vitreous base. Generally they are

fine grained; rarely they are seen to have the structure of dolerites. A great number

are scoriaceous, the vesicles being filled with zeolites, or carpeted by zeolitic zones, as

in the case of the palagonitic lapilli. They are often associated with volcanic ashes,

in which the mineralogical elements of basalts predominate. Their alteration is less

advanced than in the case of the basic glasses, which is undoubtedly due to the facts

that they contain more crystalline elements, and are more compact. However, if they

possess a vitreous base, or are porous, the hydrochemical decomposition appears to have

advanced rapidly from the periphery towards the centre.

This decomposition attacks not only the base, but also the olivine and augite,

transforming them into secondary products; the plagioclases, however, offer a greater
resistance to this alteration, as may be seen by reference to P1. XIX. figs. 2 and 4.

The two fragments there represented come from Station 276 in the South Pacific; it

will be at once seen how much they are altered, and how much their structure is masked

by deposition of secondary products. Fig. 4 shows a flspathic basalt with a decomposed
vitreous base coloured by manganese; the lamella of plagioclase alone seem to have

remained intact, and they are sharply marked off from the fundamental mass. The

pyroxene enclosed in the base is entirely decomposed, and often transformed into deles

site; in order to recognise this mineral, it is necessary to clean the preparation with an

acid, when the form of the sections of pyroxene is revealed, but the optical properties
are effaced.

Olivine is the element in which the decomposition is most advanced; to such a point
is this the case that it would be even impossible to recognise it except for the cleavages
and the form of its sections. These sections are shown in P1. XIX. fig. 4, where they

appear regularly terminated with geometrical inclusions of the vitreous base with a

fibrous structure, and covered with the red colour of bematised olivine. In the basalt

represented in P1. XIX. fig. 2, the alteration has attacked the olivine to such an extent

that the crystal is almost destroyed; not only is it hetnatised, but it seems to be broken

up and everywhere invaded by infiltrations of manganese disposed in large brown or

opaque patches. No better example could be given of the state of decomposition of the

volcanic rocks and minerals so frequently met with in deep-sea deposits.
The vitreous base of some of the basaltic specimens is the first portion of the rock

to undergo alteration, and it generally presents the same palagonitic appearance as the

basic glasses, forming irregular patches of variable dimensions, or thin veins between the

crystallised minerals. When thus altered this base assumes a zonary structure, presenting
a beautiful red tint, and reacting between crossed nicols; in fact it behaves in every

way like palagonite. Generally manganese infiltrations follow with the progress of the

decomposition, and the structure of the base is then entirely masked, as may be observed

by reference to P1. XIX. fig. 4. When it happens that this fundamental vitreous
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mass is still sufficiently intact to permit observation with high powers, it is sometimes
seen to be devitrified by globulites, by trichites, and other embryonic crystalline elements.
In short, the basalts met with in deep-sea deposits do not offer any peculiarities of
structure or of composition different from those met with in similar rocks found on sub
aerial surfaces; that which more especially characterises. them. is their advanced state of
alteration.

Fragments of limb uryite, more or less palagonitised and filled with whitish zeolites,
are also found under the same conditions in deep-sea deposits as the lapilhi already referred
to, from which they are distinguished by their mineralogical composition. In these,

crystals of porphyritic augite and olivine are observed in an altered vitreous base. When
the fundamental mass is still fresh it offers all the characters of the glass in the basic

lapilhi; when it is altered it presents all the characters of palagonite. These fragments of

limburgite are relatively rare, and are easily confounded with the basic glasses and the
vitreous basalts into which they pass. We have only found them sharply characterised
at a few stations, and especially at Station 157, 1950 fathoms, in the Southern Indian
Ocean, where they were associated with pebbles of ancient and recent volcanic rocks.

The fragments of angite-andeste, or of andesite with rhombic pyroxene, occur very..
frequently, and with the same external characters as the lapilli of the preceding types.
They may be distinguished by their composition, the absence of divine and the presence
of sanidine and quartz separating them from the basaltic lapilli. Sometimes they contain
rhombic pyroxene, and are associated frequently with tufaceous andesitic cinders. In
the Tables of Chapter II. they are stated to occur at Stations 147 and 150, in the Southern
Indian Ocean; Station 214, among the Philippines; Stations 276, 293, and 295, in the
South Pacific. Some rare lapilli of hornblende-andesite were also met with; these had
a fundamental mass with a fine greyish black grain, enclosing plagioclases, hernblende,
and sometimes sanidinc.

It may be said that, generally speaking, fragments of acid rocks are especially rare

among the recent volcanic rocks in the Challenger dredgings. An exception must, how
ever, be made with respect to pumice, for we have seen that its mode of transport may be

quite different from that of the fragments and lapiUi just referred to. Just as the lapilli
of basic rocks are abundant in certain regions of the Pacific, for example, so, with the ex

ception of pumice, are trachytic and liparitic lapilli rare in these same positions. At certain
stations, however, the nature of the mineral particles, the relative abundance of sanidine and

of hornblende, the occasional presence of quartz, and especially of splinters of acid glass, all

indicate that eruptions of trachytic cinders and lapilli must have taken place at'the bottom

of the sea. But it is difficult to be quite certain upon this point, for after what has been

said above with reference to the distribution of pumice, its origin, and its disintegration,.
it may quite well happen that what is regarded as trachytie ashes from a submarine

eruption may be nothing else than the residue derived from the disintegration of liparitic
(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS MALL. EXP.-l891.) 40
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pumice, Finally, it may be pointed out that just as the lapilli of compact basic glasses
are abundant in a pelagic deposit, so are the splinters of obsidian, properly so called, rare
in the same soundings or dredgings.

Volcanic 484e8.-The minuter glassy and mineral particles of a volcanic eruption are

usually called volcanic ashes, and differ only from the la.pilhi, with which indeed they are
often associated, by their smaller dimensions. They may, however, occur without these

larger fragments, and they have as a general rule a much wider dispersion; indeed their

distribution in deep-sea deposits is as extensive as that of pumice. By casting the eye
down the columns of mineral particles in the Tables of Chapter II., it may, be seen that

fragments which might be called volcanic ashes are much more widely distributed than
the lapilhi or fragments of rocks. This arises from the circumstance that these volcanic

mineral particles may have a double origin: they may have been projected as isolated

grains by subaerial or submarine eruptions, or they may be derived from the mechanical

disintegration or the chemical decomposition of pumice or lapilhi, of which they formerly
were constituent parts. In other words, they may be volcanic ashes in the proper sense

of the term, or the residue of pumice and of lapiffi more or less destroyed. All that was

said at the commencement of this chapter with regard to the distribution of pumice

applies equally to these incoherent particles. It will suffice to recall the phenomena
witnessed. in Iceland in 187'4 and in Krakatoa in 1883, together with many similar

instances, with reference to the projection of ashes, to understand the vast extent over

which these particles may be spread. Granted the origin of these fragmental materials

from the pulverisation of liquid lava, their transportation by air and by wafer, one would

expect to find these volcanic dusts everywhere in the deep-sea deposits; and remember

ing the rapidity with which they must have cooled, they should be present as vitreous

particles, with the minerals which were ejected with them, in more or less embryonic
form, and generally covered with a vitreous coating. This is, in fact, what is observed

in pelagic deposits.
It seems important here to recall what is understood by recent volcanic particles

in opposition to mineral particles derived from the decomposition of ancient rocks of

continental origin, which make up the larger part of terrigeuous deposits. The researches

of the last few years seem to have shown that the subdivision, before generally admitted,

into Tertiary and Post-Tertiary volcanic rocks, and into Plutonie or Pre-Tertiary rocks,

cannot now be maintained. If we have, however, designated as recent rocks those

spoken of up to this point in the present chapter, it is only because their position at the

bottom of the sea and their lithological nature appear to require this classification. We

seem to be justified in regarding these volcanic ashes as recent volcanic products like the

pumice and the lapihi, with which they are associated in deep-sea deposits. It becomes

very difficult to make this distinction among the mineral particles, especially when

the products of recent eruptions are mixed in the terrigeiious muds with the debris of
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continental rocks, and the difficulty increases still more when, far from the coasts, the

terrigenous materials transported by icebergs and atmospheric currents are encountered.
However, what permits us to pronounce upon the relative age of these particles,

derived from showers of ashes or from the alteration of rocks of recent eruptions, is their

position in the deposits; they are distributed in all the pelagic deposits in process of
formation. They are found in the superficial muddy layers forming the bottom of the
sea at points where mechanical actions could not have torn them from the subsoil and

transported them to a distance; indeed, we must regard the bottom of the ocean as every
where covered by deposits made up of free particles which have accumulated during
long ages upon the solid rocks constituting the true subsoil. It must then be admitted
that the muddy layer into which the dredge or trawl can sink only a few feet from the
surface is of recent age, or at the most Tertiary in certain points of the Pacific, where
numerous vertebrate remains were procured. We have still another proof of the recent

age of these volcanic ashes in the fact that the vitreous particles have in many instances

still preserved their original fresh characters, whereas in the older geological formations

similar particles have undergone profound alteration. The same argument holds good
for the isolated mineral particles associated with the vitreous splinters. Although altera
tion has commenced in an appreciable manner in many of these minerals and fragments,
it may be said that in the majority of cases it is not far advanced.

In the year 1883 we published a memoir' on the characters of volcanic ashes and the

products of the disintegration of pumice and lapilti found in marine deposits. These

characters have been in part given under the heading of pumice. In addition to the

characters due to form there pointed out, the abundance of embryonic crystals and

of skeletons of crystals may be regarded as likewise characteristic of these particles.
The presence of crystals arrested in their development may easily be accounted for if we

remember that the vitreous material which encloses them has been suddenly cooled, and

that molecular changes have consequently been suddenly interrupted.
The mineral particles in a deep-sea deposit having been derived from a great variety

of sources, it is as a general rule impossible to say which of the volcanic particles have

been derived from the basic, neutral, or acid series of rocks, and owing to this mixture

chemical analysis is not available as a means of interpretation. Sometimes, however, it

is possible to state with considerable certainty that the volcanic particles have been

derived from a shower of ashes from a single eruption, as, for instance, in the case

represented in P1. IV. fig. 3 from the South Pacific, Station 281, 2385 fathoms. Here

the coarser particles have fallen upon a Red Clay, the point of junction being represented

by the dark line in the centre of the section, finer and finer particles lying in layers
above these just as they have fallen more slowly through the water. In P1. XXI.

fig. 2 the larger mineral particles of this volcanic ash are shown at the line of junction

Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xii. pp. 474 et mg.
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between the ash and Red Clay, the left of the figure representing the ash arid the

right the. Red Clay., In the volcanic ash all the minerals are elastic, irregularly dis

posed, with almost no interposition of clay. This accumulation has a greenish tint

due to the presence of a large number of fragments of augite, hornblende, delessite or

chioritic substance. The outlines of almost all the crystals are blunted as if broken.

Hornblende is represented by fragments of a brownish or dark greenish colour, with the

characteristic cleavages, strongly pleochroic. The crystals of augite are greenish or

brown-violet; very often augite is present in the form of aggregated microliths

surrounded by delessite. There is also a large number of sections of feispar belonging

to plagioclase or sanidine; they are colourless, more or less irregular, and generally

transformed into zeolitic matter. Moreover, there are in this ash rather small lapilli,

principally formed of an aggregation of green microliths of augite and small fragments

of basalts, or of highly-altered basic glass. Finally, there are numerous grains of

magnetite, of manganese, and of olivine transformed into hematite. All these mineral

particles are cemented by colourless zeolitic substances.

The general appearance of these particles under the microscope is further represented

in some of the lithographic plates at the end of the volume. Plate XXVI. fig. 2 shows

numerous minute vitreous splinters transformed into pallagouite and coloured by manga

nese and iron, along with augite, plagioclase, magnetite, from a Red Clay, Station 282, 2450

fathoms, South Pacific. Fig. 3 of the same plate represents the mineral particles of a

Red Clay from the South Pacific, off the coast of Australia, Station 165A, 2600 fathoms.

There are numerous angular fragments of volcanic glass with elongated pores, and ragged

outlines among the particles of feispar, hornblende, grains of manganese, and minute

rounded particles of quartz. The rounded fragments of quartz coloured with limonite,

represented in this figure, are evidently wind-borne particles from the continent of

Australia. P1. XXVII. fig. 2 represents the mineral fragments and fine washings in a

Red Clay from the South Pacific, Station 178, 2650 fathoms. Besides the crystals of

feispar and augite there are numerous vitreous, colourless, volcanic particles with

elongated pores, and in addition to these a very large number of extremely minute

particles of the same nature, which make up the principal part of what we denoini

nate in this work "fine washings." These smaller microscopic particles are more or

less angular, forming an impalpable powder, and it will be seen that they cover the

field of the figure between the larger mineral particles. P1. XXVII. fig. 3 shows agaiu
abundance of vitreous particles of pumice, along with volcanic minerals, from a Red Clay

in the North Pacific, Station 240, 2900 fathoms. As in all the preceding residues, the

mineral particles are angular; the vitreous particles are sharply characterised by their

ragged outlines and their structure, and among them are some vitreous grains trans

formed into palagonite. P1. XXVII. fig. 4 presents once more an abundance of volcanic

particles from a Red Clay, South Pacific, Station 294, 2270 fathoms. Thevitreous
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particles present the same characters as in the preceding figures, associated with crystals
or splinters of feispar, plagioclase, augite, and magnetite. Among the particles may be
observed bipyramidal crystals of quartz, which may have come from the disintegration
of a liparitic rock. In P1. XXVII. fig. 5 the aspect of the minutest particles of
the fine washings of a Radiolarian Ooze is represented, from Station 225, 4475 fathoms,
West Pacific. In addition to the debris of organisms, there may be observed little

fragments of volcanic minerals, or splinters of colourless glass with a porous appearance.
P1. XXVI. fig. I represents the mineral particles from the residue of a Globigerina Ooze,
in the South Pacific, Station 300, 1375 fathoms; these are observed to have the same
characters as in the case of the Red Clays, consisting of vitreous particles associated with

splinters of feispar, plagioclase, magnetite, augite, and minute grains of manganese
peroxide.

If now we pass to the mineral particles in terrigenous deposits, we may still in some
instances recognise an abundance of vitreous particles, as, for instance, in the deposit
called a Blue Mud, in the South Pacific, Station 303, 1325 fathoms, represented in
PL XXVI. fig. 4. Here the mineral particles are almost exclusively formed of splinters
of a brownish glass, more or less vesicular, the pores being generally rounded, but
associated with these are colourless particles with a filamentous structure, which are

probably derived from acid glasses. The predominance of vitreous particles and volcanic
minerals in a Blue Mud is also represented in P1. XI. fig. 2, showing the mineral particles
from Station 237, 1875 fathoms, North Pacific. Here there are seen besides the

fragments of plagioclase, sanidine, augite, hornblende, and magnetic grains, many
splinters of vitreous matter which are present under three different aspects-some
transparent, slightly violet, or almost colourless, fibrous with cylindrical pores, as may
be seen in the lower part of the figure and near the upper left hand side; other
vitreous splinters are deep brown, almost opaque, with large, more or less circular, pores;
and again these vitreous particles are transformed into a reddish brown resinoid

substance, resembling palagonite, as may be seen on the right hand side of the figure.
In P1. XXVII. fig. 1, which represents the mineral particles in a Volcanic Mud, off the

Sandwich Islands in the North Pacific, Station 262, 2875 fathoms, we have a most

typical example of these vitreous fragments. The whole field of the microscope is

occupied by vitreous particles, slightly brownish in. colour, with relatively few pores,
but presenting the characteristic fracture and outlines of these glassy fragments.

All the figures to which we have referred represent these particles in an isolated

condition in the deposit. In the compact tufas which were dredged from the bottom of

the sea they present a slightly different aspect.
In the Tables of Chapter II. vitreous particles are recorded in 45 specimens of Red

Clay, 6 of Radiolarian Ooze, 4 of Diatom Ooze, 63 of Globigerina Ooze, 6 of Pteropod
Ooze, 20 of Blue Mud, 3 of Red Mud, 10 of Green Mud, 20 of Volcanic Mud, 3 of
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Volcanic Sand, 7 of Coral Mud, and 1 of Coral Sand. This enumeration indicates
the wide, even the universal, distribution of these particles over the floor of the
ocean.

Recent Volcanic Minerals in General.-After what has been stated above, there can
be little doubt as to the mode of origin and relatively recent age of the numerous vitreous

particles scattered over the floor of the ocean. It has been indicated that the mineral

particles and the more or less complete crystals, which are mixed with these vitreous frag
ments in deep-sea deposits, have in all probability a similar age and origin, having been
derived from the disintegration of the pumice and lapilhi of submarine and subaerial

eruptions. While this is probably the correct interpretation for the mineral particles of
those pelagic deposits in which all, or nearly all, the inorganic residue is made up of
volcanic products, it cannot be held to apply to those deep-sea deposits around continental
shores, in which the fragments of crystalline, schisto-crystalline, elastic, and organic rocks
of various ages make up a large part of the deposit.

With reference to the origin of the mineral particles, we, in all cases, rely principally
upon their association with larger fragments of rocks containing these minerals in the
same deposit or in the same region of the ocean. Thus, when we discover in the free
state crystals of plagioclase and* augite, still in part covered by vitreous matter,
associated in the same deposits with palagonitie lapilli or altered pieces of pumice, we
conclude that these isolated minerals are of the same age as, and have had a similar

origin to, the fragments which accompany them. In the same manner, if we find
orthoclase, mica, or quartz, for example, along with fragments of granite, gneiss, and
schist, we are led to conclude that the minerals in a free state in the mud have been

transported by the same agents that have carried the rocks accompanying them, to which
we assign a continental origin. This distinction has all the more force remembering
what has been said as to the universal distribution of volcanic materials in the form of

pumice, lapilli, and ashes, and the more limited distribution of the terrigenous minerals,
which are transported only to a relatively restricted zone surrounding continental shores.

In some cases continental fragments may be carried much further than here

indicated, and may be mixed with the volcanic fragments which are characteristic of

pelagic deposits. In these cases the distinction between minerals derived directly from

continental rocks and those derived from volcanic products becomes exceedingly difficult,
and we must then rely upon the peculiarities which the minerals present, especially the

silicates of eruptive rocks, according as they have crystallised in rocks of the ancient or

of the more recent series. We will point out the distinctive characters which may serve

as a guide in this classification, but it must be remarked that these characters have no

absolute value, and that between the same species of minerals constituting the two series
of rocks the differences are rather quantitative than qualitative. However, when these

special details are taken into consideration along with the miueralogical and lithological
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associations, as well as the position with reference to distance from coasts, there is an

excellent means of forming an opinion relative to the origin of the mineral particles
that may be met with in deep-sea deposits. On pp. 19-23 we have indicated the

properties most easily observed in free mineral particles, in the form of more or less

perfect crystals or irregular splinters, that may serve to determine the species. It

remains here to point out some special characters of volcanic minerals, which permit us

to distinguish them from minerals of continental origin. Under each species, arranged

alphabetically, are given the distinctive peculiarities on which we have relied in deter

mining the species as having come from recent eruptions.
AMPHIBOLE, Basaltic hornblende, fragments of well-cryatallised individuals, sometimes

regularly-bounded crystals coated with volcanic glass, generally compact, no fibrous

structure, well-marked cleavage, high lustre on the planes of cleavage, black by reflected

light, brown or reddish brown by transmitted light, strong pleochroism and absorption,

zonary structure, numerous vitreous and gaseous inclusions, coating of magnetite and

characteristic corrosion. FELSPARS, (a) Monoclinic, Sanidine, often in crystals, with

glassy habit, colourless and transparent tabular parallel to M, or elongated parallel to

the edge P/M, separation-planes parallel to the orthopinakoid, numerous gas and

vitreous inclusions often crowded together in the same crystal, having sometimes

geometrical outlines, and often regularly disposed in the interior of the crystal, often

covered by or imbedded in a glassy coating. (b) TricUnic, Plagioclase, glassy habit,

transparent, few decomposition products, crystals in the form of thin rhombic tables

parallel to M, gaseous and vitreous inclusions. Olivine, regularly-formed crystals coated

with volcanic glass or palagonite, often skeleton crystals, inclusions of vitreous particles,

rarely decomposed into serpentinous matter, often reddish by decomposition of ferric

oxide. Pm0xIENE, (a) Rhombic, H1persthene, reddish or brownish fragments, or bounded

by cleavage planes, or vaguely-outlined crystals, prismatic, intergrowth with monoclinic

pyroxene. Bronzite, glass inclusions, no intergrowth with monoclinic pyroxene. (b) Mono

clinic, Aigite, often regularly-formed crystals, or fragments coated with volcanic glass,

fresh, rarely decomposed into chioritic substance or into uralite, frequent glass inclusions.

Quartz.-In exceptional instances quartz was observed as small crystals bounded by the

planes of the hexagonal prism and pyramid; these may have been derived from liparitic

ashes, or from the disintegration of liparitic rock fragments. In other cases a few quartz

grains containing glass inclusions were observed, hence in all probability of volcanic

origin.
It is evident that the distinctive characters given above are especially in relation with

the less advanced degree of decomposition, which is itself a consequence of their recent

eruptive origin. These characters have never been used exclusively, but always in con

junction with the mineral associations and positions in the deposits. There are other

mineral particles in the sediments, which, in the free state, do not offer any distinctive
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characters to admit of even an approximate classification as to their origin. Among these

are magnetite, black mica, apatite, epidote, zircon, delessite, and zeolites, such as analcim

and chabasite. Some of these, as epidote and zircon, would not likely be found in any

abundance among the debris of recent rocks; their presence, however, is possible. As to

the secondary minerals and products of alteration, like glauconite, oxides of iron and

manganese, zeolites, phosphates, and carbonate of lime casts, they will be considered in

detail in the succeeding chapter.

Although it may be difficult to determine the relative abundance of the different

kinds of mineral particles in each type of deep-sea deposit, still it may be stated gene

rally that volcanic minerals, which bear distinctly the impress of their origin, are not

only universally distributed throughout deep-sea deposits as a whole, but that they

abound in the pelagic deposits properly so called, where they form essential constituents.

In these pelagic regions the minerals are angular, generally of small dimensions, have

a relatively fresh aspect, and are attached to vitreous particles or to rocks of volcanic

origin. In certain cases these same volcanic minerals occur in the free state in

Volcanic Muds and Sands close to the coasts, but then the dimensions and physical

characters. permit us to distinguish them from minerals of the same nature found in the

deposits forming at depths beyond the mechanical action of the sea.

Some o" the figures on the plates at the end of the volume represent the aspect of

these volcanic minerals in the deposits of the littoral and shallow-water zones. P1. XXVI.

fig. 5 shows such particles from the littoral zone at the Sandwich Islands, where they are

almost exclusively composed of broken crystals of divine; this uniformity of the minerals

proves that we are dealing with a deposit from a position in which the action of wind

and water effects a separation according to specific gravity. A similar separation of

minerals is never observed in deep-sea deposits, where the elements are much less

voluminous, as may be seen by reference to figs. 1 to 4 on the same plate. Fl. XXVII.

fig. 6 represents rounded grains of quartz, glauconite, tourmaline, and zircon, from Station

189, 28 fathoms, in the Arafura Sea. PL XXVI. fig. 6 represents the volcanic minerals

of a shallow-water deposit off the Admiralty Islands. As in fig. 5 the grains are large;

some are distinctly rolled, and among them are plagioclase, hornblende, augite, olivine,

magnetite, fragments of volcanic glass, palagonite, rounded lapilli, and quartz. P1. XI.

fig. 2 shows the volcanic mineral particles in a deposit further removed from the coast,

but not in pelagic conditions properly so called; these are from a Blue Mud, Station

237, 1875 fathoms, off Japan. Among the particles are plagioclase, sanidine surrounded

and enclosed by a blackish opaque glass, hornblende, augite little plates of black mica,

magnetite, and fragments of volcanic glass more or less decomposed. In P1. XXVII.

figs. 1 to 3, and P1. XXVI. figs. 2 to 4, the characters under which these volcanic

minerals appear in pelagic deposits are represented, and may be compared with the

figures above referred to.
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(b) Rocks and Minerals derived directlyfrom the Continental Masses.

The widespread mineralogical products in marine deposits, derived from the ejections of
submarine and subaerial volcanoes, have been dealt with in considerable detail in the pre
ceding section, and it is now necessary to consider the products of the second category,
with a more restricted distribution, referred to at the beginning of this chapter, viz., those
derived immediately from continental masses and emerged lands. In the first instance,
we may direct our attention to the fragments of continental rocks, and their distribution
in marine deposits, and afterwards consider the mineral particles derived from the dis

integration of continental rocks.

Fragments of Continental Rocks.-It is unnecessary to treat in detail the fragments
of rocks and minerals met with in the littoral and shallow-water zones. It is evident that
these are, for the most part, derived from the adjoining coasts, by the action of tides,
waves, currents, and winds upon the submerged and emerged rocks which crop out in the
shallow-water and littoral zones, or they have been transported from the far interior of
the continents by the action of rivers and the ice with which rivers may, sometimes be
covered. In this work we have especially, to deal with the deposits formed in the deep
sea, that is beyond the 100-fathom line, or beyond what we have called the mud-line,
where currents, waves, and other mechanical agents, play but an insignificant role. From
a priori considerations we would not expect large fragments of the continental rocks to
be carried seaward beyond the mud-line, except in what might be called abnormal condi
tions. The larger fragments met with in such abundance in the shallow-water and littoral
zones are, by the mechanical and chemical actions of the region, continually subject to

disintegration and decomposition; the minute products of their destruction are transported
by currents into the stiller waters of the deep-sea region, where they slowly settle to the
bottom, forming muds and oozes. The minute fragments thus transported seawards are

rarely fragments of rocks, being principally made up of the more resistant crystalline
particles, together with clayey and other amorphous matters. Indeed, under all
normal conditions, it is rare to find fragments of rocks among the mineral constituents
of a deposit, even in depths of a few hundred fathoms, and thirty or forty miles

seaward, even although the shallow-water zone towards the land be of great extent,

and covered with continental blocks of all dimensions and of varied lithological con

stitution.

It is well ]mown, however, that continental blocks are in exceptional circumstances

carried to great distances fixed in the roots of trees, or entangled among the other

materials that are borne as natural rafts into the ocean from great rivers. Rivers

affected with ice during some part of the year are also the means of distributing
(DIEP-EA DCPuS1T OLL&LL. EXP.-1891.) 41
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continental rocks over the ocean to considerable distances from their embouchures, but

icebergs effect this distribution to a much wider extent than any other agent with which
we are acquainted.

In the examination of the deposits collected by the Challenger and other ex

peditions, fragments of continental rocks and minerals were rarely if ever found in

any of the regions of the great ocean basins far from land, except in, or in the
immediate ncighbourhood of, those regions affected by floating ice and icebergs in

the northern and southern hemispheres. It is true that these fragments of rocks have
been found some distance beyond the known limits of floating icebergs, but it is

evident that floating ice must have had a wider extension formerly than at the

present time. In the Quaternary Period, for example, the great extension of glaciers
indicates that the icebergs derived from them must have been more numerous,
while the climatic conditions must have contributed to their wider distribution in low

latitudes.

During the voyage of the Challenger, the fragments of ancient rocks and minerals

were met with in more or less abundance in the following regions:-

Between Bermuda and Halifax:' large block of syenite, diabase, quartziferous
diabase, basalts; fragments of gneiss and of mica-schists; quartzite containing
tourmaline, zircon, kaolin, chloritic substance; dolomitic limestone.

Between Bermuda and Azores:' sandstone containing mica; mica-schist.'

Between Tristan da Cunha and Cape of Good Hope:' the presence of large

fragments of quartz, orthoclase, hornblende, tourmaline, and augite, indicates

that the Challenger here passed over a region occasionally affected with float

ing ice.

Between Heard Island and Melbourne.' During this trip towards the Antarctic

regions, blocks, pebbles, and fragments of ancient rocks were found to make

up a considerable proportion of the whole of the deposits, the following having
been observed :-Granite containing orthoclase, plagioclase, quartz, black mica;

granitite containing orthoclase, plagioclase, quartz, black mica, and hornblende;

gneiss containing quartz, black and white mica, garnet; amphibolite with large

crystals of green hornblende and quartz; metamorphic quartzite speckled
with black mica; fine grained micaceous sandstone, with white mica; fine

grained chioritic sandstone; red sandstone; slates containing sericite, rutile,

and quartz.
Between Tahiti and Valparaiso.6 Although the Challenger was considerably to the

'See pp. 151, 152. 2 See p. 152.
The French ship "Talisman" dredged fragments of continental rocks even further to the south and east (see

Fouqué and Levy, (Jomptes Rendus, torn. cii. pp. 793-795, 1886).
4 Seep. 157. See pp. 163, 164. See p. 180.
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north of the known limit of icebergs in this trip, still there were several frag
ments which appear to have been derived from icebergs:-

'Station 285, rounded fragments of granite, arkose;
286, granite pebble;
289, fragment of diabase;

299, angular piece of granite;
302, piece of granite coated with manganese, fragment of flint.

If the positions of the fragments above enumerated be compared with a map showing
the distribution of icebergs in the present seas, it will be observed that they are all
within, or just beyond, the limits of the iceberg regions, and it cannot be regarded as
other than a remarkable fact that the Challenger should not have found any fragments
of continental rocks in the central portions of the ocean basins, except in the localities
indicated. The position, then, in which these blocks and fragments of continental
rocks were found is in itself sufficient evidence that they have been transported by
floating icebergs and icefields of the present or of recent geological times. This view is
confirmed by the nature and character of the transported material The blocks are of
all sizes, from several feet in diameter to the smallest dimensions; their angles are

sometimes rounded or softened, at other times sharp, and the larger fragments are

frequently covered on one or more surfaces by glacial striations. In their nature the

fragments are very heterogeneous, being derived from almost all the varieties of the rocks

that crop out on the surface of the continents. This great variety in the dimensions and

lithological nature of the continental debris spread over the floor of the ocean towards

the polar regions of either hemisphere is exactly what we would expect to find in

materials transported by floating ice. The glaciers, which give birth to the icebergs, in

passing over the continental surfaces would necessarily carry away large and small frag
ments of all the continental rocks cropping out at the surface. The icebergs, in widely

distributing these continental materials, would produce in the deep sea a deposit con

taining fragments of granite, gneiss, quartzite, schists, dolomites, crystalline limestones,

and even fragments of volcanic rocks. The heterogeneity of such a deposit is thus in

striking contrast, so far as its mineralogical constituents are concerned, to the homo

geneity presented by truly pelagic deposits, in which, as we have seen, volcanic materials

alone make up the inorganic portion of the deposit.
While icebergs are the only agents that are capable of effecting this wide distribution

of continental rocks and minerals, Mr. Murray has shown that both seals and penguins

carry to sea large numbers of stones and rounded pebbles in their stomachs, to which the

sealers give the name of "ballast." These animals may therefore, to some extent, dis

tribute rock fragments to great distances from the land. Should any of them be killed

See ZooL Ohall. Exp., pt. Viii. pp. 126,127; also Turner, Report; on the Seals, ZooL Chall. Exp., pt. liviii. p. 138.
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or die at sea, their soft parts, and even their bony structures, might be entirely removed

in solution, while the stones and pebbles contained in their stomachs would remain as a

part of the deposit.
It has been pointed out that minute fragments of rocks, especially particles of quartz

and other continental minerals, have been found in some of the deep-sea deposits at

great distances from the coasts of Africa and Australia. This abnormal distribution is

to be accounted for by the great distance to which winds may carry dust from desert

regions on the continental surfaces, as, for instance, the Sahara and the interior of

Australia.

It will thus be seen that the area to which continental debris may be transported

over the floor of the ocean varies greatly in different localities. It is least along high

and bold coasts in tropical and subtropical regions; it is more extensive off the mouths

of great rivers, off the coasts of desert regions, and in enclosed seas, but is most extensive

towards the polar regions, where blocks of all sizes and kinds are widely distributed by

icebergs and other kinds of floating ice.

Minerals derived from the Disintegration of Continental Rocks.-An examination of

terrigenous deposits shows that the prevailing minerals around continental shores are

those that might be derived from the disintegration of emerged lands. The size of these

minerals, as well as their abundance, is in direct relation with their greater or less

distance from the coasts, except in iceberg regions. Theyhave frequently a rolled aspect,
their angles being softened, and they recall by all their peculiarities the same mineral

species which constitute most of the geological layers making up the continental masses.

Quartz plays the principal role. The normal position of these minerals is coincident with

the distribution of terrigenous deposits, and if exceptionally they are found in pelagic

deposits, they have been in these cases transported by icebergs, by atmospheric currents,

or other agencies to which we have just referred in speaking of the distribution of con

tinental rocks.

In some cases there are special characters which may serve as a guide in attempting

to establish the terrigenous origin of these particles, but it must not be denied that this

subject is surrounded with many difficulties. It is often difficult to determine the age
of certain rocks by a study of their lithologicaJ. composition; in a much higher degree,

therefore, is the determination of the isolated minerals which constitute these rocks a

matter of great uncertainty. In all these cases the most certain guide is the mineralo

gical association with the rock fragments in the deposits. There are some minerals which

have not been recognised in recent eruptive rocks, or at least are extremely rare in these

masses, while on the contrary they are extremely abundant in the rocks of the ancient

eruptive series; tourmaline and muscovite are examples. If minerals, about which

there is uncertainty as to their age and origin, be associated with fragmentary masses of

crystalline and sedimentary rocks of the ancient series, we may conclude with very great
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probability that these minerals have been derived from the disintegration of rocks found.
at the surface of the continents. These determinations rely not so much upon any
isolated characters, as upon the union of a variety of conditions, such as geographical

position, size and form of the grains, specific nature of the minerals, characters indicating
the mode of transport, and especially the lithological and mineralogical associations.

After these general remarks we may give an enumeration of the principal species of
minerals which are considered as having a terrigenous origin, along with some of their
most striking peculiarities. It must be remembered, however, that these characters are
not absolute, and that their value is important only when taken along with associated
rocks and minerals.

AMPErBOLE, Common llornblencle, generally greenish, rarely brownish, more or
less distinctly prismatic, fibrous structure, rarely zonary or containing inclusions,

cleavage planes not well marked nor very shining, associated with debris of crystal
line or schisto-crystaUine rocks. Actinolite, found as columnar or fibrous aggregates,
associated with large fragments of actinolite-schists. Glaucophane, small prismatic
fragments, pronounced violet-blue colour, associated with land. debris and fragments
of mica-schists and gneissic rocks. Apatite, although mineraiogically no distinction

possible from apatite derived from volcanic rocks, the larger grains of this mineral,
often elongated or rounded fragments, occur associated with debris of older rocks.
Calcite, fragments of compact limestones. Chlorite cannot be determined by its

proper characters as originating from older rocks, but frequently occurs with debris
of schistose rocks, with amphibolic or schistose fragments, also as coatings of some
continental rocks and minerals. Ularomite, with debris of olivine rocks. Dolomite,
as fragments of dolomitic limestones and dolomitic rocks, with blocks and gravel
of older eruptive and sedimentary rocks transported by icebergs. FELSP.&ns (a) Mono
clinic, Orthocla.se, generally fragments bounded by cleavage planes following P and M,
often altered grains, no glassy habit, dull and milky, no glass inclusions, some liquid
inclusions, intergrowth with quartz or with triclinic feispar, decomposition into kaolin
or muscovite, no zonary structure nor fissures as in sanidine, associated in the deposits
with debris of crystalline schists, and principally with older eruptive rock fragments.
(b) Triclinic, Microcline, always associated with debris of continental origin. .Plagio
clase, dull and cloudy, generally altered, associated with debris of older eruptive rocks.
Garnet, although mineralogically no distinction possible, must be of continental origin
when coated with green chioritic or serpentinous substance or phyllitic matter, and

occurring with fragments of sehisto-crystaUine rocks. Glauconite.1 Magnetite cannot
be distinguished from the same mineral in the recent volcanic rocks and particles,
but often associated with laud debris. MICA, White Mica, always associated with older

eruptive rocks and continental debris; Sericite, associated with fragments of schistose

See Chemical Deposits, Chapter VI.
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rocks. These two micas are very characteristic of terrestrial rocks and mineral particles.
Olivine, distinction difficult, but sometimes irregularly-bounded fragments, decomposing
into serpentine, and with fragments of older eruptive rocks. PYBOXENE (a) Rhombic,
Bronzite, lamellar aggregates, generally large fragments found with older eruptive
rock debris, with peridotite fragments. (b) Monoclinic, Augite, fragments irregularly
bounded or bounded by cleavage planes, transforming into uralite or chlorite, rarely
vitreous inclusions, associated with fragments of diabase. J)iallage, grains bounded

by cleavage planes, associated with mineral particles and fragments of older eruptive
rocks. Quartz, grains generally without crystallographic outlines, rounded or angular,
sometimes covered with oxide of iron, liquid inclusions, some with carbonic acid or
small cubic crystals, needles of rutile, tourmaline, scales of chlorite, hematite, &c.
Occurs always with granitic, porphyritic, schisto-crystalline rocks, or with fragments of
continental sedimentary rocks; the minerals and rocks associated with the quartz
grains give a clue as to the matrix rock. In some cases grains quite rounded, and
all of about the same dimensions, with thin coating of limonite, found far from coasts in

pelagic deposits, are to be considered as wind-borne.' Rutile, small grains, or microscopic
prismatic crystals imbedded in schistose rock particles, always associated with continental
debris. Serpentine, compact or fibrous grains, associated with fragments of older

crystalline rocks, principally with peridotic rocks. Tourmaline, often in small prismatic
fragments of crystals, almost always of continental origin and associated with debris of

crystalline sclnsts, granitic rocks, &c.2 Zircon, small quadratic crystals, more or less
rounded, as in the case of tourmaline, almost always of continental origin, and found

with debris of crystalline schists and of older eruptive rocks; associated frequently
with quartz grains, and other minerals derived from the disintegration of sedimentary
rocks.'

The above are the principal mineral particles in the marine sediments to which we

attribute a continental origin. The mineral characters of many of them are not, how

ever, of a nature to give certain and satisfactory indications; especially is this the case

for the particles of apatite, chlorite, chromite, epidote, garnet, hematite, magnetite.
olivine, and pyrites. It is only the geographical position, along with the mineralogical
associations, that permits a satisfactory determination in any particular case. On the

other hand, for several of the species a continental origin seems to be indicated beyond
all doubt; this is the case with glaucophane, white mica, sericite, tourmaline, zircon,

microcline, and for the great majority of the grains of quartz.

1 See Plate XXVI. fig. 3; these rounded grains of quartz are here associated with particles of feispar, green horn
blende, glassy volcanic fragments, grains of manganese, very rarely fragments or particles of vein quartz, milky, and of
irregular form, found with continental land debris.

See Plate XXV1I. fig. 6; black fragments of prismatic crystals of tourmaline, with rounded grams of quartz
glaucrnite, and zircon.

' See Plate XXVII. fig. 4; small bipyramidal crystals, one in the centre, the other a little higher in the figure.
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II. MINERAL SUBSTANCES OF EXTR4-TKRRESTRIAL ORIGIN.

Among the many substances contributing to the formation of deep-sea deposits, there
are a few of small dimensions which it has not been possible to refer to a terrestrial origin.
Both on account of their small size and their rarity, they make up only an insignificant
part of any of the samples of the different types of deep-sea deposits, but on account of
the extra-terrestrial origin attributed to them, and their peculiar distribution over the
floor of the ocean, they are exceedingly interesting, have given rise to much discussion,
and therefore merit a detailed description. Mr. Murray first called attention to certain
of these particles from the deep-sea deposits in the year 1876,' and described them as
cosmic dust, pointing out at the same time that these particles were much more abundant
in all the deep-water deposits far from land, where accumulation must be relatively slow,
than in other regions of the ocean's bed. The detailed characters of these magnetic
spherules, with illustrations, were given by us in a special paper published in 1883, in
which were also described the brown-coloured spherules or chondres.2

When the magnetic particles are extracted from a marine deposit, in the manner
described on page 17, and placed under the microscope, it will be found that the great
majority consist of magnetite derived from eruptive and other rocks. Many of these are
still attached to silicates or vitreous volcanic matter, which clearly indicate their origin.
But along with these fragments of magnetite or titanic iron, there are other grains
equally magnetic which do not present crystalline contours, and do not occur in the form
of irregular grains;-it is to these that the name of cosmic dust has been applied.
They may be divided for the purposes of description into two groups :-first, black

magnetic epherules, with or without a metallic nucleus; second, brown-coloured apherules
resembling chondres, with a crystalline structure.

(a.) Black Magnetic Splierules.

These magnetic spherules rarely exceed 0,2 mm. in diameter. Their black and shin
ing surface is formed by a coating which possesses the properties of magnetic iron.
This coating is absolutely opaque and black in thin splinters, has a metallic lustre, is
attracted by the magnet, and is soluble with difficulty in acids. There is often at the
periphery of the spherule a more or less pronounced depression. Such are the general
external characters, which may be verified by reference to the various figures on P1.
XXIII., chiefly devoted to a representation of particles believed to have a cosmic

origin. Fig. 1 shows one of these spherules extracted from the powder of a manganese
' Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. ix. p. 258.
2 Murray and Renard, "On the Microscopic Characters of Volcanic Ashes and Cosmic Dust, and their Distribution

in Deep-Sea Deposits," Proc. Roy. Soc. Eden., vol. xii. pp. 474-495.
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nodule frbm the South Pacific, Station 285, 2375 fathoms. This grain is perfectly
spherical, and is drawn so that the little depression is on the opposite side from the

observer; it shows the aspect presented by these granules in reflected light under the

microscope. The surface with metallic lustre is not perfectly smooth, but appears as if

scattered with a large number of little asperities or pores. Fig. 4 represents a spherule
from the same station identical in form and aspect with the preceding, but showing the

cupule which is seldom absent in these magnetic globules. This cupule, it will be seen,

is a circular depression attaining sometimes a diameter equal to half of that of the

spherule, and appears to be characteristic of these granules; we shall presently
endeavour to interpret its formation. The spherule represented in fig. 6, from the South

Pacific, Station 276, 2350 fathoms, is much the same as the two others just described,

but is interesting, showing, as it does, the manner in which it reposed at the bottom of

the sea, being surrounded and fixed among little crystals of phillipsite, found in abun

dance at the bottom of the sea in certain regions. In some cases, which have not been

figured, two spherules are coupled together, the one much smaller than the other,

resembling two drops of molten matter soldered together in solidifying.

Turning now to their internal structure, the nature of the nucleus furnishes the

principal characteristic uniting these spherules to the meteorites. The superficial crust

may be easily detached, by breaking one of the spherules, and is usually found to cover

a nucleus of a metallic nature, as shown in fig. 8, representing a spherule from the South

Pacific, Station 285, 2375 fathoms, in which a part of the outer coating of magnetite has

been removed. In this epherule, which resembles in every respect those previously
referred to, the nucleus is seen with its metallic lustre, grey colour like steel, and slightly

granular. Oxidation has apparently only taken place at the periphery, where magnetic
oxide has been formed, while the centre, protected from further oxidation by this coating
of magnetite, has remained in the state of native iron or alloy of iron. Fig. 5 shows a

similar spherule from the South Pacific, Station 276, 2350 fathoms, in which the thin

shell of magnetic iron has likewise been partially removed to show the metallic nucleus.

This nucleus behaves like iron, being malleable and taking the impress of the pestle;

treated under the microscope with an acid solution of sulphate of copper it is at once

covered by a coating of copper. Fig. 9 represents a nucleus from the same station

(Station 276), treated in a similar way, showing the coppery coating; it has become

discoid under the pressure of the pestle and bears its impress. In some cases the nucleus,

though malleable, does not present this reaction with sulphate of copper solution. Fig. 7

represents such a nucleus, from the same station (Station 276), which, though treated

with the copper solution, has retained its original grey steel-like colour. This nucleus,

unaffected by the copper, may be schreibersite (Ni2Fe4P), or an alloy of iron, cobalt, and

nickel, as in certain meteorites in which the last two metals are present in considerable

quantities. It is known, in fact, that certain meteoric irons are insensible to the reaction
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here employed, or it takes place only imperfectly, and this is especially the case where

the bands are rich in alloys of nickel and cobalt. In some of the spherules we ourselves

detected traces of cobalt, though the experiments were always more or less doubtful owing
to the small amount of material at our command, and it must be remarked that the

manganiferous nodules from which the spherules were frequently extraeted, or with which

they were closely associated in the sediments, in nearly all cases contained cobalt and

nickel, as may he seen by consulting the analyses in. Appendix III.

Fig. 2 represents a magnetic fragment from the same station (Station 276), which

presents certain peculiarities, and differs from those hitherto noticed. Its form is irregular)
or only partially rounded; its mineral nature is also different, as it has no metallic

nucleus. With reflected light it appears bluish-black, and the surface is less brilliant

than that of the spheriiles with metallic centres. The interior of this fragment presents
a crystalline structure shown by lines of cleavage and by rather regular fractures with

acute angles; the direction of the fractures, however, is not constant, but varies at

different points. The fractures cannot be said o have the same character as the

cleavages observed in certain meteoric irons. On. the whole, it is. very questionable if

this magnetic fragment he of cosmic origin, and it is merely represented here as a doubtful

specimen.

Fig. 12 represents the appearance of the magnetic particles extracted by the magnet
from a Red Clay in the Central Pacific, Station 274, 2750 fathoms, after being broken

down in an agate mortar and treated with an acid solution of sulphate of copper.
It is to be observed that a certain number of the particles have been covered by copper,
and are believed to be the flattened metallic nuclei of the black spherules which were

observed in the sample before pounding in the mortar. The black and opaque fragments
are pieces of the outer coatings of the black epherules, together with irregular fragments
of magnetite and titanic iron, derived from the volcanic materials present in the deposit.
While it may be urged that some of these particles of iron have been derived from

fragments of eruptive rocks, there seems to be little doubt that those of a circular form

must have been derived from the black magnetic spherules, and hence are probably of

cosmic origin. Support is lent to this view from the circumstance that magnetic particles
from a volcanic tufa from the sea-bottom, in which no spherules are observed, rarely
contain any of these metallic particles, while they are generally more or less abundant in

the magnetic particles from a Red Clay in which the black spherules are observed under

the microscope.

Finally, it may be pointed out, with reference to these black magnetic spherules, that

some of them, and especially the smaller specimens, do not contain any metallic nuclei

whatever, being formed throughout of a material similar to the black coating surrounding
the metallic centres. Gustav Rose pointed out long ago that at the periphery of meteor

ites rich in iron there was a coating of magnetic oxide similar to that present in these

(DEEI-E. DEPOSITS OUALL. EP.-J 89 1.) 42
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spherules from the deposits. It is easy to indicate the origin of this coating if we grant
the rapidity with which meteorites penetrate the atmosphere. This would determine a

superficial fusion, and the formation of a coating of magnetic oxide, as in the case of these

spherules. Their formation may, indeed, be compared to what is observed in the little

particles of iron that fly away from the anvil under the stroke of the hammer, and are

transformed in part or entirely into magnetic oxide. The non-oxidised nucleus being

placed under protection by the layer of magnetic iron remains in a metallic condition,

and in this way we may account for the presence of these unoxidised metallic particles at

the bottom of the sea.' It is the same phenomenon as takes place with iron in industrial

processes by the coating of Barif. The superficial fusion and oxidation of the external

coating thus probably took place in the atmosphere at a very high temperature, and on

account of their small dimensions the particles at once assumed a spherical form. The

contraction of the superficial crust on cooling would lead to the formation of the cupule.
Thus the composition of the nucleus, the formation of the black coating and the cupule,
the form, and, in short, all the peculiarities of these spherules, lead us to regard them as

cosmic bodies that must be grouped with the holosiderites.

(b.) Brown-coloured Splierules or Choncires.

If we now turn to the spherules with a crystalline structure, there are many reasons

for believing that they, too, have probably a cosmic origin. It is well known that

chondres are more or less spherical concretions, and are characteristic elements of a great

group of meteorites-the chondrites. Tschermak considers them as drops of matter of

cosmic origin, in fusion, that have become solidified. (Jhondritic globules have never,

moreover, in spite of all the researches that have taken place, been found in eruptive

rocks, nor, indeed, in any rocks of terrestrial origin.
The distinguishing characters of these globules of silicates from the deep-sea deposits,

and their relations to the chondres of meteorites, may now be referred to in detail. In

the first place, they present profound analogies in external aspect with the chondres of

meteorites, although, as will be presently pointed out, they differ from them in some of

their crystallographic details. These brown-coloured spherules are either yellowish or

brown, with a pronounced bronze lustre. Under the microscope, in reflected light, this

metallic lustre is seen to be due to a finely lamellated structure; their surface, in place

of being smooth as in the black spherules, is seen to be striated. Their diameter

rarely attains a millimetre, and their mean diameter may be about 05 mm. They are

not regularly spherical. The cupule, when it exists, is not very deep, but rather

I It may be well to recall here that some meteoric irons, e.g., the meteoric iron of Santn.Catarina (Brazil), do not
oxidise under the action of water; this is the case when the iron contains a relatively large amount of nickel (see
Boussingault, (Jomptes Rendus, tom. lxxxvi. p. 513, 1878).
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flattened." They are insoluble in hydrochloric acid. The small quantity of materi4 at
our disposal did not permit of complete analysis, but we found them to contain silica,

magnesia, and iron. The external characters show on a small scale so many of the

peculiarities of the chondres of meteorites, that celebrated experts in meteoric stones

pronounced them as such without being aware of the source from which they were pro
cured. These characters may be best realised by reference to the figures on P1. XXIII.

Fig. 11 represents the external aspect of one of these spherules from a Globigerina
Ooze, Station 338, 1990 fathoms, South Atlantic. It was procured from the residue
after treating about two quarts of the deposit with dilute acid. It is about 1 mm. in
diameter, being magnified twenty-five times in the figure; it is yellowish brown, but the
bronze metallic reflection is not rendered in the figure. At the upper part a shallow

depression or cupule is seen. The internal structure is leaf-like, êxcentric, and more or
less radial, and is seen to consist of the apposition of fine lamellm. It might be said.
that these lamdllEe take their origin from a centre situated near the left hand side of the

spherule. This radial, excentric, lamellar structure is one of the characteristics of the
chondres of meteorites; indeed, this structure has been considered diagnostic of chondritie
forms of bronzite, for example. Microscopic examination by means of transmitted light,
however, only partially confirms this relationship with. the choncires of bronzite. The
small size, as well as the friability, of these spherules, make it impossible to cut them
into thin sections; we were, therefore, limited in our examination to splinters obtained

by breaking these little bodies between two glass slides. In consequence, however, of
their lamdllar structure they break into extremely thin plates that are perfectly transparent
except at those points where there are numerous dark, opaque inclusions, believed to.
be titaniferous magnetite. Under a magnifying power of 200 or 300 diameters, the
details shown in figs. 10 and 13 can be observed. These thin plates are almost colourless,
or at most they are slightly brownish, and present two systems of crystalline lamell.
Both of these systems are formed by little prisms, grouped in a parallel fashion, which
on crossing cut each other at angles of about 70° and 1100, as represented in fig. 10.
The small prisms juxtaposed in a parallel manner, and forming what we have called a

system, all extinguish at the same time; their colours of polarisation are not very
pronounced.

When we published the preliminary results of our researches some years ago, it was
stated that these prisms always extinguished following-their longer axis; later measure
ments, which we consider as quite definite, have shown that this observation was not exact.

Relying upon the preliminary observation, we believed that they belonged to the rhombic
system, but by operating upon little detached prisms we have observed that while in the

great majority of cases the extinction followed their longer axis, in others the little

prisms are extinguished under a maximum angle of 40°. The lamel1 are thus crystallised
in the monoclinic system.
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Examination in convergent light does not give precise indications concerning other

optic phenomena that might be used for a more exact determination of the species.
The blackish brown inclusions represented in figs. 10 and 13 present vaguely regular
contours, recalling crystallites, such as magnetite, found in eruptive rocks and in

certain slags. In fig. 10, where they are seen under a magnifying power of about

300 diameters, they have a crystalline aspect; in all probability these inclusions are

magnetic, more or less titaniferous, iron, and their presence explains why these spherules

may be extracted from the mud by the aid of a magnet. It will be observed that

these dark-coloured inclusions are disposed in a parallel manner following the system
of lame1l, and that they remain constant in this direction, even in thin plates.
At certain points they are so abundant as to completely veil by their accumulation

the structure of the mineral with which they are associated, as represented in the upper

part of fig. 13. This regular arrangement of the inclusions in the interior of the

kmell shows an approach to minerals belonging to the group of rhombic pyroxenes.
It is known that the species of this group richest in iron contain tabular or prismatic
inclusions of a submetallic and very characteristic aspect. Enstatite, bronzite, and

even hypersthene, which constitute chondres, are of the rhombic system, but we have

just seen that the mineral constituting these brown spherules belongs to the monoclinic

system, perhaps, to judge from the extinctions, to a monoclinic pyroxene. Up to the

present time, it must be added, no chondres have been found with other than rhombic

pyroxenes, so that there is an important difference between these epherules and the

chondres, if our determination of the mineral of the spherules as belonging to the

monoclinic system be correct. There would, however, be nothing astonishing in the

existence of choncires with monoclinic pyroxene, as this mineral is known to exist, for

example, in eukrite, and it must be remembered that only a small number of the brown

splierules found in the deposits were examined for their optical properties.
The external characters of these spherules, their bronze colour with metallic lustre,

their excentric lamellar structure, in a word, all their properties, except the difference

revealed by optical examination, show profound analogies between these spherules and the

chondres of meteorites, so that we seem justified in attributing to them a cosmic origin,

and this opinion is confirmed by their association with the black magnetic spherules and

their distribution over the floor of the ocean, which will now be referred to in greater

detail.




(c.) Distribution of Cosmic Spherules in Marine Deposits.

Magnetic or cosmic spherules were found in greatest abundance in the Red Clays

of the Central and Southern Pacific; in. short, in the deepest water, at points furthest

removed from continental masses of land. When the magnetic particles are extracted

from about a quart of the clay from these regions, it is usual to observe among these
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between twenty and thirty of the small black Bphcrtiles, with or without metallic nuclei,

and five or six of the brown magnetic spherules with crystalline structure. In the same

deposits in which these epherules occur in greatest abundance, there were always found

associated with them many manganese nodules, numerous sharks' teeth, and bones of

Cetaceans, highly altered volcanic lapilli, and usually crystals of phillipsite. If the

coatings of manganese, formed around nuclei of sharks' teeth, volcanic lapilli, fragments
of earbones of Cetaceans, or other substances, be separated and reduced to a fine powder
in a large mortar, and the magnetic particles be then extracted by means of a magnet,
it will be found that, in addition to crystals of magnetite evidently derived from volcanic

rocks, there are always a few of the black apherules above described; but our obser

vations have not detected the presence of the choudritic apherules in the manganese
nodules.

If, however, manganese nodules from a Globigerina Ooze, or any of the shallower

depths, as, for instance, from Station 3, 1525 fathoms, North Atlantic, and Station 297,

1775 fathoms, South Pacific, be treated in a similar manner, it is generally impossible
to detect any of the black magnetic spherules among the magnetic particles extracted

from the manganese powder.

Again, if a quart of Globigerina Ooze, Pteropod Ooze, Diatom Ooze, Blue Mud, or

other terrigenous deposit, be examined in the same way as a Red Clay or Radiolarian

Ooze from the deep region of the Central Pacific, as a general rule no, or at most only
one or two, magnetic spherules will be observed among the magnetic particles. It is

evident, however, that the cosmic spherules are not absent from these deposits, for if a

diligent search be made with the magnet through a large quantity of the deposit, one or

two can usually be detected; for instance, the splierule represented in P1. XXIII. fig. 11

was procured in the residue of a Globigerina Ooze after dissolving away a very large

quantity of the calcareous matter by dilute acid, and it may be mentioned that no

spherules were obtained during the examination of a large quantity of the deposit from

the same station before the removal of the carbonate of lime.

The general conclusion forced upon us as to the distribution of these magnetic

spherules in marine deposits, after a careful examination of a large number of samples,
is that, while they are universally distributed, they are more abundant in regions where

the accumulation of the deposit is relatively slow, and most abundant where the rate

of deposition is reduced to a minimum, viz., in the deepest water far removed from

continental land.




(d.) Cosmic Dusts in General.

It will be gathered from what has been said in the preceding paragraphs, that we

believe ourselves justified in attributing a cosmic origin to some of the magnetic particles
found in marine deposits, and that we have been led to this interpretation from a careful
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consideration of the external form, internal structure, and distribution of the magnetic

spherules which have just been described. This conclusion is further confirmed by the

fact that these spherules do not present any analogies with terrestrial bodies which, up
to the present time, have been found in sedimentary or igneous rocks, while, as stated

above, they present striking analogies with meteoric bodies, known with certainty to have

fallen from extra-terrestrial space.
The question of cosmic dusts has been discussed by Nordenskjold,' Daubrée,2

Tissandier and Meunier,4 and these, together with other scientific men, have presented
numerous facts in support of the cosmic origin of certain metallic particles or silicates

collected as atmospheric precipitations. It has been urged, however, with great justice,

against the extra-terrestrial origin of certain reputed cosmic dusts, that they are con

stituted, from a mineralogical point of view, of the same mineral species as those

forming the rocks appearing at the surface in the neighbourhood of the regions from

which the dusts were collected.

With reference to the particles of magnetic iron very often met with in atmospheric

precipitations, which have sometimes been considered of cosmic origin, it may be pointed
out that these, in all probability, have been derived from some telluric source; especially
is this the case when they are of irregular form, without a black coating, unaccompanied

by silicates of a spherical form, and associated with organic or inorganic products derived

from our soils. It may also be pointed out that many of these so-called cosmic dusts

differ widely from each other in their chemical and mineralogical composition, which in

itself points to a terrestrial rather than an extra-terrestrial origin.

Although native iron is extremely rare in terrestrial rocks, careful researches have

shown that native iron, even cobaltiferous or nickeliferous, is present in. terrestrial rocks,

for instance, in the basaltic rocks of Ireland and Iceland." In this particular case it may

1 The dust collected in Greenland in 1870 by Nordenskjold, and believed by him to be of cosmic origin (Kryokonit),
has been examined by von Lasaulx (Mm. u. petr. Mittheitunpm von Tsciierniak., Bd. iii. p. 617, 1881), who came to the
conclusion that the mineral particles in question were of telluric origin. The specimens collected by Nordenskjoltl in
his second journey in 1883 were examined, by Whiting (Neucs Jahrb. fiir Mm., etc., Boiageband vii. p. 152, 1890).
According to Waiting the greatest part of the dust is composed of terrestrial minerals and organic matter, but he
found some rare magnetic epherules, 0,1 to 02 mm. in diameter, of an opaque or transparent substance, which is in
some cases isotropic, and in others birefraugent; he refers them to choudres. Whilfing did not find splierules with
metallic nuclei in the dust he examined.

' In a paper just published, Daubre (Comptes Rtndus, torn. cxi. and cxii., 1890-1891), alluding to the cosmic
epherules of the deep-sea deposits, expresses the opinion that they may be of volcanic origin, having been formed and

projected by the gaseous explosions. But, so far as we know, such spheruies as those described are not found in
volcanic ashes.

0. Tissandier, Cornpcs Rendus, tom. hxxi. p. 576, 1875; tom. lxxxiii. p. 76, 1876.
In their paper: "Prtsence de ephérules magnétiques analogues a ceux des poussires atmospheriques, dana de8

roches appartenant a d'aneiennes périodes gologiques" (Comples Rcntius, tom. lxxxvi. p. 450, 1878), St. Meunier and
Tissandier describe some magnetic epherules dredged in deposits on the coast of Tunis and Algeria and of Possession
Bay, or contained in strata of Cretaceous, Liassie, and Triassic age, also in rocks of the earbonilerons or Devonian forma
tion. But it appears from their description that all the spherales collected in these various conditions seem to be hollow
spherules with a neck. See Andrews, Brit. Ass. Report for 1852, pp. 34-35.
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be urged that the native iron described from deep-sea deposits may have been derived

from the decomposition of the basaltic lapilli or vesicular pumice, which are widely dis

tributed over the sea-bed. In reply to this objection it may be pointed out that the

native iron in eruptive rocks is never circular in form, nor is it surrounded with a

black magnetic coating, like the spherules from marine deposits. In the reputed cosmic

dusts found in atmospheric precipitations or collected in snow-fields, there are frequently
numerous, more or less hollow, spheres, or particles elongated like a bottle, with a

cracked, brownish, more or less oxidised, surface. These we have found, from a careful

examination, to be extremely numerous in industrial centres as well as in the scori of

steamships, and when they are broken down in an agate mortar they will sometimes

yield minute particles of native iron. It is true that these particles are carried far

and wide by atmospheric currents, and it has been suggested that the spherules of

the deep sea have been derived from this source, but our examination shows that the

cosmic spherules of deep-sea deposits are markedly different both in form and structure

from the products of our furnaces, steam-engines, and materials of combustion. It has

been stated that the particles of iron on the floor of the ocean may be due to the reduction

of oxides of iron into metal under the influence of organic substances; the consideration,

however, of the form, structure, and distribution of the spherules does not in any way
warrant this interpretation.

During the past few years we have examined a large number of atmospheric precipi
tations collected from various parts of the world, for instance, from the Ben Nevis

Observatory, from the coral island of Bermuda, and other isolated situations. In all

these cases the bulk of the solid materials found in the precipitations was undoubtedly
of terrestrial origin, and consisted chiefly of minute mineral particles derived from the

rocks of the district from which the collections were obtained. In one instance from

Ben Nevis there were two black spherules which approached in character those figured
on P1. XXIII., but they were too minute to admit of any definite opinion being formed,

and the same was the case with one or two black spherules and crystalline flakes from the

collections at Bermuda, which resembled the magnetic spheruies and the plates of the

crystalline spherules allied to the chou.dres, but here too the evidence was inconclusive.

If particles of extra-terrestrial origin be continually attracted to the surface of the

earth, which is in all probability the case, we should not expect them to fall more

abundantly at one part of the earth's surface than at another. In atmospheric precipi

tations, and on the surface of the continents, their recognition would necessarily be

difficult on account of their small size, the large amount of tel]uric matter associated

with them, and the mechanical actions to which they would be subjected. Those, how

ever, falling upon the ocean would gradually sink to the bottom, and in those areas of

the ocean to which little or no detritus from the continents is carried, and in depths from

which all carbonate of lime organisms are removed, they would, from these very con
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ditions, accumulate and form a relatively larger proportion of the deposit than in other

regions where the accumulation is more rapid, or where they are submitted to the wear

and tear of mechanical forces. For all the reasons then that have been set forth in the

preceding pages, we appear justified in regarding the small black shining spherulos with

metallic nuclei, as well as the chondritic spherules, discovered in deep-sea deposits as

extra-terrestrial bodies allied to meteorites, and in all probability thrown off by them

iii their passage through the earth's atmospheres



'CHAPTER VI.

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FORMED IN SITU ON THE FLOOR OF THE OCEAN.

THE organic remains met with in marine deposits, as well as the mineral particles
derived directly from the crust of the earth and from extra-terrestrial sources, have been

fully described in the preceding chapters. We have now to direct attention to some
other substances in marine deposits, in the formation of which neither physiological nor

physical phenomena can be said to be directly concerned. In the production of the
substances to which we shall have to refer in this chapter chemical action plays the

principal role; these substances indeed owe their origin to the reactions between sea
water and the heterogeneous solid materials making up the bulk of marine deposits. On

account of the great variety in the composition of the deposits, and the varied conditions
under which the chemical changes take place, it is evident that the reactions resulting
in the formation of these secondary substances are of a very -complex nature. What

we here call chemical deposits are produced in situations rendering direct observation

impossible, and under conditions differing widely from those obtaining where somewhat
similar products have been formed on terrestrial surfaces.

It has been recently stated that the chemical action of sea-water is less powerful than

that of pure water in bringing about the solution and destruction of silicates and other

minerals.1 However this may be, it is known as a matter of fact that mineral substances

are attacked by sea-water, and in the discussion of this subject it is important to remem

ber the influence time may exercise in all changes at the bottom of the sea, as well as

the immense quantity of the solvent. The chemical products under consideration nearly
all originate in a sort of broth or ooze, in which the sea-water is but slowly renewed.

Many of them appear to be formed at the surface of the deposit,-at the line separating
the ooze from the superincumbent water, where oxidation takes place. In the deeper

layers of the deposit a reduction of the higher oxides frequently occurs, and at the

surface of the mud or ooze there are many living animals as well as the dead remains of

surface plants and animals. It must be admitted that the reactions referred to are

effected very slowly, although there is evidence that in special localities, and at certain

periods, some of them may be much accelerated.

It is not proposed to enter into any general considerations with reference to

such chemical reactions in sea-water, but in each particular case we will give
I Thoulet, "So1ubilit (IC divers miThraux dans les eanx tie la iner," Compta Rcivlu3, torn. cviii. p. '753, 1889.
(DEEP-SBA DEPOSITS CU&LL. EXP.-1891.) 43
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the interpretation that seems the most probable. As a general rule an attempt will be

made to explain the facts by reference to similar phenomena taking place on the land

surfaces, or in shallow water, which have been for a long time under the direct observa

tion of geologists and chemists. In sea-water the sulphates are deoxidised by carbon and

hydrogen,-one of the greatest chemical changes which occurs in the sea; in fresh water,

where sulphates are absent or present in small amount, this reaction cannot take place.
It is probable that the reactions follow a nearly similar order in the shallow waters of

the ocean and in the abysmal regions, but at the same time the intensity of these

reactions, and their subsequent results, may be considerably modified in those deep
water deposits where there is a great pressure, an absence of mechanical action and of

solar rays.
The chemical products under consideration will be discussed under the following heads:

-I. Clay; IL Manganese Nodules;. III. Zeolites; IV. Phosphatic and other concretions.

I. CLAY.

The fundamental basis of all clayey deposits, whether in geological formations or the

deposits of modern oceans, is the hydrated silicate of alumina-A1203, 2SiO2,2H20,

which is derived from the decomposition of all the aluminous silicates in rock masses

under the action of water, and especially of water containing carbonic acid. The silicates

of potash, soda, lime, protoxides of iron and manganese are thus decomposed at ordinary

temperatures, and these silicates-the feispars, pyroxenes, amphiboles, for instance-also

contain more or less alumina and magnesia. The first-mentioned bases-the potash,
soda, lime, and protoxides of iron and manganese-are transformed into carbonates

and, dissolving in the water, may be carried away in solution, silica being at the

same time set free; the silicates of alumina and magnesia, being much less soluble,

remain behind as a residue, are transformed into hydrated silicates, and give rise

on the one hand to clay, and on the other to talc. As all the eruptive and meta

morphic rocks are composed for the most part of aluminous silicates, they all undergo
these changes resulting in the production of hydrated silicate of alumina, and it follows

that these rocks and minerals are the original source of all the clayey material so widely
distributed in recent and past geological formations.

Although hydrated silicate of alumina may occur, in nature, in a pure state in the

form of crystals, they are exceedingly rare. It usually occurs in an amorphous condition

and mixed with many foreign substances. Even kaolin, which is usually regarded as

pure clay, always contains more or less debris derived from the rock from which it

originated. Kaolin, and clays approaching kaolin in composition, have always been

transported suspended in water from their place of origin, and thus when deposited may,
in special circumstances, be freed from many of the extraneous particles with which they
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were originally associated. Such pure clays are, however, relatively rare in nature, and. they
do not occur as marine, or at all events deep-sea, deposits. The great majority of ordinary
clays contain a large number of impurities, and especially is this the case with all those

occurring in the deep-sea regions. These clays are fusible before the blowpipe. They are
coloured brown, yellow, or red by the oxides of iron and manganese, and, as we shall see,
these oxides may have been derived, as carbonates, from the same rocks as the clayey
matter, but have subsequently been deposited in the clays on oxidation.

The clays of marine deposits may, from the point of view of their origin, be divided
into two varieties: first, those in which the clayey matter has been chiefly transported
by rivers from continental and other land surfaces, and second, those in which it has

principally been formed in situ from the decomposition of rocks and minerals scattered
over the bottom of the ocean. The former corresponds to the clayey matter in all

terrigenous deposits in close proximity to the land, while the latter corresponds
generally to the clayey matter in all truly pelagic deposits laid down towards the
central regions of the great ocean basins, but as we shall presently show there cannot
be such a strict separation between these two kinds of clay in the deep-sea deposits,
for the clay transported from land surfaces may contribute in some measure to the
formation of deposits far from coasts in the oceanic basins.

It has long been known that nearly all the fine clayey and other matters, transported
by rivers into the ocean, fall to the bottom at no great distance from the coasts, owing
to the action of the salts contained in the sea-water. They there form, along with
mineral particles, the greater part of the detrital matters present in the terrigenous
deposits of the shallow-water and deep-sea zones. The clay in the Blue and Green Muds
and other terrigenous deposits near the coasts has thus been transported chiefly from the
land or from the shallow-water and littoral zones. The minerals and rocks making up
a part of these deposits may, it is true, yield clay by decomposition in situ, but the
amount thus formed appears generally to be much less than that transported by the
action of rivers, tides, waves, and currents.

Murray and Irvine have shown, by a series of experiments upon fine clay suspended
in sea-water of different saliuities and temperatures, that while the great bulk of the clay
' precipitated in brackish water where the salinity only reaches between 1,00 5 and 1,010,
still a small residuum is held in suspension even in water with a high salinity. They
have also shown that temperature has a marked effect upon the amount held in suspension,
as well as upon the rate with which it is thrown down. At a temperature between

400 and 50° F., and a salinity of 1-027, 00064 grm. per litre of clay remained in

suspension at the end of 24 hours, while, under the same condition as to time, at a

temperature of 800 F., only 00033 grm. remained in suspension. Again, at a tem

perature between 400 and 50° F., 00018 grm. remained in suspension at the end of
106 hours, and at a temperature of 800, only 00003 grm. at the end of 120 hours. By
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operating upon very large samples of sea-water carefully collected from the central regions
of the Atlantic, Mediterranean, and Indian Ocean, they have shown that a small quantity
of mechanically-suspended hydrated silicate of alumina is always present in the water of

these regions.t
If these observations be confirmed by further investigations, it must be admitted that

a small quantity of clay can be transported to the central. regions of the great ocean

basins, and, failing to the bottom, may there make up a part of Red Clays and of the

clayey matter in pelagic deposits. The amount of clay thus transported must, however,

be very small, for otherwise it would mask the minute fragments of pumice, or the

organic remains, which there make up so large a part of the deposits.
In the deep-sea regions far from land the clay on the floor of the ocean appears, for

the most part, to arise from the decomposition in situ of water-borne pumice and other

volcanic rocks and minerals, which make up the principal inorganic constituents of the

deposits of these regions. The vitreous and vesicular nature, as well as the small

dimen-sions,-of these volcanic fragments render them in a special manner liable to disintegration
and decomposition, with the production of clay; especially is this the case with the basic

volcanic glasses. All the deep-sea clays contain a large number of minute glassy and

other mineral particles, and hence they fuse readily before the blowpipe into a black

magnetic bead. The amorphous material observed in these deposits is regarded as the

argillaceous matter; it presents essentially vague characters, resembles a colloid substance,

has no definite contours, is perfectly isotropic, is generally colourless, and forms a

gelatinous-like mass that connects and agglutinates the other materials in the clay or

mud. With these indefinite physical characters it becomes very difficult to estimate

even approximately the amount of pure amorphous argillaceous matter in the samples
of a marine deposit. A very small quantity of this slimy-like matter, however, may

give a distinctly clayey character to a calcareous or siliceous mud or ooze, especially when

the mineral particles in the deposit are of small dimensions.

The clayey matter of marine deposits must then be regarded as a chemical product

arising from the decomposition of the aiuniinous silicates composing the crust of the

earth, exposed to the action of water, either on the dry land or at the bottom of the sea.

It may be 'formed in situ on the sea-bottom, and this is especially the case in pelagic

deposits, or the clayey matter may be transported from the land surfaces and coasts to

the ocean basins, and this is what especially takes place in terrigenous deposits. The

amount of clay varies according to the abundance of other substances in deposits, being
least in calcareous deposits like Coral Muds and Pteropod and Globigerina Oozes, where

it becomes masked by the accumulation of carbonate of lime, and greatest in Red Clays
1 Murray and Irvine "On Silica and the Siliceous Remains of Organisms in Modern Seas," Pi-cc. Boy. Soc. Edin.,

vol. xviii, pp. 229-250, 1891. Further experiments have shown that sea-water with a salinity of l025, after remaining
for over thirty days absolutely at rest, holds up in suspension finely-divided clay in amount equal to 625 tons in one
cubic mile of the water (J. M.).
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and Blue Muds, the carbonate of lime shells being removed from the Red. Clays, and
masked in the Blue Muds by the abundance of detrital matter. A description of the

clayey materials in the different varieties of marine deposits has been given in Chapter
III. when discussing the several types of Pelagic and. Terrigenous Deposits.

II. MANGANESE NODULES.

The hydrates of manganese1 along with ferric hydrate are among the most widely
distributed bodies in marine deposits, being especially abundant in those of the

abysmal regions. In the descriptions of the samples of the depoBits from the various
stations of the Challenger Expedition, as well as when referring to the organic remains,
we have often had occasion to point out the presence of these oxides as colouring matters,
or as thin or thick coatings on shells, Corals, sharks' teeth, bones, and fragments of rocks.
It may be said that manganese in this form exists in all deep-sea deposits, for rarely can
a large sample of any mud, clay, or ooze be examined with care without traces of the
oxides of this metal being discovered either as coatings or minute grains. In some

regions of the ocean the Challenger discovered ferro-mauganic concretions in great
abundance, the minute grains giving a dark chocolate colour to the deposit, while the

dredges and trawls yielded immense numbers of more or less circular nodules or botryoidal
masses of these oxides of large dimensions.

Mode of Occu'rrence.-To mention all the regions where manganese was observed

would take up too much space, but reference will now be made to those stations at which

it was found in greatest abundance or in some special form. Many of the remarkable and

characteristic coucretionary shapes assumed by the ferro-manganic nodules are represented
in the Plates at the end of the volume, and these illustrations will be specially referred to

in the following descriptions, in which the associations of the manganese nodules, and the

conditions under which they occur, at each locality will be pointed out with considerable

detail. In these descriptions we shall almost exclusively refer to specimens examined by
us, forming part of the collections brought home by the Challenger. When large hauls

of manganese nodules were obtained members of the expedition were, at the time, per
mitted to retain specimens for their own use, so that in many instances the nodules, teeth,

bones, and rocks actually dredged were more numerous than here stated.

ATLANTIC OCEAN (OUTWARD VOYAGE).

Station 3, 1525 fathoms.-The dredge brought up several large flat pieces of rock,

consisting for the most part of peroxide of manganese. Some of these fragments were

I Tn t1ii chapter, and other parts of this work, the terms: manganese, hydroxides of manganese, hydrates of
iunganese, peroxide of manganese, black oxide of manganese, are all used for the same black substance.
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fully a foot in diameter, and had a thickness of several inches. The inferior surfaces were

irregular and earthy, while the upper surfaces were mammifiated and covered with little

asperities, as is usually the case with the manganese nodules of the deep sea. The colour
of the broken surfaces was black with reddish layers, and when polished they in places

presented a massive appearance, with a dark lustrous aspect. The fragments were com

posed of successive, more or less concentric, layers, and were evidently torn away from

very much larger masses or nodules by the action of the dredge; a small portion of
one of the fragments is figured in P1. III. fig. 1.

Along with these manganese fragments were numerous branches of a Gorgonoid Coral

(Pleurocorallium jolinsoni). In some instances the axis of the Coral was attached to the

manganese nodules; at the upper right-hand side of P1. III. fig. 1 a portion of the base
of this Coral is seen to be attached to the nodule. All the Coral was dead, and in some

instances had a much decayed and corroded appearance, as shown in P1. III. fig. 2. The
whole surface of the branches was coated by a thin rind of peroxide of manganese,
sometimes about 01 mm. in thickness, which cracked off easily on receiving a smart
blow. The axis of the Coral was sometimes 2 cm. in diameter, was generally pure white,
and took on a high polish; it still retained a considerable quantity of organic matter,
and contained 6 per cent. of carbonate of magnesia. In some instances the interior was
dull white and largely impregnated with manganese following the minute structure of the

branches, thus producing alternate zones of black and white. A portion of one of the

smaller branches is represented in P1. III. fig. 3, to which, at the lower part of the

figure, a valve of Lepas is seen cemented to the branch of Coral by means of the man

ganese depositions. A large living siliceous Sponge (Poliopoçjom amadou) was attached

to the branches of this dead Coral, along with other living animals. It is not impossible
that the Coral may have lived at the depth from which it was dredged, but if the bottom

has not sunk the other conditions of the locality appear to have changed since the time

when the Coral lived, otherwise it is difficult to account for the fact that all the Coral

obtained here, and at two neighbouring stations, was dead. From the large amount of

organic matter in the axis of the Coral, it cannot be regarded as fossil, but the carbonate

of magnesia indicates that it is, at least, very old.

Station 16, 2435 fathoms.-Three or four manganese nodules, some of them nearly
an inch in diameter, were obtained in the dredge. They are round, with a mammillated

surface; one of them had a palagonitic nucleus. Fragments of palagonite were also

present in the deposit at this station, as .well as at Station 12, 2025 fathoms. Along
with the nodules there were two or three sharks' teeth and valves of Secilpeiluni thinly
coated with manganese.

Station 61, 2850 fathoms.-In the trawl were a piece of pumice, about 4 cm. in

length, and several concretionary lumps of tufa, the largest about 7 cm. in length.
The fragments of tufa are quite unlike the deposit, and have a slight coating of
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manganese on the surface, to which specimens of Scalpdllum were attached. The

fragments are whitish or yellowish, ellipsoidal, more or less flattened, and divide into

parallel layers. Some of the layers contain larger fragments of minerals than others,

but generally the layers are very flue grained. The mass of the concretions has a soft

and earthy appearance, can be scratched with the nail, and easily broken; the fragments
are more or less argillaceous, and are traversed in many directions by perforations of

Annelids or Sponges. The surfaces are also frequently furrowed by stri and worm

tracks. Examined by the microscope with transmitted light, they are seen to consist

largely of a great many volcanic minerals cemented by argillaceous matter; among the

minerals are plagioclases, fragments of hornblende, magnetic iron, and rarely some

glauconite-like grains.
In addition to these concretions were one or two small rounded manganese nodules,

with concentric layers, and a pale earthy nucleus. These were not preserved in the

collection brought borne.

Station 71, 1675 fathoms.-In the trawl were several aggregations of the ooze,

3 to 4 cm. in diameter, traversed by worm-tubes, which were lined with a deposit of

manganese. There was also a fragment of compact volcanic rock, more or less rounded,

about 7 cm. in longest diameter; it had a slight deposit of manganese over the whole

surface, to which a Serpula-tube was attached.

Station 85, 1125 fathoms.-There were several large fragments of a dead Gorgonoid
Coral, coated with manganese, similar in every respect to that described from Station 3,
also some fragments of volcanic rock, about 1 cm. in diameter, coated with depositions
of manganese.

Station 87, 1675 fathoms.-Several pieces of a Gorgonoid Coral, similar to the

above, were taken in the dredge and sounding tubes

Station 131, 2275 fathoms.-The trawl brought; up the carbone of a Zphius,' to

which a polyp was attached, and a piece of pumice, 3 to 4 cm. in diameter, with an

egg-capsule of a Mollusc attached to it. Both the carbons and pumice were coated with

manganese. The pumice is rounded, white coloured, very fibrous, and contains magnetite
and small crystals of hornblende.

SouTuEIu INDIAN Aim ANTARCTIC OCRAM.

Station 143, 1900 fathoms.--The phosphatic nodules from this station had a slight

coating of manganese (see description of phosphatic concretions).

Station 147, 1600 fathoms.-Several basaltic lapilhi, covered and cemented by man-

ganese, were obtained in the trawL

'See Zoo). Chall. Exp., part iv. p. 39, p1. ii. fig. 10.
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Station 157, 1950 fathoms.-Among the stones dredged at this station were numerous

glaciated fragments, the largest weighing over 20 kilogrammes. Some of them were

only partially imbedded in the Diatom Ooze, the depth to which they were imbedded

being marked by a sharp line. The portions above the surface of the deposit had a slight

coating of the black oxide of manganese, and this substance was most abundant just at

the line marking the separation between the deposit and the superincumbent water. In

the same deposit some fragments of Hexactinellid spicuies had a rather thick coating of

manganese peroxide.'
Station 160, 2600 fathoms.-The trawl at this station contained about 16 litres of

manganese nodules, pumice stones, earbones of Cetaceans, and sharks' teeth. With

respect to their form the nodules may be arranged into three groups: first, more or less

pyramidal or irregularly grape-shaped; second, spheroidal or ellipsoidal; third, flattened,

mammillated, and irregular in form. A typical example of the first group is represented,
natural size, in P1. II. fig. 3. It measures about 5 cm. in longest diameter; its funda

mental form may be compared to a triangular wedge, with a curved surface at the superior

part. The surface is entirely mammillated, but the rounded rugosities are not very pro

nounced, being much softened down, and but slightly projecting, with a diameter of

5 to 6 mm. Upon one face the mamniil1a are much more abundant than on the other.

Animals are usually attached to the smoother face, and we are inclined to believe that

this face projected above the surface of the deposit, while the rougher one was imbedded

in the clay. The figure represents the smoother face of this nodule, and shows more

or less pronounced reliefs in two directions, following which the fracture usually takes

place with the greatest facility. The first is parallel to the lateral edge of the wedge

along the radii; the second is more or less parallel to the superior surface of the. figure,

and follows a curved direction, answering to the disposition of the layers in the interior

as represented in fig. 3a, showing a section of a nodule similar to that of fig. 3. The first

direction answers to the fracture running from the periphery to the inferior point of the

wedge. This form may indeed be compared to a fragment of a more or less regular

spherical body, where the fractures had taken place along the radii, thus leaving a

triangular solid terminated in one aspect by the primitive peripheral face. Fig. 3ci

shows the internal structure of this type of nodule, and it will be observed that parallel to

the curved superior surface there are alternating zones, sometimes yellowish white, some

times black-brown, the last having the character of earthy manganese. These internal

curved bands follow very regularly the external curved surface, and have a thickness of

about 2 mm. Notwithstanding their homogeneous appearance, microscopic examination

shows that the light-coloured bards are traversed by fine arborescences or dendrites of

manganese. The existence of these dendrites is also shown by attacking the nodule

with hydrochloric acid, and examining the skeleton with a lens; a portion of a nodule so

1 Murray, &o& Geuyr. Muj., vol. v. p. 427,1889.
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treated is represented in fig. ab.' This examination shows likewise that the yellowish
white matter extends into and across the dark bands. It is also to be noted, as seen in

fig. 3, that these alternate bands are not continued quite to the edge of the section, but

are surrounded by a black layer in which no alternation of light and dark bands is at once

visible, although when a surface of the section is demanganesed, alternating bands may
be distinguished, the lines being very fine. This external black layer is much more

compact than the internal portions of the nodule, and follows perfectly the contours of

the triangular wedge, covering the whole of the periphery. The internal parts are

much more friable and porous than the external layer, and the separation between them

is very well marked. and rather sharp. Sometimes there is an interruption of continuity
between the internal concentric alternating layers, which causes this variety to break into

coatings and peel like an onion more easily than the spherical variety. There is no

central nucleus in this pyramidal variety, unless the whole interior be regarded as a

nucleus surrounded by the layers forming the black border. There were some twenty
or thirty nodules of this variety, but large numbers, although presenting certain analogies
with these typical forms, are much more irregular.

Of the nodules which we would designate as grape-shaped, it is impossible to give a

morphological description. This arises from the fact that the mammill are superposed
the one on the other, so as to recall a bunch of grapes, or they may present all the

irregularities of certain volcanic scoria. The majority of these irregular forms, however,

have internal alternating bands, more or less resembling those shown in fig. 3a. The

peculiarities, of this pyramidal and irregular variety of nodules might be explained by

supposing the central parts with the alternating bands to have once formed parts of a

larger nodule, which had been broken up along the radii, and these broken fragments
to have been subsequently surrounded by the deposition of the more compact external

layers.
There were about fifteen nodules belonging to the second, spherical or ellipsoidal,

variety, resembling in form the nodule figured on P1. IV. fig. 8 from Station 276. They
have a diameter of 1 to 5 cm., are much less mammillated than the irregular varieties,

and consequently preserve their spherical form more or less perfectly. They have a fine

concentric structure, like that represented in P1. IX. fig. 7, showing a section of a nodule

from Station 25'2. The zones surround a central nucleus of volcanic glass, palagonite,
shark's tooth, or bone; two palagonite nuclei are shown in P1 XVI. fig. 2 and P1. XVII.

fig. 3. Sometimes, however, there is no apparent nucleus. These nodules are more

compact, heavier, and break less easily than the preceding variety. Their fractures are,

however, very well defined, and. always follow the rays and concentric layers. They
take a beautiful metallic polish, and on the polished surface the fine concentric arrange-

The dendritic arrangement of the manganese is well seen in the thin sections of the nodules under the micro-
scope, as shown in P1. XXVIII. figs. 1, 2, 4, 5.

(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS CUALL. EXP.-1891.) 44
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ment of the nodule is well seen. One of these nodules, about 4 cm. in diameter, had

attached to it two AscidianB and a Brachiopod (see Fig. 34), o that a portion of the

nodule probably projected above the mud when at the bottom.

A great many nodules belonging to the third, flattened, mammilated, or irregular

variety were present. They vary greatly in size, contour, and internal structure, some

resembling the first, others the second, varieties above described. Those resembling the

first variety are maminillated on the exterior, while the

interior is friable, sometimes mottled or with ill-defined

black and whitish bands, but not concentric. Those re

4P sembhng the second variety are less mammJlated, are

generally compact throughout, with fine concentric layers,
and, when cut m section and rubbed with a chamois

leather, give a fine black shining submetaihe surface

Sometimes they have a volcanic fragment, or a fragment
of bone, for a nucleus, and then the external form of the

Fm. 34.-Manganese Nodulo with two Tuni- nodule resembles closely the shape of the enclosed frag-
cates (&yela.'quamosa and StieM bt1 1i)
and a Brachiopod attached. Station io, ment. Frequently the nucleus appears to be pseudo
2600 fathoms, Southern lud.hui Oceau.

morphosed by manganese, especially when it consisted of

carbonate or phosphate of lime. Sharks' teeth and earbones of Cetaceans also give a

form to the nodules when forming the nuclei.

Two or three nodules, or fragments of nodules, merit a special reference. They

appear to be fragments of the spherical variety, and we have every reason to believe that

the nodules of which they once formed part were broken while yet at the bottom of the

sea. The structure and angular form, as well.as the radial and concentric fractures, of

one piece, leave no doubt that it once formed part of a large spherical nodule. The

surfaces of the broken part are covered with fine rugosities, indicating a deposition of

manganese over the fragment after its separation from the original nodule, and upon

these same surfaces of fracture two Brachiopods and a Hydroid have subsequently attached

themselves. Another and smaller fragment, with concentric structure, in which a portion

of the palagonitic nucleus is still to be observed, is wedge-shaped, and has been formed

by a fracture following the direction of the rays of the original nodule. That the nodule

had been broken while yet at the bottom of the sea is proved by the fact that the fragment

is entirely surrounded by a new concentric deposit of manganese about O5 mm. in

thickness. This fragment must then be regarded as having been separated from the

original nodule at the bottom, and to have subsequently become the nucleus of a new

nodule.

About twelve of the nodules contained nuclei of basic volcanic glass or of palagonite.

In some the unaltered glass was surrounded by coloured bands of palagonite or altered

material, similar to the specimen represented in P1. XIX. fig. 3 from Station 293. In
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other cases the whole of the glass had been converted into palagonite, and these nuclei,

when freshly taken from the sea, might be cut with a knife like new cheese. In other

cases, again, all that remained of the nucleus was a patch of white matter, soft to the touch,

easily cut with a knife, and having an argillaceous aspect, resembling some of the

outer palagonitic zones of other nuclei. Again, in some of the nodules all trace of the

nucleus seems to have disappeared, but the centre is composed of very compact, black,

shining, highly-oxidised manganese. This centre recalls, by its form and aspect, a

fragment of volcanic glass, which, in the first instance, had become transformed into

palagonitic material, and subsequently a replacement of palagonite by manganese had

taken place. There is nothing improbable in this supposition, when we remember the

pseudomorphism of hydroxide of manganese upon calcite, fluorite, pharmacosiderite, &c.

The Carchcrodom and Lamna teeth, as well as their broken fragments, and the

earbones and other bones of Cetaceans, were sometimes covered with but a slight coating
of manganese; at other times they were surrounded by concentric layers of manganese

fully 1 cm. in thickness. One of the deeply embedded earbones is shown in P1. VIII.

fig. 11, which represents in section a tympanic bulla of Mesoplodon (?). The earbone

determines the external form of the nodule; the manganese enveloping the bone breaks

up radially and concentrically, and can be easily detached, the layers presenting all the

physical and microscopical characters already described. The bone itself is penetrated

by dendritic ramifications of manganese, and some portions of the substance of the bone

appear to have been wholly removed. The specimen represented in P1. VIII. fig. 10

resembles the petrous bone of a Globioc('phalus. It has but a slight coating of oxides of

manganese and iron, but in some places it is much penetrated by dendrites of those sub
stances. A large compact fragment of bone, about the size of a cricket-ball, appears to
have been the earbone of a Balanid or Ba1anopterid. The external form of the bone has,

however, been quite lost; much of the substance seems to have been removed, and dendritic

ramifications of manganese penetrate the surface in all directions. The interior is very

compact, the bluish colour, cherty aspect, and the fracture, recalling what is observed in

some fossil phosphates; it has not, however, the hardness of chert, nor any of its physical

properties, but merely presents a. strong analogy of aspect. The microscopic structure is

identical with that of recent earbones, but most of the organic matter seems to have

been removed.

In many nodules a structure was observed indicating that the nuclei were originally

portions of bone, which have subsequently been entirely removed, and replaced by

manganese depositions.

Among the nodules were over a dozen rounded pieces of pumice, from 0,5 to 25 cm.

in. diameter; some belong to the feispathic, and others to the basic, varieties. While the

interior of these fragments presented a fresh aspect, the surface to the depth of 1 or 2 mm.

had undergone profound alteration. At the periphery the pumice is transformed into
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earthy matter of a yellowish brown colour, mixed with depositions of the oxides of iron
and manganese. Two ice-borne fragments of granite, covered with manganese, are noted
as having been obtained at this station, but these have not been preserved in the

collections.




PACIFIC OCEAN.

Station 175, 1350 fathoms.-The trawl brought up a branch of a tree and a large
number of fragments of pumice. The pumice fragments vary much in size, the largest
being 6 to 8 cm. in diameter. They had all undergone considerable alteration, the

surfaces being covered with hydroxides of iron and manganese. The fragments effer

vesced when treated with acid, owing to the presence of Foraminifera shells, the deposit

having infiltrated in some cases into the pores, as well as the oxides of iron and manganese.
Most of the fragments may be referred to augite-andesite, while others belong to the basic

series and have rounded pores. In thin sections under the microscope it can be seen

that in the external altered zones the manganese has been introduced following exactly
the contours of the scoriaceous rock. It might be said that a replacement of the

pumice had taken place, but in a certain sense it is rather an impregnation or mould

ing. This structure, however, apparently reappears in many of the manganese nodules

at other stations, where all trace of the pumice has disappeared, but where, from all

appearances, the nodules were originally formed around fragments similar to those above

described.

Station 176, 1450 fathoms.-The sounding at this station seemed to indicate that

there was a large amount of manganese in the deposit, associated with numerous fragments
of pumice. Many of the Foraminifera were covered with minute grains of the peroxide
of manganese, while others were filled and coated with a red-brown silicate, containing a

considerable quantity of manganese.
Station 181, 2440 fathoms; Station 184, 1400 fathoms.-The trawl brought up from

these stations pumice stones similar to those described from Station 175, although the

alteration in most eases was not so far advanced.

Station 213, 2050 fathoms.-There came up in the trawl several hardened pieces of

mud or clay of a slate colour, in which were embedded pieces of wood. These hardened

lumps were made up of the same materials as the deposit procured in the sounding tube,

but were traversed by, and in some places coated with, deposits of manganese; apparently
the lumps came from a deeper layer than that usually procured in the sounding tube.

The trawl may have dragged them up along with the remains of a water-logged tree.

Station 215, 2550 fathoms.-The trawl contained several pumice stones coated with

manganese, all of them less than 4 cm. in diameter.

Station 216A, 2000 fathoms.-A large number of pumice stones, varying from the
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size of a hen's egg to that of a marble, was in the trawl. The surfaces of most of these

were coated with peroxide of manganese, and to the upper portions there were attached

Brachiopods, Hydroids, and Foraminifera.

Station 225, 4475 fathoms.-The sounding at this station indicated a considerable

quantity of manganese, the sample of the deposit containing a very large number of

grains of the black oxide of manganese, many of them of considerable size.

Station 226, 2800 fathoms.-There was over a litre of pumice stones in the trawl, all

coated by layers of manganese.
Station 227, 2475 fathoms.-The sounding at this station indicated a large quantity of

manganese.
Station 230, 2425 fathoms.-More than a dozen rolled pumice fragments, about the

size of a hen's egg, covered with deposits of manganese, to one of which was attached a

small Brachiopod, were collected.

Station 236A, 420 fathoms.-Several very large hardened pieces of the bottom, per
forated by worms, whose tracks were frequently coated with manganese, were in the

dredge.
Station 237, 1875 fathoms.-There were several large, very hard and compact, blocks

of the deposit. Black coatings of manganese lined the surfaces of the worm-tubes which

perforated the blocks. Several pieces of pumice had likewise on some portions of their

surfaces deposits of manganese.
Station 241, 2300 fathoms.-Large numbers of pumice stones of all sizes, the

majority covered with deposits of peroxide of manganese, were obtained. Two of

these are represented in P1. I. figs 7 and 8. Fig. 7 shows an irregular, white coloured

fragment of liparitie pumice, the outer parts of which have been transformed into earthy
matter, while in many of the fissures there are considerable deposits of peroxide of

manganese, and in some parts concentric zones of manganese may be observed. Fig. 8

shows a black-brown scoriaceous fragment of basaltic pumice, which has an areolar rather

than a fibrous structure, and the rounded vesicles are frequently filled with infiltrated

clay, giving the fragment an oolitic appearance; crystals of plagioclase, 4 to 6 mm. in

diameter, can be observed at the surface by the naked eye.
Station 242, 2575 fathoms.-There were several manganese nodules, the largest a

little over 1 cm. in. diameter, with nuclei of pumice.
Station 244, 2900 fathoms.-The bag of the trawl contained much clay and many

pumice stones or manganese nodules, together with two sharks' teeth. The nodules in

this instance all consisted of pumice stones, with deposits of manganese on the outside.

Station 246, 2050 fathoms.-In the trawl were procured several hundred rounded

fragments of pumice. About forty of the largest had a diameter of about 30 cm.,
a large number about 2 cm., while in the washings of the ooze there were numerous

fragments clown to the minutest dimensions. Most of them were covered with deposits
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of manganese, and to the outer surfaces were attached Ascidians, Brachiopods, Hydroids,
and Rhizopods. The appearance of these fragments of pumice is represented in P1. I.

figs. 1-4. Fig. 1 shows (one-fourth natural size) a characteristic specimen of the light,

porous, filamentous variety of liparitic pumice; the form is rounded or egg-shaped, many
of the pores and areolar spaces are filled with the deposit, and the whole surface of the

fragment has undergone a slight alteration into a clayey or earthy substance. A few

crystals are visible to the naked eye projecting from the surface, and large portions of

the surface are discoloured by the peroxide of manganese. Fig. 2 represents a rounded

specimen (natural size) of the same variety as the preceding, to which several deep-sea

organisms are attached. The surface is coloured brownish or black by the hydrated
oxides of manganese and iron. Fig. 3 exhibits a similar specimen, with a segment
removed to show the discoloured altered zone towards the periphery, and the light
coloured, less altered, internal parts. Fig. 4 represents a similar and smaller specimen
cut in section to show the discoloured altered zone towards the periphery.

Station 248, 2900 fathoms.-The trawl contained a large number of manganese
nodules and many pumice stones, together with a Lamna tooth, 2 cm. in length, and

many other sharks' teeth of smaller size. Some of the pumice stones had but a slight

coating of manganese, while others were surrounded by concentric layers of this substance

over 9 cm. in thickness. Some of the manganese nodules were 2 to 3 inches in diameter,

composed almost entirely of dense, black, concentric layers of manganese, surrounding one

or more small nuclei. PL II. fig. I represents one of the most characteristic, as well as

one of the most abundant, forms of nodule at this station, about thirty nodules more or

less resembling this one in shape and in size being procured. The general form is

round; the mammil1 are not prominent, but run the one into the other without forming

marked reliefs. Two surfaces of these nodules present a marked difference of aspect; the

inferior surface, which we believe to have rested in or on the clay, is represented in the

figure, and is seen to be covered with an immense number of little rugosities, or rounded

points, about 1 to 2 mm. in diameter, and the same in height; these asperities, being

scattered over the whole of the surface, render the nodule rough to the touch and some

what like shagreen in appearance. On the other, or superior, surface of the nodule, which

appears to have projected above the surface of the clay, the asperities are not nearly so

numerous, and the mammilh are smoother, larger, and less pronounced than on the

surface here represented. P1. IX. fig. 4 shows the internal structure of these large

round nodules, the left half of the figure giving the appearance of a nodule when cut in

section and polished, the right half showing a similar surface after the manganese has

been removed by steeping it for some time in. strong hydrochloric acid. In both these

nodules the nuclei may be referred to fragments of pumice which have undergone profound

alteration. Around these nuclei undulate fine alternating zones of manganese peroxide,

separated by other lighter coloured zones in which this material is less abundant. These
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alternating zones give to the nodule a well-marked concretionary and Shelly structure.
What would appear to have been the original nucleus of pumice has likewise assumed a

concentric arrangement. Two processes probably took place: the one a deposition of

manganese layers on the outside in successive bands, and a simultaneous alteration of the

nucleus, which likewise produced a concentric arrangement. The external zones of the

nodule are not so dark coloured as those towards the centre, and the fine, black, undu

lating, concretionary lines are less numerous, but the whole face of a nodule like this one
takes on a beautiful, black, metallic lustre when polished with the hand or with a piece
of cloth. The clemanganesed portion represented in the right half of the figure is of a
whitish colour, and easily pulverised into an impalpable powder. The dark shaded

portions in the left-hand figure represent the zones in which the manganese is most
abundant, and these appear on the right-hand figure as empty spaces on.. the surface

treated with concentrated hydrochloric acid. P1. II. fig. 4 represents another of these

nodules in section (natural size). In this case there are several nuclei, all probably highly
altered fragments of pumice, surrounded by concentric layers of manganese, and the whole
cemented into one large nodule. This figure shows again the concretionary and Shelly struc
ture, the nodule frequently breaking up into successive scales like an onion. P1. II. fig. 2

represents still another nodule from this station, the central parts of which are occupied

by a *siliceous Sponge (Farrea). Although in some places portions of the skeleton appear
to have been removed in solution, still on the whole it is very well preserved; it is every
where surrounded by the manganese depositions, and the manganese has even penetrated
into the canals of the spicules. In the stalk-like portion at the lower part of the figure
there were numerous Sponge spicules. Fig. 2a represents a magnified portion of the

Sponge skeleton, which retains its vitreous and brilliant appearance. Among these large
rounded nodules there were several tube-like bodies composed of manganese, 4 to 5 cm.

in length and 1 cm. in. diameter, with a hollow centre in which were many spicules of

siliceous Sponges. P1. I. figs. 5 and 6 represent (natural size) the appearance of a good

many nodules from this station. The nuclei consist of pumice, much decomposed, espe

cially on the surface in contact with the enveloping layers of manganese, which vary from

a millimetre to several centimetres in thickness. In fig. 5 the pumice at the centre of

the fragment is white, and retains nearly all its characters, but close to the manganese
layers decomposition is much more advanced and it assumes a brown colour. When

examined under the microscope with reflected light, the pores of the pumice are seen to

be filled with an earthy matter, which forms casts of the little vesicles. They do not

disaggregate under the action of hydrochloric acid, but simply undergo discoloration;

sometimes these granules give a black cross with polarised light, in fact they have a

great resemblance to certain casts of Foraminifera observed at Station 176, 1450 fathoms,
South Pacific. In fig. 6 the pumice has undergone greater alteration than in the specimen
represented in fig. 5, and is surrounded with a thicker deposit of manganese.
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The nucleus of one nodule broke down into a floury material, which under the micro

scope seemed to be composed of a large number of prismatic crystals belonging to the

monoclinic system. Besides the larger nodules to which we have referred, there was a

considerable number of smaller ones varying from 0,5 to 2 cm. in diameter, almost all

formed round minute fragments of pumice. Frequently numbers of these were cemented

together by the manganese, and appeared to be in the process of formation into larger
nodules.

Station 252, 2740 fathoms.-The trawl brought up many hundreds of manganese
nodules along with some rounded fragments of pumice; there was no clay mixed with

these nodules, having apparently been all washed away as the trawl was hauled up

through the water. The largest nodules were about the size of cricket balls; they were

more or less round or ellipsoidal, and when rolled on the deck they looked like a pile of

dirty potatoes. P1. III. fig. 5 represents (natural size and in section) the prevailing
form, size, and structure of the nodules from this station. Three zones may be distin

guished in the figure:-(a) The elongated yellowish white centre or nucleus penetrated

by dendrites of manganese; it is hard and compact, and rather sharply separated from

the dark layers which surround it. It may be observed that the elongated form of the

nucleus appears to be the cause of the ellipsoidal form of the nodule, the nearly spherical
nodules having a round nucleus. (b) The zone of manganese immediately surrounding
the nucleus has a thickness of about 1 cm., and in it no concentric arrangement can be

observed. This intermediate zone is generally terminated externally by a baud of more

compact manganese, separating it in a manner from the more external layers, and appears,
for many reasons, to have formed part of the original nucleus, which may possibly
have been a fragment of pumice. There is almost always an interruption of continuity
between the intermediate and outer zones, accompanied by a layer of light brown clay or

mud. (c) In the outer zone there is a distinct concentric structure, determined by small

alternate layers of manganese and clayey matter; these layers have each a thickness of

about 1 mm., and the depth of the whole zone is about 7 mm. The manganese in this

zone is purer than in the others, and on a polished surface it has a semi-metallic lustre.

P1. IX. fig. 7 represents a section of one of the round nodules. The manganese has here

been removed by placing the face of the section in strong cold hydrochloric acid; in this

way a clayey skeleton is obtained showing distinctly the structure of the nodule. The

three zones indicated above may again be observed; the nucleus, however, is small,

having a diameter of only 2 mm. This is surrounded by an area showing no concentric

arrangement, then follows the outer zone with concentric layers. Fig. 7a represents a

portion of the outer zone (c) magnified 25 diameters. The manganese has been removed

aad the empty spaces indicate the positions occupied by the manganese, which had a

dendritic arrangement throughout the earthy or clayey matter. This clayey skeleton is

fine grained, and is with difficulty held together. It may be remarked that the outer
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layers of the external zone (c), with a distinct concentric arrangement, have a very con

stant thickness of about 7 mm. for the majority of the nodules from this station, while

the inner zones are variable in thickness. On the fracture of these nodules by a blow,

they separated into large concentric scales. P1. III. fig. 5 represents (natural size) a

nodule (7 x 7 x 5 cm.) broken to show the nucleus, which in this case is a large Car

charodon tooth, about 4 cm. in its greatest length; the tooth is surrounded by concentric

layers of manganese 15 cm. in depth, and the whole nodule has roughly the form of the
tooth. The tooth is black and shining, and is thoroughly impregnated with manganese;
the vaso-dentine has entirely disappeared from the centre, the hard dentine of the outer
surface alone remaining. There were three or four other nodules with sharks' teeth

(Oxyrhina and Lamna) occupying the centres. P1. IV. fig. 1 represents the external
form and aspect of a typical nodule from this station. The mammill vary much in
size, and are applied against and pass into each othe without any very marked outlines;
each mammilla corresponds to a concretionary centre, and, when cut into, these parasitic
concretions are found to be pieces of more or less altered pumice or small sharks' teeth,

Among the nodules were one or two that appear to have been broken while yet at
the bottom of the ocean, and these fragments have subsequently formed the nuclei of
other nodules. In some cases small fragments of palagonite are found in the centres of
the nodules. The most frequent nucleus, however, is a hard white or yellowish substance,
which, when examined in thin slices, is slightly transparent, but does not show any
special structure to indicate its origin. In the fundamental mass little prismatic bodies
are seen, but they have no characters which permit them to be referred to any mineral

species. The fundamental mass appears to be composed of extremely fine grains, and
sometimes there may be observed among these opaque points of manganese or fragments
of sharks' teeth; between crossed nicols the mass behaves like an isotropic body, only
some grains show, sporadically, birefrangence. When these nodules are broken down,

crystals of hornblende, feispar, and magnetite may be extracted from the mass, yet it is

extremely rare to observe these minerals in the microscopic sections. Among the mag
netic particles are also metallic spherules of cosmic origin. Between twenty and thirty
pieces of pumice were among the manganese nodules; these were either highly altered
at the surface or surrounded with a coating of manganese 0,5 cm. in thickness.

It may be noticed that an analysis of the clay brought up in the sounding tube

yielded only traces of manganese; the trawl, however, here yielded one of the largest
hauls of manganese nodules taken during the. cruise. It would appear as if the trawl had
been dragged over a considerable surface of the deposit, the nodules being retained by
the net while the clay in which they were imbedded was washed away. If this be the
correct interpretation it is quite possible that the nodules are but sparsely scattered

throughout the deposit, and that they had segregated nearly oil the manganese from the

clay. The quantity of manganese in the clay in which the nodules were imbedded in
(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITh CflALL sxr.-1891.) 45
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any case was very small compared with the larger indications in the clays at other

stations where the deposit is of a dark chocolate colour. The surfaces of many of the

nodules were covered with Rhizopod tubes and the stolons of Hydroids.

Station 253, 3125 fathoms.-The small dredge, as well as the tow-nets attached to it,

contained clay and manganese nodules. One of the nodules was of large size, and fiat or

slab-like in form. It measured 31 x 20 x 6 cm.; a fourth part of this nodule is shown in

PL IX. fig. 1. There was a great difference in appearance between the upper and lower

surfaces; the lower surface, that which rested on the deposit, or was immersed in it, is

very rough and uneven, consisting of numerous closely-set mammill; these mammil

are more numerous near the outer edges of the block, and the whole under surface has a

scoriaceous aspect. The upper surface, on the other hand, has relatively few mammill,

and these are smooth, rounded, and softened, when compared with those of the under

surface. Small pieces of pumice appear to have fallen on the upper surface of this block,

and to have been cemented to the upper surface of the nodule by subsequent depositions

of peroxide of manganese. In the same way a Nodosarian Foraminifer and worm-tubes,

that lived attached to the upper surface, have become imbedded by the successive additions

of manganese. Attached at different parts of the surface of this nodule were four living

specimens of a Hydroid (Step1Lanoscyphtis), a Tubularian, two small Actinians, a Serpu

larian, two Polyzoons, and the whole surface had a reticulated appearance from the

presence of Rhizopocl tubes or the stolons of the Hydroids. An Annelid with a muddy

tube was attached to the under surface. Fig. 1c shows a portion of a section of this

nodule, from which the manganese has been removed to show its structure. The whitish

coloured irregular nucleus is surmounted by successive layers of manganese 3 to 4 cm. in

thickness, while beneath this nucleus the layers are only about 1 cm. in thickness. It will

be observed that many of the layers above the nucleus terminate rather abruptly towards

the periphery, which structure seems to suggest that this nodule was once a part of a larger

mass that had subsequently been fractured and surrounded by the external layers.

The nucleus is irregular and of an elongated form, and in its centre are hollow spaces

filled with clay; it is very hard and compact, but can be scratched with a knife. When

examined in thin slices this nucleus is yellowish and finely granular, the grains being

about 0,001 mm. in diameter. The whole mass is streaked with colourless lines,

resembling in some respects certain microliths; it is isotropic, some colourless fragments

being birefrangent; it did not present cleavages nor crystallographic contours. Two or

three fragments of feispar and some elongated fragments, which appear to be mica,

were observed, as well as some prismatic sections of zeolites. The nucleus is penetrated

by dendrites of manganese in many directions. In all probability this nodule projected

about an inch above the general level of the deposit when at the bottom of the ocean.

In addition to this large nodule was another with a diameter of 8 to 9 cm., re

sembling in many respects the nodules dredged at Station 252. The mammilla3 are,
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however, more separated, and the surface has a more rugged appearance. The nucleus of

this mass had probably originally been a fragment of pumice. The dredge and tow

nets contained about twenty fragments of pumice, all rounded, and from 0,5 to 2 cm,

in diameter. Their surfaces were coated with manganese, and in some instances the

fragments were cemented together by the manganese.
Station 254, 3025 fathoms.-One manganese nodule, about 1 inches in diameter,

was procured in the water-bottle, and in the sample of the deposit from the sounding
tube there were numerous black grains of manganese.

Station 256, 2950 fathoms.-A few manganese nodules, sharks' teeth, and pumice

fragments were obtained in the clay from the dredge. In some instances the sharks'

teeth had but a slight coating of manganese, and in others they were surrounded by con

centric layers nearly 1 cm. in thickness. One nodule had a nucleus of bone, but most of

the others had apparently formed around pumice.
Station 258, 2775 fathoms.-Two small nodules came up, adhering with some clay to

the under surface of the water-bottle, and in the specimen of clay obtained by the sound

ing tube were a good many manganese particles.
Station 264, 3000 fathoms.-The trawl brought up seven or eight small manganese

nodules and hardened pieces of the deposit, frequently traversed in every direction by
worm-tubes and coated with manganese. One or two of the nodules had palagonitic
nuclei.

Station 265, 2900 fathoms.-The dredge and tow-nets brought up a large quantity
of Radiolarian Ooze of a dark colour. Almost the whole of this ooze passed through the

finest sieves, but in the siftings were several pieces of pumice, and one small manganese
nodule about 2 cm. in diameter. The nodule had a rugged exterior; the nucleus con

sisted of a yellowish homogeneous substance, penetrated in all directions by dendrites of

manganese. Under the microscope this nucleus appeared finely granular, and contained

many Radiolarian skeletons, but no crystalline particles were observed. This nucleus

was probably an agglomerated portion of the deposit.
Station 22, 2600 fathoms.-The trawl and attached tow-nets brought up some

Radiolarian Ooze, in. which was a small piece of basic pumice, and two or three small

manganese nodules; in some of the nodules the nuclei were composed of pumice, while

in others no nucleus could be recognised.
Station 274, 2750 fathoms-The trawl and attached tow-nets brought up a quantity

of chocolate-coloured ooze, and over a peck (9 litres) of manganese nodules, earbones of

Cetaceans, sharks' teeth, and pumice fragments. The manganese nodules were oval,

flattened, or somewhat kidney-shaped, the largest specimens measuring 10 x 7 x 4 cm.

P1. IV. fig. 2 represents a typical specimen; there were about one hundred more or less

resembling this one in form and appearance. These nodules are heavier and more massive

than the generality of those procured at other stations, and they have almost all the same
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shape and internal structure. Some of the nodules appear to have been broken in .situ,

and a deposit of manganese to have subsequently taken place- around the pieces of the

original nodules. The superior surface is smoother than the inferior, as is usually the

case. These nodules with a blow break up more easily following the radii than following

the concentric layers of which they are composed. Plate IX. figs. 5 and 6 represent

transverse sections, and show the peculiarities of internal structure. The nucleus

is, as a rule, small and not sharply marked off from the concentric manganese zones;

in some cases it is impossible to find any trace of a nucleus. In fig. 5 the face of the

section has been polished, and when the black shining surface is closely examined, it

is seen to be made up of undulating lines or zones superposed the one upon the other.

Hundreds of these fine wavy lines succeed each other without any apparent interposition,

and they are much more numerous than shown in the figure. The nodules at this station

are therefore much more compact than is generally the case, from the hydrates being

less mixed with extraneous substances. The polished surface has a metallic mirror-like

lustre. Fig. 6 shows the face of one of these nodules in which the manganese has been

removed by strong hydrochloric acid; the clayey skeleton that remains in this case is

so scanty that it does not hold together, in which respect it differs considerably from

the specimen shown in figs. 7 and 7a on the same plate, representing the clayey skeleton

of a nodule from another station. P1. IX. fig. 2 exhibits another nodule from this station

that has been formed around a large triangular tooth of (Jarcharodon, there being in fact

three centres of concretion, one at each corner of the triangle. Each of these has aug

mented by successive depositions, and they have united to form a single nodule. The

figure represents the under surface of the nodule, which is rough from the presence of

small mammill, especially at the borders. PL IX. fig. 10 shows a portion of one of the

nodules from this station in which the manganese has been removed by hydrochloric

acid; several tubes of Rhizopods appear between two successive layers of the nodule.

P1. VI, figs. 8, ii, and 16, represent sharks' teeth from this station, and P1. VIII. figs. 4,

5, 12, and 13, earbones of Cetaceans. Other teeth and bones were much more

thickly covered with layers of manganese and iron hydrates. When the manganese
nodules are reduced to powder, and the magnetic particles extracted by means of a

magnet, these are found to consist of magnetite and small black cosmic spberules with

nuclei of metallic iron. The appearance of these fragments is represented in P1. XXIII.

fig. 12, after they have been pounded in an agate mortar and treated with an acid solu

tion of sulphate of copper. The nodules also contain fragments of siliceous organisms,
zeolitic crystals, fragments of feispar and other minerals, similar to those found in the

ooze itself.

Station 275, 2610 fathoms.-The sounding tube brought up over half a litre of the

darkest chocolate-coloured clay procured during the cruise; the colour was due to small

pellets of manganese and minute grains of the same substance, the centres of which
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appeared black and opaque under the microscope, and the margins red. The deposit con.

tamed no carbonate of lime, but enormous numbers of crystals of phillipsite, either simple,
twinned, or aggregated into epherules, were present. Some of these had a coating of

manganese. A few Radiolaria were observed, but their rarity was in striking contrast with

the extraordinary abundance of these organisms at the previous station to the northward

(Station 274).
Station 276, 2350 fathoms.-The sounding tube had sunk about a foot into the

deposit, and the specimen consisted of two layers, the deeper one being darker coloured
and containing less carbonate of lime than the upper. The trawl contained some Red

Clay along with five or six bushels' of manganese nodules, sharks' teeth, earbones of
Cetaceans, pumice stones, and volcanic lapilli. The nodules were on the whole of small
size when compared with those taken at other stations, their mean diameter being between
2 and 3 cm. P1. IV. fig. 8 represents one of these nodules (natural size); it is spherical,
with a scaly surface, and exhibits the general form and aspect of the spherical nodules
from this station, although many of them are much smaller, while a few are a little larger.
P1. IV. fig. 7 represents a similar nodule in section. It is seen to consist of three zones:
an external thin layer, which corresponds to the scales that can be removed from the
outside of the nodules, and is about 1 to 2 mm. in thickness. The median zone is more
massive; upon a polished surface no pronounced concentric structure can be seen, but the

compactness of the manganese diminishes towards the centre, which is occupied by a

yellowish earthy nucleus, originally a piece of pumice in all probability. P1. IV. fig. 6

shows the upper surface of an irregular form of nodule, several of which were obtained at

this station. They present a scoriaceous aspect, and are sometimes perforated by holes,
the contours being rounded. The interior is formed by a great number of little earthy
concretion; or by a paiagonitic tufa. P1. IX. fig. 8 shows another spherical nodule,
from which the manganese has been removed. The external zone retains its normal

concentric structure; the intermediate zone does not show any concentric arrangement,
but presents a peculiar spongy structure. The nucleus is a fragment of basic volcanic

rock.

The nuclei of the nodules from this station consisted of lapilli belonging to the

basaltic series of rocks, of pumice, of aggregations of the deposit, of palagonitic frag,
ments, of sharks' teeth, of otoliths of fish, of the earbones and other bones of Cetaceans.

An unaltered fragment of volcanic glass, forming the nucleus of one of the nodules, is

shown in P1. XVI. fig. 1. Nuclei of palagonitic lapili are represented in P1. XVIII.

figs. 2, 3, and 4, along with the zeolitic crystals which surround and fill the pores.
Other palagonitic lapilli from this station are represented in P1. XIX. figs. 1, 2, and 4.

P1. XXI. fig. I represents the palagonitic tufa forming the nucleus of one of the flattened

nodules. The four figures on P1. XXII. represent crystals of phillipsite, isolated and in

About 200 litres.
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apherules, also from this station. The external aspect of one of these spheruies of

philipsite is shown in P1. XXIII. fig. 3, while figs. 2, 5, 6, 7, and 9, on the same plate,

represent cosmic spherules extracted by means of a magnet from the nodules or the

clay in which they were imbedded.

There were about 300 sharks' teeth and fragments of sharks' teeth, either with a

slight coating of manganese or forming the nuclei of nodules, some of which are repre
sented in PL V. fig. 12 and P1. VI. figs. 1 and 19, and about twenty petrous bones and

tympanic bull and other smaller fragments of bones of Cetaceans. Two of the tympano
periotic bones are shown in P1. VII. figs. 6 and 7, and were attached when brought up.
Among the nodules were also four large otoliths of fish, about the size of those of the

Tunny, as well as two of the tabulated teeth of Tetrodon. For many reasons it seems

probable that this station is not far removed from the seat of some old submarine eruption.
Station 280, 1940 fathoms.-There were two or three hardened pieces of the deposit,

perforated in all directions by worm-tubes, and coated with deposits of peroxide of

manganese. One piece was 2 inches in length and very irregular in outline; two smaller

pieces were flat, and to one of them an Esperia was attached.

Station 281, 2385 fathoms.-In the bag of the trawl there were some dark chocolate

coloured clay, many manganese nodules, large slabs of volcanic tufa covered with man

ganese, many sharks' teeth, and a few earbones and fragments of other bones of Ceta

ceans. There were between two and three bushels' of manganese nodules. Among these

were several large slabs, from 1 to 2 inches in thickness; one of them measured 18 x 12

inches. A portion of one of these slabs is shown in P1. IV. fig. 3. About the middle of

the section will be noticed a dark line; beneath this line there is a Red Clay that would

seem to have been at one time the upper surface of an old sea-bottom. Here manganese
nodules were in process of formation, some of them nearly imbedded in the Red Clay

forming the lower part of the figure, while others projected partly above the surface. A

fall of volcanic ashes appears to have taken place upon this old sea-bed, and to have

covered the floor of the ocean, in some places at least, to the depth of an inch, as repre
sented in the figure above the dark line. The minerals making up the ashes lying

immediately upon the Red Clay are coarser than those above. The appearance of these

volcanic minerals at the junction with the Red Clay is represented in P1. XXI. fig. 2, the

right-hand side of the figure representing the Red Clay deposit, and the left the volcanic

ash. In most cases the slabs are coated with layers of peroxide of manganese only on

the upper surface and along the edges, the under surface being composed of red or

chocolate-coloured clay. The nodules imbedded at the junction between the shower of

ashes and the Red Clay have a concentric arrangement, and sometimes have sharks'

teeth as nuclei. In some of the slabs, as has been stated, the layer of ashes is fully an

inch in thickness, in others it is less than half an inch. P1. IV. fig. 4 shows a nodule, on

'About 80 litres.
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the upper surface of which there is a layer of ashes only one-eighth of an inch in depth,
covered by a thin layer of manganese. The majority of the nodules at this station have a

layer of this volcanic tufa or ash in the position represented by the figure. None of the
nodules, however, in the position of those represented in P1. IV. fig. 3, i.e., along the
line separating the tufa from the Red Clay, exhibit this layer of ash on the superior
surface. P1. IV. fig. 5 shows a nodule in which a Jarcharodon. tooth forms the nucleus.
In addition to the nodules above referred to, there were numerous small nodules about
the size of marbles, some of them having tufa in the centre and. others with nuclei of
sharks' teeth or their fragments. Some very irregular flat fragments had Red Clay in
the centre. Sharks' teeth from this station are represented in P1. V. figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 13, and P1. VI. figs. 9, 10, 13, 15, and 17.

The volcanic islands of Rurutu and Tubuai are each distant from this station between

fifty and sixty miles, the former to the west and the latter to the south. One or other
of these islands is probably the source of the volcanic ashes which have fallen upon this
old sea-bed. The arrangement of the volcanic ashes, the coarser particles lying on the Red

Clay and these being covered by finer and finer particles, seems to indicate that they
have been derived from a terrestrial eruption, to have fallen upon the surface of the
ocean, and, in falling through the water, to have been arranged in layers according to
size and specific gravity. After this tufa had consolidated, the bottom would seem to
have been broken up by some disturbance, and the manganese to have been subsequently
deposited over the surface and clown the cracks between the different fragments. The
minerals in the Red Clay portion of the slabs are much more highly altered than in the

portion composed of tufa.

Station 283, 2075 fathoms.-In the upper part of the sounding tube was a light
coloured Glohigerina Ooze containing many pelagic Foraminifera; in the lower six inches
of the tube was a very dark chocolate-coloured clay, containing much manganese in the
form of round bails and many crystals of philhipsite.

Station 285, 2375 fathoms.-The trawl at this station contained several quarts
of dark- chocolate-coloured clay, and large numbers of manganese nodules, sharks' teeth,
earbones and fragments of other bones of Cetaceans, pumice stones, and angular and
rounded pebbles, apparently ice-borne. The specimen of the deposit procured in the
sounding tube contained carbonate of lime in the form of pelagic Foraminifera in the
upper layers, but that in the trawl did not show any effervescence when treated
with dilute acid.

There were between two and three bushels' of manganese nodules. The great
majority of these were of small size, from 1 to 2'5 cm. in diameter, resembling a lot of
marbles. One large nodule, however, with a large white-coloured nucleus, appeared to
have been broken to pieces in the trawl. The white nucleus had at one time been a

' About 80 litres.
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portion of a deep-sea deposit, but not like the dark-coloured clay that came up in the

trawl, for it contained numerous casts of Globigerina shells, along with many angular

fragments of basic volcanic glass. P1. II. fig. 7 shows the external aspect of four of the

smaller nodules, while PL II. fig. 5 shows one of the larger nodules, with portions removed

to show the internal structure. The inner concentric layers of the great majority of these

nodules form light brown coloured nuclei, which have frequently been compared to copro
lites by geologists who have examined them. These lighter layers are less than 1 mm. in

diameter, and arc arranged concentrically around altered pieces of volcanic glass, sharks'

teeth or their fragments. The outer layers are of a darker colour, and contain much more

manganese than the inner ones. The appearance under the microscope of the internal

parts of these nodules is shown in P1. XXVII. fig. 3, and in all the figures on P1. XXIX.

The typical nodules contain about 37 per cent, of manganese peroxide, and 24 per cent. of

ferric oxide. The structure of bone can be readily recognised in some of the nodules,

while others appear to have been originally formed upon fragments of bone, though now

all traces of the bone have disappeared. One of the largest tympanic bull from this

station (Batanoptera) is represented in P1. VII. fig. 1. Altogether about fifty petrous
and tympanic bones of Cetaceans were procured. Many of 'these were deeply imbedded

in concentric layers of manganese, while in other cases large portions of the bone

had been removed and substituted by depositions of manganese.
More than fifteen hundred specimens of sharks' teeth and fragments, over 1 cm.

in length, were present, while immense numbers of smaller teeth and fragments were

found in the deposit or in the nodules. Specimens of these teeth are represented in

P1. V. figs. 6,7, 10, and 11, and P1. VI. figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 18, 20, 21, and 23.

Some of the larger teeth were surrounded with layers of manganese, but, as a rule, they
were not so deeply imbedded as the smaller teeth and fragments. The internal portions
of the teeth were generally filled with deposits of manganese; the vaso-dentine and

osteo-dentine had been entirely removed, the hard external enamel-like dentine alone

remaining.
The nuclei of the nodules were occasionally pieces of volcanic rock; most of these

had undergone considerable alteration, the glassy base having been converted into

palagonite. Many of the specimens showed agate-like bands, similar to the specimen

represented in P1. XIX. fig. 3 from another station. These palagonitic layers were

soft and could be cut with a knife like cheese when taken from the sea, but they have

since become quite brittle. Two of these nuclei are represented in P1. XVI. fig. 3,

and P1. XVII. fig. 7. Among the nodules were several bomb-like fragments about

1 cm. in diameter, with a hard thin exterior, and a hollow interior partly filled with

ferruginous matters. Some of the nodules contained hollow spaces, in which the

manganese assumed a radiate, crypto-crystalline, structure. The outside of the nodules

was generally covered with Rhizopod tubes, or the stolons of Hydroids, and these could
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sometimes be observed in the body of the nodules, incorporated between the successive

layers. There were six rounded or rolled pebbles; the largest, having in one direction

a diameter of over 3 cm., was a basaltic rock, while the others were fragments of

granitic and gneissic rocks. These pebbles are believed to have been ice-borne, this

station being just beyond the borders of the region of floating ice in the southern

hemisphere.
Twelve rounded pieces of pumice, the largest about the size of a hen's egg, were

also met with; the outer portions were decomposed into earthy matter, and covered

with layers of manganese, which also penetrated in the form of dendrites throughout the

whole of the mass.

The magnetic spherules extracted from the deposit at this station, as well as

from the manganese nodules, were numerous; some of them are represented in P1.
XXIII. figs. 1, 4, and 8.

Station 286, 2335 fathoms.-There were two layers in the sample of deposit obtained
in the sounding tube, an upper dark-coloured layer containing but little carbonate
of lime, and a lower light-coloured layer containing many Globiyerin and Coccoliths.
The trawl contained about two bushels' of manganese nodules and pumice stones,

along with a large number of sharks' teeth and bones of Cetaceans. P1. IL fig. 6
shows five of the nodules from this station. They are formed around sharks' teeth, or

splinters of teeth, and small particles of pumice, and it will he seen from the figure that
these are cemented into little groups of an irregular form. The striking characteristic
of the nodules at this station is that the great majority of them are formed round frag
ments of teeth or of bone. Sometimes these organic fragments are surrounded by layers
of manganese of considerable thickness, while at other times there is only a slight coating,
although the bone may have dendrites of manganese ramifying throughout its whole
mass, and the teeth are usually filled with manganese depositions. The manner in which
the manganese penetrates and covers these organic fragments is represented by the figures
on P1. X.

Over 350 sharks' teeth and fragments were observed among the nodules; some
of them are represented in P1. V. figs. 8 and 9, P1. VI. figs. 14 and 22, P1. X.

figs. 4 and 5. Numerous bones of Cetaceans were obtained at this station, including
tympanic bulla and detached petrous bones, beaks of Ziphioid whales, fragments of flat
and spongy bones, and numerous other small fragments forming nuclei of the manganese
nodules. Some of these are represented in P1. V11. figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5, P1. VIII.

figs. 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and. 14, and P1. X. figs. 1, 2, and. 3.
A few of the nodules contained nuclei of basic volcanic glass and palagonitc. There

were several pieces of rolled pumice, and one large granitic pebble, over 3 inches in.
diameter, apparently ice-borne. Among the nodules were numbers of clayey concretions

Over 70 litres.
(tii'-i Ll'QS1T CUALL. EX1.-1 S91.) 46
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of a greyish colour, perforated by worm tracks, and coated with manganese; these con
cretions contained a few (Joccoliths and crystals of phillipsite.

Station 287, 2400 fathoms.-The deposit in the sounding tube was of a dark chocolate
colour, and contained a considerable amount of manganese, along with crystals of philhp.
8ite, palagonitic fragments, and small sharks' teeth.

Station 288, 2600 fathoms.-The sounding tube had sunk 18 inches into the deposit;
it was of a red colour throughout, and contained an immense number of manganese

particles, zeolitic crystals, and palagonitic fragments.
Station 289, 2550 fathoms.-The trawl brought up over a bushel' of manganese

nodules, to some of which clay adhered, but at this station no specimen of the deposit
was obtained, either in the bag of the trawl, in the tow-net attached to the trawl, nor in

the sounding tube. This, together with the fact that the sounding tube and the iron

work of the trawl were scored with manganese, indicates that the nodules must have

been very abundant. They were nearly all of large size, some being 6 or 7 cm. in

diameter. Their surfaces were exceedingly irregular, and they easily broke into segments

following the radii and the concentric layers. The nuclei were generally deeply imbedded,

there being very few sharks' teeth or earbones with a slight coating of manganese as at

Stations 285 and 286, indeed, only two sharks' teeth were noticed as nuclei of the

nodules; there were, however, seven earbones forming nuclei. Some of the nuclei were

formed of basic volcanic glass and palagonite. The internal concentric layers were, in

some of the nodules, of a lighter colour than the external ones, as shown in P1. III. fig. 7,

representing one of the nodules from this station. Another nodule is represented in P1.

IX. fig. 3; the upper portion of the figure shows the manner in which the segments
break away from the nodule. In -the hollows between the rather large mammi1le a

rami.fying Rhizopod tube is shown, but on the whole the surfaces of the nodules from this

station were remarkably free from organisms.
Station 290, 2250 fathoms.-.--The outside of the sounding tube was covered with

black streaks of manganese; the leads and ironwork of the trawl were also covered with

similar streaks, as if they had been rubbing on. nodules at the bottom. In the bag of the

trawl, however, there was only a single small nodule about the size of a marble, to which

an egg-capsule was attached.

Station 292, 1600 fathoms. -The deposit at this station was a Globigerina Ooze of a

dark brown colour from the presence of manganese peroxide. Some of the Foraminifera

shells were covered with black specks of manganese, while numerous grains of manganese
and some paliLgonitic fragments were also observed.

Station 293, 2025 fathoms,-The deposit was dark brown in colour from the presence
of manganese grains, and in the bag of the trawl were about a dozen manganese nodules,

to which several organisms were attached. Some of these nodules had nuclei of basic

' About 38 1itres.
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volcanic glass, surrounded by different coloured bands Altering into palagonitic
material. One of these is represented in P1. XIX. fig. 3; another nucleus, in which the

vitreous base is transformed into palagonite, is shown in P1. XVII. fig. 2.

Station 294, 2270 fathoms.-In the lower six inches of the sounding tube there was a

dark-coloured deposit, containing a large quantity of manganese, together with palagonitic

fragments, sharks' teeth, and zeolitic crystals.
Station 296, 1825 fathoms.-The mud in the lower half of the sounding tube was of

a dark brown colour from the presence of manganese grains, and in the trawl were several
small manganese nodules, about the size of peas, together with numerous splinters of
basic volcanic glass and palagonite.

Station 297, 1775 fathoms.-The deposit here was a Globigerina Ooze containing 71

per cent. of carbonate of lime. The trawl contained about 4 litres of manganese nodules,
while about 3 litres were obtained in the tow-net attached to the trawl, along with a

quantity of the yellow-coloured Globigerina Ooze. The weights, 300 fathoms in front of
the trawl, were scored with black streaks, as if they had been dragged over lumps of

manganese. The nodules rarely exceeded 4 cm. in diameter, were round in form, and
not so massive as nodules of a similar size dredged from a Red Clay. The great majority
had large, whitish, yellowish, or greenish nuclei, evidently originally composed of aggre
gations of the deposit, for very many casts of Foraminifera were observed in a yellowish
or whitish substance, which is unaffected by dilute acids. In general these nuclei are
soft, but at other times they are harder, and the casts of Foraminifera are very perfect.
One of these nuclei contained iron, alumina, and magnesia, with small quantities of
soluble silica, manganese dioxide, and soda. The portion insoluble in hydrochloric acid,

amounting to 53 per cent., consisted mainly of free silica. The general appearance of
these nodules is represented in P1. III. fig. 8, while in fig. 9 of the same plate one of the
nodules is broken to show the nucleus. In some cases the nucleus consists of a fragment
of basic volcanic glass surrounded by altered palagoriitic zones; in other cases the central
unaltered portion has entirely disappeared, the whole nucleus being converted into

palagonite. Occasionally the nucleus is composed of a large number of angular fragments
of palagonite with hollow spaces in the centre (see P1. XVIII. fig. 1). When the man

ganese is removed from these nodules by concentrated hydrochloric acid the skeleton
that remains has a very areolar structure, as represented in P1. IX. fig. 9.

This station is instructive as being one of the few instances in which manganese
nodules were found in a Globigerina Ooze. It may be pointed out that the manganese
nodules are here associated with a considerable quantity of basic volcanic glass, fine

areolar volcanic ash, and palagonitic grains; indeed, this association of altered basic

volcanic material and manganese is very constant in deep-sea deposits. While there

were perfect casts of Foraminifera observed in the nuclei of many of the nodules, no casts
of these organisms were found in the deposit itself. The accumulation of free silica in
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these nuclei is very remarkable, especially when the small proportion of siliceous organisms
in the deposit is remembered. One of the tow-nets contained several rounded lumps of

the deposit, loosely held together by deuciritic depositions of manganese and iron, which

seemed to indicate the beginning of the nodule formation.

Station 299, 2160 fathoms.-The deposit at this station was a Blue Mud, but just on

the border-line between Blue Mud and Red Clay. There was over a litre of manganese
nodules in the trawl. Some of these were formed round nuclei of pumice, while in others

no apparent nucleus was present. The prevailing form, represented in P1. III. fig. 4,

is like an inverted cone with the apex removed. The lower part of the nodule was

very areolar in structure, containing much clayey matter in alternate layers, and con-

centric round a point which would he represented by the apex
of the cone. The upper part of the cone is also made up of

concentric layers, but is much harder and more compact.
Another nodule from this station is represented in Fig. 3.5,

'
with a Scaipelium attached. There were also in the trawl a

tympanic bulla of a Globiocephahis, with the petrous bone

4 attached, and a Cephalopod beak, both coated with manganese.

/ Station 300, 1375 fathoms.-The trawl appeared to have

caught on the bottom, and it was with great difficulty that it

could be released, the accumulators being stretched to their

utmost. The beam of the trawl was scored in several places by
-

patches of black manganese, as if the beam had caught on

f something coated with that substance. Amongst the ooze in
'

. ( the bag of the trawl were three or four basaltic pebbles, coated

with manganese, and four flattened pieces of volcanic tufa,

coated on one surf, by deposits of manganese, 6 to 12 mm

m thickness

Station 302, 1450 fathoms.-The trawl, as at Station 300,
-?

caught upon the bottom, and was with difficulty re-leased. The

I bag of the trawl contained about a peck of ooze, containing

many manganese concretions and voleauie pebbles. Among
Fm. 35.-Manganese Nodule with the manganese nodules were some large flat-shaped fragments.
&alpcllum darWnLii growing on it.
Station 299, 21O fathoms. South apparently torn from larger masses. They consisted of alter-

nate layers, and were black-brown throughout. The majority

of the nodules had nuclei of basic volcanic glass, surrounded by altered layers; one of the

nuclei is represented in P1. XVI. fig. 4, and another in P1. XVII. fig. 4. Other nodules

,ti co 0 -1 thvin couldppea-red to have been. formed around small aggregations of the deposit, for ii

be seen many casts of Foraminifera.
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ATLANTIC OCEAN (HOMEWARD VOYAGE).

Station 330, 2440 fathoms.-There were a good many manganese particles in the

deposit, sometimes in the form of tubes, and one worm-tube appeared to be filled in the

inside with deposits of manganese.
Station 337, 1240 fathoms.-The sounding tube here brought up a number of Pteropod

and Heteropod shells, with a thin coating of manganese, and similar shells were found in

the bag of the dredge.
Station 339, 1415 fathoms.-The larger Pteropod and Heteropod shells in this

Pteropod Ooze were covered on the outside with thin coatings of peroxide of manganese.
Station 3-11, 1475 fathoms.-The sounding tube came up empty, except for a few

Pteropod and Foraminifera shells, and small particles of peroxide of manganese. On the

outside of the tube were several black streaks, which on examination proved to be due

to peroxide of manganese.
Station 343, 425 fathoms; Station 344, 420 fathoms.-Some pieces of dead coral,

fragments of rocks and shells, coated with manganese, came up in the sounding tubes.

Some of the small rock fragments are black vesicular basalts transforming into palagonite.

There do not appear to have been any large hauls of manganese nodules from the

abysmal regions other than those made by the Challenger Expedition. H.M.S. "Egeria"
in the centre of the Indian Ocean, and the IJ.S.S. "Tusearora" in many parts of the

Pacific, have, however, procured in the sounding tube samples of red and chocolate clays
identical with those obtained by the Challenger in the regions from which the large
numbers of manganese nodules were trawled. It may therefore be assumed that very
wide regions of the deep sea, other than those examined by the Challenger, are covered

with nodules and organic remains similar to those described in the foregoing enumeration.

In the Atlantic no indications have as yet been forthcoming of manganese areas

similar in character and extent to those of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, containingmany
sharks' teeth, earbones of Cetaceans, crystals of phillipsite, and numerous cosmic spberules,
for in none of the samples of deposits procured in the sounding tube are there any of

the dark chocolate-coloured Red Clays.' The manganese deposits in the Atlantic appear
1 Mr J. Y. Buchanan has described some small manganese nodules and manganiferous deposits dredged first

by himself and subsequently by Mr Murray, in the estuary of the Clyde, Scotland, in 104 fathoms and lesser depths (see
Nature, vol. xviii. p. (328,1878; Tran. Roy. Soc. Edin., voL xxxvi., 1891). The small nodules resemble in some respects
those from the deep sea; they contain more quartz and larger traces of copper, but smaller traces of cobalt and nickel.
The state of oxidation of the manganese is, according to Buchanan, very little over Mn203, while in deep-sea nodules
it falls very little short of Mn02. The peroxide of manganese in the deposits of Loch Fyne and other parts of the
Clyde sea-area appears for the most part to have been derived from the chemical works of the district, and not from
the decomposition of the minerals and rocks of the deposits ; one firm alone, Isleasra C. Tennant and Co., state that
between the years 1818 and 1846 they threw into the river Clyde over 56,000 tons of chloride of manganese as a waste
product of their manufactures. This view as to the source of the manganese seems to be confirmed by Mr Mun'ay's
recent extensive dredgings on the west coast of Scotland, for while manganese nodules and coatings are abundant in
iliany regions of the Clyde sea-area-for instance, on the Skelmorlie Bank, in Loch Striven, Loch Coil, and Loch
Lung-only relatively small traces of manganese peroxide can be found in the more northern bobs of the west coast,
where the rocks and minerals in the. deposits are similar in nature to those in the Clyde area.
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to be much more limited, and have chiefly been found in more or less close proximity
to volcanic islands. There are, however, indications of an approach to the condition
of the chocolate-coloured clays of the Pacific in the deep water about 20° N. and 50°
W. in the Atlantic.

If now we attempt to summarise the foregoing descriptions, it may be said that these

concretionary masses of manganese assume a great variety of forms in modern deep-sea
deposits. Sometimes the oxides cover consolidated masses of tufa, fragments of rocks,

portions of the deposit, branches of Coral, and remains of other calcareous organisms.
At other times fragments broken off from what must have been huge concretionary
masses were obtained in the trawl and dredge; this was especially the case in the
shallower waters near to, or on the slopes of, volcanic islands. The prevailing con
cretions, however, were more or less rounded nodular masses, from 1 to 10 or 15 cm.
in diameter, and hence resembling all concretionary bodies formed in a plastic or liquid
medium. As will have been noticed in the descriptions of the nodules at each station,

they may present great variations in the dredging, but as a rule the nodules at any one

station have a family resemblance, and differ, in size, form, and internal structure, from

those at another station; so much so that now, after a detailed study of the collections,

it is usually possible for us and our assistants to state at sight from which Challenger
station any particular nodule had been procured.

In a great many cases the external form depends on the shape of the nucleus, but

there are a number of minor peculiarities which afford indications of the station to which

the samples belong. The great irregularity of some nodules depends on the fact that the

nucleus is not simple. The concretionary depositions have commenced around several

adjacent foreign bodies; by the increase of the successive layers around the several

nuclei, the little nodules have come in contact with each other, have become united, and

finally have developed into a large single nodule with several protuberances, assuming
the aspect of double, triple, or quadruple nodules. In the case of very large nodules

the multiple origin becomes for the most part obliterated at the external surface. The

surfaces of the nodules are covered by all sorts of asperities and mammi1h, these being

generally more pronounced on the under surface which had been immersed in the deposit.
Sometimes there is no apparent nucleus, and nodules of this character usually

contain more manganese, being dark brown or black to the very centre, and take on a

bright metallic lustre when polished with chamois leather or a piece of cloth. Almost

always, however, there are one or more recognisable nuclei, around which the manganese
and iron have concreted. It may be remarked that there is no chemical relation between

the manganese and the nucleus to initiate the depositions, for the nuclei may be in

differently carbonates, phosphates, silicates, or silica. Any solid body suffices for the

support of the original, and subsequent coucretionary deposits. Basic and acid silicates
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-like pumice and glassy lapihi, almost always profoundly altered-are perhaps the most

frequent nuclei, then follow teeth of sharks and other fish, otoliths, bones of Cetaceans,

siliceous and calcareous Sponges, and even agglomerations of the deposits in which casts

of Foraminifera can be recognised.
Not only the external form and the presence of nuclei, but also the internal structuxe,

indicate the concretionary nature of the nodules; the sections, in fact, show that the

nodules are built up of successive concentric zones. The inner zones follow closely the

form of the nucleus, while those towards the exterior are more regular and have more

ample curves. Some zones are darker than others, and in these the manganese is more

abundant than in the intervening ones, which have a large admixture of earthy and

clayey materials. The zones vary in thickness in different specimens; sometimes they
are thinnest in the central, and sometimes in the outer, layers. This zonary structure is

well exhibited when the nodules are demanganesed; the clayey and earthy skeletons that

remain after this treatment resemble strikingly all the varieties of urinary calculi. The

empty spaces in these skeletons show the positions occupied by the eliminated manganese
in the nodules, and it may be seen that the dendrites had passed across the earthy and

clayey zones.

The concretionary arrangement of the nodules is likewise clearly exhibited by the

facility with which the successive zones may be separated into concentric shells or scales

following the earthy layers. In some of the more compact and purer nodules, and. in

spaces free from foreign substances, a distinct fibro-radiate disposition may also be

observed, recalling the structure of pyrolusite, and there is nearly always a tendency to a

fracture following the radii of the nodule. Some of the nodules, indeed, have broken up
in this fashion while still at the bottom of the sea, and the separate fragments or wedges
of the original nodule have become the centres or nuclei around which new concentric

layers have been deposited.

Microscopic Characters.-The microscopic characters of the manganese concreted in

the nodules do not present any peculiarities to allow of a specific determination of the

mineral. Like all the oxides of manganese, it appears, in the thin slices of the nodules,

as absolutely opaque: a black mass sometimes with a brownish tint. There is no trace

of internal structure nor of crystalline form, if we except some small patches in a few of

the denser nodules, whose crypto-crystalline appearance has been compared to pyrolusite.
When mixed with the clayey matters of the deposits the manganese is often seen as

minute roundish grains with a black opaque centre and a brownish coloured border. But

generally the red-brown or chocolate pigment of the deposit is indefinite, and the oxides

of iron and manganese occur with very vague contours. In the nodules the manganese

appears to be amorphous, but as we have said it assumes a dendritic arrangement which

can be well seen under the microscope. All the details of this structure, and the form

of the manganese in the nodules, are represented by the figures on Pie. XXVIII. and
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XXIX., but these figures show rather the structure of the nodules themselves than the

microstructure of the mineral. It may be seen from the figures that the manganese is

disposed in flue concentric layers, marked off by black opaque or brown lines. The fine

black andulatory zones may be recognised as having a coucretionary arrangement oven

with high powers, as represented in P1. XXIX. fig. 3. The appearance of nodules with

many centres, and other peculiarities of structure, are well shown in many of the micro

scopic sections. In P1. XXVIII. fig. 3 there are several centres of concretion, organic
and inorganic-fragments of teeth, palagonite, and other volcanic rocks; the deposition
has commenced around each of them, and they ultimately became united into a single
nodule by successive layers of manganese. In P1. XXIX. fig. 2 another concretion is

represented containing several nuclei; near the upper part of the figure there is a section

of a shark's tooth as one of the principal centres, and immediately below this another

large nucleus consisting of a volcanic lapilli containing green augite and plagioclase.
P1. XXIX. fig. 4 shows again the zonary arrangement of the manganese around two

centres composed of altered material and their subsequent envelopment in one nodule by

the continuous deposition of manganese, which has enclosed at the same time the clayey

matters with fragments of minerals and organisms.
The microscopic as well as the macroscopic examination shows a well-marked zonary

structure, always combined with a denciritic arrangement. In P1. XXVIII. fig. 1 the

arborescent form of the black manganese is directed parallelly to the radii of the nodule,

and is intercalated in yellowish brown muddy materials. This is quite the ordinary

aspect of dendrites of this mineral; the figure also shows the zonary structure indicated

by curved bands of a deep brown colour. P1. XXVIII. fig. 2 shows likewise the dendritic

arrangement, but not so well marked; the large ovoid body occupying the centre of the

figure was probably the primary form of the original nucleus, now mostly transformed

into manganese. In P1. XXVIII. figs. 4 and 5 variations of the same zonary and

dendritic structure are represented.
It may be concluded from the study of the microscopic sections that the deposition

of the manganese has been continuous, for the manganese oxides can be seen to ramify

across the earthy or clayey layers, and are thus continuous with the manganese in the

purer and darker zones. In all respects the microscopic examination confirms the views

arrived at from a macroscopic examination as to the structure of the nodules and their

varied nuclei.

Chemical Composition.-To what mineral species or ore of manganese are these

nodules to be referred? The numerous analyses given below prove that we have to do

with a hydrated oxide of manganese, mixed with variable quantities of limouite, clay,

and other earthy and sandy matters. Among the associated substances there are several

which are in a way peculiar to the concretionary and reniform manganese ores, for

instance., copper, cobalt, nickel, &c. The general mass of the substance of the nodules
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is dull, dirty brown, earthy, soiling the fingers, and easily scratched with a knife. The

streak is reddish brown or chestnut brown, like the hydrated oxides: manganite and

hausmanite. The hardness is variable, being greater in the purer specimens, which are

capable of taking on a beautiful polish with a bluish black reflection, like that of

psilomelane. Sometimes little divergent crystalline fibres, resembling pyrolusite, may be

observed. When freshly taken from the sea, they were soft, heavy, and easily pared
down with a knife; they have on drying become harder, lighter, and much more brittle.

These concretions present in the different specimens the characters found in quite dis

tinct oxides of manganese, and as we shall see they are made up of a mixture of these

different oxides. Fused with soda they give the reaction of manganate of sodium;

chlorine is set free when they are attacked by hydrochloric acid. The somewhat low

specific gravity of most specimens is remarkable, this being evidently due to the mixture

of foreign substances, and in some instances to the nucleus of pumice.
The following analyses show clearly the mixed composition of the nodules. Among

the substances indicated by the analyses, the oxides of manganese are the most abundant,

and these may make up more than one-half of the total mass of the nodules. The hydrated
oxide of iron is nearly as abundant as that of manganese, indeed in not a few instances

the peroxide of iron present in the nodules exceeds the peroxide of manganese. In

addition to these oxides of manganese and iron there occur all the constituents found in

the deposits in which the nodules were embedded. This is indicated by the hydrated
silica often in excess of the alumina, and may be due to the presence of the skeletons of
siliceous organisms. The carbonate and phosphate of lime, as well as the carbonate of

magnesia, point to the presence of carbonate of lime shells and other organic remains.
In the insoluble portion there is evidence of anhydrous silicates, referable no doubt to the
small fragments of volcanic rocks and minerals, answering to silicates of alumina, iron,

lime, magnesia, and alkalies, enclosed along with the deposit in the zones of growth.
Finally nickel, cobalt, and other rare substances are indicated, as is specially shown by
Dr Gibson's more detailed analysis at the end of the volume (Appendix IL).
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Station. Depth tn

Fathom !'O. U53 on
Ignition.

S102 AJ0 Fe202 Mn03 CaCO2 Ca804 Ca2P04 MgCO3 Ca NI Co Total. S10 A10 Fe20, CaO No TotaL

3 1925 96 24-84 400 2-60 31,60 2614 315 1-16 090 111 Outa. 7046 2-00 100 130 010 010 410
97 1810 6-00 110 4011 2280 515 117 014 111 Cu Ni Co tr. 79,38 116 015 018 016 018 312

16 2435 98 1313 7-05 2-96 3608 29-32 1-96 115 g. U. 412 6u Ni tr. 82,73 A1203, FeO3, 8i03'64
160 2600 99 20,40 11-17 2-00 19,08 3248 317 018 020 1-72 On Nig. tr. 7010 710' 0-451 010 015 010 9-30

100 1110 910 410 1610 89-32 3-00 0-58 ti. 1,60 Cu abund. ti. 75-60 12-00 1*00 018 012 1340
101 10-25 16,60 180 1510 33,62 310 0,68 U. 3-02 Cu abund.tr. 7312 11-73 2-10 1-50 0-40 010 18-03

248 2900 102 16-50 11,00 2-50 20-50 22,60 215 0,85 g. U. 110 On Ni g. U. 8110 18-10 2-17 1-16 015 012 2240
252 2740 103 10,60 11-00 8-50 19-33 28-50 3.37 0-88 U. 1-90 Cu sin. ti. Nig. U. 6848 16,74 215 115 0-45 013 2092

104 20-80 910 5-00 17-83 25°37 318 018 ti. 2,27 Cu tr. 64-53 11-37 1-70 0-90 0-50 0-20 14-67
105 15-20 9-20 4-50 16-92 2548 8.58 0-58 tr. 2-27 Cu ti. 62-53 18-42 2-10 0-90 015 010 2227

253 3125 107 1210 15-97 4,70 21,20 26,21 8-06 0.75 0-45 0-88 OuNig.tr.Cotr. 7310 11'16 1-80 010 0-52 012 1410
256 2950 108 11-30 9-20 210 18-80 30-57 2,68 058 g. U. 414 Cu L U. Ni g. ti. Go U. 7757 810 140 010 013 g. tr. 11-13
264 3000 109 890 2410 2,85 21,38 2909 218 012 U. 340 CU I. ti. Nig. U. Cotr. 83,92 4-10 010 1-70 0-45 013 7-18
274 2750 110 1210 1010 1-00 8,41 51-46 3-58 019 1-35 412 Cu0l0 Nig.tr. 8210 3-00 0,60 060 0-45 0-15 4-80
31 ,, 111 12,50 9,80 010 1197 62,39 3,95 015 013 2-12 Cu0l9Nig.tr. 8210 215 0-55 0-94 0-34 0-11 4-60

,, 112 1140 8,80 0,30 915 65,89 388 018 0,35 4,16 Cu0l9Nig.tr. 8410 2-54 031 018 0,33 0-14 4-10
276 2350 113 1630 1310 500 40,50 11,40 506 087 fair tr. 1-13 Cu g.tr.NiCotr. 77,56 114 110 1-50 0-70 0-70 6-14

114 14-40 9,76 2-00 4500 14,82 4-30 0-99 sin. tr. 1-13 Ca g. U. Ni Co U. 78-00 3-90 1,10 140 0-70 050 710
115 1410 36-30 810 21-00 1-91 270 0-41 g. tr. 113 Cu tr. 7215 800 1-80 2-00 0-85 0-60 13-15

281 2385 117 16,00 15-40 210 29-00 22-22 2-79 0-29 U. 111 Cu Ni g. ti. Co U. 7311 7-22 1-25 118 084 015 1019
11 11 118 10-98 1512 318 32-50 19-92 2-81 013 . 1-41 Cu g. U. 7517 9-24 110 112 0-84 0-35 13-25
tP OP 119 516 30-40 2-70 2780 6-51 2-79 0-29 g. U. 113 Cu Ni Co U. 71-62 12-50 2-13 5-04 2-69 016 2212
285 2375 120 12,90 910 2-50 24,63 86,54 116 0,34 g.tr. 1-13 Cu Nig.tr.Ootr. 76-20 7-58 194 0-72 0-58 0,10 10-90

121 9-25 1218 7-42 1114 24-71 359 0-73 7-15 1,30 Cu U. 6912 15-06 3-80 2-20 0-38 0-09 21-53
122 1910 12-10 6-20 20-10 16-14 4-36 0-87 g.tr. 015 Cu tr. 60-52 12-55 2-40 3-00 111 012 2018

,, 123 13-00 9-50 9,50 16-40 22,06 017 1-05 213 018 Cu tr. 6309 16-50 410 110 140 021. 28-91
124 8-23 3010 8-14 25-04 814 249 018 tr. 012 Cu tr. 75-81 10-00 1-25 3-49 0-70 0-52 15,96
125 1310 3310 9,50 18,98 13-98 8,00 U. U. 1,04 Ca. tr. 8010 2-36 1-15 200 0-45 0,14 6-10
125a 23-40 912 815 12,75 22-20 4-15 015 0-90 0,14 Ca g. U. 58,52 12-18 3'33 144 019 g.tr. 1818

286 2335 75 4-70 3-24- 2-30 13-88 3,62 11-56 2,62 53-12 0-75 CnNiCotr. 9110 115 0-50 1-70 0-51 0,15 411
126 8-70 17-10 2-50 24-00 27,40 4,37 087 010 118 Cu Nig.fr.Cotr. 7810 8,91 1-90 1,20 0-84 0-15 13-00
127 15-50 14-10 2-31 21-87 22-79 2,65 0-51 019 0-68 CuNig.U.Ootr. 65-60 14-80 110 2,20 010 0-30 18-90
128 11-35 910 113 16-48 38,16 501 094 g. tr. 3-26 Cu Ni g. U. Co U. 7497 1011 1-18 1-40 017 0-22 13-68

289 2550 129 13-80 810 210 19,79 32-02 3-08 0,58 0,40 187 Ca0310.05 6910 1280 116 110 078 0,26 16-50
293 2025 10 11-20 8-00 1-00 2006 37-61 4-21 010 :010 8-98 Ca Nig.tr. 76-20 810 2,21 0-80 018 0,11 1210
297 1775 131 11-30 10-20 0-50 28-48 30-77 8-38 0-87 g. U. 419 Cu Ni Co am. U. 81,67 414 0,50 110 0-61 0-18 713
299 2160 132 11-80 7-00 0-70 6-08 55,67 5,57 018 U. 1-90 Cu U. Ni am. ti. 77,50 710 210 0-70 0-49 0-11 10,70

133 1010 9-00 0,30 14-00 46-89 2-57 058 tr. 416 Cu tr. Nism. U. 77-50 8-40 2,60 0-70 011 0-29 12-50
,, 134 10-40 510 ... 5-86 63-23 2,79 011 U. 215 Cu U. Nism. U. 80,64 549 2,40 010 014 0-18 8-96

302 1450 135 11-40 11,40 0,55 39,75 22,27 418 117 g. ti-. 3-48 Cu. Nism. tr. 8280 810 0,60 110 019 011 510

-I

1-3
t.Tj

I

No. 75, bone nuclei.
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The two analyses, Nos. 106 and 136, which could not well be tabulated with the

rest, are given apart:-

STATION 252, 2740 fathoms (No. 106). c. In Sulphuric
Acid Extract LI " "

Total water, . " . . 2410 from Hydro.
UmIna and ,OTflC oxide, 112

Total carbonic acid, " " 018 chloric Acid niIci1 . . . . . 0 *88
Total phosphoric acid extract-

} o"o Residue.
able by HO], d. Ultimate Resi. -Silicates and Silica, . . . 1491Lime, . . . . . 045 due.a. InAcetic AcidAcid

Magnesia, " " . . . 018 9a"18Extract.C Soda,. . . . . . 060
Silica, " " " 7"47 STATION 276, 2350 fathoms (No. 136).
Lead, . . . 001 Water, . . " 9.5j
Copper, *272




I
Cobalt, 0,25 013 Silica, . . . . 19,84

'" '°Nickel, 0,40
Lime, 8*19

: ia, 6186
tract from Manganous oxide, " . . 19,89 Ferric ode, " " 26*70
Acetic Acid Loose oxygen, " . . " 895 Magnesia, . . . " . 119
Residue. Lime, . . . . . 1.33 Manganous oxide, . " . 2648

Magnesia, . . . . 1-40. Nickel oxide, " . . . I12
Alkalies, . . . . . 0-34 Oxygen, . " . " " 611
Alumina, . . . " " 803
Ferric oxide, . . . . 16,20 10148

The analyses Nos. 106 and 136 were undertaken with the view of determining the

degree of oxidation of the manganese in the nodules. The results of Dittmar's experi
ments show that the quantity of peroxide-oxygen in the samples examined by him is

slightly greater than what would be required by the assumption that the manganese exists
in the state of binoxide.' Buchanan arrived at similar results from his analyses of some
nodules.' We obtained the same result in analysing a nodule from Station 276, 2350
fathoms.' In this case we have been able to determine that the oxidation and hydration
of the manganese answers approximately to Mn02+ and that this hydrated oxide
is united with limonite (2Fe2O5 + 3H20), 267 per cent. The estimation of peroxide
oxygen was also made by Dr Gibson in nodules from Station 285, 2375 fathoms; the

quantity found by him showed that barely all the manganese might exist as peroxide, and
he points out that the cobalt, nickel, and thallium, present in the nodules, may also exist
as peroxides, and thus account for the excess of oxygen.4

We thus arrive at the conclusion that these nodules of iron and manganese must be
classed along with the impure variety of manganese known as wad or bog manganese ore.
Under this name are included the manganese ores occurring in amorphous and reniform
masses, made up, in addition to manganese, largely of a mixture of limonite and sandy
materials, together with small percentages of cobalt, nickel, copper, and other substances.

They are related to psilomelane under the formula ROMnO2 + 11,0, but arc mixtures of
different oxides and cannot be considered distinct mineral species. In continental rocks

wad or bog manganese occurs often as a deposit formed under water, and has originated
from the decomposition of other manganese ores, principally manganese carbonates.

See Analysis No. 106, App. III. 2 Proc. Roy. Soc. Min., vol. ix. p. 287, 1877.
See Analysis No. 136, App. III. See Appendix 11.
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Origin of the Manganese and Manganese Nodules.-The source of the manganese,
and the mode of formation of the ferro-manganic concretions in marine deposits, have

been the subjects of numerous publications.
In 1877 Murray1 referred to the association of manganese with abundance of

basic volcanic debris at the bottom of the ocean, and attributed the origin of the man

ganese nodules to the oxidation of the carbonate of manganese arising from the decom

position of manganiferous rocks, and its subsequent deposition in concretionary form.

In 1878 Gümbel2 analysed some nodules sent to him by Wilemoes-Suhm, a dis

tinguished naturalist of the Challenger Expedition, who died at sea. He recalls that

Forchhammer had made known the presence of manganese in sea-water, and that Bischof

had shown the presence of the same substance in the ashes of Zostera rnaritimct. But

he does not admit the concentration of manganese under the influence of organisms,
because it is dissolved in sea-water in such small quantity, and because the manganese is

found in great abundance over a large area of the sea-bed. He refers the formation of

the nodules to the influence of submarine springs holding manganese in solution, which

is precipitated on contact with the sea-water. Agglomerates of a rounded form are thus

produced by repeated turnings and rollings in the clay and water.

In 1881 Buchanan suggested that the manganese nodules originated through the inter

vention of organic substances, which changed to sulphides the sulphates of the sea-water,

thus causing the formation of sulphides of iron and, manganese, these becoming subse

quently oxidised. Recently in 1890 he repeated this view.'

In 1882 Boussingault4 discussed the formation of coatings of manganese in various

regions, due to the presence of water charged with compounds of this element. He rejects
the views of Buchanan and Gümbel as insufficient to explain the facts, and holds that the

submarine concretions and manganiferous coatings are derived from the carbonates.

In 1883 Dieulafait rested an explanation on the fact that sea-water collected between

New York and Marseilles, as well as in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean, deposited in the

Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. ix. pp. 255-258, 1877; also Pioc. Roy. Soc., vol. xxiv. p. 529, 1876.
Giimbel, "Die am Grunde des Meeres vorkonunenden Mangaiiknollen," &tzb. d. k. bayer. Akad. d. lVi8s., Math.

phya Cl., 1878, ii. pp. 180-209; also Neucs Jahrb. f. Mm., &c., 1878, P. 869. See also: te niineralogisehe-geologiache
Beschaffenbeit der auf der Forschungsreise S.M.S. 'Gazelle' gesanimelten Meeresgrund-Ablagerungen," pp. 33-36,
Berlin (no date).

Brie. Ass. Report for 1881, pp. 5834; Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xviii. pp. 17-39. With reference to this view it
may be stated that in our experiments at the Scottish Marine Station it was found that manganese dioxide, when
exposed to the action of suiphuretted hydrogen or alkaline or earthy sulphides, becomes reduced to a lower oxide;
this reaction takes place when the manganese nodules themselves are so exposed. For example, powdered manganese
nodules were introduced into sea-water, along with decomposing mussel-flesh; in a few days the sulphates present in the
sea-water had been reduced to sulphides, which firstly altered the manganese peroxide to protoxide, which, being soluble
in the carbonic acid (the product of the oxidation o the organic matter), remained as soluble bicarbonate of manganese
in the sea-water, while the iron sesquioxide present in the nodules was thrown down as insoluble sulphide. It does
not therefore seem possible that the nodules can be formed in the way indicated by Buchanan (Murray and Irvine).

"Sur l'apparition du nnwganae a la surface des roches," iliinalcs de (ihirnic at de Physique, 5th ser. torn. xxvii. p.
289-311,1882.

"Le mangardse dana les esux de iner acluchles et dune certains tie leurs d1sts ; eonqtIe1lCee relatives ht cruie
blanche de Is pihiode secoudaire," Uompts l&ndus, torn. xcvi. p 715, 1883.
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bottles a residue rich in manganese. He argues that the manganese exists in the

water in the form of carbonate, and that at the surface gaseous exchanges take place

transforming the carbonate into oxide, which falls to the bottom of the sea where it

takes a coucretionary form.'

In 1891 Irvine and Gibson2 pointed out that sulphide of manganese could not be formed

in the manner maintained by Buchanan, as it is readily decomposed by the action of car

bonic acid, whether free or loosely combined as in the bicarbonates of sea-water, carbonate

of manganese being formed, which would go into solution as bicarbonate of manganese.
These various opinions as to the mode of origin of manganese nodules may be sum

marised as follows :-

1. The manganese of the nodules is chiefly derived from the decomposition of the

more basic volcanic rocks and minerals with which the nodules are nearly

always associated in deep-sea deposits. The manganese and iron of these
rocks and minerals are at first transformed into carbonates, and. subsequently
into oxides, which, on depositing from solution in the watery ooze, take a

concretionary form around various kinds of nuclei (Murray).3
2. They are formed under the reducing influence of organic matters on the sulphates

of sea-water, sulphides being produced and subsequently oxidised (Buchanan).
3. They arise from the precipitation of manganese contained in the waters of sub

marine springs at the bottom of the ocean (Gümbel).
4. They are formed from the compounds of manganese dissolved in sea-water in

the form of bicarbonates, and transformed at the surface of the sea into oxides,
which are precipitated in a permanent form on the bottom of the ocean

(Boussingault, Dieulafait).

Without discussing these diverse opinions it may be stated that we accept the

We have been unable, in all our attempts, at the laboratory of the Scottish Marine Station at Granton, to deter
mine even approximately the amount of manganese present in solution in surface waters from the Atlantic, Mediter
ranean, Red Sea, and Indian Ocean. Nor have we been able to detect the presence of manganese in the boiler deposits
of several ocean-going steamers; we have detected carbonate of manganese in the muds of the Clyde sea-area (Murray
and Irvine).

2 "Manganese Deposits in Marine Muds," Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xviii. pp. 54-59. Mr Irvine and Dr Gibson
say:-" From the behaviour of manganese, we have come to the conclusion that the formation of sulphide of manganese
camlot be a result of the animal life, or the decomposition of animal matter at the sea-bottom, as supposed by Buchanan,
inasmuch as sea-water containing excess of carbonic acid must be always present. Buchanan does not give any evidence
whatever to show that sulphide of manganese is formed, but appears to rely upon the supposed analogy in the behaviour
of iron and manganese. Under conditions such as those referred to by him, sulphide of iron is necessarily formed.
Unlike sulphide of manganese, sulphide of iron is readily formed in the presence of sea-water, whether mixed with car
lonato of lime or not, and solutions of carbonic acid or bicarbonates do not decompose it or prevent its formation. Thus in
U cases where, through the life processes of animals, sulphide of iron is formed as a result of the reduction of sulphates
the excess of carbonic acid necessarily formed at the same time must prevent the formation of sulphide of manganese.
This holds equally in the case of the decomposition of the dead bodies of animals at the sea-bottom."

While admitting that a part of the manganese accumulated at the bottom of the ocean may he derived from the
decomposition of volcanic rocks, in the manner described above (No. 1), it appears to me that the greater part must
have be'n derived from the inunganese in solution in the sea-water (A. Renard).
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first interpretation, and we shall endeavour to show that this view accords best with all
that is known with respect to the distribution and conditions under which these ferro

manganic concretions are found at the bottom of the ocean.
It may be accepted as a fact that all the hydrated oxides of manganese found at the

surface of the globe as coatings, concretions, or depositions, as well as the greater part of
the hydrated oxide of iron, have their original source in the decomposition of the

crystalline rocks containing these two metals in the form of silicates or anhydrous
oxides. This decomposition takes place generally under the action of water, almost

always containing carbonic acid. It is not necessary to insist upon the wide distribution
of iron in volcanic rocks; manganese is rarer in these rocks, but is found as a constituent
of pyroxenic, amphibolic, and peridotic minerals, and also of some varieties of magnetic
and titanic iron, which are all so abundantly distributed on the bottom of the sea.

It is well known that, under the influence of water charged with carbonic acid, such
silicates are decomposed at ordinary temperatures, and that the contained protoxides of
iron and manganese are transformed into soluble bicarbonates, leaving a residue in which
the hydrated silicate of alumina plays a large part. As soon as the loosely-combined
carbonic acid is given off from the bicarbonates, the carbonates are precipitated and

rapidly absorb oxygen, becoming hydrates corresponding to higher oxides of the metals,
the remaining carbonic acid being of course set free. The metals are now in the form of

compounds which are insoluble in water. Such is the order in which the formation of

mauganiferous and ferruginous minerals takes place on land surfaces, forming coatings,
concretions, and dendrites on ancient and recent and other eruptive rocks and minerals.

In the case of the manganese deposits of the deep sea, there are many indications

that an identical interpretation of the phenomena may be given. It may be granted
that the manganese in solution in the superficial layers and in the whole mass of the ocean

might contribute a small part to the deposits of great depths, still the great bulk of the
oxides of manganese in these deposits has evidently had another origin. The greater

part of the manganese and iron of these deposits almost certainly comes directly, along
with clay, from the alteration of the manganese and iron-bearing silicates scattered

over the bed of the ocean, and especially from those of volcanic origin. In describing
the rocks and mineral particles, and in speaking of the formation of clay, we have
shown that the alteration which these substances undergo in sea-water may be compared
in all respects with the general processes just indicated. We have laid special stress on

the occurrence in the deposits of volcanic materials, generally in a vitreous condition and
of a spongy nature, or in microscopic fragments. On the other hand, we have shown

that nearly all these rocks and minerals are decomposed or in process of alteration, and

that they nearly all contain protoxides of iron and manganese combined with siieic acid,
as for instance in augites, horublencles, magnetite, and the easily alterable basic volcanic

glasses. It is known besides that sea-water contains free or loosely-combined carbonic
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acid, furnished by the decomposition of organic substances, or augmented in certain cases by

gaseous emanations from submarine volcanic centres. Here all the conditions are favour

able for the formation of manganese nodules. In the plastic materials of the broth-like ooze

or clay we may picture the reactions that take place. The fragments of rocks and minerals

yield earthy and alkaline carbonates, which go into solution along with carbonates of the

protoxides of iron and manganese. The carbonates of the protoxides are in turn decomposed,

absorbing and combining with oxygen in solution in sea-water; they are precipitated as

scsquioxide of iron and peroxide of manganese in the mud, clay, or ooze, whilst clay and

precipitated silica represent the insoluble portion of the original mineral. The oozy surface

layers of the deposit and the immediately superincumbent water must, from many indica

tions, be regarded as the seat of these reactions.

At whatever point at the surface of the deposit a particle of peroxide of manganese
be formed and deposited, this will gradually attract from solution all the manganese in
the neighbourhood. It is well known that the higher oxides of iron and manganese
possess in an eminent degree the property of taking a nodular or botryoidal form.

Especially do they affect this concretionary and dendritic disposition when formed in a

plastic or fluid medium, like the deep-sea deposits. In such a plastic mass precipitation
commences generally around some solid substance; this first deposit initiates attractive
molecular actions, collecting around itself substances of the same nature disseminated in
solution in the water of the adjacent layers of the deposit. In this way have originated
the nodules in the clays of geological formations, in particular the concretions of car
bonate of iron in shales and septarian nodules in clays.

In the deep sea the points of attraction have been nuclei of various lands, such as
sharks' teeth, carbones of Cetaceans, Sponges, and volcanic fragments, as pointed out in
the foregoing descriptions. Concretionary deposits of salts of manganese and iron have
taken place around these centres in definite well-marked layers of different degrees of

purity. There is no reason to suppose that, like, for example, the spherosiderites, the

deep-sea nodules were deposited as carbonates and subsequently converted into oxides

by pseudomorphism; according to our view the oxides hive been formed from solution

simultaneously with deposition.
As these concretionary deposits must necessarily in the process of formation embrace

the surrounding argillaceous matter containing numerous organic and inorganic particles,
it is evident that these substances have been inclosed in the body of the nodules with

increase in size. The foreign materials thus mechanically inclosed during the growth of

the nodules produce zones of a lighter colour, which alternate with darker ones where the

manganese is purer and more compact. From the study of the zonary arrangement in

the nodules, it becomes evident that the deposit of manganese is more rapid or more

abundant at some periods than at others. The dendritic arrangement traversing the

earth), zones, pointed out in the description of the microscopic structure, as well as the
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aspect of the demanganesed nodules, show, however, that the deposition of iron and

manganese during the formation of the nodules has been continuous.

This variation in the abundance of manganese deposited at different times may be

explained by the variable quantity of carbonic acid in the sea-water, or the new additions

of volcanic materials. Everything seems to indicate that these concretions increase in

size with extreme slowness, and during their formation the chemical conditions of the

solvent may have undergone many changes. The emanations of carbonic acid from sub

marine volcanic regions may have varied in intensity, for it is known that such variations

take place with terrestrial volcanoes, according to the phase of the phenomena and the

distance from the centre of eruption, and in a few deep-sea waters the Challenger found

a great excess of carbonic acid.

It has been shown that large numbers of the nodules have two surfaces, separated

externally by a median line; the superior surface is relatively smooth, and evidently pro

jected above the clay or ooze, while the inferior one being much rougher and covered

with asperities was without doubt plunged in the deposit. The layers of water resting on

the deposit must be regarded as almost stationary, while we know that oozy deposits have

but little consistence for the depth of at least 6 or 12 inches below the surface. There

is a large body of evidence to show that it is in these conditions that the reactions result

ing in the formation of manganese nodules have taken place.

In certain geological formations phenomena in every way similar to those taking place

in the deep sea are observed; the concretionary substances are observed to have been

eliminated from the mass of the rock, and to have accumulated in certain points in the

form of nodules. The concentration of silica in the flints in limestones and chalk might

be cited as an example. At Station 252 there is a parallel example in the deep sea; here

there was a remarkable haul of manganese nodules containing between 20 and 30 per cent.

of manganese peroxide, while the light coloured Red Clay in which they were imbedded con

tained only a trace of this substance, the oxide being entirely concentrated in the nodules.

Where manganese nodules occur in greatest abundance, however, the clays are generally

of a chocolate colour due to the presence of immense numbers of minute brown grains of

manganese, which serve as a pigment to the deposit.
When we turn to a consideration of the remarkable localisation of the manganese in

certain regions of the ocean, and of the altered volcanic materials which there accompany

the nodules, facts are met with which throw a stronger light on their mode of formation

as well as on the source of the manganese. Should it be admitted, for instance, that the

manganese comes from the surface where the dissolved carbonates would be, by elimina

tion of the carbonic acid, transformed into oxides and precipitated to the bottom of the

sea there to accumulate, this gives no explanation of the geographical distribution, nor of

the mineralogical associations of the nodules at the points where they are most abundant.

We have repeatedly stated that the decomposition of volcanic products gives rise to clay,
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and these alterations should also give birth to the oxides of the manganese nodules, they

being in a manner the complement to the formation of clay. These concretions are

characteristic of the great oceanic depths, and especially of the red clay areas. Their

peculiar form, their nuclei, their mineralogical and organic associations, distinguish them

from the similar hydrated minerals of manganese and iron found in shallow water or on

the continents, from which they differ also by the small quantity of barium they contain.

It is with difficulty that traces of barium can be detected in these oceanic nodules, while

it is well known that this is a frequent, sometimes abundant, constituent in terrestrial

manganiferous minerals, and even in some nodules from t.errigenous deposits.' The man

ganiferous minerals containing baryta must have been derived directly from the action

of water on the ancient series of rocks, and this leads in another direction to the same

conclusions as to the origin of the deep-sea nodules, for recent volcanic rocks contain

little, if any, barium.'

In addition to the silicates, and in certain cases organic remains, some at least of the

manganese nodules contain many relatively rare elements, such as nickel, cobalt, copper,
zinc, lead, thallium, vanadium, as will be seen by reference to Dr Gibson's analysis. The

source of these elements must be found in the volcanic rocks undergoing decomposition.
They may exist originally either in the silicates or in the magnetic and titanic iron, and,

after the alteration of these minerals, may be for the most part precipitated in the form

of oxide in the presence of the alkaline sea-waters.

At first sight it may appear strange that these masses of manganese in the form of
nodules should be derived from the decomposition of eruptive rocks and minerals, but
care should be taken not to form an exaggerated idea of the quantity of manganese
present in the deposit relatively to the other substances. In the nodules themselves the

percentage of iron often exceeds that of manganese, and in the surrounding deposit the

iron is in much greater abundance, indeed, there may be only a trace of manganese.

Again, the quantity of clay, both in the nodules and in the deposit, is always very

large, sometimes approaching to one-half of the whole.

It must not be forgotten that while the sea-water may dissolve a large number of other

substances, and carry them away in solution, the higher oxides of these metals remain
insoluble and accumulate in the deposits, for they do not entei in notable proportion into

organic circulation; in consequence of their stability they do not undergo any alteration
from the various solvents contained in the sea-water with which they are bathed.

Among the considerations which go to show that manganese nodules increase at a

very slow rate, the following may be mentioned :-

' Commander A. Carpenter dredged off Colombo in the Indian Ocean, in 675 fathoms, small round nodules
containing Giobigerina shells, and 75 per cent. of sulphate of barium (see E. J. Jones, "On some Nodular Stones obtained
by trawling oil Colombo in 675 fathoms of water," Journ. Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, vol. lvi. pp. 209-212, 1887).

But the reason of the absence or rarity of barium may not improbably be that the bitriuni is converted by
sea-water into sulphate, which would have no tendency to precipitate along with manganese.

(DaEP-SEA DEPOSITS CIJALL. Ex.-l891.) 48
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1. The organisms which in many instances cover them continue to live even while

the depositions are taking place. This shows evidently that in the ordinary

progress of the phenomena only minute particles of the substance are deposited

during the life-period of these animals.

2. All the pelagic deposits, in which these nodules are found in abundance, must

increase much more slowly than the terrigenous deposits, and in all those

pelagic deposits, like the Red Clays, where the calcareous organisms are wholly

removed in solution, the rate of deposition must be exceedingly slow.

3. The highly-altered state of the basic and other fragments of volcanic glass shows

that they must have lain a long time in the surface layers of the deposit

exposed to the action of sea-water.

4. The greater abundance of sharks' teeth, bones of Cetaceans, crystals of phillipsite,
cosmic spherules, in the areas where nodules are numerous, than in other

deposits, points also to a slow rate of accumulation, for, a priori, there is no

reason why these should be more abundant in these manganese regions except
the fact that they are not covered over and masked by such an abundance of

foreign materials as at other points of the deep sea. That some of the sharks'

teeth, for instance, are covered by deep layers of manganese, while others lying

alongside of them in the deposit have little or no manganese, indicates that some

have lain on the bottom for a much longer time thin others, and that there has

been but little increase in the thickness of the deposit during the interval.

5. We have pointed out that nodules sometimes occur in Globigerina Oozes, as for

instance at Station 297, but here they are not accompanied in the dredgings

and. trawlings by sharks' teeth, earbones of whales, zeolites, nor cosmic spherules,

apparently from the more rapid accumulation due to the presence of the

Foraminifera. In this and other deposits there are, however, many fragments

of altered basic volcanic glass, which indicate proximity to submarine eruptions.

III. GLAUCONITE.

Among the minerals of modern marine deposits, glauconite is one of the most interest

ing as well as one of the most widely distributed. This interest arises from the facts that

it is one of the restricted number of silicates formed at the present day on the sea-bed,

and that it is not universally distributed over the floor of the ocean, but is limited to the

deposits forming along continental shores. The glauconitic grains found in marine deposits

present, moreover, both in form and size, a complete analogy with those found at different.

horizons in the geological series of rocks, from the Cambrian period up to the most recent

Tertiary layers. We are thus dealing with a mineral species that plays a very con-
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siderable role both in space and in time, concerning whose mode of formation there has
been much controversy, without any very definite solution being arrived at. We propose,
in the first instance, to point out its mode of occurrence in modern seas, its essential

characters, its geographical and bathymetrical distribution, its organic and mineral

associations, and thereafter to discuss the various hypotheses that have been advanced

concerning its origin in modern seas and in geological formations.

Mode of Occurrence and Macroscopic G1haracters.-Among the collections made by
the U.S.S. "Tusearora" along the coast of California are several specimens of dark green
or black sands composed almost entirely of grains of glauconite, a little less than a mil
limetre in diameter. There were a few Foraminifera and mineral particles other than

glauconite, of about the same dimensions, mixed with these dark green grains. If the

samples which we have examined were in the same condition as when procured from the
bottom of the sea, the deposits along this coast in depths of from 100 to 300 fathoms are
the purest glauconitic sands that have hitherto been discovered in existing seas. The

Challenger collections, and other collections examined by us from different parts of the
world, have not yielded glauconitic sands so free from admixture with other materials
as those among the "Tuscarora" soundings. The most typical glauconitic sands of the

Challenger collections contain from 40 to 50 per cent, of Foraminiferous and other

carbonate of lime shells, together with the remains of siliceous organisms. As a rule the

glauconitic particles in a sample of Green Sand or Mud are not very apparent till after all

the carbonate of lime shells have been removed by means of dilute acid; the residue left

after such treatment is usually of a mottled green or brown colour, and consists of

numerous dark green grains of glauconite, together with the casts of Foraminifera and

other calcareous organisms in a paler green, or even brown, colour. This appearance is

represented in P1. XXIV. fig. 1, in the residue of a Green Sand from 150 fathoms, off

the Cape of Good Hope; and again in fig. 2 of the same plate, in the residue of a

Green Mud from 410 fathoms, off the coast of Australia. In fig. 3 of the same plate,
the residue of a Coral Sand is represented, from off the Great Barrier Reef of Australia,

near Raine Island, and it will be observed that in this deposit the residue is for the most

part made up of the brown-coloured casts of Foraminifera, only a few of them having a

greenish tint, while typical glauconitic grains are absent.

The individual grains of glauconite that occur in marine deposits rarely if ever exceed

1 mm. in diameter, although they may, occasionally be agglomerated into nodules cemented

by a phosphatic substance several centimetres in diameter, as represented in P1. XX. fig. 1.

The typical grains are always rounded, often mammillated, hard, black or dark green,
some of the grains being completely covered with a pale green pellicle; their surface is

sometimes dull and sometimes shining. They have occasionally the vague form and

appearance of Foraminifera and other organisms; mixed with the typical grains, how

ever, as may be seen by reference to the figures on P1. XXIV., are numerous pale green
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particles which bear distinctly the impress of the calcareous shells. Many, indeed, are

internal casts reproducing with great distinctness and. sharpness the form of the chambers

in which the glauconite has been developed. Some of the casts have a brown colour

presenting few of the characters of typical glauconite, and it will be seen that these

pale-coloured or brownish casts predominate in the residue represented in P1. XXIV.

fig. 3. When the residue of a Green Sand is shaken up with abundance of water, it may
be separated by decantation into three distinct portions, the one composed mostly of the

dark green grains of typical glauconite,' the second in which the pale green casts pre

dominate,' and the third consisting for the most part of the white, pale grey, yellow, and

brownish casts.'

When a sample of a typical Green Mud is hardened and cut into a thin microscopic
section, it will be observed that a large number of the chambers of the Foraminifera and

the a.reolar spaces in Ecliinoderm spines and other calcareous structures are empty, while

others are partially filled with a small quantity of a brownish semi-transparent substance.

This brownish material may fill one or two of the chambers, or may simply coat their

internal surface; in this way we may pass from shells only partially to those completely
filled. It may frequently be observed that some of the smaller chambers have a

distinctly green colour, while the larger ones are yellow or brownish; other shells, again,
are filled with a dark green substance, which presents all the characters of typical glauco
nite. A transition may thus be traced from the pale brown substance lining some of the

chambers of the Foraminifera to -the pale green substance that forms a complete cast;

this again passes into the dark green glauconitic grains. No external casts formed of matter

deposited on the outside of the Foraminiferous shells have ever been observed, although

exceptionally some shells presented a greenish coating of apparently glauconitic matter.

Very frequently the reddish imperfect casts of the Foraminifera gave the reaction of

phosphate of lime. In P1. XXV. numerous particles of glauconite are represented as they

appear within the shells and in an isolated condition; in many instances the shell

appears to have been broken or thrown off by the continued growth of the internal

glauconitic nucleus, the further growth eventually transforming the internal cast into an

irregular glauconitic grain with a mammillated and furrowed surface; the figures on this

plate show all the transitions between these phases in the formation of glauconite. In

many samples of Green Muds and Sands are numerous minute particles about the same

size as the glauconitic grains, and having the same furrowed and mammillated surface, of

a brownish or green colour, but these from their internal structure are apparently l'iighly

altered grains of crystalline, schisto-crystalline, and other rocks (see P1. XXV. figs. 2, 3).

Finally, it may be added, there is often associated with the glauconite in the Green

Muds from the shallower depths, an amorphous brownish green substance which either is,

'See Analyses 86 and 87. 2 See Analysis 85. See Analysis 84.
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or is associated with, organic matter, for on heating on a platinum plate it burns, becomes
black, and finally assumes the brown colour of oxide of iron.

microscopic, characters.-The thin slides of glauconite become transparent during
the polishing process, and have a beautiful green tint; they present no special structure,

being generally pretty homogeneous, except in the case of inclusions of foreign particles.
Sometimes on the edges the colour is a little deeper, but this is an exception, and is

possibly an indication of the commencement of alteration. The normal green tint may
also, in cases of decomposition, pass into reddish or brownish, which is seen as a zone on
the edges or even throughout the whole extent of the grain in section. We have
never been able to observe in glauconite a sensible clicroscopism, and, as already
stated, this homogeneous mass does not show any structure with ordinary light.
fu P1. XXV. fig. 1 some sections of glauconite are represented as seen in polarised light.
Between crossed nicols it presents a characteristic aspect; it never extinguishes at
one time throughout the whole extent of the observed section. It shows aggregate
polarisation, which presents itself in the following manner. The glauconitic particles
have indefinite contours, and appear dotted with little points united the one to the other,
and polarising with a bluish green tint. These deep-coloured points are detached from a
base generally yellow or yellowish green in colour. The dotted parts of a bluish green
colour more or less deep form a rather close network, which is very vague as to

its contours; this network is seen in characteristic form in the two circular sections

in P1. XXV. fig. 1. The outlines of the sections of glauconite are not clearly defined,

and the relief is feeble. Glauconite is never seen with a zonary structure, except
in cases where alteration has commenced or where it shows, as previously mentioned,

a border of a deeper colour following the external contours; nor does it present a fibro

radiate or a concretionary structure. Sometimes the microscope shows vaguely that

around the grains there is a colourless zone of slight thickness, in which the arms of

the cross of spherolithic concretions may be observed. Microscopic examination appears
to show that the substance of glauconite itself is quite homogeneous. Sometimes, how

ever, and especially when this mineral is enclosed in Foraminiferous shells, it includes,

in the largest or terminal chamber, mineral particles similar to those in the sediment in

which it is formed; among these particles the most frequent are quartz and magnetite,
the latter of which may be extracted by the magnet. There may also be seen a clarkish

powder, the feeble yellowish reflections of which might well indicate pyrites. In some

sections the form of some of the chambers of the shells of Foraminifera appears to be

vaguely outlined. When the grains have undergone alteration, these sections not only
show a brownish or reddish tint, from the presence of hydrate of iron, but this altera

tion is frequently accompanied by cracks traversing the glauconite in many directions.

The sections of the glauconitic casts appear in the preparations with all the

characteristic contours of the organisms in which they have been moulded, and the
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microscopic details apply equally to these, at least when they have taken on the

characteristic green colour of glauconite.

Geographical and Bathyrnetrical Distribution.-Bailey in 1856 and subsequently

Pourtals, during an examination of samples procured off the Atlantic coast of North

America, appear to have been the first to call attention to the occurrence of glauconite in

modern marine deposits, Ehrenberg having previously pointed out its existence in the

chambers of Foraminifera in many geological formations. During the last thirty years
the examination of samples of marine deposits, from nearly all parts of the great ocean

basins, has yielded a large amount of information with reference to the distribution of

glauconite and glauconitic casts over the floor of the ocean. The Tables of Chapter II.

show that in the Challenger samples, glauconite was almost exclusively limited to tern

genous deposits in more or less close proximity to the continental masses of land, while

it was relatively rare or wholly absent from pelagic deposits situated towards the centres

of the great ocean basins. It is characteristic of, and occasionally very abundant in,

Green Muds and Sands, and is almost always present, though in smaller quantity, in

Blue Muds. It is also present in samples of Globigerina Ooze situated at no great
distance from the continents, in which the debris of continental land is relatively

abundant. It may even be recognised in samples of Red Clay and other truly

pelagic deposits, if these be in positions to which continental debris is transported

by floating ice, or to which continental dusts are transported by winds. It is

doubtful if any typical examples of glauconite hae been discovered in the Volcanic

Muds and Sands. surrounding oceanic islands, although a few pale-coloured casts

have been noticed in the muds off the Crozets and the New Hebrides. Glauconite

is also absent from Coral Muds and Sands, except when these are formed off

continental shores. Where the detrital matters from rivers are exceedingly abundant,

and where there is apparently a rapid accumulation, glauconite, though present, is

relatively rare; on the other hand, along high and bold coasts where no rivers

enter the sea, and where accumulation is apparently less rapid, glauconite appears

in its most typical form and greatest abundance.

The Challenger met with glauconite in greater or less abundance off the coast of

Portugal, off the west coast of Africa, off the east coast of North America, the Cape of

Good Hope, the Antarctic Continent, the coasts of Australia and New Zealand, the coasts

of the Philippines, China, and Japan, and the west coast of South America. It has been

found in the Mediterranean, off the north coast of Scotland, off the west coast of North

America, off the east coast of Africa, and in many other regions, by other expeditions.

During the cruise of the Challenger, glauconite was not recognised in any of the deposits

after leaving the coast of Japan till the expedition neared the coast of Chili, thus pre

senting an excellent illustration, in the case of the Pacific, in support of the general

statement that glauconite is not at the present time in process of formation in the
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central portions of the great ocean basins, while it is more or less characteristic of all the

deposits now being laid down around continental shores.

With reference to its batliymetrical distribution, it appears to be most abundant

about the lower limits of wave, tidal, and current action, or in other words, in the

neighbourhood of what we have termed the mud-line surrounding continental shores. In

the shallower depths beyond this line, that is to say, in depths of about 200 and 300

fathoms, the typical glauconitic grains are more abundant than in deeper water, but

glauconitic casts may be met with in deposits in depths of over 2000 fathoms. No

typical glauconitic sands have, so far as we know, been recorded in process of formation

in the littoral or sub-littoral zones.

Organic and Mineral Associations.-From what has been said above as to the geo

graphical and bathymetrical distribution of glauconite, it is at once evident that the

mineral species associated with glauconite in marine deposits must be those which we

have mentioned as more or less characteristic of terrigenous deposits, in contradistinction

to those that are the chief mineral constituents of pelagic deposits. It is, further, asso

ciated with the minuter fragments of the rocks and minerals of continental land, for, as
we have seen, its greatest development takes place just beyond the limit of wave ad

current action, or, in other words, where the fine muddy particles commence to make up
a considerable portion of the deposits. It has, consequently, a restricted development
in the shallow-water and littoral zones, where the coarser fragments prevail, and are

continually subject to disintegration and transport by the mechanical forces of the sea.

Glauconite is almost always accompanied by quartz, orthoclase often kaolinised, white
mica, plagioclase, hornblende, magnetite, garnet, epidote, tourmaline, zircon, and frag
ments of ancient rocks, such as gneiss, mica-schists, chioritic rocks, granite, diabase, &c.
In addition to these minerals there seems always to be associated with glauconite, in
modern deposits, a considerable quantity of organic matter, often apparently of a

vegetable nature. The glauconitic grains frequently contain traces of phosphate of lime,
and make up a considerable part of some phosphatic nodules, so that phosphate of lime

may be said to be one of its constant accompaniments. Volcanic rocks and minerals are,
of course, frequently found in the same deposits as glauconite, for we have seen that

they are universally distributed over the floor of the ocean; but as glauconite never
occurs, or at least only exceptionally or doubtfully, in true Volcanic Muds and Sands,
these minerals and rocks cannot be regarded as constant associates of glauconite.

From the fact that glauconite is almost always associated with Foraminifera and
other calcareous organisms, and, indeed, originates in the hollow chambers and areolar

spaces of these organic structures, these might be considered as essential to its occurrence,
still it should be pointed out that there is not a trace of glauconite in many Coral Muds
and Sands and in many Pteropod and Globigerina Oozes. When it is found in these

calcareous deposits it is always possible to detect a considerable quantity of mineral
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particles belonging to the ancient or continental rocks in the residue after the removal of

the carbonate of lime. In like manner, when glauconite is found in a Red Clay or

Diatom Ooze, traces of continental debris can always be detected during the microscopical
examination of the mineral constituents. The Red Clays, for instance, off the west coast

of Africa and the coast of Australia, and towards the polar regions, contain apparently
wind-borne or ice-borne particles of quartz, orthoclase, white mica, epidote, zircon, and

fragments of gueissic and granitic rocks; and it may be urged either that the glauconite
has been transported to these deposits at the same time or has been formed in consequence
of the association with the above minerals. The view that it has been formed in situ

is probably the correct one, for we have seen that it is thus formed in shallower water

deposits like the Green Sands, where its associations are much more distinctly marked

and its progressive development more easily traced. Finally, we may again point out

that glauconite is now being formed in those marine deposits in more or less close

proximity to continental shores, where the debris of ancient rocks makes up a large part
of the deposit, and especially in those regions where this debris has been for a long
time exposed to the action of sea-water, and has consequently undergone profound
alteration.

When describing the Red Muds off the coast of Brazil, it was stated that glauconite
and glauconitic casts appear to be completely absent from these deposits. These Red

Muds differ from the vast majority of terrigenous deposits in the large quantity of

oehreous materials borne to these regions by the rivers of South America. In the

deposits in the Yellow Sea glauconite would also seem to be absent from similar Red
Muds. In these positions all the conditions for the formation of glauconite are, so far as

we can judge, present, with the exception that the iron is all in a higher state of oxidation

than in the Green and Blue Muds; but in what way this can prevent the formation of

glauconite is difficult to explain satisfactorily.

Geological Distribution.-The geographical and bathymetrical distribution, as well as

the mineralogical associations of glauconite above pointed out, become especially interest

ing and instructive when we recall the analogies which they present to what has taken

place in past geological times. It has already been stated that glauconite is one of the

minerals most widely distributed in sedimentary rocks. It is found in the primary
formations of Russia and Sweden among sands and gravels, in the Cambrian sandstone
of North America, in the Quebec group of Canada, and in the coarse Silurian sands of

Bohemia. In the secondary formations its presence is more pronounced-for example,
in the Lias, and especially in the middle and upper layers of the Jurassic system in

Russia, in Franconia, in Suabia, and in England. It has a still greater development in
the sands, mans, and chalks of the Cretaceous formation; it will suffice to recall the

glauconitic rocks of the Neocomian, of the Gault., and of the Cenomanian in various

regions, such as the glauconitic mans of France, Germany, England, and several parts of
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North America. This abundance of gin uconite is continued into the Tertiary formations,
from the lowest up to the highest horizons of the series.

From this rapid enumeration it will be seen that glauconite traverses the whole of
the geological periods, and its formation is continued in modern deposits along many
continental shores explored by the Challenger and other expeditions. A remarkable

analogy is also found between the size of the grains now formed in marine deposits and
that of the grains found in the geological series of rocks. It has been stated that some
of the grains in the primary formations are of very large size-several centimetres in
diameter. All the specimens of this kind, however, which we have been able to examine
are found, on microscopic examination, to be made tip of an agglomeration of grains rarely
exceeding a few millimetres in diameter, and therefore closely resembling the glauconitic
nodules or aggregations dredged by the Challenger on the AguThas Bank off the Cape
of Good Hope, in depths of 100 and 150 fathoms.

It is also important here to point out the association that exists in geological formations
between glauconitic and sandy calcareous deposits, and the absence or rarity of glaucothte
in formations of pure chalk, or in nearly pure carbonate of lime deposits; glauconite may
therefore be regarded as having been formed either in deep water not far from the coasts
or in shallow water at parts of the coast where no large quantity of continental debris was

deposited. This fact is significant, as it appears to prove the coast and subcoast character
of these glauconitic deposits in past geological times, which consequently present a com

plete analogy with the glaucothtic deposits of modern seas, both with respect to the
conditions under which they were formed and their mineralogical composition. These

analogies likewise prove the continuity of geological phenomena and the presence of

nearly identical conditions in the sea during long periods in the history of the globe; they
indicate that the presence of terrigenous matters, directly derived from the disintegration
of continental land, is a necessary condition for the formation of glauconite, and this fact
must be taken account of in any discussion bearing upon the origin of this mineral.

Chemical Composition and Mode of For,nation.-While it must be admitted
that we have arrived at certain definite and satisfactory conclusions as to the condi
tions under which glauconite is found in our present seas, as well as in geological
formations, we are far from having at our disposal all the facts necessary for a complete
explanation of its mode of origin. So many possible reactions may take place in the

deposits being laid down in existing seas, that it is difficult to be certain that any one of
them is necessarily the one which has been followed in the deposition of this silicate in
the terrigenous deposits. The explanations that are given with reference to the formation
of glauconite must then be more or less hypothetical; it is not to be wondered at that
its origin has remained for a long time enigmatical, and that the researches of numerous

mineralogists up to the present time have not led to any very definite results. The
chemical analyses of glauconite have been very numerous; but, from the nature of the
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mineral and the peculiarities of its occurrence, it is impossible to be sure that the analyst
has always been dealing with a pure substance; indeed, microscopic examination of

samples that have been submitted to analysis shows that there is often an admixture of

foreign mineral particles, and that the individual grains of glauconite in the sample do not

always present uniform external characters; this in all probability accounts largely for

the variable composition. The following analyses of glauconite formed in modern seas

present in their principal features a great analogy with the composition of the same

mineral in geological formations. Amongst the numerous analyses of glauconite that of

a specimen of the chalk of New Jersey by Sterry Hunt' gives the closest approximation
to the figures obtained in analysing what we consider typical modern glauconite (Station
164n, Nos. 86, 87). But a glance at the analyses shows how much this mineral may vary
in composition, although the physical characters seem to be the same. These divergences
are more marked when we compare the figures of the analyses of paler grains associated

with the darker ones at the same station (No. 84 compared with Nos. 86 and 87). All

that can be said is that the glauconite now forming on the bottom of the sea is, like the

glauconite of geological formations, a hydrous silicate of potash and. of ferric oxide, contain

ing always variable quantities of alumina, ferrous oxide, magnesia, and often lime. If we

compare the figures of the two analyses with the mean composition of glauconite given by
Haushofer,2 we see that all the percentages, except those of silica and perhaps water, differ

greatly from the figures given in our analyses. The analysis No. 88 resembles that of de

composed glaucoriite, and the composition of this specimen may be compared with that of

the altered glaucouite of Kressenberg, given by Haushofer3; the high percentages of per
oxide of iron and water point to a decomposition of this mineral which has been transformed

into limonite, as is often the case in glauconite from the geological strata, with loss of silicic

acid and of potash, but this interpretation can hardly be given for this specimen, which

consisted of casts from a Coral Sand off the Great Barrier Reef of Australia. There can

be no doubt that glauconite is a mixture, and this fact not only renders it difficult to fix

its constitution, but also renders difficult any interpretation of the mode of formation.

We give here the analyses of some specimens of glauconite collected during the

expedition. The substance used for Analysis No. 84 contained 65 per cent. of white, pale

grey, and some yellow casts, 20 per cent. of pale green casts, 11 per cent. of dark green
casts, along with 4 per cent. of mineral particles and siliceous organisms. The substance

used for Analysis No. 85 contained 15 per cent. of white, pale grey, and yellow casts,

35 per cent. of pale green casts, 45 per cent. of dark green particles, together with S per
cent, of mineral particles and siliceous organisms. The substance used for Analysis

No. 86 contained 10 per cent. of white, pale grey, and yellow casts, 5 per cent, of pale

Sterry Hunt, Mineral Physiology and Physiography, p. 198, Boston, 1886.
' Haushofe; Journal f, praki. Vlwrnie, Bd. xcvii. pp. 353-364, and Bd. xcix. pp. 237-8 1860.
Hauhofer, loc. cit., Bd. xcvii. p. 3b8.
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green casts, 60 per cent. of dark green casts, along with 5 per cent. of mineral particles
and siliceous organisms. The substance used for Analysis No. 87 contained 30 per cent.
of white, pale grey, and yellow casts, 40 per cent, of pale green casts, 20 per cent, of dark

green casts, together with 10 per cent. of mineral particles and siliceous organisms. The
substance used for Analysis No. 88 contained about 10 per cent. of mineral particles
similar to those mentioned in the description of the deposit (see p. 93), in spite of every
care to obtain the red-coloured casts as pure as possible.

I
I

Station. .E . No. Si02 A1205 Fe503 FoO MnO CaO MgO K20 NaO U20 Total.

164n 410 84 566 1254 1563 118 trace 1'69 2'49 252 0'90 684 10041
164B 410 85 508.5 892 2440 166 trace 126 313 421 025 555 100'23
164n 410 86 5180 867 241 154 trace 1'27 304 386 025 568 100'3
164n 410 87 5517 81.2 2159 105 trace 134 283 336 027 576 100'39
185n 155 88 2774 13'02 3993 176 trace 119 462 095 062 1085 10068

While, then, there is a certain amount of agreement as to the chemical composition of

glauconite, there is a wide divergence of opinion as to the immediate conditions which
determine the formation of this mineral at the sea-bottom. Two principal opinions have
been expressed.' Before the time of Ehrenberg attention had not been called to the
remarkable fact that the grains of glauconite sometimes carried the impress of the cal
careous organisms in whose cavities they were moulded. He concluded that this mineral
was always formed through the activity of the creatures whose impress he had discovered.2
This opinion was disputed in 1860 by Reuss,3 who believed that the grains of glauconite

might be concretions, not moulds, formed outside of the Foraminiferous and other shells,

although he admits that some glauconitic grains are internal casts.

From all that we have already stated in this chapter, it appears certain that glauconit.'
is principally developed in the interior of Foraminiferous shells and other calcareous

structures, and that all the transitions can be observed from chambers filled with a

yellowish brown mass to grains that have almost completely lost the impress of the

organisms in which they were formed. From this fact, as well as from direct observations

of the various constituents of the deposits, it is uncertain, and indeed little probable, that
there are any minute grains of glauconite formed in a free state in the mud. We are

therefore inclined to regard glauconite as having its initial formation in the cavities of

calcareous organisms, although we have admitted above that some grains, which might be

' For the various hypotheses as to the mode of formation of ghauconite see Glimbel, "Uber die Natur und
Bildungsweise des Glaukonits," Sitzunyb. il. k. A/cad. M'ünchen, Bd. xvi. Math. Phys. KL, pp. 417-449, 1886.

2 Ehrenberg, "Ucher den Ortiusand und seine Erläuterung des organischen Lebens," Abh. d. 7c. Akad. Win. Berlin,
1855, Pbys. Abb., r. 85-176.

Reuss, "Einige Bemerklmgen über den Grithsand," Sitznngsb. d. Ic. Akad. Wiu. Wien, Ed. xL Naturw. Ki., pp.
167-17, 1860.
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regarded as glauconite, appear to be highly altered fragments of ancient rocks, or coatings of

this mineral on these rock fragments. It appears that the shells are broken by the swelling
out or the growth of the glauconite, and that subsequently the isolated cast becomes the

centre upon which new additions of the same substance take place, the grain enlarging and

becoming rounded in a more or less irregular manner,' as in the case of concretionary sub

stances like silica, for example, which forms moulds of fossils. We have already referred

to the size of certain alleged grains of glauconite found in geological formations; even

if it be admitted that these large-sized grains are single individuals, and not agglomerations
of smaller grains, their occurrence might be explained by supposing them to have been

formed in Gasteropods and other calcareous organisms larger than Foraminifera.2
All the probabilities appear, then, to be in favour of the opinion that this silicate is

formed originally in the cavities of organisms, whose remains are deposited in the sedi

ments of the sub-littoral and deeper zones of the sea. In the cavities and veins of rocks

in process of decomposition, green substances are frequently deposited, which for a long
time were confounded with glauconite. But chlorite and green earth, for example, which

are formed in this way, are minerals widely different from glauconite, and their formation

may be easily explained by taking into account the mineralogical and chemical changes

going on in these rocks. The initial stages of the formation of glauconite in these shells

axe, in all probability, due to the action of organic matter, which incontestably influences

the precipitation of some mineral substances. In this case it must be admitted that the

organic matters, or the sareode elements of the organisms fallen from the surface or

living on the bottom, ought to remain in the interior of the shells, at least temporarily.
After the death of the organisms their shells are slowly filled with the fine mud in which

they are deposited. The existence of this organic matter in these cavities, and the absence

of all other causes which might there induce the deposition of the silicates, in fact, the




The increase by new additions of glauconitic material is indicated by the fact that in rare canes the glauconitic
casts of Foraminifera shells are found entirely enveloped by subsequent depositions of that mineral. In such a case it
must be admitted that after the glauconite has broken the chambers of the Forauiiuifera it has continued to play the
role of centre of attraction, and that the same matter has been continually deposited around this nucleus, thus causing
the primitive form of the cast to disappear.

Gutnbel, who does not admit that certain grains of glauconite have been moulds in organisms, because of their
large size and regular form, without trace of organic impress, suggests the following interpretation :-fle compares them
with eutooliths, and maintains that the gases disengaged by the decomposition of organic matters, contained in the
sediments where glauconito is formed, play a role in the formation of these glauconitic granules. These gases are the

hydrocarbons, carbonic acid, and liydrosulphuric acid, which form babbles of different dimensions that remain a long
time in the muddy deposits and attach themselves to the grains of sand or aggregates of the mud, grouping themselves
in a varied manner. At the surface of these bubbles reactions take place, provoked by the action of the gas upon the
bodies held in solution in the sea-water, and a deposit of these bodies takes place there; it is usually carbonate of lime
and silica that are tbus deposited, and in this cane glauconite would form the crust around the bubble. If this crust 1)e
formed it will be filled by intussusception in the same solution that has given birth to the primordial glauconitic sphere.
If they were bubbles of suiphuretted hiydiugen, pyrites would be formed in them at the same Lime as the glanconite; if
at the same time there were disengagement of hydrocarbons there would be formed in the presence of iron, maguetite
(by reduction) similar to that found enclosed in the grains of glauconite (be. d, p. 135-439). We felt bound to notice
these views, but everything connected with them appears very hypothetical.
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constant association of these phenomena, appear to demonstrate the existence of a relation

of cause and effect. Formerly the role of organic matter in the formation of glaucothte
was specified by saying that it determined a reduction of the iron to the state of protoxide,
but this interpretation is not admissible at the present time, for we have seen by the

analyses that iron exists in glauconite in the state of peroxide. It may be urged that

an infiltration pure and simple of the solution which forms glauconite into the cavities

of the organisms takes place, the same as in a geode. This solution, being attracted by
the organic matter, may act upon the solid matters derived from the mud already
enclosed in the cavities of the organisms. This, however, does not appear to be the

most probable interpretation. In describing the microstructure of the glauconitic grains,
it was pointed out that inclusions of mud, of quartziferous particles, grains of magnetite
and other minerals, were sometimes observed, and that these probably pre-existed in the

shells before the development of the glauconite. It would appear that these enclosed

materials must have undergone with time a molecular modification, whose final term is

seen in the typical dark green granules, presenting feeble double refraction and aggregate

polarisation, and possessed of a greater hardness than the lighter coloured glauconific
casts of organisms, in which a more earthy nature may be observed. It is certain that

very fine mud is washed into the Globigerina shells, and may penetrate through the

foramina. If we admit that the organic matter enclosed in the shell, and in the mud

itself, transforms the iron in the mud into sulphide, which may be oxidised into hydrate,

sulphur being at the same time liberated, this sulphur would become oxidised into

sulphuric acid, which would decompose the fine clay, setting free colloid silica, alumina

being removed in solution; thus we have colloid silica and hydrated oxide of iron in a

condition most suitable for their combination. To explain the presence of potash in this

mineral, we must remember that, as we have shown when speaking of the formation of

palagonite under the action of sea-water, there is always a tendency for potash to

accumulate in the hydrated silicate formed in this way, and, as we have stated before, this

potash must have been derived from the sea-water.

If we recall the observations with reference to the geographical distribution and

mineralogical and lithological associations, it seems possible to suggest, with a consider

able degree of certainty, the relative abundance of potash in the deposits where glauconite
is forming. It was pointed out that glauconite was always associated with terrigenous
minerals, and in particular with orthoclase more or less kaolinised and white mica, and

with the debris of granite, gneiss, mica-schists, and other ancient rocks. We cannot

fail to be struck with these relations, for it is just those minerals and rocks that

must give birth by their decomposition to potassium, derived from the orthoclase and

the white mica of the gneisses and the granites.' The minute particles of these rocks

'It. has been shown in fact, by Gnignet and Telics, that the water of the Bay of RioJaneiro contains a large amount
of potassium salts evidently due to the presence of ancient rocks in this bay (see omptes h'ciulus, torn. lxxxiii. p. 919,
1876).
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and minerals, which make up a large part of the muddy matters settling on the bottom

beyond the mud-line around continental shores, would readily yield under the action of

sea-water the chemical elements that are deposited in the form of glauconite in the

chambers of Foraminifera and other calcareous organisms.
Other Casts of Foraininfera.-In the Tables of Chapter II. it will be observed that

imperfect casts of Foraminifera are very frequently recorded in the residues after the

removal of the Foraniinifera by dilute acid. In the great majority of instances these are

of a reddish or brownish colour, and appear to be formed of a substance which lined with

a thin coating the internal chambers of the shells. They hold together with some tenacity
in water, but immediately collapse when dried upon a platinum foil, and sometimes they
become black or burn, leaving a small reddish residue. t other times phosphates can be

detected in these imperfect casts. As a general rule, a few red-coloured more or less im

perfect casts of the internal chambers of Foraminifera may be found in nearly all

calcareous deposits, but internal casts are only present in abundance in those regions

where glauconite is in process of formation, and have been fully referred to above.

At Station 176 in the South Pacific, large numbers of peculiar casts were observed in

a Globigerina Ooze from 1450 fathoms, which are markedly different from the glauconitic

casts. The Foraminifera, in the deposit from this station, presented a very mottled aspect

under the microscope, some of them being white or rose-coloured, as is usually the case in

a Globigerina Ooze, while others were brown or black, from a deposit of the peroxides of

iron and manganese on their outer surfaces. When a section is made through these black

or brown-coloured specimens, three zones can be distinguished: at the centre an internal

cast of the shell, then the white carbonate of lime shell itself, and outside this an external

cast of the same nq.ture and aspect as the internal one, to which it is connected by little

pillars filling up the foramina of the shell (see P1. XI. fig. 1). When the carbonate of

lime is removed from such specimens, it is seen that the external cast is in general not

thicker than the hollow space left by the removal of the shell, and that this external cast

can be partially separated from the internal one by the use of a little force. The general

appearance of these external and internal casts is represented in Pi. XXIV. fig. 4, and

it will be observed that they differ, owing to the presence of the external casts united

to internal casts by little pillars, from the specimens represented in the other figures

on the same plate, where we observe only internal glauconitic casts. The red-coloured

casts from this station offer considerable resistance to the action of acids and mechanical

effort, which seems to show at once that we are not dealing with a cast made up merely

by a simple filling of the shell with fine mud or clay. The red casts, when examined in

thin sections by transmitted light, are yellow or brown, scattered over by a fine granu

lation, which is not aficted between crossed nicole. When treated with warm hydro

chloric acid we obtain, by elimination of the iron, colourless globules that appear to have

almost completely resisted the action of the acid, and are in all likelihood composed
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principally of silica. When treated with alkaline carbonates, we have found that these

casts contain silica, alumina, lime and magnesia; traces of alkalies were also detected.

They are evidently composed of a substance differing completely from glauconite, and due

to some special conditions in the immediate surroundings, for in this deposit there were

none of the conditions which are usually present in glauconitic deposits as regards mineral

and lithological associations and geographical position, the deposit at this station being a

Globigerina Ooze containing 61 per cent. of carbonate of lime, a few Radiolarians and

Diatoms, and a great abundance of volcanic debris.

IV. PROSPHATIC CONCRETIONS.

In the foregoing chapters of this work reference has frequently been made to the

presence of phosphate of lime in marine deposits. The bones and teeth from the
central parts of the Pacific, and the manganese nodules which have been formed around

organic centres, frequently yield considerable quantities of phosphate of lime. In the

Globigerina and other organic oozes, there is always a small quantity, usually, less
than 1 per cent., of phosphate of lime, while in the shallower water deposits around.
continental shores there is usually a much larger percentage of phosphates. When

describing the glauconitie material of the Green Sands and Blue Muds, it was pointed
out that this substance was frequently associated with phosphate of lime in the interior
of the Foraminifera shells. We now propose to describe in detail certain phosphatic
concretions found in marine deposits, especially in those deposits in more or less close

proximity to continental shores, which present in many instances a most complete
analogy with similar concretions in geological formations. In these descriptions we
will deal especially with the nodules dredged at Station 141, 98 fathoms, Station 142,
150 fathoms, and Station 143, 1900 fathoms, for at these points the most typical
examples were procured; the two former stations are situated on the outer edge of
the Agul.has Bank, south of the Cape of Good Hope, and the last in the deep water

nearly 100 miles south-east of the Bank.

Macroscopic Characters.-The concretions vary from 1 to 3 cm. in greatest
diameter; exceptionally they may attain from 4 to 6 cm. in diameter. They are
surmounted by protuberances, penetrated by more or less profound perforations, and
have, on the whole, a capricious form, being sometimes mammillated, with rounded
contours, and at other times angular. Their surface has generally a glazed appearance,
and is usually covered by a thin dirty brown coating, a discolouration due to the oxides
of iron and manganese. This coating, which covers all parts of the concretions, usually
veils the mineralogical nature and aggregate structure. When they are regarded more

closely, the irregularities of the surface are frequently observed to be due to

heterogeneous fragments applied the one against the other, cemented by phosphatic
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material which, as will be presently pointed out, forms the principal mass of most of
these little nodules. When examined on a fresh fracture, the greater part is seen to
be formed of a brownish yellow, slightly shining, compact matter, in which are
embedded black-brown granules of glauconite, that stand out on the broken surface,

together with other mineral grains and remains of microscopic organisms. These
concretions are hard and tenacious, the fundamental mass, in spite of its earthy aspect,
being compact, and having a hardness that does not exceed 5. The fracture is plane
or irregular and slightly granular. The matter forming the matrix presents the

pyrognostic reactions of phosphate of lime; it is fusible with difficulty on the edges of
the splinters; moistened with sulphuric acid it colours the blow-pipe flame with green;
it is soluble in hydrochloric acid. It may be added that the concretions from the
shallower depths were larger, contained much more glauconite, and presented a green
coloured external appearance, while those from 1900 fathoms were of a light brown
colour,

Chemical Composition.-The determination arrived at from the, above-mentioned
characters as to the phosphatic nature of the substance making up these nodules is
confirmed by the following analyses:-

STATION 142, 150 FATHOMS, No. 72. STATION 143, 1900 FATHOMS, No. 73.

Ratio of Ratio of
Equivalents. Equivalents.

1996 0'422 PAY . . 2354 0498
C02, . . 12'05 0'274 0713 C02, . . 1064 0'242 (0'757
SOS, . . 137 0017) SO3, . . 139 O'017)
8102, . . 1'36 Si0.,, . . 2'56
CaO, . . 3941 0104

0-721 CaO, . . 4095 0131 0-752
Mg0, . . 067 0-0171 MgO, . . 083 0021 i
Fe2O, . . 2'54 Fe203, . . 219

119 A12Oli, . . 143
Loss,' . . ... Loss, . . 365
Insoluble residue, 1734 Insoluble residue, 11-93

9fr89 9911

Analysis of Insoluble Residue, No. 72. Analysis of In.oluble Residue, AVO. 73.

8i02, . . 7743 Si02, . . 76'58
1240 A1000, . . 13'85

Fe203, . . 791 Fe2O, . . 7.93
CoO, . . 1-07 CoO, . . 127
MgO, . . 1'02 MgO, . . 1'18

9983 10081

1 An accident in the operation prevented the determination of the Loss.
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F0BmN SoLunu IN BCI. P0RrioN I1EOLUDLE IN EC1.

No. 1.201 SiO AI,O, rep3 MnO, CftCOa CnSO4 CIL,2P04 MgCO3 On Total. SiO, A120,Fe201 CaO MgO Total.
03

143
1
1900 74 410 000 3.00 580 210 1007 262 4957 098 tr. 8674 840 000 016 tr. 916

Microscopic Characters.-The microscopic examination of thin sections of the

phosphatic nodules shows that they present special peculiarities, depending on the
nature of the deposit in which they have been formed. The phosphate of lime is the

principal constituent, and presents the same characters in every one of the concretions
examined, but the nodules differ in the nature and abundance of the heterogeneous

particles cemented by the phosphate. These particles, whether of organic or mineral

origin, are seen to be the same as those in the deposits containing the concretions; for

instance, the nodules from Station. 142, where the deposit is a Green Sand, are princi
pally composed (to the extent of two-thirds) of glaucothtic particles, quartz, and silicates

(see P1. XX. fig. 1), while in those from Station 143, Globigerina Ooze, the remains of

Foraminifera predominate (see P1. XX. figs. 2-4). In the first case, where the aggrega
tions are formed of glauconitic and sandy particles, the phosphate plays simply the role
of a cement interposed between the mineral grains. In the second case the phosphatic
matter is more abundant, not only cementing the particles but penetrating through the
cavities of the shells; it fills up the spaces between the sections of the Foraminifera,
and plays in a manner the role of a fundamental mass, pseudomorphosing, sometimes

entirely, all the carbonate of lime of these organic remains.

The phosphatic concretions from the above-mentioned Green Sand show under the

microscope an agglutination of angular (rarely rounded) quartz grains, along with
rounded glauconitie grains, all of which are abundant in the deposit; there is neither

pseudomorphism nor penetration of phosphate into the interior of the mineral particles;
the phosphate plays only a relatively subordinate part, binding together the mineral

particles of the deposit (see P1. XX. fig. 1). It is distinguished by a brownish yellow
tint, and is seen interposed between the minerals as a network of phosphatic matter.
In the microscopic preparations isolated patches of phosphate, scarcely exceeding 01 mm.
in diameter, are occasionally to be seen; one may observe upon these larger patches that
the substance is concretionary; they do not extinguish uniformly between crossed nicols,
but spots with indefinite contours and vague tints of polarisation appear, like those pre
sented by very closely aggregated geodic minerals, chalcedony for example, or, better
still, certain zeolites.

The phosphatic concretions from the Globigerina Ooze in deeper water, 1900
fathoms (see P1. XX. figs. 2-4), present considerable differences from those dredged

(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS UflALL. EXP.-1891.) 50
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in the Green Sand from 100 and 150 fathoms. In the deep-water specimens there
is an abundance of calcareous organic remains, especially Rhizopods, a diminution of
mineral particles, and a great preponderance of phosphatic matter. The phosphate

penetrates the shells in every part, and pseudomorphoses them in a more or less complete
manner. It also forms large patches, enclosing organisms and minute mineral particles,
which do not show structure, properly speaking; they are slightly brownish with

transmitted light, and appear to occupy the place of the muddy calcareous matter

usually found between the Foraminiferous shells in a Globigerina Ooze. These phos

phatic patches are characterised by a certain opacity due to the inclusion of a crowd of

infinitesimal heterogeneous particles. It might be said that the phosphatie matter,

when infiltrating into the mud, had embraced and cemented all the immediately sur

rounding impurities. Although, as already stated, these patches present no structure,

they are lined by a zone which resembles in character concretionary phosphate of lime

(see P1. XX. fig. 4). It might be suggested that the fundamental mass in solidifying
had concentrated the organic and mineral matters of the deposit, and in so doing had
left behind microscopical empty spaces, which had subsequently been filled by infiltra

tions of a more homogeneous phosphate of lime, and that this was deposited in these

cavities in a manner resembling substances coating some geodes. These later additions

of phosphate of lime, being of purer matter, more transparent, slightly yellowish, have

solidified with the curvilinear contours and fibro-radiate structure of some concretionary

coatings. Between crossed nicols the fundamental mass of these sections can be seen

to remain without sensible action on polarised light, while the zone surrounding the

borders reacts in giving a rather vivid tint. In the same way the external parts of the

concretions offer in thin sections a border of transparent phosphate without inclusions,

and with concretionary structure, as if the later depositions had been formed of a more

homogeneous material (see P1. XX. figs. 3 and 4). The same observation is applicable
likewise to the infiltrations into the hollow spaces of the microscopic Foraminifera shells.

In these thin sections the Fornminifera that have been aggregated by the phosphate
are sharply distinguished from it by the colourless calcareous matter of their shells.

The interior formerly occupied by the sarcode is filled by a honey-coloured phosphate,
the phosphate infiltrated by the foramina of the Rhizopods being much purer than that

cementing the particles of the deposit; but this deposition of phosphate in the interior

of the calcareous shells has sometimes been accompanied by brownish pigmeutary
matters, which are evidently hydrated oxide of iron associated with organic matters

(see P1. XX. fig. 2). The interiors of the Rhizopods in this way appear generally like

yellowish, or in some cases like little black, masses limited by the calcareous envelope of

the shell.

The infiltration of phosphate is not always limited to the filling up of the

cavities of Forarninifera and other organisms; a pseudoruorphic substitution of the
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carbonate of lime of the shell is often observed. According to the structure or
thickness of the calcareous partitions, this substitution is more or less advanced; some
times the structure of the shell is more or less well preserved, but frequently it is

quite effaced. When the phosphate has invaded the interior of the Foraminifera, and
the calcareous partitions have not been touched by the pseudomorphism, the sections
of the partitions stand out pure and colourless, showing that the infiltrated matter
has penetrated by the foramina; at other times the shell assumes a yellow appearance,
showing the first step towards phosphatisation (see P1. XX. fig. 3). When the filling

up of a Foraminifér, for example, and the pseudomorphism of its shell are complete, the

phosphate, attracted around this little centre, continues to be added at the surface, and
thus a phosphatic granule is formed whose external appearance no longer recalls that of

the organism around which the phosphate has grouped itself. This observation is not

without importance in the interpretation of the origin of the phosphatic grains. The

study of microscopic sections of these Foraminifera confirms a fact often brought out in

descriptions of phosphatic fossils, viz., that the infiltration of the phosphate has a direct

relation, so to speak, to the fineness of the openings by which this matter must be

introduced. Thus a large number of the Foraminifera may he seen to be filled with

phosphate, while very often in the fundamental mass at the mouth of the shell there are

points where the phosphatisation has not taken place, being still dotted with particles of

carbonate of lime showing clearly the optic phenomena of that mineral. It may be
said that when the sections of shells of Foraminifera no longer exhibit the black cross

between crossed nicols, they are transformed into phosphate.
Sometimes the phosphate of lime takes on an ochreous or brownish tint, showing

that it is mixed, as already indicated, with mangathferous and ferruginous matters

-its usual accompaniments in marine sediments-or with organic matters. Although
the yellowish tint is characteristic, it may also be replaced by a greenish coloration,

when it is sometimes difficult to distinguish phosphate of lime from glauconite.
Means of distinction, however, may be found in the coneretionary forms of the

phosphate, giving it a zona.ry structure, even recalling by its capricious lines an

osseous structure at first sight, while, on the other hand, the aggregate polarisation
of glauconite affords a means of differentiation, which, after a little practice, may
be applied with certainty. In doubtful cases it is well to have recourse to micro

chemical reaction, when, with the aid of molybdate of ammonia, the question may be

decided in a sure and rapid manner.

Distribution and Mineral Associations.-Having described in detail these phosphatic
cone.retions, we may now consider the conditions under which they have been formed.

It has already been stated that these nodules were dredged by the Challenger at

Stations 141, 142, and 143, after leaving the Cape of Good Hope for the southern

cruise. rrhe two former are situated on the Agullias Bank, on. the submarine edge
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of the continental shelf, the deposit in each case being a Green Sand, in depths of

98 and .150 fathoms, while the third station is situated in the deep water to the

south of the Bank, in 1900 fathoms, the deposit being a Globigerina Ooze.

The mineralogical elements of the Green Sand (Stations 141 and 142) may be

considered as derived from the neighbouring laud, consisting of quartz, garnet, green

hornblende, black mica, &c., and the coast character of the deposit is still further

indicated by the large quantity of mineral particles left in the residue after treatment

with acid, and also by the presence in abundance of typical grains of glauconite,
a mineral never found, we may say, in truly pelagic deposits. The analogy
between this sediment and the greensands of geological formations cannot be mis

construed, and the conditions under 'which they have both been formed must be

nearly identical. As the distance from land and the depth of the sea increase, the deposit
assumes a more pelagic character, and consequently at Station 143 the mineral particles
are for the most part those found in the open ocean, being mostly of volcanic origin;
this Ulobigerina Ooze, however, being formed at a point not very far removed from

land, is not purely pelagic and still contains particles of quartz, indicating with

considerable certainty the proximity of land. This deposit may be compared with

the white chalk of geological formations, but in this case the Rhizopod shells,

constituting the mass of the sediment, are preserved entire, and belong to pelagic

species, while in the chalk the Foraminifera are chiefly bottom-living forms, and have

generally been broken or reduced to powder by agencies posterior to sedimentation.

During the Challenger Expedition, phosphate of lime was procured at many of the

shallower stations around continental shores, but never in such abundance or such

typical development as at these stations to the south of the Cape of Good Hope.'
Mr Murray has described similar phosphatie concretions from the dredgings of the

U.S.S. "Blake," along the Atlantic coasts of North America.' In one instance the

nucleus of the concretion consisted of a fragment of a manatee bone, but in the majority
of cases the nodules consisted of an aggregation of calcareous organisms cemented by a

brownish yellow phosphatic matter, often showing concentric rings, after the manner of

agates, thus indicating deposition from solution.

It may be pointed out that phosphatic nodules are apparently more abundant in

the deposits along coasts where there are great and rapid changes of temperature,

arising from the meeting of cold and warm currents, as, for instance, off the Cape of

Good Hope and off the eastern coast of North America. It seems highly probable that

in these places large numbers of pelagic organisms are frequently killed by these changes

1 In the material dredged by the German ship "Gazelle" on the Aguihas Bank, which Mr Murray was permitted
to examine at Berlin, there were numerous phosphatic and glaucouitic nodules identical with those procured by the

Challenger.
2 Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoöl., vol. xii. pp. 42, 43, 52, 53, 1885.
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of temperature, and may in some instances form a considerable layer of decomposing
matter on the bottom of the ocean. It is also well known that large numbers of pelagic
creatures are in like manner destroyed where there is a mixture of waters of different
saiinities, for instance, where polar and equatorial currents mingle, or where large
quantities 'of fresh water are thrown into the ocean from floods in great rivers.' By

taking account of phenomena such as these, which would result in the destruction of

large numbers of pelagic animals at one time, thus covering the deposit in process of
formation with a vast layer consisting of the dead bodies of marine animals, it is believed
that the origin of the thin bands of phosphatic nodules, so frequent in geological forma

tions, may be accounted for.

The ph osphatie nodules observed in existing deposits belong then to the coast zone.

They may be found in all terrigenoiis deposits, and also along the edge of the abyssal
zone in deposits of a pelagic type, which, however, from their nearness to land, still

contain terrigenous elements. The resemblance of these deposits to those of geological
formations containing phosphorites in greatest abundance-the greensands, glauconitic
chalks, and pure chalks-is so evident that it is unnecessary to insist on it. The mode

of formation of the one must have been almost identical with that of the other, and the

interpretation of the origin of the phosphatic concretions of existing seas should be

equally applicable to those of the Cretaceous and Tertiary formations, for example!
Reference has already been made to the analogies between the pliosphatic nodules of

modern sediments and those of a great number of nodular phosphates of the chalk and

greensand formations, so much so that it might even be asked whether the concretions

described in this chapter might not be derived from ancient formations cropping out at

the bottom of the sea. This doubt is at once removed when account is taken of the

fact, already pointed out in treating of the microstructure of these concretions, that they
contain, cemented and enclosed by phosphates, the remains of organisms and mineral

particles identical with those constituting the actual sediments in which the concretions

are found. These phosphatic concretions must therefore be regarded as having been

formed in situ.

Mode ofForrnation.-If we ask whence the phosphate of lime found in these nodules

is immediately derived, we may set aside in the first place the hypothesis of a direct

derivation from the interior of the globe, for although it is evident that in certain cases

a small percentage of phosphate of lime in deep-sea muds might be attributed to apatite

coming from volcanic rocks, still even at the highest estimate the amount of phosphate of

lime coming from this source must be very subordinate relative to that derived, for in

stance, from organic remains. Nor is there any reason in the conditions under which

they have been formed for supposing that the phosphate of lime could have been derived

from submarine springs. Again, we find nothing in the surroundings to induce us to

Murray, Scot. Gcogr. Mug., vol. vi. pp. 481, 482, 1890. Murray, be. cit., pp. 464, 465.
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regard the phosphate of lime of these nodules as being a direct deposit from the waters

of the ocean without the previous intervention of organisms; the small quantities of this

substance found in analyses of sea-water prevents us in the actual state of our knowledge
from having recourse to this interpretation. But if phosphates are not deposited

directly from the waters of the ocean, it is incontestable that by the action in the first

instance of vegetable organisms phosphates are without cessation removed. from these

waters during vital processes, and a notable proportion is fixed in the hard parts of certain

groups of organisms.

Organic remains must sometimes accumulate in vast numbers on the sea-bed, and

sometimes be buried in the sediments; it seems to us that the decomposition of such

organic remains is the immediate source of the phosphates in the concretions here

described. We know that Lingui'e have secreted this substance since the Cambrian

Period, and indeed this process has been going on from geological periods of the most

ancient date, ever since the conditions had become favourable to the existence of organisms
in the bosom of the ocean. It is evident that the phosphates thus elaborated by organisms

ought, when life abandons the organic structures, to accumulate along with sedimentary
matters upon the bed of the ocean. The deposits there forming are the seat of many
chemical reactions under the joint influence of decomposing organic matter and sea-water.

All the mineral substances here described under the name of chemical deposits are the very
best proof of these reactions, and although not energetic, they are not the less consider

able as to their effect, granted the duration of the action and the mass of substances

present. In that pulp formed by the calcareous and siliceous organic envelopes, by the

fragments of rocks and minerals reduced to the state of muddy matter, and albuminoici

and other matters derived from higher organisms, the phosphates are re-arranged, with the

result that phosphate of lime in a nodular form is in some places found in considerable

abundance. It may be supposed that this phosphatic matter dissolved in the sea-water

impregnating the mud is endowed with the properties of colloidal bodies, for we know

that phosphate of lime presents incontestable analogies with certain colloids, for example,
with hydrated silica. By admitting that phosphate of lime can effect this colloidal

state, it is safficient that a centre of concretion should arise to initiate precipitation,
and the nucleus once formed would subsequently enlarge by successive additions.'

Many substances may have played, with respect to the phosphate, the role of centre

of attraction. It may have originated in the first instance, as we have shown, in the fill

ing up of the hollow spaces of a Giobigerina shell; afterwards it may be deposited around

this shell and agglutinate the surrounding portions of the deposit into a more or less corn-

'The phosphate of lime may be held to be directly derived from the products of decaying bones of dead animals,
upon which carbonic acid exerts a powerful solvent action. At the same time the organic nitrogenous matter of the
bones is decomposed into ammoniacal salts, which would readily dissolve in water containing free carbonic acid,
and form a solution exceedingly prone to re-deposit the phosphate of lime held in solution on any nucleus or in any
cavities or shells.
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pact mass. The organic remains on the bottom of the sea often retain for a long time
some of their sarcodic substance, and we are inclined to think that this exercises upon
the phosphate an attraction which might be considered as a feeble echo of that exercised
by living matter. This view might be supported by recalling the frequent incrustations
of phosphates and its coucretionary development upon the remains of plants and animals;
at the same time it must be pointed out that phosphate of lime is sometimes formed
around inert matters to which no affinity would appear to carry it. A solid body of any
kind appears to serve as a nucleus, though phosphatic nodules are by preference formed
around organic centres, but whatever the nature of the nucleus, once the first layer ofthe
coucretionary substance is deposited it no longer remains inert, acting in its turn as a
centre of attraction and grouping round it, just as the solvents furnish material, all the
molecules of the same nature which are found within its radius of attraction.

Recalling now the various particulars stated in the preceding general descriptions,
we may give a resume' of the facts upon which we rely for the interpretation of the mode
of formation of the phosphatic nodules dredged to the south of the Cape of Good Hope.
It may be said that the phosphate of lime accumulates in marine muds in the form of
remains of organisms which secreted this body during life, the analyses of oceanic deposits
usually showing the presence of a notable quantity of phosphate of lime. It is upon the
debris of organisms that the solvent action of the sea-water impregnating the sedimentary
pulp is exercised; we know that nearly all the bones of fishes, Crustacean carapaces, and
other organic structures containing phosphates, have been removed in solution. After

having been dissolved, the phosphate, existing in a state analogous to that of colloidal
bodies, is deposited at first in the interiors of Rhizopod shells lying isolated in the muddy
matter and still lined with organic material. This filling up of the Foraminifera shells is
seen perfectly in microscopic sections of the nodules, which show also that the concretionary
substance, having filled the empty spaces, continues to be attracted around these centres

and infiltrates into the muddy mass, enclosing all the impurities and binding together
several centres whose agglomeration forms the nodule. This concretionary process is

accompanied by an after-growth more or less complete of phosphate upon the calcite.

In other eases mineral particles are taken as a centre of concretion, as shown in the

nodules from the Green Sand; in this case organic matter does not apparently play the

same role in. determining the formation of the nodule.' On the decay of fish bones,

and indeed of all animal structures, ammoniacal salts are formed, and at the same time

phosphoric acid in combination with lime is dissolved in sea-water, the natural result being
the formation of ammoniacal or alkaline phosphates, which react upon any structural form

of carbonate of lime, such as shells, Corals, &c., the phosphoric acid in combination with

the alkaline bodies coml:iuiug with the lime of the Coral or shell to form phosphate of

Se Irvine and Anderson, "On the Action of Metallic (and other) Safla on Carbonate of Lime," Proc. Roy. Sm.
Ed-iii., vol. xvii. pp. f2-54, 1891.
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lime, thus producing pseudomorpb.ism.' But whatever may be the nature of the substance

serving as a first centre for these concretions, we are led to believe that the phosphate of
which they are constituted has passed through living matter. Its cycle may be traced

by saying that, after having been concentrated by living beings, it is rendered to the

mineral world again, after solution by sea-water, in a concretionary form, and is thus

placed in a more stable form in reserve for the future wants of life.

V. CRYSTALS OF PEILLrPSITE IN MARINE DEPOSITS.

It has been pointed out that glauconite is a hydrated silicate now forming in consider

able abundance in marine deposits; it has been shown that it never presents itself in a

crystalline condition, and does not occur in a free state, but originates in the hollow

spaces of calcareous organisms. It is limited to terrigenous deposits, and is always
associated with ancient volcanic rocks or crystalline schists, from whose alteration in all

probability its chemical constituents are derived. The hydrated silicate, phillipsite, to

which we now propose to direct attention, is, on the other hand, always present in a

crystalline form, and is found in a free or isolated condition in the deposits. It is

limited to purely pelagic clays or oozes, and is associated with recent volcanic rocks, and

the materials derived from their alteration. We hope to be able to show that these

zeolitic crystals arise from the decomposition of such volcanic rocks.

Crystals of phillipsite were first discovered in deep-sea deposits during the cruise of

the Challenger between the Sandwich and Society Islands, where they were found to

make up 20 or 30 per cent, of some samples of Red Clay. A fact which proves that

they must have been in considerable abundance at many points is that the shells of some

arenaceous Foraminifera were entirely made up of these little crystals. They have been

found distributed over wide spaces in the central regions of the Pacific, and have sub

sequently been discovered in the deep water of the Central Indian Ocean. Although
found in the various kinds of deposits in the deep water of the Central Pacific and Indian

Oceans far removed from land, they cannot be regarded as characteristic of any type of

deep-sea deposit, although most widely distributed and abundant in some red clay areas.

The presence of these microscopic crystals in enormous numbers and in a free state in the

pelagic deposits possesses a high interest, viewed with respect to the chemical reactions

taking place during the present period upon the floor of the great ocean basins. Zeolitic

minerals, and phillipsite in particular, are known to occur in the vacuoles, fissures,

and empty spaces of certain crystalline masses or tufaceous rocks of volcanic origin.

I Irvine and Anderson found. that a porous variety of Coral had, in the course of six months, abstracted from a
solution of phosphate of ammonia, phosphoric acid sufficient to replace about 60 per cent. of the carbonate of lime

present
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Danbre has shown that zeolites are even in process of formation in the Roman bricks
and concretes of the springs at P1ombires, and around the edges of other thermal wells.'
But, as far as we know, they have never before been found in an isolated condition-as

simple or twinned crystals, or free radiated aggregates-as we find them in the deposits
of the Pacific and Indian Oceans. The deposits containing these zeolitic crystals present
in these regions a totality of phenomena that appears never to have been realised on the
same scale in the sedimentary formations of any geological period, unless, indeed, it be
admitted that all traces of them have been effaced by posterior changes.

Physical Characters.-On examining the deposits, from the regions in which these
zeolitic crystals occur, under the higher powers of the microscope, there is seen, in the
midst of mineral and argillaceous matters and volcanic debris, an infinity of small prisms
of sharply cut form generally covered with a yellowish deposit. These microliths appear
to be as numerous in the clay as the little crystals of rutile in certain slates, for example.

They are generally simple and isolated, though in some cases they form aggregates or are

twinned; there are also spherolithic groups in which several of these zeolitic crystals are

entangled together so as to form crystalline globules of sufficient size to be distinguished

by the naked eye, giving a certain grain to the deposit. We will describe first the

isolated crystals of minute dimensions, which are carried away along with the argillaceous
matters of the deposit in the process of decantation. These microliths are coated with

a thin layer of hydrates of iron and manganese, which gives them, and in fact the whole

deposit, a brown or fawn colour. Their form is better observed after treating them with

very weak acid, which frees them more or less perfectly from the accidental coating sub

stances. Thus cleaned the smallest crystals are seen to be colourless or slightly milky;
a large number of micrometric measurements gives them a mean diameter of 0,027 mm.

in length, and 0,005 mm. in breadth. They have a pronounced prismatic, very simple,
form; the elongated faces, which may he taken for the faces of the prismatic zone, form

between them a right angle. They are terminated at the two extremities by two faces

resembling a dome, inclined the one to the other at an angle approaching 120°. It is rather

difficult to see other faces clearly; those just indicated are observed with certainty, but

it may be that the smallest crystals of phihipsite, or at least certain of them, are ter

minated by four faces instead of two at each extremity. At the two ends of the crystals
traces of two other faces which appear as dwarfed may be seen, but they are too ill-defined

to allow of their existence being definitely made out. As a matter of fact, however, these

four faces do exist in larger individuals, as will be presently pointed out. Their form

indicates that they are single individuals of the monoclinic system presenting the faces

oP(c), (b), aoP(m), elongated following the edge c/b (see P1. XXII. fig. 1), an elon

gation which determines the prismatic form of the crystals. The faces having the

appearance of forming a dome are those of the prism (in); the angle formed by the two

I A. Daubre, etudes synthétiqucs de Oo1ogie ecpirimentaLe, pp. 18') et Req., Paris, 1879.

(DEEr-SEA DEPOSITS CIIALL. EXP.-1891.) 51
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faces rn/rn answers within several minutes to the angle of the same faces in phillipsite.
Here then we are dealing with the fundamental forms of this mineral, and, at least in

the case of the smallest of these microliths, with non-twinned crystals, which have not

hitherto been pointed out in specimens of this species found in fissures and geodes of

volcanic rocks. In spite of their extreme tenuity, the faces c and b can each give good
reflections, thus showing that these crystals are not lamellar, as might be supposed at

first sight, but that they possess a development almost equal for these faces. The

attempts to determine their optical properties, difficult even in the case of large crystals,
have not given any definite results. The optical properties of phillipsite are very variable,

and, as with the majority of minerals belonging to the group of zeolites, the tints of

chromatic polarisatiou are of low order, and in this case the difficulty is increased owing
to the great absorption of light by the optic apparatus when studying between crossed

nicole with high magnifying powers. In fine, the angle of extinction of phillipsite is

relatively small, and as the edges are only a few hundredths of a millimetre in length it

is difficult to measure this angle under the microscope. When the crystals are larger,
there may sometimes be observed at the two extremities four lozenge-shaped faces repos

ing upon the edge oo Poo /oP, having then the aspect of orthorhombic prisms terminated

by the faces of a pyramid. What has been said as to the determination of the faces

shows that we are dealing in this case with one of the ordinary twins of phillipsite, the

plane of twinning and the plane of composition being the face oP. It may be added that

this twinned form has not up to the present time been observed in an isolated condition,

except in the case of small crystals of phillipsite from Plombières, where Des ()loizeaux

has found forms identical with those here indicated.

The small crystals are seen to pass through all the transitions of size to the larger

simple or twinned individuals, which show a tendency to group themselves irregularly or

+

according to a crystallographic law. Even the smallest niicroliths that

pass off with the first decantation are superposed, grown together, and

interlaced. In certain cases the groups are regular; they are crossed

twins, recalling perfectly the well-known twin form of harmotone and

of phillipsite. The annexed woodcut (Fig. 36) represents one of these

Fig. 36.-Crossed Twin twinned crystals from the South Pacific, Station 276, 2350 fathoms;
Crystal
Station 276, 2350

of lhpt
it is from this station that all the figured specimens of zeolites from

fathoms, South Pacific. the Pacific have been selected. This cruciform twinning is repeated
so frequently and is so characteristic that it might almost of itself serve to identify
these little crystals as belonging to the one or the other of these zeo]itic species.

Although the twinning is not rare, the crystals are more frequently observed forming

irregular groups, as shown in P1. Xxii. fig. 4, where these crystals are grouped as they

appear after isolation from the mud by decantation. The grouped microliths are covered

by a coating of manganese and iron, which is generally arranged around the centre of the
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group. In this figure only one crossed twin is seen; the other groups are formed some

times by two microliths crossing each other at variable angles or juxtaposed, sometimes

by three or four little crystals superposed one above the other, while in certain groups

there is a tendency to affect a apherolithic or radiated disposition around a centre.

Finally in some cases the spherolithic structure is more perfect, as will presently be

pointed out when describing the spherolithic globules formed by radiate crystals of

phillipsite, which are very frequent in the deep-sea deposits already indicated.

We may recall the fact that this globular or epherolithic disposition is to a certain

extent characteristic of several species belonging to the group of zeolites; mention may

be made of the crystalline botryoiclal masses lining the hollow cavities of certain altered

volcanic rocks. In this case the crystals are supported on the rock, while in the case of

the globules of phihipsite the little groups of radiated crystals are formed in a free state

in the mud. In the aggregate of crystals represented in P1. XX.EIL fig. 6 the grouped

microliths are seen pressed the one against the other, as if they came from a geode. A

cosmic spherule, on falling upon the bed of the sea, has been enclosed in this agglomera

tion of little prisms, and has been entangled among zeolitic crystals.

The spherules now to be described are of the same mineral nature as the isolated

microliths, twins, or groups previously spoken of, but they are larger, being distinguish

able by the naked eye or with the aid of a lens. When the various elements of the mud.

are separated by decantation or by means of dense liquids, such as the iodide of mercury

and potassium, the most numerous particles observed are grains resembling a ferruginous

sand. These grains are often spherical, and with the aid of a good hand-glass they

are seen to be terminated at the surface by slightly-reflecting crystalline facets. They

are always soiled by argillaceous mud and coatings of iron and manganese. The mean

diameter of these spheroliths is about 05 mm., though in some cases they may attain a

diameter of 2 mm. In reflected light under the microscope the facets, at the surface of

the globules, are seen to be those answering to the two prismatic faces P of simple

individuals, or to the four faces of individuals twinned following the law already referred

to. P1. XXIII. fig. 3 represents one of these spheroliths, magnified. 20 diameters, as

seen by reflected light. Mounted in Canada balsam or copal, the spherule can be rubbed

down, and become sufficiently transparent to be submitted to microscopic examination

by transmitted light, when it is seen that they are made up of little radiating microliths

of phillipsite. P1. XXII. fig. 3 represents a spherule cut approximately through the

centre, showing precisely the internal structure of these zeolitic balls. It is surrounded

by a deep brown or red-brown coating of manganese, while all round the figure are

agglomerated mineral particles of the deposit traversed by dendrites of manganese.

Among these particles are little irregular colourless fragments of minerals of volcanic

origin or debris of organisms. The crystals composing these spheroliths become thin

towards the centres of the globules, and there terminate in an acute angle following the
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edge c/b. They advance more or less regularly following the radii, growing gradually larger
as they approach the periphery; this structure, however, is not quite what is denominated

fibro-radiate. The individuality of each crystal is too well marked; properly speaking, it

is a radiate structure. The section cuts some of the crystals more or less parallel to the axis

of elongation, and the extremity is then seen to be terminated by the faces rn/rn. Zones

of growth may be observed upon these microliths, indicated by inclusions of the limoriitie

and manganiferous mud; in many cases these zones do not present a well-marked direc

tion, but sometimes the inclusions are arranged and disposed en chevron, which might
answer to the arrangement of the hemitropic lamella observed upon the face b of crystals
of philhpsite. Even in these pretty large crystals of the spheroliths it is 'very difficult to

discern the optical properties exactly, and this difficulty is increased by reason of the

wedge-shaped form aflcted by each of the individuals; in the spheroliths the properties
of the individual crystals, as in the case of a twin, lose all regularity. P1. XXII.

fig. 2 shows one of the spherules cut nearer to the surface, consequently the section

cuts the radial crystals near their external extremity. Sometimes the form of the

sections is a parallelogram more or less elongated, or approaches to a square,

according as they are cut more or less normally to the edge c/b; this is what the

crystals of phillipsite should give when cut across in such a section. Sometimes

sections with re-entrant angles are also observed, and are the traces of crossed twins;

two or three such sections are seen in the spherule figured, at the upper right-hand
side of the figure.

Chemical Composition.-From the physical characters just described, it is evident

that these crystals belong to the species phillipsite, and the results of the following analyses
conIirm this determination. The material chosen for the analyses was as pure as it could

be obtained by decantation, or by the aid of dense liquids, without being cleaned with

acid.'




Loss
Station. Depth. No. on igni- Si02 A1208 FeO5 MnO CaO MgO K20 Na.,O H00 TotaL

tion.

275 2610 89 759 4760 1709 592 043 320 124 481 408 915 10111
275 2610 90 735 4988 1652 554 044 1,38 1,20 5'10 459 933 10133
275 2610 91 947 4810 1758 617 ... 1,70 102 483 3-76 795 10117

The presence of iron and manganese must be placed against the coatings and inclusions

of the crystals. Apart from these foreign matters, the composition shown by the

analyses corresponds closely with the average composition of phillipsite, except in the

case of the alumina, the percentage of which is rather below the average; this deviation

In Appendix III. will be band three additional Analyses (Nos. 20, 21, and 9), which were made from impure
material or are incomplete, and need not be specially referred to here.
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may be accounted for when we remember that the substance is not homogeneous, and is
so fine in the grain that perfect separation is impossible even under the microscope. It

may be added that, like other zeolites, these crystals are attacked by hydrochloric acid,

leaving a siliceous skeleton.

Geographical and Bathyrnetrical Distribution and Mineralogical Associations.-
We have seen that phillipsite is present in nearly all the deposits collected by the

Challenger in her voyage through the Central Pacific, from the Sandwich Islands to near
the island of Juan Fernandez. It has also been detected in some of the deep-sea clays
collected by the U.S.S. "Tuscarora" in the Central Pacific, and in the deposits collected

by H.M.S. "Egeria" in the Central Indian Ocean. It always occurs in the deeper
deposits, as will be seen by reference to the Tables of Chapter II., most abundantly
in Red Clays, more rarely in Radiolarian Oozes, and still more rarely in Globigerina
Oozes.

By reference to what has been said as to the distribution of basic volcanic glasses and.
basaltic lapilli, it will be seen that the distribution of these substances coincides with the
distribution of the crystals of phillipsite. If the sounding tube has not demonstrated
that the basin of the Pacific is covered at many points by flows of lava, it is because this

apparatus cannot, any more than the dredge, penetrate below the surface of the sediment,
and these superficial layers are always formed, as might be expected, of fragmental
matters. But granted the accumulation of lapiffi and volcanic ashes and sand that are
found there, everything points to the conclusion that, beneath the deposits of mud, the

bottom is constituted over considerable areas by veritable volcanic flows. Whether this

supposition be correct or not, it is incontestable that, at those points far removed from

continental land, and situated beyond the influence of transport by rivers, waves, tides,

and currents, the elements most widely spread in the oceanic sediments are of volcanic

nature, or result from the decomposition of eruptive products. It may be pointed
out also that the volcanic matters predominating among these products of sub

marine eruption and scattered over this region of the ocean are from their nature

essentially alterable, being mostly basic glasses. The basic nature, and at the same

time vitreous condition, of these fragments is a certain index of alterability and of the

facility with which sea-water can attack and transform them. These points will be

referred to presently, for they give the key to the mode of formation of zeolites in the

deposits.
Mode of Formation.-If we consider, in the first place, the subaerial rocks where

zeolites are located, it will be seen that they are of the same nature as the volcanic

fragments dredged from pelagic sediments, and that the conditions under which the

zeolites are formed in both cases are analogous. It is a well-established fact that zeolites

are never met with in fresh and unaltered rocks, neither are they ever observed as direct

products of crystallisation in a magma nor as products of sublimation. They are specially
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developed as secondary minerals in the hollow cavities, the vesicles, the fissures, of some
older or recent eruptive masses and in their tufas; they are sometimes also seen

pseudomorphosed on anhydrous silicates. An intimate bond unites the zeolites with

the matters upon which they are implanted or with which they are associated. It might
be said that these hydrated silicates are nothing else than the volcanic minerals trans

formed under the action of water and in a manner regenerated; as soon as these crystal
line rocks or their tufa.s are exposed to the action of water that penetrates them their

pores are seen to be lined with zeolitic minerals. This filling up is in direct relation

with the degree of alteration of the rocks; in short, these veins and geodes have

been lined by zeolitic minerals by an exudation, so to speak, of the rock containing
them. It is especially in the geodes of basalts, of phonoliths, of diabases, or in the

respective tufas, that they are met with. The submarine volcanic matters of the

regions already indicated are precisely those that might be considered as the tufas of

basaltic rocks.

The study of the crystals and zeolitic coatings lining the cavities of products of

subaerial eruption indicates clearly that these secondary minerals have been formed by
waters, which have taken from the very rocks through which they have passed the

constituent elements of the zeolites. We may even follow in the various zones of the

geodes the gradual series of alterations that the rocks have undergone under the influence

of the infiltrating water; it has deposited in the hollow cavities matters with which it

has been gradually charged during its passage through the capillary canals traversing
these eruptive masses. Amygdaloid rocks of the basic series of all geological formations

exhibit the conditions here recalled; it has even been shown that, in lavas so recent

as those of the Puy-de-Dôme and of Gravenoire, these zeolites are present. In a word,

wherever basic volcanic rocks are exposed we are sure to observe minerals belonging to

the group of zeolites, always formed by the solvent action of waters upon the volcanic

masses containing them. This is the case in Auvergne, in Bohemia, in the Siebengebirge,

in the rocks in the neighbourhood of Idar, in Iceland, in the Deccan, in the eruptive

masses in the Trias of Scotland, &c.

It is only in exceptional circumstances that the zeolites are observed in sedimentary

layers. The solutions depositing them may then have taken the elements from the

neighbouring eruptive rocks, or these sedimentary layers may have originated from

tufaceous matters more or less closely resembling those found at the present time on the

bed of the Pacific. It is very probably in these conditions that zeolites occur in the

argillaceous schists at Andreasberg and Eule, in the limestones at Ohappel, Fife, where

apophyllite with opal is observed filling Sfrophonernas, and in the sandstones of the Upper

Tertiary at Crevacuore. But whatever their position, or the nature of the rock in which

they are formed, these silicates always present characters indicating hydrochemical

origin. It may also be stated, as the result of a considerable number of observations,
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that the mineral masses in which they are localised belong especially to amygdaloid
rocks or to the basic series.

Another very significant fact may be here noticed, viz., that whereas zeolites abound
in basic volcanic rocks they have no such great development in other crystalline rocks.
Thus the paste of granites and porphyries, richer in silicic acid than the rocks just
mentioned, do not contain zeolites, which are replaced by siliceous concretions, by quartz,

chalcedony, and opal. All this demonstrates in a conclusive manner that the waters
infiltrated in volcanic masses do not deposit there matters other than those taken up
from these very rocks, and that the products of the alteration of these rocks furnish the

elements entering into the constitution of the zeolites or other secondary minerals.

Water is, then, only an instrument in this regeneration of minerals. At the moment of

its infiltration it may not have been charged with any of the elements constituting the

secondary products about to be deposited from it; these elements are found ready in the

eruptive masses from which the waters take them to abandon them almost immediately
in the form of crystals or of amorphous coatings.

The study of contemporaneous phenomena supports the preceding deductions drawn

from the observation of eruptive rocks of past geological periods. Daubrêe has proved
that at Plombières water but slightly mineralised has infiltrated into the concrete and

masonry by whose aid the Romans had retained the spring, and has there determined the

formation of zeolites, among which he has observed crystallised phillipsite. In the vesicles

of the bricks and in the cement, the infiltrating water has deposited minerals identical in

every respect with those observed in the vesicular rocks of the basaltic series. At Plom

bières better than anywhere else the conditions under which zeolites may be formed are

easily observed, and it may be there demonstrated with certainty that the waters deposit

ing the zeolites take the elements from the surrounding medium. There are no traces of

zeolites nor of other contemporary minerals in the sandy gravel traversed by the waters

before reaching the concrete and masonry, and these formations are absent also in the

friable granite found at Plombières although submitted to identical conditions as the

cement and Roman bricks. We must conclude from these facts, and especially from this

localisation, that the very material in which the crystals are deposited furnishes to the

water the constituent elements of zeolites, and it is evidently according to the composition

or alterability of mineral matters traversed by water that zeolitic matters are extracted,

deposited, and crystallised. Granite and gravel, richer in silica, offer more resistance to

the solvent action; the water cannot take anything away nor depose anything there.

These modern phenomena then present an exact repetition of those revealed by the study

of crystalline rocks of geological formations.

We have given these details of Daubrée's observations at Plombières, which he has

found to be confirmed at several other thermal springs, because these phenomena present

points of comparison which permit us to determine with great probability the origin of
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the submarine zeolites. Keeping in mind the whole range of facts furnished by the

study of zeolitic rocks, and of the formation of contemporary zeolites, we may proceed to
consider the origin of the little crystals of phillipsite from the clays of the Pacific. The

dredgings and soundings in these zeolitic regions show an exceptional abundance of frag
ments or of lapili of vesicular basalt, often with a highly-developed vitreous base.
Almost all these rocks belong to the basic series, and among them are found types of the

eruptive series poorest in silica. With these lapilli, which are always observed in a state
of hydration and more or less advanced disaggregation, are associated, with remarkable

constancy, fragments of palagonite representing one of the last phases in the hydration of

basaltic volcanic glasses. Microscopic particles also observed in these clays must have
been projected as volcanic ashes from submarine or subaerial eruptions, and have appa

rently come from eruptions that have covered the bottom of the sea with eminently
alterable lapilhi, similar to those just referred to. These particles are also generally of a

basaltic nature, and their state of extreme division must render them in an exceptional

degree favourable for attack by sea-water.

It is seen, then, not only that the rocks just enumerated are those in which, in

geological formations, zeolites have been developed in a marked degree, but that they
are especially represented by the vitreous varieties. Moreover, it is known, from

observations of geological formations, and from experiments in the laboratory, that these

vitreous varieties are precisely those which, as might be expected, offer the least

resistance to the action of water, and that water transforms them, in part at least, with

great facility into matters of a zeolitic nature. What may be expected to be the result

of the action of water upon the rocks and minerals found on the bed of the Pacific?

Evidently the same at the bottom of the sea as that observed in analogous rocks on the

dry land, where we are able to follow the modifications there taking place. As we have

already remarked, the minerals constituting the basalts and basaltic rocks in general

undergo, under the influence of waters that attack them, a series of transformations pro
duced with constancy in nature, which may be thus summarised. During the decom

position of these rocks the waters take away from the alkaline silicates almost all they
contain of potash and soda, silica being at the same time liberated; in silicates with a

base of lime, magnesia, iron, and manganese, almost the whole of the lime and of the

iron is separated with a notable quantity of silica. These various elements tend to

disappear from the primitive mass, being taken away by the waters, but sometimes the

iron and the manganese remain in the residue of the decomposition in a high state of

oxidation. As to the alumina entering into the composition of these silicates, a

fraction of it is eliminated, but the greater part is concentrated in the residue, in

retaining a certain portion of the silica, and in fixing a certain quantity of the

water. The final product of this decomposition approaches more and more to a hydrated

silicate of alumina, which constitutes an argillaceous mass containing always traces of
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alkalies, especially of potash, and mixed with iron and manganese. The waters may

deposit the elements thus taken up from the rocks upon the immediate borders of the

points from which they have been extracted, or they may be carried further away,

according as the liquid is at rest or in more or less rapid motion.

We will now show that phenomena analogous to these take place at the bottom of

the Pacific; the differences observed are non-essential, and are explicable when the

location and special conditions are taken into account. Remembering the nature of the

rocks found to be present on the bottom in the central regions of the great ocean basins,

we would expect to observe there the formation of zeolites bearing characters depending

upon the medium in which they have been developed; they would be found, not only in

the vesicles of the volcanic fragments in the form of definite crystallographic: individuals

or in aggregates, but also in a free state, and not enclosed. The sea-water acting upon

basaltic volcanic material will be charged with elements to be afterwards deposited as

zeolites, the residue being transformed into an argillaceous mass, in which manganese
and iron are concreted in nodules of hydrated peroxide. In this argillaceous ooze the

zeolitic crystals will be deposited, granted that the movement of the water is almost

insensible; the solutions could not be carried very far, as is often the case in clays

derived from the decomposition of subaerial basalts. These crystals cannot be placed in

positions similar to those upon the solid partitions of crystalline rocks, hence their

special characteristics; they are terminated on all sides by crystalline faces or form

aggregates and spherolithic globules, the surfaces of which bristle with facets. These

are, indeed, the peculiar characteristics of crystals formed in muddy matters, viz., the

crystals of gypsum and the radiate groups of sulphide of iron formed under conditions

fundamentally resembling those under which these microscopic crystals of philhipsite are

found. Thus the presence of eruptive materials whose decomposition under the action

of water gives origin to zeolites, the co-existence of these with the normal residue of the

alteration of basaltic rocks-clay and ferro-manganiferous concretions, the special charac

ters of these zeolitic microliths, indeed the whole range of facts observed on the bed of

the Pacific, contribute to the support of the interpretation here proposed, which appears
to give, an adequate explanation of the origin of these crystals of phillipsite.

Some points upon which we have not insisted may, however, be raised against the

view here adopted, and in terminating this discussion we may examine some doubts that

naturally enough present themselves. It may be asked, in the first place, whether the

substances extracted by sea-water from silicates of volcanic rocks ought not to be spread

by diffusion throughout the oceanic mass and be lost in this immense reservoir. To

remove this objection, it will be sufficient to recall a fact placed beyond doubt by recent

oceanographical researches, viz., that in great depths the water is not subjected in a

sensible. manner to the influence of superficial movements-Waves, tides, and currents

but that there is only a massive movement of extreme slowness, in striking contrast

(mtEP-sIA DEPOSITS MALL zx._1S91.) 52
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with the agitation of the surface water. As already stated, it is sufficient for the
formation of zeolites to have a very slow renewal of the water, and we have at the
bottom of the Pacific this condition, which is observed in the waters infiltrating into the
subaerial rocks and there depositing hydrated silicates. In. consequence of the greater
or less stability of the masses of water in contact with or imbibed by the sedimentary
ooze and volcanic debris, diffusion, if not altogether suspended, operates only in a very
slow manner in the deeper layers of the sea, and thus permits the dissolved elements to
be deposited, in part at least, at the points not far removed from where they have been
extracted. One of the conditions desired for the formation of zeolites-the slow renewal
of the water-is then realised at the bottom of the sea, and especially in the muds
saturated with water.

Another objection arises from the low temperature of the water at great depths,
which oscillates between 2° to 3 C. above and below zero; it may be thought that
these thermal conditions are incompatible with the formation of zeolitic crystals. It
has generally been admitted that these minerals require for their formation waters
of a high temperature, but that they can be produced without demanding a great heat

is proved by the zeolites of Plombières, for, as already stated, they are there developed
almost at the surface of the ground under the action of waters, thermal, it is true,

but whose temperature scarcely rises to over 400 0. This is very far from the high

temperature which has been hypothetically invoked to explain the deposit of all zeolitic

matters. To judge from the effects produced at Plombières by waters of a compara

tively low temperature during the relatively short time separating us from the Roman

period, it is reasonable to suppose that even very InuGh lower temperatures. may

produce analogous phenomena, if account be taken of the great alterability of

basaltic silicates and the state of fine division in which they occur at the bottom

of the sea. That which cool or tepid waters, like those of springs, can produce,
will be realised in sea-water in a certain measure, especially if it has time to

act, for time is a great factor in these reactions; the ultimate result will be the

formation of crystals scarcely exceeding a fraction of a millimetre in diameter.

It would be easy to prove, it may be added, that the decomposition of a

great number of rocks, and the deposition of zeolites under the influence of water,

could only take place at a relatively low temperature. It is scarcely necessary to

remark that if a water but little mineralised, like that of Plombiôres, is sufficient to

attack the substance of bricks and concrete, and there provoke the formation of zeolites

and other species-chalcedony, opal, &c., the water of the sea is able to exercise an

analogous action upon the natural silicates bathed by it. If it be admitted that pure
water suffices to decompose rocks, with all the more reason may we conclude that sea

water charged with salts is able to attack. the mineral matters which it penetrates. It is

well known that water in contact with finely-pulverised silicates gives at once an alkaline
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reaction, and that afterwards it may act in consequence of the contained alkali. To this

action of water may also be added the much more energetic, though more localised,

phenomena,* arising from acid exhalations, carbonic acid in particular, which form a

habitual accompaniment of volcanic manifestations, and of which the submarine regions
of the Pacific must often have been the theatre.

Relation of Secondary Chemical Products to Rate of Deposition in Deposits.-It

must be admitted that at the present time we have no definite knowledge as to the

absolute rate of accumulation of any deep-sea deposit, although we have some informa

tion and some indications as to the relative rate of accumulation of the different, types of

deposits among themselves. The most rapid accumulation appears to take place in the

TerrigenousDeposits, and especially in the BlueMuds not far removed from the embouchures

of large rivers. Here no great time would seem to have elapsed since the deposit was

formed, so far at least as the materials collected by the dredge, trawl, and sounding tube

are concerned. The various constituents of the mud are little altered, and- if great

chemical changes have taken place in the deep layers beyond the reach of our instru

ments, these are not apparent in the more superficial layers to which our direct knowledge

is at present limited.

In glauconitic deposits, along high and bold coasts, where few rivers enter. the ocean, a

large number of the mineral particles have undergone profound alteration, there is a large

admixture of Giobigerina3 and other pelagic shells, and the glauconite with which many

of these are filled, as well as the presence of phosphatic, calcareous, and barium nodules

or concretions, all indicate that there has been an extensive formation of secondary products.

All the constituents in the superficial layers of these deposits appear to have been for a

long time exposed to the action of sea-water, and for the reasons here stated we must

assume that the Green Muds and Sands have therefore accumulated at a much slower rate

than the Blue Muds.

The majority of Volcanic Muds and Sands appear to accumulate at a relatively slow

rate, judging from the large number of pelagic shells frequently present in them, and the

depositions of manganese peroxide on many of the particles making up the deposits.
Near some active volcanoes, however, there has evidently been a more rapid accumula

tion, as nearly all the mineral particles are fresh and unaltered, and there is but a slight
admixture of pelagic organisms.

Around some coral reefs the accumulation must be rapid, for, although pelagic species
with calcareous shells may he numerous in the surface waters, it is often impossible to detect

more than an occasional pelagic shell among the other calcareous debris of the deposits.
The Pelagic Deposits as a whole, having regard to the nature and condition of their

organic and mineralogical constituents, evidently accumulate at a much slower rate than
* See B. Bunsen in Taylor's Scientific Memoirs, Nat. Phil., vol. 1. p. 69, 1853
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the terrigenous deposits, in which the materials washed down from the land play so large
a part. The Pteropod and Globigerina Oozes of the tropical regions, being chiefly made

up of the calcareous shells of a much larger number of tropical species, must necessarily
accumulate at a greater rate than the Globigerina Oozes in extra-tropical areas or other

organic oozes. Diatom Ooze, being composed of both calcareous and siliceous organisms,
has, again, a more rapid rate of deposition than the Radiolarian Ooze, while in a Red

Clay there is a 'minimum rate of growth.
It has already been stated that cosmic spherules, sharks' teeth, the earbones and

other bones of Cetaceans, are much more numerous in a Red Clay than in any other

deposit, and it has been urged that the greater or less abundance of these might be

taken as a measure of the rate of deposition. These spherules, teeth, and bones are

abundant in the Red Clays, because few other substances there fall to the bottom to

cover them up, and they thus form an appreciable part of the whole deposit. In the

organic oozes and .terrigenous deposits, however, a large number of additional substances

contribute to form the bulk of the mud or ooze, and the chance of cosmic spherules,
sharks' teeth, or earbones being dredged from these deposits is proportionally small, and

as a matter of fact only, a few have been obtained in these deposits.
The volcanic materials in a Red Clay having, because of the slow accumulation, been

for a long time exposed to the action of sea-water, are profoundly altered, the decomposi
tion being accomuanied by the formation of clay, massive manganese-iron nodules, and

zeolitic crystals, just as the formation of glauconite, phosphatic, calcareous, and barium

nodules accompany the decomposition of terrigenous rocks and minerals in deposits nearer

continental shores.

It has been argued by Dieulafait and others that the manganese of the manganese

nodules has fallen from the surface and has accumulated in the red clay areas owing to

the non-deposition of other substances. In opposition to this view it must be pointed out

that some of the Challenger's largest hauls of manganese nodules were not in the red clay

areas, but in Pteropod and Globigerina Oozes, or near volcanic cones. These Pteropod

and Globigerina Oozes always contained a large quantity of volcanic glass, in a flue state

of sub-division, and many minute particles of palagonite. In other Globigerina Oozes,

where the rate of deposition must have been about the same or less, and where the volcanic

particles were absent or relatively rare, only traces of manganese peroxide could be

dete'ted. For these reasons the 'abundance of manganese in a deposit cannot be looked

upon as an index of the rate of deposition. The conditions in which manganese nodules

and zeolitic crystals occur, frequently suggest the proximity of volcanic phenomena at the

bottom of the sea, and no more instructive work could be undertaken than the exhaustive

examination of one of these areas, that in. the South Indian Ocean for example, where the

surroundings suggest that the carbonate of lime shells have been removed from the deposit

some time after deposition as a result of submarine VOlCUiic action.



APPENDIX I.

EXPLANATION OF CHARTS AND DIAGRAMS.

CHARTS.

Chart 1 shows the distribution of Marine Deposits by means of Colours, and is compiled, from the latest
available information (see pages 247 and 248); the depths are represented by means of cross-ruling, and
the track of the Challenger is indicated by a dotted line with arrows.

Charts 2 to 43 show the positions of the Sounding and Dredging Stations, nature of the Deposits,
direction and force of the Wind and Surface Current, the following abbreviations and symbols being made use
of




Figures enclosed thus, (), indicate the position and distinguishing number of a Sounding,
Dredging, or Trawling Station. Figures in block letter, thus, 2850, indicate the depth in
Fathoms.

The letters under the depth indicate the nature of the Deposit at the bottom

gl. oz. signifying Globigorina Ooze. r. in. signifying Red Mud.
Pt. oz. ,, Ptoropod Ooze. bL in. ,, Blue Mud.
di. or. ,, Diatom Ooze. cale. ,, calcareous.
red. oz. ,, Radiolarian Ooze. a. ,, sand.
r. el. ,, Red Clay. in. ,, mud.
cr1. in. ,, Coral Mud, at. ,, atones.
cr1. a. ,, Coral Send. eli. ,, shells.
vole. in. ,, Volcanic Mud. g. ,, gravel.
vole. a. ,, Volcanic Sand. cr1. Coral.
gr. in. ,, Green Mud. h. g. ,, hard ground.
gr. a. ,, Green Sand.

Arrows thus) /, indicate the mean direction of the Wind, the number at the base giving the mean

Force (in Beaufort's Scale). Arrows thus,/ indicate the direction of the Surface Current,

the numbers at the base giving the rate in miles per 24 hours.

The position of the Ship each day at Noon is indicated by a black dot. When the position at
noon corresponds with a Sounding Station the black dot is replaced by the number of the
Station. The clay of the month is noted in hair line, thus, and occasionally the month
and year are also given, the month being shown in Roman figures, thus, 1, V. 74.

(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS CHALL. ExP.-1891) 53
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Chart
2. From England to the Canary Islands; also from Cape Verde Islands towards England.
3. In. the vicinity of Lisbon.
4. In the vicinity of Madeira.
5. In the vicinity of the Canary Islands.
6. From Canary Islands to St. Thomas, St. Thomas to Bermuda, Bermuda to the Azores, Azores t'

Madeira, Madeira to Cape Verde Islands; also from Cape Verde Islands towards England.
7. In the vicinity of the Virgin Islands.
8. In the vicinity of Bermuda.
9. From Bermuda to Halifax, and Halifax to Bermuda.

10. In the vicinity of the Azores.
11. In. the vicinity of the Cape Verde Islands.
12. From Cape Verde Islands to Bahia; also from Ascension to Cape Verde Islands.
13. In the vicinity of St. Paul's Rocks.
14. In the vicinity of Fernando Noronha.
15. In the vicinity of the Coast of Brazil.
16. From Bahia to the Cape of Good Hope; also from Monte Video to Ascension.

" 17. In. the vicinity of the Tristan da Cunha Islands.
18. From the Cape of Good Hope to the parallel of 60° S.
19. In. the vicinity of Prince Edward and Marion Islands.
20. In. the vicinity of the Crozet Islands.
21. In the vicinity of Kerguelen Island.
22. In the. vicinity of Heard Island.
23. In. the neighbourhood of the Antarctic Circle, between the meridians of 78° and 98° E.
24. From a position in lat. 59° 56' S., long. 99° 14' E., to Melbourne.
25. From Melbourne to Sydney.
26. In the vicinity of Sydney.
27. From Sydney to Wellington, Wellington to the Fiji Islands, Fiji Islands to Cape York.
28. In. the vicinityof Tongatabu.
29. In. the vicinity of Matuku Island.
30. In the vicinity of Ngaloo. Harbour, Fijia.
31. From Cape. York to Hong Kong, Hong Kong to Yokohama.
32. In the vicinity of the Arrou and Ri Islands.
33. In. the vicinity of the Banda Islands.
34. In the vicinity of Nares Harbour, Admiralty Islands.
35. In the vicinity of Japan.
36. From YokQhama to the Sandwich Islands.
37. In the vicinity of the Sandwich Islands.
38. From the Sandwich Islands to Tahiti, Tahiti to Valparaiso.
39. In. the vicinity of Tahiti.
40. From Valparaiso to Port Otway.
41. From Port Otway through Magellan Strait.
42. From Magellan Strait to Falkland Islands, Falkland Islands to Monte Video.
43. In the vicinity of Ascension.
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DIAGRAMS.

Diagrams 1 to 22 show the vertical distribution of Temperature, the relief of the Bottom of the Sea, the
nature of the Deposits, and the percentages of Carbonate of Limo. In these Diagrams horizontal lengths or
distances from Station to Station are on a scale of 200 miles to the inch, and the depths are on a scale
of 500 fathoms to the inch, so that depths or heights, as compared with horizontal distances, are
exaggerated in the proportion of 400 to 1. In looking, therefore, at the Plan as one of the bed of the
area, it must be remembered that the inclines as observed were 400 times less steep than they are repre
sented. The Diagrams show the isotherms for every five degrees, which were obtained by plotting the

temperature observations on paper of equal squares and drawing the curves (the observations and curves
are published as Part. III. of the Physics and Chemistry of the Expedition).

In the Diagrams the thick florizonta.? line8 represent lines of equal temperature in Fahrenheit

cD

Scale. The figures above each Vertical line, thus, , indicate, (), the number of the

04
Station, 68°, the Surface Temperature, and, 2650, the Depth in fathoms. The figures below
each Vertical line indicate the temperature at the Bottom, the type of Deposit being
given with the percentage of Carbonate of Lime underneath.

Diagram
1. Longitudinal section from Tenerife to Sombrero.
2. Diagonal section from Bermuda towards Now York; also Meridional section from Halifax to St

Thomas. -

3. Longitudinal section from Bermuda to the Azores and Madeira.
4. Longitudinal section from a position in 1st. 3° 8' N., long. 14° 39' W., to Pernambuco.
5. Diagonal section from Abroihos Island to Tristan da Cunha Islands.
6. Longitudinal section from Rio de la Plata to Tristan cia Cunha Islands and the Cape of Good

Hope.
7. Meridional section from the Azores to Tristan da Cunha Islands.
8. Meridional section from the Cape of Good Hope to the parallel of 460 S. 1st.
9. Meridional section between the parallels of 50° and 65° S. 1st.

10. Diagonal section from a position in 1st. 53° 55' S., long. 108° 35' E., to Cape Otway.
11. Longitudinal section from Sydney to Porirua, Cook Strait, New Zealand.
12. Meridional section from Kandavu Island to Cape Palliser, New Zealand.
13. Longitudinal section from the Fiji Islands to the Barrier Reef, Australia.
14. Enclosed seas of the Eastern Archipelago.
15. Longitudinal section from Meangis Island to the Admiralty Islands.
16. Meridional section from the Admiralty Islands to Japan.
17. Longitudinal section from Japan to a position in lat. 35° 49' N., long. 180° W.
18. Longitudinal section from a position in 1st. 35° 49' N., long. 180° W., to a position in 1st..

38° 9' N., long. 156° 25' W.
19. Meridional section from the parallel of 38° N. to the parallel of 40° S. lot.
20. Longitudinal section from a position in lot. 40° 3' S., long. 132° 58' W., towards Mocha Island.
21. Meridional section from the parallel of 33° S. to the parallel of 46° S. 1st., off the west coast o1

South America.
22. Meridional section from the Falkland Islands to the parallel of 350 40' S.





APPENDIX II.

REPORT on an ANALYTICAL EXAMINATION OF MuG.a1sE NODULES, with special
reference to the PRESENCE or ABSENCE of the RARER ELEirs. By Jom
GIBSON, Ph.D., F.R.S.E.

The material subjected to analysis consisted of small and characteristically-shaped nodules,
varying in size from about to inch in diameter. They were received from Mr Murray, labelled
as follows :-




MAGNE8E NODULES (medium size).

Station 285. 14th October 1875.
Lat. 32° 36' S.; long. 1370 43' W.

2375 fathoms.

A preliminary examination showed that these nodules consisted chiefly of hydrated oxides of
manganese, iron, and aluminium, soluble in hydrochloric acid, together with a highly siliceous insoluble
residue. No rare element was found in large quantity, so that it was obviously necessary for the
purposes of this examination to operate upon a large quantity of the material. In carrying out the
analyses special care was taken that the necessarily large quantities of the reagents employed should
be minimised as far as possible, and every positive result was supplemented by cross tests, so as to
ensure that the traces of the different elements found were really originally present in the nodules,
and not derived from the reagents themselves, or from the vessels in which the various operations
were carried out. In every case the possibility of such sources of error was made the subject of
careful investigation, and from the outset the analytical methods adopted were chosen with special
reference to this difficulty. The reagents used were rigorously tested, and in many cases specially
prepared.




SPectro8copic Examination,.

At first sight it might be supposed that a direct spectroscopic examination of the original
material, or of its concentrated hydrochloric acid extract, would have gone far towards deciding as
to the presence or absence of those elements at least which give characteristic spectra. The
extreme delicacy of spectroscopic tests, when applied to relatively simple substances, is not unfre
quently referred to in a manner which would lead one to suppose that qualitative analysis might, in
the hands of a good spectroscopist, be reduced to the simple measurement of the lines present in
the spectra of the substance to be analysed. Unfortunately it is not so. Repeated measurements
of the lines in the very complex spectra produced by the original substance and its concentrated
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hydrochloric acid extracts when volatilised in a powerful electric spark, with and without the use
of a condenser, and also in the electric are, failed to give conclusive evidence, and in many cases
even any indication of the presence of elements which subsequent analysis proved to be present.
The various products of the preliminary examination were of course examined spectroscopically, and
by the accurate measurement of the various characteristic lines, positive proof was obtained of the
presence of a number of elements, which were present in so small quantity that their identification
at that stage by other analytical methods would have been very difficult if not impossible.
Amongst these may be mentioned-Lithium, Potassium, Barium, Strontium, Zinc, Thallium, and
Titanium. Throughout the course of the final analyses spectroscopic measurements were made when
ever practicable. The measurements were made with a Dewar and Liveing direct vision spectroscope,
and in order to obtain the necessary data for the conversion into wave-lengths of the micrometer
readings of this instrument, careful measurements were made of eighty bright lines characteristic of
twenty different elements.




Qualitative Anai,ys'i8.

150 grammes of the finely-powdered nodules were boiled in a large new Berlin porcelain basin
with specially-prepared perfectly pure hydrochloric acid. After prolonged treatment the whole was
evaporated to dryness, in order to separate any silica which might have gone into solution. The

dry mass was then moistened with strong hydrochloric acid, and subsequently digested with dilute

hydrochloric acid, and the solution filtered from the insoluble residue (A), which was thoroughly
washed, dried, bottled, and weighed.

Through the solution a current of pure suiphuretted hydrogen gas was passed for two days, after
which the small precipitate that had gradually formed was collected on a small filter, washed with
water containing a little suiphuretted hydrogen, dried, bottled, and weighed (B).

The filtrate from B was boiled to drive off the excess of suiphuretted hydrogen, and after cooling
mixed with a little sulphuric acid and about one-third of its volume of alcohol.

After standing for some days the small precipitate which had formed was collected on a small
filter, washed, dried, bottled, and weighed (C).

The alcohol in the filtrate from C was then boiled off, and excess of pure oxalic acid added. Au

extremely small precipitate separated out on prolonged standing. It was collected on a small filter,

ignited. The ignited precipitate weighed little more than one milligramme (D).
The filtrate from D was nearly neutralised with ammonia, whereupon a considerable precipitation

took place, accompanied obviously by absorption of oxygen from the air. The precipitate (E) was

collected on a filter, and washed with hot water.
A further precipitate (F) was obtained by prolonged exposure of the solution to the air. The

filtered solution was then acidified with hydrochloric acid, and the oxalic acid present destroyed by
addition of pure recrystallised potassium permanganate.

To the solution thus obtained ammonia and ammonium sulphide were added to precipitate the

metals of the iron group. The bulky precipitate was collected on two large filters, and washed

with water containing ammonium sulphide. The filtrate was evaporated to dryness in large

platinum basins, and the residue gently ignited, in order to drive off ainnioniacal salts. The residue

was bottled (0).
The iron group precipitate was treated in a closed flask with 5 per cent. hydrochloric acid,

prepared by diluting 20 per cent. acid with suiphuretted hydrogen water. After standing two days
the undissolved residue was filtered off and washed with hot water containing a little sulphurettcd

hydrogen, dried, bottled, and weighed (H).
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The filtrate from H was evaporated to dryness in a platinum basin, and the residue treated with
strong sulphuric acid. The resulting sulphates were ignited in small portions at a dull red heat
in a platinum basin, in order to decompose the sulphates of iron and aluminium, &c. From time
to time small portions of the ignited sulphates were extracted with water, and the filtered solution
tested with ammonium sulphide. As soon as the ammonium sulphide gave a pure flesh-coloured
precipitate of sulphide of manganese the ignition was stopped.

After the whole mass had been treated in this manner, it was boiled with water and filtered.
The filtrate on evaporation gave a large residue of practically pure manganese sulphate (I).

The residue insoluble in water was ignited and bottled (K).
By this means the bulk of the manganese was separated from the other metals of the iron groupwithout the use of any special reagent.
The 150 grammes of manganese nodules originally taken were thus split up into ten fractions

of simpler though still, for the most part, complex composition.
Each of these fractions was subjected to a rigorous qualitative, and in several cases quantitative,

analysis. Whenever practicable, the various products of analysis were examined spectroscopically
and the principal lines measured.

The following is a brief summary of the results arrived at:-
A. Chiefly silica and silicates.

The results of a full quantitative analysis of a similar insoluble residue obtained from another
portion of the nodules are given in Table 111.

B. Sulphides of copper, lead, and molybdenum.
No arsenic, antimony, or tin..
No bismuth, cadmium, or mercury.

C. Calcium sulphate, containing merely spectroscopic traces of barium and strontium.
D. The hydrochloric acid solution of this small precipitate gave no characteristic emission

or absorption spectrum.
Yttrium and cerium group metals absent.

E. and F. These precipitates contained iron, aluminium, and manganese. Yttrium and
cerium group metals absent. Uranium, chromium, beryllium, and titanium absent.

0. This residue consisted chiefly of potassium chloride, derived from the potassium perman
ganate used. Sodium, magnesium, and a mere trace of lithium were also found. Traces
of copper and iron group metals were also present.
Rubidium and cesium were searched for spectroscopically but not found.

H. Consisted chiefly of sulphides of iron, nickel, and cobalt, along with a little thallium.
I. Practically pure manganese sulphate.
K. Elements found-Iron, aluminium, manganese, a trace of zinc. Uranium, beryllium, &c.,

searched for but not found.

Quantitative Analysi&

The qualitative analysis above described having been completed, the general outlines of a
scheme for the quantitative analysis of these nodules were sketched out, based upon the qualitative
results arrived at. In order to facilitate adherence to this scheme, a diagrammatic plan of the various

operations was drawn up; and in order to maintain a clear and systematic account of the progress
of the very complex and protracted investigation, this diagrammatic plan was filled in in detail as the
written notes of the work done accumulated. During the course of the analysis this system of
double record proved very useful, as it was always possible by referring to the diagram to get a
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rapid oversight. of the work done or remaining to be done. When completed, the diagram appeared
to give so full and clear a representation of the whole course of the analysis that it was decided to

punt it without alteration rather than to attempt a written account, which could hardly have failed
to be difficult to follow. The diagram is therefore reproduced on the accompanying sheet. A brief
account of the quantitative determinations not included in this diagram must, however, be given.

Aaly8i8 of the Insoluble Residue left on, treating 200 grammes of the Nodules 'wit/i.
Hydro-chloricAcid.-The composition of this residue, which was dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid to
constant weight, proved, after exhaustive qualitative analysis, to be comparatively simple. No
special difficulties were therefore met with in the course of the quantitative analysis.

The loss on ignition was found to correspond exactly with direct estimations of the water con
tained in the residue after drying in vacuo over sulphuric acid to constant weight.

Table III. gives the percentage composition of the water-free residue.
A preliminary determination of silica gave 1322 per cent. A second most careful determination

with a larger quantity gave 1338 per cent.. This latter number was adopted as being certainly the
more accurate.

On treating the crude silica with ammonium fluoride and sulphuric acid, a residue, consisting
chiefly of titanic acid, was left. This residue was of course allowed for in calculating the percentage
of silica.

The titanium was estimated with great care, being precipitated repeatedly by boiling the dilute

sulphuric ucid solution.

Analysis of the Aqueous Extract.-46732 grammes of the powdered nodules were exhausted

repeatedly with boiling water.
The complete extraction with water proved to be exceedingly tedious, and the solution was

only obtained clear after repeated filtration. Aliquot portions were used for the determination

of-(a) Total bases as sulphate; (b) potassium and sodium; (c) lithium; (d) chlorine; (e) sulphuric
acid, Traces of calcium and magnesium were also found and estimated.

For the quantitative composition of the extract see Table I., column III.

The residue, insoluble in water, still contained sulphates, but no chlorides. The sulphuric acid

was determined in a separate portion of the nodules.

E8tvlnatiom of Water.-7 5337 grammes of the powdered nodules lost. 17330 grammes on

drying at 1100 C. to constant weight. This is equivalent to 2300 per cent.

A direct determination of the water evolved on heating to redness in a platinum boat gave, on

the other hand, 2983 per cent. of water. As the water collected in the bulb of the absorption tube

was slightly acid, two further direct estimations were made, using freshly-ignited oxide of lead to

keep back acid vapours. These determinations gave 2964 and 2967 per cent, of water respectively.
The mean of these determinations, 2965, was adopted.

Estimation of Peroxide-Oxygen.-These determinations were made by Bunsen's well-known

method.
The standard thio-sulphate solution used was titrated against pure iodine, prepared according

to Stas.
Three determinations gave 467, 471, and 475 per cent. of peroxide-oxygen respectively. The

mean of these determinations, 471 per cent., was adopted.

Assuming the whole of this peroxide-oxygen to be present as MnQ, the percentage of this

compound would be 2561, which corresponds to 2090 per cent. MnO, as against 2146 actually
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found. This assumption, however, is at once improbable and incapable of proof It is at least

equally probablo that the cobalt, nickel, and thallium are all present as peroxides.

Fliwrinc.-An attempt was made to determine the fluorine in about 6 grammes of the nodules.
The calcium fluoride ultimately obtained weighed less than a milligramme (00006 per cent.), so that
fluorine, although undoubtedly present, is so in quantity too small to be accurately determined by
any of the recognised methods, at least without undertaking a special research.

Estimation. of Ammonia.-Only one estimation was made. About 6 grammes of the nodules
were distilled with strong caustic soda solution, the distillate collected in hydrochloric acid, and the
ammonia determined grzwimetrically by precipitation with platinum chloride. From the weight
of metallic platinum obtained the percentage of (NH4)00 was calculated, and found to be 0,016 per
cent. of the manganese nodules taken.

Estimation. of Carbonic Acid.-After addition of excess of ferrous sulphate and of sliver

sulphate (in order to prevent liberation of chlorine), weighed portions of the powdered nodules were
boiled with dilute sulphuric acid in a flask connected with a Liebig's condenser, chloride of calcium
tubes, and finally potash bulbs. During the operation a slow current of pure air was passed through
the apparatus.

Two estimations gave identical results, viz., O29 per cent. 002.

Estimation of Sulphwric Acid.-2O347 grammes of the nodules were fused with sodium
carbonate, the fuse thoroughly extracted with water, and the sulphuric acid determined in the usual
manner.

083 per cent. SO, was obtained.
The sulphuric acid determined in an aliquot portion of the aqueous extract obtained by boiling

46.732 grammes of the nodules amounted only to O36 per cent., so that, unlike the chlorine, the

sulphuric acid is chiefly present in the nodules in insoluble combinations.

The final results of the analysis are given in Tables I., II., and III.
Column I., Table I., gives the percentage composition of the powdered nodules without making

any deduction for hygroscopic moisture.

Columns II. and III., Table I., give the percentages belonging to the residue insoluble in

hydrochloric acid and to the aqueous extract.
Table II. gives the percentage composition after deducting the water, the residue insoluble in

hydrochloric acid, and the aqueous extract.
Table III. gives the percentage composition of the residue insoluble in hydrochloric acid.

In conclusion, I desire to acknowledge most gratefully the kind and valuable assistance which I
have received from friends and students in the course ofmy analysis. The spectroscopic examination
and the earlier qualitative analyses were carried out in conjunction with Mr. F. M. Gibson, B.Sc.
The final quantitative analysis, down to the subdivision into aliquot portions of the filtrate from the

suiphuretted hydrogen precipitate, was carried out in conjunction with Mr. J. S. Ford, to whom I
am specially indebted for his skilful and painstaking assistance. My thanks are also due to Mr. A.

King, Dr. T. R. Marshall, and Dr. J. Shields, for their kind assistance, more particularly in carrying
out a number of control determinations.

The investigation, by the kind permission of Professor Crum Brown, was carried out from first
to last in the Chemical Laboratory of the University of Edinburgh.
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TABLE I.

I. IL III.

Total. In Insoluble In Aqueous
Residue. Extract.

HO, . . . 2965

Li20, . . . trace ... trace
Na0, . . . 181 065 116

K20, . . 025 017 0,08

(NH4)00, . . . 002 ... 002

MgO, . . . 234 ... 004
CaO, . . . 231 026 004
SrO, . . . 002 002
Ba0, . . . 012 012
MnO, . . . 2146 trace
CoO, . . . 02S
NiO, . . . 093
ZuO, . . . 010

T120, . . . 003

Fe008, . . . 1433 086
549 232

CA . . . 037
PbO, . . 005
M008, . . . 010
,SOS, . . . 083 ... 036
Te, . . . trace
CL-0, . . . 074 ... 074
F, . . trace

013 002
Vd205, . . 0107
C02, . . . 029
Si02, . . . 1388 1838
Ti02, . . . 013 0'13
O (peroxide-oxygen), 471 ...

99.99 1793 244
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TABLE U.

Percentage Composition after decLii1ctiwj the Water, the Inaot'ub1e Be8üue, and the
Aqueou8 Extract.

MgO, . 460
CaO, 4'02.

" " 4294
NiO, " " 1'96
COO, 0'56
ZnO, 020
T120, 006

Fe003, 2697

A1203, 634
OuO, 074
PbO, " " . . 010

MoO3, 0'20

so3, &94

c02, 058

P005, 022

VciO5, " 014

Peroxide-oxygen, 942

99.99

TABLE III.

Percentage composition of Inoiubl It'ek2ue.

Na00, , . " . " . 3'62

LO,. . . . . " . . 095

CaO, 1'45

SrO,. . " " . . " " 011

BaO, O'67

Fe.03, . " . " . 4'79

Al:0a,
1293

P"1o6, . . . " " . . . 011

sio., " . . . . "
" "

74-58
072

99.93













APPENDIX III.

CHEMICAL ANALYSES.

The following analyses have been made during the Examination of the Challenger Deep-Sea
Deposits by different analysts, and have been nearly all referred to in the body of the work.
The name of the analyst is affixed to each analysis immediately after the locality.

1. RED CL (after the finer parts had been washed away).-Station 5.

Lat. 24° 20'N., long. 24° 28' W., 2740 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 8 20
çAlumina, . . . . . . 4,70
I Ferric-oxide, . . . . . 3,50
Calcium phosphate, . . . . tracePortion soluble in Hydrochloric

}
- Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 070Acid-77-30 I Calcium carbonate, . . . . 5639
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 0-98
Silica, 11-03

(Alumina, . . . . . 1 -80
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 0-80Portion insoluble in HydrochloricHYdrochloric} 0-50Acid-1450
F Magnesia, . 040
(Silica, 1100

100-00

2. RED CLAY (after the finer parts bad been washed away).-Station 5.

Lat. 24° 20' N., long. 24° 28' W., 2740 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230 Fabr, 2-60

Ferric oxide, . : : . 4-76
Alumina, . . . 2-15

Calcium phosphate, 2-09
Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide,

Acid-82-84 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0-29

[Silica,

carbonate, 60-29
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 012
Silica, 1254

'Silica'9 80

100-00
(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS OEALL. EXP.-1891.) 56
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3. RD CLAY.-Station 7.

Lat. 23° 23' N., long. 31° 31' W., 2750 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fabr., . 7,45
(Alununa, . . . . . 010
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 1542
Calcium phosphate, . . . .tracePortion soluble in Hydrochloric 1. - Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 1 80Aoid-5298 I Calcium carbonate, . . . . 411

I Magnesium carbonate, . . 1 20
1silica, . . . . . . 24,26
(Alwnioa, . . . . . . 600
Porno oxide, . . . . . 264Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

}
L, . . . . . .AcId 3951 1*06
Magnesia, . . . . . 0,64

(.Silica, . . . . . . 2918

10000

4. R CLAY.-Station 8.

Lot 23° 12' N., long. 32° 56' W., 2700 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 8 *95
Alumina, . . . . . . 895
Ferric oxide, . . 910

I Calcium phosphate, . . large tracePortion soluble in Hydrochloric Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 224Acid-6801 Calcium carbonate, . . . . 1642
I Magnesium carbonate, . . 210
1Silica, . . . . . 23,00
(Ainmina, . . . . . . 4,20
I Porno oxide, . . . . . 210

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric - Lime, . . . . . .
Acid-2804

i
0189

Magnesia, . . . . . . 080
.8ilica, . . . . . 20,25

100,00

5. RED CLAY.-Station 9.

Lat. 23° 23' N., long. 35° 16' W., 3150 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Palir., 1040
Alumina, . . . . . 8 i0

IFerric oxide, . . 9.75
I Calcium phosphate, . . good trace

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric = 4 Calcium sulphate, . . 017
Acid -4374 (Calcium carbonate, . . . . 311

I Magnesium carbonate, . . .1190
1'silica, . . 19,81

1Alumina, . . . 0.10
Ferric oxide, . . 204

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric 0,47
Acid-45'86 Magnesia, . .




0*95
3330

100,00
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6. R CLAY.-Station 10,

Lat. 23° 10' N.1 long. 38' 42'W., 2720 fathoms (Brazier).

lose on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr., .761
rA.lumino, " . . . 9.73
Ferric oxide, . . 9*80

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
I Calcium phosphate, . . .

- .1 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 011Aoid-5898
I Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 13,30
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 111
tSilica, . . . . . . 24,78
(Alumina, . . . . . . 510
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 296

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
}
- . . . . . . 028

Acid-33 41




Magnesia, . . . . . . 019
24,58

100,00

7. R CLAY.-Station 18.

Lat. 190 41'N., long. 85° 13'W., 2650 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fabr., . 715
(Alumina, . . . . . . 815
I Ferric oxide, . . .. . . 11,87
I Calcium phosphate, . . . . 042

Portion soluble in hydrochloric
}
- . Calcium sulphate,, . . . . . 012

Acid-6000 Calcium carbonate, . . . . .15,78

[Silica,
carbonate, . . . 1.41

Silica, . . . . . . 2215
(Alumina, . . . . . .
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 210

7 *00

Portion insoluble in flydroobloric
}
- . , . . . . . . 017

Acid-3215
f Magnesia, . . . . . . 018
I. Silica, . . . . . . 21,80

100,00

8. RED CLiY.-Station 19.

Lat. 190 15' N., long. 570 47'W., 3000 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Pahr., . 744
(Alumina, . . . . . . 12,91
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 13&
(Calcium phosphate, . * . trace

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
}
- Calcium sulphate, . . . . .

Acid-5647
0.96

Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 149
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 310

I. Silica,. . . . . . . 27,68
Alumina, . . . . . 781

I Porno oxide, . . " 117
Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

}
. . . . . 103

Acid 3609 3lngiiesia, . . . . . . 0,52
ksilica, . . . . . 2518

100"00
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9. R CLAY.-Station 20.

Lat. 1.8° 56' N., long. 590 35'W., 2975 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fabr., . 745
A1umina, . , . . 1228

I Ferric oxide, . . . .
I Calcium phosphate, . . . . small trace

1114

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
} Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 1,47Acid-66,83 1 Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 350

1 Magnesium carbonate, . . . 2,14
'Silica, . . . . . 26-00
1Alumina, . . . . . 7'28
I Ferric oxide, . . 286

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
}
- J . . . . . . 1118

Acid-85-72




1 Magnesia, . . . . . 010
Silica, 24'40

100-00

10. Ran CLAY.-Station 21.

Lot 18° 54' N., long. 61° 28'W., 3025 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fajir., . 512
(Alumina, , . . . . . 7,04
Ferric oxide, . . 1225
Calcium phosphate, . . small tracePortion soluble in Hydrochloric

}
- Calcium sulphate, . . . . 011Acid-5042

I Calcium carbonate, . .
I

2*44
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 3-48
Silica, . . . . 24170

(Alumina, . - 511
Ferric oxide, . . . . 613Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

011Acid-4316
i Magnesia, . . . . . . 0*41
I Silica, . . . . . . 80 20

100,00

11. MID CLAY.-Station 27.

Lat. 22° 49' N., long. 65° 19' W., 2960 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr., . 4,25
1Alumina, . . 010
Ferric oxide, 7,83

I Calcium phosphate, . . . . 1,67
Portion soluble in H

Aóid ...44.
Hydrochloric

}
I Manganese oxide, . . . good trace
1 Calcium sulphate, . . trace
1 Calcium carbonate, . . . 3,25
I Magnesium carbonate, . . 113
I Silica . , . 23,78
(Alumina, . . . 10,19
I Forric oxide, . . 4-29Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

}
LL . .Acid-5119




Magnesia, . . . 0,33
,Silica, . . . . 85,17

10000
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12. Rzn CLAY (after the finer parts had been washed away).-Station 160.

Lat. 42° 42'S., long. .134° 10' E., 2600 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr 5100
lAlumina, . . . . 10'25
I Porno oxide, . . . . . 212
I Calcium phosphate, . . . . 2,09

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
}

I Manganese oxide, . . . . . 1199
Acid'-7347 1 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 029

Calcium carbonate, . . . . 88 '80

[silica,
carbonate, . . . . 016

t.Silica, . . . . . . 18'47
iAlumina, . . . . . . 4,03
Forric oxide, . . . .. . 202

Portion insolublo in Hydrochloric
}
- . . . . . . . . 019

Acid- 21 68 Magnesia, . . . . . . 0'18
I,Silica, . . . . " 1451

100,ou

13. R CLAY.-Station 226.

Lat. 14° 44' N., long. 142° 13' B., 2300 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Palm., . 4q20
Alumina, . . . . . . 480

I Ferric oxide, . . . . ,
1

15*20
Calcium phosphate, . . . . good trace

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
}
- Manganese oxide, . . . . . 1*14

Acid-57,30 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0-46
I Calcium carbonate, . . . . oii
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 075
Silica, . . . . . . 28-84

t'Ajnmina, . . . . . . 3.31
I Porno oxide, . . . . . 519

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
}
- Lime, . . . . . . 0'45

Acid- 88'50 I Magnesia, . . . . . . 0'40
28'65

10000

14. RID Ci1jy.-Station 241.

Lat. 35° 41' N., long. 157° 42' B., 2300 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr., . 430
(Alumina, . . . . . . 6'00
I Porno oxide, . . . . . 2,91
I Calcium phosphate. . . . . 2*09

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric j Manganese oxide, . . . . . i

Acid -62'20 J Calcium sulphate, . . .
(0,49Calcium carbonate, . . . .22'83

I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . O94
Silica, . . . . . . 26'00
Alumina, . . . . . 680

I Ferric oxide, . . . . 2,20
Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric } Lime, . . . . . 2'20

Acid-8350 I Magnesia, . . . . . 040

Silica, . . . . . . 28'40

100'00
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15. Rn CLAY.-Station 252.

Lat. 37° 52'N., long. 160° 17'W., 2740 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2800 Fahr., . 360
Alumina, . . . . . . 6,28
Ferric oxide, . . . . 1814
Calcium phosphate, . . . . small trace

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . . . trace
Acid-. 4O40 Calcium sulphate, . . . . " . O'Sl

Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 2,22
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 0-41
Silica, . . . . . . 24,89
Alumina, . . . . . . 785
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 210

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric i"so
Acid-60'OO Mrn . . . . . 016

Silica, . . . . . . 3710

100,00

16. EEl) CLAY.-Station 253.

Lat. 380 9'N., long. 1560 25'W., 3125 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr., . 4,50
Alumina, . . . . . . 811
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 7.95
Calcium phosphate, . . . . O'19

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . . . . 015
Acid.- 4519 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 01?

Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 012
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 210
Silica, . . . . . 24,70
fAlumina . . . . . . 775

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric j
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 318

Acid-49,81 Lime, . . . . . . 0,28
Magnesia, . . . . . . 010

,Silica, . . . . . . 3740

100"00

17. RED CLAY.-Station 256.

Lat. 30° 22'N, long. 154° 56'W., 2950 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 410
Alumina, . . . . . . 610
Porno oxide, . . . . 917
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 048

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric '. - Manganese oxide, . . . . . 018
Acid-4612 ) Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0,42

Calcium carbonate, . . .110
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1,33
Silica,. . . . . . . 24,96
Alumina, . . . . . 1117
Ferricoxide. 210

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
}
- 1 14

Acid-50l8
Magnesia, . . 0185
Silica, . . . . 84-82

300100
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18. Ran CLAY.-Station 275.

Lat. 11° 20'S., long. 1500 30'W., 2610 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° .Fahr., . 6'50
Alumina, . . . . . . 7.45
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 1571
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 016

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric - Manganese oxide, . . . . 815
Aoid-06'10 .1 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 018

Calcium carbonate, . . . . 314
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1 '96
Silica, . . . . . 82,06

(Ferric

. . . . . . 615
Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric) - IF?rric

oxide, . . . . . 2'85

Acid -27 '40 Lime, . . . . . . 0144
Magnesia, . . . . . . 010

k.Silica, . . . . . . 1716

100'00

19. RED CLAY (after the finer parts had been washed away).-Station 276.

Lat. 130 28' S., long. 149° 30'W., 2350 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 210
Copper, . . . . . . trace
Aimnina, . . . . . . 900
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 9.03

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Calcium phosphate, . . . . 814
Acid-80'70 Manganese oxide, . . . . . 223

Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0'58
Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 38'13
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 014
Silica, . . . . . . 17,80

lAlumina, . . . . . . 427
Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric' IFerric oxide, . . . . . 117

Acid-17,10
- Lime, . . . . . . 0,22

I Magnesia, . . . . . . o'ii
,Silica, . . . . . . 1l'43

100'OO
20. CItYBTLLS OF PalLLIPsrrn.-StatjOn 276.

Lat. 13° 28' S., long. 1490 30' W., 2350 fathoms (Dittmor).

There were two specimens, one marked "No. 1," the other "No. 2."

According to a verbal communication from Mr. Murray, No. 1 contains Foraininifera, which were removed
from part of the original specimen to produce No. 2.

No. 2, when viewed under the microscope, was found to consist mainly of groups of yellowish crystals. In
No. 1 these crystals were associated with a multitude of calcareous fragments.
These two specimens were analysed in the same manner, but not, I am sorry to have to add, with the same

degree of success. While fully convinced of the correctness of the numbers to be given for No. 1, those for

No. 2, I fear, do not possess the degree of precision which I should wish them to have.

In either case the substance was disintegrated by means of hot hydrochloric acid, and the insoluble part, after

removal of the soluble silica by means of boiling carbonate of soda solution, ignited and weighed.
The hydrochloric acid solution was exhaustively analysed, separate portions of substance serving for the

determination of alkalies and water respectively.
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No. 1, Found in 100 parts.
Undecomposablo 8111e5t08, . . . . . 715 In combining weight.
Water, . . . . . . . . 1231 H20 x 1'3680
Carbonic acid, " . . . . . . 12,52 CO2 x 0-5690
Phosphoric acid, " . . . . . 8,19 P205 x 00449
Silica, . . . . . . . 25-60 Me x 0'8583
Alumina, . . . . . . . . 8143 A1203 x 0-1640
Ferric oxide, . . . . . . 5'40 Fo203 x 0-0675
Mimganous oxide, . . . . . . . 1-29 MuO x 0'0363
Lime, . . 913 CeO x 0,8546
Magnesia, " " . . . . . 516 MgO x 02975
Potnab,. . . . . . . 210 K50 x 0,0553
Soda, . . . . . . . 861 Na20 x 01168

98'48

Number of eqq. of phosphoric and carbonic acids =0-7037; of lime and magnesia = 0-6521; excess of acid
=00516 eqq.

Excess of acid eqq., . . . . . . . . 01516
Eqq. ofIonic oxide, . . . . . 0'2025

Excess of ferrie oxide, . . . . . . 011509

to be carried over to the silica as Fe203 x 0-0503. Doing so, we have in multiples of

8i05 B01 RO and R50 1120
01688 0-2148 0-2079 1168; or

1 0'2511 0'2437 110; or
4 1104 10 61

This, ifwe leave the water on one side, is the formula of a motasilicate; but, as the substance is decomposable
by hydrochloric acid, it must be looked upon as a hydric ortho-silicate (a zeolite) of the formula

(A120,, Fe,05)"
RO . 4Si0+ ZAq.,

4H50)
mixed with the normal carbonates and phosphates of lime and magnesia, and some phosphate of ferric oxide.

This, at least, appears to me the most plausible theory, although possibly the close agreement of the above
o-efficiente with the small integers of the formula may be purely accidental.

21. Cnsr.&ia OF PKTLT.IPSITZ._StLttjOD 276. Lat. 13° 28' S., long. 149° 30' W., 2350 fathoms (Dittmar).
No. 2, Found in 100 parts.

Undecomposable silicates, . . . . . 8,04 (by difference). In combining weight.
Water, . . . . . . . 19'79 H20 x 11660
Carbonic acid, . . . . . 617 CO, x 0'1993
Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . 015 P505 X 01078
Silica, . . . . . . 35*38 SlO, x 11000
Alumina . . . . . . . . 15-04 A1203 x 0-2481
Ferric oxide, . . . . 7.35 Fc20, x 0-0779
iManganous oxide, . . . . . . 047 MuO x 0,0112
Lime, . . . . . . . 1-73 CeO x 0'0l.24
Magnesia, . . . . . . . 215 MgO x 01997
Potash,2 . . . . . . . 113 I(O x 0,0294
Soda,2 . . . . . . . 2,40 Na,O x O'0857

100,00
9-10 of this water proved volatile at 300° C.

2 After the summary determination of the alkalies as chlorides, the weight. of the PtC1,,K was lost. The numbers given are
i'aleulnted on the assumption of the ratio of potash and soda being the same as in No. 1.
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Joint number of
(P20.

and CO, 8_ 0*2227

,, of (CoO and MgO)'a- " . . 01621
Excess of acid Eqq. . . 0,0706

The ferric oxide- Fc2O3 x . 02887
Excess 1F020, x " . . . 0*1631

Transferring this (i.e., O'0544 x Fe2O) to the silicate part, we have

8i05 RjOa RO H50 H50
R50 (rod heat) 100°

x 1 03025 0-1003 1,008 0'8570

(In cqq. . . . 1-0188)
x or 10 8'025 1063 10'08 8i3

Here again we have a surprisingly close approximation to small integers, leading to the formula

010, xz
11(0 lOSiO5+8Aq.

10H20)
But unfortunately this formula does not agree with the one found for the silicate in No. 1. From the

analyses it seems that No. 2 was prepared from No. 1 by treatment with dilute acid; if so, then clearly, if one of
the two formuhn represents a chemical species (or mixture of isomorphous species), the other certainly does not.

22. R CLAY. -Station 281. Lat. 22° 2].' S., long. 150° 17' W., 2385 fathoms (Brazier).
Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 710

lAlumina, . . . . . . 810
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 24,60
Calcium phosphate, . . . small trace

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . . . . 213
Acid-74'47 I Calcium sulphate, . . . . . trace

Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 2,50
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 3,24
Silica, . . . . . . 3210

(Alumina, . . . . . . 110
Porno oxide, . . . . . 310Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric Ia- Lime, . . . .014Acid -1713
Magnesia, . . . . . . 0,82

(Silica, . . . . . . 11,27

100"00

23. RED CLAY.-Station 285. Lat. 32° 36' S., long. 137° 43' W., 2375 fathoms (Brazier).
Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 9'OO
Copper, . . . . . trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 7'60
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 2316

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Calcium phopbate, . . . . 010
Acid-77"03 J - Manganese oxide, . . . . . 14,53

Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 018
Calcium carbonate, . . . . . t O?
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . I 13
Silica, . . . . . . 24'97
Alumina, . ." . . . . 2'86

Portion insolublo in Hydrochloric
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 1105

- Lmnme. . . . . . 015Acid .1397




Magnesia, . . . . . . 009
Silica, . . . . . , 9.43

10000
(DEEP-SEA DEr0sITS CHALL. EXP.-189].) 57
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24. RBD CLAY.-Station 9. Lat. 23° 23'N., long. 35° 11' W., 3150 fathoms (Hornung).

I. 1-1459 grins, of substance dried at 1100 C., fused with carbonates of soda and potash, gave 06519 grin, of

silica, 0-2323 grm. of alumina, 0-1148 grm. of ferric oxide, 0'0150 grin, of lime, 0-0293 grin, of mag
nesia, and 0'077'0 grin, lose on ignition.

IL 1'1162 grins, of substance dried at 110° C., treated with sulphuric and hydrofluoric acids, gave 0-0219 grm.
of potash, and 0'0092 grin, of soda.

Silica, . . . . . . . . . . 56'80
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . 20 28
Ferria oxide, . . . . . . . . . 10'02
Lime, . , . . . . . . . 1,31
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . . 256
Potash, . . . . . . . . . . 111
Sods, . . . . . . . . . . 0,81
Loss on ignition, . . . . . . . . . 612
Barium, manganese, and phosphoric acid, . . . . . . traces

100'50

25. RBD CLAY.-Station 29. Lat. 27° 49' N., long.64° 59' W., 2700 fathoms (Renard).

r. 1-370 grins, of substance dried at 1100 C., fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 0-0513 grin.
of water, 0-5774 grm. of silica, 0-2776 grin, of alumina, O'0967 grin, of peroxide of iron, 0-1811 grin.
of lime, 00815 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia= O0294 grin, of magnesia.

11. 0987 grin, of substance, dried at 1100 (1, gave 0'0969 grin, of carbonic acid.
It!. 1 '329 grms. of substance dried at 1100 C., treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 0-0416 grin.

of the chlorides of potash and soda, 0-0769 grm. of chioroplatinate of potash = 0-0149 grm. of potash,
and, by difference, 0-0095 grin, of soda.

Silica, . . . . . . . . . . 4215
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . 20'27
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . . . 7-06
Lime, . . . . . . . , , , 13'22
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . . 2,15
Potash, . . . . . . . . . . 112
Soda, 072
Carbonic acid, . . . . . . . . . 9'82
Water, . . . . . . . , " 8.75

100-26

26; Rn CLAY (after the finer parts had been washed away).-Station 281.

Lit. 22 21' S., long. 150° 17' W., 2385 fathoms (Hornung).
0'8436 grm. of substance, dried at. Ion* C., lost 0'0297 grm. - . -'8'52 per cent.
0'8375 0-0657 -7'81 ,,
0'8392 0'0698 ,, . . -8'28
11275 0-0933 -8'27

Mean loss on iguitioll . -S22 ,,

1. 0'3024 grm. of substance, dried at 1000 0., fused with the carbonates of potash and soda in a porcelain tube,

gave 0-0194 grin, of water.
IL 0-7694 grrn. of substance, dried at 100° 0., gave 0-3333 grin, of silica, 0-1074 grui.of ulumina, 0-1346

grin, of peroxide of iron, 0-0459 grin, of lime, 0'1258 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia = 0'0453 grin.
of magnesia.

III. 0-4973 grm. of substance, dried at 100° C., treated at 1400 C. in a closed glass tube with sulphuric acid,

required 3-5 c.c. of permanganate of potash (1 c.c. of permanganate of potash 0-04813 grin, of

protoxide of iron), corresponding to 0-02166 grin, of protoxitle of iron.
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IV. 09945 grin, of substance, dried at 1000 0., treated with sulphuric and hydrofluoric acids, gave 00587 grin.
of the chlorides of soda and potash, and O'0865 grin. of chloroplfttlnath of potsah = O'0165 gem. of

potash and 00173 grm. of soda.

Silica, . . . , 43'82
Alumina, . . . . , 13*06
Peroxide of iron, . . 17,50
Protoxido of iron, . . 4.86
Limo, . . . 59
Magnesia, " . . 5,89
Potash, , " . . . 1166
Soda, . S . . . 114
111ater, . . . . . . . . 641

1008o

27. RED CLAY (after removal of carbonate of lime by dilute acid).-Station 286.
Lat. 330 29' S., long. 133° 22' W., 2335iathoms (Kiement).

1. 15318 grma. of substance, dried at 110° 0., gave 00230 grin, of carbonic acid.
11. 1-0940 grins, of substance, dried at 110° C., fused with the carbonates of sods afid potash, gav 00973 grin.

of water, 0'4279 grin, of silica, 0'1685 grin, of alumina, 01961 grin, of peroxide of iron, 00552 grm. of
dioxide of manganese, 00916 grin, of lime, O'0720 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia.

III. 09345 gm. of substance, dried at 1100 C., gave O'0981 grin, of loss on ignition, and, after being treated
with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, 00434 grin, of the chlorides of soda and potash, and 0-061 1 grin,
of ebloroplatinate of potash.

Silica, . . . . . . . . . . 39,10
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . ltiO
Peroxide or iron,
Manganese dioxide, . . . . . . . 575
Limo, . . . . . . . . . . 837
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . . 2'S?.
Potash, . . . . . . . . . 1127
Soda, 1,40
Water, . . . . . . . . . 889
Carbonic acid, . . . . . . . . . 1150

101 D8
NOTE.-Before the blow-pipe this substance melted into a deep-coloured scoriaceous bead.

28. R.D1oL&nhi Ooza.-Station 265. Lat. 12° 42' N., long. 1520 1' W., 2900 fathoms (Brazier).

L088 on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr,, . 4,30
(Alumina, . . . 6.75
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 11,20
Calcium phosphate, . . . . O'05

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . . . . 0'S?
Acid-63'21 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . O'29

Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 2'54
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 2'46
Silica, . . . . . . 38,75
Alumina, . . . . . 6'19
Ferric oxide, . . . , , 3'09Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric




-- Limo, . . . . . . P85Acid-32-49




Magnesia, . . . . . 0,34
Silica, . . . . . 21,02

100'OO
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29. RADIOLARYAN OOZE.-Station 274.Lab. 7° 25'8., long. 152° 16'W., 2750 fathoms (Brazier).

Lose on ignition after drying at 2300 Pahr., . 741
Alumina, . . . . . . 832
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 14,24
Calcium phosphate, . . 1,39

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . . . 328
Acid-7948 ) I Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 041

Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 3 *89
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1 50
Silica, . . . . . . 46,50

-Alumina, . . . . . . 2,20
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 015

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric - J Lima, . . . . . O3t
Aoid-13 11

1 Magnesia, . . . . . . 015
952

100,00

30. R&]xo1&1uAN Ooz&-Station 266.Lat. 110 7'N., long. 152° 3' W., 2750 fathoms (Renard).

I. 06580 grin, of substance gave 01087 grin, of loss on ignition, 0'3478 grin, of silica, 0'OOll grin, of cupric
oxide, 0'0391 grin, of peroxide of iron, 0'0384 grin, of alumina, 0'0345 grm. of phosphate of
alwnina=0O145 grm. of alumina and 0'0200 grin, of phosphoric acid, O'0099 grin, of pyrophosphate
of magnesia, 0'0063 grin, of phosphoric acid, 00141 grin, of manganoue sulphide = 00115 grin, of

manganous oxide, 00435 grm. of lime, and 0'0884 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia= 00318 grin, oF

magnesia, and traces of cobalt, soda, and potash.
It. 04725 grin, of substance heated with 2 grins, of carbonate of soda in the water-bath for thirty hours,

water being constantly added, gave 0'0607 grm. of silica = 1284 per cent.

Silica, . . . . . . . . . . 52'85
Copper, . . . . . . . . . . . 016
Peroxide ofiron, . . . . . . . . . 6.94
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . 8,22
Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . . . 3'OO
Manganons oxide, . . . . . . . . 174
Lime, . . . . . . . . . . 6'Ol
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . 4'84
Cobalt, soda, potash, . . . . . . . traces
Lees on ignition, . . . . . . . . . 16,52

100,87

31. Dwroi& Oozs,-Station 157.Lat. 53° 55' S., long. 108° 35' E., 1950 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 5130
Alumina, . . . . . . 0'55
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 0139
Calcium phosphate, . . . 0'41

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . .
Acid-89'98 c Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 019

Calcium carbonate, . . . . 1919
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1113

1-Silica, . . . . . . 6792
Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric . . . ferric oxide, with silica, -

Acid-412 }
- Consmalwg of alumina and ferric oxide, with silica, 4.i'2

100'00
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32. DIATOM Ooze (after removal of carbonate of lime by dilute acid).-Station 157.

Lat. 53'56'S., long. 108° 35'E., 1950 fathoms (Renard).

I. 05618 g1m. of substance, dried at 120° C., gave 00330 grm. of loss on igiiition, then treated with hydro
fluoric and sulphuric acids gave 05O92 grm. of silica, 000112 grm. of barium, 0'0056 grm4 of the
chlorides of potash and soda, 0'0044 grm. of chioroplatinate of potash, corresponding to 000134 grin.
of chloride of potash= 000085 grm. of potash, and 000426 grm. of chloride of soda= 000225 grin.
of soda.

II. 06487 grin, of substance, dried at 120° C., gave 00379 grm. of loss on ignition, then treated with hydro
fluoric and sulphuric acids gave 0'5870 grm. of silica, O'0013 grin, of barium, 00057 grin, of peroxide
of iron, 0'0089 grin, of alumina, 00022 grm. of lime, and 00055 grin, of pyrophosphate of mag
nesia=000198 grin, of magnesia, and traces of phosphoric acid.

I. II. Mean.
90'63 9049 90,66

Peroxide of iron, . . . . ... O'88 0,88
Alumina, . . . . . ... 111 1181
Limo, . . . . . ... 0183 018
Barium, . . . . 0'20 0'20 0'20
Magnesia, . . . . . ... 010 010
Potash, . . . . . 0'15 ... 0'15
Soda, . . . . 0'40 ... 0,40
Phosphoric acid, . . . . trace trace trace
Loss on ignition, . . . . 587 5,84 515

9918

32&. DIAToMS from Surface-not.-Statjon 157.

Lat. 53° 55'S., long. 108° 35'E. (Anderson).

Water, . . . . . . . , . 4,87
Organic matter, . . . . . . . . . 16,76
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . 118
Silica soluble in acid, . . . . . . . . 1100
Silica insoluble in acid, , . . . . , . . 76'OO

100'OO

33. GLOBIGERINA Ooze.-Station 1.

Lat. 27° 24' N., long. 16° 55' W., 1890 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 7'91
Alumina, . . . . . . 6,26
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 8.95

" . -. Calcium phosphate, * . . large tracePortion soluble in Hydrochloric 1 ,- Caicram sulphate, . " . . . 0,44Acid-73'07 j




Cnleium carbonate, . . . . . 6000
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1,82
Silica, . . . " . . 12'lO

Alum 8"4
Portion insoluble .

Hydrochloric
Ferric oxide, ;Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric i- Limo, . . .Acid-1902 1,26
Magnesia, " . . 0*52
Silica, " . . " " . 13,77

100O°
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34. GLOBIGERINA OozE.-Station 2.
Lat. 25° 52' N., long. J90 22' W., 1945 fathoms q3rdiier).

Lose on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 5 02
A1uminu, . . . . . . 328
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 4.18

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric J
Calcium phosphate, . . . . trace

Acid-8210
- Calcium. sulphate, . . . . . 0169

Calcium carbonate, . . . . 04,65
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1 17
Silica, . . . . . 9Q

(Alumina, . . . . . . 179

Portion üisoluble in Hydrochloric
Pi"t1O oxide,




Olen

Acid -1208
Uwe, 0183
Magnesia, . . . . .
l0128Silica, . . . . . . 908

10000
35. Gwmonitw& OozE.-Station 11.

Lat. 22° 45'N., long. 40° 37' W., 2575 fathoms (Brazier).
Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 913
Alumina, . . . . . . 561
Ferric oxide, . . . . 415

Portion soluble in Hydrochlorici
Calcium phosphate, . . .

Acid -76 59
- Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 1,02

Calcium carbonate, . . . . 51 ,10
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1193
Silica, . . . . . . 1222

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric j Insoluble residue, principally alumina and . 14"28
Acid-1428 1 1 forrie oxide, with silica,

10000
NOTE,-Material at command only 980 grains; this yielded

Lose on ignition, t . . . . . . . . 0195 gr.
Soluble in acid, . . . . . . . . 7106
Insoluble ,, . . . . . . . . . 1199

9100
When treated wibbdiluto hydrochloric acid it evolved a perceptible tarry odour.

36. GLOBIGERINA OozE.-Station 12.

Lat. 21° 57' N.., 43° 29' W., 2025 fathoms (Brazier).
Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Falir., .810

1914
i Ferric oxide, . . . . . 1314

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric 1, J Calcium phosphate, . . . fair trace
Acid 8012 J Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 117

Calcium carbonate, . . . . 43,98
t.Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1,94

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric l, f General residue, consisting of soluble silica 1018
Acid-10-98 J I. with the insoluble silicates, J




100"00
NOTE.-Material at command only 910 grains; this yielded

Loss on ignitiou, . . . . . . , . 0,80 gr.
Soluble in acid, . , . . . . 710
Insoluble ,, . . . . . . . . . 100

9iO
When treated with dilute hydrochloric acid it evolved a perceptible tarry odour.
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37. OLOBIGERINA OOZE.-Station 13.
Lat. 21° 38' N., long. 440 39 W., 1900 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fabr., . 663
Alumina, '
Ferric oxide, . . . . 586

I Calcium phosphate . . . . small tracePortion soluble in Hydrochloric
}
- Calcium sulphate, . . . 0161Acid - 8214

I Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 74,50
.Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 127

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
}

General residue, consisting of soluble silica
Acid -H 23 with the insoluble silicates, 1123

10000
NOTE. -Material at cummaud only 19-60-grains; this yielded

Loss on ignition, . . . . . . . rso gr.
Soluble in acid, . . . . . . . . 16'iO ,,
Insoluble ,, . . . . . . . . . 220

1960
38. GLOBIGKRINA OozE.-Station 14.

Lat. 21° 1' N., long. 46° 29'W., 1950 fathoms (Brazier).
Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr., . 4,58

(Alumina, 3.33Ferric oxide,
I Calcium phosphate, . . . . 112Portion soluble in Hydrochloric 4 Calcium sulpbate, . . . . . 1-20Acid-90,82 I Calcium carbonate, . . . . . '1917
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 140
ISilica, . . . . . . 4'60

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric (Insoluble residue, principally alumina and ferric 4"60Acid-460
-
1 oxide, with silica,




100,010
NOT.-Material at command only 24 grains; this yielded:-

Loss on ignition, . . . . . . . . rio gr.
Soluble in acid, . . . . . . . . 2180 ,,
Insoluble ,, . . . . . .. . . 11O

2400
39. GLornoiuw.t OOZE. -Station 15.

Lat. 20° 49' N., long. 480 451 W., 2325 fathoms (Brazier).
Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 4,17

(Alumina, 1




6,25I Ferric oxide, J
Calcium phosphate, . . . large tracePortion soluble in Hydrochloric

}
- 1 Calcium sulphate, . . . . 1.91Acid-87', 0

Calcium carbonate, * . . . . 0? 80
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 2.58

Isilica, . . . . . . 916
Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric (Insoluble residue, principally alumina and ferric

} 8"33
Acid - 833 1. oxide, with silica,




10000
NoTa. -..Miitarial at command only 12 grains; this yielded

Loss on ignition, . . . . . . . 050 gr.
Soluble in acid, . . . . . . . . 1050 ,,
Insoluble ,, . . . . . . 100

1900
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40. GLODIGERINA. OozE.-Station 16.
Lat. 20° 39'N., long. 500 33'W., 2435 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 9160
(Alumina, . . . . . . 400
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 710

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric)
I Calcium phosphate, . . . small trace
Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 2,32

Acid-7840 I Calcium carbonate, . . . . 52,22
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 0,76
i-Silica, . . . . . 12,00
r Alumina,
I Ferric oxide, } .

. . . 298
Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric . . . . 064

Acid-12-00
Magnesia, . . . . 040

(Silica, . . . . . 800

100,00
NoTI.-When treated with dilute hydrochloric acid this substance evolved a perceptible tarry odour.

41. GLOBIOERLN.A OOZE.-Station 17.
Lot 20° 7' N., long. 520 32' W., 2385 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fabr., 684
(Alumina, . . . . . . 2,69
I Ferris oxide, . . . . . 9,05

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric I Calcium phosphate, . . . . 114
Acid-83-44 J

- Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0,81
I Calcium carbonate, . . . . 5840
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 068
Silica, . . . . . . l007

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric (Insoluble residue, principally alumina and ferric
} 9 *72Aeicl-972 J k oxide, with silica,




10000
Norn.--Material at command only 27 80 grains; this yielded

Loss on ignition, . . . . . . . . 1,90 gr.
Soluble in acid, . . . . . . . 2320
Insoluble ,, . . . . . . . . 2-70

2780 ,,
42. GLOBLOERINA OozE.-Station 64.

Lot 350 35' N., long. 50° 27' W., 2700 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 79O
(Alumina, . . . . . . 475
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 5 '95
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 280

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric j Manganese oxide, . . . . trace
Acid-6539 1 Calcium sulphate, . . . 029

I Calcium carbonate, . . . * . 37-51
I Magnesium carbonate, . . 113
Silica,. 12,96
(Alumina, . . . . 6,35

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 108

Acid-287l Lime, 0,41
I Magnesia, 0,12
I'.Silica' . . . . 18,75

100"00
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43. (hoBiainuNi OOZE.-Station 146.

Lat. 46° 46'S., long. 450 31'E., 1375 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2800 Fabr., . 2,90
(Alumina,
I Porno oxide, 091

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric l - I Calcium sulphate, . . . . 0,84
Acid -94 40 .1 1 Calcium carbonate, . . . . 80,86

I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 019
Silica, . . . . . . 610

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
Acid-210 }

- Consisting of alumina and ferric oxide, with silica, 210

100"00

44. GLOBIGERINA Ooze.-Station 176.

Lat. 180 30' S., long. 1530 52' K, 1450 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr., . 500
Alumina, . . . . . . 210

I Ferric oxide, . . . . .
I Calcium phosphate, . . . . 014

13,16

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
}
- Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 058Acid -8210 I Calcium carbonate, . . . . .6241

Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1.51
Silica, . . . . . . 910
Alumina, . . . . . . 2,30
Ferris oxide, . . . . . 104Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric 040Acid-1220 i . . . . . . oa

t.silica, . . . . . . 8,20

100,00

45. GLOBIOERIN& OOZE (after the finer parts had been washed away).-Station 224.

Lat. 7° 45' N., long. 144° 20' E., 1850 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 1160
(Alumina, . . . . . . 1,26
I Porno oxide, . . . . . 0,47
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 0,28

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric l - I Manganese oxide, . . .
Acid-9757 i 1 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0,20

I Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 93,14
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 0,57

t.Silica, . . . . . . 117
Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

Acid- 093 Consisting of alumina and ferric oxide, with silica, 013

100,00
(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS oau. EXP.-1891.) 58
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46. GLOBIGERINA OozL-Station 246.

Lat. 36° 10'N., long. 178° 0' E., 2050 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fabr., 4,40
Alumina, . . . . . . 21)2
Ferric oxide, . . . . 41)1
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 1 *06

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . . 110
Acid-75-84 I

-
Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 066
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 47.57
Magnesium carbonate, . 083
Silica, . . . . . . 161)0

fAlunhina, . . . . 21)0
I Ferric oxide, . . 01)0Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric I I Lime, . . .Acid-1976 j I
I

0134
Magnesia, . . . . . 012

k,Silica, . . . . . . ]640

100"00
47. GLOBIGBRINA 00z.-Station 293.

Lat. 39° 4' S., long. 105 5' W., 2025 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230 Fuhr., . 680
(Alumina, . . . . . . 110
Ferric oxide, . . . 201)4
Calcium phosphate, . . . 0°41

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . . . 410
Acid'.- 89,68 1 Calcium sulphate, . . . 046

Calcium carbonate,. . . 54,67
Magnesium carbonate, . . . 01)0
Silica, . . . . . . 6,20

fAlumina, . . . . . 010
I Ferric oxide, . . . 01)0Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric . 0"r- Lime, . . . . . . 12Acid -852 j
Magnesia, . . . . 0'10

I Silica, . . . . 2 40

100,00

48. GLOBIGERINA OOZE (after the finer parts had been washed away).-Station 296.
Lat. 38° 6' 8., long. 88° 2' W., 1825 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr., 21)5
Alumina, . . . . . 410
Ferric oxide, . . . . 0,73
Calcium phosphate, . . . 217

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . . . good trace
Acid-95-32 Calcium eulphato, . . . . 018

Calcium carbonate, . . . . 82 55
Magnesium carbonate, . . 113
Silica, . . 31)5
Alumina, . . . . . 011

" Forric oxide, . . . . O'12Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric 1 - Lime " . . " " 0 14Acid-°48 3-
Magnesia, . . " . " 01)5
Silica, . . . " . isi

100.00
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49. Gi.onioEiuw& OOZE.-Station 297.

Lat. 37° 29'S., long. 83° 7' W., 1775 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fnhr., . 4,10
I Alemina, . . . . . . 11)5
I Porno oxide, . . . .869
Calcium phosphate, . . . 019

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric 1 Manganese oxide, . . . good trace
Acid -9292,23

-
1 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0144
I Calcium carbonate, 8113
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . .
t

.0*85
Silica, . . . . . 308

I Alumina

j
Ferric oxide, }

. . . . 085
Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

}
-Limp, . . . . . . O89Avid-3-67

I Magnesia, . . . . . . 010
ISiliea, . . . . . . 2,77

100"00

50. GLoBIoiuNA Ooz.-Station 300.

Lat. 33° 42' S., long. 78° 18' W., 1375 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 110

,Lose
. . . . . .415

I Porno oxide, . . . . . 4,50
I Calcium phosphate, . . . . trace

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric - J Manganese oxide, . . . . 085
Acid -82 05 I Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 029

Calcium carbonate, . . . . 6217
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 01)4
t.Siiiea, . . . . . . 8155
Alumina, . . . . . . 3.79
Porno oxide, . . . . . 206

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric 098
Acid -lO25

Magnesia, . . . . . . 014
I,Silica, . . 9130

100,00

51. GLOBIGEIUNA Oozz.-Station 302.

Lat. 42° 43' S., long. 82° 11' W., 1450 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr., .100
(Alumina, 100
I Porno oxide, . . . . . 112
I Calcium phosphate, . . . 0,28

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . .
Acid-9718 1 Calcium sulphate, . . . . 013

I Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 91,32
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . 030
ISilica, . . . . . . 183

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
} Consisting of alumina and ferric oxide, with silica, 1-82

Acid-1-82
10000
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52. GLoBIoEIuN OozL-Station 332.

Lat. 37° 29' 8., long. 27° 31'W., 2200 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition alter drying at 230° Fahr., . 2,82
Alumina, . . . " 3.75
Ferris oxide, . . . . 1151
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 174

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric L,_Manganese oxide, . . trace
Acid-8405 J Calcium sulphate, . . . . 068

Calcium carbonate, . . . . 85"67
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 183
Silica, . . . . . . 1037
Alumina, . . . 2'18
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 055Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

Aoid-1223 }
- Lime, . . . . . . 0-38

Magnesia, . . . . . . 011
Silica, . . . . . 9106

100"00

53. GLOBIOFJUNA OOZE.-Station 338.

Lat. 21° 15' S., long. 140 2' W., 1990 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 1 4O
Alumina, . . . . . 0,05
Ferric oxide, . . . 0(30
Calcium phospbate, . . 0.90

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric i Manganese oxide, . . . . *
Acid-9711 I Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 019

Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 9254
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 087
Silica, . . . . . . 138

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric Consisting of alumina and ferric oxide, with silica, 1 49

10000

54. RD MUD.-Station 120.

Lat. 80 37? S., long. 34° 28' W., 675 fathoms (llornung).

07287 grm. of substance dried at 1000 C., lost O0l3l grin. . . ==24S per cent.
08589 ,, ,, ,, 001659 ,, . . =193
09462 ,, ,, ,, 00220 ,, . . -2*32 1 1
09808 ,, ,, ,, 00230 ,, . . -234

Mean loss on ignition, . 227

I. 05884 grin, of substance dried at 100° C., fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 0'0354 grin.
of water, 01863 grin, of silica, 0iSll grin, of lime, 0'0266 grin., of peroxide of iron, 00542 grin., of
alumina, 0'0309 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia=0'0122 grin, of magnesia.

II. 0'8381 grin, of substance dried at 100° C., treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 0'0435 grin.
of the chlorides of soda. and potash, 0 '058 grin, of cliloroplatinate of potash =0'0112 grin, of potash and,

by difference, O'0137 grm. of soda.
Ill. 09204 grui. of substance dried at 1000 C. gave 0'02268 grin. of chlorine.
IV. 0'9397 grin, of substance dried at 1000 C. gave O'lOlO grin, of carbonic acid.
V. 0'9484 grin, of substance dried at 1000 C. gave 00076 grin, of suiphaLe of barium = 0'026 grin, of

sulphuric anhydride.
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Water, . 612
silica, . . . . . . . 31-66
Alumina, 921
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . . 452
Lime, . . 25'68
Mngncsia, . . 207
Soda, . . . . . 1'88
Potash, . . . . . , 1133
Sulphuric anhydride, 0,27
Carbonic acid, . . , 1713
Chlorine, . . . 2,46

101-98
On subtracting the oxygen corresponding to the chlorine, . . . 017

There remain . . . . . 101 '11

55. RED MUD (determination of soluble salts retained in the sediment).-Station 120.
Lat. 8° 37' S., long. 34° 28'W., 675 fathoms (Hornung).

The substance was washed with warm and cold distilled water till the water no longer gave the reaction of
chlorine. It was afterwards pulverised and treated with hydrofiuoric and sulphuric acids.

1-4088 grms. of substance dried at 100° 0. gave 00496 grin, of the chlorides of soda and potash,
and 01013 grIn, of chioroplatinate of potash = O'0195 grin, of potash and O'0099 gnu. of soda

Potash (K2O, . . . . . . 118 per cont.
Soda (Na20), . . . . . . O 'O ,,

56. GLOBIOEIUNA OOZE.-Station 176.

Lat. 18° 30' S., long. 173° 52' E., 1450 fathoms (Renard).

I. 10463 grins, of substance dried at 1100 C., fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 0'185'2
grm. of silica, 0'0508 grin, of alumina, 00711 grin, of peroxide of iron, 0'0176 grin, of peroxide of
manganese, O'3670 grin, of lime, O'0474 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia = 0'0171 grin, of
magnesia.

II. 1-9834 grins, of substance dried at 110° 0., treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 0'0328 grin.
of the chlorides of soda and potash, 0'0347 gnu, of chioroplatinate of potash = 0'0065 grin, of potash
and, by difference, 0'0129 grin, of soda.

III. 0'9571 grin, of substance dried at 110° C. served for the determination of carbonic acid = 0'2785 grm.
[V. 1-2462 grms. of substance dried at 110° C. served for the determination of water.

Silica, . . . . . . . . . 1711
Alumina, . . , . . . . . . 416
Peroxide of-iron, 6180
Peroxide of manganese, . . . . . 1169
Limo, . . . . . . . . , 35,08
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . 1,64
Potash, . . . . . . . . 0,32
Soda, . . . . . . . . 015
Carbonic acid, . . . . . . . . 2910
Water, . . . . . . . . 2'95
Copper, nickel, cobalt, and phosphoric acid, . . . traces

100'SO
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57. GLOBIGnEINA Oozn (residue after removal of carbonate of lime by dilute acid).-Station 224.

Lat. 7° 45'N., long. 144° 20'E., 1850 fathoms (Renard).

The ooze was first treated in the manner described on pages 220 and 221.
I. 05660 grm. of substance dried at 110° 0. served for the direct determination of water, and gave 0'0401 grin.

of water.
II. 09345 grin, of substance dried at 110° C. gave 05995 grin, of silica, 01403 grin, of alumina, 00755

grm. of peroxide of iron, 00155 grin, of lime, 0-0444 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia= 0-0160 grIn.
of magnesia.

LII. 08390 grm. of substance dried at 1100 C. gave 00294 grin, of the chlorides of soda and potash, O'0483

grin, of chioroplatinate of potash = 0-00976 grin, of potash and, by difference, O'OOTG grin, of soda.

Silica, . . . . . . . . , 64'16
Alumina, . . . . . . . . 15'l$
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . 8119
Lime, . . . . . . . . . . 1,66
Magnesia, . . . . . . . 1.79
Potash, . . . . . . . . . 1'Ol
Soda, . . . . . . . . 0'90
Water, . . . . . . . 710
Barium, manganese, and phosphoric acid, . . . . traces

99.94

58. GLOBIGERINA Ooze (determination of organic matter).-Station 224.

Lat. 7 45' N., long. 1440 20' K, 1850 fathoms (Hornung).

0,9905 grin, of substance, dried at 100° C., lost 00537 grin. . , per cent.
09588 00558 ,, . -5'82 ,,

Mean lose on ignition, . -562

1. 0'4413 grin, of substance dried at 100° 0., burnt with oxide of copper, gave 0'0453 grm. of carbonic
acid = 0-01235 grin, of carbon.

II. 0'9012 grin, of substance dried at 100° C., mixed with oxide of copper, and burnt in a current of carbonic
acid (barometer, 743'95 mm., mean temperature, 22°'5 C.), gave 64 cc. of nitrogen = 0'0753 grin.

Carbon, . . . . . , 2'80 per cent.
Nitrogen, . . . . . . . . . 0,785

The proportion of carbon and nitrogen in this organic substance i thus 53-48:15.

59. Gi.oiozuiz Oozz (residue after removal of carbonate of lime by dilute acid).-Station 338.

Lat. 21° 15' S., long. 14° 2' W., 1990 fathoms (Kiemeut).

1-0185 grins, of the ooze dried at 110° C. gave 04120 grin, of carbonic acid, corresponding to 0-0364 grin, of
carbonate of lime =9194 per cent.

A rather large quantity of the ooze was treated as described, on pages 220 and 221.
I. 0'8360 grin, of substance dried at 110° C., fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 0-4219

grin, of silica, 0-1506 grin, of alurninti, 0'1066 gun. of peroxide of iron, 0'0220 grm. of dioxide of man-

ganese, 00143 grm. of lime, 0'0567 grin, of pyropbosphate of magnesia.
IL 11293 grins. of substance dried at 1100 C. gave 0-1235 grin, of loss on ignition, and, after treatment with

bydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, 0-0423 grin, of the chlorides of soda and potash, 0'0647 grin, of chloro

platinate of potash.
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Silica, " " . . . 6047
Alumina, " . . . 18,01
Peroxide of iron, " . . . 12,75
Manganese dioxide, . . . . . 800
Limo, " . . 1"71
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . 244
Potash, . . . . . . 1"11
Soda, . . . . . . . . . 105
Water, . . . . . . 10,93

101,47
Norz.-Before the blow-pipe this substance melted into a grey-green bead, like volcanic ash.

59A. GLomonniwA Ooza (determination of soluble silica, alumina, and iron).-Station 338
Lot 21° 15' S., long. 14° 2' W., 1990 fathoms (Kiement).

On treating the ooze with boiling hydrochloric acid a certain quantity of silica, alumina, iron, and manganese
was dissolved. After this operation there remained 2-21 grm. of insoluble residue, and the quantity
dissolved and re-precipitated by ammonia represented 00487 grm. of silica, 00404 grm. of alumina, and
00917 grm. of peroxide of iron.

Silica, . . . . . . . . . . 26,94
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . 2234
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . . . 5012

100"00
60. PTEROPOD Ooza-Station 22.

Lat. 18° 40' N., long. 62° 56' W., 1420 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 880
Alumina,
Ferric oxide, . 4 42

' I Calcium phosphate, . . . . 241Portion soluble in Hydrochloric .
Acid-0°75 j Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0*41

Calcium carbonate, . . . . 80,60
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 0.68
Silica, . . . . . 4,14

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric 5 Principally alumina and ferric oxide, with 8*45Acid-3-46 I. silica, 3




10000
NOTE.-When treated with dilute hydrochloric acid this substance evolved a perceptible tarry odour.

61. PTEILOPOD Oozn.-Station 23.

Lat. 18° 24'N., long. 62° 56' W., 450 fathoms (Brazier).
I

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 400
Alumina, . . . . . . 1180
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 300
Calcium phosphate, . . . good tracePortion soluble in Hydrochloric

Acid- 9S,95 Calcium sulphate, . . . . .1100
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 8427
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1 28
Silica, . . . . . . 260

Portion iusoluble in Hydrochloric Principally alumina and ferric oxide, with
2'05Acid-2-05 silica,

-
10000

NOTE-When treated with dilute bydroeh]orie acid this substance evolved a perceptible tarry odour
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62. PTEROPOD Ooze (after the finer parts had been washed away).-Station 24.

Lat. 180 38' 30" N., long. 650 5 30" W., 390 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Faiir., . 2'00
(Alumina, . . . . . . 080
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 3'06
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 244

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric -Manganese oxide, . . .
Acid-94 10 1 Calcium sulphate, . . . . 013

Calcium carbonate, . . . . 8266
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 076
Silica, . . . . . 365

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric 1 .
Acid-390 j Consisting of almnuia and ferric oxide, with silica, 3'90

100,00

63. BLUE Miyn.-Station 213.

Lat. 5° 47' N., long. 124° 1' E., 2050 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2800 Fahr., . 4,92

1Alumina, . . . . . . 715
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 7,50
Calcium phosphate, . . . . trace

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric -Manganese oxide, . . . good trace
Acid-42-24 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 058

Calcium carbonate, . . . 115
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 114
Silica, . . . . . . 2352
Alumina, . . . . . . 7.33
Ferric oxide, . . . . 3.73

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
}
- . . . . . . I 63

Acid=52 84
Magnesia, . . . . . . o"si
Silica, . . . . . . 3984

10000

64. BLUE Mum-Station 323.

Lat. 350 39' S., long. 50° 47' W., 1900 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 560
Alumina, . . . . . . 5 50
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 561
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 1.39

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric - Manganese oxide, . .
Acid-4482 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 042

Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 294
Magnesium carbonate, . 016
Silica, . . . . . 2820
Alumina, . . . . . 8105

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
Ferric oxide, . 217

Acid-4958 )
Lime, . . . . . . 251
Magnesia, . . . . . 025
Silica, . . . . 36,00

100,00
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65. BLUE MUD.-Station 323.

Lat. 35° 39' S., long. 500 47 W., 1900 fathoms (Renard).

1. 08069 grm. of substance dried at 110° 0., fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 0'4804 grin.
of silica, 0'1566 grm. of alumina, 00576 grm. of peroxide of iron, O'0135 grm. of lime, 0'0427 grin, of
pyropbosphato of magnesia 0-01 55 grm. of magnesia, and 0'0503 grin, of loss on ignition.

11. 1 '4212 grins. of substance dried at 1100 C., treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 0'0995 grIn.
of the chlorides of soda and potash, 0'1603 grin, of ohioroplatinato of potash = 0'0202 grin, of potash
and, by difference, 00382 grin, of soda.

Silica, . . . . . . . . . . . . 59,54
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . . 19'42
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . . . 711
Lime, . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 '68
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . . 1 '93
Potash, . . . . . . . . . . . 115
Soda, . . . . . . . . . . . 2'08
Water, . . . . . . . . . . . . 624
Phosphoric anti sulphuric acids, . . . . . . . . traces

99.99
66. GREW SAND.-Station 141.

Lat. 34° 41' S., long. 180 36' E., 98 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 910
(Alumina, . . . . . .210
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 4,70
Calcium phosphate, . . . . tracePortion soluble in Hydrochloric - Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 1'O7Acid -67'DO Calcium carbonate, . . . . .49'46
Magnesium carbonate, 2,02
Silica, . . . . . . 815
Alumina, . . . . . . 095
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 015Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

'
- Lime, . . . . . . 0'22Acid -23'QO

Magnesia, . . . . . . 0,13
Silica, . . . . . . 21,85

l0O'OO
67. GREEN MUD.-Station 164u.

Lat. 34° 13' S., long. 151°.38' E., 410 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 3'80
Alumina, . . . . . . 250
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 12,30
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 010

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric 1 Manganese oxide, . . .
Acid- 7219 f Calcium sulphate, O'58

Calcium carbonate, . . . . 4616
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 0'57
Silica, . . . . . . 918
Alumina, . . . . . 1'58

I Ferric oxide, . . . . O'42Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric '
J Lime . . . . 010Aciil24I1
1 Magnesia, . . . . 0,12
I Silica, . . . . .i 99

100'00

(Or-Mr-'313A DEPOSITS CIIALL. EXP.-1891.) 59
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68. VOLCANIC MUD.-Station Vim.

Lat. 28° 41'N., long. 16° 6'W., 640 fathoms (Brazier).

loss on ignition after drying at 230° Falir., . 41)4
(Alumina, . . . . . . 51)1
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 7,02
I Calcium phosphate, . . . . . 0 52

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric .- - J Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 1105
Acid-62'98

Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 85,68
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 204
Silica, . . . . . . 1016
rAlnniina, . . . . . . 480
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 5 88

Portion Insoluble in Hydrochloric - -.) Lime, . . . . . . 258
Acid-°32O8 j I Magnesia, . . . . . . 065

19,17

1001)0
NOTE.-When. treated with dilute hydrochloric acid this substance evolved a perceptible tarry odour.

69. Vonoszw MUD.-Station VIIi'

Lot 28° 49' N., long. 17° 8' W., 1750 fathoms (Brazier).
Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 6130
Alumina, . . . . . . 511
Porno oxide, . . . . . 714

I Calcium phosphate, . . . . good trace
Portion soluble in Hydrochloric) Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 116Acid-68-57 I Calcium carbonate, . . . . . il'43

Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1'43
silica, . . . . . . 1111

(Alumina, . . . . . . 311
Ferric oxide, . . . . 3"43

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric I ": Idmej . . . . . 143
Acid-2513 I Magnesia, . . . . . 012

(Silica, . . . . . . 15,84

10000
Nor&-When treated with dilute hydrochloric acid this substance evolved a perceptible tarry odour.

70. VowANxo MtJD.-Station VIII.

Let 28° 3' 15" N., long. 17° 27' W., 620 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 6,22
Alumina, . . . . . .500

I Ferris oxide, . . . . 11i39
I Calcium phosphate, . . large truce

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric I Manganese oxide, . . . . truce
Acid-6623 J 1 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0,27

I Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 32,22
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . 0.83
Silica, . . . . . .
(16,22Alumina, . . .
I Porno oxide, . 3.77

4,22
Portion insoluble in Hydrochlorio J Lime, . . . 144Acid °2755 I Magnesia, . . .

I
0122

Silica, . . ]7i)O

100"00
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71. CORAL SAND.-Station 172.

Lat. 20° 58' S., long. 175° 9' W., 18 fathoms (Renard).

I. 1-1310 grins. of substance dried at 110° 0., treated with hydrochloric acid, gave 0016 grin, of phosphoric
acid, alumina, and iron, 05686 grm. of limo, 00944 grm. of pyrophosphate of magnesia = 00340 grin.
of magnesia.

11. 0-852 grm. of substance dried at 105° C. served, for the determination of carbonic acid, and gave 036O2
grin.

III. 2-2746 grins, of substance dried at 110° C., treated with dilute hydrochloric acid, gave 006346 grm. of
flocc&ent residue of organic matter.

Limo, . . . . . . . 50-27
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . s"oo
Carbonic acid, . . . . . . . . . 4228
Alumina, iron, and phosphoric acid, . . . . . 1-42
Organic substances, . . . . . . . . . 218
Manganese and alkalies, . . . . . . . . traces

99.75

72. PROSPEATIO CoNoInnoNs.-Station 142.

Lat. 35° 4' S., long. 18° 37' E., 150 fathoms (Kiement).

1. 0'8215 grin, of substance dried at 110° C. gave 00990 grin. of carbonic acid, and O'0328 grin, of sulphate
of barium.

11 05715 grin, of substance dried at 1100 C. gave 01784 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia (P206), 00078
grin. of silica, 02253 grin. of lime, 00107 grm. of pyrophosphate of magnesia (MgO), 00068 grin, of
alumina, 00145 grin, of peroxide of iron, and 00991 grin, of residue insoluble in dilute nitric acid.

III. 0'2428 grin, of insoluble residue, calcined and fused with the carbonates of soda and. potash, gave 01880
grm. of silica, 0'0301 grin, of alumina, O'0192 grin, of peroxide of iron, 00026 grin, of lime, and 00069
grin. of pyrophosphate of magnesia.




Ratio of Equivalents.
Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . . 191)6 0422
Carbonic acid, . . . . . . . 12'O 0-274 -O113
Sulphuric anhydride, . . . . . . 1'37
Silica, . . . . . . . . 1'36
Limo, . . . . . . . . $9'41 0104 0,721
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . 01)7 01)17
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . 2'54
Alumina, . . . . . . . . 1 '19
Loss on ignition,' . . . . .
Insoluble residue, . . . . . . . ]7.34

95,89
Composition of the insoluble residue :-

Silica, . . . . . . . . . 77.43
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . 12-40
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . . . 7-91
Lime, . . . . . . . . . . P07
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . i .

99'83
1 An accident during the operation prevented the determination of the loss on ignition.
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73. Paospa&rio CoNo1uTIoNs.-Station 143.

Lat. 36° 48'S., long. 19° 24' E., 1900 fathoms (Kienient).

I. 1'1045 grins, of substance dried at 1100 C. gave O'1175 grin, of carbonic acid, and 0'0447 grm. of sulphate
of barium.

II. 04952 grin, of substance dried at 1100 C. gave 0'1822 grin. of pyrophosphate of magnesia (P005), 00127

grm. of silica, 0'2028 grm. of lime, 00114 grm. of pyrophosphate of magnesia (MgO), 0-0138 grm. of

peroxide of iron, 00071 grin, of alumina, and 0'0591 grin, of residue insoluble in dilute nitric acid.
III. 3'3276 grins, of substance dried at 1100 C. gave O'1213 grm. of loss on ignition.
IV. O'1892 grm. of insoluble residue, calcined and fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 0'1449

grin, of silica, 0'0262 grin, of alumina, O'OlbO grin, of peroxide of iron, 0'0024 grin, of lime, 0'0064

grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia. - Ratio of Equivalents.
l'hoaphorio acid, . . . . . . . 23'54 0,498
Oarbonio acid, . . . . . . . 1O'64 Q'242 }-0157
Sulphuric anhydride, . . . . . . 119 O'017)
Silica, , . . . . . . . 2'56
Linie, . . . . . . . . 401)5 0131 0"62
Magnesia, . . . . . . . 013 010211
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . 1.43
Alumina, . . ." . . . . 219
Loss on ignition, . . . . . . 8'65
Insoluble residue, . . . . . . . 111)3

9911
Composition of the insoluble residue

Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . 13,85
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . . . 71)3
Lime, . . . . . . . . . . 1,27
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . . 1'lS

100,81

74. Posa&rio CoNonrIoNs.-Station 143.

Lat. 36° 48' 8., long. 19° 24' E., 1900 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 4'lO
Copper, . . . , . more trao
Alumina, . . . . . . 81)0
Ferric oxide, . . . .. . 5,80
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 49,57
Manganese oxide, . . . . . 210

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric l1 Nieke . , ,
Acid-.86'74 ' Cobalt,

Calcium sulphate, . . : : 2-62
Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 101)1
Magnesium carbonate, . . . 01)8

ISilica, . . . . . . 61)0

I Alumina, . . . . O'80
Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

Ferric oxide,)

Aoid.-9'16 Lime, . . . . . . . o'ie
Magnesia, . . . . . fair trace

I,Silica, . . . . . . 8'40

100'OO

NOTE.-Two pieces of heavy and hard material, smooth on the outside and. of a grey colour; inside colour lighter grey.
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75. MANGANESE NODULES (nuclei of bone).-Station 286.

Lat.. 33° 29'S., long. 1330 22'W., 2335 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fnhr., . 410
(Copper, . . . . . Uses
I Alumina, . . . . . . 280
I Forric oxide, . . . . 1388
I Calcium phosphate, . 5312
Manganese oxide, . . . . . 362

Portion 801flb1C in Hydrochloric
}
- . Nickel, . . . . . traceAcid D1,09 Cobalt, . . . . trace

I Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 2,62
Calcium carbonate, . 11-56

I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . O'75
-Silica, . . . . . . 324
tAlumina, . . . . . .050

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 170

}_ Lime, . . . . . . 061Acid-411
I Magnesia, . . . . . . 015
ISilica, . . . . 116

10000

NoTE.-Two nodules, harder than the rest, coated with a light brown shell, which easily peeled oft and after being removed
was reserved.




76. PtrlIvzoE.-Station 226.

Lat. 14° 44' N., long. 142° 13' E., 2300 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 890
1Copper, . . . . . small trace
I Alumina, . . . . . . 700
I Porno oxide, . . . . . 26 28
Calcium phosphate, . . . good trace

I Manganese oxide, . . . . . 1025
Portion solblo in Hydrochloric

}
- . . . . . small trace

Acid'-74'59 I Cobalt, . . . .
Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 029

i Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 1,20
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 068

2810
(Alumina, . . . . . . 214
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 116Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric - . Limo, . . . . . . FOl

Acid-1651 I Magnesia, . . . . . . 0,40
t Silica, . . . . . . 11,00

10000

Norn. -Material like pumice, light in weight, with reddish particles on surface.
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77. PuMICB.-Station 246.

Lat. 36° 10'N., long. 178° 0' E., 2050 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Iahr., .590
(Copper, . . . . . small trace
I Alumina, . . . . 2,50
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 730

I Calcium.phosiihale, . . .
I Manganese oxide, . . . . . 4 56

0-20

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
}
= Nickel, . . . . . small traceAoid=3260

j Cobalt, . . . .
I Calcium sulphate, . . . . 0160.
I Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 194
(Magnesium carbonatt, . . . 200
Silica, . . . . . 18,50

(Alumina, . . . . . . 000
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 520Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

}
. . . . . .110Acid-61'50 I Magnesia, . . . . . . 0'54

I,Silica, . . . . . . 48,06

10000
Norz-Pieces resembling pumice in a disintegrating state; as received, that is to any dry, the material floated in water

for a time but afterwards sank.




78. PUMIOR.-Station 286.

Lat 83° 29' 8., long. 13.3° 22' W., 2335 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Four., . 450
Copper, . . . trace

I Alumina, . . . . 6,00
I Ferric oddc, . . . . 11,00
Calcium sulphate, . . . mere trace

I Manganese oxide, . . . . . 610
Portion soluble in Hydrochloric

}
Nickel, . . . . trace

Acid-56'27 I Cobalt, . . . . . trace
I Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0,25
I Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 1190
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . 3,02
Silica, . . . . . . . 2840

(Alumina, . . . . . . $'40
I Ferrio oxide, . . . . 525Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

}
. Lime, . . . . 185Acid-89'23 I Magnesia, . . . . . . 050
(Silica, . . . 2818

10000
Noi.-Four small pieces of matter (three soft and one hard) resembling pumice.

79. PmncE.-Station 184.

Lat. 12° 8' S., loig. 145° 10' E., 1400 fathoms (Renard).

1. 15321 grins, of substance dried at 110° C., fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 00260

grm. of water, 07747 grm. of silica, 00129 grm. of titanic acid, 0'1578 grin, of alumina, O'0757 grm. of

peroxide of iron, 00021 grin, of protoxide of manganese, 0142i grin, of limo, 0'3490 grin, of

pyro-phosphateof magnesia 0l420 grin, of magnesia.
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II. 0520 grin, of substance dried at 1100 C., treated willi hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, required for the
determination of protoxido of iron 65 c.c. of permanganate of potash 00395 grin, of protoxide of iron

(1 cc. of permanganate of potash =0005846 grin, of protoxide of iron).
III. 1-0252 grme. of substance dried at 1100 C. gave 0'0127 grin, of potash and, by difference, 0'0288 grin.

of soda.




Silica, . . . . . 60'56
Titania acid, ' " . . 0180
Alumina, . . . . . . . . io'so
Peroxide of iron, . . . 4"95
Protoxido of iron, . . , , 7.59
Protoxido of manganese, . . . . , O'14
Limo, . . . . . . . 9'85
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . 027
Potash, " . . . . . 1,24
Soda, . . . . . . . . . . 2,81
Water, . . . . , , , 110

9811

80. PuM1o1.-Station 241.

Lat. 350 41' N., long. 157° 42' E., 2300 fathoms (Renard).

I. 1725 grins, of substance dried at 1100 C., fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 0'7755
grin, of silica, 02032 grm. of alumina, 01155 grIn. of peroxide of iron, 0'0371 grin, of lime, 00629
grin, of loss on ignition, 00493 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia= 0'0178 grin, of magnesia.

II. 10515 grins, of substance dried at 110° 0., treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 00707
grin, of the chlorides of soda and potash, 00914 grin, of chioroplatinate of potash = 00169 grIn, of potash
and, by difference, 00246 grin, of soda.

Silica, . . . . . . . . . . 60'95
Alumina, . . . . . . . . 15'97
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . . . 9'OS
Lime, . . . . . . . . . 2,92
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . P40
Potash, . . . . . . . . . 1161
Soda, . . . . . . . . . . 284
Loss on ignition, . . . . . . . . . 4'OS
Manganese, . . . . . . . large trace

99'22

81. Bsxo VOLCANIC GLABS.-Station 285.

Lat. 32° 36' S., long. 137° 43' W., 2375 fathoms (Renard).

I. 08463 grni. of substance, fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 0'4510 grin. of silica, 01258
grin, of alumina, 00991 grin, of ferric oxide, 00788 grIn, of lime, 0'1834 grin, of pyrophosphate of
inagnesia=0'06619 grin, of magnesia.

If. 05448 grin, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and. sulphuric acids, required for oxidation 66 c.c.
pormanganate of potash solution (1 c.c. permanganate of potash solution 00058463 grm. of ferrous
oxide) =003859 grm. Of ferrous oxide.

III. 15701 grins, of substance give 00265 grin, of water (loss Oil ignition).
IV'. 1-5235 grins, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 008159 grin, of the

chlorides of potash and soda, 00243 grin. of chioroplatinate of potash, corresponding to 0'0074 grin of
chloride of potash = 00047 grin. of potash, and O'0741 grin, of chloride of soda= 00392 grin, of soda.
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Silica, . . . . . . . . . 5329
Ferric oxide, . . . 3184
Ferrous oxide, . . 708
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . 14,86
Lime, . . . . . . . . . 931
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . 781
Potash, . . . . . . . . . . 031
Soda, . . . . . . . . 2-67
Water, 160

10070

82. BASIc VOLCANIC GLASS.-Station 285.

Lat. 32° 36' S., long. 137° 43' W., 2375 fathoms (Sipcz).

I. 10841 grins, of substance, fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave O'5417 grin, of silica, 0-1543
grm. of ferric oxide, 0i267 grm. of alumina, 0i215 grin, of lime, 0'3864 grin, of pyrophosphate of
magnesia 01392 grin, of magnesia, and O'OOSG grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia = O'0036 grin, of
phosphoric acid, and trace of manganese.

IL 05185 grm. of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, required for oxidation 94 c.c.
permanganate of potash solution (1 c.c. permanganate of potash solution = O'0058463 grin, of ferrous
oxide), corresponding to 0'0495 grin, of ferrous oxide.

III. 1-0448 grins, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 0 0357 grin, of the
chlorides of soda and potash, 0'0137 grin, of chioroplatinate of potash. The finely pulverised scoria,
passed through fuming hydrochloric acid, was but incompletely decomposed.

Silica, . . . . . . . . 49-97
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . 11'68
Ferrio oxide, . . . . . . 2'45
Ferrous oxide . . . . . . . 10-60
Mnuganous oxide, . . . . . . . trace
Lime, . . . . . . . . . iio
Magnesia, . . . . . . 2'84
Potash, . . . . . . . . . 0'25
Soda, . . . . . . . . 160
Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . . . O'33

100'92

83. PAJ..&ooNIpE,-Statjou 276.

Lat. 13° 28' S., long. 149° 30' W., 2350 fathoms (Dittinar).

A brown, apparently amorphous, substance, some of it powdery, some in lumps, which when broken exhibited
a dirty-white fracture. The microscope showed white and yellow crystalline parts, and here and there
black globules, also a few metallic-looking particles. Having been led to understand (by Mr Murray) that'
there were good grounds for looking upon this substance as disintegrated "pumice," and knowing that
pumice is in a very high degree proof against the action of even strong acids, it struck me that the
proper mode of investigating this substance was to extract from it all that could be rendered soluble by
successive treatment with a (a) hot hydrochloric acid, (F,) boiling carbonate of soda solution, (') semi-coi
ceutrated boiling vitriol, (d) boiling carbonate of soda solution; to analyse the ultimate residti, and C()I11'
pare the results with reliable published analyses of pumice or obsidians. This line of research was

accordingly adopted; but not wishing to rely altogether on second-hand information ill this rC8I)ICt, all
undoubted specimen of pumice from the Challenger collection was examined ill precisely the SILTI1C
manner.
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The results of the (rough) proximate analyses were as follows:-
Found in 100 parts of

Real Pumice. Quasi-Pumice.
Moisture (100°), . 10 18,5
Part cloconiposiblo by hot hydrochloric acid,' " . . 6.9 84-0
Part docompoib1e by hot vitriol, " . . b1 44,5
Ultimate residue, . . . . . . 8710 8,0

100-0 100.0

The ultimate residues were ignited before being weighed and they were analysed in that condition, which,
as it now strikes me, may perhaps have been a mistake; but if so it cannot now be rectified. The results
of the analyses were as follows:

Found in 100 parts of purified




Pumice. Quasi-Pumice.
Silica, . . . . . . . . 76,41 56,77
Alumina (including trace of Fo503), . . . . 15-53 2521
Lime, . . . . . . . . 2,11 9.09
Magnesia, . . . . . . 0-40 1.87
Potash, . . . . . . . . 2-26 886
Soda, . . . . . . . . 2,98 4-19
Moisture,2 . . . " 0-20 1.11

99-89 101,10

Converting these numbers into multiples of SiO, A1208, &c., we have for the

Real Pumice. Quasi.
Si05, . . . . . . . . 1 1
A1205, . . . . . . . . 0-1186 0-2592
(or A1O3), . . . . . . . (0-3558) (01776)
CaO, . . . . . . . . 0-0296 0-1716
MgO, . . . . . . 00079 00882

" . . . . . . . 00189 0,0378
NaO, . . . . " . . 0,0377 0,0714

or,'taking RO as a general symbol for R"O, A108, R'20, we have in multiples of

SiO, RO
Real Pumice, . " " . . . . 1 0,4499
Quasi, . . . . . " . 1 10946

or, separating the bases into R208 'a and RO 'a (where RO = CaO, LO, &c.)
Si05 RO RO

Real Pumice, . . . . . 10 1'19 1(-0-00)
Quasi, . . . . . . 4 10871-27

Rammesberg, in his Dictionary of Chemical Mineralogy (quoting from an extensive research by Abich) gives a
number of analyses by that chemist, from which it appears that pumices and obsidians (which, with him, are only
two forms of the same genus) arrange themselves into two sets-A and B.

The (SiO,)a (R2O)s (RO)s
in A are, . . . . " . 46 to 55 1 1
in B are, . . " . . . 65 to 85 1
Orthoclase and albito, " . " 6 1 1
General symbols, . . . " . n. p

1 By difference; includes combined H50. Absorbed during preservation in tubes.
(DnEr-SEA DEPOSITS Cli&LL. EXP.-1891.) 60
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We see that in both our specimens in =p as in Abich's pumices; but while our "quasi" is just a little too
basic for the A-set, our purified pumice is far too acid for t B even. The excess of base in our quasi.
Pumice might be explained by the presence in it of Anorthite,1 which according to Tschermak always ac
companies albite as a normal admixture. Going by Ahich's clstermiuations, our quasi-pumice would appear
to stand closer to what he calls pumice than our undoubtedly genuine pumice does.

'o } 2SiO5; i.e., 4(RO or RIO) for 2Si0.

84. GLAuooNns.-Station 1t34n.

Lat. 340 13'S., long. 1510 38'E., 410 fathoms (Sipbcz).

I. 04544 grin, of substance, fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 0-0311 grin, of water, 0-2573
grin, of silica, 00770 grin, of peroxide of iron, 00570 grni. of alumina, trace of manganese, O'0077
grin., of lime, and 00315 grm. of pyrophosphate of magnesia -0-01135 grin, of magnesia.

II. 03519 gnu, of substance, treated with hydrolluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 0'0199 grin, of the chlorides
of potash and soda, 00456 grm. of chioroplatinate of potash, corresponding to 00139 grin, of chloride
of potash-0-00889 grm. of potash, and 00060 grin, of chloride of soda= 000318 grin, of soda.

III. 01483 grni. of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, required for oxidation 0'3 c.c.
permanganate of potash (1 c.o. permanganate of potash= 00058355 grm. of protoxide of iron), corre
sponding to 00175 grin. of j)rOtoxide of iron.

Silica, . . . . . . . . . . 56,62
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . . . 15,68
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . 1254
Protoxide of iron, . . . . . . . . . 118
Lime,. . . . . . . . . . . 169
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . . 2'49
Potash, . . . . . . . . . . 2'52
Soda, . . . . . . . . . . 0-90
Water, . . . . . . . . 684
Manganese, . . . . . . . . . . trace

lO0'41

Noi.-This substance contained about 65 per cent, of white, pale grey, and some yellow casts, 20 per cent. palo green casts,
and 11. per cent, of dark green casts, together with 14 per coat. of mineral particles and siliceous organisms (J. M.).

85. GruooNrra.-Statiou 164o.

Lat. 340 13' S., long. 151' 38' E., 410 fathoms (Sipöcz).

I. 0'6340 grin, of substance, fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 00352 grin, of water, 03299

grin. of silica, 01664 grm. of peroxide of iron, 00566 grin, of alumina, trace of manganese, 0'OOSO
grm. of lime, and 0'055 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia =01M9856 grm. of magnesia.

II. 0'5320 grin, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 0'0380 grin, of the chlorides
of potash and sod; 01164 grin, of chioroplatinate of potash, corresponding to 0-0355 grin, of chloride
of potash= 002243 grin, of potash, and 00025 grm. of chloride of soda =000133 grin, of soda.

Ill. 02633 grin, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, required for oxidation 0-75 c.c.

permanganate of potash (1 c.c. permanganate of potash= 00058355 gum. of protoxide of iron), corre-
sponding to 0004376 grin, of protoxide of iron.
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Silica, . . . . . 50,85
Peroxide of iron, " " . . .24,40
Alumina, . . . . " . . . . 892
Protoxido of iron, " . . . . 1*66
Limo, . . . . . . . 1'26
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . 818
Potash, . . . . . . . 4-21
Soda, . . . . . . . . 0,26
Water, . . . . . . . . . . 565
Manganese, . . . . . . . trace

10028
Norn.-This substance contained 15 per cent of white, palo grey, and yellow casts, 85 per cent, pale green casts, 45 per

cent. of dark green particles, together with 5 per cent of mineral particles and siliceous organisms (3'. M.).

86. GLooNrri.-Station 164a

Lat. 34° 13' S., long. 1510 38' E., 410 fathoms (Sipocz).

I. 0-7312 grin, of substance, fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 00416 grm. of water, 0-3788

grm. of silica, 0-1 896 grin, of peroxide o iron, 00634 grin, of aiwnina, trace of manganese, O'0093

grin, of lime, and 0'061S grm. of pyrophosphate of magnesia= 0'02227 grin, of magnesia.
H. 0-6828 grin, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 0'0450 gnu, of the chlorides

of potash and boda, 01367 grin, of chioroplatinate of potash, corresponding to 0'0417 grin, of chloride
of potash =0-02634 grin, of potash, and 0'0033 grin, of chloride of soda=0'00175 grin, of soda.

III. 03205 gym, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, required for oxidation 0'85 c.c.

permanganate of potash (1 c.c. permanganate of potash= 0-0058355 grin, of protoxido of iron), corre

sponding to 0-00496 grIn, of protoxide of iron.

Silica, 51'80
Peroxide of iron, " . . . . . . . 2421
Alumina, . . . . . . . . , , 8-67
Protoidc of iron, , . . . . . . 1'54
Limo, 1-2?
Magnesia, - . . . . , . . - - 8-04
Potash, . . . . . . . . . . 316
Soda, 0'25
Water, 5168
Manganese, trace

100-32
Novz.-This substance contained 10 per cent, of white, pale grey, and yellow casts, 25 per cent. of pale green casts, 60 per

cent. of dark green casts, together with 5 per cent, of mineral particles and siliceous organisms (3. IL).

87. GLAUC0NITn.-Station 164B.

Lat. 34° 13' S.1 long. 151° 38' E., 410 fathoms (Sipiicz).

L 0-7543 grin, of substance, fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 0-0435 grin, of water, 04147

grin, of silica, 0-1777 grm. of peroxide of iron, 0'0626 grin, of alumina, trace of manganese, 0'0098 grIn.
of lime, and 0-0575 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia= 0-02072 grin, of magnesia.

IL 0'7413 grin, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 0-0432 grin, of the chlorides
of potash and soda, 0-1292 grin, of chioroplatinato of potash, corresponding to 0'0394 grm. of chloride
of potash= 0-0249 grin, of potash, and 0-0038 grin, of chloride of soda = 0'0020 grin, of soda.

III. 0-2987 grin, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and. sulphuric acids, required for oxidation 1 c.c.

permanganate of potash (1 c.c. permanganate of potash = 0'0058356 grin, of protoxide of iron), corre

sponding to 0-0058355 grin, of protoxide of iron.
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IV. 0112 grm. of substance gave 00242 grni. of loss on ignition, and fused with the carbonates of soda and

potash gave 02277 grm. of silica, 00986 grin. of peroxide of iron, 00326 grin, of alumina, trace of

manganese, 00057 grm. of lime, and. O"0325 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia= O'0120'T grin, of

magnesia.




I. II. III. IV. mean
Silica, . . . , 5417 , ... 55,37 65,17
Peroxide of iron, . . . 21119 ... ... 21'84 21,69
Alumina, . . . . 8110 ... ... 7118 812
Protoride of iron, . . . ... ... 1115 ... 1115
Lime, . . . . 1110 ... ... 1118 P34
Magnesia, . . . . 2,74 ... ... 2,93 283
Potash, . . . . , 3118 ... ... 3116
Soda, . . . . ... O'27 ... ... 0117
Water, . . . . 5,76 " ... ... 5,76
Manganese, . . . . ... ... ... ... trace

100,39
Nora.-This substance contained 80 per cent. of white, palo grey, and yellow casts, 40 per cent. pale green casts, 20 per

cent. dark groan casts, together with 10 per cent of mineral particles and remains of siliceous organisms (J. M.).

88. GLAUOONITE.-Station 185B.

Lat. 11° 38' 15" S., long. 1430 59' 38" E., 155 fathoms (Sipöcz).

L 03695 grm. of substance, fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 00401 grm. of water, 01O5
grin, of silica, 01548 grin, of peroxide of iron, 00481 grin, of alumina, trace of manganese, O'0044 grin.
of lime, and 00474 grm. of pyrophosphate of magnesia = 0'0171 grin, of magnesia.

U. 02740 grin, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 0'00S2 grin, of the chlorides of
potash and soda, 00137 grm. of chloroplatiuate of potash, corresponding to 00042 grin, of chloride of
potash = 00025 grin, of potash, and 0 0040 grin, of chloride of soda = 0-001 7 grin. of soda.

HI. 00990 grin, of substance required for oxidation, after treatment with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, 03
c.o. permanganate of potash (1 c.c. permanganate of potash= 00058355 grin, of protoxide of iron),

corresponding to 0-00175 grin. f protoxide of iron.
Silica, . . . . . . . . . 27,74
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . . . 3913
Alnminii, . . . . . . . . . 13'02
Protoxide of iron, . . . . . . . . 116
Manganese, . . . . . . . . . trace
Lime, . . . . , . . . . . 1119
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . 4,62
Potash, . . . . . . . . . . 095
Soda, . . . . . . . . . . 0,62
Water, . . . . . . . . . . 10'35

100118
89. Prn.LuPS1TE.-Station 275.

Lat. 11° 20' S., long. 150° 30' W., 2610 fathoms (Sipöcz).

I. 05080 grm. of substance, after drying 16 hours at 125° C., lost 0'0465 gnu. of water and gave 0'0385 grin.
of loss on ignition, and then fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 0'2418 grin, of silica,
00301 grin, of peroxide of iron, 00S68 grin, of alumina, 0'0024 grin. fliaflgiUIOSO-mtLIIgltLlie oxide

=0-0022 grin, of manganous oxide, 00163 grm. of lime, and 0'0176 gnu. of 1)yI'Opho$phtito of

magnesia =000634 grin, of magnesia.
II. 03224 grin, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 00494 grin, of the chlorides

of potash and soda, 00806 grin, of chioroplatinate of potash, corresponding to 00246 grin, of chloride
of potash =00155 grin, of potash, and 00248 grm, of chloride of soda =O'01315 grin, of soda.
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Silica, " . . . 4710
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . 5.9
Alumina, . . . . 17,09
Manganous oxide, . . O'43
Lime, . . . . . . . 8,20
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . 1,24
Potash, . . . . . . 481
Soda, . . . . 4,08

at 1250 C., . . . . . . . . 9.15)Water Loss on ignition, . . . , . 16147 *59

101,11
90. Pnuursni.-Station 275.

Lot 11° 20' S., long. 150° 30' W., 2610 fathoms (Sipöcz).

I. 05411 grin, of substance, after drying 30 hours at 125° 0., lost 0'0506 grm. of water and gave 0O398
grin, of loss on ignition, and then fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 0'2699 grm. of silica,
00300 grin, of peroxide of iron, 00894 grin, of atumina, 00O26 grin, of manganoso-manganic oxide
= 0O024 grm. of nianganous oxide, 00075 grin, of lime, and 0'OlSO gnu. of pyrophosphate of magnesia
= 00065 grin, of magnesia.

If. 0-4115 grin. of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 00690 grIn, of the chlorides
of potash and soda, 01091 grm. of chioroplatinate of potash, corresponding to 00333 grin. of chloride
of potash =O'O21O grin. of potash, and 0'0357 grin, of chloride of soda= 0-0189 grin, of soda.

Silica, . . . . . . . . . . 49,88
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . . . 5.54
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . 16'52
Manganous oxide, . . . . . . . . . O'44
Lime, . . . . . . . . . . rss
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . 1,20
Pota.sb, . . . . . . . . . . 510
Soda, . . . . . . . . . . 4.59

(at 125° C., . . . . . . . . . 9'831Wateri
ignition, 16'6BLoss on . . . . . . . . 715j

101'33
91. Pnu.LIrsrrE.-Station 275.

Lat. 11° 20' S., long. 150° 30' W., 2610 fathoms (Renard).

I. 07228 grin, of substance, after drying 10 hours at 125° C., lost 00575 grIn, of water and gave 00685 grin.
of loss on iguition, and then fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 03520 grin, of silica,
00446 grin, of peroxide of iron, 0i271 grin, of alumina, O'0123 grin, of lime, 0'0208 grin, of pyrophos
phate of magnesia= 00074 grm. of magnesia.

II. 015179 grin, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 0'1112 grin, of the chlorides
of potash and soda, 01879 grin, of chioroplatinate of potash, corresponding to 0,0579 grin, of chloride
of potash = 0'0365 grin, of potash, and 0'0533 grin, of chloride of soda = 0'0283 grin, of soda.

Silica, . . . . . . . . . 48'70
rerciIo of iron, . . . , . . . . . 6'17
Alumina, . . . . . . , . . . 17'58
Lime, . . . . , . , . . . 110
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . . 102
Potash, . . . . . . . . . . 413
Soda, . . . . . . . . . . 3,75

(at 1250 0., . . . . . . . . , 715 '
Water Loss on ignition, . . . . . . . . 9.47 fli42

101'li
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92. PRILLIPBITE.-Station 276.

Lat. 13° 28'S., long. 149° 30'W., 2350 fathoms (Dittmar).

This specimen (which amounted to only a very few grams), when viewed under the microscope, appeared to
consist mid.iily of tufts of yellow well-shaped crystals mixed with brown amorphous matter and black roundish
particles. I tried a variety of methods for isolating the crystals, such as treatment with cold dilute hydro
chloric acid, dilute sulphuric acid, oxalic acid, &c., but did not succeed; the crystals themselves were too readily
disintegrated by acids. On the other hand, even treatment with hot hydrochloric acid left more than mere
hydrated silica; I therefore decided upon separating the subtance into two parts by means of hot hydrochloric
acid and. analysing separately the disintegrated portion (including soluble silica of residue), and the de-ailicated
residue. Such an analysis accordingly was started, but unfortunately it was lost through a serious oversight in
the manipulation of the silicas, and not caring to risk the small remnant of substance that was left in compara
tively difficult processes, I simply analysed it as it was, i.e., without previously separating it into two parts.
The first analysis served to check some of the numerical results, and as the agreements were satisfactory, the
following analysis may be said to rest partly on double determinations.

Sketch of Method of Analy8i8.-A known weight (0-6068 gym.) of air-dry powdered substance was placed in a
platinum boat and dehydrated in a current of dry air, first at 100°, then at a red heat (within a combustion tube),
the volatilised water, in the second case, being collected in a tared chloride-of-calcium tube. The residue was
weighed, transferred to a platinum crucible, again weighed, and then ignited strongly, when it suffered an addi
tional loss of weight. The residue was fused with carbonates of potash and soda and analysed as usual. In
a separate portion the alkalies were determined according to Lawrence Smith.

Found. in 100 parts of substance :-




In multiples of cornPot cent binlug weights.
Silica, . . . . . . . . 57,86 1000
Alumina, . . . . . . . . 2009 0203
Ferric oxide, . . . . . . 8,59 0.0565
Manganous oxide, . . . . . . 2-51 0o362
Lime, . . . . . . . . 548 01006
Magnesia, . . . . . . 310 0,0804
Potash, . . . . . . . 396 00436
Soda, . . . . . . . . 131 0,0218

102-83
Error, . . . . . . . . 2,83

10000
Water vol. at 100°, . . . . . . 914 HO-05012 (a)
Water vol. at redness, . . . . . . 1056 B,O O6085 (b)
Further loss at strong red heat, . . . . . 483 : H50-0 2785 (c)

S125,13

Assuming the "Fe505" reported to have been FeO (in the substance), we have for the co-cificients of

C S a
SiO A1,03 RO RuO H10. B'0 BOO
1 0203 0-328 0-065 02785 0-0085 0-5612

or SiOu A1,03 RO R,O H,O
5 1'015 164 0325 7,24

or 5 1 2 7 (about)

The substance, then, would appear to be a kind of (mixed) zeouite, of the formula

AJO" '

2R0 '6SiO2+xAq;
5H,0 )
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the 1120'a supplementing what would otherwise be a meta- into an ortho.silicate, which explains its
decomposibility by hydrochloric acid. I am, however, very far from asserting that the substance really is such
a zeolite. Before doing so I should wish to repeat my analysis with a larger supply of purified material.

93. B.sio VoLou1o GLASS.-Station 276.

Lat. 130 28' S., long. 149° 30' W., 2350 fathoms (Sipöcz).

A. Un&lered .Wuciew (spec. gray., 290).

I. 09040 grm. of substance, fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave O4227 grin, of silica, 0-1254
grin, of peroxide of iron, 01601 grin, of alumina, 0-0043 grm. of manganoso-manganic oxide, 01045
grin, of lime, and 02604 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia.

II. 0'3390 grin, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, required for oxidation 6'3 c.c.
permanganate of potash (1 c.c. permanganato of potash = 00058296 grin, of protoxide of iron), corre
sponding to 0'037018 grin, of protoxide of iron.

III. 0'8385 grm. of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 00314 grin, of the chlorides
of potash and soda, 0'0075 grin, of chioroplatinate of potash, corresponding to 0'0023 grin, of chloride
of potash= 000144 grin. of potash, and 00291 grin, of chloride of soda= 0-01543 grm. of soda.

Silica, . . . . . . . . . . 4016
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . . . 113
Protoxide of iron, . . . . . . . . . 10,92
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . 1711
Manganons oxide, . . . . . . . . . 01"
Lime, . . . . . . . . . . 11'56
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . . 10'37
Potash, . . . . . . . . O'17
Soda, . . . . . . . . . . 1'83

101,49
94. PALtooNITE.-Station 276.

Lat. 13' 28'S., long. 149° 30' W., 2350 fathoms (Sipocz.

B. Decomposed Coating.

I. 0-5681 grin, of substance, dried at 105° C., gave 0'0543 grin, of loss on ignition, then fused with the car
bonates of soda and potash gave 0'2541 grin, of silica, 0'0828 grin, of peroxide of iron, 00924 grin, of
alumina, 0-01 59 grin, of nianganoso-manganic oxide, 00107 grin, of lime, and 0'0554 grin, of pyrophos
phate of magnesia= 0-01 239 grm. of magnesia.

IL 0-3801 grin, of substance, dried at 105° C., treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 0'0565 grin.
of the chlorides of potash and soda, 0'0794 grin, of chioroplatinate of potash, corresponding to 0'0242
grin, of chloride of potash= 0'0153 grin, of potash, and 0'0323 grin, of chloride of soda= 0'017126 grin.
of soda.




Silica, . . , . . . . . . 44,73
Peroxide of iron, . . . . . . . . . 14'57
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . 16'20
Manganic oxide, . . . . . . . . . . 2-89
Lime, . . . . . . . . . . 1.88
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . . 2'23
Potash, . . . . . . . . . . 4'02
Soda, . . . . . . . . . . 4'50
Water, . . . . . . . . . 9'56

100'64
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95. Bsio VoLCANIc Grass (spec. graY., 289).-.-Station 302.

Lat. 42° 43'S., long. 82° 11' W., 1450 fathoms (Renard).

I. 1'0852 grins, of substance, fused with the carbonates of soda and potash, gave 0'5084 grm. of silica, 01480

grin, of peroxide of iron, 0i930 grin, of alumina, 0'0046 grin, of manganous sulphide, 0'1288 grin, of
lime, and 0'2783 grin, of pyrophosphate of magnesia = 0'10028 grin. of magnesia.

U.0.4320 grin, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, required for oxidation 8'O c.o. of

permanganate of potash (1 c.c. porxnanganato of potash O'0058296 grin, of protoxide of iron), corre

sponding to 0'04663 grnl. of protoxide of iron.
ilL 0'6690 grin, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 00287 arm. of the chlorides

of soda and potash, 0'0080 grin, of cbloroplatinate of potash, corresponding to 000i44 grin, chloride of
potaah=O'001542 grin, of potash, and 0'02626 grin, of chloride of soda=0'01392 grin, of soda.

IV. 1-0251 grins, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 0'0393 grin, of the chlorides
of potash and soda, 0'0122 grin, of chloroplatiuate of potash, corresponding to 0'0037 gnu, of chloride
of potash =0'00235 grin, of potash, and 0'00356 gnu, of chloride of soda=0'01887 grin, of soda.

V. 0'9799 grin, of substance, treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, gave 00460 grin, of the chlorides of
potash and soda, 00200 grIn, of chioroplatinate of potash, corresponding to 00061 grin, of chloride of
potash =000385 grin, of potash, and 00399 grin, of chloride of soda0'02l16 grin, of soda.

I. II. Ill. IV. V. Mean.
Silica, . . . . 46'84 ... ... ... ... 464
Peroxide of iron, . . 1,64 ... ... ... ... 1134
Protoxideofiron, . . ... 1019 ... ... ... 1019
Alumina, . . . 11'78 ... ... ... ... 1718
Mauganous oxide . . O'34 ... ... ... ... 0,34
Lime, . . . . 11137 ... ... ... ... 11'87
Magnesia, . . . 9,24 ... ... ... ... 9 '24
Potash, . . . ... ... 0'23 0'23 0139 0'28
Soda, . . . . ... , 2,08 1'84 2'16 2'02

100130

96. MANG&IESn NoDuLn.-Station 3,

Lat. 25° 45' N., long. 20° 12' W., 1525 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 24134
Copper, . . . . . . trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 2-50
Forrio oxide, . . . . . 31130
Calcium phosphate, . . . o'ooPortion soluble in Hydrochloric

}
- Mangmnese oxide, . . , , 25134Acid 70 '46 Calcium sulphate, . . . 1 'i

Calcium carbonate,. .315
Magnesium carbonate, . . . 1'1
Silica, . . . , . 4130
Alumina, . . . . .1'00

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
Forric oxide,

Acid 4,70 }
- Lime, . . . , , , 0'ao

Magnesia, . . . 0'lO
Silica, . . . . . 2130

100130
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97. MANGANESE NODULE.-Station 3.

Lat. 25° 45' N., long. 200 12' W., 1525 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2800 Fahr., . 18,30
Copper, . . . . . small trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 110
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 40,71
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 0'84
Manganese oxide, . . . . . 2210

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric . . . . . more trace
Acid-7818 Cobalt, . . . .

Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 1.17
Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 5'16
Magnesium carbonate, . . . 1.51
Silica, . . . . . . 5'00
Alumina, . . . . . 055
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 068Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric - Lime, . . . . . . 0'26

Acid-312 l Magnesia, . . . . . . 018
Silica, . . . . . . 168

100'00
NOTE.--Small mass of a brown and blackish colour, no definite shape, but appeared as if broken from some larger mass.

97A. CORAL (PleurocoraWumjohnsoni) attached to the preceding nodule.-Station 3.

Lat. 250 45'N., long. 20° 12'W., 1525 fathoms (Anderson).

Water, . . . . . . * . . 010
Calcium carbonate, . . . . . . . . 9319
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . . . . 800
Calcium phosphate, 0'10Forric oxide,
Silica, . . . . . . . . trace
Insoluble residue, . . . . . . . . . 005

99'84
98. MANGANESE NODULE.--Station 16.

Lat. 20° 39'N., long. 50° 33'W., 2435 fathoms (Brazier).

Lose on ignition after drying at 230 Fahr., . 1313
(Copper, . . . . . small trace
I Alumina, . . . . . . 2,95
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 3808
Calcium phosphate, . . . good trace
Manganese oxide, . . . . . 29,32

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric - Nickel, . . . . . . trace
Acid-82'73 l Cobalt, . . . .

Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 1 '05
Calcium carbonate, . * . . . 1198
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 4,32
Silica, . . . . , . 7'05
Alumina,

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
Ferric oxide,

. . . .
-64

Lime, 3'64
Acid 3

Magnesia,
Silica,




10000
NOTE.-Pieccs of a very small nodule, smooth, grey on the outside, yellowish inside, weight only 44 grains.

(DEEr-sEA DEr0SITS CHALL. EXP.-1891.) 61
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99. MANGANWID NODULE.-Station 160. Lat. 42° 42' S., long. 134° WE, 2600 fathoms (Brazier)
Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fabr., . 20 40

(Copper, . . . . . good trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 200
Ferric oxide, . . . .19,08

(Calcium phosphate, . . . . 0,20
I Manganese oxide, . . . . . 3248

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric 1. - Nickel, . . . . . good trace
Acid-?030 J I Cobalt, . . .

Calcium sulphate, . . . . 0'58
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 307
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 112
Silica, . . . . . . 11,17

f Alumina, . . . . . . 0'45
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 0 50

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric l . . . . . . 035Acid= 9 30 J Magnesia, . . . . . . 0 20
,Silica, . . . 7.80

No'rL-Irrcgular.ehaped nodules. 10000

100. MANGANESJ NODULE (external portion).-Station 160. Lat. 42° 42' S., long. 134° 10' E.,
2600 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . iroo
(Copper, . . . . . abundant trace
Alumina, . . . . . 4160
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 16,70
Calcium phosphate, . . . more trucePortion soluble in Hydrochloric 1 Manganese oxide, . . . . 39,32Acid -7560 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 058

I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1160
I Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 300
I.siica, . . . . . . 980
(Alumina,
I Ferric oxide, }

. . . . P00
Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric 1 -Lime, . . . . . . 0 28"Acid-l340 I Magnesia, . . . . . . 0l2

(Silica, . . . . . . 12,00

10000

101. M&RGANRSE NODULE (internal portion).-Station 160. Lat. 42° 42' S., long. 134° 10' E.
2600 fathoms (Brazier).

LOBS on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 10,26
(Copper, . . . . . abundant trace
(Alumina, . . . . . P80
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 15,10

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
Calcium phosphate, . . more trace

Acid-78-72
- Manganese oxide, . . . . . 3362

I Calcium sulphate, . . . . 058
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 300

I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 802
Ii Silica, . . . . 16i30
(Alumina, . . . . 210
Ferric oxide, . . 1 50Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric - . Lime, . 040Acid-1603 1 Magnesia, o .o

t.Siica, . . . . . . 1113

100,00
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102. MANGANESE NODULzs.-Station 248. Lat. 370 41'N., long. 177° 4' W., 2900 fathoms (Brazier).
Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 16,50
Copper, . . . . . large trace

f Alumina, . . . . . . 210
I Ferric oxide, " . . . 2010
Calcium phosphate, . . . good trace

I Manganese oxide, . . . . . 22 50
Portion soluble in Hydrochloric I - Nickel, . . . . . good trace

Acid -6110 c Cobalt, . . . .
Calcium sulphate, . . . . .086
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 2,65

I Magnesium carbonate,' . . . . 1.11)
Silica, . . . . . . 111)0

(Alumina, . . . . . . 2,17

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 116

Acid-2240 J
- Lime, . . . . . . 015

i Magnesia, . . . . . . 012
1. Silica, . . . . . . 18,10

1001)0
No'rE.-For the purpose of analysis a small nodule and an equal quantity of a large one were mixed as a whole.

103. MANGANESE NoDuLics.-Station 252. Lat. 37° 520 N., long. 160° 17' W., 2740 fathoms (Brazier).
Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 1010
Copper, . . . . . small trace

I Alumina, . . . . . . 810
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 19,33
Calcium phosphate, . . . . trace

I Manganese oxide, . . . . . 2810
Portion soluble in Hydrochloric 1 " Nickel, . . . . . good traceAcid-6848 I I Cobalt, . . . .

(Calcium sulphate, . . . . .018
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 317
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 110

"Silica, . . . . . . 111)0
I Alumina, . . . . . 2,35

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 1,15

Acid- 201)2 f
' Lime, . . . . . . 046
I Magnesia, . . . . . . 013
Silica, . . . . . 18,74

NOTE.-Three smooth round nodules. 1001)0

104. MANo&sE NODULE (internal portion).-Station 252. Lat. 370 52' N., long. 1600 17' W.,
2740 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 2010
(Copper, . . . . . . trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 51)0

I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 17'88
Calcium phosphate, . . . more tracePortion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . . . . 25.37Acid= 6413 l Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 018
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 318
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 217

(Alumina, . . . . . . 110
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 01)0

Portion insoluble in 1'lyilroch)oiic ., . . . . . 010
Acid= 14, ( Magnesia, . . . . . 010

(Silica, . . . . . . ii37
1001)0
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105. MANGANESE Nonimis (external portion).-Station 252.

Lat. 37° 52' N., long. 160° 17' W., 2740 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 15,20
Copper, . . . . . . trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 4.50
Ferric oxide, . . . . 1812

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Calcium phosphate, . . . more trace
Aaitl-6253 ç Manganese oxide, . . . . . 2548

Calcium sulphate, . . . . . O'68
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 8168
Maguesium carbonate, . . . . 217
Silica, . . . . . 9,20

(Alumina, . . . . . .
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 010

2*10

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
}

Lime, . . . . . . O'05
Acid-22,27 Magnesia, . . . . 0120

Silica. . . . . . . 18,42

100'OO

106. M.&o1tNEsE NODULES. -Station 252.

Lat. 37° 52'N., long. 160° 17'W., 2740 fathoms (Dittniat).

The nodules had a brown or brownish black colour, and, in size and shape, were pretty much like potatoes.
They were easily broken by the hammer, and were then seen to consist of a clay-like nucleus enclosed in con
centric layers of dark coloured matter, the degree of blackness increasing with the distance from the centre.
In some cases, however, the whole of a section was found to be almost uniformly black. My work was
limited to exhaustively determining the elementary composition of the nodules, and to trying to ascertain, as
far as possible by chemical methods, the state of combination of the several elements present. In the latter
connection I proposed to direct my attention more particularly to the manganese, and to ascertain whether that
metal is present altogether as binoxido, or partly, if not wholly, in the form of lower oxides.

Qualitative AnaTys'ü.

To obtain a true average sample of the nodules, it would have boon necessary to pound finely anti

thoroughly mix the entire stock, but I did not consider myself justified in taking this course; I therefore satis
fied myself with selecting a few nodules and pounding these. The powder was well mixed and preserved
as "substance to be analysed." A preliminary trial showed that the substance gave up to boiling water nothing
but small quantities of chlorides and sulphates i (which I thought might safely be put down as sea-water solids),
and, besides showed that the filtration of the aqueous infusion was a very tedious process. Hence, in pro
ceeding to the actual analysis (which was executed with 100 grms. of substance), the turbid liquid obtained in

extracting the small portion of substance soluble in water was simply poured away. The residue was next

digested in the cold in acetic acid of 25 per cent, until the carbonates of lime and magnesia and substances of
a similar nature could be assumed to be dissolved, and the residue collected on filters and washed with water.
This operation was not attended with any visible evolution of gas, which, however, does not prove the absolute
absence of carbonates in the substance. The acetic acid extract was evaporated to dryness and the residuti

(5'23 grms.) analysed. Qualitative tests showed the presence of considerable quantities of limo, magnesia, and
soda, a little alumina, and traces of iron, copper, and chlorine. There was absolutely no manganese, which

The aqueous extract contained no limo salts, showing the absence of sulphate of lime.
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proves that the original substance could not have contained any manganous carbonate or hydrate. The
principal bases were determined quantitatively with the following results

Alumina, . . . . . 0170
Limo, . . . 0446

per 100 parts of original substance.
Magnesia, . . . . . 0,365
Soda,' . . . . 0'507

The residue left undissolved by the acetic acid was exhausted with hot hydrochloric acid of 20 per cent.,
the solution filtered, evaporated to dryness, to eliminate the dissolved silica, the silica filtered off and weighed.
It amounted to 073 grms., i.e., 013 per cent. of the original substance. The de-ailicated solution was made
up to 400 c.c., and aliquot portions used for the following experiments. One portion served for a thorough
qualitative analysis, the results of which are included in the statement of quantitative determinations given
below; but it is perhaps as well to state explicitly that lithium, beryllium, and the metals of the arsenic
group, although very specially sought for, could not be detected. A second portion (25 grins, of original
substance) was devoted to the quantitative determination of the cobalt, nickel, copper, and lead. A third
portion was used for the determination of the alkalies.

The residue left undissolvod by the hydrochloric acid amounted to 26'3 grins. (dried at 100° C., but not
completely). Of these 263 grins, of matter separate portions were used for determining the following com
ponents:- (a) the water volatile on ignition; (b) the silica which bad been rendered soluble by the treatment
with hydrochloric acid-it was extracted by means of boiling carbonate of soda solution and separated out and
weighed as usual; (c) the part disintegrable by the method customarily used for the analysis of clays, viz., by
treatment in the heat with concentrated sulphuric acid, and evaporation of the acid from the substance-the
silica and alumina thus rendered soluble being determined by the usual methods.

Found in the 3 grins. of matter insoluble in hydrochloric acid-
Water, . . . . . . . . . 1 '90
Silica, set free by hydrochloric acid, . . . . . 614
Alumina2 rendered soluble by sulphuric acid, . . * . . 1,62
Silica, rendered soluble by sulphuric acid, . . . . . . 0'83
Ultimate residue, . . . . . . . . 14'91

26'09
Lose, 011

2610

As the hydrochloric acid solution had been nearly all used in the numerous qualitative trials made, and the
quantitative determinations reported, a special portion of "original substance" (identical with the 100 grIns.
used for making that solution) was employed for determining the alumina, ferric oxide, manganese, lime, and
magnesia extractable by hot hydrochloric acid. Other portions served for the direct determination of the total
water and of the total carbonic acid.

The results are included in the following :-

Summary of Quantitative Determinations.




P. E.
Total water,' . . . , . , . 24,90
Total carbonic acid, . . . . . . o8
Total phosphoric acid, extractable by hydrochloric acid, . 0'07

(a) 1i Acetic Acid ErtracL
Limo, . . . . , . 0'45
Magnesia, . . . . , . . 0'36
Soda, . . . . . , . . 0'60

1 Including a little potash. Includes a little oxide of iron.
' Determined directly, by expulsion in a combustion tuba and collecting in chloride of calcium.
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(b) In ifydrechioric Acid Extractfrom Acetic Acid Residue.
Silica, . . . . . . . . 7.47
Oxide of load, . . 001
Oxide of copper, . . 0,272 I . . 0.93
Oxide of cobalt, . . 025
Oxide of nickel, . . O 4O
Manganous oxide, . . . . . . 19139 : 35'5 0546
Loose oxygen, . . . . . . . 3"95 : 8 0494
Lime . . . . . . . . 133
Magnesia, . . . . . . . 1,42
Alkalies (B50), . . . . . . 034
Alumina, . . . . . . . . 3-03
Ferric oxide, . . . . . . . 16,20

(c) In Sulphuric Acid Extractfrom Hydrochloric Acid Residue.
Alumina and ferric oxide, . . . . . 1162
Silica, . . . . . . . O'83

(d) (Jltirnafr Residue.
Silicates and Silica, . . . . . . 14,91

98'lS

Special Experiments on the State of Oxidation of the Manganese.
The loose oxygen reported above had. been determined in two weys, viz., firstly by Bunsen's method: dis

tilling with hydrochloric acid, and titrating the iodine equivalent of the chlorine liberated by means of thiosul

phate-chemically pure iodine serving as a standard; and secondly, by Fresenius and Will's method:
digestion of the substance with dilute sulphuric and oxalic acids, collecting the carbonic acid liberated in a
tared potash bulb and soda-lime tube, and determining the increase of weight shown by the absorption
apparatus. In the latter case the carbonic acid of the carbonates was determined in a separate portion of
substance, setting it free by means of a mixed solution of ferrous chloride and hydrochloric acid and weighing
it as above. In order to see whether the second method is affected by the presence in the substance of ferrous
oxide (as Bunsen's undoubtedly is), a quantity of a pure "peroxide" of manganese was made by heating pure
nitrate first to about 2000 C., then to redness, and the percentage of loose oxygen in this preparation determined

according to Fresenius and Will; first in the usual manner and then after addition to the substance of a
known weight of artificial ferroso-ferric oxide (Fe304) prepared in the wet way from ferrous sulphate.

The results were as follows -.-




Percentage of Loose Oxygenfound.

By the oxalic acid method, . . . . . . . 799 813
By the same in presence of Fe3O . . . . . . 7'98

Hence the presence of ferrous oxide does not sensibly affect the oxalic acid. method, which at the same time

showed me that the substance of the manganese nodules analysed could not have contained much ferrous oxide.

In fact the 395 per cent. of loose oxygen reported in the summary were deduced from the following deter

minations




Oxygen found by oxalic acid, . . . . 4'O2O50 x "0"

Oxygen found by iodine method, . . . . . S80485 x "0"
Difference, . . . . . . . 0117 x

Manganous oxide found, 19139-0-546 x MiiO

The difference (0'017 x "0 "), if not simply due to observational errrora, would correspond to 0'017 x FeO:,

= 0'017 x 72 = l'2 2 per cent. of ferrous oxide 136 per cent. of ferric oxide, leaving 16.2 -136 = 1484 of

Mao. O0'6454 grm. ; Fo.304-018 gnu., C0obtained-0,2832 gnu. -718 per cent, of oxygeu.
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real ferric oxide. But at any rate there cannot be much ferrous oxide present, or it would have told more

strongly on the iodine result.
Another result which would appear to follow from the reported numbers, is that the loose oxygen is not

sufficient to supplement the manganous oxide into binoxido. Taking 402 as the correct percentage of loose

oxygen, we have for the percentage of-

Manganous oxide, . . . . . . . 0044 x MnO
Real manganese oxide, . . . . . 0,502 x MaO5

Now the oxides MnO, Fe(-) (as above calculated), CaO, MgO as reported under (b), amount in all to 0197
x R"O.

These may be present in combination with manganese binoxide as components of psilomelanic compounds,
leaving a balance of O3O5 x MnO of real uncornliined (or hydrated) binoxide of manganese.

I know of no test for discriminating between free manganese binoxido and manganese oxide combined with
oxides of the type R"O; what can be done in a case like the one in band is to determine the exact ratio of
the "MnO" present in all to the loose oxygen present. But a complicated complete analysis like the one
reported, however carefully done, cannot possibly supply sufficiently exact data for this purpose.

I therefore selected from my stock a nodule which seemed to be exceptionally rich in manganese, and
determined, by a specially devised process, the total manganese, as manganous oxide, and (by the ordinary
methods) the loose oxygen.

To determine the total manganese, a weighed quantity of homogeneous substance was disintegrated by
hydrochloric acid, the iron and alumina precipitated by means of acetate of soda and filtered off, and from the
filtrate the manganese precipitated by means of bromine in presence of zinc salt. The precipitate (which contains
all the manganese as binoxide) was dissolved by dilute sulphuric acid in an atmosphere of carbonic acid with a
known weight of standardized ferrous sulphate and the excess of "ferrosüm" titrated by permanganate. That
this method, which every chemist will recognise as a sligbt modification of Kessler's, gives exact results had
been proved by a series of experiments on known weights of manganese given as a solution of pure chloride
which had been standardized by means of nitrate of silver.

In the analysis of the nodule two determinations gave-

l. IL Moan.
16,54 16,30 16,42

per cent. of manganous oxide (present as MnO . Os). The loose oxygen was found to be as follows

Moan.
Iodine method, . . . . 3775 8,764 317
Oxalic acid method,2 . . . . 385 395 39O

Dividing by the combining weights we have-

1642 36'5-04626
377 8O-O4712
3,90 80-04874

Here the oxygen found is a little more than what would be sufficient to make the manganona oxide into binoxido.
Possibly some of the loose oxygen may have been present as peroxide of cobalt (Co0); but I have had no time
yet to inquire further into the matter experimentally. All I can say is that the determinations were made
with great care at a time when we had become very familiar with all the manipulations involved, and I
think I am safe in asserting that that particular nodule in all probability contains its manganese in the form
of binoxide only.

Here, as everywhere, R=05 .. nO355.
Q77 gam. of the substance when decomposed by acid (with ferrous chloride) gave loss than 1 mgrm. of carbonic acid.
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The following two analyses were made by Gümbel and Church from specimens obtained from members of
the Expedition. Church does not mention the station from which his specimens came, but in all probability
they came from Station 252 (J. M).

106A. M&NG&sE NoDuIs.-Station 252. Lat. 370 52'N., long. 1600 17' W., 2740 fathoms (C. W. Gümbel,
Sitzungsb. d. bayer. Akad. d. Wiss., 1878, ii. pp 189-209; also Neues Jahrb. f. Min. 4c., 1878, p. 869).

Oxide ofiron, . . . . . . . . . 27460
Peroxide of manganese, . . . . . . . . 28600
Water, . . . . . . . . . . 17819
Silica, . . . . . . . . . . 16,030
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . 10210
Soda, . . . . . . . . . . 2,858
Chlorine, . . . . . . . . . 01)41
Limo, . . . . . . . . . . 01)20
Titanic acid, . . . . . . . . . 01)80
Sulphuric acid, . . . . . . . . . 0,484
Potash, . . . . . . . . . . 01)96
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . . 01181
Oarbonio acid, * . . . . . . . . 0.047
Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . . . . 01)23
Oxide of copper, . . . . . . . . oo
Oxides of nickel and cobalt, . . . . . . . 01)12
Barium, . . . . . . . . . 0009
Doubtful traces of lead, antimony, boron, lithium, and iodine, .
Traces of organic substances, . . . . .

101,178

106a. MaNo&iqisg NODULES.-Station 252. Lat. 370 52' N., long. 1600 17' W., 2740 fathoms (A. H. Church,
Mineralogical Magazine, vol. i. pp. 50-53, 1876).

Water bat in vaeuo, . . . . . . . . 2455
Water retained at 1000 C., but evolved at a red heat, . . . . 101)0
Manganese dioxide, . . . . . . . . 3022
Ferric dioxide, . . . . . . . . . 20-02
.&lnminn, . . . . . . . . . . 310
Silica, . . . . . . . . . 10,37
Chlorine, . . . . . . . . . . 011
Mg, Ca, Cu, Na, Cl, P205, &c., . . . . . . . 01)3

1000O

107. MANGANESE NoDuu.-Station 253.Lat. 380 9'N., long. 156° 25'W., 3125 fathoms (Brazier).
Lose on ignition after drying at 2300 Fabr., . 12,10
Copper, . . . . . good trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 410
Ferric oxide, . . . . 21.20
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 045
Manganese oxide, . . . . . 2621

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric 1- - Nickel, . . . . . good trace
Acid- 7320 Cobalt, . . . . trace

Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0,75
Calcium carbonate, . . . 31)8
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 01)6
Silica, . . . . . . 151)7
Alumina, . . . . . 11)0
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 01)0

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric - Lime, . . . . . . 0 52
Acid-. 1410 Magnesia, . . . . 01)2

Silica, . . . . 11,16
100,00
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108. I%IsGANzs NODULES.-Station 256.

Lat. 300 22' N., tong. 154° 56' W., 2950 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 11,80
Copper, . . . . . large trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 280
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 18,80
Calcium phosphate, . . . good trace
Manganese oxide, . . . . 89.57

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
}
- Nickel, . . . . . good tram

Acid-7717




Cobalt, . . . . . . trace
Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 018
Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 258
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 4.54
Silica, . . . . . .920

}

[Alumina

. . . . . . 1*40
Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric -

Ferric oxide, . . . . . 080
Limo, . . . . . . 038Acid -il 13
Magnesia, . . . . . good trace
Silica, . . . . . . 8130

100'OO

NOTE. -Several small nodules, irregular in shape, average weight 200 grains, light grey colour outside, blackish grey inside,.
except centre, which was also of a light grey colour and very friable.

109. MANQANESE NODULE.-Station 264.

Lot. 14° 19' N., long. 152° 37' W., 3000 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr., . 810
çCopper, . . . . . large trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 2135
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 2118
Calcium phosphate, . . . . trace
Manganese oxide, . . . . . 2919

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
}
- . Nickel, . . . . . good trace

Acid-83-92 I Cobalt, . . . . . . trace
Calcium sulphate, . . . .. . 012
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 258
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 8-40

1Silica, . . . . . . 2420
Alumina, . . . . . . 0160
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 1 '7IPortion insoluble in Hydrochloric

}
- Limo, . . . . . . 0'45Acid 7'18

I Magnesia, . . . . . . 01)3
(.Silica, . . . . . . 410

100-00

NOTE. -Peculiar grey material, rough, a few brown particles attached to its surface.
(DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS OHALL. BXF.-1891.) 62
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110. MANGANESE NODULES.-Station 274.

Lat. 7° 25'S., long. 152° 15'W.-) 2750 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2800 Fahr., . 12'60
Copper, . . . . . 079

I Alumina, . . . . . .
I

1100
Porno oxide, . . . . 8'41

I Calcium phosphate, . . . . I'35
Manganese oxide, . . . . . 5P46

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric -Nickel, . . . . good trace
Acid-82,60 Cobalt, . . . .

I Calcium sulphate, . . .
I

0,59
Calcium carbonate, . . . 8-58

I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 4-92
'-Silica, . . . . . . 10'50
(Alumina, . . . . . 0'60
I Porno oxide, . . . . . OiIO

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
}
- Lime, . . . .

Acid-4 '80




I
0,46

Magnesia, . . . . 0'l5
'Silica, . . . . . . 3'00

100"00
NOM-Portions of two nodules sawn through, so as to obtain a fair average.

111. MANGANESE NODUDES (external portions).-Station 274.

Lat. 7° 25' S., long. 152° 15' W., 2750 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . l250

1Copper, . . . . . . 019
I Alumina, . . . . . 080
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 1l'97
I Calcium phosphate, . . . . 0183
I Manganese oxide, . . . . 5219

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
}
- . Nickel, . . . . good trace

Acid-8290 Cobalt, . . . .
Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0,75

I Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 31)5
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . 212
1'Silica, . . . . . . 9'80
rAlumina, . . . . . 056
I Ferric oxide, . . 0'94

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric } - J . . . . . .
-60

Lime, 034
Acid 4 I Magnesia, . . . 0'11

2'65

100"00
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112. MANGANESE NODULES (internal portions).-Station 274.

Lat. 7° 25' 8., long. 1520 15'W., 2750 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 11,40
(Copper, . . . . . . 079
I Alumina, . . . . . . 080
I Fric oxide, . . . . 9.75
I Calcium phosphate, . . 0'85
I Manganese oxide, . . . . . 55'89

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric 't = Nickel, . . . . . good trace
Acid-8450 I Cobalt, . . . .

I Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 058
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 888

I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 416
1Silica, . . . . . . 8'80
(Alumina, . . . . . . 081
Ferric oxide

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric Lime,
. . . . . 0,78

0'83
Acid-410 I Magnesia, O'14

'Silica, 2,64

100'OO

113. MANGANESE NODULES (average sample).-Station 276.

Lat. 130 28' S., long. 149° 30'W., 2350 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2800 Fahr., . 18 80
Copper, . . . . . good trace

I Alumina, . . . . . 600
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 40,50
Calcium phosphate, . . . fair trace

I Manganese oxide, . . . . . 11 40Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Nickel, . . . . . . traceAcid-77'66 I Cobalt, . . . trace
I Calcium sulphate, . . . . 0*87
Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 508

I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 113
Silica, . * . . . 1380

(Alumina, . . . . . 180
Ferric oxide, . . . . 150Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric . Lime, . . . . . . 070Acid-614 I Magnesia, . . . . . . 070
Silica, . . . . . . 1,94

100,00
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114. MANGANESE NODULES (external portions).-Station 276.

Lat 13° 28' S., long. 1490 30' W., 2350 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° ]?ahr., . 1440
Copper, . . . . . good trace

200
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 45,00
Calcium phosphate, . . . small trace
Manganese oxide, . . . . .1482Portion soluble in Hydrochloric

}
- . Nickel, . . . . . . traceAcid-78,00 Cobalt, . . . . . trace

i Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 099
Calcium carbonate, . . . 4-30
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 113
Silica, . . . . . . 91t3

1Alnmina,
. . . . . . PlO

Ferric oxide, . . . . . 1 OPortion insoluble in Hydrochloric } . . . . . . 010Acid ..760
Magnesia, . . . . . . 050
Silica, . . . . . . 390

100,00

115.. M.&NG.&zsE NODULES (internal portions).-Station 276.

Lat. 13° 28'S., long. 1490 30' W., 2350 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 14,10
(Copper, . . . . . . trace
I Aiumi.ua, . . . . 890
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 2100
I Calcium phosphate, . . . good trace
Manganese oxide, . . . . . 1 91Portion soluble in Hydrochloric

Acid-72-75 I Cobalt, . . . .
I Calcium sulphate, . . . . 041
I Calcium carbonate, . . . . 2,70
1 Magnesium carbonate, . . . . .153
t-Silica, . . . . . 3630
Alumina, . . . . . 180
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 200

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric .1 Lime, . . . . . . 0185
Acid- 1315 I Magnesia, . . . . . . 050

tSilica, . . . . 800

100"00
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116. MANGANESE NODULE.-Station 276.

Lat. 13° 28'S., long. 149° 30'W., 2350 fathoms (Brazier).
Weight, 670 grains.




Grains.
Loss on ignition, . . . . . . . . . . 210
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . . 1,26
Ferric oxide, S 1,79
Manganese oxide,
Calcium carbonate, " . . . . 040
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . . . . . good trace
Soluble silica, " " " . . 0,75
Insoluble residue, . . . . . . . 040

670

Per cent.
Loss on ignition, . . . . . . . . . . 3114
Portion soluble in hydrochloric acid, . . . . . . . . 6268
Portion insoluble in hydrochloric acid, . . . . . . . 618

100,00

117. MANGANESE NoDuLEs.-Station 281.

Lat. 22° 21' S., long. 150° 17' W., 2385 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fabr., . 16,00
1Copper, . . . . . good trace
Alumina, . . . . . 200
Porno oxide, . . . . . 29,00
Calcium phosphate, . . . . trace
Manganese oxide, . . . . . 22 22

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
}

Nickel, . . . . . good traceAcid 73 1 Cobalt, . . . . . . trace
Calcium sulphate, . . . . 029
Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 2,79
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . I 51
Silica, . . . . . . 15,40
Alumina, . . . . . . 1*25
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 113

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
}
- . . . . . . 014

Acid= 1079
Magnesia, . . . . . . 016

'Silica, . . . . . . 712

100,00

Nuii. -Nodules, average woight 170 grains, apparently consisting of two varieties; some on breaking were of a dark
brown colour, others of a slatcy-brown colour. The former constitute this analysis, the latter Analysis 119.
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118. M.&NGANE8E NODULES.-Station 281.

Lat. 22° 21'8., long. 150° 17'W., 2385 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fabr., 10-98.
I Copper, . . . . . good trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 838
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 32'50

I Calcium phosphate, .Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
}

" Manganese oxide, . . . . . 19,92Acid -76'77 Calcium sulphate, . . . . 063
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 281

I Magnesia, . . . . . . 1'41

(Alumina, . . . . . . 1-30
I Porno oxide, . . . . . 1 52Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

} . . . 0 '84Acid..1325
Magnesia, . . . . 0'35

LSiica, . . . . . . 924

100-00
NOTE.-Several small nodules; material insufficient to test for nickel and cobalt. Residue after acid, grey clay.

119. MANGANESE NoDui.-Station 281.

Lat. 22° 21' S., long. 15° 17' W., 2385 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 5 66
Copper, . . . . . . trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 210
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 27,80
Calcium phosphate, . . . good trace
Manganese oxide, . . . . . 6 'ölPortion soluble in Hydrochloric

}
- . . . . . . trace

Acid-71'62 Cobalt, . . . . . . ti-ace
Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0-29
Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 219
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1 13
Silica, . . . . . . 30-40

}

{Alumina

. . . . . . 2,13
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 5'04

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric = Limo, . . . . . 2-69
Acid-2212 Magnesia, 036

Silica, . . . . . . 12,50

100,00
N0TE.-Sue Analysis 117.
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120. MANGANESE NoDins,-Station 285.

Lat. 32° 36' S., long. 137° 43' W., 2375 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., .. 12'90
Copper, . . . . good trace
Alumina, . . . . 250
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 24'63
Calcium phosphate, . . . good trace
Manganese oxide, . . . . . 36'54

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric -
~ 76 -20

Nickel, . . . . . good traceAcid
Cobalt., . . . . . trace
Calcium sulphate, . . . . 0*84
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 1186
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1118
Silica, . . . . . . 9,20

(Alumina, . . . . . . 114
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 012

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric J Lime, . . . . . . 0'56
Acid-l0'90 ) Magnesia, . . . . . . 0'IO

'Silica' 758

100'OO

Norn. -Small nodules, average weight 90 grains, dark brown colour outside, yellowish grey inside. Several
taken as a whole for analysis.

121. MAxaizsE NODULES.-Station 285.

Lat. 32° 36' S., long. 137° 43' W., 2375 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fabr., . 9'25
(Copper, . . . . . . trace
I Alumina, . . . . . 742
Ferric oxide, , . , . . 11,04
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 7 15

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric - Manganese oxide, . . . . 2411
Acid - 69'22 I Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 018

Calcium carbonate, , . , . .8'59
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1'$O

(Silica, . . . . . . 12,68
(Alumina, . . . . . . 3'80
Ferric oxide, . , . . , 2'20

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric 0 '38
Acid-21 '

i . . . . . . 019
[Silica, . . . . . . 1508

100'OO
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122. MANGANESE Nonims.-Station 285.

Lat. 32° WS., long. 137° 43'W., 2375 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr., . 19,30
Copper, . . . . . . trace

I Alumina, . . . . . 6,20
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 20,10
Calcium phosphate, . . good trace

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . . . . 16,14
Acid 6052

(Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 087
I Calcium carbonate, . . . .436
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 015
.8ilioa, . . . . . . 1210
iAlumina, . . . . . 24O

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
I Ferric oxide, . . . 300

Acid -2018 }
- . . . . . 101

Magnesia, . . . . 0'32
(.Silica, . . . . . . 12,55

10000
123. MANGANESE NODULE.-Station 285.

Lat. 32° WS., long. 137° 43' W., 2375 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 13,00
(Copper, . . . . . . trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 9.50

I Ferric oxide, . . . . 10-40
I Calcium phosphate, . . . . 203

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . . . 2206
Acid-6809 I Calcium sulphate, . . . . . r05

Calcium carbonate, . . . 091
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . 0198
.Silica, . . . . . 950
'Alumina, . . . . . . 410
I Ferric oxide, . . . 110

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
Acid-'2811

I
Lime, 1,40
Magnesia, . . . . . 0,21

1,Silica, . . . . . 1650

10000
124. MANGANESE NoDu1.-Station 285.

Lat. 32° WS., long. 137° 43'W., 2375 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr., . 8,23
(Copper, . . . * . trace
I Alumina, . . . . . 814
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 25,04
Calcium phosphate, . . . trace

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric - Manganese oxide, . . 8'54
Acid-.7581 Calcium sulphate, . . . 038

Calcium carbonate, . . . 249

(Magnesium carbonate, . . . 0112
tSilica, . . . . 30,60
(Alumina, . 125
I Ferric oxide, . . . . 340

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric } . . . . 010
Acid-15116

Magnesia, . . . 0,52
l.silica, . . . . . 10,00

100"00
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125. MANoiiEsE NODULE (internal portion).-Station 285.
Lat. 32° 36' S., long. J370 43' W., 2375 fathoms (Brazier).

Lose on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 13,60
(Copper, . . . . . . trace
I Alumina, . . . . . 950
Fome oxide, . . 18,98
Calcium phosphate, . . . tracePortion soluble in Hydrochloric - Manganese oxide, " . . . 1318Acid - 8030 I Calcium sulphate, . . . . trace
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 8'OO
Magnesium carbonate, . . 1,04

t.silica, . . . . 3310
(Alumina, . . . . . 115
I Ferric oxide, . . . 200Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

}
- . . . 045Acid-6-10

Magnesia, . . . . 014
..Si1ien, . . . . . 216

100'OO
125A. MANGANESE NODULES.-Station 285.

Lat. 32° 36' S., long. 137° 43'W., 2375 fathoms (Brazier).
Loss on ignition after drying at 2800 Pahr., . 2340

(Copper, . . . . . good trace
I Alumina, . . . . . 815
Frric oxide, . . . . . 1215
Calcium phosphate, . . 090Portion soluble in Hydrochloric .1 Manganese oxide, * . . . 2220Acid-58-52 I Calcium sulphate, . . . . 0,75

I Calcium carbonate, . . . . 415
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 014

'Silica, . . . . . 912
( Alumina, . . . 3.33
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 1.44Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric) . . . . . 019Acid- 1818




I Magnesia, . . . good trace
ISilica, . . . . . 1218

10000
125B, MANGANESE NODULE (internal portion).-Station 285.

Lat, 32° 36' S., long. 137° 43' W., 2375 fathoms (Anderson).
Loss on ignition after drying at 100° 0., . . 912

(Alumina, . . . . . 917
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 18,90
Manganese dioxide, . . . 10,46

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
}

I Magnesia, . . . . . . 0'57
Aeid=42'78 1 Potash, . . . . . . 114

I Soda, . . . . . . 215
I Phosphoric acid, . . . . . 022
lSilica, . . . . . . 447
(Alumina, . . . . . . 8.66
I Porno oxide, . . . . 310

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
}

. . . . . . . 019
Acid 47,45




I Potash, . . . . . . 0,68
t'Silica, . . . . . . 3923

99.55
Nu'ri. -Thu material was white or brownish white, and was easily cut with a knife ; it contained 14,95 per cent. of moisture,

very light in weight, and fused into a blackish glass.
(WP-s1-'.A DEPOSITS OUALL. EXP.-1891.) 63
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126. MANo&tsE N0DULEB.-Station 286.

Lat. 33° 29' S., long. 1330 22'W., 2335 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . 8,70
(Copper, . . . . . good trace
I Alumina, . . . . . . 2'50
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 24 '00
I Calcium phosphate, . . . . 010
I Manganese oxide, . . . . . 27 40

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
}
- . Nickel, . . . . good trace

Acid - 78'30




I Cobalt, . . . . . . trace
I Calcium sulphate, . . . . 0'87
I Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 4.37
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1.36

ISilica, . . . . . . 17 *10
(Alumina, . . . . . . 1.90
Porno oxide, . . 1 20

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric . . . , . . 0'84
Acid-13,00




I Magnesia, . . . . . . 015
891

100'OO
NOTE.-Several small brittle nodules taken as a whole.

127. MANGANESE NODULES (internal portions).-Station 286.

Lat. 330 29' S., long. 133° 22' W., 2335 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 15-60
Copper, . . . . . good trace

I Alumina, . . . . . . 2,31
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 21-87

(Calcium
phosphate, .

Manganese oxide, . . . . 22 19
0.69

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
} Nickel, . . . . good trace

Acid -65 '60 Cobalt, . . . . trace
Calcium sulphate . . . . 0'51

I Calcium carbonate, . . . .265
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 0'68
Silica, . . . . . 14 10

(Alumina, . . . . . 160
I Ferric oxide, . . . 2'20

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
}
- , . . . . . 050

Acid-18'90 Magnesia, . . . . . .0'20
t.Silicn, . , , 14'30

100-00

NOTE.-Two small hard nodules, coated with a brown shell (which was removed). They wore black throughout, except a

small white centre in one, and a small tooth or portion of a tooth in the other.
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128. MANGANESE NoDuLs (external portions).-Station 286.

Lat. 33° 29' S., long. 133° 22' W., 2335 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., . ll'35
Copper, . . . . . good trace

1Atumina, . . . . . 1108
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 16,48
Calcium phosphate, . good trace
Manganese oxide, . . . . 38-15Potion soluble in Hydrochloric . .., Nickel, . . good traceAcid-74'07 1 Cobalt, . . . . . . trace
Calcium sulphate, . . . 0'94

I Calcium carbonate. . 5-01
I Magnesium carbonate, . . 3'26
t-Silica, . . . . . . 9,50
Alumna, 118
Ferric oxide, . . . .1-40Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric . . . . . 017Acid 13'68 J
Magnesia, . . . . . .0,22

ISilica, . . . . . . 10'61

100-00
Nora.-The brown shelly coatings of the various other specimens.

129. MANGANESE NoDuusS.-Station 289.

Lot, 39° 41' 8., long. 131° 23' W., 2550 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Fahr., .13,80
(Copper, 011
I Alumina, . . . . . 250
Ferric oxide, . . . . 1919

I Calcium phosphate, . . . . 0-40
I Manganese oxide, . . . 82-02Portion soluble in Hydrochloric - Nickel,




015Acid-69i0 Cobalt, J '

Calcium sulphate, . . . . 058
I Calcium carbonate, 8'08
I Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 1-87
1Silica, . . . . . 890
(Alumina, . . . . . . 116
I Ferric oxide, . . . . . 1 '20Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric - Limo, . . . . . 0'78Acid-.' 16'50 c
Magnesia, 026

I Silica, . . . . . . 1210

100-00

Nori. -li-regular shaped nodules, dark in colour, somewhat similar in appearance to those of Station 160.
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130. Moriss N0DULES.-Station 293.

Lab. 39° 4'S.) long. 1050 WW., 2025 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 2300 Falir., .11 20
1Copper, . . . . . large trace
I Alumina, . . . . . . 100
I Ferric oxide, . . . . 20'06
Calcium phosphate, . . . 0*69
Manganese oxide, . . . . 87"61Portion soluble in Hydrochloric } . . . . good traceAcid-76'20 I Cobalt, . . . .
Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 010
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 4,21
Magnesium carbonate, . . . 3.93
Silica, . . . . . . 800

IAlumiua, . . . . . .221
Ferric oxide, . . . . 0 80Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric

}
-, Lime, . . . . . 0 78Acid-.12'60

Magnesia, . . . . . . on
1/4Silica, . . . . . 8.70

10000

Norz.-Small irregular shaped nodules-average weight 85 grains-blackish appearance outside, grey inside, very light
and friable.




131. MANGANESE NODULES.-Station 297.

Lat. 370 29' S., long. 830 7'W., 1775 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fabr., . 11,80
Copper, . . . . . small trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 050
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 2848
Calcium phosphate, . . good trace
Maiignnese oxide, . . . . . 3017

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric . - Nickel, . . . . . small trace
Acid-8P57 ' Cobalt, . . . small trace

Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0'87
Calcium carbonate, . . . . 0'36
Magnesium carbonate, . . . 439
Silica, . . . . . . 10'20

(Alumula, . . . . 0'50

insoluble in . Forric oxide, . . . . 130
Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric Lime, . . .061

Acid-.713 Magnesia, . . . . .




0-18
454

100,00

NOTE. -Small irregular shaped nodules, grey colour outside, black inside.
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131A. MANGANESE NODULES (internal portions).-Station 291.

Lat. 37° 29' S., long. 83° 7' W., 1775 fathoms (Anderson).

Loss on ignition after drying at 1000 0., . . 866
'Alumina, . . . . . . 1404
Ferric oxide, . . . . 10,23
Manganese dioxide, . . . 4,16

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Magucais, . . . 015
Acid-40,08 .1 Potash, . . . . . 311

Soda, . . . 312
Phosphoric acid, . . . . large truce
Silica, . . . . 4,67
'Alumina, . . . . . . 413
Ferric oxide, . . . 013

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric Magnesia, . . . . . . 046
Acid =5048 J Potash, . . . . . 046

Soda, . . . . . 013
Silica, . . . . . 44,07

9982
NOTE.-Tho nuclei used in this analysis wore white or brownish white in colour, very light in weight, and easily cut with

a knife. They contained 134 per cent, of moisture, and on ignition fused into a blackish glass.

132. MANGANESE NODULES.-Station 299.

Lat. 330 31'S., long. 740 43 W., 2160 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 11,80
(Copper, . . . . . . trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 0,70
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 6108
Calcium phosphate, . . . trace
Manganese oxide, . . . . . 5517Portion soluble in Hydrochloric

}
- . . . . . small traceAcid- 77 10




Cobalt, . . . .
Calcium aulpbtc, . . . . 018

i Calcium carbonate, . . . . * 657
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 110
Silica, . . . . . 7,00
'Alumina, . . . . . . 230
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 010

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric Lime, . . . . . . 049
Acid-1010

Magnesia, . . . . . . 011
ISilica, . . . . 7.10

100,00
Nor.-Two smaller nodules taken as a whole.
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133. NoDuus.-Station 299.

Lat. 330 31' S., long. 74° 43' W., 2160 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., . 10,00
(Copper, . . . . trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 0$0

i Ferric oxide, . . . . 1400
I Calcium phosphate, . . . . trace
Manganese oxide, . . . . 46 89

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric small trace
Acid-77 50 J Cobalt, . . . .

Calcium sulphate, . . . 068
Calcium carbonate, . . 257

I Magnesium carbonate, . 416
Silica, . . . . 900

(Alumina, . . . . 2,60
Ferric oxide, . . 070

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric Lime, . . . 051
Acid -12 50 I Magnesia, . . . . 0 20

,Silica, . . 840

100"00
NOTE.-The softer parts of some of the nodules.

134. MoA2E NoDUI8.-Sttion 299.

Lat. 330 31' S., long. 740 43 W., 2160 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fabr., . l040
Copper, . . . . . trace

I Alumina, . . .
I Ferric oxide, . . . 5,86
I Calcium phosphate, . . trace
I Manganese oxide, . . . . . 63 23

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
}
- . . small trace

Acid -80 64




I Cobalt, . . .
I Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 0151
I Calcium carbonate, . . . 219
Magnesium carbonate, . . 265
-Silica, . .
(5160Alumina, . . 240
I Ferric oxide, . . . 060

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric
}
- J . . . 0 "34

Acid -S 96 Magnesia, . . . 013
t.Silica, . 5.49

100,00
N0TL-The hard parts of some of the nodules.
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135. MANGANESE NODULE. -Station 302.

Lat. 420 43' 8., long. 82° 11' W., 1450 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Falir., . 11,40
(Copper, . . . . . small trace
Alumina, . . . 055
Ferric oxide, . . . . . 89,75
Calcium phosphate, . . . good truce
Manganese oxide, . . . . . 2227Portion soluble in Hydrochloric

}
- . . . . . more traceAcid -82 80 Cobalt, . . .

Calcium sulphate, . . . . I 27
Calcium carbonate, . . 408
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 348
Silica, . . . . . 11,40
Alumina, . . . 010
Ferric oxide, . . . . 110Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric i - . . . . . . 0139Acid-580 I . . . . . oii
Silica, . . . . 360

100"00
Norz.-Small mass, no definite shape, but appeared as if broken from some larger mass, similar to the specimen

from Station 3.




136. MANGANESE NODULE.-Station 276.

Lat. 130 28' S., long. 1490 30' W., 2350 fathoms (Renard).

I. 08271 gym, of substance dried at 100° C., gave 0'0787 grin, of water, 0'1600 grin, of silica, O'0264 grin.
of lime, 00526 grin, of alumina, 02208 grIn, of peroxide of iron, 0'0148 grin, of magnesia, 02354 grin.
of manganese se.squioxido (Mn203) = 02189 grin, of inanganous oxide (MnO), 00119 gnu, of nickel
(Ni) = 00l51 grm. of oxide of nickel.

II. 0'1425 grm. of substance dried at 100° C., treated with hydrochloric acid and the resulting gas conducted
into a solution of iodide of potash liberated iodine; 12 c.c. of thiosuiphate of potash (1 c.c. = 0'937 c.c.

C1 0of the standard solution) ; I c.c. of the standard solution =
1-0 or , whence 1 c.c. 355 grIns. of

chlorine or 0'8 grn. of oxygen1000
0'8=12x0'9377

1000 : 0'8=11'24

= 0'008992 grin, of oxygen capable of liberating chlorine from hydrochloric acid, i.e., 6'31 per cent.
of oxygen.

The atomic ratio of 0'384 0 is required if Mn be present as Mn02 and Ni as Ni208, but 0394 0 was the
ratioobserveda

b

Manganous oxide, . . . . 2846 MnO-71 0,372
Nickel, . , . . . . 1'82 Ni -748 0124
Oxygen, . . . . . . 6'81 0 =18 0894

0'372 + (P0240,384
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The formula Mn05 + H2O requires 918 per cent. of water. Consequently 2646 per cent. of mangunous
oxide, which corresponds to 3242 per cent. of manganese binoxide, is equivalent to 328 per cent. of water.

267 per cent. of ferric oxide requires as limonite 45O per cent. of water.

Water, . . . . . . . . . 9 *51
Silica, . . . . . . . . . . 1934
Lime, . . . . . . . . 319
Alumina, . . . . . . . 6,36
Porno oxide, . . . . . . . 26,70
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . . 1.79
Manganons oxide, . . . . 26,46
Nickel oxide, . . . . . . . . . 1,82
Oxygen, . . . . . . . . 6 31

10148

137. Sa&xu's T0OTU.-Station 285.

Lat. 32° 36'S., long. 137° 43' W., 2375 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fahr., 11,00
Copper, . . . . . ti-ace
Alumina, . . . . . . 13100
Ferris oxide, . . . . 6,87
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 21 63Portion soluble Hydrochloric

}
- Manganese oxide, . . . . 28,49Acid Calcium sulphate, . I 60

Calcium carbonate, . . . 417
Magnesium carbonate, . . . 284
Silica, . . . . . . 560

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric 1, Insoluble residue, principally alumina and ferric
Acid-500 J . oxide, with silica, 5 00

100,00
NOTB.-The teeth used in Analyses 137 and 138 gave evidence of fluorides. The interior of this tooth had evidentlydecayed away, and the space had subsequently become filled up with the mixture of manganese and iron oxides, along with

some silica.




138. Sa.&mr' Tss'rn.-Station 285.

Lat. 32° 36'S., long. 137° 43' W., 2375 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr., . . . . . 400
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . 300
Ferric oxide, . . . . . . . . . . 650
Calcium phosphate, . . . . . " 7500
Manganese oxide, . . . . . . . trace
Calcium sulphate, . . . . . . trace
Calcium carbonate, . . . . . . 7'60
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . . . . . 1160
General residue, consisting of soluble silica with the insoluble silicates, . . 2&0

100"00
Nor.-Two tooth, hollow but not so completely filled as the one used in Analysis 137. Total weight for analysis only II

grains.
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139 and 140. CARCUARODON Too'ru.-Station 285. Lat. 32° 36'S., long. 137° 43'W., 2375 fathoms (Dittmar).
The tooth weighed 22 grms. The outer shell was readily detached from the inner portion.
139. The outside portion was found to contain 3366 per cent. of phosphoric acid, equal to 7348 per cent.

of tricalcic phosphate, and 228 per cent. of fluorine. Ratio of equivalents of phosphoric acid to fluorine-
01

140. The inside portion was completely analysed, with the following results




P.
Silica and portion insoluble in hydrochloric acid, . . . 1884
Moisture, . . . . . . . . 841
Combined water, . . . . . . 6'93
Manganous oxide (MnO),t . . . 35"5 35.5
Loose oxygen,' . . . . . . . . 6'85 8 -08562
Ferric oxide,t . . . . . . . . 1247 :80 -01556
Alumina, . . . . . . . . 509
Lime, . . . . . . . . . 372
Magnesia, . . . . . . . 8,74
Potash, . . . . . . . . . 056
Soda, . . . . . . 1.31
Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . 083
Carbonic acid, . . . . . . 119
Silica in solution, . . . . . . . 030
Chlorine and copper, . . . . . . . traces

- 100,25
The extra oxygen in the ferric oxide, as the quotients show, is more than sufficient to convert the manganona oxide into

binox.ide.

141 and 142. OXThUINA TEETa-Station 286. Lat. 33° 29' S., long. 1330 22' W., 2335 fathoms (Dittmar).
Colour, brownish black.
The teeth consisted of a tough outer shell filled up with a friable black mass.
Three of the teeth were taken, the inside portion separated from the shell, and the percentages of phosphoric

acid determined, with the following results




(141) (1.12)
Inside. Outside.

Per cent, of phosphoric acid, . . . . . 7,97 3258
Equal to tricalcic phosphate, . . . . . 17"30 71,12

143. EARBONE.-Station 285. Lat. 32° 36' S., long. 137° 43' W., 2375 fathoms (Brazier).
Loss on ignition after drying at 280° Fahr., . 4'OO
Alumina, . . . . . . 0.60
Porno oxide, . . . . . 928
Calcium phosphate, . . . . 67,72

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric Manganese oxide, . . . . . 9'Sb
Acid-96'04 Calcium sulphate, . . . . . 26P

Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 1095
Magnesium carbonate, . . . . 015
Silica, . . . . . 0-30

Portion insoluble in Hydrochloric 1 _
Acid-0-36 j

- Insoluble residue, . . . . . 036

10000
NOTE.-Portion of earbone; total weight 244 grains. Beside the details given in the foregoing analysis, it evidently con

tained nitrogenous organic matter in small quantity. By comparative experiments it was found to contain more than the
piece of bone used in Analysis 1.19, and about the same as the shark's tooth used in Analysis 137. From material left over
from this specimen and the tooth of Analysis 137, a nitrogen determination was made and yielded 0,052 per cent, of nitrogen.

(DEEP-SEADEPOSiTS CEALL. 1x11.189l.) 64
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144 and 145. HALF OF EA1U3ONE OF BtLaA.-Station 286.

" Lat. 330 29' S., long. 133° 22' W., 2335 fathoms (Dittrnur).

One corner of this specimen bad a considerable cavity, which was pretty well filled with a brownish black

friable substance. This substance was scraped out and constitutes Analysis No. 144. The remainder consisted

of a black coating (which was separated as far as possible), and a very white siliceous looking core, which was

used for Analysis No. 145.




144. Contents of Cavity.

N0Ta-The analysis of this substance was all but completed when it was found that it contained a small

admixture of an "oil," which had no doubt become mixed with it accidentally in the cutting of the original
specimen. The greater part of the substance dissolved readily in hydrochloric acid, with evolution of chlorine.

Only the solution was analysed.




P.
Portion insoluble in hydrochloric acid,' . * . 13,66
Total water, . . . . . 2700
Manganons oxide, . . . . . 27'13: MuOOi64--.0764=1
Loose oxygen, . . . . . . 313 : O=0398O7U4052
Ferric oxide, . . . . 834
Lime, . . . . . . . 4,34
Magnesia, . . . . . 4-03
Alumina, . . . . . . 6134
Silica, . . . . . . . 131
Phosphoric acid, . . . . . 2,39
Potash, . . . . . . . . 107
Soda, . . . . . . 2,39
Nickel and copper, . . . . . . . traces

101,33

The bulk of the portion soluble in acids apparently consists of hydrated seaquioxides of manganese and iron
and decomposible silicates.

1 Apparently all amorphous silica.

145. Central Portion of Earbone.




P.
P.

Insoluble in acid, . . . . . . 0136
Moisture, . . . . . . . . 221
Combined water, . . . . . . . . 2,22
Phosphates of iron and alumina,2 . . . . . . 0,42
Phosphoric acid,2 . . . . . . . . 34,13 I .44.)Q
Carbonic acid, . . . . . . . 6131 03042
Fluorine l4"F-O, . . . . . . . 081 00786
Sulphuric acid, . . . . . 0131
Chlorine, . . . . . . . . trace
Limo, . . . . . . 4985 11801
Magnesia, . . . . . . . 0,77 010385
Alkalies and loss, . . . . . . . " . 2'l1

100,00
Ratio of equivalents of phosphoric acid, carbonic acid, and fluorine-

Wood (COs) (F2)
1 : 0,211 : 0'OM

Total phosphoric acid found8433 per cent. 34,13 per cout. of phosphoric acid-74-5 per cent, of tricakic phosphate.
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146. PORTION OF El ARBONII (BArNorTRnA).-Station 286.

Lat. 33° 29' S., long. 133° 22' W., 2335 fathoms (Dittmar).

This specimen was very similar to that used in Analyses 144 and 145, having a cavity with brown inorusta
tion, a black outer coating, the inside being almost uncoloured by iron or manganese.

Found in 100 parts of the inner portion-

Moisture, . . . . . . . . 1160
Combined water, . . . 134

Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . .
31-211

-6813 per cent.
tncalcic phosphate.

Fluorine, . . . . . . . 1189

Ratio of equivalents of phosphoric acid and fluorine-

1 OO753

147. PORTION OF EA1tBONE (Zu'uius).-Station 289.

Lat. 390 41' S., long. 1310 23' W., 2550 fathoms (Dittmar).

This specimen resembled those used in Analyses 144 to 146, but was smaller, and the cavity, which in them
was filled up with a brownish friable mass, contained in this case a. hard black substance. The inner portion
was brownish; it consisted of hard vitreous looking matter with a yellowish soft powder diffused through it.

Found in 100 parts of the inner portion
Moisture, . . . . . . . . 1101

I -7144 per cent.
Phosphoric acid, . . . . . 32131 tncalcic phosphate.
Fluorine, . . . . . . . 1.01

Ratio of equivalents of phosphoric acid and fluorine-

1 01061

148. PORTION OF BEAK OF Ztprnus.-Station 286.

Lat. 330 29' S, long. 133° 22' W., 2335 fathoms (Dittmar).

The body of the specimen looked pretty much like recent bone, but had veins of manganese running through
it. The outer coating of the specimen was black.

Found in 100 parts of the inner portion-

Moisture, 1,14
Combined water, 278
Carbonic acid, . , - . . . 681

- . ( per cent.
Phosphoric acid, . . . - .83 30 tricalcic phosphate.
Fluorine, I 6

Ratio of equivalents of phosphoric acid, carbonic acid, and

fluorine-1022O 0062
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149. Pizo OF B0NE.-Station 285.

Let. 32° 36' 5., long. 137° 43'W., 2375 fathoms (Brazier).

Loss on ignition after drying at 230° Fabr., . 5150
Alumina, . . . . 9'SO
Ferric oxide, . . . 5.33
Calcium phosphate, . . 55-17

Portion soluble in Hydrochloric
',

Manganese oxide, . . . . . 3,743
Acid-9340 ) Calcium sulphate, . . . . 1,75

Calcium carbonate, . . . . . 14,87
Magnesium carbonate, . . 0,76
Silica, . . . . . 2,26

Portion insoluble in. Hydrochloric
} Insoluble residue, principally alumina with silica, 1'lO

100'OO

150. PIECE OF BONE (WEAt.E's).-Station 286.

Let. 33° 29'S., long. 133° 22' W., 2335 fathoms (Dittmar).

The specimen was brown in colour, very porous, and readily reducible to a powder.




P.
E.

Moisture, . . . . . . . . . 3 '00
Combined water, . . . , . . . . 3'60
Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . . 27'49 1,162
Carbonic add, . . . . . . . 4'14 0'1881-1'387
Fluorine 0'71-(F,- 0), . . . . . . 041 00371
Lime, . . . . . . . . . 39'00 1,392
Magnesia, . . . , 2,01
Ferrous oxide,' . . . . . . . , 1 '04
Ferric oxide,' . . . . . . . . 4-83
Binoxide of manganese,' . . . . . . . 1,61
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . 2,70
Silica and substances insoluble in hydrochloric acid, . . . 9'OS
Alknlies and loss, . . . . . . . . 097

100'OO

The insoluble residue consisted apparently of amorphous silica. The part soluble in hydrochloric acid seems
to be a mixture of-

Phosphate of time, . . . . . . 60'O per cent, of the whole substance.
Carboiate of limo, . . . 9.4
Fluoride of calcium, . . . . . . 1'4 ,,
Binoxide of manganese, . . . . . l'6
Ferric oxide, . . . . . . 4 *8

and minor constituents.

Ratio of equivalents of phosphoric acid, carbonic acid, and fluorine

W206) (C02) (F5)
1 01102 : 0'037

In the recent earbone (No. 153A.) we found :-
1 O'162 nil.

Direct result of analysis-.-
Manganous oxide, . . . 1,31
Ferric oxide, . . . '08
Loose oxygen, . 018
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151. CENTRAL PORTION o WHALE'S BONE MUCH IMPREGNATED WITH MANGANE$E.-Station. 286.
Lat. 33° 29' S., long. 133° 22' W., 2335 fathoms (Dittmar).

The outer portions of this specimen were perfectly black; most of the inner portion also was black, but a
small portion in the centre had remained untinged with manganese, This comparatively uncoloured central
portion was removed, prepared for analysis, and used for the following determinations

P. P.

Moisture, . . . . . 287
Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . . 29,13 1,281
Fluorine, . . . . . . 1'44 0,070
Limo, . . . . . . . . 8005 1,287
Portion insoluble in hydrochloric acid, . . . 2,91

Ratio of equivalents of phosphoric acid and fluorine-
1 0,062

There was an appreciable quantity of manganese present, and also a trace of cobalt.

152. EXTERNAL PORTION OF WHALE'S BoNE MUCH IMPREGNATED WITH MANGANESE.-Station 286.
Lat. 330 29' S., long. 133° 22'W., 2335 fathoms (Dittmar).

The outer manganiferous portion of the specimen used in Analysis 151 was completely analysed, with the
following results

:P
-




E.
Portion insoluble in hydrochloric acid, . . . . . . 5-76
Total water, . . . . . . . . . . 9,77
Manganous oxide, . . . . . . . . . 20'22
Loose oxygen, . . . . . , . . . 3.49
Ferric oxide, . . . . . . . . . 6'54
Alumina, . . . . . . . . . . 186
Lime, . . . . . . . . 1911 01039
Magnesia, . . . . . . . . 742 0'8710
Potas11, . . . . . . . . . . 055
Soda, . . . . . . . . . . 1'12
Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . . . . 1859' 0,7860
Carbonic acid, . . . . . . . . 3,87 01759
Traces of copper, chlorine, fluorine, and loss, . . . . . 1130

100,00
The manganese is probably present mostly as binoxide, combined chemically with water and part of the

protoxidos.




1 Equal to 40'90 per cent. tricalcic phosphate.

153. PORTION o WHALE'S BONE MUCH IMPREGNATED WiTH MANGANESE.-StatiOu 286.
Lat. 33° 29' S., long. 1330 22' W., 2335 fathoms (Dittmar).

The manganese was pretty well diffused through all the specimen.
Found in 100 parts-

Moisture, . . . . . . . . 5,49
Combined water, . . . . . . . 688

( -2848 per cent.Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . . 13 '051 tricalcie phosphate.
Fluorine, . . . . . 0166

1-atio of equivalents of phosphoric acid and fluorine-
1 0062
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153A. PORTION or RECENT EARBONE, BALANA. MYSTICETUS (Dittmar).

P. E.

Phosphoric acid, . . . . . 36t3 23'67 13877
Carbonic acid, . . . . . 417 : 22 - 02168
Chlorine 0038.=(Cl2-0), . . . . . 0,029 275 -0,0011 15612
Snlphuiic acid, . . . 011 4000053
Fluorine,' . . . . . . 0005 19 00008
Lime . . . . . 41'52 : 28 - 14828)
Magnesia, . . . . . 086 : 20 ' 004301*5768
Potash, 014 47 - 00030
Soda, . . . . . 1,46 310,0470
Phosphates of iron and alumina, . . . 020
Moisture, . . . . . 731
Organic matter, . . . . 1114

99,30

]53B. PORTION OF RECENT MESOROSTRAL BONE OF Zismus, CAPE OF GOOD Hors (Dittmar).

Partly deesystl; the undecayed portion was analysed.




P.
E.

Phosphoric acid, . . . . 34,64 14635
Carbonic acid, 635 02886
Chlorine 014-(C15-O), 011 0-0039 768.

Sulphuric acid, 005 00125
Fluorine, 0032
Lime, . . . . . . . 40,51 14467)
Magnesia, . . . . . . 859 01795 1 16949
Potash, trace
804 . 213 00687
Phosphates of iron and alumina, 03
Moisture, 351
Organic matter, 7-49

98,77

From the numbers found for it would appear probable that this bone contains a hydric phosphate such

as MgHPO4, which I remember having seen reported in other bone analyses, but I am more inclined to think

that there is an unobserved error somewhere. Taking the deficiency (11685 - 1 6949) in bases to mean a loss

of magnesia, we have for the percentage of that base 359 + 147 = 506, which would bring up the total

percentage to 10021.

' Having found by proliminary experiments that the deep-sea specimens contained appreciable quantities of fluorine, I
devoted particular attention to the exact determination of this element. The method adopted was as follows:-A sufficient
quantity of ignited material (5 to 20 grms.) was heated with a large excess of pure quartz sand and pure oil or vitriol (previously
charged with sulphate of silver to retain the bulk oftlio chlorine), and the Ihioride of silicon formed, after having been filtered
through dry asbestos to retain any sulphuric acid that might have come over, passed into water and doterniiucd titriuietrically
by moans of pure standard caustic soda. In the resulting Luixture, the chlorine, if present, was dutcrwiucd and allowed for.
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U53o. BRAIN CASE OF (4LODIOOEPRALUS, EUROPEAN SEAS (Dittmar).

P. P.
E.

Phosphoric acid, . . . 22.15 01485'
Carbonic acid, . . . . . 3l8 O'1446 I
Chlorine O085-(Cl- 0) or muriatic acid, . . 0100 01024 11008
Sulphuric acid, . . . . . 021 01053 jFluorine, . . . . .
Lime, . . . . . 3014 11727
Magnesia, . . . . 038 00190
Potash, . . . . trace 1 1440
Soda, . . . . . . . 112 01523
Phosphates of iron and alumina, . . 1,25
Moisture, . . . . . 813
Organic matter, . . . . 31,70

0912
The fluorine was determined in S grnis. of the ash of the substance, and found to amount to 057 mgrms.,

that 18 to 0007 per cent. of the ash, or OOO4 per cent. of the original substance.
From these analyses it would appear that the percentage of fluorine in recent marine bones is very

minute. For the sake of comparison I determined the fluorine in a sample of ordinary bone ash, and found it
O'004 per cent., i.e., almost nil. As it is stated that teeth contain more fluorine than ordinary bones, I pro
cured a quantity of homes' teeth, ignited them, and determined the fluorine in the ash. It was found equal
to OO84 per cent., which, though decidedly higher than the number obtained with the bones, is still very
minute. I have no doubt that the 1 or 2 per cent. of fluoride of calcium, which we find reported in the older
analyses of bones, is based on utterly erroneous determinations. This, however, only confirms what Nicklès
gave some years ago as the result of an extensive investigation on the subject.

For the number of equivalents of carbonate present per equivalent of phosphate, we have in:-
No. 153A. No. 153n. No. 153c.
0162 0197 0153

1 1 1or,
6*2 =1

153o. PORTION or Zirrnirs BEAK FROM RED CRAG, SUFFOLK (Dittrnar).

A thin plate cut out of the beak, highly polished on one side; it was wholly petrified and homogeneous,
and was completely soluble in hydrochloric acid.




p.
Moisture, . . . . . . . 1,67
Combined water, . . . . . . 2,31 O'2506
Phosphoric acid, . . . . . . 38'83 p4294
Carbonic acid, . . . . . 710 0'3409 11647
Fluorine 110 ..=(F5- 0), . . . . . 0,87 0,0789
Sulphuric acid, . . . . . . 012 01155
Chlorine and silica, . . . . nil.
Limo, . . . . . . . . 4811 1,7431
Magnesia, . . . . . . . 108 01540
Ferric oxide, . . . . . . 210 01577
Aimnina, . . . . . 018 0.01051
Potash, . . . . . . . 0,52 01111 19899
Soda, . . . . . . . . 117 01635J

101,36
Ratio of equivalents-




(SF905) (C02) (F5)
1 dP239 0155

In recent Z1p111u3 bone (ISBn.) they were-
1 : 0197 ail.
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153E. OTouTus OF COD (Ross).

Limo, . . . . . . . 5808
Carbonic acid, . . . . . . 48,86
Magnesia, . . . . 271
Phosphoric acid, . . . . . trace
Alumina, . . . . . . 0 22
Silica, . . . . . . . 033

100,19
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Actiniaria, 81, 111, 162, 194, 354. 122, 124, 216, 225, 264, 289.
Actinocyclu ohveranw?, 210. "Alert," the, 30.
Actinolito, 19, 155, 217, 325. Algte, calcareous, 26, 31, 38, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 54,
Actinolite-schist, 325. 58, 59, 62, 63, 66, 67, 68, 82, 86, 88, 92, 94,
Admiralty, Hydrographor of the, ix, 30. 96, 97, 98, 99, 104, 106, 107, 118, 129, 124,
Admiralty Islands, deposits between Japan and, 144, 145, 215, 216, 244, 257, 277, 289.

108-111, 175-176. ,,floating banks of, 251.
deposits between Meangis Island ,, siliceous, 281.

and, 174. Algeria, 334.
deposits between New Guinea Alkalies, determination of, 28.

and, 106-107, 174. Alkaline phosphates, 399.
deposits off, 106-101, 174-175. ,, silicates, 408.

Adriatic Sea, xix, xx. Almandin, 21.
iEgean Sea, xiii, xxii.

Alps, xxviii.
African coast, deposits off the, 154, 155, 157. Alina, determination of, 28.
Agassiz, A., 11, 186, 250, 253, 265, 268. ,, hydrated silicate of, 338, 374, 408.
Agassiz, L., XXVII. Amazon River, 234.
Agates, 300, 304. Amboina, deposits between Banda and, 96-97,
Age of deposits, 315. 111-172.
Age of submarine tufas, 310. ,, ,, ,, Samboangan and, 98-99,
Aggregations of deposit, 51, 57, 103, 109, 113, 119, 1'72-113.

125, 143, 204-205, 218, 238, 343, 348, 349, off, 96-97, 112.
355, 357, 358, 361, 362, 363, 364, 366, America, xiii, xxii, xxiv, xxvii.
367. ,, deposits oft' North, 151, 152.

Aguihas Bank, xxvi, 160, 161, 385, 391, 395, 396. South, 88-171, 180-182.
(DIEr-SEA I)EPOITS CIL'LL. EXP.-1891.) 65
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American cable, xxvi. Andesitic rocks, 243.
Ammodiscas incer¬us, 91, 93,135. Andreasberg, 406.
Ammonia in manganese nodules, 421. Andrews, T., 334.
Ammothacal phosphates, 399. Animals, floating banks of, 251.

salts, 398, 399. ,, food of deep-sea, 253.
Ammonite, xx. Annelids, 93, 181, 194, 215, 244, 253, 254, 264, 285,
Amorphous matter, 15, 35-147. 343, 354.
Amphibole, 19, 319, 325, 338. Annelid tubes (see Worm-tubes).

green, 195. Anomite, 21.
Amphibolic rocks, 325, 374. Anorthite, 458.
Amphibolite, 163, 211, 322. Antarctic Continent, 163, 164, 211, 382.
Amphistegina, 46, 93, 144, 156, 263. Antarctic Expedition, xv, xxi, 30.

11 le8gOnii, 63, 154. Antarctic Ice-Barrier, deposits between Melbourne and,
Amygdaloid rocks, 406, 407. 80-83.
Analciin, 23, 320. deposits in vicinity of, 80-81.
Analyses, chemical, 27, 425-496. Antarctic Ocean, mm, xxii, xxiii.
Analyses of basic volcanic glass, 307, 455, 456, 463, ., deposits in, 160-165.

464. ,, manganese in deposits of, 343-348.
beaks of Zphius, 491, 494, 495. Antipatlle8, 97.
Blue Mud, 232-233, 448, 449. Apatite, 19, 320, 326, 326, 397.
brain case of (iobiucephatu8, 495. Aphrocallistes, 79, 97.
Cetacean bones, 272-275, 489-495. Api Island, deposits between Raine Island and,
Coral, 465. 168-169.
Coral Sand, 246-247, 451. ,, deposits off, 169.
Diatom Ooze, 211-212, 436, 437. Apophyllite, 406.
Diatoms, 281, 437. Arabian Sea, 203, 223.
glauconite, 387, 458, 459, 460. Arabs, xviii.
Globigerina Ooze, 218-222, 437-447. Arafura Sea, deposits in, 94-95, 170.
Green Mud, 239-240, 449. Aragonite, 19, 279, 280.
Green Sand, 239-240, 449. "Arctic," the, xxiv.
manganese nodules, 363, 370-371, Arctic Expedition, xv.

417-423, 453, 464-488. Arduino, (1, xix.
otoliths of cod, 268, 496. Area covered by marine deposits, 248, 280.
palagonite, 307, 456-458, 463. Area of Blue Mud, 233, 248.
phillipsite crystals, 404, 431-433,460-462. ,, Coral Mud and Sand, 247, 248.
phosphatic concretions, 392-393, 451-452. ,, Diatom Ooze, 213, 248.
Pteropod Ooze, 226-227, 447-448. ,, Globigerina Ooze, 222-223, 248.
pumice, 296-297, 453-455, 457. ,, Green Mud and Sand, 240, 248.
Radiolarian Ooze, 206-208, 435-436. ,, Ptoropod Ooze, 227-228, 248.
Red Clay, 197-202, 425-435. ,, Radiolarian Ooze, 208, 248.
Red Mud, 235-236, 444-445. ,, Red Clay, 202-203, 248.
sharks' teeth, 270, 488-489. ,, Red Mud, 236, 248.
Volcanic Mud, 243-244, 450. ,, the Globe, 248.

Anchor dredge, 10, 11. ,, the Land of the Globe, 248.
Ancient rocks, 300, 322, 383, 384, 387, 389, 400. ,, the Ocean, 248.
Anderson, W. 8., 281, 399, 400, 437, 465, 481, 485. ,, Volcanic Mud and Saud, 244, 218.
Andesite, augitic, 194, 300, 311, 313, 348. Arcuaceous Foraminifera, 18, 35-147, 263, 289,

hornbleuthc, 300, 313. 400.
Andesitic cinders, tufuceous, 313. "Argue," 186.

pumice, 296. Argillaceous matter in fine washings, 24-25.
analysis of, 296, 455. 1 Aigilluccous evliists, 406.
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"Argue," the, 30. Atlantic Ocean, manganese in deposits of, 841-343,
Aristotle, xiii, xvi. 365.
Arkose, 127, 158, 323. ,, ooze, xxvii.
Arron Islands, deposits between Bands and, 94-97, ,, Sea, xvi.

170-171. Atlantis, xvi.
deposits between Cape York and, Atmospheric precipitations, 334, 335.

92-96,170. Atolls, soil of coral, 294.
Ascension Island, deposits between St. Vincent and, Audouin, J. V., xxii.

146-147, 160. Augite, 22, 217, 226, 231, 238, 243, 296, 297, 300,
deposits between Tristan da Cunlrn 301, 304, 310, 312, 316, 317, 318, 319,

and, 142-145, 169. 320, 322, 326, 374.
deposits off, 144-147, 169. porphyritic, 313.

Atc1,eviond1a, 41, 51. Augitic andesito, 194, 300, 311, 818, 348.
Ascidians, 81, 162, 194, 346, 350. Australia, deposits between Heard Islandand,
Ashes, liparitic., 319. 163-184.

trachytic, 313. ,, deposits between New Zealand and, 166.
volcanic, xxiv, 195, 196, 294, 299, 312, ,, deposits off, 166.

314-318, 358, 359, 363, 405, 408. ,, Great Barrier Reef of, 386.
Asteroidea, 194. Auvergne, 406.
A steromp/taius darwinil, 210. Average composition of Blue Mud, 232.

forma bucijil, 210. ,, ,, Coral Mud, 246.
forma ciwierii, 210. ,, ,, Coral Sand, 246.

- ,, forms de,uzriu, 910. ,, ,, Diatom Ooze, 211.
forms kiunbo/diji, 210. ,, ,, Globigerina Ooze, 218.
liOO/(erii, 210. ,, ,, Green Mud, 238.

ARtrorhiza, 71, 137, 139. ,, ,. Green Sand, 239.
Astrorhizid, 35-147, 193, 206, 289. ,, ., Pteropod Ooze, 226.
Atatsa Island, 166. ,, ,, Radiolarian Ooze, 206.
Atlanta cunicula, 224. Red Clay, 197.

depres8cz, 224. Red Mud, 235.
fusca, 224. Volcanic Mud, 242.
gaudichaudii, 224. ,, .. Volcanic Sand, 243.
gibbosa, 224. Average depth of Blue Mud, 230, 248.
heticinoides, 224 Coral Mud, 244, 248.
inclinata, 224. Coral Sand, 246, 248.
infiata, 224. Diatom Ooze, 209, 248.
involuta, 224. Globigerina Ooze, 214-215, 248.
ie8ueurn., 224. Green Mud, 237, 248.
rnedifrrranca, 924. Green Sand, 239 248.
peronn, 224. Pteropd Ooze, 225, 248.
prunztia, 224. Radiolarian Ooze, 206, 248.
qnoyana, 224. Red Clay, 190, 248.
rosea, 224. Red Mud, 234, 248.
8OUlcyeti, 224. various types of deposits, 280.
tesselata, 224. Volcanic Mud, 941, 248.
t.urrieulata, 224. Volcanic Sand, 242, 248.

,, i'ioiacea, 224. Average percentage of carbonate of lime in deposits, 280.
Atlantic cable, xv. Azores Islands, deposits between Bermuda and, 54-59,

mud, xxvii. 152-153.
Ocean, xiii, xv, xvi, xxiii, xxiv, xxv, xxvi. ,, deposits between Madeira and, 58-61,

deposits in, 148-160. 153.
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Azores Islands, deposits between St. Vincent and, Basaltic hornblende, 319.
148-147. ,. and other lapuli, 311-314.

deposits off, 68-69, 153. ,, lapill4 311-313, 335, 343, 357, 405, 408.
rock fragments obtained between ,, pumice, 298-297.

Bermuda and, 322. ,, rocks, 243, 304, 334, 361, 364, 406, 407, 408,
Azov, Sea of, xiii, xvi. 409.

Basic pumice, 295, 296-297.
Bache, A. D., xxiv. ,, ,, analyses of, 297, 454-455.
Bitckström, H., 294. ,, volcanic glass, 299-307, 308, 309, 310, 311,
Bacteria, 255. 316, 340, 346, 361, 362, 363,
Baden, 11

tegel" of, 199. 364, 374, 378, 405, 408.
Baffin's Boy, xv. analyses of, 307, 455, 456, 463,
Bahia, deposits between Pernainbuco and, 68-71, 464.

156. Bathyacti, 48, 100, 101, 106.
deposits between Tristan da Cunha and, Bathybial Benthos, 250.

70-73,157. ,, Plankton, 251.
deposits off, 70-71, 166-157. Iiathybius, xxv, xxvi.

Bailey, J. W., xxiii, xxiv, xxv, 213, 382. Bathymetrical distribution of glauconite, 382-383.
l3ailJie sounding machine, 2, 3. marine deposits,
Baiena, 274, 490. 247-248.

,, my8tcetu8, 494. phullipsite crystals, 405.
Balnid, 272, 347. Bathyptrois longicauda, 181.
Balnoptera, 271, 274, 275, 360, 491. Bay of Bengal, 223.

71 antarctica, 271. ,, Lampoong, 294.
,, hidtoni, 271. ,, Rio Janeiro, 389.

rostrata, 271. Beach Sand, Diamond Point, Oahu Island, 118-119.
13aluopterid, 347. ,, ,, Long Beach, Ascension, 144-145.
Balanu8, 90, 92, 94, 96, 111, 265. ,, ,, Main Island, Admiralty Islands, 106-107.
Baleen whales, earbones of, 271, 272. "Beacon," the, xxii.
"Ballast" 323. Beaks of Cephalopods (see Cephalopod beaks).
Baltic Sea, xxi. ,, Ziphioid whales, 272, 275, 361.
Bands, deposits between Amboina and, 96-97, ,, ,, ,, analyses of, 491, 494, 495.

111-172. Beam-trawl, 8, 9.
deposits between Arrou Islands and, 94-97, Becca.ri, J. B., xx.

1'TO-171. Bengal, xviii.
deposits off, 96-97, i'll. ,, Bay of, 223.

Banks of animals and Alga, 251. Ben Nevis Observatory, 335.
21 Diatoms, 281. Benthos, 250, 251, 259, 261, 263, 281.

Banks of Newfoundland, 152. ,, abyssal, 250.
Barbados, xxix, 189. ,, bathybial, 250.
Barfi coating of, 330. ,, deep-sea, 250.
Barium, 377, 418. ,, littoral, 250.

17 nodules, 377, 411, 412. ,. neritic, 250.
Bark, 99. ,, shallow-water, 950.
Barrier Reef of Australia, 386. Berlin, xxi.
Baryta, 377. Bermuda, deposits between Azores and, 54--59,
Basalt, 194, 310, 311, 316, 322, 406, 408, 409. 152-153.

feispathic, 300, 308, 311, 312. ,, deposits between Halifax and, 5O-53
,, feispathic magma, 304. 151-152.

vesicular, 365, 408. ", deposits between St. Tlwmus itul, 44-49,
Basaltic glass, 194. 150.
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flermuda, deposits inside reefs of, 48-49, 161. Brady, G. S., 265.
19 deposits off, 48-Si, 54-65, 161. Brady, H. B., 169, 172.
71 rock fragments obtained between Azores Brain case of (3lobiocephalus, analysis of, 4)5.

and, 322. Branches of trees, 103, 168, 253, 348.
17 rock fragments obtained between Halifax Brazior,J. S., 29, 197, 425-431,433, 435-444, 447-450,

and, 322. 452-454,464-468,472-489,492.
Berryman, Licut., xxiv, xxv, 213. Brazier's method of chemical analysis, 29.
Rianchi, G., xx. Brazil, :384.
him, xxi. Brazilian coast, deposits off, 68, 89, 167, 234-286.
Bhloculina., 36, 64, 72, 90, 92, 114, 142. Brazilian rivers, 156, 234.

depre8aa, 104, 106, lOS, 122, 124, 130. Breecia, xx.
ringen, 263. Brevicite, 306.

"Bioculina Clay," 186. Brewer, W. II., 228.
Biotite, 21. Brithzga, 181.
Bisehof, G., 277, 372. Bronzite, 22, 217, 319, 326, 332.
Black magnetic spherules, 327-330. ,, chondres of, 331.

mica, 296, 320, 322, 396. Brooke, J. M., xv, xxiii.
,, oxide of manganese (see Manganese). Brown, Prof. Crum., 421.

Black Sea, xiii, xvi, xviiL Brown-coloured spherulcs or chondres, 330-332.
"Blake," the, 30, 270, 396. Browne, A. J. Jukes-, xxix, 189.
Blue Mud, 186, 229-233. Bryozoa, 265.

analyses of, 232-233, 448-449. Buache, Philippe, xv.
area of, 233, 248. "Buccaneer," the, 30.

,, average composition of, 232. Buchanan, J. Y., xxvii, xxviii, 4, 10, 27, 248, 254,

average depth of, 230, 248. 365, 371, 372, 373.
carbonate of limo in, 230. Buchanan's combined sounding tube and water-bottle,
distribution of, 233. 4, 5.

13 fine washings in, 231. Buchanan's improved sounding lead, 2.
mineral particles in, 231. BuLi'nina, 52.
rate of deposition of, 411. ,, aculeata, 100.
siliceous organisms in, 231. ,, etegana, 114.

l3oerhaave, xix. ,, infiata, 112.

Bog manganese ore, 371. ,, ovata, 110.
Bohemia, xxi, 84, 409. "Bulldog," the, xxvi, 30.
Bolivina, 36, 40, 118. Bunbury, E. H., xiii.

diiat&a, 90. Bunsen, R., 411, 420, 470.
¬extilarioidea, 110, 130. Busk, George, 161, 265.

Bombs, 360. Bytowrnte, 302.
Bones, fluorine in, 495.
Bones of Cetaceans, 9,29, 32, 71, 82, 123-129, 196, 218, "Calcaire tendro on crayeux," 186.

270-276, 310, 333, 34.3-347, 355-365, Calcarea, 264.
367, 375, 378, 391, 398, 399, 412. Calcareous Algw (see A1ge, calcareous).

analyses of, 272-275, 489-495. ,, concretions, 92, 93, 95, 97, 99.
distribution of, 976. ,, nodules, 411, 412.

,, solution in sea-water of, 270, 276, 277. ,, organic remains in deep-seadeposits,
Bones of fish, 74, 82, 289, 390. 257-280.

Booby Island, deposits o[1, 170. ,. organisms in deposits, separation of, 14.

Bottom-living Foraminifera, 34-147, 259, 263. ,, pebbles, 51.

.Boussingault, J. B., 330, 372, 373. ,, Sponges, 264, 367.

Brachiopods, 68, 72, 76, 82, 92, 93, 108, 111, 112, ., structures, solution in sea-water of,
114, 162, 193, 216, 266, 289, 346, 349, 350. 277-280.
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Calcareous tufas, xvii, xx. Carbonate of lime, determination of, 15.
Calcite, xxiv, 19, 205, 279, 280, 325, 347, 399. in Blue Mud, 230.
Calcium carbonate (see Carbonate of lime). in Coral Mud, 245.

112 determination of, 28. in Coral Sand, 246.
Calculi, urinary, 367. in Diatom Ooze, 210-211.
California, 379. in Globigerina Ooze, 215-216.

deposits off, 236. in Green Mud, 237.
u1f of, 250. in Green Sand, 239.

Cambrian period, 378, 398. in Pteropocl Ooze, 225.
11 sandstone, 384. ,, ,, in Radiolarian Ooze, 206.

(Jamiguin Island, deposit off, 102-103. in Red Clay, 193.
Canada, 384. in Red Mud, 234.
Canary Islands, deposits off, 38-41, 149. in Volcanic Mud, 241.
Candena, 155, 267. in Volcanic Sand, 242.

nitida, 214, 225. ,, ,, solution in sea-water of, 277-280.
Cape Farewell, xxvi. Carbonate of manganese, 373.

Florida, xxvii. Carbonic acid apparatus, 15.
Howe, deposits off, 165. determination of, 15.

,, of Goad Hope, xv. in manganese nodules, 421.
deposits between Marion Island Carboniferous rocks, 334.

and, 74-'77, 160-161. Carclaarias, 179, 269.
deposits between Tristan da C'archarodon, 117, 178, 179, 268, 269, 270, 347, 353,

Cunhaand,74-75, 157-166. 356, 359, 489.
deposits off, 74-76, 160-16L ,, megalodon, 269.
rock fragments obtained between Clarinaria atlantica, 224.

Tristan da Cunha and, 322. ,, australis, 224.
Palmas, deposits in vicinity of, 154. ,, cithara, 224.
Verde Islands, deposits between Ascension and, ,, cornucopia, 224.

146-147, 160. ,, critata, 224.
deposits between Azores and, ,, depresea, 224.

146, 147, 160. ,, fragilis, 224.
deposits between Madeira and, ,, galea, 224.

00-63, 153-154. ,, gaud/&iaudii, 224.
deposits between St. Paul's ,, tamarekil, 224.

Rocks and, 64-65, ,, punctata, 224.
154-155. Carolina, South, xxvii.

deposits off, 62-65, 154. Caroline Islands plateau, 115.
York, deposits between Arrou Islands and, Carpenter, Commander A., 377.

92-95,170. ,, P. 1-1., 265.
Carbon, 255, 338. ,, W. B., xxiii, xxvii, 290.
Carbonaceous substance, 14. (Japenteria, 89, 91, 95, 97, 98.
Carbonate of calcium (see Carbonate of lime). Carthagenians, xiii.
Carbonate of iron, 306. (Jaryophyllia, 96.

,, ,, concretions, 375. (Ja&iduiina, 44, 50.
Carbonate of lime, accumulation in tropical regions of, ,, craa, 263,

277, 278. ,, ubjlobosa, 100, 102, 126.
average percentage in deposits of, 280. Casts of calcareous organisms, xxiv, xxv, Xxvii, IS,
decrease of, in deposits, with increase 35-147,16.-3,167-168,169,170, 171, 173,

of depth, 150, 155, 156, 166, 176, 182, 183, 226, 231,. 236, 238, 239, 964,
169, 175, 176, 177, 180, 183, 286, 289, 348, 351, 360, 363, 364, 367,
207, 215, 266. 319, 388, 389, 390, 391, 458, 459, 460.
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Casts of Foraminifara (see Casts of caloareous Chemical products in relation to rats of deposition in
organisms). deposits, 411-412.

Jaro1inia, 227. Chart, 347.
91 gibbosa, 224. Chili, 382.

globulosa, 224. Chiloe Island, 181.
inj1, 224. Gkiotomella, 40.
io,zqirostris, 224. Chilostomoilid, 48, 289.
quadrulentaia, 224. China, 382.
triden/cia, 224. China Sea, deposits in, 178-174.
tnspinosa, 59, 224. Chitin, 205, 264, 283.
uncinata, 224. Chloride of potassium, determination of, 28.

Cayeux, L., xxviii. - ,, sodium, determination of, 28.
Celebes Sea, deposits in, 172-173. Chlorite, 20, 53, $25, 326, 388.
Oenomanian formation, 384. Obloritic coatings, 55, 137.
Cephalopoda, 267. ,, rocks, 38.
Cephalopod beaks, 50, 52, 102, 112, 118, 119, 122, 130, ,, sandstone, 211, 322.

131, 133, 209, 216, 225, 267, 289, 364. ,, scales, 226, 231.
Cetacean bones (see Bones of Cetaceans). ,, substance, 137, 316, 319, 322, 325.
Chabasite, 23, 306, 320. Chondrea, 327, 330-332, 334, 335.
Chabry, M., 255. ,, of bronzito, 331.
Uha!oceros, 164. ,, of meteorites, 330, 331, 332.
Chtocerotith, 282. Chondrites, 330.
Chalcedony, 22, 23, 393, 407, 410. Chondritic globules, 330.
Chalk, xxiv, xxvi, xxviii, 376, 384, 385, 386, 397. ,, spherulcs, 203, 204.

Cretaceous, 267. Chromite, 20, 217, 326, 326.
glaucothtic, 397. Chuniley, J., x.
white, xxvii, xxviii, 396. Chun, C., 251.

Chalky nodules, 51. Church, A. II., 472.
Challenger Bank, deposit on, 60-51. Cinders from steamers, 49, 57, 83, 101.

Ridge, 202. ,, trachytic, 313.
Ohallenqeria nareth, 284. ,, tufuceous andesiti; 313.

iwarth, 111. Cirripedia, 34, 36, 40, 7, 92, 93, 136, 146, 216, 225,
Changes produced by organisms in the constitution of 289, 294.

sea-water and deep-sea deposits, 254-266. Chistic rocks, 292, 318.
Chappel, Fife, 406. C'lavulina conrnzuni, 101, 135.
Characteristics of deposits from different localities, Clay, 186, 196, 338-341, 412.

30. ,, bole, 25.
Characters of continental minerals, 326-326. ,, deep-sea, 25, 338-341.

17 volcanic minerals, 319. Clayey concretions, 361.
Charts, explanation of, 413-414. Clayey matter in fine washings, 25.
Chemical Analyses, 27, 426-496 (see Analyses). Clayey matter suspended in fresh and salt water, 196,
Chemical composition of glauconite, 385-387. 228-229, 287, 339, 340.

of manganese nodules, Gleodora pyranildata, 56.
368-371. Cleomedos, xiv.

of philhipsite crystals, (Rio andrete, 224.
404-405. ,, auitra1is, 224.

of phosphatic coneretions, ,, balantium, 224.
392-393. ,, chaptali, 224.

Chemical deposits, 291, 837-411. ,, cupita, 224.
Chemical products formed in situ on the hour of the ,, polita, 224.

ocean, 291, 337-411. ,, pyrain.idata, 224.
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fJiio sukata, 224. Copepoda, 251.
(Cr68818) acicula, 224. Copper, 365, 368, 371, 377.

,, ,, chiercliite, 224. Coprolite-like bodies, 101.
conica, 224. Coprolites, 360.
virgtila, 224. Coral, xv, xxvii, 14, 26, 31, 36-147,172,178,179,215,

(ffyalocylix strata, 224. 225, 244, 264, 277, 289, 365, 366, 399, 400.
(Styliola) subnia, 224. ,, Alcyonarian, 149, 154.

Cloizeanx, M. des, 402. ,, Gorgonoid, 61, 153, 154, 342, 343.
Clyde estuary, manganese nodules in, 365. ,, ,, analysis of, 465.
Coals from steamers, 49, 57, 83, 101. Coral atolls, soil of, 294.
Coast lines of the world, length of, 187. Coral formation, xxvii.
Coast of Africa, deposits off, 154, 155, 157. Coral Mud, 186, 244-247.

12 Brazil, deposits off, 156, 157, 234-236. ,, area of, 247, 248.
Coast zone, 397. ,, average composition of, 246.
Coating of Buff, 330. ,, average depth of, 244, 248.
Cobalt, 328, 329, 365, 368, 369, 371, 377. ,, carbonate of lime in, 245.
Cobaltiferous native iron, 334. ,, distribution of, 247.
Coccoliths, xxv, xxvi, 15, 31, 35, 37, 43, 45, 81, 85, ,, fine washings in, 245.

91, 109, 121, 127, 216, 225, 230, 240, ,, mineral particles in, 245.
258, 289, 361, 362. ,, rate of deposition of, 411.

99 size of, 85. ,, siliceous organisms in, 245.
Coccospheres, 15, 31, 34, 43, 50, 52, 53, 56, 82, 84, "Coral Ooze," 186.

85, 102, 142, 144, 215, 216, 225, Coral Reefs, 289-290, 411.
257-258, 262, 289. Coral Sand, 244-247.

71 size of, 85. ,, analysis of, 246-247, 451.
Cocoa-nuts, 93, 172. ,, area of, 247, 248.
Cod, analysis of otoliths of, 268, 496. ,, average composition of, 246.
Ccelenterata, 264. ,, average depth of, 246, 248.
Cohen, E., 296, 297. ,, distribution of, 247.
Collections of Deposits available, 29. . ,, fine washings in, 246.
Colouring substances of fine washings, 24. ,, mineral particles in, 246.
Columbus, xiii, xiv. ,, rate of deposition of, 411.
Comber, T., 283. ,, siliceous organisms in, 246.
Compact limestone, 325. Coral Sea, 203.
Composition of deposits (see Average composition). Coral zone, 188.

19 Radiolarian skeletons, 205. Coralline zone, 188.
Conception Channel, deposit in, 182. Corallinos, xv.
Conchioline, 267, 277. Cot-ax, 269.
Concretions, 1'7O, 171, 172. (Jurethron cr1cphiium, 910.

79 carbonate of iron, 375. Costhiodiscu.s, xxvi, 109, 168.
99 clayey, 361. ,, ajricauu8, var. wailich.iauus, lO.

phosphatic (see Phosphatic concretions). ,, antareUeus, 210.
Conglomerate, 172, 177. ,, allanhicv.b', 910.
Contents, xi. ,, curvuiafu8, maeulaa, 210.
Continental debris (see Continental rock fragmouts). ,, decrc8cen8, var. ))OiUPi, 210.

minerals, 324-326, 383. It It I, relpleta, 210.
rock fragments, 238, 321-324, 382, 383, ,, denariu., 210.

384, 385. ,, elegant, 210.
shelf, 185, 299, 396. ,, exeent'rie,,s 210.
slope, 229. ,, Ja8eiculaIwl, 210.

Cook Strait, deposits off, 166. ,, yazellw, 282.
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Uosdnodi8cua gri8eu1, var. gallopagen8i8, 210. Currents, 292, 321, 409.
inzperator, 282. Curves, isobathic, xv.
lentiginosw, 210, 282. Cusanus, Nicolnus, xiv, xv.

91 01 var. maculata, 210. Cuttle-fish bones, 267.
lineatus, 210. Cuvierina columnella, 224.

19 lunie, 210. Cuxhavon, xxi.
nargaritacezs, 210. Cyatholithe, 258.
maryinatus, 210. Cyclammina, 41.
nobili8, 282. "Cyclops," the, xxv.
prJor, 282. G'ymhalopora, 48, 50, 216.
radiatw 210. ,, (TretoinpiwAuK) 1.nilloidea, 214.
robus(u, 210. Cyrtoidea, 205, 284.

var. minor, 210. Uy8techinu.8 wyvillil, 181.
., 80!, 282. cythere, 265.

eubtthB, 210, 282. ,, dictyon, 286.
,, var. gkzcalie, 210.

77 tnbercnlatus, var. antarc//ca, 210. "Dacia," the, 8, 30.
11 )1 , e.vcentrica, 910. Dana, J. D., 287.

tumidus, 210. "Darts" the, 30.
Cosmic dust, 217, 327. Darwin, C., 290.

dusts in general, 333-388. Daubrée, A., 334, 401, 407.
19 sphernles, 29, 32, 194, 203, 204, 327-336, Davidson, T., 266,

353, 356, 358, 365, 378, 403, 412. Dayman, Commander, xv, xxv.
Cosmopolitan species of Foraniinifera, 263. Debris, volcanic, 372, 375, 376, 401, 410.
Counter Equatorial Current, 176, 178. Deccan, 406.
Courteille, M., xviii. Decomposition of organic matter, 253, 254, 255, 256.
Cred.ncr, H., 186. ,, pumice, 295.
Cretaceous Chalk, 267. Deepest Challenger sounding, 108-109, 175,

formations, 334, 397. 204-205.
11 glauconite in, 384. ,, ,, in Atlantic, 46-47.

period, xxvii. Deep Sea, definition of, 184.
,, sea, xxviii. ,, animals, food of, 253.

Crete, xxiii. ,, Benthos, 250.
Crinoidea, 194, 265. ,, clay, 25, 338-341.
Cris'tellaria, 50, 165. ,, Deposits, 186, 186, 188.

17 rotulafa, 263. ,, Keratosa, 121.
Crossed twins of phillipsite, 402, 404. ,,zone, 188.
Crozot Islands, 382. Delesse, M., xxvii, 186.

,, deposits between Marion Island and, Delessite, 20, 312, 316, 320.
76-79, 161. De1phinid, 271, 272.

deposits off, 78-79, 161. DelpllinuB, 179, 271, 272.
Cruciform twins of phihipsite, 402, 40'!. Deltas, xviii.
Crustaceans, xv, xviii, xx, 35, 38, 58, 88, 96, 181, Dendy, A., 285.

251, 264-265, 285, 289, 399. Den/alium, 38, 40, 44, 48, 50, 58, 60, 72, 76, 84, 92,

Crystalline rocks, 292, 318, 325, 380, 400,406,407,409. 96, 106, 110, 111, 114, 134, 142, 216, 225, 289.
schist, 325, 326, 400. Deposition of deposits, rate of, 411-412.
sphcrnlcs, 830-332. ,, minute particles in water, 196.

Crystallites, 301, 303, 304, 332. Depth of types of deposits (see Average Depth).
Crystals of phillipsito in marine deposits, 400-411. Descloizcnux, M., 402.
Cup lead, 1, 2. Devonian cloloniltic clay of Quistenthal, 199.

Cupule in magnetic spherulcs, 328, 330, 331. ,, rocks, 334.
(DEEr-SEA, DEPOSITS ORALL. EXI'.-1891.) 66
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Dezertas, deposits off the, 149. Distribution of Volcanic Mud and Sand, 244.
Diabase, 322, 323, 326, 383, 406. ,, volcanoes, 292, 293.

quartziferous, 322. Dittniar, W., 29, 272, 371, 431, 432, 456, 462, 468,
Diagrams, explanation of, 415 489-495.
Diallage, 22, 826. Dolerito, 162, 312.
Diamond Point, beach sand from, 118-hO. Dolomite, 20, 152, 205, 323, 325.
Diatom Ooze, 31, 186, 189, 208-218. Dolomitic limestone, 322, 325,

11 1; analyses of, 211-212, 436-437. ,, rocks, 325.
area of, 213, 248. Doloinitisation, incipient, xxviii, 200.
average composition of, 211. Dolphin Ridge, 45, 202.
average depth of, 209, 248. ,, Rise, 150.
carbonate of lime in, 210-211. Dolphins, earbones of, 271, 272.
Diatoms in, 210. Donati, V., xix, xx.
distribution of, 213. "Dove," the, 30.
fine washings in, 211. Dredge, 7, 8, 9.
mineral particles in, 911. ,, anchor, 10, 11.
rate of deposition of, 412. Dredging and sounding arrangements on board the
siliceous organisms in, 209-210. Challenger, 12.

Diatoma rizombicum, var. oceanica, 210. Dreclgings, first deep, xv.
Diatomacea (see Diatoms). Dreyer, F., 205.
Diatomite, 209. Duncan, P. M., 184.
Diatoms, xxi, xxii, xxiii, xxvi, 18, 23, 35-147, 210, Dung (see Excreta of Echinoderms).

258, 263, 281-283, 289, 391. D'Urville Island, deposits off, 86-87.
analysis of, 281, 437. Dust, cosmic, 327.

Dieulafait, M., 372, 373, 412. ,, volcanic, 292.
Different types of deep-sea deposits, 189-248.
Difficulties surrounding the study of deposits, 13. Earbones of Cetaceans (see Bones of Cetaceans).
Diller, J. 8., 298. Earthquake waves, 293.
Diorite, qunrtziferous, 163. Echinoderms, 26, 35, 39, 63, 69, 194, 215, 216, 225,
" ,, schistoid, 163. 230, 244, 253, 254, 265, 289, 380.
Discoidea, 284. ,, excreta of, 101, 103, 107, 131, 173, 254.
Di.scorbina, 34, 154, 162, 165. ,, fragments of, 34-146.
Distinctive characters of continental minerals, ,, spines of, 34-146.

325-326. "Egeria," the, 30, 208, 209, 365, 405.
of is volcanic minerals, 319. Egg-capsules, 343, 362.

Distribution of Blue Mud, 233. Ehrenberg, C. G., xxi, xxiv, xxv, 213, 382, 381.
Cetacean bones, 276. Elba Island, xxi.
Coral Mud and Sand, 247. Elevation of sea-bottom, 171.

,, cosmic apherules, 332-333. Ellis, Captain, xv.
Diatom Ooze, 213. England, xxii, 384.
Globigerina Ooze, 222-223. ,, deposits between Gibraltar and, 34-87, 148.
Green Mud and Sand, 240. , 70 Cape Verdcs and, 60.
marine deposits, 247-248. Enstatite, 22, 155, 217, 332.
phfflipsito crystals, 405. Entooliths, 388.
phosphatic concretions, 395-397. Eocene marls, xxiv.
I'teropod Ooze, 227-228. Epidote, 20, 19, 231, 320, 326, 383, 384.
pumice, 295. Equatorial Current, 178.
Radiolarian Ooze, 208. Eratosthenes, xiii.
Red Clay, 202-203, "Erobus," the, 208.
Red Mud, 236. Erobus, Mount, xxii.
sharks' teeth, 276, Eruptions, subaerial, 292, 293, 299, 314, 318, 406, 408.
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Eruptions, submarine, 293, 299, 307, 313, 314, 318, Fiji Island, deposits between New Hebrides and,
378, 405, 408. 88-91,107-168.

Esperia, 358, 359. ,, deposits off, 88-89, 167.
Ethmodiscus, 31, 109, 121, 176, 282. "Fine Toihiric Silt," 186.

wyviiThanu8, 282. Fine washings, 15, 17, 24-26, 32, 35-147.
Euiarnpia balau8tiurn, 210. ,, ,, argillaceous matter in, 24-25.

19 var. minor, 210. ,, ,, mineral particles in, 25.
Eukritc, 332. ,, ,, organic substances in, 25.
Eulo, 406. siliceous organisms in, 25.
Euphrates, River, xviii. in Blue Mud, 231.
Eupiece1la, 103, 173, 284. in Coral Mud, 245.
Euxinus, xvi. ,, in Coral Sand, 246.
Excreta of Echinoderms, 101, 103, 107, 131, 173, 254. in Diatom Ooze, 211.
Explanation of Charts, 413-414. in Globigerina Ooze, 217.

Diagrams, 415. in Green Mud, 238.
Tables of Chapter II., 13, 26. in Green Sand, 239.

Extraction of magnetic particles from deposits, 17. ,, ,, in Ptcropod Ooze, 226.
Extra-terrestrial mineral substances, 327-336. ,, ,, in Radiolarian Ooze, 206.

19 in Red Clay, 196-197.
Falcon Island, 293. ,, ,, in Red Mud, 235.
Falkland Islands, deposits between Rio de la Plata in Volcanic Mud, 242.

and, 138-139, 158-169. in Volcanic Sand, 243.
deposits between Sandy Point and, Fischer, H., xvii.

136-137, 158. Fishes, 287, 270.
deposits oft; 136-137. ,, bones of (see Bones of fish).

Faroe Islands, xxiii, xxvi. ,, otoliths of (see Otoliths of fish).
Farrea, 178, 351. ,, scales of (see Scales of fish).
Fauna living on Diatom Ooze, 211. ,, scapula of (see Scapula of fish).

17 73 Globigerina Ooze, 218. ,, teeth of (see Teeth of fish).
19 17 Radiolarian Ooze, 204. ,, vortebrt of (see Vertebrt of fish).
,, ,, Red Clay, 194. Flabeflwn, 264.

Fauna, marine, 249-253. Flanders, Islands of, xv.
19 pelagic, 165, 168, 176. Flint, xxiv, 133, 323, 376.

Fayal, deposits between Pico and, 58-59, 153. Floating banks of animals and Algie, 251.
Fayalite, 301. ,, ,, Diatoms, 281.
Folspar, 20-21, 217, 226, 238, 302, 316, 317, 326, ,, ice, 292, 321, 322, 323, 382.

338, 353, 354, 356. Flocculation of particles, 197.
monoclinic, 319, 325. Flora, marine, 249, 253.
triclinic, 319, 326. ,, pelagic, 164, 165, 168, 176, 252.

Feispathic basalt, 300, 308, 311, 312. Flows of lava (See Lava-flows).
,, magma basalt, 304. Fluorine in bones, 275, 495.
17 mud, 191, 221. ,, horses' teeth, 495.

Fernando Noronha, deposits between Pernembuco and, ,, manganese nodules, 421.
66-69,166. Fluorite, 347.

deposits between St. Paul's Rocks Fiutra, xv.
and, 66-67, 155-158. "Flying Fish," the, 30.

deposits off, 66-67, 156. Food of deep-sea animals, 253.
Ferrie hydrate (see Iron). Foraininifers, xx, xxiii, xxiv, xxv, xxvi, 34-147,
Ferro-manganic concretions (see Manganese nodules). 258-288, 277, 285, 348, 349, 362,
Ferruginous clay, 139. 365, 378, 379, 380, 381, 382, 383, 387,
Fields of pumice, 294. 388, 390, 391, 393, 394, 395, 396, 399
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Forsminifera, arenaceous, 18, 35-147, 263, 289, 400. Gibson, F. IL, 421.

bottom-living, 15, 26, 31, 34-147, 259, Giglio Island, xxi.
288. Glaciated fragments, 323, 344.

casts of (see Casts of calcareous organisms). Glass, basic volcanic (sea Basic volcanic glass).
cosmopolitan species of, 263. ,, scoriaceous, 309.
pelagic, 15, 26, 31, 34-146, 213-214, ,, volcanic (see Volcanic glass).

259-263. Glassy lapilli, 367.
in Globigerina Ooze, 214. Glaucothte, xxvii, 21, 31, 39, 35, 37, 39, 47, 51, 53,

Foraminiferous formation, xxvii. 55, 57, 65, 67, 71, 75, 77, 81, 83,
Forbes, E., =ii, xxiii. 85, 87, 93, 95, 97, 101, 103, 105,
Forchbammer, G., 372. 111, 117, 131, 133, 135, 137, 139,
Ford, 3. S., 421. 160, 183, 217, 231, 236, 237, 238,
Fort Washington, xxiv. 240, 241, 254, 320, 325, 326, 343,

Fragments of continental rocks (see Continental rock 378-391, 392, 393, 395, 396, 400,

fragments). 411, 412.
Echinoderms, 34-146. ,, analyses of, 387, 458-460.

France, xxvii, 384. ,, chemical composition of, 385-387.
Franconia, 384. ,, distribution of, 382-385.
Frequency of organic remains in deep-sea deposits, ,, macroscopic characters of, 379-381.

288-289. ,, microscopic characters of, 381-382.
Fressnius, C. R., 470. ,, mineral associations of, 383-384.
Friendly Islands, deposits between Now Zealand and, ,, mode of formation of, 385-391.

166. ,, mode of occurrence of, 379-381.
it It deposits off, 166-167, ,, organic associations of, 383-384.

Fruits, 93, 99, 107, 172, 253. Glauconitic aggregations, 385.
Fuchs, T., 279. ,, casts, xxiv, xxvii, 18, 31, 32, 35, 53, 55,

75, 83, 85, 87, 91, 95, 101, 103, 105,
Galapagos Islands, 307. 111, 113, 135, 148, 157, 160, 161,
Galeus, 269. 165, 183, 236, 237, 238, 239, 241,
Gama, Vasco di, xiv. 264, 286, 381, 382, 383, 384, 388,
Ganges, River, xviii. 390.
Garnet 21, 217, 238, 322, 325, 326, 383, 396. ,, chalk, 397.
Gast1eropods, 34-146, 216, 225, 230, 267, 289, 388. ., concretions, 75, 137.
aaudryina, 40, 50, 51. ,, deposits, rate of deposition of, 411.

,, 8iplionella, 99, 111. ,, mans, 384.
Gault formation, 384. ,, nodules, 32, 385, 396.
"Gazelle," the, 30, 372, 396. ,, rocks, 384.
Geikie, A., 186. ,, sands, 379, 383.
Geodia, 89, 103, 107. Glaucophanc, 19, 925, 326.
Geodic minerals, 393. Globigerliwi, xxiv, xxv, xxvi, 34, 40, 42, 44, 46, 56,

Geographical distribution of glauconite, 382-383. 62, 74, 80, 97, 98, 99, 101, 103,
marine deposits,247,248. 105, 108, 111, 112, 114, 116, 119,

phillipsite crystals, 405. 120, 121, 122, 128, 129, 131, 138,

Geological age of submarine tufas, 310. 144, 146, 161, 162, 165, 167, 172,
distribution of glauconite, 384-386. 173, 176, 180, 182, 192, 209, 220,

Georgia, xxvii. 240, 260, 360, 361, 317, 389, 398,

Germany, 384. 411.
11 Gettysburg," the, 30. ,, aquilatrali8, 180, 214. *
Gibraltar, deposits between England and, 34-87, 148. ,, bulloides, 77, 98, 110, 129, 130, 134,

deposits between Madeira and, 36-37, 148. 155, 163, 164, 165, 180, 213, 214,
Gibson, John, 195, 201, 369, 37 1, 373, 377, 417-423. 260.
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Giobigerina conglobata, 155, 180, 214. Green Mud, 186, 286-240.
,, cretacea, 214. ,, analyses of, 239-240, 449.

digitata, 214. ,, area of, 240, 246.
,, dubia, 155, 163, 180, 214. ,, average composition of, 238.

duterirel, 163, 165, 214, 261. ,, average depth of, 237, 248.
iifla!a, 116, 117, 136, 163, 164, 165, 180, ,, carbonate of lime in, 237.

214. ,, distribution of, 240.
pachydernia, 260. ,, fine washings in, 239.
,'ubra, 94, 164, 214. ,, mineral particles in, 238.
sacculifera, 100, 155, 214. ,, rate of deposition of, 411.

Globigerina limestone of Malta, 254. ,, siliceous organisms in, 238.
21 Ooze, xxvi, xxviii, xxix, 186, 189,Green Sand, 236-240.

213-223. ,, analyses of, 239-240, 449.
analyses of, 218-292, 437-447. ,, area of, 240, 248.

,, area of, 222-223, 248. ,, average composition of, 239.
average composition of, 218. ,, average depth of, 239, 248.
average depth of, 214-215, 248. ,, carbonate of lime in, 239.
carbonate of lime in, 215-216. ,, distribution of, 240.

,, distribution of, 222-223. ,, fine washings in, 239.
fauna living on, 218. ,, mineral particles in, 239.
fine washings in, 217. ,, rate of deposition of, 411.

,, Foramiiifera in, 214. ,, siliceous organisms in, 239.
mineral particles in, 217. Greensand, xxiv, xxviii, 396, 397.
organic substance in, 292. "Grey Clay," 186.

,, rate of deposition of, 411, 412. "Grey Ooze," 191.
siliceous organisms in, 216-217. Guignet, E., 389.

Globigerinide, 34-146, 213, 216, 225, 230, 289. Guinea coast, deposits ofi 152.
Giobiocephalus, 179, 271, 272, 275, 347, 364, 495. Gulf of California, 250.
Globules, chondritic, 330. Gulf of Peiia, deposits between Sandy Point and,

magnetic, 328. 132-135, 182.
Globulites, 313. ,, deposits between Valparaiso and,
Gneiss, 158, 164, 211, 300, 318, 32, 323, 325, 383, 132-133, 181-182.

389. Gulf Stream, xxiv, xxv, xxvi.
Gneissic rocks, 361, 384. Giinibel, C. W., xxvi, 186, 372, 373, 387, 388, 472.
Goonong Api, 99. GUnther, A., 267, 268.
Goryonia, 119, 178. Guppy, H. B., xxix.
Gorgonoid Corals, 61, 153, 154, 342, 343. Gypsum, 21, 409.
Graham Island, 293.
Graham's Land, xxii. Haeckel, E., 205, 207, 250, 251, 283.
Granite, 162, 163, 195, 211, 300, 318, 322, 323, 348, Halifax, deposits between Bermuda and, 60-53,

383, 389, 407. 151-152.
Granitic rocks, 326, 361, 384. ,, rock fragments obtained between Bermuda
Granitite, 211. and, 322.
Granton Marine Station, 373. Halimeda, 257.
Gravonoire, 406. ffaplophragmiuni, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, 49, 51, 53,
11 Gravior," 186. 55, 57, 61, 63, 91, 101, 103, 145.
Great Barrier Reef of Australia, 386. ,, aggintinans, 105.
Great Britain, xxii. ,, canariensia, ill.
Green earth, 388. ,, globigeriniforrne, 109, 204.

91 hornblende, 396. ,, latidordatunl, 109, 113, 117, 119,
Greenland, xxvi, 334. 121.
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Harbour of St. Vincent., deposit in, 154. Hooke, R., xiv.
Harmattan winds, 147, 150, 154, 195. Hooker, J. D., xxi, xxii, xxiii, 208.
Harmotone, 402. Hormosina carpenieri, 115.
Harrington, Captain, 294. Hornblende, 19, 217, 226, 231, 238, 243, 296,313,
Harrison, J. B,, xxi; 189. 316, 317, 320, 322, 343, 353, 374, 383.
"Hassler," the, 30. ,, basaltic, 319.
Hastigerina, 155, 167, 260. ,, common, 325.

pelagica, 214, 281, 262. ,, green, 322, 326, 396.
Haushofer, K., 386. iornblendic andesite, 300, 313.
Hausmanite, $69. Bornung, M., 27, 434, 444-446.
Haversian canals, 275. Horses' teeth, fluorine in, 495.
Hawaii, deposits between Tahiti and, 178-179. Hoyle, W. E., 267.
Heard Island, deposit.s between Melbourne and, Humboldt, F. H. A. von, xxi.

'78-83, 163-164. Humboldt Bay, deposits in, 104-105, 174.
deposits off, 78-79,,162-163. Humphreys, A. A., 228, 287.
rock fragments obtained between Mel- Hunt, T. Sterry, 386.

bourne and, 322. Huxley, T. H., xxv, xxvi, 190, 254.
Hebrides Islands, xxiii. Hyalodiscus radialus, var. arctica, 210.
Hematised olivine, 312. Ilyaioiiema, 121.
Hematite, 21, 316, 326. ,, sieboldi, 286.

19 brown, 21. Hydra sounding machine, 2, 3.
red, 21, 25. Hydrate of iron (see Iron).

Herniauius antarcUcu.s, 210. Hydrate of manganese (see Manganese).
HemithU8, 269, 270. Hydrated silicate of alumina, 338, 374, 408.
Hensen, V., 251, 252. Uydrocorallin, 264.
Hercules, Pillars of, xvi. Hydrogen, 255, 338.
Herodotus, xvi. ,, sulphuretted, 253, 256.

Heteropods, 31, 36-146, 215, 216, 223, 224, 225, 244, Hydrographer of the Admiralty, ix, 30.
268-267, 365, 389. Hydroids, 93, 181, 346, 349, 350, 354, 360.

HeteroBlegina, 93, 263. Hydroxide of iron (see Iron).

eonzplanata, var. çjranulosa, 97, 172. ,, manganese (see Manganese).
Hexactinellida, 194, 284, 286. Hyinenastor echinulatus, 181.
Hexactinellid spicules, 284, 286, 344. Hyperammina, 37, 41, 95, 107.

Hulgard, E. W., 197, 228, 287. ,, flZflW8a, 123.
Hifiacheid, Oligocene clay of 199. ,, vaqans, 107, 111, 125, 129, 133, 174.
Rio Bay, deposit in, 118-119. Hyperstheue, 22, 819, 332.
Rinde, G. J., 189.
History of Oceanography, xjii-xxviii. lanthina, 68, 73, 106, 107, 112, 115, 174, 225.
Riza, city of, xviii. ,, rotandata, 267.
Hoek, P. P. C., 265. Ibu Khaldoun, xiv.
Holoplanktonic, 261, 266. Ice, floating, 292, 321, 322, 323.
Holosiderites, 330. Ice-Barrier, 163, 164, 209, 211.
Holothurians, 101, 181, 194. Icebergs, 195, 322, 32:3, 324, 325.

excreta of, 254. Ice-borne fragments of rocks, 152,19-1-5,348,3.




9,361,384.
Holtenia, 284. Iceland, xv, xxii, 307, 310, 314, 334, 406.

Hondt., Pierre de, xix. Liar, 406.
Hong Kong, deposits between Philippines and, illustrations, list of, xii.

100-101, 173-174. 11un'nito, 21.

Hong Kong Harbour, deposit in, 100-101. Imperfect casts, :32, 35-147, 390-391.
Honolulu, deposits off, 118-119. Inaccessible Island (see Tri4an du tjunlm).
Honolulu Harbour, deposit in, 118-119, 1718. Indian Ocean, xiii.
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India-Rubber, Gutta-percha, and Telegraph Works Koratosa, deep-sea, 121.
Co.'s ships, xxviii, 8, 30. Kerguelon Island, deposits oft', 78-79, 182,

Inland Sea, deposits in, 110-111, 178. Kessler, M., 471.
Instruments employed in obtaining deposits, 1. Khnldoun, Thn, xiv.
"international," the, 8, 30. Ki Islands, deposits between Arrou Islands and, 170.
Introduction, xiii-xxix. King, A., 421.
"Investigator," the, 30. Kirchor, A., xv.
Ireland, 334. K1emnt, C., 27, 435, 446, 447, 451, 452.
Iron, 24, 194, 295, 310, 316, 320, 326, 328, 329, 330, "Knight Errant," the, 251.

338, 339, 341, 347, 348, 350, 356, 366, 367, Knorr, M., xx.
369, 374, 381, 384, 388, 389, 390, 391, 394, Kogia, 179, 271, 272.
401, 402, 403, 404, 408, 409, 417. Krakatoa, 294, 314.

71 carbonate of, 306. Kressonber, 386.
11 determination of, 28. KrWie produda, 265.

magnetic, 301, 327, 328, 330, 334, 343, 374, 377. Kryokonit, 334.
,, titaniferous, 332.

meteoric, 328, 329, 330. Labrador, xxvi.
native, 328, 334, 335. ,, current, 151, 152.

cobaltiferous, 334. Labradorite, 302.
71 nickoli.ferous, 334. Layena, 36, 40, 46, 52, 56, 58, 60, 70, 122, 146.

oxide (see Iron). ,, globosa, 263.
peroxide (see Iron). ,, 7i4, 126, 263.
titanic, 327, 329, 374, 377. ,, orbignyana, 90.

Irvine, Robert, x, 217, 228, 25.5, 256, 262, 278, 286, ,, sncata, 263.
287, 288, 289, 339, 340, 372, 373, 399, 400. Lagenid, 34-146, 193, 216, 225, 230, 289.

Ms, 68. Ltunellibrancbs, 34-146, 194, 216, 225, 930, 287, 289.
Islands of Flanders, xv. Laminarian zone, 188.
Isobathic curves, xv. Lamna, 115, 178, 179, 268, 269, 270, 347, 350, 353.
Issel, A., 186. Lampoong, Bay of, 294.
Italy, X.-X. Land shells, 253.

Langenheek, R., 289.

Japan, 382. Lapilli, basaltic, 311-813, 343, 357, 405, 408.

deposits between Admiralty Islands and, ,, basaltic and other, 811-314.
108-111, 175-178. ,, glassy, 367.

deposits between Sandwich Islands and, ,, palagonitic, 357.
112-119, 177-178. ,, volcanic, 357, 368.

deposits off, 110-113, 176-171. Lapparont, A. do, 186.
Japan Stream, 113. Lasnulx, A. von, 334.

Jasper, 22. Lava-beds, 293.
Jetfreys, J. Gwyn, xxiii, xxvii. ,, flows, 293, 308, 405.
Jones, K J., 377. Lavas, 406.
Juan Fernandez, 405. Lead, 377.

11
*

1) deposits in vicinity of 181. ,, Buchanan's improved sounding, 2.
Jukes-Browne, A. J., xxix, 189. ,, cup, 1, 2.
-Jurassic formations, 384. ,, deep-sea sounding, 1.

valve, 1, 2.
Kamchatka Sea, xxiii. Leading characteristics of deposits from different.
Kaolin, 25, 322, 325, 338. localities, 30-32.

Knolinised felspar, 53, 67, 69, 71, 75, 101, 111, 137. Leaves, 97, 101, 103, 172, 253.

orthoclase, 383, 389. Leonardo da Vinci, xviii.

Kazwmi, xviii. Lepa, 68, 144, 342.
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Leucite, 311. Ludwig, Prof., 27.
Leucoxene, 21. Lyman, T., 265.
Levuka, deposit off, 88-89,167.
Loydo1t F., 279. Machine, Baillie sounding, 2, 3.
Lisa formations, 334, 384. ,, Hydra ,, 1213.
"Lightning," the, xxvii, 30. M'Intosh, W. C., 264.
Limacina, 266. Maçoudi, xviii.

antarc&a, 224. Macroscopic characters of deposits, 13, 34-146.
ausfralis, 224. glauconite, 379-381.
buUmoides, 224. phosphatic concretions,
helicina, 224. 391-392.
helicoides, 224. Madeira, deposits between Azores and, 58-01, 153.
infiata, 224. Cape Verdes and, 60-63,

,, leszzeuri, 224. 153-154.
,, retroversa, 224. Gibraltar and, 36--37,148.

triacantha, 224. Tenerife and, 38-39, 149.
toc1iiforrnü, 224. ,, deposits off, 86, 39, 149.

Limburgite, 22, 304, 313. Madreporaria, 48, 264.
Lime, carbonate of (see Carbonate of lime). Magellan, F., xiv.

in bones, 275. Magellan Strait, deposits in, 132-135,182.
Limestone, xxiv, xxviii, 152, 163, 231, 376, 406. Magma basalts, feispathic, 304.

compact, 325. Magnesia, determination of, 28.
crystalline, 323. Magnetic globules, 328.
dolomitic, 322, 325. ,, grains, 317.
of Malta, 254. ,, iron, 301, 327, 328, 330, 334, 343, 374, 377.

Limonite, 21, 24, 25,37,41- 45, 53, 55, 57, 61, 69, 71, titaniferous, 332.
81, 137, 139, 316, 326, 368, 371, 386. ,, oxide, 328, 329, 330.

Lingu1, 398. ,, particles, extraction of, 17.
Linnus, C. von, xxi. ,, sphcrules, 217, 327-336, 361.
Liparito, 296. black, 32'7-330.
Liparitic ashes, 319. brown, 330-332.

pumice, 295-296, 313. Magnetite, 21, 217, 226, 238, 243, 296, 297, 304, 310,
13 rocks, 317, 319. 312, 316, 317, 319, 320, 325, 326,

List of illustrations, xii. 327, 328, 329, 332, 333, 343, 353,
Lithium, 418, 469. 356, 374, 381, 383, 388, 385.
Lithophagous Molluscs, 171. ,, titaniferous, 21, 331.
Lithopityllum, 257. Malleuoah Island, 166.
Lithotlzamnion, 257. Malta, xxiii.
Littoral Benthos, 250. ,, Globigerina hiinestones of, 254.

deposits, 185, 186, 187. Mammalian remains, 270-276.
area of, 187, 229, 248. Manatee bone, 396.
composition of, 187. Manganese, 24, 37-147, 194, 217, 226, 295, 300, 301,

zone, 187, 320, 321, 383, 397. 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309,
Lituolid 37-147, 193, 206, 203, 289. 310, 311, 312, 316, 317, 320, 323, 326,
Loch Fyne, manganese deposits in, 365. 338, 339, 341-378, 390, 391, 401, 402,

Goil, ,, ,, 365. 403, 404, 408, 409, 411, 412, 417.
Long, 365. ,, determination of, 28.
Strivan, 365. ,, nodules, 9, 29, 32, 120-131, 194, 217, 218,

Long Beach, Ascension, sand from, 144-145. 226, 295, 299, 300, 301, 305, 307,
Los Tiburones Island, xiv. 308, 309,310,328,329, 333, 338,
Lovn, S. L., xxiii. 341-378, 391, 409, 412.
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Manganese nodules, analyses of, 363, 370-371, 417-423, Melbourne, deposits between Sydney and, 82-83,
453, 464-488. 185.

chemical composition of, 368-371. ,, deposits between Termination Land and,

microscopic characters of, 80-83.
367-368. ,, rock fragments obtained between Heard

mode of occurrence of, 341-36'T. Island and, 322.

origin of, 872-378. Molth'um, C., 294.

qualitative analyses of, 418-419, Meroplanktonie, 261.
468-469. Meanplodon, 179, 271, 272, 347.

quantitative analyses o, 419-423, ,, layardi, 271, 272.
469-470. Mossier Channel, deposits in, 182.

spectroscopic examination of, Metallic iron, 356.
417-418. ,, nuclei of magnetic spberulcs, 328.

state of oxidation of manganese in, Metamorphic quartzite, 322.
470-471. Motasilicate, 432, 463.

Manganese ore, bog, 371. Meteoric iron, 328, 329, 330.

peroxide (see Manganese). ,, of Santa-Catarina, 330.

Manganite, 369. Meteorites, 328, 329, 330, 336.
Manila, deposits between Hong Kong and, 100-101. ,, chondres of, 330, 331.

Samboangan and, 98-103. Methodical description of Challenger deposits, 33-147.
off, 100-101. Methods of chemical analysis, 27.

Manila Harbour, deposit in, 100-101. ,, obtaining deposits, 1.
Mantell, G. A., xxiv. ,, study of deposits, 11.
Marble, xx. Mounier, S., 334.
.il[iinn1ina, 46. Meynard, M., xviii.
Marine deposits in general, 184-188. Mezorostrnl bones of Ziphiu8, analyses of, 491, .194,

,, fauna and flora in general, 249-253. 495.
Marion Island, deposits between Cape of Good Hope Mica, 21, 217, 226, 231, 318, 329, 325, 354.

and, 74-17, 180-181. ,, black, 296, 320, 392, 396.

deposits between Crozet Islands and, ,, white, 322, 326, 326, 383, 384, 389.
76-791161. Micaceous sandstone, 211, 322.

deposits off, 76-'77, 161. Alien-schist, 152, 163, 195, 322, 325, 383, 389.
Marls, xxviii, 381. Microdine, 20, 217, 325, 326.
Marshall, 'F. R., 491. Microscopes used. on board the Challenger, 11.
rtrsiIli, L. F. comte de, Fix. Microscopic characters of glauconite, 381-382.

MarsipeU, 263. manganese nodules,
Massa Island, xxi. 867-368.
Materials available, 29. phosphatic concretions,

derived directly from the solid crust of the 393-395.
earth, 291-326. ,, examination of deposits, 14, 27.

of organic origin in deep-sea deposits, Milioliclie, 34-146, 193, 216, 225, 230, 289.
249-290. Miliolina, 34, 38, 44, 46, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64,

Mtury, M. F., xxiv, xxv. 66, 70, 72, 74, 80, 84, 98, 100, 102, 106,
Mean depth (see Average depth). 114, 116, 117, 142, 144, 146, 162, 165,

Meangis Island, deposits between Admiralty Islands 193.

and, 174. ,, seniinulum, 130, 134, 263.

Mediterranean Sea, xiii, xxii, xxi382. ,, VfllL8t, 104.

Medusa," the, 251. Aliltqora, 78, 144, 145.

l t.gsthones, xviii. Mime-Edwards, M., xxii.

Melbourne, deposits between Heard Island and, Mindanao Island, deposit off, 172.
163-184. Mineral associations of glauconite, 383-384.
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Mineral associations of phullipsite crystals, 405. Mollusca, 14, 26, 31, 36, 39, 41, 45, 47, 49, 50,
pliosphatic concretions, 59, 61, 88, 89, 111, 143, 145, 244, 277,

395-397, 285.
Mineral particles, 25, 31, 35-147. ,, lithophagous, 171.

difficulties in determining, 19. ,, pelagic, 26, 31 (see Pteropods and Heteropods).
examination of, 18. Molueca Passage, deposits in, 172,
in Blue Mud, 931. Monaco, Prince Albert de, 11.

31 1 ,, Coral Mud, 245. Monaxonida, 194.
,, ,, Coral Saud, 246. Monaxonid spicules, 284.

Diatom Ooze, 211. Moncceur Island, deposits between Melbourne and, 165.
fine washings, 25. Monera, xxv, xxvi.
Globigeriiia Ooze, 217. Monoclinic Leispar, 319, 325.
Green Mud, 238. ,, pyroxene, 319, 826, 332.
Green Sand, 239. Monte Video, deposits off, 138-139, 159.
Pteropod Ooze, 226. Moro, Ant. Lazzaro, xix.
Radiolarian Ooze, 206. Moseley, H. N., 264.
Red Clay, 195, 196. Mud-line, 185, 229, 252, 321, 383, 390.
Red Mud., 235. Mulgrave, Lord, xv.
Volcanic Mud, 241. Murray, John, ix, x, xxiii, xxvi, xxviii, xxix, 11,29,
Volcanic Sand, 243. 186, 190, 1911 194, 203, 205, 208, 217, 223,

Minerals, 17, 18, 35-147. 228, 248, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 262,
diagnostic characters of, 19-23. 263, 264, 277, 278, 280, 282, 286, 287, 288,
aniphibolic, 374. 289, 294, 323, 327, 339, 340, 344, 365, 372,
continental, 324-326. 373, 396, 397, 417, 431, 456.

diagnostic characters of, Muscovite, 22, 324, 325.
325-326. Myriocliele, 45.

peridotic, 374. "Myrmidon," the, 30.
pyroxenic, 374.
volcanic, 318-320, 340, 369, 373, 403, Nares Harbour, deposits in, 106-107, 174-1'75.

406. Nares' North Polar Expedition, 30.
diagnostic characters of, 319. "Nassau," the, 30.

derived directly from the continental masses, Nassellaria, 205, 283, 284.
321-328. Native iron, 328, 334, 335.

derived directly from the solid crust of the ,, cohaltiferous, 334.
earth, 291-326. ,, nickeiferous, 334.

derived from the disintegration of continental Nautilus, xx.
rocks, 324-328. Nautilus l'eecarii, xx.

Mineral substances of extra-terrestrial origin, 327-338. Navicula subtilis, 210.
terrestrial origin, 291-327. Nehring, A., xviii.

Minto, Lord, xxi. Ncocomiaii formation, 384.
Minute particles in water, suspension and deposition Neplioiuc, 311.

of, 196. Neritic Betitlios, 250.
Mode of formation of glauconite, 385-891. ,,Plankton, 251, 281.

philhipsite crystals, 405-411. Newfoundland, xxiv, xxv.
phospliatie CoflCEOti()flS, ,, Banks of, 15.

39'1-400. New (iuinva, de1iosits Ii twten diiiirri1y Islandsharid,
occurrence of glauconite, 3'79-381. 106-107, 174.

initngaiiese nodules, 341-367. ,, tlt.iiosits leLveeu Sniihniurgnn :iiiil,
"1odiIied Globigerinn ()ow," 186. 102-105.
Modified Pteropod Ooze," 186. ,, d'1,'sits cff, 174.

Molluse, egg-capsule of, 343. N"w 1h1,ridu, 3$2,
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New Hebrides, deposits between Fiji Islands and, Olivine rocks, 325.
88-91, 167-168. On.circ'plianla nzntabi&, 181.

deposits between Rainc Island and, Opal, 207, 212, 285, 406, 407, 410.
90-93, 168-109. Ophiornusiunz lymani, 181.

Now .Jersey, xxiii, 386. Oplth'llwiia RupplicaiM, 181.
New Zealand, deposits between -Sydney and, 84-87, Ophiuoidoa, 194, 265.

166. Oran, xxi.
deposits between Tongatabuand, 86-8'7, OrbicuFh?a, 154.

166. Oibllol'ik, 63, 87, 93, 98, 166, 263.
deposits off, 88-87, 166. ,, complanala, 89.

Niafou Island, 296. Orl'ulina, 77, 81, 97, 161, 165, 167, 168, 172, 180,
Nickel, 328, 329, 330, 365, 368, 369, 371, 377. 182, 260.
Nickoliferous native iron, 334. ,, unioera, 164, 165, 180, 214, 259.
Nick1s, M., 495. "Orbulina ooze," 9.
Nicolson, H. A., 189. Ore, bog manganese, 371.
Nightingale Island, deposits off, 157. Organic associations of glauconito, 383-384.
Nile, River, xvi. ,, materials in deep-sea deposits, 249-290.
Nitrogen, 255. ,, matter, 35, 37, 49, 63, 67, 73, 75, 77, 79, 83,
Nitrogenous organic matter, 254, 256, 398, 489. 87, 89, 93, 137, 145, 147, 161, 222, 236,
.Nifz.c1iia conthwia, var. an(arcilca, 210. 254, 255, 256, 381, 383, 388, 394, 895,
Nodosaria, 46, 351. 398, 489.

,, "ftrrctmen, 263. ,, remains, relative frequency of, 288-289.
Nodules, glauconit.ic, 32. ,, rocks, 318.

,, manganese (see Manganese nodules). ,, substances in fine washings, 25.
17 phosphatic (see Phosphatic concretions). Organisms, calcareous, 257-280.

septarian, 375. ,, changes produced by, 254-256.
Nonionina, 34, 36, 40, 50, 52, 56, 106, 130. ,, siliceous, 281-288.

scapula, 134. Origin of glauconite, 385-391.
31 umbilicatula, 102, 106, 108, 114, 120, 122, ,, manganese nodules, 372-378.

124, 126, 128, 130, 132, 134, 263. ,, philhipsito crystals, 405-411.
Nordeuskiölci, N., 334. ,, phosphatie concretions, 397-400.
North America (see America). Orinoco, River, 234.

1) 12 deposits off, 151, 152. Orthoclase, 20, 318, 322, 325, 383, 384, 389, 457.
North Polar Expedition, 30. ,, kaoliniscd, 383, 389.
Norway, xv. Orthosilicate, 432, 463.
Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition, 30. Osdilatorin3, 176.

Sea, 183, 223. Ostracodus, xxvi, 26, 31, 34-146, 209, 216, 225, 230,
Nova Scotia, deposits between Bermuda and, 50-53. 265, 289.

46. Otodus, 269.
Nummulinidn?, 34-146, 1931 206, 216, 225, 230, 289. Otoliths of cod, analysis of, 268, 496.

fish, 14, 26, 34-146, 216, 225, 267, 268,
Obsidian, 299, 314, 456, 457. . 269, 289, 357, 358, 367.
Oceanic Plankton, 251, 281. Oxide, magnetic, 328, 329, 330.

Oceanography, history of, xiii-xxviii. Oxide of iron (see Iron).
(Jersted, A. S., xxii. ,, manganese (see Manganese).
C)fflmbacb, plastic clay of, 199. Oxygen, 255, 256.

Oligocene clay of Ilillschcid, 199. Oxyjjyruo' keraudrenli, 224,
Olivine, 22, 155, 217, 226, 243, 296, 297, 300, 301, ,, ranqii, 224.

303, 305, 307, 310, 311, 312, 313, 316, 0.!,rhiIia, 178, 179, 268, 269, 270, 353, 489.
319, 320, 328. ,, Iriquuodoii, 269.

liematised, 312. Oyster shells, 96.
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Pacific Ocean, xiv. Peroxide-oxygen in manganese nodules, 420-421.

33 deposits in, 165-182. Petrons bones (see Earbones).

11 manganese in deposits of, 348-384. Phteodaria, 205, 283, 284,
Paduan mountains, xix. Pharmacosiderite, 347.

Paguru8, 58, 73. Pheroncina, 284.

Palagonite, 41, 43, 47, 61, 63, 65, 67, 73, 81, 83, 91, Philippine Islands, 382.
99, 101, 105, 107, 109, 113, 115, 117, ,, ,, deposits in passages among, 1'73.
119, 121, 123, 125, 127, 129, 131, 133, Phullip8ite, 120-131, 178, 195, 217, 306, 309, 328,
147, 194, 203, 217, 243, 209-300, 301, 333, 357, 358, 359, 362, 365, 378, 400-411.
302, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, Philhipsito crystals, analyses of, 404, 405, 431-433,
312, 313, $16, 317, 319, 320, 342, 345, 460-462.
346, 347, 353, 355, 357, 360, 361, 362, chemical composition of,
363, 365, 368, 389, 408, 412. 404-406.

analyses of, 307, 456-458, 463. distribution of, 405.
l'u.lagonitic lapilhi, 357. mineral associations of, 405.

tufas, 307-311, 357. mode of formation of, 406-411.
Palm fruits, 99. physical characters of, 401-404.
Palina Island, deposit off, 153. Phlogopito, 21.
Pantopelta ico?aspis, 205. Phoenicians, xiii.
Papiete Harbour, deposit in, 122-123. Phonoliths, 406.
Papua (see New Guinea). Phosphate of ammonia, 400.
Pearcey, P. G., x, 14, 18. ,, calcium concretions, 238.
Pebbles, 218, 238, 313, 322, 323, 324, 359, 361. ,, lime, 380, 383, 391-399.

basaltic, 364. Phosphates, alkaline, 399.
volcanic, 364. ,, amnioniacal, 399.

Peclisteins, 303. Phosphatic concretions, 32, 160, 161, 217, 218,237,
Pecten, 139. 238, 338, 343,379, 383,
Pelagic deposits, xxviii, xxix, 185, 186, 188, 391-400, 411, 412.

189-228. analyses of, 392, 393, 451, 452.
area of, 248. chemical composition of,
rate of deposition of, 411, 412. 392-393.

fauna, 252. distribution of, 395-397.
flora, 252. macroscopic characters of,
Foraniinifera, 15, 31, 213-214, 259-283. 391-892.
Mollusca (see Pteropods and Heteropods). microscopic characters
Plankton, 251, 257, 259, 266, 280. 393-395.

Peloeina, 263. mineral associations tif,
Pelseneer, P., 224, 256, 266. 395-397.
Peuck, A., 298, 307. mode of formation f,
Penguins, 323. 397-400.
Peracti8 b8pzno8a, 224. ,, fossils, 395.

91 reticalata, 224. ,, . lime-stones, xxviii.
Peridotic minerals, 374. ., nodules (see. Phosphatic c4)Itvt.ioIL).

rocks, 326. Phosphoric acid, 275, 399, 400.
Peridotite, 326. Phosphorites, 397.
Periotic bones (see Earbones). Phosphorus, 255.
Pernambuco, deposits between Bahia and, 68-71,166. Phyllitie matter, 315.

Fernando Noronhia and, Phy.eter 7naCrocep/1a!U. 276.
66-69, 156. Pict,, deposits between Fiiyal and, 58-69, 153.

Peroxide of iron (see Iron). ,, ,, San Miguel and, 153.
13 manganese (see Manganese). I'iuotite, 22.
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l'igaffctta, M., xv. Potassium, 418.
Pillars of Hercules, xvi. Pouchet, a, 255.
PiMina, 263. Pourtals, L. F. do, xxiv, xxvii, 382.
Placopsilina bulla, 105. Precipitation; atmospheric, 334, 335.
Plaeo8(egus benthalianu.i, 264. Preface, ix.

cl.allenyeria', 264. . Pro-Tertiary rocks, 314.
()rnatfls, 264. Primary formation; ghauconite in, 384.

Phigiochaso, 20, 217, 226, 231, 243, 296, 297, 300, Prince Edward Island, deposits off, 161 (see Marion
301, 302, 305, 308, 309, 310, 312, 313, 316, Island).
317, 318, 319, 320, 322, 325, 313, 349, 383. Protoxicle of iron, determination of, 28.

Phancu, J., xx. Psanl?noRphtrra, 263.
Plankton, 251. Psilomehauc, 369, 371.

abyssal, 251. Ptoropoda, 31, 36-146, 215, 216, 223, 224, 225, 240,
bathybial, 251. 244, 258, 262, 266-261, 289, 365.
neritic, 25], 281. Ptoropod Ooze, xxix, 186, 189, 223-228.
Oceanic, 251, 281. ,, analyses of, 226-227, 447-448.
pelagic, 251, 257, 259, 266, 280. ,, area of, 227-228, 248.

,, zonary, 251. ,, average composition of, 226.
Planktonic, 252. ,, average depth of, 225, 248.
Plants, 95, 97, 99, 101, 103, 107, lii, 159, 172. ,, distribution of, 227-228.
Phata, Rio do la (see Rio de la Phata). ,, fine washings in, 226.
Plateau surrounding Tristan dii Cunha group, 157. ,, mineral particles in, 226.
Plato, xvi. ,, rate of deposition of, 411, 412.
Pienrocorallium joltnson.i, 342, 465. ,, siliceous organisms in, 226.
Plombires, 401, 402, 407, 410. Ptolemy, xiii.
Plutarch, xiv. Pacliler, xiv.
Plutonic rocks, 314. Pullenia, 50, 132, 165, 167, 172, 176, 192, 260.
"Plutonic tallies," xxv. ,, ubUquiloculata, 120, 180, 214.

Poggendorf, J. C., xiv. ,, quinqueloba, 120, 132.
Poléjaefi N., 264. Pulvinulina, 34-146, 165, 167, 171, 172, 176, 182, 192,
Poliopogon amadou, 41, 284, 285, 342. 216, 225, 260, 267, 289.

giga, 166, 284. ,, eanarieniia, 180, 180, 214.

Polybius, xiii, xvi. ,, crassa, 214.

Polyp; xx, 343. ,, favus, 93, 104, 105, 106.
Poty8to,nella, 36, 40, 48, 154. ,, menardii, 53, 59, 61, 63, 65, 67, 73, 96,

Po1ystinkUwm patens,. 181. 100, 104, 110, 127, 155, 168, 180,

Polytrena, 38, 59, 95, 97, 98,153, 156. 214.
niniaceum, 59. ,, n?klleliniana, 132, 163, 164, 180, 214.
2-ubra, 144. ,, iunzida, 120, 122, 155, 180, 214.

Polyzon, 14, 31, 34-146, 161, 193; 194, 215, 216, Pumice, 32, 37-145, 194, 196, 217, 218, 226, 238,
225, 244, 265, 289, 354. 243, 292, 293, 294-298, 299, 308, 310,

"Porcupine," the, xxvii, 9, 30, 284. 313, 314, 316, 318, 340, 342, 343, 344,

Porphyries, 407. 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 353, 354,

Porphyritic rocks, 326. 355, 357, 359, 361, 364, 367, 369.

Porpoise, earhones of, 272. ,, alteration of, 296.
Port Jackson, deposits in, 82-83. ,, analyses of, 296, 297, 453, 454, 455, 457.

Portugal, 382. ,, andesitic, 296.
Posidotiius, xiii. analysis of, 296.
Possession Buy, xv, 334. ,, basaltic or basic, 295, 296-297, 347, 348,

P&rtiiry volcanic rocks, 314. 349, 355.

Potash, determination of, 28. ,, ,, analysis of, 297.
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Pumice, decomposition of, 295 Raino Island, 379.
distribution of, 295. ,, deposits between New Hebrides and,
feispathie, 347. 90-93, 168-169.
lipaxitác, 295-298, 349, 350. ,, ,, off, 92-93, 169-170.
recognition of minute particles of, 25, "Rambler," the, 30.

297. Rammelsberg, 0. F., 457.
vesicular, 335. Rare elements in manganese nodules, 417-423.

Putrefaction, 256, 264, 277. Rate of deposition in relation to secondary chemical
Puy-de-D8mo, 406. products, 411-412.
Pyrites, 22, 326, 381, 388. ,, ,, of Blue Mud, 411.
Pyrolusito, 367, 369. ,, ,, ,, Coral Mud, 411.
Pyrope, 21. ,, ,, ,, Coral Sand, 411.
Pyroxene, 22, 211, 243, 312, 338. ,, ,, ,, Diatom Ooze, 412.

monoclinic, 319, 326, 332. ,, ,, ,, glauconitic deposits, 411.
rhombic, 296, 313, 819, 828, 332. ,, ,, ,, Globigerina Ooze, 411, 412.

Pyroxenic minerals, 314. ,, ,, ,, Green Mud, 411.
,, ,, ,, Green Sand, 411.

Qualitative analyses of manganese nodules, 418-419, ,, ,, ,, pelagic deposits, 41], 412.
468-469. ,, ,, ,, Pteropod Ooze, 411, 412.

Quantitative analyses of manganese nodules, 419-423, ,, ,, ,, Radiolarian Ooze, 412.
469-470. ,, ,, ,, Red Clay, 412.

Quartz, 22-23, 25, 32, 217, 226, 231, 238, 241, 296, ,, ,, ,, terrigenous deposits, 411.
313, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 322, 324, ,, ,, ,, Volcanic Mud, 411.
325, 326, 365, $81, 384, 389, 393, 396, ,, ,, ,, Volcanic Sand, 411.
407. Rate of fall of organisms in sea-water, 278.

vein, 23, 326. Ratti'ay, John, 282.
Qunrtziferoua diorite, 163. Recent age of deposits, 315.
Quartzite, xxviii, 152, 163, 231, 322, 323. ,, marine formations in general, 184-188.

11 metamorphic, 322. ,, volcanic minerals in general, 318-320.
Quaternary period, 322. ,, ,, products, 292-320.
Quebec group of rocks, 384. Recognition of minute particles of pumice, 25,
Quistenthal, Devonian dolomitic clay of, 199. 297.

Red Clay, xxix, 31, 186, 189, 190-203.
Radiolaria, xxi, xxiii, xxvi, 18, 23, 37-147, 258, 263, ,, analyses of, 197-202, 425-435.

281, 283-284, 289, 355, 357, ,, area of, 202-203, 248.
391. ,, average composition of, 197.

composition of skeletons of, 205. ,, average depth of, 190, 248.
,, in Radiolarian Ooze, 205. ,, carbonate of 1iue in, 193.
,, solution in sea-water of, 205. ,, distribution of, 202-203.

Radiolarian Ooze, xxix, 31, 186, 189, 203-208 ,, fine washings in, 196-197.
of to analyses of, 206-208, 435-436 ,, mineral particles in, 195-196.
17 if area of, 208, 248. ,, rate of deposition of, 412.

,, average composition of, 206. ,, siliceous organisms in, 193.

average depth of, 206, 248. Red Mud, 186, 234-236.
carbonate of limo in, 206. ,, analyses of, 235, 236, 44.1-4.15.
distribution of, 208. ,, area of, 236, 248.
fine washings in, 206. ,, average composition of, 235.

11 to mineral particles in, 206. ,, average depth of, 231, 248.
to IT Racliolaria in, 205. ,, carbonate of lime in, 234.
It is rate of deposition of, 412. ,, distribution of, 236.
9) IT siliceous organisms in, 206 I ,, fine washings in, 235.
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1td Mud, mineral particles in, 235. Rivers of Brazil, 156.
91 siliceous organisms in, 234. Rock fragments, 170-171, 366.

1"d sandstone, 399" ,, continental, 321-324.
1eef, coral, 289-290. ,, ice-borne, 152.

soil of, 294. Rocks and minerals derived directly from the conti
Rcgimrd

.
P., 256. nental masses, 321-326.

Reid, W. O, 278. Rocks, amygdaloid, 406, 407.
Relation of secondary chemical products to rate of ,, ancient, 300, 322.

deposition in deposits, 411-412. ,, basaltic, 304, 334, 361, 364, 406, 407, 408,
Relative frequency of organic remains, 288-289. 409.
Remarks on variation of deposits with change of con- ,, elastic, 292, 318.

ditions, 148-182. ,crystalline, 292, 318, 325, 400, 406, 407,, ,
Renaissance, xiv. 409.
Renard,A.F.,ix,x, 2 327, 373, 434, 436, ,, gnoissic, 361.

437, 445, 446, 449, 451, 454, 455, 461, 464, ,, granitic, 326, 361.
487. 99 liparitic, 319.

Rentlah], S. M., 294. ,, olivine, 325.
Reop/ea, 43, 107, 131. ,, organic, 318.

,, (7?flhJi'urm, 133. ,, peridotlc, 326.
,, notluloa, 99, 113, 115. ,, Plutonic, 314.

Rpicuhifera, 103. ,, porphyritic, 326.
Residue, 14, 16, 17, 35-147. ,, Post-Tertiary, 314.

farinaceous aspect of, 14. ,, Pre-Tertiary, 314.
grain of, 14. ,, schisto-crystalline, 292, 318, 325, 326.
plasticity of, 14. ,, schistose, xxvii, 325, 326.

Retention of salts in deposits, 236. ,, Tertiary, 314.
Reuss, A. E., 387. ,, tufaceous, 400.
Rhalnlammina, 35, 47, 51, 53, 55, 91, 113. ,, vesicular, 407.
"Riiahdammina Clay," 186. ,, volcanic, 340, 343, 360, 368, 369, 372,373,
Rhabdoliths, 15, 31, 34-146, 215, 216, 225, 230, 240, 374, 377, 400, 402, 403, 406, 407, 409.

258, 289. Rockall, xxvi.
Ithabdospheres, 215, 257-258, 262. Roman bricks, 401, 407.
Rh/:arnmina, 101, 125. ,, concrete,-, 401, 407.

a1ya:r,wi, 105, 107, 109, 117, 123, Roots of trees, 321.
125, 127, 133, 172. Rose, G., 329.

Rhizupods, 350, 354, 356, 360, 362, 391, 396, 399 Ross, Sir James Clark-, xv, xxi, 209.
(see Foraminilera and Radiolaria). ,, J. U., 268, 496.

Rh izuaoknia, 982. ,, Sir John, xv.

"fureafa, 210. Ross' Antarctic Expedition, 30.
,, thhformis, 210. Ro8della antardllca, 79, 284, 286.

11liombic pyroxone, 243, 296, 313, 319, 326, 332. Rotal4 48, 93, 100, 102, 106, 110, 170.
Ril1e, H. N. 285. soI(lanu, 104, 108, 263.
1iniini, xx. Rtalidt, 34-146, 193, 206, 216, 225, 230, 289.
Fio de III Plata, 159. Roth, 3., 199.

deposits between Ascension anti, Rudolph, E., 293.
159. "Ruport's drops," 298.

Falkland Islands and, Rurutu Island, 359.
136-139, 158-159. Russia, 384.

deposits between Tristan thi Cunha Rutilo, 23, 322, 326, 401.
and, 138-143.

deposits off, 138-430. " Sable vaseux," 186.
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Sagenite, 23. Schizopoda, 251.
Sahara, 324. Schmelek, L., 186.
Saline deposits, 187 Sckreibersite, 328.
Sa1p, 258. Schulze, F. E., 205, 285.
Salts retained in deposits, 236. ,, Fr., 228.
Salzbergen, Wealden clay of, 199. Scopeid fish, 181.
Samboangan, deposits between Amboina and, 98-99. Scoresby, Captain, xv.

is )3 11 Manila and, 98-103. Scorh, 311.
New Guinea and, Scoriaceous glass, 309.
102-105. Scotland, 382, 406.

Sandstone, xxviii, 57, 81, 158, 162, 163, 231, 322, 406. Scottish Marine Station, 372, 373.
chioritic, 211, 322. Seals, 323.
inicaceous, 211, 322. Sea of Azov, xiii, xvi.
red, 322. ,, Kamchatkn, xxiii.

Sandwich Islands, 400, 405. Sea Reach, deposit in, 182.
deposits between Japan and, Sea-salts retained in deposits, 236.

112-119, 177-178. Secondary chemical products in relation to rate of
deposits between Tahiti and, deposition in deposits, 411-412.

118-123, 178-179. ,, formations, glauconite in, 384.
deposits off, 118-119, 118. Sediment suspended in fresh and salt water, 228-229.

Sandy Point, deposits between Falkland Islands and, Sedimentary rocks, 384.
138-137, 158. Seeds, 95.

deposits between Gulf of Peflas and, "Seine," the, 30.
132-185. Seneca, xvii, xviii.

Sanidine, 20, 217, 226, 243, 296, 313, 316, 317, Seuft, F., 197.
320, 325. Separation of calcareous organisms in deposits, 14.

San Miguel, deposits between Pico and, 153. Septarian nodules, 375.
1P 11 Santa Maria and, 153. Sericite, 21, 322, 325, 326.

Santa-atarina, meteoric iron of, 330. . Serpentine, 23, 155, 217, 326.
Santa Maria, deposits between San Miguel and, 1.53. ,, rocks, 152.
Santorin Island, 293. Serpentinous substance, 325.
Sarcodic substance, 399. Scipida, 34-136, 151, 153, 156, 157, 160, 163, 172,
Sardinian Sea, 174, 175, 216, 289, 343.
Sargasso Seas, 252. ,, phitippensü, 264.
Sarmiento Channel, deposits in, 182. Serpularian, 354.
Sara, M., Serpulida?, 264.
Sartorius You Walterahausen, 307. Sealer, L., xix.
Scale used in Diagrams, 415. Shagreen, 350.
Scales of fish, 80. Shale, xxviii, 375.
Scalpdllum, 43, 142, 265, 342, 343, 364. ,, earthy, 163.

darwinli, 133, 364. Shallowest depth far removed from land, 143.
Scapula of fish, 267. Shallow-water l3enthos, 250.
Scheerer, T., 228. ,, deposits, 185, 186, 187-188.
Schist, 158, 211, 318, 323. area of, 187, 229, 248.

actinolite-, 325. composition of, 187.

argillaceous, 406. ., zone, 187, 320, 321, 383.
crystalline, 325, 326, 400. Sharks' teeth, 9, 29, 32, 120--131, 196, 218, 268--270,
mica-, 152, 163, 195, 322, 325. 310, 333, 341, 342, 3-14, 345, 346,

Schistoid diorite, 163. 3.17, 349, 350, 353, 355, 356, 357,

Schisto-crystalliuc rocks, 292, :318, :325, 326, 380. 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 365,
Schistose rocks, xxviii, 322, 3. 366, 367, 368, :375, 378, 391, .112.
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sharks' teeth, analyses of, 488--489. Society Islands, 400.
"Shearwater," the, xxvii. ,, deposits between Sandwich Islands and,
Shetland Islands, xxiii. 1'78-279.
Shields, J., 421. ,, deposits between Valparaiso and,
Shrimps, 181. 180-181.
Sicily, xxi, 307. ,, deposits off, 179-180.
Sidell, W. H., 228, 287. Soda, determination of, 28.
Siobengobirgo, 406. Soil of coral atolls, 294.
Sienna, 20. Soldani, £, xx, xxi.
Sieves, 9. Solina, W. J., 286.
Sigabee, C. D., 11. Solomon Islands, xxix.
Silica, xxiv, 22, 23, 25, 205, 286, 374, 376. Solution of calcareous structures in sea-water, 277, 278,

determination of, 28. 279, 280.
Silicate of alumina, hydrated, 338, 374, 408. ,, Cetacean bones in sea-water, 270, 276, 277.

11 iron, xxiv. ,, siliceous organisms in sea-water, 205, 288.
19 limo, xxiv. Sombrero, deposits between. Tenerife and, 40-46,

Silicate spherulcs, 230-332. 149-160.
Silicates, alkaline, 408. ,, deposits off, 44-45, 160.
Siliceous organisms, 17, 18, 25, 31, 35-147,Sorby, H. C., 279.

281-288 Soro8pluera, 43.
in Blue Mud, 231. Sounding and dredging arrangements on board the

,, ,, Coral Mud, 245. Challenger, 12.
,Coral Sand, 246. Sounding, deepest in the Atlantic, 48-47.
Diatom Ooze, 209. ,, Pacific, 108-109, 176,
fine washings, 25. 204-206.

,, Globigerina Ooze, 216-217. ,, shallowest far from land, 143.
Green Mud, 238. Sounding lead, Buchanan's improved, 2.
Green Sand, 239. ,, cup, 1, 2.
Pteropod Ooze, 226. ,, ordinary deep-sea, 1.
Radiolarian Ooze, 206. ,, valve, 1, 2.
Red Clay, 193. Sounding machine, Baillie, 2, 3.
Red Mud, 234. ,, Hydra, 2, a
Volcanic Mud, 241. Sounding tube and water-bottle, Buchanan's combined,
Volcanic Sand, 243. 4, 6.

,, solution in sea-water of, 288. Soundings, first deep, xv.
"Siliceous shore deposit," 186. South America (see America).
Siliceous Sponges, 281, 342, 351, 367. ,, deposits between Tahiti and, 180-181.
Silicic acid (see Silica). ,, ,, off, 68-71, 180-182,
Silurian sands, 384. South Carolina, xxvii.
"Silvertown," the, 30. South Sea Islands, xxii.
Simon's Bay, deposit in, 74-75. Southern Indian Ocean, deposits in, 180-185.
Sipöcz, L., 27, 208, 456, 458-461, 463. manganese in deposits of,
Skelmorlie Bank, manganese deposits on, 365. 343-348.
Skylax of Coryanda, xvi. Specimens of deposits available, 29-30.
Sladen, W. P., 265. Spectroscopic examination of manganese nodules,
Slags, 332. 417-418.
Slane, N. Ic, xiv. Sperm whale, 276.
Slate, 211, 322, 401. Sphroidea, 284.
Slip water-bottle, 6, 8. Sphroidina, 167, 192, 260, 267.
Smith, E. A., 224, 266, 267. ,, bulloide, 100.

Lawrence, 462. ,, dehiscens, 155, 168, 180, 214.
DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS OUALL. ExP.-l 891. 68
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Spherolithic globules of philipsite, 403, 409. Stroplionernas, 406.

Spherosiderites, 375. Studer, T., 264.

Spherules, cosmic, 22, 32, 194, 327-336, 353, 356, Styela bythia, 346.
358, 365, 378, 403. ,, squalnosa, 346.

magnetic, 217, 327-336, 361. StylasteridLe, 264.
black, 327-330. Suabia, 384.
brown) 330-332. Subaerial eruptions, 292, 293, 299, 314, 318, 406, 408.

with crystalline structure, 830-382. Sub-littoral zone, 383, 388.
Spicules of Alcyonaria (see Alcyonarian spicules). Submarine eruptions, 293, 299, 307, 313, 314, 318,

Sponges, xxIil, xxvi, 18, 23, 35-147, 263, 378, 405, 408.
284-286, 289, 351. ,, springs, 372, 373, 397.

calcareous, 264. ,, tufas, 310.
Spines of Echinoderms, 34-146. ,, volcanoes, 375, 376, 412.

on Globigerina shells, 173. ,, zeolites, 400-411.
Spirit of wine, use of in drying deposits, 11. Subsidence of sea-bottom, 168, 177.
SpirolocuUna tenuis, 114. Sulim, R. v. Willemoes-, 372.
Spitzbergen, xxii. Sulphate of lime, xxvi.
Sponge spiculea (see Spicules of Sponges). Sulphates, 255, 256, 338.
Sponges, xxi, 41, 69, 79, 89, 97, 99, 109, 281, 342, Sulphide of iron, 409.

343, 351, 367, 375. Sulphides, 253, 254, 255.
calcareous, 264, 367. Sulphur, 255.
siliceous, 281, 342, 351, 361. Sulphuretted hydrogen, 253, 956.

Spratt, Captain, xxiii. Sulphuric acid, 256.
Spumellaria, 205, 383. ,, ,, in manganese nodules, 421.
Spyroidea, 205. Sulu Sea, deposits in, 102-103, 173.
Stanley Harbour, deposit in, 136-137. Sunda Strait, 294.
Starfishes, 265. Surface Diatoms, analysis of, 281, 437.
Stas, J. 8., 420. ,, fauna and flora, 164-165, 168, 176.
State of oxidation of manganese in manganese nodules, ,, tow-net, 9, 10.

470-471. Suspension of clayey matter in water, 196, 228-29,
Steno, Nicolaus, xviii 287, 339, 340.
Stophanoscyphus, 354. "Swallow," the, 30.

simplex, 105. Sweden, 384.
Starry Hunt, T., 386. Sydney, deposits between Melbourne and, 82-83,
Stevenson, T., 185. 185.
Stones, 323, 324, 344. New Zealand and, 84-87,
"Stork," the, 30. 188.
Storthosphtera, 263. off, 82-85, 165.
St. Paul's Island, xiv. Syenite, 53, 152, 322.

Rocks, deposits between Cape Verdes and, "Sylvia," the, 30.
04-65,154-155. Symbols used in Charts and Diagrams, 413.

deposits between Fernando Noronha Sympagella nux, 286.
and, 86-67, 155-156. Synedrafi1fornzis, 210.

deposits off, 64-67, 155. ,, laflceolaP'a, 210.
St. Thomas, deposits between Bermuda and, 44-49, ,, nitzschioides, 210.

150. Synoptical Tables of Challenger deposits, 83-147.
St. Vincent (see Cape Verdes). Syrinqammina frafi1issirna, 105.

71 Harbour, deposit in, 62-63,164.
Strabo, xiii, Xvi, XVII. Tables of Challenger deposits, 33-147
Strait of Sunda, 294. Tachylite, 22.
Strontium, 418. Tagus, deposit off mouth of, 148.
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Tahiti, deposits between Sandwich Islands and, Thomson, Sir William, xvi.
118-123,178-179. Thoulot, 3., 11, 186, 207, 285, 337.

Valparaiso and, 124-131, Tlturammina papiliata, 129.
180-181. Tiburonos, Los, xiv.

off, 122-125, 179-180. Tides, 292, 321, 409.
rock fragments obtained between Valparaiso Tigris, River, xii.

and, 329-323. Tionfolokker Islands, deposit off, 94-95.
Talc, 338. Tissandior, G., 334.
"Talisman," the, 30. Titanic iron, 327, 329, 374, 377.
Technitdila, 263. Titaniferous magnetite, 331.
Teeth of fish, 34-146, 216, 267-210, 289, 367. Titanium, 418.

horses, fluorine. in, 495 Tizard, Captain, xxiii, 251.
sharks (see Sharks' teeth). Tongatabu, deposits between New Zealand and, 86-87,

"Tegel" of Baden, 199. 166.
Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Co.'s ships, off, 86-89, 166-16'?.

xxviii, 30. Torres Strait, deposits in, 92-93.
ships, 48. Tourmaline, 23, 195, 217, 231, 238, 320, 322, 324,

TeLles, A., 389. 326, 383.
Telluric particles, 334, 335. Tow-net, 9, 10.
Tenerife, deposits between Madeira and, 38-39, 149. Trackysplienia austr&is, var. antarctica, 210.

It I) Sombrero and, 40-45,149-160. Trachyte, 296, 311.
Tennant & Co., 365. Tracbytie ashes, 313.
Terebratnia, 76, 78. ,, cinders, 313.
Termination Land, deposits between Melbourne and, ,, tufa, 174.

80-83. "Transition Clay," 186.
Terrestrial and extra-terrestrial substances in deep-sea Transitional Area, xxviii.

deposits, 291-336. Trawl, beam, 8, 9.

Terrigenous deposits, xxviii, 185, 186, 188, Trees, 321, 348.
228-248. Triae of Scotland, 406.

area of, 229, 248. Triassic strata, 334.
rate of deposition of, 411. Trichites, 313.

,, mineral particles, 324-326. Triclinic felspar, 319, 325.
"Terror," the, 208. Trinidad Channel, deposit in, 182.

Tertiary deposits, 315. Trinity Bay, xxv.
formations, glauconite in, 385. "Tripoli," xxi.

strata., 378, 397. Tristan da Cunha, deposits between Ascension and,

volcanic rocks, 314. 142-145.

Testaceans, . ,, deposits between Bahia and,

Tetractinellid spicules, 284. 70-731157.
Tetrodon, 269, 358. ,, deposits between Cape of Good

Te.thdaria, 34, 46, 52, 54, 56, 60, 66, 93, 100, 104, Hope and, 74-76, 157-158.

129, 165, 170, 193. ,, deposits between Rio do la Plat*

dilatata, 98. and, 138-143.

aagit(nkt, 105. ,, deposits off, 72-73, 157.

Texthhirida, 34-146, 193, 216, 225, 230, 289. ,, rocks fragments obtained between

T/zaia$sjone,lza nitz8chiodeg, vat. lanceolata, 210. the Cape and, 322.

Tha1z&iot/iri iongi8.a1na, var. antarctica, 210. Tristan plateau, deposits on, 157, 159.

Thallium, 371, 377, 418. "Triton," the, 30, 251, 281.

T/vtllop1iyIc, 184. Trochuinmina, 41, 47, 53.

Thomson, C. Wyyule, ix, xxiii, xxvii, x,cviii, 29, 190, ,, yateata, 121.

191, 253. 17 ir211lies141a, 111, 117, 119.
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Tropman anchor used as a dredge, 10, 11. Vasco cli Gama, xiv.
Truncatulina, 34, 36, 40, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 58, 60, "Vase," 186.

80,124. "Vase calcaire," 186.
lobatula, 106, 134, 263. "Vase graveleuse," 186.

pygna, 42, 90, 91, 104, 106, 108, 110, "Vase sableuse," 186.
112, 116. Vegetable matter, 75, 77, 161, 253, 383.

tenera, 134. ,, organisms, 398.
Techermak, G., 330, 458. Vein quartz, 23, 326.
Tubes of Annelids (see Worm-tubes). Venturi, G. B., xviii.

Serpula (see &rpula). Vermilia, 264.
Tubuai Island, 359. Verizeuilna, 50.
Tubularian, 354. ,, pygma, 109.
Tufa, 153, 181, 293, 307, 308, 342, 366, 406. Veronese mountains, xix.

calcareous, xvii, yjr. VertebrLe of fish, 86, 112, 267, 268.
palagonitic, 307-311, 357. Vesicular basalts, 365, 408.

,, trachytic, 174. ,, pumice, 335.
,, volcanic, 329, 358, 359, 364. ,, rocks, 407.

Tufaceous andesitic cinders, 313. Vesuvius, xxii.
,, rocks, 400. Vicentin mountains, xix.

Tunicata, 194, 346. Victoria Barrier, xxi.
Tunis, 334. ,, Land, xxii.
Tunny, 269, 358. Vinci, Leonardo da, xviii.
Turner, Sir W., x, 270, 276, 323. Virgin Islands, deposits off, 150.
Turpey, Captain, 294, 295. Volcanic ashes, xxiv, 195, 196, 294, 299, 312,

Tuscany, xx. 314-318, 358, 359, 363, 405, 408.
"Tuscarora," the, 30, 208, 2099 236, 290, 365, 379, 405. "Volcanic clay," 186.
Tuscarora belknapi, 284. Volcanic debris, 372, 375, 376, 391, 401, 410.
Twigs, 95, 97, 111. ,, dust, 292.
Tympanic bones (see Earbones). ,, flows, 405.
Types of deep-sea deposits, 189-248. ,, glass, 217, 226, 319, 320, 340, 345, 346,
Tyrrhenian Sea, xiii. 347, 357, 360, 412.

basic (see Basic volcanic glass).
United States Coast Survey, xiii, xxvii. ,, grit, xxviii.

11 Fish Commission, 30. ,, lapihi, 333, 357, 368.

Upper Tertiary sandstones, 406. ,, minerals, 318-320, 340, 369, 373, 383, 403,
Uralite, 319, 326. 406.

Urinary calculi, 367. distinctive characters of, 319.

Uvigerina, 34, 36, 53, 100, 126, 129, 130, 131, 162. Volcanic Mud, 186, 240-244.

asperula, 104, 127, 128. ,, analyses of, 243-244, 450.
area of, 244, 248.

Valentia, xxiv, xxv. ,, average composition of, 242.
"Valorous," the, 30. ,, average depth of, 241, 248.

Valparaiso, deposits between Gulf of Peilas and, ,, carbonate of lime in, 241.
132-133, 181-182. ,, distribution of, 244.

deposits between Tahiti and, 124-131, ,, fine washings in, 42.
180-181. ,, mineral particles in, 241.

deposits off, 130-131. ,, rate of deposition of, 411.
rock fragments obtained between Tahiti ,, siliceous organisms in, 241.

and, 322-323. Volcanic particles, vitreous, 25, 32.
Valve lead, 1,2. ,, pebbles, 364.
Vanadium, 377. ,, products, recent, 292-320.
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Volcanic rocks, 340, 343, 360, 368, 369, 372, 373, Williamson, W. C., x'iii.
374, 377, 383, 397, 400, 402, 403, Willemoes-Suhm, R. v., 372.
406, 407, 109. Wind-borne particles, 150, 154, 316, 324, 326, 384.
Post-Tertiary, 314. Winds, 321, 324, 382.

,, Tertiary, 314 Wolfgang, M., xx.
Volcanic Sand, 240-244. Wood, pieces of, 95, 99, 101, 103, 107, 172, 348.

area of, 244, 248. Worm-tubes, 45, 76, 78, 80, 86, 93, 95, 105, 107,
average composition of, 243. 111, 113, 117, 195, 127, 133, 139, 141, 174,
average depth of, 242, 248. 289, 354, 355, 308, 365.
carbonate of limo in, 2-12. Worms, xv.
distribution of, 244. Wright, E. P., 264.
line washings in, 243. WaIting, E. A., 334.
mineral particles in, 243.

19 rate of deposition of, 411. Yellow Sea, 384.
siliceous organisms in, 243. Yokohama, deposits between Admiralty Islands and,

"Volcanic shore deposit," 186. 106-111.
Volcanic tufa, 329, 358, 359, 364. ,, deposits between Sandwich Islands and,
Volcanoes, distribution of, 292, 293. 112-119.

submarine, 375, 376, 412.
Zeolites, 23, 299, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 312, 313,

Wad, 2011 371. 316, 320, 338, 354, 356, 357, 358, 362, 363,
Wähnor, F., xxviii. 378, 393, 400-411, 412.
Walet, M., xx. Zinc, 377, 418.
Waffich, G. C., xxvi. ,, blends, 304.

Waiteriaflemmingi'i, 286. Ziphioid whales, beaks of, 272, 275, 361.
Waltershausen, Sartorius von, 307. ,, ,, ,, ,, analyses of, 491, 494, 495.
Water, determination of, 27. Zipltiu8, 71, 275, 343, 491, 494, 495.

in manganese nodules, 420. ,, cavirostris, 971, 272.
Water-bottle, Buchanan's combined sounding tube Zircon, 23, 195, 217, 231, 238, 320, 322, 326, 383,

and, 4, 6. 384.

slip, 6, 8. Zonary Plankton, 251.
Waters, A. W., 265. Zone, abyssal, 397.
Watson, R. B., 267. ,, coast, 397.
Waves, 292, 321, 409. ,, coral, 188.

earthquake, 293. ,, coralhne, 188.

Wealdon clay of Salzbergen, 199. ,, deep-sea, 188.

Wednesday Island, deposits off, 170. ,, laminarian, 188.

Whales' bones (3cc Bones of Cetaceans). ,, littoral, 187, 320, 321, 383, 397.

White chalk, xxvii, xxviii, 396. ,, shallow-water, 187, 320, 321, 383.

mica, 322, 325, 326, 383, 384, 389. ,, sub-littoral. 383, 388.

Will, H., 470. Zo8tera maritima, 372.
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PLATE I.

Fig. I. Large rounded fragment of pumice (one-fourth natural size). This is a characteristic specimen belong

ing to the light porous and filamentous liparitic variety; only a few minerals are visible to the

naked eye. The surface is but slightly altered, and the pores are filled with small Ciobigerina
shells, and other materials of the deposit in which it was imbedded. Station 246; 200 fathoms.

North Pacific.

Fig. 2. Smaller rounded specimen (natural size) belonging to the same variety as the preceding, showing

Brachiopods (Discina) and Hydroids (Step1iano8cypkus) attached. The surface has a brownish

coating of altered material, and in some places there are depositions of the hydrated peroxide of

manganese. Station 246; 2050 fathoms. North Pacific.

Fig. 3. Rounded specimen of the acid variety of pumice (natural size), out of which a section has been cut to

show the altered zone of argillaceous matter in all the external parts, while the central parts are
but slightly altered by decomposition. Station 246; 2050 fathoms. North Pacific.

Fig. 4. Section of another specimen of the same variety as the preceding (natural size), showing a decomposed
brown zone surrounding the relatively little decomposed centre. Station 246; 2050 fathoms.
North Pacific.

All the above specimens floated in water a few months after they had been dredged from the bottom.

Figs. 5 and 6. Pumice stones surrounded by layers of the hydrated peroxide of manganese, so that they may
be called manganese nodules (natural size). The pumice is here very much decomposed, especially
in the zone nearest the layers of manganese. In fig. 5 the layer of manganese is only about
1 mm, in thickness, while in fig. 6 it is fully 1 cm.; in the former the structure of the pumice is
well preserved, but in the latter it is obliterated, the pumice being for the most part soft and
earthy. The pores of the pumice are often filled with reddish earthy or clayey matter. In some
samples from this station the structure of the nuclei of pumice is almost wholly lost, and can with
difficulty be recognised. Station 248; 2900 fathoms. North Pacific.

Fig. 7. An irregular, white, fibrous fragment of liparitic pumice, with the central portions more or less
altered, the fissures being often filled with the mud of the bottom (natural size). A zone of man
ganese, mingled with earthy matter, is often sharply marked oft' from the central parts, then follow
concentric zones of the peroxide of manganese, covered with the clay of the deposit. Station 241;
2300 fathoms. North Pacific.

Fig. 8. Black-brown scoriaceous fragment of basaltic pumice, with numerous circular vesicles (natural size).
Crystals of plagioclase, occasionally 4 to 6 mm. in diameter, can be seen with the naked eye, and
other minerals are recognised in microscopic slides. The vesicles shown in the figure are like those
in the interior, which are filled with the infiltrated clay, giving the fragment an oolitie appearance.
Station 241; 2300 fathoms.North Pacific.



PLATE II.

Fig. 1. A very characteristic manganese nodule as regards shape and general appearance (natural size). Over

thirty nodules more or less like this one were procured at this station. The general form is round,

and the mcintmi1l are not prominent, but run the one into the other without forming marked

reliefs. The upper and under surfaces present a sensible difference of aspect. The inferior

surface, here figured, we believe to have been plunged into the ooze; it is covered with an immense

number of rugosities,-little rounded points 1 or 2 mm. in diameter, and the same in height,
which, being scattered over the whole surface, render the nodule rough to the touch, and some
what like shagreen. These asperities are not so abundant on the upper surface, which is on the
whole much smoother. Station 248; 2900 fathoms. North Pacific.

Fig. 2. Similar nodule (natural size), in the interior of which were found the remains of a siliceous Sponge

(Farrea). A portion of the skeleton of the Sponge is represented, more highly magnified, in fig.
2a; the minute canals of the Sponge are seen to be filled with manganese. Some portions of the
siliceous skeleton appear to have been removed by solution. The nodule has probably been formed
round a fragment of a Sponge. Station 248; 2900 fathoms. North Pacific.

Fig. 3. Irregular pyramidal-shaped variety of nodule (natural size). The nodule is wedge-shaped, and the
entire surface is maminilluted. The reliefs are more or less pronounced in two directions, the first

being parallel to the lateral edges of the wedge, along radii, the second being more or less parallel
to the superior surface of the figure, and following a curved direction. Station 160; 2600 fathoms.
Southern Ocean.

Fig Ba. Section showing the internal structure of a nodule similar to the preceding (natural size). The alter

nating zones, from 1 to 2 Inni. in diameter, are yellowish white and black-brown. The light
coloured bands are traversed by dendritic depositions of manganese, which is in greater abundance
in the dark layers. Station 160; 2600 fathoms. Southern Ocean.

Fig. 3b. Portion of one of these nodules from which the manganese has been removed by concentrated hydro
chloric acid. An examination of these clayey skeletons shows that the yellowish white matter
extends also into the black bands in the interior of the nodule. Station 160; 2600 fathoms.
Southern Ocean.

Fig. 4. Section. of one of the larger nodules from the North Pacific (natural size). The external surface is
similar to that of fig. 1. The several white nuclei are found on examination to be highly-altered
fragments of pumice, around which layers of manganese have been deposited, the whole being
ultimately formed into one nodule. Station 248; 2900 fathoms. North Pacific.

Fig. 5. One of the larger nodules from the South Pacific (natural size). The interior of these nodules consists
of light brown concentric layers arranged round small altered volcanic fragments, or sharks' teeth
and their fragments. The outer layers, for a depth of about 5 mm., are of a much darker colour
than the inner ones. Station 285; 2375 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 6. Five instances of small sharks' teeth, and little pellets of pumice, surrounded and cemented together
by depositions of the hydrated peroxide of manganese (natural size), showing, as it were, the
nodules in process of formation around various nuclei, and their agglomeration into larger nodules.
Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 7. Four small nodules (natural size) in a later stage of growth, so to speak, than those represented in fig. 6.
The nuclei in both cases are of tho same nature. Station 285; 2375 fathoms. South Pacific.



PLATE III.

Fig. 1. Portion of a large flattened fragment of manganese from the North Atlantic (natural size). The
original fragment was over a foot in diameter, and was evidently a piece torn from a much larger
mass by the action of the dredge. The upper surface shows the usual rough mainn'illated appear
ance, being black and shining, while the interior is black-brown. To this nodule was attached a
large branching Coral; at the upper right hand side of the figure a portion of the base of this Coral
is seen to be attached to the nodule, and to be again covered by a slight coating of manganese.
Station 3; 1525 fathoms. North Atlantic.

Figs. 2 and 3. Fragments of the Coral (Pleurocorallium john8oni) attached to the above nodule (natural size).
The Coral was all dead, and in some places much corroded; it was everywhere coated and per
meated by depositions of manganese, sometimes 01 mm. in thickness. The axis in some places
was 2 cm. in diameter; it was pure white with black rings, took a high polish, and contained a
considerable quantity of organic matter. Amidst the arms of the Coral was seated a large living
siliceous Sponge (Poliopogon amadou). Station 3; 1525 fathoms. North Atlantic.

Fig. 4. Pyramidal nodule from the South Pacific (natural size). The upper parts and upper surface are
smoother and more compact than the lower ones, which are niammillated and covered with
asperities resembling in many respects the nodule figured in Plate II. fig. 3. Station 299; 2160
fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 5. One of a large number of nodules of similar size and external appearance from the North Pacific

(natural size). Its dimensions were 7 x 7 x 5 cm. The specimen is broken to show that in the
centre there is a large Clarcharodon tooth about 4 cm. in length. The tooth is surrounded by
concentric layers of manganese 15 cm. in thickness, and the whole nodule takes roughly the form
of the tooth. The outer layers, 6 mm. in thickness, are of a lighter colour than the deeper ones,
and the same is the case with other nodules from this station. Only the hard dentine of the tooth
remains, the external surface being black and shining; the vaso-dentine has entirely disappeared,
and the whole tooth is impregnated with manganese. Station 252; 2740 fathoms. North Pacific.

Fig. 6. Nodule similar to the preceding, shown in section (natural size). Three zones may be distinguished:
first, in the centre an elongated yellowish white nucleus, penetrated by dendrites of manganese,
and in some places sharply separated from the second zone of dark layers of manganese, in which
no concentric arrangement can be observed, the third zone being composed of concentric layers of
manganese, the outer ones of a lighter colour than the inner ones. As shown in the figure, there
is a thin layer of clay of varying continuity immediately below the concentric layers. The man

ganese has always a semi-metailic lustre on a broken and polished surface. Station 252; 2740
fathoms. North Pacific.

Fig. 7. Section of a nodule from the South Pacific (natural size). In the centre there is a light-coloured
nucleus, probably of volcanic origin, surrounded by layers which are denser and blacker than usual.
The outer surface is extremely irregular. Station 289; 2550 fathoms. South Pacific.

Figs. 8 and 9. Nodules from the South Pacific, one showing the external form, and the other in section (natural
size). The external surface has a mammillated and rough appearance similar to that of the majority
of nodules, but the internal portions are quite different, remarkable, and exceptional. Nearly all
the nodules from this station have yellowish white or greenish nuclei. In general the nuclei are
soft, and contain numerous casts of Foraminifera, but none of the carbonate of lime of the shells
remains; there is a dendritic arrangement of manganese throughout the nucleus. The nodules are
from a deposit of Globigerina Ooze, and seem to have been formed round aggregations of the
bottom. Station 297; 1775 fathoms.South Pacific.



PLATE IV.

Fig. 1. External form and appearance of a typical nodule from the North Pacific (natural size). The little
knob on he top is a small piece of pumice cemented to the nodule by enveloping layers of man

ganese, apd the swellings on the Bide have a similar structure and origin. The nodules from
this station looked like a lot of potatoes when rolled out of the dredge. Station 252; 2740 fathoms.
North Pacific.

Fig. 2. Typical manganese nodule from the Central Pacific (natural size). All the nodules taken at this
station (about one hundred) have the same general form, and are the most compact of all the
nodules dredged during the cruise. The upper surface is smooth, and very different in aspect
from the under surface, which is covered with little rough mammi11, having spaces between them,

giving this face a scoriaceous aspect. The whole nodule has a discoidal form. Station 274; 2750
fathoms. Mid Pacific.

Fig. 3. One of several large slabs dredged among the nodules from the South Pacific, in section, and showing
part of the upper surface (natural size). About the middle of the section there is a dark line
which appears to represent the upper surface of an old sea-bottom, with manganese nodules
imbedded or partially imbedded in the clay. A fall of ashes would appear to have taken place,
covering the floor of the ocean in some places to the depth of an inch. The coarser particles lie

immediately on the clay, and contain much black mica, then follow layers of finer and finer

particles. Subsequently the bottom was apparently, after consolidation, rent by cracks, and layers
of manganese were deposited over the upper surface and down the cracks, binding the whole into
a compact mass. Station 281; 2385 fathoms. South Pacific. (For microscopical description of
this slab see Plate XXI. fig. 2).

Fig. 4. Round nodule from the same station, in section (natural size). On one side there is a whitish layer of
volcanic ashes, over which, as in the case of the slabs, there is a layer of manganese. The side

with the layer of ashes had evidently been the upper surface of the nodule when resting on the

bottom of the sea. Station 281; 2385 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 5. Another nodule from the same station (natural size), broken to show the Carcharodon tooth in the

centre. Station 281; 2385 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 6. Upper surface of rather rare and irregular form of nodule from the South Pacific (natural size). It is

more or less flattened, and presents a scoriaceous aspect, with a rugged appearance on the upper
surface. The interior contains a yellowish earthy matter. Station 276; 2350 fathoms. South

Pacific.

Fig. 7. Section of another nodule from the same station (natural size). The interior does not present any con-

centric structure, but there is an outer zone of concentric layers from 2 to 3 mm. in diameter.

The nucleus was probably originally a piece of pumice. Station 276; 2350 fathoms. South

Pacific.

Fig. 8. External surface of the same nodule (natural size), showing the scaly structure of the outer zones.



PLATE V.

Figs. 1 and la. Tooth of Carcharodon megalodon, outer surface and profile (natural size). This is the largest
specimen taken during the cruise. Station 281; 2385 fathoms. South Pacific.

Figs. 2, 3 and 3a, 4, 5 and 5a. Other specimens of (Jarcharodon, slightly coated with manganese, from the
same station (natural size). Station 281; 2385 fathoms. South Pacific.

Figs. 6, 7 and 7a. Teeth of Oarcharockn (natural size). Station 285; 2375 fathoms. South Pacific.

Figs. 8 and 9. Small serrated teeth (HemiprisUs?) (natural size). Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Paci&.

Figs. 10 and 11. Small serrated teeth (Hemsr4is ) (natural size). Station 285; 2375 fathoms. South
Pacific.

Fig. 12. Small serrated tooth (Carcharodon?) (natural size). Station 276; 2350 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 13. Small serrated tooth (Carcharia8$') (natural size). Station 281; 2385 fathoms.South Pacific.



PLATE VI.

Figs. 1 and 1g. Large tooth of Oxyrhina (Oxyrhina trigonodon 7), about the largest specimen taken during the
cruise (natural size). Station 276; 2350 fathoms. South Pacific.

Pigs. 2 and 2a, 3 and 3a, 4 and 4a, 5 and 5a, 6 and 6a, 7 and 7a. Other specimens of Oxyrhina (natural size).
Station 285; 2375 fathoms. South Pacific.

Pig. 8. Tooth of Oxyrhina or centre fang of Otodus (natural size). Station 274; 2750 fathoms. Mid Pacific.

Figs. 9 and 9a, 10 and lOa. Teeth of Oxyrhina or centre fangs of Otodus (natural size). Station 281; 2385
fathoms. South Pacific.

Figs. 11 and ha. Tooth of Oxyrhina or centre fang of Otodus (natural size). Station 274; 2750 fathoms.
Mid Pacific.

Figs. 12 and 12a. Tooth of Ozyrhina or Lamncz, from about the inesial line of the upper or lower jaw (natural
size). Station 285; 2375 fathoms. South Pacific.

Figs. 13 and l3cz. Tooth of Oxyrhina (natural size). Station 281; 2385 fathoms. South Pacific.

Figs. 14 and 14g. Tooth of Lamna (natural size). Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Pacific.

Figs. 15 and iSa. Tooth of Lamna (natural size). Station 281; 2385 fathoms. South Pacific.

Figs. 16 and 16g. Tooth of Lamna (natural size). Station 274; 2750 fathoms. Mid Pacific.

Fig. 17. Tooth of Oxyrhina (natural size). Station 281; 2385 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 18. Tooth of Ozyrhina or Lamna) from about the mesial line of the upper or lower jaw (natural size).
Station 285; 2375 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 19. Small tooth of Lamna (natural size). Station 276; 2350 fathoms. South Pacific.

Figs. 20 and 21. Teeth of Oxyrhina or Lamna, from about the inesial line of the upper or lower jaw (natural
size). Station 285; 2375 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 22. Tooth of Oxyrhina (7) (natural size). May be the form of tooth in the mesial line of an Oxyrhina
jaw. Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 23. Tooth of Oxyrhina or Lamna, from about the mesial line of the upper or lower jaw (natural size).
Station 285; 2375 fathoms.South Pacific.



PLATE VII.

Fig. 1, Tynipanic bone of a large species of Balinoptera, coated and impregnated with manganese (natural
size). Station 285; 2375 fathoms. South Pacific,

Pig. 2. Section of bulla of .Balnoptera (perhaps Baiwnoptera antarctica), similar to the preceding (natural
size). Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 3. Bulla of Bal!enoptera (perhaps Balnopeera ro4rata), with a considerable coating of manganese (natural
size). Station 286; 2335 fathoms.. South Pacific.

Pigs. 4 and 5. Right and left bull of a whale belonging to the Ba1nida, upper and under surfaces (natural
size). The markings shown in fig. 5 were found on both of the bones and are of the same
character; these are the only bones taken during the cruise with such marks, and. they differ from
all the other earbones in other respects as well as in the markings. Station 286; 2335 fathoms.
South Pacific.

Figs. 6 and 7. Tympano-periotic bones of Me8Qplodon (Mesoplodan layardi ?), outer and inner surfaces (natural
size). The bones were coated with manganese and attached when brought up, but in the majority
of cases the petrous and tympanic bones were separate. Station 276; 2350 fathoms. South
Pacific.



PLATE VIII.

Fig. 1. Petrous and. tympanic bones of Me8oplodon (species allied to layardi), outer surfaces covered with man

ganese (natural size). Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 2. Section through petrous and tympanic bones similar to the preceding (natural size), showing the spaces
filled with depositions of manganese and iron, with malleus and incus, &c. Station 286; 2335
fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 3. Petrous bone, and portion of elongated mastoid element continuous with it, belonging to one of the
Baleen whales (natural size). Several such bones were obtained at this station, some very deeply
imbedded in manganese depositions. Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Pacific.

Figs. 4 and 5. Tympano-periotic bones of a Globiocephalus (natural size). Station 274; 2750 fathoms. Mid
Pacific.

Fig. 6. Tympanic bone of Giobiocephalus (1) (natural size). Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 7. Tympanic bone of Kogia (natural size). Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Pacific.

Figs. 8, 9 and 9a. Petrous bones of Cetaceans (Ziphioid) (natural size). Fig. 9a under surface to compare with

fig. 14a. Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 10. Petrous bone of Globiocephalus () (natural size). Station 160; 2600 fathoms. Southern Ocean.

Fig. 11. Tympanic bone of Mesoplodon (?) very deeply imbedded in depositions of manganese (natural size).
Station 160; 2600 fathoms. Southern Ocean.

Figs. 12 and 13. Tympano-periotic bones belonging to one of the Delphin.id (natural size). Station 274;
2750 fathoms, Mid Pacific.

Figs. 14 and L4a. Doubtful Cetacean bone (natural size). Fig. 14a under surface to compare with fig. 9a.
Station 286; 2335 fathoms.South Pacific.



PLATE IX.

Fig. 1. Fourth part of a large nodule from the North Pacific (natural size); the nodule when dredged measured
31 x 20 x 6 centimetres. There is a great difference between the two large faces, the one figured
being the upper surface. The under surface, that which rested on the clay of the bottom, is rough
and consists of numerous closely-set mammill, which are more numerous towards the outer
edges. The upper surface is much smoother, and the reliefs of the mnmrnilh rounded and
softened. Small pieces of pumice that have fallen on the upper surface are cemented to it by
manganese depositions, and in the same way a specimen of Nodosaria can be seen cemented to it
by layers of manganese. In addition, there were attached to the upper surface: four specimens of
Steplianoscyphus, a Tubularian, two Actinians, a Serpuia, two Polyzoons, and many Rhizopod tubes
or rhizomes of a Hydroid. Attached to the under surface at the edge was an Annelid with a
muddy tube. The white central part may be regarded as an elongated nucleus with hollow spaces
filled by clayey matter; it is hard, but can be scratched with a knife. It is impossible to suggest
with any certainty its original nature. The layers of manganese above the nucleus are much
thicker than those below. Station 253; 3125 fathoms. North Pacific.

Fig. la. End portion of the same nodule, from which the manganese has been removed by concentrated
hydrochloric acid (natural size). The way in which some of the inner layers terminate at the
edge suggests that this fragment may at one time have been part of a larger mass.




Fig. 2. Under surface of nodule from the Central Pacific (natural size). It is formed on a large CarciLarodon
tooth, and takes roughly the form of that triangular body; it might be said that there are three
centres of concretion, one at each corner of the triangle. The upper surface is much smoother than
the under. Station 274; 2750 fathoms. Mid Pacific.

Fig. 3. Compact nodule from the South Pacific (natural size). It is deeply mammiflateci, and in the hollows
between the Iuammilla3 there is a rough, irregular Rhizopod tube. The upper part of the figure
shows how the nodule breaks into concentric zones. Station 289; 2550 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 4. Sections of manganese nodule from the North Pacific, one half being demanganesed to show the
structure (natural size). The nucleus is yellowish, and apparently was originally a piece of pumice;
this is surrounded by concentric layers, some of which contain much more manganese than others.
It will be noticed that, with the growth of the nodule, secondary nuclei have been embraced by
the concentric layers. There is an indication of radial as well as concentric structure. Station
248; 2900 fathoms. North Pacific.

Figs. 5 and 6. Sections of nodules from the Central Pacific (natural size). The nucleus is small and surrounded
by black undulating zones or lines superposed the one upon the other. In fig. 6 the face is
demanganesed by concentrated hydrochloric acid to bring out the structure. Station 274; 2750
fathoms. Mid Pacific.

Fig. 7. Section of a round nodule from the North Pacific (natural size). In this case the cut face of the
nodule has been demanganesed. by concentrated hydrochloric acid, which leaves a clayey skeleton
showing well the structure of the nodule. Three zones can be recognised: first, the nucleus;
second, a zone around this without definite structure; and third, an external zone of concentric
layers. Station 252; 2740 fathoms. North Pacific.

Fig. 7a. Portion of the same, showing the external zone with concentric layers (magnified 25 diameters).
Here the intimate structure is seen; the empty spaces are those that were occupied by the

manganese, and the figure shows the interpenetration of earthy and clayey matters.

Fig. 8. Section of nodule from the South Pacific, the face of which has been demanganified to show the
structure (natural size). There is a hard nucleus of volcanic rock, surrounded by a zone without
any alternating layers, around which are concentric layers of the usual form. Station 276; 2350
fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 9. Nodule from the South Pacific (natural size). The surface has been treated with concentrated hydro
chloric acid to remove the manganese; the clayey skeleton that remains is very arcolar in
structure. Station 297; 1775 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 10. Portion of nodule from the Central Pacific (natural size), in which tubes apparently of Rhizopods are
seen between two of the layers of the clayey skeleton that remains after treatment with concen-
trated hydrochloric acid. Station 274; 2750 fathoms. Mid Pacific.



PLATE X.

Pig. 1. Mezorostral bone or beak of a Ziphioid whale (natural size). The whole bone is coated and impreg
nated with manganese. Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. la. Section of the same (natural size), showing canals as in recent species.

Fig. lb. Longitudinal vertical section of the same (magnified 50 diameters), showing the Haversian canal and
lacunw filled or partially filled with peroxide of manganese.

Fig. 2. Portion of the brain-case of a Cetacean, much impregnated and covered by depositions of peroxide of

manganese (natural size). Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Pacific.

Fig. 2a. Transverse vertical section of the same (magnified 40 diameters), showing that the bone is partially
removed, depositions of manganese having taken place in the Haversian canals and lacuna.

Fig. 3. Portion of very light spongy bone, probably a portion of the expanded wing of a superior maxilla,
covered and impregnated with manganese (natural size). Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South
Pacific.

Fig. 4. Transverse section of CarrAarodon tooth (natural size). The vaso-dentine is entirely removed from the
interior, its place being occupied by depositions of manganese; only the hard dentine remains.
Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Pacific.

Pig. 4a. Portion of the dentine of the same (magnified 120 diameters); even the dental tubes are filled or

partially filled with manganese depositions.

Fig. 5. Longitudinal vertical section of Oaiyrlzina tooth (natural size), showing the centre filled with manganese
depositions. Station 286; 2335 fathoms. South Pacific.



PLATE XI.

Fig. 1. Section of Globigerixia Ooze from Station 176; 1450 fathoms, South Pacific. The preparation shows

numerous sections of shells of pelagic Forzrninifera, some of which are filled with an argillaceous
substance of a darker colour than the surrounding mass; others, however, are filled with substances
of a lighter tint. Some of the Forninifera from this station yield, after treatment with dilute

hydrochloric acid, external said internal silicated casts (see Plate XXIV. fig. 3). Among the
mineral particles, colourless splinters of pumice can be recognised. The black particles scattered
over the figure are peroxide of manganese (magnified 104 diameters).

Fig. 2. Mineral particles of Blue Mud from Station 237; 1875 fathoms, North Pacific. These are almost
all of volcanic nature: brown seoriaceous inpilhi, fragments of palagonite, and numerous elongated
fibrous splinters of pumice. Colourless crystals of feispar, among which are plagioclases, may be

recognised; they contain brown or black and opaque inclusions of glass. Around these crystals
of feispar there is at some points vitreous matter of the same colour as the inclusions, being the
remains of the vitreous matter to which these clastic fragments were attached. In addition there
are fragments of hornblende, with characteristic cleavages, pale green splinters of augite, grains of

magnetite, minute particles of other volcanic substances, together with amorphous matter and

organic remainR (magnified 37 diameters).

Fig. 3. The minuter calcareous particles of Globigerina Ooze from Station 166; 2'75 fathoms, South Pacific.
Here the Coccoliths and Coccospheres are of a large size, and the Rhabdoliths are relatively
rare (magnified 500 diameters).

Fig. 4. The finer portions of Globigerina Ooze from Station 338; 1990 fathoms, South Atlantic, chiefly made

up of Coccoliths, Rhabdoliths, and the primordial chambers of Qiobigerinte, together with fragments
of other calcareous organisms. Coceospheres are not here represented (magnified 500 diameters).

Fig. 5. General appearance of Globigerina Ooze, as seen by reflected light, after some of the finer amorphous
particles have been washed away. It consists chiefly of various species of pelagic Foraminifera,

together with a few fragments of worm-tubes, Pteropods, and Ostracode valves. Station 13;
1900 fathoms. North Atlantic (magnified 25 diameters).

Fig. 6. General appearance of Pteropod Ooze as seen by reflected light, after some of the finer amorphous
particles have been washed away. It consists principally of Pteropod, Heteropod, and other Mol
luscan shells, together with numerous shells of pelagic Foraminifera. Station 92; 450 fathoms.
North Atlantic (magnified 5 diameters).



PLATE XII.

Fig. 1. Section of Globigerina Ooze from Station 338; 1990 fathoms, South Atlantic (magnified 50 diameters).
The mud, just as it was obtained from the dredge, was hardened and then cut into thin sections,
80 58 to be seen by transmitted light. It is almost entirely composed of shells of pelagic Fora
minifera, among which species of Globigerina and Pult'imnUna are the most abundant.

1. Longitudinal section of Globigerna rubra. 7. Globigethia builoides.
2. ,, Nonioni,na umbilicaewla. 8. is to
3. Fragment of shell of Orbulina univorsa. 9. Median section of Orbulina univer8a.
4. Part section of p1iroidina ehiscen8. 10. ,, ,, $1 13
5. Part of shell of Orbulina univera, showing 11. Part ,, it It

foramina. 12. Small Globigerina shells.
6. Longitudinal section of Fulvinulina cra8sa. 13. Section of Fuivinulina menardii.

Fig. 2. Section of rock dredged at Station 192; 129 fathoms, off Ki Islands (magnified 50 diameters).
This rock is composed principally of pelagic Forarninifera, similar to those now living in the

tropical waters of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. It was probably not formed of the mud from
which it was dredged, but belongs to an older formation (see page 171).

1. Section of portion of test of Echinoderm. 10. Section across one lobe of Globigcrina rubru.
2. Part section of Fullenia obliquiioculakt. 11. Fragment of test of Echinoderm.
3. Section of Globigo#ina bulloide8. 12. Transverse section of spine of Echinoderm.
4. ,, It to 13. Longitudinal section of ()lobigerina rubra.
5. Longitudinal section of Uvigerina sp. (9). 14. Fart section of Nodosaria communis.
6. ,, ,, FulvinuUnamidzeUniana. 15. ,, Orbulina 1&nivcr8a.
7. ,, .PuUen.ia obliqiiiloculata. 16. .BuUmina sp. (?).
8. ,, ,, Pulvinulina menardii. 17. Transverse section of Pulinulina michel
9. Section of Globigerina rubra. iniana.

Fig. 3. Section of Globigerina Ooze from Station 348; 2450 fathoms, Tropical North Atlantic (magnified
50 diameters). The ooze consists principally of the large shells of pelagic Pulvinulina, 8phroidina,
and Glo?ngerina.

1. Pulvintulina menardii. 9. Superior aspect of Globigerina inftaa.
2. Part section of Sphroidina dehiscens. 10. Longitudinal median section of Pulvinulina
3. Transverse section of TruncatnUna sp. (9). menardii.
4. Part of final lobe of Fuivinulina vwnardii. 11. Globigerina dubia.
5. Part section of .Pullenla obliquiloculata. 12. Part section of OrbuUna univorsa.
6. Radiolarian. 13. ,, Pv2vinulina menardil.
7, Longitudinal Becton of Fuivinulinarnenardli. 14, Radiolarian.
8. Globigerina aacculfera.

Fig. 4. Section of Globigerina Ooze from Station 158; 1800 fathoms, Southern Indian Ocean (magnified 50

diameters). The ooze here consists principally of G1obigerin, the more tropical forms being
absent.

1. Part section of (Jlobigcrina bufloides. 7. Globigcrina rubra.
2. Radiolarian, 8. Radiolarian.
3. Globigerina bulloides. 9. Longitudinal section of Fullcnia obliquiloou1'4
4. ,, 10. ,, ,, Pulvinulina craesa.

5. ,, 11. Section of Sphwroidina dchi.scens.
6. Radiolarian (9). 12. Radiolarian.



PLATE XIII.
The figures on this plate represent the changes in the composition and appearance of the calcareous deposits

around the island of Bermuda, at different depths and distances from the outer edge of the reef.

Fig. 1. Section of the mud from 200 fathoms, about a mile from the reef (magnified 15 diameters), consisting
principally of fragments of Molluscs, Polyzoa, Corals, calcareous Algm, and bottom-living Foraminifera.

zoos. I 9. Calcareous Alga.1. Fragment of
Mi1lepore (7). I 10. Transverse section of Amphi.segina curningii.

3. ,, calcareous Alga. 11. Section of Tcxtuiaria sp. (7).
4. Longitudinal section of Amp7istegina cuniingii. I 12. Longitudinal section of Textularia conica.
5. Gaateronodshell surrounded with calcareous Alga. I 13. Fragment of Calcareous Alga.
6. Shell of Echinoderm cemented to other fag- I 14, Conglomeration of deposit showing section of

menta- Foraminifera, Radioluria, &c.-.by I Coral.
deposition of carbonate of lime. I 15. Longitudinal section of Ampl&istegiiuz cumingii

7. Part section of Textuiaria kirreUii. I (young).
8. Calcareous Alga. I 16. Fragment ofPolyzoon (Lpmlia sp. 7).

Fig. 4. Section of the mud from 380 fathoms, about 2 miles from the reef (magnified 50 diameters). The
fragments are all of much smaller size than in 200 fathoms, although consisting of fragments of
nearly the same organisms. The shells of Pteropods and pelagic Forarnin-ifera are, however, more
abundant than in the shallower depths.

1. Fragment of calcareous Alga. 17. Fragment of teat of Echinoderm.
2. Sponge spicule. 18. Part section of Splurroidina da1iscens.
8. Fragment of section of Orbitolites complu.nata. 19. Longitudinal section of Bulimina sp. (7).
4. Part section of Fulvinulina cana,-iensis. 20. Transverse section of .Rotalia soldanvi.
5. Transverse section of Hc&ro8tcgina depressa. I 21. Fragment of Polyzoon.
6. ,, ,, Patellina corrugata. I 22. Rotalia sp. (7).
7. ,, ,, Planorbulina nuxiitcrra. 23. Fragment of calcareous Alga.ncmsi,,. 24. Transverse section of Echinoderm spine.




8. Longitudinal section of Sagrina columellaris (7). I 25. Section of Giobigerina rubra.
9. Fragment of Polvzoon. I s. Ostracode valve.

10. ,, shell of Puivinutina sp. (1). I 27. Section of Hetoropod shell.
11. Calcareous Alga. I 28. ,, Miliolina sp.(?).12. Basal portion of Sponge st,icule. I 29. Part of test of Lituolid.
13. Fragment of Pteropod shill. I 80. Fragment of calcareous Alga.14. Transverse section of Discorbina sp. (7). I 31. Longitudinal section of Bulimina up. (7).15. Fragment of test of Echinodorm. I 32. Fragment of calcareous Alga.16. Longitudinal section of Linjulina car&nata (7).

Fig. 2. Sections representing the appearance of the mud in O fathoms, still further (about 5 miles) from
the reef (upper half magnified 50 diameters, lower half 100 diameters). The particles are much
smaller in size, while the pelagic shells are more numerous, and the reef fragments less numerous
than in the shallower depths.

1. Fragment of calcareous Alga 22. Globigerina inelloidee (young),2. Transverse section of Aloyonarian spicule. 23. Ostracode valve.
24. Globigerina bulloides.8. Fragment of Polyzoon 'ru l
25. Basal portion of Echinoderm spine.4. Longitudinal section of BoUvina dilatatci

5. Fragment of calcareous
Alga.

26. Sponge spicule.6. Section of Heteropod she 27. Fragment of Mollusc shell.7. ,, Pteropod aheU. 28.. ,,8. ,, fragment of Orbitoiites sp. (7). 29. Transverse section of Echinoderm spine.9. (Jiobigerina sp. (7). 30. Calcareous Alga.10. Section of Ostracode valve. 31. Fragment of test of Echinoderm.11. Part section of Fulvinuiina mic1wZiniana 82. Fragment of outer edge of transverse section12. Radiolarian. of Echinoderm spine.13. Buliinina sp. (7). 83. Fragment of Sponge spicule.14. Sponge spicule. 34. Calcareous Alga.15. Pteropod shell with Cor'nuspira sp. (7). 35. Radiolarian.
16. Transverse section of Discorbina vilardeboana (7). 86. Sponge apicu.le.17. Basal portion of Sponge spicule. 87. ,, ,, (Gtodja 7).18. Part section of Splueroidina dchiscema. 38. Part section of Orbiioljtes complanata.19. it 1$ 39. Fragment of Mollusc shell.20. Longitudinal section of Afiliolina sp. (7). 40. ,, calcareous Alga.21. Alcyonarian spicule.

Fig. 3. Section representing the appearance of the mud in 1950 fathoms, and still further (about 7 miles)
from the reef edge (magnified 50 diameters). Here the deposit is chiefly made up of the shells
of pelagic Foraminifera, and might be called a Globigerina Ooze.

1. Longitudinal section of Gasteropod shell. 15. Long. section of P vinuli,uz flLiCiciimja,-j
2. Fragment of section of Orbitotites complanata. 16. Transverse section of .Jotulj, sp. (7).
3. Longitudinal section of Pulvinulina cirnarien.ris. I 17. 13 ., T1UUCc1U,11na Mina.
4. Transverse section of Echinoderm spine. 1 18. Fragment of Pteropod shell.
5. Longitudinal section of Buli,nina ttrtil.arioidcs. I 19. Longitudinal section, of Buhinina sp. (7).
6. Orbulina unit'crsa. I 20. Giobigcriiur rubra.
7. Longitudinal section of Globigerina iiflata. I 21. Sponc spiculo (?).
8. ,, ,, 8piro1ouli;ui ep. (7). I 22. Longitudinal section of Eulimina textija.
9. ,, Olubigerina balloidc8. I ridder (7).

10. Pujvjnuli,uz,nenardii. I 23. Giobigerina rdra.
11. Surface of shell of OrbuUna unirrsa. I 24. Longitudinal 8ectlon of Echinoderm spine.
12. G1obiqtrina rubra. I 25. Part section of marginal ring of

I nicnardii.13. Fragment of Sponge spicule. 26. Part suction of Globiycrina sp. (7).14. iiactLiariau.



PLATE XIV.

This plate represents the general appearance of the calcareous deposits at different depths and distances from
the reefs at the Fiji and Friendly Islands m the South Pacific.

Fig. 2. Section of the mud from 18 fathoms inside the refs at Tongatabu (magnified 15 diameters), consisting
principally of fragments of Molluscs, calcareous Aigre, Polyzoa, and large bottom-living Foraminifera

1. Fragment of calcareous Alga. 17. Longitudinal section of SpirolocuZ, crc lza¬a2. Part section of Orbieou¬cg ap. (1). 18. Fragment of teat of Echinoderm,
3. Transv. section of Opcrcuiinaconiplanata(you ig). 19. Fragment of calcareous Alga, with Pulytrerna4. Fragment of teat of Echinoderm (?). miniaccum attached.
5. Longitudinal section of Aivcoina bosch. 20. Section of Orbilolites.
6. Transverse 21. Longitudinal section of Gastoropod shell.7. Calcareous Alga. 22. Fraamcnt of caictireous Alga.8. Fragment of calcareous Alga. 23. Gloir.ina bzcltoielcs.9. Aloyonarian spicule. 24. Longitudinal section of Te4ularia conica.10. Longitudinal section of Cymbalopcra pot yi. 25. Fragment of calcareous Alga.11. ,, ,, Tcmtularia trochus. 26. Longitudinal section of ?avujjn.a coinnvuuis.]2. Fragment of calcareous Alga. 27. Section of OrbUoliles cornplaiueta, showing13. Longitudinal section of .Mrnionina scapha. primordial chamber.14. Part section of Aniphistcgina camiiigii. 28. Fragment of Polyzoon.15. Transverse section of Truncatulina sp. (?). 29. Transverse section of Orbitoii2cs complanata,16. Longitudinal section of Cycloclypcu.s sp. (?). var. laciniata.

Fig. 1. Section representing the appearance of the mud in 240 fathoms, about three miles from the reefs off
Tongatabu (magnified 50 diameters); the particles are of the same nature as in fig. 2, but of
smaller size, and there is a considerable admixture of pelagic species.




1. Fragment of Orliuli,ur universe. 21. Section of Ulobigerina rubra.2. Longitudinal section of Gastoropod shell. 22. Fragment of calcareous Alga.3. Section of Globigcriua rubra. 23. Fragment of pumice.4. Heteropod shell. 24. Fart section of Textularks trochus.5. Section of Orbit 0?itcv complanata., showing 25. Transverse section of Spiro?ocuiinca sp. (1).primordial chamber. 26. Fragment of Polyzoon.6. Part section of ?ciystornelkr sp. (1). 27. Part section of Orbitolitc8 sp. (7).7. ,, Polytrcrna ininiaccuin. 28. ,, Aniphivlcgina cumingii.8. Calcareous Alga. 29. Fragment of calcareous Alga.9. Fragment of calcareous Alga. 30. Transverse section of .Rotalia soldanii.10. Longitudinal section of Bohivina bcijrichi. 31. Section of Qiobigcrina ribra.11. Transverse section of Echinodorm spine. 32. Calcareous Alga.12. Fragment of calcareous Alga (1). 33. Fragment of calcareous Alga.13. Part section of Hctcrosfrgina al). (7). 34. Longitudinal section of Echinoderm spine.14. Transverse section of Nunmu1itcs sp. (7). 35. Transverse section of Rok1ja sp. (?).15. Longitudinal section of Orbitolitcs compianata. 36. Longitudinal section of Bulirnina sp. (1).16. Truncatuli,,a sp. (7). 37. ,, ,, .lfUiolina eubrotunda.17. Fragment of Mollusc shell. 38. Part section of Carpenkria antmticuiar-ii.18. Part section of Calcarina spengleri. 39. Fragment of Mollusc shell, with Carpenteria19. Fragment of test of Echinoderm. attached.
20. Transverse section of S'piroioculina crc nabs. 40. Transverse section of Trila.xia sp. (1).

Fig. 3. Sections representing the appearance of the deposit in 610 fathoms, about 3J,miles from the reefs atKandavu,
Fijis (fig. 3a magnified 50 diameters, fig. 31) 200 diameters), where there is a large admixture of
pelagic shells among the minute calcareous fragments derived from the reefs and shallower waters.

1. Part section of .Ro¬alia aoldanii. 19. Fragment of Ptoropod shell.2. Section of Globigerina butloides. 20. ,, $1 118. Radiolarian. 21. Lonitudinal section of Niliolina sp. (1).4. ,, 22. Section of Giobiqcrina rubra.
5. Section of Heteropod shell. 23. ,, Olobigcriu.a, builoides.0. Longitudinal section of Bul.inrina pygmaia. 24. Fragment of Mollusc shell.
7. lobigt'rin.a rubra. 25. Part section of Ga.steropod shell.8. Long. Section of Clavidinn communis (young). 26. Fragment of Orbiculina shell.9. Oiobigcruza dul,ia. 27. Calcareous Alga.10. Fragment of calcareous Alga. 28. Fragment of Sponge spicule.ii. ,, Sponge spicule. 20. ,, test of Echinoderm.12. ,, Olobigcrina shell. 30. Sponge spiculca.13. Portion of test of i]Jtabda,u;n.ina (7). 31. ,, ,,14. Fragment of shell of Orbulina univcrsa. 32.

15. Section of Spiro1oculiui crenata. 33. ,,
16. Globiycriiuzsacculifrra. 34.
]7. Transverse section of Truncatulina sp. (7). 35. Fragment 01' shell of Olobiqcrina rubra.
18. Fragment of Mollusc shell. 36. Oiobiyt'ri,za bI?it, (young).

Fig. 4. Sections representing the appearance of the deposit, about 30 miles west of Ngaloa, Fijis, at a depth
of 1350 fathoms (fig. 4a magnified 50 diameters, fig. 4b 200 diameters), where, it will be seen, the
deposit is a Globigcrina Ooze, principally made up of pelagic Foraminilera shells.

1. Part section of Orbutina unii'crstt. 12. Part of shell of Pult'inuiina menardii,
2. 'J'runcatulina (7). 13. G'lohiqcrina ruhra.
3. Fragment of test of E'hinoderm. 14. Fragment of' test of Echinoderm.
4. Part section of Puhi'jnulinq. errz.ta. 15. Part section of Weliiycrina. p. (7).
5. Sect ion of Olobigerina cosiglobata. I 16. Fadiolarian.
6. Radiolarian. 17. Globigerina rubra (young).
7. Section of Ulobigcrinu bu.lloidc.s. 18. Fragment of scchou of Ololigcrina con glubata.
8. , fJl,biqcri,ur conqiubata. 10. Gioliqerina bul1oitfc (young).
9. Part of shell of OrF,u/ini unheirs.,. 20. Olobirerina conglobala, showing spines remain

10. Section of Globi!jerisw ewujiubata. ing on an inner cell.
11. Ulobiycrina rules. I



PLATE XV.

This plate represents the appearance of various deposits in which siliceous organisms play an important role..

Fig. 1. Sections of Diatom Ooze from Station 157; 1950 fathoms, Southern Indian Ocean (fig. la magnified
50 diameters, fig Lb 300 diameters). Although the deposit is principally made up of the frustu1e
of Diatoms, there are numerus shells of Q1obgerina in the deposit.

1. Radiolarian. 11. Diatom.
2. Diatoms. 12.
3. Section of obigerina duCerrei. 13. ,, (Fragilaria).
4. Radiolarian. 14. ,, (Costhwdzseu.?).
5. 9.oligerina builoides. 15. ,, (T1&alasiotkri).
8. Radiolarian. 16. ,, (Navicula).
7. Section of 1obigerina builoides. 17. ,, (Actinoeycl1Ls).
8. Part section of Globigenna bulloidcs. 18. ,, (Coscinodiicus fragment).
9. Globigerina(?). 19.

10. Radiolarian.

Fig. 2. Sections of Globigerina Ooze from Station 271; 2425 fathoms, Central Pacific (fig. 2a magnified 50
diameters, fig. 2b 200 diameters). In this deposit, while tropical species of pelagic Foranunifera
predominate, the shells and skeletons of Radiolaria make up a very large part of the deposit.

1. Part section of Fuivimulina menardii. 17. Part section of Globigerina conglolxzke.
2. Cyrtoidean. 18. Section of Spougodiscidean.
8. Portion of Foraniiniferons shell (7). 19. Stylosphridean.
4. Double-shelled Sphieroidean. 20. Section of double-shelled Splueroidean or
5. Globigermna bulloides (young). Prunoidean.
6. Double-shelled SphLeroidean. 21. Part section of Fulvimulina menardii.
7. .Lycl&nocauium sigmopodium. 22. Spongioso Prunoidean.
8. Section of Discoidean; unnumbered figure to 23. Lych7zospha3ra regina.

the right, Stylodi.e.eya arac/i,ij 24. Section of fragment of shell of Pullcniu
9. Globigerina buUoides (young). obliquiloculata.

10. 25. Crrtoideau.
11. Part section of Olobigerina conglobaki. 26. Diatom (Coscinodiscus 1).
12. Panartus tetrathalarnus. 27. Radiolarian.
13. Median section of Fullenia obliquilixuloJa. 28. Litliornitra eruea (7).
14. Co:codiseidetu3. 29. Cyrtoidean.
15. Section of double-shelled Cubosphisridean (1). 30. Carpoapkrsra ,neliomma.
16. Section of Phacodiscidean. 81. Portion of Porodiseidean.




Fig. 3. Section of Radiolarian Ooze from Station 225; 4475 fathoms, Western Pacific, where the deposit is
principally made up of the remains of Radiolaria and other siliceous organisms.

1. Sponge spicule (Geodia 1). 18. Fragment of Stylosphturidean (1).2. Portion of Radiolarian skeleton. 19. Young stage or defectivo specimen of Carpo
3. Sponge spicules. caniu7n petalorpyris.4. Rlwpalodictijum sp. (I). 20. Carposph.ra 1valtheri.
5. Stichocyrtidean (Dictyornilra cat anisettai'f). 21. Sponge spicules.
6. (7). 22. I)iclyomi1ra caltaniseU&.
7. Portion of section of Porodiscidean. 23. Spyroidean.
8. Portion of shell of a Porodiscid.ean or Spongodis- 24. .Druppula nuci&la (7).

cidean. 25. Archicapsa quø.drforis (7).
9. Tricyrtidean. 26. Tricyrtidean (same as No. 9).10. PipsUariafusaria. 27. Radiolarian.

11. Stichocyrtidean. 28. Sponge spicule.12. Anthocyreiutn, ii. sp. (same form as in fig. 4, 29. Cyrtoidean.
No. 20). 30. Sethodiscus p1acoides.13. Lychnocaniurn imqpodiuni. 31. Tricyrtidean (same as Nos. 9 and 26).14. Sponge epicu.le. 32. Spo'ujodi.icus fiorcaUs.15. Sponge spicule (P). 33. Entynipaniuni nisicantu,n.

18. £arposplusra waitheri (small specimen). 34. Cyrtoidean.17. Prunoidean.

Fig. 4. Section of Radiolarian Ooze from Station 268; 2900 fathoms, Central Pacific, where the deposit is
principally made up of the shells and skeletons of Radiolaria.

1. Fragment of skeleton of Phieodarian. 12. Dk.tyomitra caltaniscttai.
2. (1) 13. Section of Phncodjscji7oan or Prunoideati (7).
3. Uenorphra compacta. 14. Siphunorpha'ra patinaria.4. Akanthospha'.ra ciacata (7). 15. Stylosphieridean ().5. Section of Cyrtoidoan. 16. Fragment of Radiolarian skeleton.
8. Styiodictya hthapira. 17. Dorcathpyr(s ant.ilopc.7. Portion of Ceiwsplusra up. (1). I. Section of' C'yrtoideon.8. 8iphouxp/izera sociaji.,. 19. T/v'/w'ra :iittlii.
9. Spyroidean. 20. AnIiwi'yrtiuni, a. up. (same as No. 12 in

10. Uenosphwra rndlifica fig. 3).
11. Cyrtoidean. 21. Section of shell of Cyrtoiduan.



PLATE XVI.

Fig. 1. Section of fragment of sideromelan, or unaltered basic volcanic glass, forming the nucleus of a man
ganese nodule from Station 276; 2350 fathoms, South Pacific. In this preparation there is seen
a skeleton crystal of olivine, and single and elongated grains of metallic oxides. At the upper
part of the figure the commencement of alteration into palagonite can be observed (magnified 37
diameters).'

Fig. 2. Section of nucleus of nodule from Station 160; 2600 fathoms, Southern Indian Ocean. It is an
unaltered fragment of sideromelan filled with little crystals of olivine, some of which contain
inclusions of glass similar to that forming the mass of the rock. There are also skeletons of
crystals forked at the two extremities. All the olivine crystals are surrounded by trichites

(magnified 37 diameters).

Fig. 3. Section of nucleus of nodule from Station 285; 2375 fathoms, South Pacific. It is formed of a

greenish grey sideromelan represented in the lower part of the figure, and of brownish yellow
palagointe represented in the upper part of the figure. This section shows that the palagonite
must be produced by the decomposition of the sideromelan, as it encloses crystals of olivine
iumiln.r to those observed in the unaltered glass in the lower part of the figure (magnified 37
diameters).

Fig. 4. Section of nucleus of manganese nodule from Station 302; 1450 fathoms, South Pacific. This nucleus
of sideromelan has been partly transformed into red palagonite along the borders of fissures. Tlii
glass contains colourless crystals of olivine, some of which are of considerable size, but the great
majority appear as microliths scattered throughout the mass (magnified 37 diameters).

The following coloured figures of minerals iuid rocks were drawn by M. E. (10 Munek, viz. -P1. XVI. 11g. 1; P1. XVII.
figs. 1, 2; PL XVIII. figs. 1, 3; P1. XIX. figs. 1, 8, 4; P1. XXI hg. 1; P1. XXII. figs. 1, 2, 3; P1. XXVIII. Jig. 3; P1. XXIX.
figs. 1, 2, 8. Several figures on Fl. XXIII. were drawn by M. W, Priuz.



PLATE XVII.

Fig. 1. Section of nucleus of manganese nodule from Station 285; 2375 fathoms, South Pacific. This section
shows two fragments of grey coloured sideromelan or unaltered basic glass, the one in the centre
of the figure, and the other on the left hand side, containing little crystals of olivine. Around these
two centres extends a yellowish mass, which contains similar crystals of olivine, and is derived from
the alteration of the sideromelan. The preparation shows a phase of decomposition in which the
palagonite still preserves a certain homogeneity. Manganese has infiltrated into the characteristic
fissures of the rock in the form of dendrites, especially in the upper part of the figure (magnified
145 diameters).

Fig. 2. Section of nucleus of manganese nodule from Station 293; 2025 fathoms, South Pacific. This figure
represents a frequent mode of decomposition of vitreous basic rocks; the vitreous matter has been
entirely transformed into reddish palagonite, but it shows, like the preceding figure, a certain
homogeneity of structure, no fissures being visible in some parts. Among the mineralogical
elements, crystals of plagioclase are to be observed in the form of rhombic tables, completely
encased in the pa.lagonite, as seen in the lower part of the figure. In the fractures there are
abundant infiltrations of manganese (magnified 145 diameters).

Fig. 3. Section of nucleus of nodule from Station 160; 2600 fathoms, Southern Indian Ocean. This nucleus
is formed of a brownish basaltic volcanic glass, surrounded by products of decomposition. The
unaltered glass is represented by the greenish grey patch across the middle of the figure; it is
perfectly isotropic, and contains little crystals of plagioclase, olivine, and augite. Similar minerals
are found in the yellowish brown altered zones at the upper and lower parts of the figure. These
yellowish zones are traversed by undulating lines, along which the substance breaks; these zones
present between crossed nicols spherolithic polarisation, as observed in some zeolites (magnified 37
diameters).

Fig. 4. Section of nucleus of manganese nodule from Station 302; 1450 fathoms, South Pacific. This section
represents a fragment of palagonite, with the perlitic structure and fissures usually accompanying
the advanced decomposition of this substance; the parallel lines of the convex and concave zones
are highly characteristic, being rendered more distinct by the penetration of peroxide of manganese
(magnified 280 diameters).



PLATE XVIII.

Fig. 1. Section of nucleus of manganese nodule from Station 285; 2375 fathoms, South Pacific. In the
manganese forming the ground-work of the preparation, there are embedded irregular, triangular,
elongated, or quadrilateral fragments, having a yellowish tint, and formed of successive zones of
different shades of colour; very often there is a hollow centre, in which crystals of zeolites are
sometimes formed. In polarised light these fragments are birefrangent, like palagonite, and are
believed to be altered fragments of basic volcanic glass (magnified 145 diameters).

Fig. 2. Section of nucleus of manganese nodule from Station 276; 2350 fathoms, South Pacific. This nucleus
is formed by an aggregation of greenish, vesicular, volcanic lapilhi, enclosing little lamell of plagio.
clase and sections of olivine almost entirely replaced by limonite mixed with manganese, and in
addition some grains of augite. These are splinters of basaltic rock, with an altered vitreous base,
the different lapilli being cemented by' fibre-radiate bands of zeolites, forming a mstTnmiflated coating
around each splinter (magnified 145 diameters).

Fig. 3. Section of nucleus of nodule from Station 276; 2350 fathoms, South Pacific. This nucleus is com
posed of volcanic fragments of a vitreous nature, transformed into palagonite. There are numerous
areolar cavities lined or filled with zeolites, besides numerous liunellm of plagioclase. The two
lapilhi partially represented in the figure are surrounded by zeolitic zones, the interspace being
filled with earthy matters and peroxide of manganese (magnified 50 diameters).

Fig. 4. Section of nucleus of nodule from Station 276; 2350 fathoms, South Pacific. This nucleus consists
of a fragment of palagonite of a red colour, in which there are some lamellie of plagioclase. The
vesicles are everywhere occupied by fibro-radiate colourless zeolites, in a thick layer towards the
interior, but in concentric zones towards the external border, the empty space in the centre being
frequently filled by manganese or muddy matters. The characteristic fractures depending on the
perlitic structure are in this specimen more circular than is usually the case (magnified 145 dia
meters).



PLATE XI X.

Fig. 1. Section of nucleus of nodule from Station 276; 2350 fathoms, South Pacific, This represents a portion
of a lapilli, principally formed of an aggregation of extremely thin crystals of plagioclase in the
form of rhombic tables. From the optical properties this plagioclase appears to be bytownite. The
fundamental mass of the rock, now transformed into palagonite, was originally a blackish glass.
The dark colour at some points of the figure is due to the presence of manganese. This rock is
profoundly altered, the folepars alone having resisted decomposition. In some parts there are
sections of augite and of olivine entirely transformed into a red substance, with a fibrous appear
ance. The rock is a felspathic basalt with a vitreous base (magnified 50 diameters).

Fig. 2. Section of nucleus of manganese nodule from Station 276; 2350 fathoms, South Pacific. This espe
cially represents the decomposition of olivine. The fragment belongs to a basaltic rock in which
porphyritic crystals of olivine are imbedded. The fundamental mass, which is highly altered and
penetrated by manganese, is filled with little crystals of plagioclase, as seen in the upper and lower
parts of the figure. In the crystal of olivine occupying the centre of the figure the optical pro
perties are almost effaced; it presents a more or less pronounced fibrous structure. The mineral
is in part transformed into hematite, and manganese penetrates into all the fissures traversing the
crystal in an irregular manner (magnified 37 diameters).

Fig. 3. Section of nucleus of manganese nodule from Station 293; 2025 fathoms, South Pacific. This figure
represents the nucleus as seen by reflected light. The centre is composed of a black and homo
geneous volcanic glass (sideromelan or tachylite), which is still unaltered. All around this are
successive zones, like those of an agate, which correspond to different phases of decomposition.
Those nearest the centre are colourless or tinged with yellow, succeeded by others in which the
tints are brown or green, the fractures being irregular. Beyond these altered zones are successive
layers of peroxide of manganese (magnified 20 diameters).

Fig. 4. Section of nucleus of manganese nodule from Station 276; 2350 fathoms, South Pacific. The funda
mental mass of this fragment, which was formerly vitreous, is transformed into yellowish palagonite.
In this altered mass are embedded large and small crystals of plagioclase, the larger ones having
undergone but little alteration, and sections of olivine transformed into a reddish material with a
fibrous structure, like the crystal represented in fig. 2. These crystals of olivine have inclusions
of the vitreous base of the rock at the centre. Augite is rare in this preparation ; there are some
crystals of magnetite. The rock is a feispathic basalt with a vitreous base (magnified 50 dia
meters).



PLATE XX.

PHOSPHATIC CONCRETIONS.

Fig. 1. Section of phoephatic concretion from Green Sand, Station 142; 150 fathoms, on the Aguihas Bank) off
the Cape of Good Hope. The most abundant particles are rounded greenish grains of glauconite,
associated with numerous little fragments of quartz, generally angular but sometimes rounded,
distinguished in the figure by colourless sections. Towards the centre a large fragment of plagio
class is seen. All these mineral fragments are enclosed in a mass of amorphous, dirty yellowish
brown, phosphate of lime (magnified 37 diameters).

Fig. 2. Section of phosphatic concretion from Globigerina Ooze, Station 143; 1900 fathoms, Southern Indian
Ocean. The most distinct bodies imbedded in the phosphate of lime are the shells of Globigerinida
and Pulvinulinidte. In the nodule represented in fig. 1 the phosphate plays simply the role of a
cement for the glauconite and sandy particles; in the nodule represented in this figure the phos
phate is more abundant, penetrating into all the hollow spaces of the Foraininifera, where it is
present with a clearer tint than in the fundamental enveloping mass. It may be perceived infil
trating by the foramina, but generally the pseudomorphism of the calcareous shells into phosphate
is not complete, the characteristic colourless appearance of the shells being preserved, in many of
the sections. In some of the internal casts of the shells the phosphate is brown, owing to the
presence of iron or organic matters (magnified 37 diameters).

Fig. 3. Section of nodule from the same station presenting a more advanced phase of phosphatisation; almost
all the carbonate of lime of the Foraminifera shells is pseudomorphosed into phosphate, which has
assumed a concretionary form, and in certain points gives the black cross of spherolithic aggregates
(magnified 37 diameters).

Fig. 4. Section of another nodule from Station 143. Not only is the phosphatisation here complete, but it is
no longer possible to recognise the presence of the psoudomorphosed organic remains nor the.
internal casts of phosphate of lime. The whole field of the microscope presents a concretionary
structure. The section does not extinguish uniformly between crossed nicole, but presents vague
tints like concretionary minerals, and the black cross may be observed in some zones. Certain
deeper coloured patches are filled with inclusions of heterogeneous particles, but on their borders
a clearer zone may be observed, which follows all the contours and presents the characters of con
cretionary phosphate (magnified 37 diameters).



PLATE XXI.

Fig. 1. Section of nucleus of an elongated manganese nodule from Station 276; 2350 fathoms, South Pacific.
This preparation offers an excellent example of the abundance and variety of volcanic products at
the sea-bottom. The fragments of minerals and rocks have been enveloped by depositions of the

peroxide of manganese, and form a veritable tula composed of many species of rocks and minerals.

Conunejicing at the top of the figure, there is a colourless crystal of plagioclase surrounded by
altered vitreous matter, irregular colourless particles of volcanic glass, more or less vesicular, black
and opaque fragments of volcanic rocks surrounded by a whitish zone of zeolites. Near the centre
of the figure to the left i8 a particle of sideromelan, infiltrations of manganese, small volcanic

fragments, basaltic lapilhi with pores filled with zeolites and an external zeolitic zone. To the right,
embedded in the manganese, is a rather large black and opaque basaltic lapilli, in part surrounded
by zeolites. Beneath this there is a rather large greenish fragment of pumice, and alongside of it
a fragment of sideromelan. Towards the lower part of the figure there are again lapilhi and
fragments of zeolites surrounding or detached from the fragments of rocks. The yellowish mass
in which all the fragments are embedded is composed of muddy matters more or less coloured with
iron and manganese, and the whole surrounded by coucretionary layers of the peroxide of manganese
(magnified 37 diameters).

Fig. 2. Section of volcanic tufa from Station 281; 2385 fathoms, South Pacific, the macroscopic appearance
of which is represented on P1. PT. fig. 3. The figure shows two parts sharply marked off from
each other: that to the right a more or less homogeneous Red Clay, that to the left formed of an
agglomeration of volcanic mineral particles representing a shower of volcanic ashes that had fallen
upon the deposit. The whole has been surrounded by depositions of manganese, which have
preserved the layers in their primitive position (see P1. IV. fig. 3). In the Red Clay, near the
lower part of the figure, a small manganese nodule is represented with a reddish centre; the brown
colour of the Red Clay passes in the layer of volcanic minerals to a greenish colour, due to the
presence of numerous individuals of augite and hornblende. All these minerals are elastic, have a
sharp fracture, and give the impression that they belong to a volcanic ash. The largest. and most
numerous are fragments of hornblende with a brown or greenish colour, and about 05 nun. in
diameter; augite is much less abundant, and the crystals arc less deeply coloured. Feispars,
especially fragments of plagioclase, can be observed, but they are generally altered and decomposed
into a zeolitic substance. Finally, there are some little fragments of volcanic rocks, in which the
principal elements are microlitlis of augite, as well as fragments of magnetite, vitreous basaltic
lapilli, and peroxide of manganese (magnified 37 diameters).



PLATE XXII.

Fig. 1. Fine washings of a Red Clay from Station 276; 2350 fathoms, South Pacific. The little, colourless,
prismatic crystals are simple or grouped microliths of phillipsite, and are associated with more or
less circular grains of manganese and argillaceous substance (magnified 280 diameters).

Fig. 2. Section of a apherulo formed by crystals of phillipsite from Station 276; 2350 fathoms, South Pacific.
The spheruie is entirely enveloped by the clay and penetrated by manganese. The section shows
the form of the crystals towards the periphery of the spherulo, more or less inclined to the longer
axis. These spherules are about 01 mm. in diameter (magnified 60 diameters).

Fig. 3. Section of a spherul.e of crystals of phillipsite forming the nucleus of a manganese nodule from Station
276; 2350 fathoms, South Pacific. The section passes through the centre of the spheru.le, which
is about 01 mm. in diameter. It seems to be formed by a more or less regular grouping of the
little crystals following approximately the radii of a circle, and they increase in size as they approach
the periphery. In several crystals the zones of increase are indicated by lines of inclusions, and in
others these zones are shown to be grouped concentrically. The crystals of phillipsite forming the
spherule are surrounded by a thin layer of manganese, beyond which is a muddy deposit, contain
ing particles of volcanic minerals and manganese (magnified 60 diameters).

Fig. 4. Crystals of phillipsite of considerable size found free in the clay at Station 276; 2350 fathoms, South
Pacific. They are generally grouped in an irregular manner, or show a tendency to form. twins.

They are covered with manganese depositions or form the centres of little concretions of that
substance (magnified 37 diameters).
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Fig. 1. Magnetic sphorule of cosmic origin from Station 285 ; 2375 fathoms, South Pacific. This spherule
was extracted from a manganese nodule, and hn a coating of black magnetic iron, with a brilliant.
and shagreened surface (magnified 90 diameters).

Fig. 2. Magnetic apherule from Station 276 ; 2350 fathoms, Smith Pacific. It is regular in form but has not a
central nucleus. The figure shows a broken surface, which is blue-black, with a dull aspect. The
structure presents many somewhat regular cleavages. Although presenting some of the characters
of ehomires of lroiizite, somewhat. like that. shown in fig. 11, the origin of this sp!iortde must. be
regarded as doubtful (magnified 20 thiLlmekrs).

Fig. 3. Spherulo composed of crystals of phillipsite from Station 276 ; 2350 fitthonis, South Pacific. The
crystals are terminated by the faces of domes or iommitls. This shows the external aspect of the
apheruks seen in section in Plate XX!!. figs. 2 and 3 (magnified 90 diameters).

Fig. 4. Cosmic magnetic sphmerule from Station 2,85 2375 lathonis, South Pacific. The external aspect. of
this spherule is similar to that shown in hg. 1, but the hguro t'hihits the characteristic cupule
present in nearly all these cosmic slihorulea (niitgni6ed 90 thituuoti'rs).

Fig. 5. Cosmic magnetic sphierulo front interior of nixl;tle from Station 276 ; 2350 fathoms, South l'acific.
A part of the external layer has been removed to show the grey metallic nucleus of native iron
(magaifled 90 dituimeters).

Fig. 6. Cosmic magnetic spherule from Station 276 ; 2350 fathoms, South Pacific, embedded in a umnss of
little crystals of zeohites (nuignitieti 90 diameters).

Fig. 7. Metallic nucleus of a cosmic spherule from thin same station. This nucleus has a grey metallic lustre;
it has taken a discoidal form under pressure in an agate mortar. 'SVben placed in an acid solution
of sulphate of copper, no copper was precipitated, and it is probably an alloy of iron, nickel, and
cobalt (magnified 90 diameters).

Fig. 8. Cosmic sherule from Station 285; 2375 fathoms, South Pacific, a portion of the crust having been
removed to show the metallic nucleus (magnified 90 diameters).

Fig. 9. Metallic nucleus of cosmic apherule from Station 276; 2350 fathoms, South Pacific. The black coating
has been removed, and the particle has assumed a discoidal apilearanco under pressure in an agate
mortar. When placed in an acid solution of sulplrate of copper, the copper was at once precipitated
over the whole surface, which indicates that. the nucleus was composed of native iron (muaguitied
90 diameters).

Fig. 10. (&e fig. 13.)

Fig. 11. Chondre from Globigerina Ooze, Station 3,18 : 1990 fathoms, South Atlantic. This choimdr&' is about
1 mm. in diameter. In retlectetl light under the microsei:'pe it has a bronze metalloid rullertion.
It is formed by the juxtaposition of a great. number of liunehla', whiitk sbtrt front an excentric

point, where there is a depression in the form of a duhlule. The elutructtqn are quite itintlc.gous '
those of chondrus of meteorites (magnified 37 .hi;imnutvrs).

Figs. 13 and 10. Microstructure of one of the lanwhhmn of the chu'tiu,(ro represented in fig. 11. These are formed
of an itceurituhition of little c.'lourk'ts prisns, tulsiuit 005 mm. in ulianieter. The pi iius follow
two directions, cutting each other at. an angle ..f 700. The lumt'lla' have many dark-e.1ouretl
inclusions in the form of crystallites, which are probably magnetite, arrangeil regularly following
the direction of time little prisms (iuiignihi..d 390 diaint.tcis).

Fig. 12. Appciu'aiicn of thu. magnetic particles extracted from Radiolarian Ooze, Station 271 ; 271u0 fathuints,
Mid Pacific, alter being broken down in all ugiti.. mortar, aiid treated wit.IL -,in acid solution of

sulphate of copper. The black 1.tirtithes are fuigiucuts of magiiu'tit" mmii u'uiimtiiigs of thi.i rosmi,'

si'hierulcs, while thitu..n. on which ..iufqcr itus been deposited are mlLlkLLl,he particles of native iron

(magnified 37 diameters).



PLATE XXIY.

This Plato is intended to represent as nearly as possible the appearance of the casts which are formed in
and on the Forarniniferous shells and other calcareous organisms in different varieties of marine deposits.

Fig. 1. Glauconitic particles that remain after the removal of the carbonate of lime from a deposit on the
Aguihas Bank, off the Cape of Good hope (magnified 35 diameters). The grains have an average
diameter of about 1 millimetre, and are isolated or agglomerated into nodules. They are often
mammillatod, and always more or less rounded; some are hard and black or dark green, others
softer and pale green or yellow. The surface of the grains is often shining. The casts of Fern
minifera, and other organisms, are pale green or brown, rarely dark green, although many of the
dark green grains appear to have the form of the ForaminiIera rudely displayed. Station 142;
150 fathoms. Southern Ocean.

Fig. 2. Similar deposit from off the coast of Australia (magnified 35 diameters). On the removal of the car
bonate of lime there is seen to be a very much larger number of casts of the calcareous organisms
than in the Agulhas Bank formation. The chambers of the shells are filled, or partially filled,
with red, yellow, brown, and pale green casts in various stages of consolidation. Where these casts
are not opaque they give aggregate polarisation. Besides the casts, there are ninny grains in the
deposit., girnilrtr to those described by mineralogists under the name of glaucouite, which in many
cases show roughly the form of the Fornrninifera. Station 164a; 410 fathonis. South PacilIc.

Fig. 3. Casts obtained by removing the carbonate of lime from a large quantity of Coral Sand from off the
Great Barrier Reef of Australia (magnified 25 diameters). They are all of a brick-red colour; one
or two had a greenish tinge, but there was no true glauconite. These casts have a porous aspect,
arising from the presence in the east of carbonate of limo, which has been dissolved by the action
of the acid. The red substance of these casts gives aggregate polarisation. Station 185n; 153
fathoms. Torrea Strait.

Fig. 4. Red casts of ]?oraminiicra from the south Pacific (magnified 25 diameters). This is one of the few
instances in which numerous perfect casts of these organisms have been found in ii. deep-Sett kpusit.far from land. There is frequently an external as well as all internal east, and the two are united
by numerous little pillars which had occupied the foramina of the shells. There is it. glauconite in
the deposit. When the colour is discharged by concentrated hydrochloric acid, ciilourle globulesof the original forms remain, showing that we are not here (killing with an inliltiution ,f fifl.' hulL1Or clay, but with a chemical combination that has taken pluce in the interior and n the external
surface of the shells. Station 176; 1450 fathoms.South Pacific.
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Illustrates various phases assumed by glauconito in existing oceans.

Fig. 1. Glauconitic casts and particles from off the coast of Australia, as seen between crossed mcols, showing
aggregate pohirisatiou. Little green and blue points form a very flue mosaic on it brownish-coloured
ground. Station 16411; 410 fathoms. South PiciIe (magnified 50 diameters).

Fig. 2. Glauconito4ike particle of a brown-green colour. The iuauunillated surface is quite like a typical
glauconitic grain, but this particular grain appears to be iui altered rock fragment.

Fig. 3. Particle of a lighter colour than the preceding, but having apparently a similar origin.

Fig. 4. Specimen of Glo?iiyerüia bulloides filled with a glauconitic cast

Fig. 5. Specimen of Truncatutina refulgens filled with ghtuconitie cast.

Fig. 6. Specimen of Maiouna seminuluni filled with cast.

Fig. 7. Specimen of Uvigerna ppgnura filled with east..

Figs. 8 and 9. Casts of Orbulina universa.

Fig. 10. Cast of Anoinalina coronWa.

Fig. 11. Cast probably formed in the interior of OrôuJincz U?

Fig. 12. Specimen of Clobigerina pacliyderma filled with east.

Fig. 13. Coat of Poiyatonella arcttca.

Fig. 14. Cast of Anornalrna eoranata.
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Fig. 1. Mineral particles in the residue of a Globigerina Ooze. Station 300; 1375 fathoms, South Pacific.
These are essentially of a volcanic nature: in addition to fragments of pumice, easily recognised
by their structure end the absence of colour, there are homogeneous red-brown particles, vitreous
fragments altered into palagonito, and also fragments of folepars, augite, and grains of magnetite
(magnified 90 diameters).

Fig. 2. Mineral particles of a Red Clay. Station 282; 2450 fathoms, South Pacific. All the particles are
of volcanic origin. Fragments of feispar may be recognised by the homogeneity and regular into
Lure. Them are numerous fragments of pumice. The brown grains are particles of palagonite or
other mineral particles coated with deposits of manganese ant! iron (magnified 175 diameters).

Fig. 3. Mineral particles from a Rod Clay. Station 165A; 2600 fathoms, South Pacific. In addition to
fragments of pumice, splinters of foispar, and little green prisms of augite, which are the usual
minerals in a Red Clay, there are represented in the figure many rounded granules of quartz, for
the most pert covered with limonite. The mineralogical nature and form of these gnmules show
that they are not a normal element in the Red Clay deposit; they are believed to be particles
borne by atmospheric currents from the Australian continent (magnified 175 diameters).

Fig. 4. Mineral particles from a Globigorina Ooze. Station 303; 13215 fathom; South Pacific. This figure
shows abundance of glassy volcanic particles, belonging for the most part to the acid and lilamou-
tons variety of pumice, although there are also fragments of the basic variety with rounded pores and
of a yellow or red-brown colour (magnified 175 diameters).

Fig. 5. Mineral particles of a Beach Sand from Diamond Point., Honolulu, Sandwich Islands. These are
almost exclusively formed of unaltered crystals of olivine, along with some vitreous 'articles.
Similar particles are widely distributed in the Coral Muds and Sands of the neighbouring coasts
(magnified 37 diameters).

Fig. 6. Mineral particles of a Beach Saud from the Admiralty Islands. Among these may be recognised largecolourless fragments of folepar (plagioclase), prismatic green fragineitis, more or less irregular, of
augito, brown frugniente of hornblende, dirty brown basaltic htpilli, fragiucuta of pitligoiiite, olivine,
magnetite, and particles of volcanic glass (umguilieil 37 ditnieters).
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Fig. 1. Microscopic mineral particles from a Volcanic Mud. Station 262; 2875 fathoms, North Pacific.
The particles are principally brown splinters of volcanic glass, showing in typical form the irregular
outlines and conchoidal fracture, as well as the elongated fibrous structure of some varieties of

pumice (magnified 175 diameters).

Fig. 2. Mineral particles and fine washings of a Red Clay. Station 178; 2650 fathoms, South Pacific. The
little colourless angular particles scattered over the figure are microscopic splinters of volcanic glass,
or of minerals from eruptive rocks. Among these are vitreous fragments of a larger size as well as

crystalline particles. The red-brown particles are palagonito. There are fuispars and green par
tides of augite (niagniiied 175 diameters).

Fig. 3. Mineral particles of a Red Clay. Station 240; 2900 fathoms, North Pacific. These are essentially
volcanic products. Among them may be recognised numerous fragments of pumice and other glassy
volcanic particles, pagiocbise1 and palagonitic grains of a red colour (magnified 1.75 diameters).

Fig. 4. Mineral particles of a Red Clay. Station 294; 2270 fathoms, South Pacific. As in the preceding
figure, these are almost wholly composed of volcanic products, in which pumice fragmeut.s are the
most abundant; there are also feispar, plagioclase, green fragments of augile, red pitlagonitio par
ticks, and smell crystals of quartz. The last are hexagonal prisms terminated by two pyramids;
two individuals at the top of the figure are united together with their vertical axes parallel. The
brown-black particles are peroxide of manganese (magnified 175 diameters).

Fig. 5. Fine washings of a Radiolarian Ooze. Station 225; 4475 fathoms, Western Pacific. This figure
represents the exceedingly fine grains or flocculent matter, mixed with particles of volcanic, glass,
foispars, palagonitic and manganese grains, together with minute fragments of Radiolarians and
other siliceous organisms (magnified 175 diameters).

Fig. 6. Mineral particles of a Green Mud. Station 189; 28 ftthotns, Arn.ñira Sea. This figure shows the
difference in a mineralogical composition and in the dimensions and form of ULO grains in a torn
genous deposit compared with pelagic deposits, which are represented in the fi preceding figures
on this plate. Rounded fragments of quartz, sometinies covered with it reddi4i deposit of limonite,
are the most numerous. Some colourless particles terminated by cleavages are felspar; the rounded
green grams are glauconite. There are also crystals of tourmaline and zircon (magnified 37 dia
meters).
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Fig. 1. Section of manganese nodule from Station 160; 2600 fathoms, Southern Indian Ocean. This micro-

scopic preparation shows, besides the zonary arnmgemont, a dendritic structure of the manganese.
These dendrites are arranged along the radii of the nodule, and the manganese. is, as it were, im-
bedded in a yellowish brown mass of clayey and earthy matters (magnified 37 diameters).

Fig. 2. Section of manganese nodule from Station 160; 2600 fathoms, Southern Indian Ocean. Around the
indefinite white-coloured nucleus there is a coneretionary arrangement of the manganese in the
form of dendrites; the radiate structure is not, however, well marked. The large ovoid body
occupying most of the figure was probably the primary form of the original nucleus (magnified 37
diameters).

Fig. 3. Section of manganese nodule from Station 285; 2375 fathoms, South Pacific. This figure shows a
nodule with several concretionary centres, consisting of organic particles or fragments of palagonite
or other volcanic rocks. The depositions which had commenced around these several centres
ultimately became united into a single nodule by the formation of successive layers of manganese
(magnified 37 diameters).

Fig. 4. Section of manganese nodule from Station 160; 2600 fathoms, Southern Indian Ocean. This figure
shows the dendritie and zonary arrangement of the manganese (magnified 37 diameters).

Fig. 5. Section of manganese nodule from the same station, showing a donthitic arrangement of the man-
ganese, in which the radiate structure is not well marked, but presenting zones in which the
colouring matter has accumulated (magnified 37 diameters).
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Fig. 1. Section of manganese nodule from Station 285; 2375 fathoms, South Pacific. It. shows a zonary
arrangement of the concretion around a fragment of ii shark's tooth. The alternate zones consist
of lighter and darker layers, the manganese being accumulated in the dark, and the eluyey matters
more abundant in the light, bands (magnified 37 diameters).

Fig. 2. Section of manganese nodule from the same station. This concretion contains several nuclei. Near
the upper part of the figure there is a section of a shark's tooth, and portions of other teeL.h may be
seen in different parts of the figure. Near the lower part there is a volcanic lapihi, containing
green augite and plagioclase. Around each of these centres the Inanganeso has buen deposited in
a concentric manner, and during the growth of the nodule the numerous other particles have been

enveloped by the manganese (magnified 37 diameters).

Fig. 3. Section of manganese nodule from the same station. This preparation shows the arrangement of the
manganese under a higher power, the manganese being more abundant in tin' dark patches, while
the lighter colour represents the spaces for the most part made up of claycy and earthy matters
(magnified 145 diameters).

Fig. 4. Section of manganese nodule from the same station. This figure shows the zonnry arranginient of the
manganese around two prrnepal centres, and their subsequent. envelopment in ont nodule by the
continuous deposition of layers of manganese, which have enclosed at. the same time tho clayey
matters with their fragments of minerals and organisms (magnified 37 diaiut.krs).
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